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Preface 
 
 

he Sixth International Symposium on Snow Removal and Ice Control Technology was held 
in Spokane, Washington, on June 7–9, 2004. The symposium was conducted by the 

Transportation Research Board Committee on Winter Maintenance in cooperation with the 
Washington State Department of Transportation, American Association of State Highway and 
Transportation Officials, and the Federal Highway Administration. The objective of the 
Symposium was to provide a forum for the exchange of information about the state of the art and 
the state of the practice in research and technology applications to improve snow removal and ice 
control operations in transportation systems. This symposium included papers and presentations 
on winter weather (information, models, and data quality); winter maintenance (policy, 
management, and performance); customers’ perspectives on winter operations; environmental 
stewardship; winter maintenance vehicle advancements; bridge support systems; winter 
pavement temperatures and road conditions; material distribution, performance and residual; and, 
large-volume snow control. Maintenance managers, engineers, and researchers from the 
following countries presented their papers: Canada, Denmark, Finland, Japan, New Zealand, 
Norway, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and the United States. The papers have not been 
subjected to the TRB peer review process. 
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Winter Road Maintenance Decision Support System Project 
Overview and Status 
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Mitretek Systems, Inc. 

 
WILLIAM P. MAHONEY III 

WILLIAM L. MYERS 
National Center for Atmospheric Research 

 
DENNIS BURKHEIMER 

Iowa Department of Transportation 
 

 
or several years, the U.S. Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Office of 
Transportation Operations Road Weather Management Program has been involved in the 

development of a guidance tool for winter road maintenance decision makers. The tool, known 
as the maintenance decision support system (MDSS), is the culmination of work by a consortium 
of national laboratories, directed by FHWA with feedback from both the state departments of 
transportation and the private sector. The MDSS combines advanced weather and road condition 
prediction with automated rules of practice to produce a customized and optimized set of 
treatment recommendations for winter road maintenance managers. The potential payoff is 
higher mobility and safety on roadways, and more efficient and cost-effective use of staff, 
equipment, and chemicals. The latter would produce a reduced impact on the environment. This 
paper describes the history, development, and status of the MDSS project. Preliminary results 
and lessons learned from a field demonstration, future development efforts, and the technology 
transfer plan is discussed. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
With tight budgets and the high expectation of the public for keeping roads clear of snow and 
ice, today’s maintenance manager has to be able to handle multiple tasks or risk getting behind 
the onslaught of winter weather. All of the regulations about chemical applications, 
environmental impacts, and multiple, often contradictory weather forecasts can lead to 
information overload. 

The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) recognized this problem in the late 1990s. 
Generally speaking, there were plenty of weather forecasts, along with a few companies that 
issued road-specific forecasts, but there was a lack of linkage between the information available 
and the decisions made by winter maintenance managers. It was this weak link that became the 
genesis for the winter maintenance decision support system (MDSS) project. 

F 
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Since 2000, the MDSS has evolved from a conceptual framework into a functional 
prototype. During the winter of 2002-2003, the prototype was deployed at several maintenance 
garages in central Iowa for a field demonstration. This paper will document the implementation 
of the demonstration, a summary of lessons learned, verification statistics, and technology 
transfer activities. It will also describe plans for a longer, more comprehensive demonstration 
during the winter of 2003–2004.  
 
 
SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
 
The MDSS is a research and development project that is funded and administered by the FHWA 
Road Weather Management Program. Five national laboratories have been participating in the 
development and implementation of the project. Participating laboratories include 
 

• Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory (CRREL), 
• National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), 
• Massachusetts Institute of Technology–Lincoln Laboratory (MIT/LL), 
• National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association Forecast Systems Laboratory  

(NOAA /FSL), and 
• NOAA National Severe Storms Laboratory. 

 
Each laboratory brings unique capabilities and expertise to the project. Much of the 

software used in the core MDSS modules has been reused from other projects and tied together 
via interprocess communications.  

The MDSS project takes state-of-the-art weather forecasting and data fusion techniques 
and merges them with computerized winter road maintenance rules of practice. The result is a set 
of guidance aimed at maintenance managers that provides a tailored forecast of surface 
conditions and treatment recommendations customized for specific routes. A description of the 
prototype MDSS can be found in Mahoney and Myers (1). 

Figure 1 shows a high-level flow diagram for the MDSS functional prototype that was 
used in the winter 2002–2003 demonstration. The top box in the left column represents data 
received from the National Weather Service (NWS). These data include both surface 
observations, statistical guidance, and numerical model output from both the Eta and GFS 
(global forecast system, formerly known as the aviation model) models. 

The lower box in the left column represents supplemental mesoscale numerical weather 
prediction models that were provided and run by FSL. These models were the Mesoscale Model 
5 (MM5), the regional atmospheric modeling system (RAMS), and the weather and research 
forecasting model (WRF). In order to provide diversity into the data fusion module, FSL used 
the NWS models to provide lateral boundary conditions to initialize each mesoscale model. 
Hence, four times per day, FSL generated six model solutions for the forecast domain (Figure 2).  

Different from the standard NWS models, the FSL mesoscale models used a new 
initialization routine to add realistic distributions of moisture and clouds to the model 
atmosphere. This method, called “hot-start” (2), allows the mesoscale models to have a more 
realistic and accurate initial representation of clouds and moisture, which is critical for road 
condition prediction. Forecast output from these six models, plus surface observations from state  
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FIGURE 1  High-level flow diagram of the MDSS functional prototype. 

 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 2  Model domain for the MDSS demonstration.  
Area under the star represents the approximate demo area. 
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departments’ of transportation (DOTs’) road weather information systems (RWIS) was 
forwarded to NCAR’s data fusion engine (Figure 1, top center box, or Figure 3) called the road 
weather forecast system (RWFS). The RWFS module uses a fuzzy logic ensembling scheme that 
has the ability to generate more accurate forecasts than any individual model input by applying 
bias corrections and weighting the forecast modules that have higher skill. 

Once forecasts have been generated by the RWFS, a number of algorithms are queued for 
execution. These include the road temperature forecast module and the road condition and 
treatment module. The former generates temperature forecasts for the state and condition of the 
road surface and contains algorithms for estimating chemical concentration and dilution. 

The final module in the system contains the rules of practice algorithms. The rules of 
practice are customized rules and techniques for effective anti-icing and deicing. These rules 
tend to be different for each state and in many cases are different for each garage. Hence, this 
module has the ability to customize many of its inputs so that it can be portable between garages. 

Output from the rules of practice module includes treatment recommendations for the 
DOT garage supervisor. Treatment recommendations include 
 

• Timing of initial and subsequent treatments, 
• Type of treatment (plowing, chemical, etc.), and 
• Chemical amounts. 

 
Figure 4 is an example from the MDSS prototype main display. The top left panel shows 

a summary table with color-coded bars showing forecast weather and road conditions for the 
next 48 h. The panel at the left center provides access for displaying weather parameters or 
treatment routes. The bottom section controls the forecast time selection and animation. The 
main map (top right) can show either an entire state view or a zoomed-in route view (Figure 5). 

 
 

 
 

FIGURE 3  Detailed data flow from sources into the RWFS data fusion module. 
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FIGURE 4  MDSS functional prototype main user screen  
(from the 2002–2003 demonstration). 

 

 
 

FIGURE 5  Des Moines area MDSS routes and forecast points. 
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Each dot on the main map represents an observation and forecast point. Forecasts for 
routes with no observations are generated using interpolation techniques. Moving a cursor over 
any point brings up a trace of the selected forecast parameter plus additional site specific details. 

The MDSS contains a what-if scenario treatment selector. This means that the user is able 
to modify the recommended treatment times, chemical types, or application rates and view the 
results of the user-defined treatment plan. 

In Figure 6, a chemical concentration display shows the results of two scenarios. The 
green trace shows the dilution rate of sodium chloride on the road surface if no additional 
treatments of chemicals are applied. In this case, given the forecast weather conditions, the 
chemical concentration on the road surface would fall to 10% or less within 24 h. With one 
application of sodium chloride (at a rate of 300 lbs per lane mile), the red trace indicates that the 
chemical concentration would stay about constant through the 48-h forecast period. 

 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 6  MDSS treatment selector screen. The red trace (top line, top window)  
shows the predicted chemical concentration if the treatment application is followed. 

The green trace (bottom line) shows the chemical dilution rate if no chemicals were applied. 
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FIELD DEMONSTRATION 2003 
 
During the summer of 2002, half a dozen states competed to win the opportunity to host the 
MDSS project. While there were several very good candidates, the Iowa Department of 
Transportation (IADOT) was selected. Determining factors included their progressive 
maintenance programs, the availability of high-speed communications and computers at 
maintenance garages, and a willingness of the DOT personnel to participate in training and 
verification activities. Iowa also was surrounded by a dense network of surface observations and 
did not have complex terrain issues. 

In all, 15 routes and three maintenance garages around Des Moines and Ames, Iowa, 
were selected to participate in the demonstration (Figure 7). 

 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 7  The 2002–2003 MDSS Winter Demonstration route map. 
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The Des Moines West garage is located just to the west of I-80 and is responsible for 
portions of I-80 and I-235. The Des Moines North garage is located near the intersection of I-80, 
I-35, and I-235. This garage is responsible for the expressways through and north of downtown 
including secondary roads to the north of the city. The Ames garage is located about 40 mi north 
of Des Moines near the intersection of I-35 and US-30. The Ames garage is responsible for 
longer but less-traveled routes through the rural areas of central Iowa. 

The colored dots along the roadways represent automated surface observing stations that 
were either operated by NWS, the state, or the DOT. These stations provide observational data 
that is used for forecast initialization and verification. 

The demonstration period began on February 3, 2003, and concluded on April 7, 2003. 
During that time, five light snow events (3 in or less accumulation), three heavy snow events 
(accumulations of greater than 3 in) and one mixed rain/snow/ice event occurred. 
 
Verification 
 
A detailed verification report was conducted by the national labs (3, 4) after the field 
demonstration. This section provides highlights from this report. 
 
Establishing Data Quality 
 
A study was performed to determine the quality of the NWS automated surface observation 
system (ASOS), the state DOT–operated automated weather observing system (AWOS), and 
RWIS within the demonstration domain. Both ASOS and AWOS instrumentation are located at 
airports, which typically have no obstructions. RWIS, on the other hand, are generally located 
along roads or near bridges and often have terrain or obstruction issues. All three systems are 
maintained and calibrated; however, each is of a different quality and capability. 

Table 1 shows overall results of comparisons between the automated airport observations 
and the roadside observations. For air temperature, most observations were within 2.5°C (4.5°F). 
However, compared with ASOS, the Ames RWIS tended to be 1°C to 2°C (2°F to 4°F) warmer, 
and the Ankeny AWOS (I-35 north of Des Moines) tended to be about 1°C (2°F) cooler. 
 
 

TABLE 1  Comparisons Between Automated Airport and Roadside Observations 
Parameter Comparison 
Air Temperature Most within 2.5°C (4.5°F) 
Relative Humidity Most within 10% 
Wind Speed Most within 4 knots 
Cloud Cover Not available 
Precipitation Not available 
Road Temperature Cloudy <2°C (<4°F) 

Sunny 4°C to 5°C (7°F to 9°F) 
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Most relative humidity readings were within 10%. However, some differences were 
noted because ASOS reports dew points in whole degrees Celsius while RWIS uses tenths of a 
degree Celsius. A possible calibration problem was also noted at the Ankeny AWOS as it 
consistently reported relative humidity 10% to 15% too high when the RWIS reported humidity 
of less than 50%. 

In general, wind speeds were within 4 knots of each other. Probably due to better 
exposures in airports, ASOS reported higher winds than RWIS especially at speeds less than 12 
knots. The only exception was found at the Ankeny AWOS, where the RWIS reported higher 
winds. 

No comparison was possible for cloud cover since RWIS has no cloud sensing capability 
and ASOS only approximates coverage. RWIS also does not have a heated precipitation gauge, 
winter precipitation quantity (e.g., liquid equivalent) cannot be measured by the IADOT RWIS 
network. 

Interestingly, it was confirmed that the NWS ASOS system has major problems reporting 
winter precipitation (especially liquid equivalent), even though it employs a heated tipping 
bucket type of gauge. During the evaluation period, most of the snow accumulations from ASOS 
were underreported when compared with human observed ground truth. In 7 of the 11 significant 
periods of ice or snow, a value of zero liquid equivalent was reported for the entire event. The 
biggest snowstorm of the demonstration period produced 13 in. of snow at the Des Moines 
airport. ASOS reported zero liquid equivalent precipitation for the entire storm. 

This very poor ability to measure and disseminate winter precipitation can have a 
deleterious effect on systems such as the MDSS. One of the advantages of the MDSS logic is 
that it has the ability to forward correct its forecasts based on observations that are supposed to 
be ground truth. These grossly underreported precipitation observations produced a marked dry 
bias in the forecast. Hence, some of the precipitation observations (both ASOS and RWIS) were 
removed from the forward correcting scheme to overcome this deficiency.  
 
Verification of the Supplemental Weather Models 
 
The supplemental FSL mesoscale models were run four times per day, providing data in 3-h 
increments to the RWFS. The initial requirements when the ensemble scheme was constructed 
was to focus on the “planning” or 12- to 24-h time span as being the most critical for 
maintenance managers. However, as the demonstration progressed, it became evident that more 
“tactical” (2- to12-h) forecasts were also very important. Note that the results in this section are 
for the mesoscale models and do not represent the results of the output from the RWFS, which 
improves the predictions using bias correction, forward error correction and dynamic weighting 
techniques. 

Table 2 provides some statistics on the performance of each mesoscale model. Both the 
root mean square (RMS) error and the statistical bias are provided. 

Temperature forecasts had an error of about 2.5°C (4.5°F) during the first 24 h with RMS 
errors increasing to around 3°C (5°F) for both the WRF and MM5 models for the entire 48-h 
forecast period. This error was close to the measurement uncertainty of the ground truth 
observations. Errors for the RAMS model were much higher. Also, all of the models showed a 
cool bias, forecasting temperatures colder than what was observed.  

Wind speed forecasts had an error of around 2.5 m/s (5 knots), and all models displayed a 
high bias. This means that wind speeds were forecast to be somewhat stronger than what was 
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observed. Forecasts of dew point had larger errors. For the 48-h period the average RMS error 
was 6°C (almost 11°F). This resulted in relative humidity forecasts being off by ±20%. This type 
of error could pose problems for fog or frost deposition forecasting. 

Cloud cover forecasts (not shown in Table 2) were generally one category of observed 
conditions. The forecast showed an overall bias toward more cloudy conditions. This type of 
error can produce problems with road temperature forecasts since the forecast energy fluxes 
would contain errors. 

The models generated conditional probabilities of snow (CPOS), rain (CPOR), and ice 
(CPOI). Table 3 highlights some of the results. 

The CPOS was most successful when values reached 70%. The same level of success 
was reached by CPOR when it reached 80%. However, middle range forecasts (20% to 80%) 
showed much more of a variety of forecast precipitation types. Very few cases of ice were 
reported during the demonstration period and the probability value never exceeded 0.4. 

 
 
 

TABLE 2  Verification Statistics for the MDSS Mesoscale Models  
(2002–2003 Demonstration) 

 Temperature (°C) Wind Speed (m/s) Dew Point (°C) 
 RMS Bias RMS Bias RMS Bias 

MM5-GFS 3.1 –0.7 2.5 +0.8 5.6 +1.5 
MM5-Eta 3.0 –0.5 2.5 +0.8 5.5 +1.6 
RAMS-GFS 5.8 –1.1 2.6 +1.6 6.5 –0.9 
RAMS-Eta 5.9 –1.1 2.6 +1.7 6.9 –1.0 
WRF-GFS 3.1 –0.4 2.4 +1.1 5.7 +1.4 
WRF-Eta 3.1 –0.4 2.4 +1.0 5.7 +1.3 

 
 
 

TABLE 3  Conditional Probability of Snow (CPOS), Rain (CPOR), and Ice (CPOI) 
 
CPOS 

CPOS>0.7 snow 
occurred 95% of the 
time. 

0.2<CPOS<0.7 snow occurred 
15% to 60% of the time. 
Remainder was a variety of 
precipitation. 

CPOS<0.1 rain occurred 
95% of the time. 

 
CPOR 

CPOR>0.8 rain 
occurred 95% of the 
time. 

0.3<CPOR<0.8 rain occurred 
20% to 30% of the time. The 
remainder was snow. 

CPOR<0.3 rain rarely 
occurred. Snow 
dominated. 

 
CPOI 

CPOI>0.3 rain fell 85% 
of the time. 

0.2<CPOI<0.3 rain, snow and 
unknown precipitation 
occurred with equal frequency. 

CPOI<0.2 snow 
dominated. 
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Road Temperature Predictions 
 
The MDSS makes road temperature predictions for each plow route regardless of whether there 
is an RWIS along the route.  The prediction points for routes with and without RWIS are near the 
center of the route and not at the RWIS site. It was felt that weather and road temperature 
predictions at the route center point would be more representative of the predominant condition 
of the entire route. Because there is no alternative, the RWIS data were used for verification even 
though the MDSS was not explicitly predicting the road temperatures at that site. In addition, the 
MDSS road temperature predictions used in the analysis assumed that the DOT performed the 
recommended treatments, meaning that the roads were generally clear of snow and ice, which 
can affect road temperatures. Because of these caveats, care must be taken when interpreting the 
results. 

Average RMS errors for road temperature forecasts were about 2.5°C (4.5°F) with a 
slight cool bias regardless of temperature range. Errors were maximized during the daytime 
under clear skies. Under these conditions forecasts were too low by 5°C to 10°C (9°F to 18°F). 
Handheld radiometer tests showed the biggest discrepancies with the pavement sensors under 
these conditions (~5°C or 9°F). Hence, there may also be some pavement sensor error involved. 
Forecasts under cloudy, nighttime, and precipitating conditions were much more accurate. The 
majority of road temperature forecasts were within 1.8°C (3.3°F) when precipitation was falling, 
especially snow. Additional tuning of the road temperature model will be performed to improve 
its overall skill. 
 
Rules of Practice Module 
 
The treatment recommendations that are provided by the MDSS are generated by the rules of 
practice module. During the demonstration period, both garage supervisors and plow operators 
were asked to fill out storm evaluation forms so that verification of the recommendations and a 
comparison with what treatments were actually performed could be tabulated. 

Overall, it was found that given the forecasts from the RWFS, the recommendations were 
reasonable. The following section provides some insight to the rules of practice verification. 
 
Case of February 3–4, 2003–Ames  This event was a short lived 5- to 7-h event that deposited 
about 1 in. of snow (0.1 liquid equivalent) over both the Ames and Des Moines routes. The 
MDSS recommended a pretreatment of liquid brine followed by two successive treatments of 
sodium chloride with an application rate of 150 lbs per lane mi. 

The actual IADOT treatments consisted of one treatment of 300 lbs per lane mi. 
However, due to a rapid drop in air and road temperatures before the melted snow could dry, 
IADOT had to provide several more applications to keep the roads from refreezing. 

It was determined that the MDSS recommendations were reasonable. However, the 
strong winds (>18 knots) prior to the storm caused IADOT not to pretreat the roads. The initial 
treatments of the roads were similar. However, the lateness of the day and the blowing snow kept 
the road surface wet as temperatures dropped. The MDSS did not recommend additional 
treatments because the snow had stopped and it was believed that the applied chemicals were 
enough to last until the roads were dry. 
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Case of February 14–15, 2003–Des Moines  This event provided the heaviest snowstorm of the 
demonstration with nearly a foot of snow deposited over the region. In Des Moines, the event 
started as rain, then changed to snow that lasted almost 20 h. 

The MDSS recommended a pretreatment of liquid brine several hours before the onset of 
precipitation because the MDSS forecast called for a period of freezing rain, which did not 
materialize. The Des Moines West garage did not perform a pretreatment since they recognized 
that the initial period of rain would have reduced the effectiveness of the brine. 

The MDSS then recommended 12 chemical treatments ranging from 100 to 350 lbs per 
lane mile. The overall treatment recommendation was about twice the tonnage that was actually 
applied by the Des Moines West garage. However, it did supplement its treatments with “plow 
only” operations (something supported by the MDSS, but due to a software bug, not 
recommended for this case). 

As a result of the case studies, many algorithms within the rules of practice module will 
be updated with information collected during the winter 2003 demonstration. A more complete 
set of rules of practice verification examples can be found in NCAR and Wolff (3, 4). 
 
Summary of Lessons Learned 
 
The following list contains lessons learned or confirmed from the 2002–2003 MDSS field 
demonstration: 
 

• The MDSS requires highly specific forecasts of precipitation, which is pushing the 
limits of predictability. 

• The rules of practice module needs additional development to handle a wider variety 
of weather and road condition scenarios and treatment responses. 

• The availability and quality of real-time precipitation rate data from NWS and RWIS 
stations are very poor. 

• Light snow events and intermittent events are critical to DOT operations and were 
difficult to predict given the MDSS configuration used during the demonstration and lack of 
quality precipitation observations. 

• More research is needed to account for the impact of travel, chemicals, compact 
snow, and blowing snow on road temperature prediction. 

• In addition to planning decision support, users have a strong desire for tactical (0- to 
2-h) decision support. 

• Because weather will not soon be predicted perfectly at road scales, probabilistic 
products should be developed. 
 

In addition to lessons learned, several shortcomings in the system were noted: 
 

• The MDSS prototype is not designed to provide explicit treatment recommendations 
for blowing snow conditions (after precipitation has ceased). 

• The MDSS does not contain explicit algorithms that identify road segments that may 
need treatments due to frost. 

• Users indicate that a measure of overall forecast confidence would be highly 
beneficial. 
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Testimonials 
 
Since the beginning of the MDSS concept, a large group of interested individuals and 
organizations have participated in the shaping and refinement of the project. Members of the 
road maintenance community, private-sector vendors, and academia have constituted a 
stakeholder group. Each year, the stakeholders gather to review past progress and to discuss and 
shape the future plans of the project. 

Results from the 2002–2003 winter demonstration were presented at the 2003 annual 
stakeholder meeting. After the summary of lessons learned was discussed, a panel of participants 
was asked if the overall concept of the MDSS makes sense. The following are some responses: 
 

• “Absolutely. At first, some of the operators were really apprehensive that this tool 
was going to take away jobs. Then, it became like a video game and a discovery tool. Just don’t 
take the ultimate decision away from the end user.” 

• “Very valuable–even if it wasn’t totally accurate–getting people down to the surface 
and away from aviation weather was very important.” 

• “There will be a drastic reduction in guard rail repairs, and this will save lives. This is 
very good for the IADOT. It provides an opportunity to try new things. We constantly have to do 
more with less.” 
 

The members of the stakeholder group were pleased with progress made by the MDSS 
project and were looking forward to further refinements in 2004. 
 
 
PLANS FOR DEMO II, WINTER 2004 
 
After evaluation of the performance of the MDSS during the first demonstration, it was 
determined that the system was not yet mature enough to survive on its own in the private sector. 
Hence, the FHWA decided to fund another round of development and field demonstration. It will 
again take place in central Iowa and extend from December 29, 2003, until March 19, 2004. 

Numerous enhancements will be engineered and implemented prior to the start of the 
demonstration. These include the following: 
 

• Continuing to develop, refine, and tune the road temperature forecasting module. 
• Creating a treatment recommendation to alert when blowing snow conditions are 

likely (in the absence of an actual blowing snow model). 
• Continuing to expand, refine, and test the coded rules of practice to better reflect 

actual treatment plans. 
• Continuing to work with Iowa State University on adding frost deposition forecast 

support. 
• Deploying real-time snow gauges to obtain better liquid equivalent information for 

demonstration verification. 
• Revising the RWFS to process and output hourly forecast data (rather than data over 

3 h interpolated to hourly). 
• Generating probabilistic information for selected data fields. 
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• Adding the ability of the users to reset the road conditions to zero for both road snow 
depth and chemical concentration on a route or network basis. 

• Reconfiguring the FSL ensemble modeling system to run the MM5 and WRF models 
every hour and use a “time-lagged” ensemble. 

• Updating the display application based on user feedback. 
 

Even after all of these changes are implemented, there will still be many challenges to 
overcome to create a truly comprehensive MDSS. However, the spirit of cooperation between 
the public and private sectors will move the entire industry closer to this goal. 
 
 
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 
 
During the course of the MDSS project, the system technologies (software and documentation) 
have been made available publicly through software releases. Two software releases have been 
made thus far. Once the second field demonstration is complete, the laboratories will begin to 
compile new verification statistics and evaluation reports. The FHWA will also continue the 
process of outreach and technology transfer. In 2004, the focus will be on identifying 
organizations that can assist in the technology transfer process. One such organization is the 
AASHTO Technical Implementation Group. The MDSS project will be submitted to this group 
as a new and promising technology during the spring of 2004. It is anticipated that components 
of the MDSS will be integrated into the product lines of private companies so that the technology 
can be used to raise the level of service for all state DOTs. 

The sixth meeting of the MDSS stakeholder group will be held in July 2004 in Boulder, 
Colorado. At this meeting, the laboratories will be holding a workshop to provide a detailed 
engineering overview of the MDSS and exchange technical information with any company that 
is interested in exploring the MDSS technology. In addition, CDs with all of the software and 
documentation associated with the winter 2004 demonstration (MDSS Release 3) will be 
distributed to interested parties during the fall of 2004 via the NCAR MDSS website. 
 
SUMMARY 
 
The FHWA has been funding and directing a team of national laboratories to create and refine a 
decision support system for the winter road maintenance community. A demonstration of the 
MDSS prototype was conducted in central Iowa during the winter of 2003. Reviews from this 
first demonstration were mixed. The system showed consistent improvement as the season 
progressed. However, there were some problems with obtaining ground truth observations both 
from automated stations and from DOT maintenance log forms. There were problems with the 
weather models capturing some of the “light” precipitation events. Also, because some of the 
weather forecasts were not as accurate as desired, some of the treatments recommended were not 
appropriate. 

However, in a postdemonstration presentation, the participating IADOT maintenance 
supervisors all agreed that the system had tremendous promise and was worth the effort to 
continue to work with the laboratories to make the system better. 
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n the Greater Sapporo Area of Japan, road administrators spend large sums on winter road 
maintenance, which includes snow removal and antifreezing agent application. For this reason 

it is important to improve the efficiency of such maintenance. The Advanced Winter Road 
Management Support System is being developed to support decision-making in which snow 
removal and antifreezing agent application operations are conducted with due consideration of 
weather conditions. A system prototype was tested from January to March 2003 by five snow 
removal contractors on national highways. This system features a weather and road surface 
condition forecast, a road-icing index (probability of ice formation on road), an index for very 
slippery road surface emergence (occurrence probability of very slippery road surface), snow 
removal operation support guidance, anti-icing operation support guidance, and an emergency 
notification system. It provided information via Internet at 18:00 every day. In a questionnaire 
survey, trial users gave the system a somewhat low rating (2.4 on a 5.0-point scale, with 5.0 as 
the best). This means the accuracy of road surface forecasts and the content of the provided 
information require improvement. All the test users expressed a desire to obtain current 
conditions of road and weather and accurate forecasts for efficient and appropriate winter road 
maintenance operations. Improvement and expansion of the system will be sought.  
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The Greater Sapporo Area has a population of about 2 million and about 5 m of snowfall per 
year. In winter, snow and ice on the road surface cause traffic congestion and reduce driving 
safety, thus significantly affecting road traffic. Additionally, winter road management entails 
great costs, including labor costs, for operations to remove snow, apply anti-icing agents, and 
conduct other work. It is crucial to enhance the efficiency and quality of winter road 
management.  

To solve these problems, the authors have been developing an advanced winter road 
management support system. This system compiles information that supports snow removal and 
anti-icing operations using forecasts on weather and road surface conditions, and provides such 
support information via a website. This paper reports on efforts to estimate ice formation on 
roads in Greater Sapporo and on the development status of the advanced winter road 
management support system. 
 

I 
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FORECASTING ICE FORMATION ON ROADS 
 
Categorization of Winter Road Surface Conditions 
 
Pursuant to the Law on the Prevention of Generation of Particulates from Studded Tires, which 
took effect in 1990, in 1991 the city of Sapporo and its six neighboring municipalities imposed a 
ban on the use of metal-studded tires. In the winter from 1991 to 1992 when penalties under the 
Law began to be applied, almost 100% of the vehicles in Greater Sapporo were equipped with 
nonstudded tires, which buffed the ice on roads to a mirror-like slipperiness. Deterioration of 
driving conditions caused major concern. 

Before the ban on studded tires, the Hokkaido Development Bureau, the national 
highway administrator, identified six surface conditions: ice sheet, compacted snow, fresh snow, 
slush, wet pavement, and dry pavement. “Very slippery road surface” did not fall under any of 
these, although it was critical to road management. 

In 1994, Akitaya and Yamada (1) proposed a method for categorizing snow and ice on 
roads, which made it easier to determine road surface conditions and slipperiness by visual 
observation. Based on this method, the Council for Improved Winter Road Management 
Planning, consisting of road administrators in Hokkaido, reviewed the categories of winter road 
surface conditions to be used by those administrators so as to best suit the “studless era.” 
Eventually, winter road surface conditions were divided into 13 types. 

The Hokkaido Development Bureau of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and 
Transport issued the 1997 Winter Road Management Manual (draft) that contained descriptions 
of the 13 road surface conditions and a classification of road surface evaluations in terms of 
slipperiness. These categorizations have been in effect to date. 
 
Development of Road Ice Forecasting System 
 
Forecasting of road ice in Greater Sapporo started in the winter of 1993–1994 when the Civil 
Engineering Research Institute of the Hokkaido Development Bureau [the current Civil 
Engineering Research Institute of Hokkaido (CERI)] installed a road ice forecasting system that 
had achieved satisfactory results in other regions at two places in the city for experimental 
forecasts of road ice. Observations and forecasts obtained with the system were used in 
designing a model for forecasting ice on roads during the winters of 1993–1994 and 1994–1995. 
This study made it clear that it would be necessary to develop a new forecast model for Greater 
Sapporo, where winters are characterized by low temperatures and heavy snowfall (2). 

Based on the results above, the current forecast model has been developed and tested 
since the winter of 1995–1996. In the winter of 1999–2000, trials by CERI were completed, and 
the road ice forecasting system was put into practical use for winter road management by road 
offices in Sapporo and Otaru under the jurisdiction of the Hokkaido Development Bureau of the 
Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and Transport, which administers national roads in Hokkaido. 
 
Technique for Collecting Road Ice Forecast Information  
 
The current forecasting system predicts at 18:00 every evening what the road surface conditions 
will be at 0:00 and 8:00, because the forecasts are used in deciding appropriate snow removal 
and anti-icing operations, which are carried out from late at night to early the following morning. 
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To produce a forecast, the initial surface conditions observed by patrolling snow removal 
contractors at 16:00 are combined with information on air temperature (at 16:00) and forecasts 
(air temperature, cumulative snowfall, and other weather phenomena), after which a flowchart 
for forecasting road surface conditions is used to predict the road surface conditions. The 
forecast road condition is modified by a weather forecaster based on weather forecasts, for 
provision as road ice forecast information. Road surface conditions and ice on roads are 
predicted in accordance with the 13 road surface conditions, and road ice forecasts are given for 
the two most probable conditions. In addition, such forecasts are given for two cases: one with 
anti-icing agent application before the forecast times and the other without such application. 

To develop a forecast flowchart, the relationship between the weather elements and the 
road surface conditions observed at 16:00 every day in the past, and the surface conditions 
observed at 0:00 and 8:00 were analyzed. Then, patterns in which certain road surface conditions 
and weather forecast preceded certain road surface conditions were identified. However, the 
current road ice forecasts are evaluated only in terms of hit ratios, and any accuracy measured in 
this way is bound to have its limits. Therefore, other indicators are needed to support winter 
maintenance against ice on roads. 
 
 
DEVELOPMENT OF ADVANCED WINTER ROAD MANAGEMENT  
SUPPORT SYSTEM 
 
On the basis of the road ice forecasts described above, we have been working on developing an 
index of road ice forecasts, toward providing greater support for decision making and road 
management operations done by road administrators and snow removal contractors. At the same 
time, an advanced winter road management support system is under development. This system 
uses a website and e-mail to supply information, such as guidance to support snow removal and 
anti-icing operations and automatically send emergency notifications by e-mail. 
 
Road-Icing Index and Index for Very Slippery Road Surface Emergence 
 
Two types of forecast information were examined. The “road-icing index” gives a quantitative 
estimate of the possibility that ice will form on the road. The “index for very slippery road 
surface emergence” gives a quantitative estimate of the possibility that ice on the road will 
become very slippery.  

The road-icing index and the index for very slippery road surface emergence are shown 
below with regard to the data on the forecast and observed surface conditions at 0:00 and 8:00 
a.m. on National Highway 5 (at Kita-5 Higashi-1, Chuo-ku, Sapporo), where research was 
conducted in the winters of 1996–1997 and 1997–1998. Thirteen winter road surface conditions 
were used, and the occurrence rates were calculated for three ranks of surface conditions: very 
slippery road surface, slippery road surface, and relatively easy-driving road surface. The 13 road 
surface conditions and the 3 ranks are compared in Table 1. The predicted and the observed 
surface conditions are compared for the conditions that snow removal and anti-icing agent 
application operations were done and were not done. 

Figure 1 shows the road-icing index and the actual occurrence rates of ice formation on 
roads (very slippery or slippery road surface: road surface slipperiness Ranks 1 and 2). When the 
road surface forecast calls for very slippery compacted snow, the road-icing index is 70, from 
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which road administrators can judge that a slippery road surface is very likely to appear. When 
the road surface forecast calls for compacted snow or moist grainy snow, the road-icing index is 
30. Although 30 is not high, it can be interpreted as an indication that the road surface might 
become slippery. 

 
 
 

TABLE 1  Surface Conditions Comparison by Rank 
 Surface Category Rank 
1 Very slippery compacted snow 
2 Very slippery ice sheet 
3 Very slippery ice film 

 
1—Very slippery road surface 

4 Ice sheet 
5 Ice film 
6 Powder snow on ice 

 
2—Slippery road surface 

7 Granular snow on ice 
8 Compacted snow 
9  Powder snow 
10 Granular snow 
11 Slush 
12 Wet 
13 Dry 

 
 
 
3—Relatively easy driving road surface 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 1  Occurrence rate of road surface slipperiness rank 1 + 2, 
and the road-icing index versus forecast surface condition. 
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Figure 2 shows the index for very slippery road surface emergence and the actual 
occurrence rates of such surface (Rank 1). When very slippery compacted snow is forecast, the 
index for very slippery road surface emergence is 50, but when powder snow is forecast the 
index is 0.  
 
Snow Removal Support Guidance 
 
To supply information that increases the effectiveness of snow removal operations, an 
investigation was made on how snow removal operation had been conducted. The relationship 
between the type of snow removal operations and the cumulative snowfall between those 
operations was analyzed. This provided a basis for examining snow removal support guidance. 

Snow removal is done over an extended time period, so its operations need a plan that is 
more carefully worked out than that of anti-icing agent application operations. Snow removal 
operations should be started at around midnight, because heavy traffic makes it difficult to 
remove snow in the daytime. Snow removal operations take between 7 and 8 h to complete, and 
such operations should be finished before morning. Additionally, snow that accumulates both at 
night and during the day must be removed. Snow removal support information was evaluated to 
see whether it meets these conditions. 

Snow removal operations are planned as follows: when it has snowed much in the 
daytime but little at night, it is possible to start the operation early and to apply anti-icing agent 
to prevent the surface from becoming slippery. However, when the forecast calls for snow to fall 
between night and early morning, snow removal is completed by early morning. The operations 
are intensified when the forecast calls for heavy snowfall. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 2  Occurrence rate of road surface slipperiness Rank 1  
and the very slippery road surface occurrence index versus forecast surface condition. 
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To facilitate decision making on snow removal, snow removal support information was 
arranged from data on the cumulative snowfall during the immediate past 12 h before 18:00 
(when support guidance is provided) and on the cumulative snowfall forecast for 18: 00 to 0:00 
and for 0:00 to 8:00. Figure 3 shows the relationship between snow removal operation hours and 
the cumulative snowfall during 6:00 to 18:00, 18:00 to 0:00, and 0:00 to 8:00, and Figure 4 
shows a flowchart of snow removal support guidance. The text provided as guidance consists of 
weather information and operations expected to be necessary. 

An example of the snow removal support guidance follows. When Rank 1 + Rank 2      
≥5 cm and Rank 3 ≥5 cm and Rank 2 + Rank 3 <20 cm, the cumulative snowfall between 6:00 
and 18:00 was 5 cm, and the cumulative snowfall forecast for 18:00 to 0:00 and 0:00 to 8:00 was 
0 cm and 7 cm, respectively. 

Heavy snow is forecast to fall at night. It is possible that snow removal operations will 
need to be repeated several times. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 3  Relationship between snow removal operation hours  
and the cumulative snowfall from 6:00 to 18:00, 18:00 to 0:00, and 0:00 to 8:00. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 4  Flowchart of snow removal support guidance. 
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Guidance for Support of Anti-Icing Agent Application Operation  
 
To supply information that helps to increase the effectiveness of anti-icing agent application 
operations, an investigation was made on how anti-icing agent has been applied. The relationship 
between anti-icing agent application operation and the road surface conditions was analyzed. 
This provided a basis for examining guidance for support of anti-icing agent application 
operation. Based on the surface conditions observed at 16:00 and also on cumulative snowfall 
forecast to fall between 0:00 and 8:00, anti-icing operation support takes the form of information 
on three levels of application: (a) a greater amount than the standard application amount; (b) 
slightly less than the standard application amount (i.e., spot application); and (c) less than the 
standard application (i.e., spot application at fewer sites than in b). The flowchart is shown in 
Figure 5. 

The following is an example of guidance for support of anti-icing agent application 
operation when the surface condition observed at 16:00 is “compacted snow” and the forecast 
calls for 5 cm cumulative snowfall (0:00 to 8:00). 

Information provision at 18:00 follows. 
 

• The surface observed at 16:00 was “compacted snow.” 
• It was forecast that the cumulative snowfall between 0:00 and 8:00 would be 5 cm. 
• Without anti-icing agent application operations, the surface condition forecast for 

0:00 was “compacted snow.” 
• Without anti-icing agent application operations, the surface condition forecast for 

8:00 was “very slippery.” 
• It was forecast that snow would fall late at night, so application of anti-icing agents 

was necessary after plowing of fresh snow.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 5  Guidance for support of anti-icing agent application operation (flowchart). 
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• It was highly probable that anti-icing agents would be necessary for places other than 
priority application sections. Operations for anti-icing-agent application needed to be intensified 
based on the patrol report. 

 
Trials of Advanced Winter Road Management Support System  
 
Between January and March 2003, a prototype system was experimentally used by five snow 
removal contractors operating on national roads in Greater Sapporo. The system functions 
included weather forecast, road surface condition forecast, snow removal support guidance, 
guidance for support of anti-icing agent application operation, and an emergency notification 
system, toward supporting accurate decision making of winter road management in response to 
various weather conditions. The system is outlined in Figure 6. 

Currently, road patrol is done on national highways at 8:00 and 16:00 to observe the road 
surface and weather conditions at 14 sites. The prototype system provided the support 
information described above via a website with regard to these 14 locations. 

The emergency notification system automatically produces and sends out e-mails to 
users’ cell phones or personal computers according to a preset emergency criterion of weather 
forecast, an observed value from road weather telemeters, or a road-icing forecast. This assists 
initial actions, and surveillance can be modified in response to sudden weather changes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 6  Flowchart of the advanced road management support system. 
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VERIFICATION OF ACCURACY OF SUPPORT INFORMATION 
 
Verifying the Accuracy of Road Surface Condition Forecasts 
 
The accuracy of road surface condition forecasts was verified by comparing the forecasts with the 
observed surface conditions in the period from January 27 to March 15, 2003. The data were 
compared between the surface conditions observed at 8:00 and the forecasted road surface 
conditions for both the cases of “with/without ice and snow control operations.” Although the 
surface conditions are divided into 13 types for both forecasts and observations, these were 
simplified into 3 ranks (Table 1). This rougher classification was sufficient for our purposes: 
verification of whether the necessity of ice and snow control operations was predicted accurately. 

Based on the report of the road management operations compiled by the Sapporo Road 
Office, the days when ice and snow control operations were conducted and were not conducted 
were identified. Then, hit ratios were obtained as follow: when ice and snow control operations 
were done, the resulting road surface conditions were compared with the forecast road surface 
conditions that were forecast with ice and snow control operations; when ice and snow control 
operations were not conducted, the resulting road surface conditions were compared with the road 
surface conditions that were forecast without ice and snow control operations. 

Figure 7 shows the hit rate at 14 forecast sites. The figure gives the forecast road surface 
conditions, the hit rate of the most probable forecast road surface conditions, as well as the hit rates 
of the most probable and the second most probable forecast road surface conditions. At most of the 
forecast points, the hit ratios were 60% to 70%, and the average ratio was almost 70%.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 7  Hit ratios of road surface condition forecasts  
according to the three ranks of surface conditions. 
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One possible reason for the failed forecasts is that the forecast of cumulative snowfall 
used for forecasting surface conditions tended exceed the observed values. The forecasting logic 
used in the system to judge snowfall produces a forecast of “compacted snow” in most cases. In 
reality, however, there were many instances for which there was little or no snowfall and the 
observed surface conditions were not as bad as forecast. For example, when slippery road surface 
conditions of Rank 2 were forecast, the actual conditions were often Rank 3, or the surface for 
relatively comfortable traveling due to little snowfall. Additionally, it is necessary to take into 
account the fact that very few cases of “very slippery road surface” and “ice formation on road” 
were observed, because observations were done at 8:00 in the morning. 

It is probable that the current ice and snow control operations and observation technique 
differ from those of the days when the relevant forecast technique was developed. To keep pace 
with such changes, improvement of the forecast technique needs to be updated. 
 
Verifying Accuracy of Road-Icing Index and Index for  
Very Slippery Road Surface Emergence 
 
The index for very slippery road surface emergence indicates the occurrence rate of very slippery 
road surface, and the road-icing index shows occurrence rate of either thick ice sheet or very 
slippery road surface. The accuracy was verified on the basis of all the road surface indices and 
the surface conditions observed at 8:00 at 14 sites between January 27 and March 15, 2003. In 
the verification, the roadside environment (topographic conditions) were divided into three 
types—flat urban, flat suburban, and mountainous (Table 2)—and the surface indices were 
divided into five ranks of 0–20, 20–40, 40–60, 60–80, and 80–100. The number of cases was 
counted for each rank, and the number and the occurrence rates of very slippery road surface or 
either very slippery road surface or thick ice sheet observed at 8:00 were also counted for each 
rank. 

During the period under examination, in the mountainous area, very slippery road surface 
occurred only once; thus, most of the very slippery road surface indices fell in the rank of 0–20, 
corresponding to the observed values. The indices fell in the ranks of 20–40 and 40–60 144 times, 
but very slippery road surface did not appear. As for the road-icing index, because only a few 
occurrences of thick ice sheet were observed in the flat urban and flat suburban areas, the 
occurrence rate of thick ice sheet was also low in each rank. In the mountainous area, relatively 
many instances of thick ice sheet were observed, whereas very slippery road surface appeared 
once. The occurrence ratio of thick ice sheet in the rank of 0–20 was 30.4%. The ratio was quite 
high and greatly exceeded expected values for the rank. 

As mentioned in the verification of the road surface condition forecasts, the forecast 
surface conditions were not observed sometimes partly because the observation data used for the 
verification were only those taken at 8:00. It is also presumed that the current road management 
technique used in flat urban and flat suburban areas differs from those used when the surface 
forecasts and various indices were developed. In the future, the logic used to forecast road 
surface conditions and the calculation indices should be updated to better suit the current 
situation. This will improve the accuracy of each index. 
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TABLE 2  Index for Very Slippery Road Surface Emergence, Road Icing Index, and 
Observed Surface Conditions 

Very Slippery Road Surface Very Slippery Road Surface + Ice  
 
 
 

Roadside 
Environment 
(Topographic 
Conditions) 

 
 
 

Index 
for Very 
Slippery 

Road 
Surface 

1 
No. of 
Times 

Conditions 
of This 
Rank 

Occurred 

 
 
 
 
 
2 

Occurrences 

 
 
 
 
3 

Occurrence 
Rate 

 
 
 
 
 

Road 
Ice 

Index 

1 
No. of 
Times 

Conditions 
of This 
Rank 

Occurred 

 
 
 
 
 
2 

Occurrences 

 
 
 
 
3 

Occurrence 
Rate 

0~20 191 0 0.0% 0~20 79 1 1.3% 
20~40 26 0 0.0% 20~40 107 8 7.5% 
40~60 34 0 0.0% 40~60 49 6 12.2% 
60~80 0 0 — 60~80 16 1 6.3% 

 
 
Flat Urban 
Sections 

80~100 0 0 — 80~100 0 0 — 
0~20 137 0 0.0% 0~20 54 2 3.7% 
20~40 7 0 0.0% 20~40 77 3 3.9% 
40~60 24 0 0.0% 40~60 25 5 20.0% 
60~80 0 0 — 60~80 12 2 16.7% 

 
Flat Suburban 
Sections 

80~100 0 0 — 80~100 0 0 — 
0~20 113 1 0.9% 0~20 46 14 30.4% 
20~40 17 0 0.0% 20~40 63 14 22.2% 
40~60 36 0 0.0% 40~60 32 12 37.5% 
60~80 0 0 — 60~80 25 9 36.0% 

 
Mountainous 
Sections 

80~100 0 0 — 80~100 0 0 — 
0~20 441 1 0.0% 0~20 179 17 9.5% 
20~40 50 0 0.0% 20~40 247 25 10.1% 
40~60 94 0 0.0% 40~60 106 23 21.7% 
60~80 0 0 — 60~80 53 12 22.6% 

 
 
Total 

80~100 0 0 — 80~100 0 0 — 
 
Evaluation of Advanced Winter Road Management Support System 
 
After the trial operation of the Advanced Winter Road Management Support System, a 
questionnaire sheet was posted to the trial users. The questions focused on how useful the users 
found the information to be and on how they used the information. Responses from all 5 
contractors were obtained, and these numbered 11. Regarding frequency of use, 7 respondents 
(64%) answered “Checked the provided information on some days, but not every day,” and 4 
respondents (36%) answered, “Checked the provided information about once a day.” 

The questionnaire also asked about the level of satisfaction with each item of the 
information provided via Internet and e-mail. The questions for each item included those 
regarding comprehensibility and usability of the provided information. Then the questionnaire 
asked for the overall level of satisfaction. The respondents answered according to a five-point 
scale of very satisfactory (5), satisfactory (4), somewhat satisfactory (3), somewhat 
unsatisfactory (2), and unsatisfactory (1). For each item, the percentages of these answers were 
used to calculate an average rating for the level of satisfaction (Table 3).  

The level of satisfaction with the road-icing index was found to be 1.9 (somewhat 
unsatisfactory). Some respondents said that this index did not quite relate to the actual road 
conditions. The content and accuracy of the information needed to be reassessed. More than half 
the responses indicated that this index was necessary. As for road-icing index, some respondents  
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TABLE 3  Level of Satisfaction with the Provided Information 
 Very 

Satisfactory 
(5) 

 
Satisfactory

(4) 

Somewhat 
Satisfactory

(3) 

Somewhat 
Unsatisfactory 

(2) 

 
Unsatisfactory

(1) 

 
 

Average 
Road Weather 
Information 

 
0 

 
20 

 
50 

 
10 

 
20 

 
2.7 

Snowfall mesh 0 10 70 20 0 2.9 
National 
highway mesh 

 
0 

 
10 

 
40 

 
40 

 
10 

 
2.5 

Road-icing index 0 0 30 30 40 1.9 
Snow removal 
support guidance 

 
0 

 
0 

 
50 

 
40 

 
10 

 
2.4 

Anti-icing agent 
application 
operation 
support guidance 

 
 
 

0 

 
 
 

0 

 
 
 

40 

 
 
 

40 

 
 
 

20 

 
 
 

2.2 
Emergency 
notification e-
mail 

 
0 

 
10 

 
50 

 
20 

 
20 

 
2.5 

Total 0 50 330 200 120 2.4 
 
 
said that snow removal support guidance and anti-icing agent application operation support 
guidance dido not correspond to the real road conditions. They also needed to be revised to 
support snow removal. 

The level of satisfaction was fair for road weather information (road surface, temperature, 
snowfall, wind, and other factors at a particular location), as well as for snowfall mesh (snowfall 
distribution on a plane basis). The emergency notification e-mails, the service in which e-mail is 
transmitted, had a low level of satisfaction. This low rating can be attributed to the small number 
of observation sites. More sites would make this service more useful.  

Also, the system will become more usable if it is improved such that it better meets the 
needs of personnel in the field.  
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
For winter road management, road weather and surface information is essential. In the 
questionnaire survey on the Advanced Winter Road Management Support System, nearly 90% of 
respondents said that road surface information and snowfall information are particularly 
important. During operations for snow and ice control, the patrol report is the most important 
information, but information from other media, such as TV and radio, is also used. The Internet 
enabled the construction of a system that provides offices with real-time weather information. 
This system is in use at many offices. For our system to provide effective support information 
the accuracy of the provided information needs to be improved and its content reexamined.  

It is important to offer information at the start of snow removal operations. Information 
on the beginning, peak, and end times of snowfall can be of great assistance to snow removal 
operations. Personnel performing snow removal seem to have a great need for special 
information when heavy snowfall is forecast. The provision of real-time information is needed to 
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complement patrol reports. We must examine what types of information collected by the sensors 
of pertinent organizations can be made available.  

Toward optimization of snow and ice control measures, necessary information must be 
compiled and continuously provided in a visually comprehensible manner. Upon completion, our 
system will enable quick and efficient road management, reduction of road management costs, 
and enhancement of the level of service for road users.  
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now and ice control strategies and tactics (S&Ts) that employ solid and liquid chemicals, 
abrasives, and mechanical methods—individually or in combination—have been used by 

many different highway agencies throughout the world. Research by the Strategic Highway 
Research Program, the Federal Highway Administration, the National Cooperative Highway 
Research Program and other organizations in the United States and other countries has addressed 
many of the issues associated with snow and ice control treatments. However, widely accepted 
guidelines for selecting level-of-service driven roadway S&Ts for specific weather, site, and 
traffic conditions have not been developed. Without this information, the process of selecting 
treatment S&Ts that meet highway agencies level of service objectives is difficult. 

The results of a multiyear study conducted under NCHRP Project 6-13 are described. 
Five snow and ice control strategy and tactic combinations were tested and evaluated under 
various ranges of weather, site, and traffic conditions found in North America. A pavement ice 
condition index was developed for determining the overall effectiveness of a given snow and ice 
control strategy and tactic combination as well as effectiveness of within-storm and end-of-storm 
winter maintenance operations. The field test results were used to develop a set of guidelines for 
selecting roadway S&Ts for a range of winter maintenance operating conditions. The results 
were also used in developing snow and ice control material application rate guidelines. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 

 
Research by the Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP), FHWA, AASHTO, NCHRP, and 
other organizations in the United States and other countries has addressed many of the issues 
associated with snow and ice control treatments (1–4). However, widely accepted guidelines for 
selecting level-of-service (LOS) driven roadway strategies and tactics (S&Ts) for specific 
climatic, site, and traffic conditions have not been developed. Without this information, the 
process of selecting treatment S&Ts that meet highway agencies’ LOS objectives is difficult.  

This paper describes a set of guidelines for selecting roadway S&Ts for a wide range of 
climate, site, and traffic conditions found in the United States. These guidelines apply to both 
state and local highway agencies. The term “roadway” refers to any highway, road, street, or 
other paved surface that carries motor vehicles. The guidelines were developed under NCHRP 

S 
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Project 6-13 from appropriate existing documentation plus data collected from field testing of 
selected S&Ts over multiple winters. Detailed information from that multiyear study is presented 
in the final report Guidelines for Snow and Ice Control Materials and Methods (5). For the 
purposes of this paper, S&Ts refer to the combination of material, equipment, and methods, 
including both chemical and physical, that are used in snow and ice control operations to achieve 
a defined LOS. 
 
 
LEVEL OF SERVICE  
 
LOS, in the context of roadway snow and ice control operations, is a set of operational guidelines 
and procedures that establish the timing, type, and frequency of treatments. The maintenance 
actions are directed toward achieving specific pavement condition goals for various highway 
sections. Examples of LOS for highways, roads, and streets under snow and ice control 
conditions are given in AASHTO’s Guide for Snow and Ice Control (4). How highway agencies 
characterize LOS, how they assign LOS goals, and how they measure the performance of 
maintenance operations in achieving the LOS goals are very important topics. 
 
LOS Goals 
 
Highway agencies may use two fundamental approaches when assigning their LOS goals. The 
first is to evaluate existing resources and direct them toward providing a balanced LOS on a 
priority of treatment basis. This is the more common approach. The second approach is to assign 
pavement condition goals at certain times in a “design storm” of “X” inches of snow per hour to 
the various priority elements of the highway system. Using this, and production rate (lane-miles 
per hour) of equipment (including deadheading and reloading) in both the plowing and materials 
spreading modes, the necessary personnel and equipment can then be determined to provide the 
desired LOS. 

When defining LOS goals, two time frames relative to a winter weather event should be 
considered: 
 

• Within-winter weather event and  
• After-end-of-winter weather event. 

 
Higher LOS are associated with “better” within-event pavement snow and ice conditions (PSICs) 
and more rapid achievement of “better” or “bare” pavement conditions after the event ends. 

A within-winter weather event LOS has two intertwined components: the amount of 
loose snow/ice/slush allowed to accumulate between plowing cycles and the condition of the 
ice/pavement interface in terms of bond and packed snow/ice. 

The after-end-of-event LOS is usually expressed as a time to achieve particular pavement 
surface conditions in terms of ice or snow coverage, or PSIC level. 
 
Performance-Based LOS 
 
A variety of performance measures relative to LOS are being tried. These include (in order of 
popularity) pavement conditions (visual) at various points in time (some agencies use pictorial 
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reference templates as an aid to condition observers); performance indices that relate the amount 
of time pavement areas are snow/ice covered to total storm time (visual); report cards (customer 
satisfaction surveys); and friction measurements at various points in time and rating slipperiness 
at various points in time based on vehicle handling characteristics.  

The visual approach appears to be gaining in popularity both in the U.S. and abroad. 
Examples of visual characterization of roadway surfaces include 

 
• Centerline bare, 
• Wheel path bare, 
• Loose snow covered (percent area and depth), 
• Packed snow covered (percent area and depth), 
• Bare (percent area), 
• Thin ice covered (percent area), 
• Thick ice covered (percent area), 
• Dry, 
• Damp, 
• Slush (percent area and depth), 
• Frost, and 
• Wet. 
 
Using these descriptors together with traffic flow and other visual information, a PSIC 

index can be established for any point in time. Various PSIC indices are described in Table 1. 
Whatever performance measure is chosen, it must be part of a continuing evaluation plan 

that addresses individual winter weather events, subwinter seasons, and full winter seasons. This 
allows for critical judgment about resource levels, S&Ts, materials choices, and materials 
application rates. 
 
Snow and Ice Control Operational Considerations Relating to LOS 
 
The primary snow and ice control operational considerations relating to LOS are cycle time, 
available material treatments, climate, weather, site conditions, and traffic. Each has a profound 
effect on some aspect of operations. 

Cycle time is primarily a function of the number of personnel and the amount of 
equipment available to treat the assigned roadway system or route. Other factors, including 
traffic volume or speed, traffic control devices, roadway geometry or complexity, and the 
location of material stockpiles, also contribute to achievable cycle time. 

LOS and cycle time of maintenance treatment operations are clearly interconnected. The 
LOS and cycle time for a facility will largely be determined by the importance or functional 
classification of the road, which may be strongly related to the roadway’s average daily traffic 
volume (4). High winter maintenance LOS requirements are often described as “bare pavement” 
policies. Anti-icing strategies with appropriate tactics have been shown to be consistent with the 
requirements of a high-LOS facility (2). 

 
 



 

 

TABLE 1  Description of Pavement Snow and Ice Conditions (PSIC) 
Condition 1: All snow and ice are prevented from bonding and accumulating on the road surface. Bare/wet pavement surface is maintained at 
all times. Traffic does not experience weather-related delays other than those associated with wet pavement surfaces, reduced visibility, 
incidents, and “normal” congestion. 

Condition 2: Bare/wet pavement surface is the general condition. There are occasional areas having snow or ice accumulations resulting from 
drifting, sheltering, cold spots, frozen melt-water, etc. Prudent speed reduction and general minor delays are associated with traversing those 
areas. 

Condition 3: Accumulations of loose snow or slush ranging up to 5 cm (2 in.) are found on the pavement surface. Packed and bonded snow and 
ice are not present. There are some moderate delays due to a general speed reduction. However, the roads are passable at all times. 

Condition 4: The pavement surface has continuous stretches of packed snow with or without loose snow on top of the packed snow or ice. 
Wheel tracks may range from bare/wet to having up to 4 cm (1.5 in.) of slush or unpacked snow. On multilane highways, only one lane exhibits 
these pavement surface conditions. The use of snow tires is recommended to the public. There is a reduction in traveling speed with moderate 
delays due to reduced capacity. However, the roads are passable. 

Condition 5: The pavement surface is completely covered with packed snow and ice that has been treated with abrasives or abrasive/chemical 
mixtures. There may be loose snow of up to 5 cm (2 in.) on top of the packed surface. The use of snow tires is required. Chains and/or four-
wheel drive may also be required. Traveling speed is significantly reduced, and there are general moderate delays with some incidental severe 
delays. 

Condition 6: The pavement surface is covered with a significant buildup of packed snow and ice that has not been treated with abrasives or 
abrasives/chemical mixtures. There may be over 5 cm (2 in.) of loose or wind-transported snow on top of the packed surface due to high 
snowfall rate and/or wind. There may be deep ruts in the packed snow and ice that may have been treated with chemicals, abrasives, or 
abrasives/chemical mixtures. The use of snow tires is the minimum requirement. Chain– and snow tire–equipped four-wheel drive is required in 
these circumstances. Travelers experience severe delays and low travel speeds due to reduced visibility, unplowed loose or wind-compacted 
snow, or ruts in the packed snow and ice. 

Condition 7: The road is temporarily closed. This may be the result of severe weather (low visibility, etc.) or road conditions (drifting, excessive 
unplowed snow, avalanche potential or actuality, glare ice, accidents, vehicles stuck on the road, etc.). 
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The type of material treatments an agency is capable of delivering has a major impact 
on achievable LOS. Agencies capable of providing appropriate liquid and solid chemical 
treatment will achieve higher LOS than those who provide only mixtures of chemicals and 
abrasives or no material treatment at all. 

Climate can be defined as the weather that occurs averaged over a specified period of 
time, normally 30 years. Climate is an issue that is primarily of importance in the planning 
phase of snow and ice control operations. LOS goals are to some extent climate driven in 
terms of what is and is not possible. S&Ts that support LOS goals are similarly climate 
driven. In any climate, the achievable LOS is limited by the rate of precipitation, cycle time 
capability, sustainability of the maintenance effort, site conditions that may cause road 
closure, and material options. 

Field winter maintenance personnel in a given area are mostly concerned with 
anticipated winter weather conditions and not with climate considerations. “Weather” usually 
refers to the measurable or identifiable meteorological events that occur at a given site or in a 
given area at a particular point in time. Weather can be characterized by describing the 
meteorological elements associated with those events, for example, precipitation type and 
amount, visibility, wind speed and direction, temperature, and relative humidity or dew 
point. 

Precipitation is arguably the most important weather condition. Equally important is 
the distribution of precipitation types associated with winter weather events. Winter 
maintenance forces need to be prepared to treat a wide variety of precipitation types, even 
within a given winter weather event.  

The ability to forecast and recognize the various types of precipitation is extremely 
important. This influences to a large degree the types of treatment, material choice, and 
material application rate. 

Site conditions are those local situations that impact how snow and ice control 
operations are conducted. They influence type of equipment needed, material choices and 
associated application rates, and type and sequence of maintenance treatment. Certain 
recurring site conditions (microclimates) are climate driven and require specific recurring 
operational responses. These include cold spots, high humidity locations, and persistent 
windy areas. 

The three site conditions of major importance are pavement temperature, the amount 
of snow or ice remaining on the roadway after plowing or before chemical treatment, and 
most important, the presence or absence of ice or pavement bond.  

Traffic considerations include those relating to operational difficulty (slow- and fast-
moving traffic, stranded blocking vehicles, etc.), timing (rush-hour, congestion, etc.), and 
influences on treatment effectiveness and longevity. 

Vehicular traffic can affect the pavement surface in several ways. Tires compact 
snow, abrade it, displace, or disperse it. Heat from tire friction, engine, and the exhaust 
system can add measurable heat to the pavement surface. Traffic can also result in applied 
chemicals and abrasives being blown from the pavement surface particularly when applied 
before precipitation. Thus, traffic can have both positive and negative influences on the 
effectiveness of snow and ice control operations. 
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SNOW AND ICE CONTROL STRATEGIES 
 
Roadway snow and ice control strategies used in winter maintenance operations can be classified 
into six general categories: 

 
• Anti-icing, 
• Deicing, 
• Mechanical removal of snow and ice together with traction enhancement, 
• Mechanical removal alone, 
• Traction enhancement, and  
• Combinations of strategies. 
 
Anti-icing is a snow and ice control strategy of preventing the formation or development 

of bonded snow and ice to a pavement surface by timely applications of a chemical freezing-
point depressant. Tactics employed during anti-icing operations consist of chemical applications 
coordinated with plowing. 

Deicing is a snow and ice control strategy of removing compacted snow or ice already 
bonded to the pavement surface by chemical or mechanical means or a combination of both. 

Mechanical removal of snow and ice together with traction enhancement is a strategy in 
which abrasives or a mixture of abrasives and a chemical are applied to a layer of compacted 
snow or ice already bonded to the pavement surface that may or may not have been partially 
removed by mechanical means (plowing and scraping). This strategy provides an increase in the 
coefficient of friction for vehicular traffic, although this increase may be short lived. Abrasives, 
by themselves, are not ice control chemicals and will not support the fundamental objective of 
either anti-icing or deicing. 

Mechanical removal alone is a strategy that involves the physical process of attempting to 
remove accumulated snow or ice by means such as plowing, brooming, blowing, and so on, 
without the use of snow and ice control chemicals. This strategy is strictly a physical process that 
has some merit during or after frozen precipitation has occurred at very low pavement 
temperatures. 

Other techniques enhance the traction of snow and ice surfaces. For example, mechanical 
roughening, grooving, or texturing provides a small level of traction and directional stability 
enhancement. This technique, however, is not suitable for higher-volume roads as its effect is 
short lived, but may provide an option in environmentally sensitive areas with low traffic 
volume. 

The most common technique for enhancing friction on a snow or ice surface is to apply 
abrasive materials such as sand, cinders, ash, tailings, and crushed stone. These materials may be 
applied straight or with varying amounts of ice control chemical in a mixture. 

Traction enhancement’s primary role is limited to lower-volume roads, to situations 
where ice control chemicals will not likely “work,” and in environmentally sensitive situations in 
which the use of ice control chemicals must be limited. 

Combinations of strategies are almost always used. Many winter weather events present a 
variety of weather and pavement conditions. To deal effectively with these changes, S&Ts need 
to be adapted. 

Achieving stated LOS goals may require using different S&Ts during a single winter 
weather event. An example is where an agency wants a low within-winter weather event LOS 
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and a high LOS at or after the end of a winter weather event. In this case, the agency may 
initially do anti-icing with ice control chemical, use only mechanical removal techniques during 
the event, and utilize deicing at the end of the event. The early anti-icing treatment makes the 
later deicing treatment more effective. 

A list was developed of ten potential combinations of S&Ts for further field evaluation, 
based on a literature review and telephone contacts with state and local highway agencies. Five 
of the ten snow and ice control strategy and tactic combinations were ultimately tested and 
evaluated during three winters under various ranges of weather, site, and traffic conditions found 
in North America. The five combinations are 

 
1. Anti-icing strategy with appropriate chemical forms (e.g., solids, prewetted solids, 

and possibly liquids) on lower-volume primary highways and local roads followed by a 
subsequent strategy of mechanical removal of snow and ice together with friction enhancement, 
if necessary; 

2. Anti-icing strategy with appropriate chemical forms (e.g., solids, prewetted solids, 
and liquids) at selected highway locations such as hills, curves, intersections, grades, or selected 
bridge decks; 

3. Anti-icing or deicing strategy with appropriate chemical forms on lower-volume 
primary highways and local road systems; 

4. Anti-icing strategy with liquid chemical applications on bridge decks to prevent 
preferential icing; and 

5. Mechanical snow and ice removal strategy with abrasives prewetted with liquid 
chemicals. 

 
A total of 24 highway agencies (13 state, 1 provincial, 4 county, and 6 city or town) made 

an attempt at testing the five S&T combinations at a total of 51 site locations over the three-
winter period. Three highway agencies were able to provide test data for the same location over 
all three winters. 
 
 
FACTORS INFLUENCING THE CHOICE OF MATERIALS, THEIR FORM, AND 
ASSOCIATED APPLICATION RATES 
 
The major factors to consider when choosing a snow and ice control materials treatment are the 
dilution potential of chemical treatments and the performance characteristics of the materials. 
 
Dilution Potential 
 
“Dilution potential” is a term that relates precipitation, pavement conditions, pavement surface 
conditions, and operational conditions to the choice of snow and ice control material and 
application rate that will generally produce a “successful” result. For simplicity, dilution 
potential is divided into three levels: low, medium, and high. 

Precipitation dilution potential is the contribution to overall dilution potential caused by 
the type and rate of precipitation of a winter weather event in progress. The higher the moisture 
content of the event per unit or time, the higher the dilution potential. 
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Pavement conditions are the properties of the pavement itself that influence snow and ice 
control operations. The most important of those is pavement surface temperature as it has a 
major effect on how ice control chemicals perform and ultimately, on the treatment decision 
itself. As pavement temperatures decline below about 12°F, most ice control chemicals become 
very inefficient in terms of the amount of ice melted per unit of chemical applied. Pavement 
temperature therefore drives the decision to plow only, plow and apply chemicals, or plow and 
apply abrasives (depending also on LOS goals). Unpaved or gravel roads are not suitable for 
chemical treatment. 

Pavement surface conditions describe any accumulations of snow and ice that may 
remain on the pavement at the time of treatment (after plowing). These include loose snow, 
packed snow, and ice. A critical surface condition is whether the snow or ice is bonded to the 
pavement surface. Any remaining snow or ice on the roadway surface after plowing will cause 
chemical treatments to dilute more quickly (in addition to the dilution caused by precipitation). If 
the snow or ice is bonded to the pavement, considerably more chemical will need to be applied to 
achieve an unbonded condition. 

The most important operational conditions influencing dilution potential are treatment 
cycle time and traffic. Longer cycle times allow more precipitation to accumulate on the 
roadway between treatments. For equivalent effectiveness, more chemical must be applied for 
longer cycle times. 

The two traffic characteristics thought to influence dilution potential are traffic volume 
and traffic speed. Higher speeds and higher volume will displace ice control chemicals from the 
roadway. 
 
Properties of Ice Control Materials 
 
The four basic types of ice control materials are abrasives, solid ice control chemicals, prewet 
solid ice control chemicals, and liquid ice control chemicals. 
 
Abrasives 
 
Abrasives are a vital part of most snow and ice control programs. They support lower LOS and 
can provide at least some measure of traction enhancement when it is too cold for chemicals to 
work effectively. They are suitable for use on unpaved roads and on thick snow pack or ice 
surfaces that are too thick for chemicals to penetrate. 

When mixed with enough ice control chemical, abrasives will support anti-icing and 
deicing strategies; however, this is very inefficient and costly as the abrasives for the most part 
are “going along for the ride” while the chemical portion of the mix is doing the “work.” 
 
Solid Ice Control Chemicals 
 
Solid ice control chemicals are a very popular treatment option for most highway maintenance 
agencies. They support high LOS and both anti-icing and deicing strategies. When anti-icing, 
they are most effective when applied early in a winter weather event, before ice or pavement 
bond has a chance to develop. Some snow, ice, or water on the pavement will minimize 
bouncing and scattering of the chemicals. They may be used as a pretreatment, but only when 
applied at traffic speeds under about 30 mph and traffic volumes under 100 vph.  
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Solid chemicals, particularly those with a coarser gradation or particle size distribution, 
are well suited to deicing operations. The larger particles are able to melt through snow and ice 
on the surface and continue to cause melting at the ice or pavement interface until the 
ice/pavement bond is broken and the snow and ice can be removed mechanically. 
 
Prewet Solid Ice Control Chemicals 
 
Prewet solid ice control chemicals are used like solid chemicals except they are generally not 
mixed with abrasives. They consist of solid ice control chemicals that have been coated with 
liquid ice control chemicals by a variety of mechanisms. The water in the liquid ice control 
chemical starts the process of allowing the solid chemical to generate brine more quickly than 
uncoated solid chemical. The coating also allows the solid chemical to stick better to the surface. 
This reduces bounce and scatter and accelerates deicing. 
 
Liquid Ice Control Chemicals 
 
Liquid ice control chemicals are generally a solution of solid ice control chemicals with water 
being the predominant component. They support high LOS and anti-icing and limited deicing 
strategies. They are particularly well suited to pretreating for anticipated frost, icing, or black ice 
situations. Here, the water evaporates, and the residual dry chemical is relatively immune to 
dispersal by traffic. Liquid chemicals are also used to pretreat roadways before a general snow or 
ice event. This is an effective way to initiate the anti-icing strategy. 

Since liquid ice control chemicals are mostly water, they are already fairly well diluted. 
They are not well suited to general deicing operations as they have little ability to penetrate thick 
snow and ice. They may be used for limited deicing if the treatment is immediately followed by 
an application of solid chemicals or the process is reversed. This is a variation of prewetting. 

Liquid chemicals are probably not a good choice at pavement temperatures below about 
20°F. Here, the limited ice melting ability of most chemicals would make application rates 
excessive and potentially cause refreeze if the pavement were not dried by traffic or other 
atmospheric mechanisms. 

Liquid chemicals, as a within-winter weather event treatment, should be limited to lower 
moisture content events, pavement temperatures above 20°F, and cycle times less than about 
1.5 h. This will minimize the risk of ice/pavement bond formation. It is not advisable, however, 
to use liquid chemical during moderate or heavy snow, sleet, and freezing rain events. 

At pavement temperatures higher than about 28°F, liquid chemicals are a very effective 
treatment for thin ice in the absence of precipitation. The ice-melting process in this situation is 
almost immediate. 
 
LOS EXPECTATIONS FROM VARIOUS SNOW AND  
ICE CONTROL PRACTICES 
 
In general, higher within-event LOS can be produced with an anti-icing strategy and relatively 
short operational cycle times of less than 1.5 h. As cycle times increase, there are opportunities 
for higher accumulations of snow and ice on the roadway before plowing and retreating. Thus, 
maintaining an unbonded pavement, snow, or ice interface becomes increasingly more difficult 
as cycle times increase. 
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For the purpose of the following discussion we will divide pavement condition LOS into 
three categories of low, medium, and high and relate them to PSICs that appear in Table 2 in the 
following way: 

 
Pavement Condition LOS PSIC 

Low 5 and 6 
Medium 3 and 4 
High 1 and 2 

 
With respect to after-event LOS, most agencies provide treatment until bare pavement is 

achieved. The measure of LOS then becomes the time, in hours, needed to reach a high LOS (a 
PSIC of 2 or 1). Again, for the purpose of this discussion, after-end-of-event LOS is divided into 
the three categories of low, medium, and high in the following way: 
 

After-Event LOS Time (h) to Achieve a PSIC of 2 or 1 
Low > 8.0 
Medium 3.1-8.0 
High 0-3.0 

 
Table 2 shows the expected LOS levels achievable within- and after-winter weather 

events from various snow and ice control strategies and from tactics. These results were derived 
from the multiyear field tests of the five strategy and tactic combinations described earlier. It 
must be recognized that these are general approaches and changing conditions within an event 
often necessitated changes in S&Ts. 

 
TABLE 2  Strategies and Tactics and LOS Expectations 

Within-Event LOS After-Event LOS 
Strategies and Tactics Low Medium High Low Medium High 
Anti-icinga   X   X 
Deicinga X X  X X  
Mechanical alone X   X   
Mechanical and abrasives X   X   
Mechanical and anti-icinga   X   X 
Mechanical and deicing X X  X X  
Mechanical and prewetted 

Abrasives X   X   
Anti-icinga for frost/black ice/ 

icing protection   X   X 
Mechanical and abrasives 

containing > 100 lb/lane-mile 
of chemical X X X X X X 

Chemical treatment before or 
early in event, mechanical 
removal during event, and 
deicing at end of event X    X  

a With appropriate chemical treatments. 
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RECOMMENDED OPERATIONAL GUIDELINES FOR  
WINTER MAINTENANCE FIELD PERSONNEL 
 
General recommended operational guidelines for winter maintenance field personnel are 
presented. The guidance focuses on the selection of appropriate snow and ice control materials 
and associated application rates for various combinations of operating conditions. 

The snow and ice control materials include solid chemicals, liquid chemicals, prewetted 
solid chemicals, abrasives, abrasive and chemical mixtures, and prewetted abrasives including 
abrasive and chemical mixtures. Plowing and other mechanical removal methods are necessary 
to support LOS goals and allow material treatments to be more effective. If needed, plowing and 
other mechanical removal methods should precede any material applications so that excess snow, 
slush, or ice is removed and the pavement is left wet, slushy, or lightly snow covered when 
treated. 

The guidance presented is based upon the results of three winters of field testing various 
S&T combinations by 24 highway agencies. These results are reported in NCHRP No. 6-13 
Guidelines for Snow and Ice Control Materials and Methods (5). 
 
Solid Ice Control Chemicals 
 
Solid ice control chemicals serve a number of functions in snow and ice control operations. They 
are used in anti-icing, in deicing, in mixing with abrasives, and in the production of liquid ice 
control chemicals. 
 
Anti-Icing with Solid Ice Control Chemicals 
 
Solid chemicals, used for many years in anti-icing operations, are typically applied early in an 
event before ice/pavement bond forms and then periodically throughout the event. The first 
application is made when there is just enough precipitation on the roadway to minimize bounce 
and scatter and displacement by traffic. 

Dry solid chemicals can be used to pretreat roadways before a snow or ice event if 
applied at traffic speeds below 30 mph and with traffic volume less than about 100 vph. 
Prewetting a solid chemical before spreading can improve its effectiveness and help the granules 
adhere better to the road surface. In practice it has been found that 10 to 12 gallons of a NaCl 
solution will be sufficient for 1 ton of dry chemical of coarse gradation (2). Some agencies have 
used two to three times this quantity so that the material is applied as a slurry to reduce losses by 
traffic action. Prewetted finer gradations of a solid chemical will also adhere better to the road 
surface and may be successfully applied at traffic speeds below 40 mph and with traffic volumes 
below about 250 vph. 
 
Deicing with Solid Ice Control Chemicals 
 
With the exception of very thin ice situations, solid chemicals are the most effective treatment 
for packed or bonded snow and ice. Prewetting dry solid chemical with a liquid ice control 
chemical further enhances performance. Coarser graded chemicals do a better job of deicing 
thicker snow and ice accumulations. 
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Mixing Solid Ice Control Chemicals with Abrasives 
 
The mixing of solid chemicals with abrasives has been a popular practice for many years, mostly 
to keep stockpiles of abrasives from freezing or chunking. The amount of chemicals in stockpiles 
is usually less than 10% by weight. 
 
Liquid Ice Control Chemicals 
 
Liquid chemicals serve a number of functions in snow and ice control operations. They are used 
to prewet solid ice control chemicals, abrasives, and abrasive or solid chemical mixtures to make 
those applications more effective. Liquid chemicals are used to pretreat and treat colder highway 
spots for frost, black ice, and localized icing. They are used as a pretreatment for general storms 
to facilitate higher LOS in the initial storm phase and to buy time until treatments with solid 
chemicals can be made. They may be used also as a treatment within certain low-moisture winter 
weather events. Liquid chemicals should generally not be used for freezing rain and sleet events 
or as a treatment when pavement temperatures are expected to fall below about 20°F during the 
period of treatment effectiveness. 
 
Prewetting with Liquid Ice Control Chemicals 
 
Most commercially available liquid ice control chemicals can be used for prewetting solid ice 
control chemicals, abrasives, and abrasive or solid chemical mixtures. The primary function of 
the liquid in prewetting is to provide the water necessary to start the brine generation process for 
the solid chemicals. When used on abrasives, they help them adhere to the ice surface and 
provide some ice control chemical to the roadway that may at some point improve LOS. 
Organic-based chemicals provide some corrosion protection properties and environmental 
friendliness. 
 
Pretreating and Treating Frost, Black Ice, and Icing with Liquid Chemicals 
 
This tactic provides arguably the best use of liquid ice control chemicals. A 23% solution of 
liquid NaCl applied at 40 to 60 gal/lane-mi (or equivalent effective amount of other chemical) 
has proven to provide protection from these conditions that are nonprecipitation events. In the 
absence of precipitation, these treatments are effective for at least 3 days and possibly up to 5 
days depending on traffic volume. If the liquid treatment is allowed to dry before the event, it 
will be slightly more effective. 

Treating frost, black ice, and icing that has already occurred with liquid chemicals is an 
excellent tactic. Using application rates for NaCl found in the next section for a low adjusted 
dilution potential and bonded condition will provide almost immediate results.  
 
Pretreating and Treating General Snow and Ice Events with Liquid Chemicals 
 
The use of liquid chemicals during general snow and ice events requires more caution and 
information in order to achieve satisfactory results. Liquid chemicals are more sensitive to 
pavement temperature, dilution, and ice or pavement bond than solid chemicals. Analytical 
results were generated during the study to define the time to freeze of chemical brines as a 
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function of application rate, pavement temperature, and rate and moisture content of 
precipitation. 
 
Relationships Between Time to Freeze of a Chemical Brine and Controlling Variables 
 
The nature of the relationships between the time to freeze of a chemical brine and the controlling 
variables can be summarized as follows: 
 

• The time to freeze increases linearly with chemical application rate for a given 
pavement temperature and rate of precipitation; 

• The time to freeze decreases nonlinearly with increasing rate of precipitation for a 
given chemical application rate and pavement temperature; and 

• The time to freeze decreases nonlinearly with decreasing pavement temperature for a 
given chemical application rate and rate of precipitation. 
 

Sample plots of the time to freeze of liquid NaCl versus snowfall precipitation rates in 
terms of meltwater equivalent (WE) in inches per hour and snowfall rate in inches per hour were 
generated to illustrate the second point above. The times to freeze for a 23% concentration of 
NaCl versus snowfall rate are presented in Figures 1 and 2. An application rate of 100 lb/lane-mi 
equivalent dry NaCl was used in both figures. Figure 1 applies to a pavement temperature range 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 1  Time to freezing versus WE/snowfall rate for a pavement temperature range  
of 28°F to 31.5°F using liquid 23% concentration NaCl. 

Using 100 lb/LM of Liquid NaCl 
WE Ratio 1:10 
Ordinary Snow
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FIGURE 2  Time to freezing versus WE/snowfall rate for a pavement temperature range  
of 20°F to 27°F using liquid 23% concentration NaCl. 

 
 
 
of 28°F to 31.5°F. Figure 2 applies to a pavement temperature range of 20°F to 27°F. 

Figures 1 and 2 clearly show the limiting role that liquid chemicals play in snow and ice 
control operations as the pavement temperatures drop and application rates associated with anti-
icing are used. The role of liquid chemicals for a given pavement temperature also diminishes as 
the snowfall rate increases. 
 
Applying Liquid Chemicals to Roadway Surfaces 
 
Liquid chemicals are usually applied to the highway with spray bars or spinners. Spray bars may 
simply have holes in them or nozzles having various spray patterns. When using chemicals other 
than liquid NaCl, it is recommended that streamer or pencil nozzles or just holes in the spray bar 
be used to apply strips of chemical to the surface. The spacing of nozzles or holes should be in 
the range of 8 in. In rare circumstances, using a liquid chemical has resulted in slippery 
conditions in the absence of precipitation or freezing pavement temperature.  

Using 100 lb/LM of Liquid NaCl 
WE Ratio 1:15 
Powder (Dry) Snow 
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Abrasives 
 
The primary function of abrasives is to provide temporary traction (friction) improvement on snow and 
ice surfaces. Note that snow- and ice-covered roadways that have been treated with abrasives provide 
friction values that are far less than bare or wet pavement. The application rate for abrasives varies 
considerably among maintenance agencies. Application rates for most agencies fall within the 500 
lb/lane-mi to 1,500 lb/lane-mi range with the overall average centering around 800 lb/lane-mi. 
 
 
SNOW AND ICE CONTROL CHEMICAL APPLICATION RATES 
 
A recommended step-by-step procedure is presented that winter maintenance field personnel can 
follow in determining an appropriate snow and ice control chemical treatment action to take in response 
to a variety of conditions. Appropriate application rates for solid, prewetted solid, and liquid NaCl are 
given as a function of pavement temperature range, adjusted dilution potential level, and the presence 
or absence of ice and pavement bond. The adjusted dilution potential level accounts for precipitation 
type and rate, snow and ice conditions on the road, and treatment cycle time and traffic volume 
conditions. The recommended snow and ice control material application rates depend on atmospheric 
and pavement conditions at the time of treatment and on how these conditions are expected to change 
over the time window prior to the next anticipated treatment. 

Implicit in the treatment guidelines is the requirement that plowing, if needed, should be 
performed before chemical applications are made. This is necessary so that any excess snow, slush, or 
ice is removed and the pavement surface is wet, slushy, or lightly snow covered when treated. 

The first step in the procedure is to determine the pavement temperature at the time of 
treatment and the temperature trend after treatment. A judgment, either estimated or predicted by 
modeling techniques, of what the pavement temperature will be in the near term (1 to 2 h after 
treatment) is necessary. This is one aspect of what is commonly called “nowcasting.” This will result in 
the determination of the pavement temperature and trend. 

The next step is to establish the dilution potential that a chemical treatment must endure before 
another treatment is made during a winter weather event, or produce a satisfactory result in the absence 
of precipitation at the end of an event. The establishment of the dilution potential for each treatment 
includes consideration of precipitation type and rate (including none), precipitation trend, the presence 
of various wheel path area conditions, treatment cycle time, and traffic speed and volume. 

The dilution potential for the precipitation at the time of treatment and its anticipated trend in 
the short term is determined from Table 3. The level of precipitation dilution potential will be either 
low, medium, or high. The definitions of the different types and rates of snowfall are given elsewhere 
(5). In the absence of precipitation, the dilution potential is determined from the wheel path area 
condition and is also shown in Table 3. 

In the next step, an adjustment to the precipitation dilution potential shown in Table 3 may have 
to be made for various wheel path area conditions. These adjustments are given in Table 3 as well. 

Next, an additional adjustment to the precipitation dilution potential may have to be made for 
treatment cycle time. This is the time between anticipated successive treatment passes. In the case of 
pretreating, it is the time between the onset of precipitation and the next anticipated treatment. These 
adjustments are given in Table 3. 
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TABLE 3  Precipitation Dilution Potential and Its Adjustments 
Precipitation Rate 

Precipitation Type Light Moderate Heavy Unknown 
1. Snow (powder) Low Low Medium Low 
2. Snow (ordinary) Low Medium High Medium 
3. Snow (wet/heavy) Medium High High High 
4. Snow (unknown) — Medium — — 
5. Rain Low Medium High Medium 
6. Freezing rain Low Medium High Medium 
7. Sleet Low Medium High Medium 
8. Blowing snow – Medium – – 
9. Snow with blowing snow (Same as type of snow) 
10. Freezing rain with sleet Low Medium High Medium 
11. None 
 If wheel path area condition is 
 – Dry or damp 
 – Wet 
 – Frost or black ice (thin ice) 
 – Slush or loose snow 
 – Packed snow or thick ice 

 
 

Not applicable 
Low 
Low 

Medium 
High 

Adjustments to Precipitation Dilution Potential 
a. Wheel path area condition when 
precipitation is present 

Increase precipitation dilution potential above 
by number of levels 

Bare 0 
Frost or thin ice 0 
Slush, loose snow, packed snow, or thick ice 1 

b. Cycle time  
0–1.5 h 0 
1.6–3.0 h 1 
Over 3.0 h 2 

c. Traffic volume at traffic speeds > 35 mph  
Less than 125 vph 0 
More than 125 vph 1 

 
 
Finally, an adjustment to the precipitation dilution potential may have to be made for traffic 

speeds greater than 35 mph and traffic volume greater than 125 vph. These adjustments are also given 
in Table 3. No adjustment is made for traffic volume when traffic speeds are 35 mph or below. 

When making additional level adjustments to the precipitation dilution potential, an adjustment 
level of 1 would change a low level to a medium level or a medium level to a high level. An adjustment 
level of 2 would change a low level to a high level. The end result of adding various factor adjustment 
levels to the precipitation dilution potential is termed “adjusted dilution potential.” The final adjusted 
dilution potential level cannot exceed “high.” 

The final step in the procedure is to make a judgment of whether an ice or pavement bond 
condition exists. This determination (yes or no) is made based on field observations or sensor data. 

The appropriate application rates for solid, prewetted solid, and liquid NaCl can then be 
determined from Table 4 using the results from the previously described steps. 

Analytical work was conducted to develop application rate data for calcium chloride (CaCl2), 
magnesium chloride (MgCl2), potassium acetate (KAc), and calcium magnesium acetate (CMA), that 
were normalized with respect to the application rate data for NaCl. The application rate data for each of 
the five chemicals are given in Table 5 for various pavement temperature ranges.  
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TABLE 4  Application Rates for Solid, Prewetted Solid, and Liquid Sodium Chloride 
Application Rate Pavement 

Temperature (°F) 
Adjusted  

Dilution Potential 
Ice Pavement  

Bond Solid (1) lb/LM Liquid (2) gal/LM 
No 90 (3) 40 (3) 

Low Yes 200 NR (4) 
No 100 (3) 44 (3) 

Medium Yes 225 NR (4) 
No 110 (3) 48 (3) 

Over 32 

High Yes 250 NR (4) 
No 130 57 

Low Yes 275 NR (4) 
No 150 66 

Medium Yes 300 NR (4) 
No 160 70 

30–32 

High Yes 325 NR (4) 
No 170 74 

Low Yes 350 NR (4) 
No 180 79 

Medium Yes 375 NR (4) 
No 190 83 

25–30 

High Yes 400 NR (4) 
No 200 87 

Low Yes 425 NR (4) 
No 210 92 

Medium Yes 450 NR (4) 
No 220 96 

20–25 

High Yes 475 NR 
No 230 NR 

Low Yes 500 NR 
No 240 NR 

Medium Yes 525 NR 
No 250 NR 

15–20 

High Yes 550 NR 
No 260 NR 

Low Yes 575 NR 
No 270 NR 

Medium Yes 600 NR 
No 280 NR 

10–15 

High Yes 625 NR 

Below 10°F 
A. If unbonded, try mechanical removal without chemical. 
B. If bonded, apply chemical at 700 lb/L-M. Plow when slushy. Repeat as necessary. 
C. Apply abrasives as necessary. 

NR = not recommended; LM = lane-mile. 
Specific notes: 
1. Values for “solid” also apply to prewet solid and include the equivalent dry chemical weight in prewetting solutions. 
2. Liquid values are shown for the 23-percent concentration solution. 
3. In unbonded, try mechanical removal without applying chemicals. If pretreating, use this application rate. 
4. If very thin ice, liquids may be applied at the unbonded rates. 
General notes: 
5. These application rates are starting points. Local experience should refine these recommendations. 
6. Prewetting chemicals should allow application rates to be reduced by up to about 20% depending on such primary 

factors as spread pattern and spreading speed. 
7. Application rates for chemicals other than sodium chloride will need to be adjusted using the guidance in Table 5. 
8. Before applying any ice control chemical, the surface should be cleared of as much snow and ice as possible. 
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TABLE 5  Equivalent Application Rates for Five Ice Control Chemicals 

NaCl CaCl2 MgCl2 KAc CMA 

Solid 
23% 

Liquid Solid 
32% 

Liquid Solid 
27% 

Liquid Solid 
50% 

Liquid Solid 
25% 

Liquid 
Temperature 

Range (°F) 
lb/LM gal/LM lb/LM gal/LM lb/LM gal/LM lb/LM gal/LM lb/LM gal/LM 

50 22 56 16 47 17 79 15 82 35 
100 44 111 32 94 33 158 30 164 70 
150 66 167 47 141 50 237 44 246 105 
200 87 222 63 188 66 316 59 328 140 

30–32 

250 109 278 79 235 83 395 74 410 174 
           

50 22 53 15 45 16 75 14 85 36 
100 44 106 30 90 32 150 28 169 72 
150 66 159 45 135 48 225 42 254 108 
200 87 212 60 180 64 300 56 338 144 

28–30 

250 109 265 75 225 80 375 70 423 180 
           

50 22 51 14 43 15 71 13 87 37 
100 44 102 29 86 30 142 27 174 74 
150 66 153 43 129 46 213 40 261 110 
200 87 204 58 172 61 284 53 348 148 

26–28 

250 109 255 72 215 76 355 66 435 185 
           

50 22 49 14 41 14 67 13 90 38 
100 44 98 28 87 29 134 25 179 76 
150 66 147 42 123 43 201 38 269 114 
200 87 196 56 164 58 268 50 358 152 

24–26  

250 109 245 70 205 72 335 63 448 191 
           

50 22 47 13 39 14 63 12 92 39 
100 44 94 27 78 28 125 23 184 78 
150 66 141 40 117 41 188 35 276 117 
200 87 188 53 156 55 250 47 368 157 

22–24 

250 109 235 67 195 69 313 59 460 196 
           

50 22 45 13 37 13 59 11 95 40 
100 44 89 25 74 26 117 22 189 80 
150 66 134 38 111 39 176 33 284 121 
200 87 178 51 148 52 234 44 378 161 

20–22 

250 109 223 63 185 65 293 55 473 201 

NaCl: Sodium chloride 
CaCl2: Calcium chloride 
MgCl2: Magnesium chloride 
KAc: Potassium acetate 
CMA: Calcium magnesium acetate 
LM:  Lane mile 
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CONCLUSION 
 
A pavement snow and ice condition (PSIC) index was developed to evaluate the effectiveness of 
snow and ice control strategies and tactics. The index was used to evaluate both within-event and 
end-of-event LOS achieved by winter maintenance treatments. Field test results were also used 
in developing snow and ice control material rate guidelines that apply to both state and local 
highway agencies engaged in snow and ice control operations on highways, roads, and streets. 
Appropriate application rates for solid, prewetted solid, and liquid NaCl were developed as a 
function of pavement temperature range, adjusted dilution potential level, and the presence or 
absence of ice or pavement bond. The adjusted dilution potential level accounts for precipitation 
type and rate, snow and ice conditions on the road, and the treatment cycle time and traffic 
volume conditions. Application rates for four other snow and ice control chemicals were 
developed from analytical work. 
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WINTER WEATHER: INFORMATION, MODELS, AND DATA QUALITY 
 

Finnish Road Administration’s Web Road Weather Project 
 

KIMMO TOIVONEN 
JOUKO KANTONEN 

Finnish Road Administration 
 
 

he Finnish road weather information system has been gradually developed into an aid to 
winter maintenance. Recently, winter maintenance of the road network, especially in 

commissioning of maintenance, has undergone major changes in Finland. Winter maintenance is 
being opened to competition, and the goal is that by the end of 2004 winter maintenance on all 
the public roads in Finland will be done by contractors selected through a bidding process. The 
new method of operation put pressure on the Finnish road weather information system (RWIS). 
It became necessary to make the RWIS and the information it contains available to all the 
contractors doing winter maintenance as easily and reliably as possible. To satisfy this need, a 
Web Road Weather project was started in the beginning of 2000, which resulted in a new web-
based application for users of road weather information.  

Technically the web server retrieves the information desired by the user application from 
the database and image product servers and sends it to the user. Thus, the user does not have a 
direct connection to the Finnish Road Administration’s data banks. Web Road Weather is part of 
the Finnish Road Administration’s extranet solution. The extranet provides user identification 
and better information security. The user and the user’s Web Road Weather application 
communicate only with a separate extranet server. The extranet server sees the Road Weather 
web services as its own and provides them as its own services to identified users with the correct 
user rights. 

With this new application it is possible to monitor ten different kinds of weather images, 
camera images from 240 road weather cameras, and road weather information from 320 road 
weather stations. The application is currently being used by both the Finnish Road 
Administration and external contractors. Total user amount is already almost 300. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Since the 1970s, the Finnish road weather information system has been gradually developed into 
an aid to winter maintenance. Recently, winter maintenance of the road network, especially in 
commissioning of maintenance, has undergone major changes. The former Finnish National 
Road Administration (Finnra) has been divided into the Finnish Road Administration (also 
Finnra), which takes care of administrative tasks, and the Finnish Road Enterprise, which does 
contracting. Winter maintenance is being opened to competition, and the goal is that by the end 
of 2004 winter maintenance on all the public roads in Finland will be done by contractors 
selected through a bidding process. The new method of operation put pressure on the road 
weather system. It became necessary to make the road weather system and the information it 
contains available to all the contractors doing winter maintenance as easily and reliably as 

T 
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possible. To satisfy this need, a Web Road Weather project was started in the beginning of 2000 
and resulted in a new web-based application for users of road weather information. 
 
 
BRIEF HISTORY OF ROAD WEATHER INFORMATION 
 
From the late 1970s on, road weather service systems have been developed to aid winter 
maintenance in various parts of Europe. Finland has actively participated in this development 
work right from the beginning. Testing of a road weather system began in Finland in the early 
1980s. The system proved to be beneficial, and in 1987 Finnra assumed primary responsibility 
for the development of the system. At the same time, development of the system was speeded up 
significantly. 

The first microcomputer-based road weather system was taken into use in parts of 
Finland at the end of the 1980s, at which time 66 road weather stations were in use. In 1990 the 
central stations that gathered information were converted into Unix-based systems. With this 
change the entire country has been included in the system since 1992. The first road weather 
cameras were put into use the same year. The number of road weather stations grew rapidly; in 
the winter of 1994–1995 there were already 200 road weather stations. 

The next major steps to improve the usability of the system were taken in the middle of 
the 1990s. An Image Product application was introduced in the beginning of 1995, which made it 
possible to monitor images of the weather and driving conditions. During the following year, 
storage of road weather information was centralized in one database server that covered the 
entire country. A Road Weather Windows workstation application and a new data collection 
application for the WindowsNT operating system were put into use in 1997. Both applications 
have been developed further since then. 

In 2000, Finnra needed to acquire a new road weather application that would enable 
viewing of a wide range of images of weather and driving conditions and monitoring of 
conventional road weather information. The application  also needed to be easily applied as a 
tool for external contractors. 
 
 
MOVE TO A MULTIPLE CONTRACTOR MODEL 
 
In the early 1990s, winter maintenance was solely the job of Finnra. At first, road master areas in 
the districts took care of winter weather monitoring and winter maintenance quite independently, 
but as the road weather system evolved, monitoring began to be centralized. The districts’ 
weather centers monitor the weather, driving conditions, and changes in conditions and, if 
necessary, alert supervisors to take charge of maintenance work. 

In 1994 the first regional contract handled by an external contractor was implemented as 
a pilot project in the Kirkkonummi area. The following year pilot projects were set up in the 
areas of Loppi and Luopionen. In 1998 the maintenance of five areas for the following 3 years 
was subjected to actual bidding. Five additional areas were subjected to bidding the year after. 

Area bidding contests were suspended for a year because of the operational separation 
implemented at Finnra in 2000, but when Finnra was divided into the Finnish Road 
Administration and the Finnish Road Enterprise, 23 areas were subjected to bidding in 2001. The 
contractors that were chosen had overall responsibility for maintenance of the road network and 
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the traffic surroundings. Contracts that were not included in the bidding are being implemented 
as negotiated contracts with the Finnish Road Enterprise. 

Twenty-five to 30 new areas per year will be subjected to bidding in 2002–2004, so by 
the end of 2004 all 100 areas in Finland will be maintained by contractors chosen on the basis of 
competitive bidding. 

While previously there was only one maintenance agency, in the winter of 2003–2004 
there are already eight. A couple of years from now there will most likely be a few more. 

When winter maintenance was taken care of within Finnra, it was quite straightforward to 
arrange the installation and use of the road weather system for its users. Now that Finnra and the 
Finnish Road Enterprise have been separated and several other entrepreneurs have also begun to 
take care of winter maintenance, road weather information, road weather forecasts, images of 
weather and driving conditions and other related information need to be easily accessed and 
viewed also outside Finnra. This requirement introduced new challenges to the technical 
architecture of the road weather system. 

Today, Internet and extranet-based systems are one solution for making it easy to 
distribute applications and information between different companies and their 
telecommunications networks. 
 
 
CONVENTIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF ROAD WEATHER INFORMATION 
 
Finland’s road weather system is a typical client/server application. Users’ workstations are 
located in a fixed telecommunications network. A road weather application in the workstation 
queries a database for information, and the database sends the requested information to the 
workstation that asked for it. The information is presented in graphical form in the workstation’s 
road weather application. The application functions well and its response times are very short. 
The system has a centralized database for road weather information. On the basis of user 
feedback, the application is very easy to use, but its technical architecture is not the best possible 
in light of Finnra’s present operating idea, where several different contractors take care of winter 
maintenance. 
 
 
PROBLEMS WITH "OLD" SYSTEM IN MULTIPLE CONTRACTOR ENVIRONMENT 
 
Fixed Network Address/Connection 
 
The old road weather system requires a user (contractor) outside the Finnish Road 
Administration to have a fixed network address, which in Finland typically means the 
telecommunications connection must be fixed. A fixed network connection with a fixed network 
address is usually a more costly solution than a connection in which the network address is 
retrieved each time a connection is made. Finland offers very inexpensive, quick Internet 
connection modes in which the network address may change each time a connection is made. For 
example, a generally available ADSL connection with a bit rate of 512 kbit/s costs €50 to €90  
($60 to $100) a month. 
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Local Installation 
 
The application must always be installed locally: thus version updates, configuration, and 
troubleshooting are more difficult. The old road weather application always requires separate 
installation at the workstation end. In addition, the database connection has to be installed in the 
workstation. The road weather application only runs on WindowsNT4 and Windows 2000 
operating systems. If the features of the application need to be changed after installation, the 
modification has to be done locally at the workstation. New versions of the application must be 
installed locally at the workstation. Local installations can be avoided by standardizing the 
workstations and automating the distribution of new versions. However, standardization of the 
structure and content of the workstations does not fit into the environment of most contractors. 
Different environments may also cause problems in the operation of the road weather 
application. 
 
Changes in Contractors 
 
The fact that the competitive bidding of the new operating model may result in changes in 
contractors also poses a problem from the standpoint of the application. New installation 
requirements arise each time a new workstation is added to the road weather system. Old 
connections have to be shut down, and the application has to be removed from the previous 
contractor’s workstations. Connections have to be opened for the new contractors, and the 
application and necessary related software have to be installed. The workstation architecture of 
the new contractor also has to be matched with the road weather workstation application. The 
workstation’s operating system may also be a limiting factor. 
 
Two Separate Applications 
 
Finland’s road weather system still requires two separate applications in the user’s workstation. 
One application is used to examine road weather information, and the other application is used to 
view different types of image products. Therefore, the addition of new workstations requires the 
installation and commissioning of two separate applications. Connections have to be established 
to both the road weather system database and the image product server. 
 
Access to Internal Network and Information Security Risk 
 
In the old model the workstation has to be directly connected to the database and image product 
server. This solution is not good from the standpoint of information security, because the servers 
in question are in Finnra’s internal telecommunications network. Breaking into either server 
would provide access to all the computers in Finnra’s network. 
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NEW WEB-BASED DISTRIBUTION OF ROAD WEATHER INFORMATION 
 
To make the road weather information more readily accessible to the winter maintenance 
contractors than it was in the old system, in the spring of 2000 Finnra began developing a new 
web-based solution for distributing road weather information. The project progressed quickly 
through the specification phase to implementation by the end of the year. The Web Road 
Weather application was ready in the spring of 2001 and the commissioning phase got underway 
in the autumn of the same year. With the new application it is possible to monitor ten different 
kinds of weather images, camera images from 240 road weather and traffic cameras, and road 
weather information from 320 road weather stations. The application is currently being used by 
both the Finnra and external contractors. 

Web Road Weather is a road weather application that runs on an Internet browser. When 
prompted by the user, the workstation application retrieves desired information from a road 
weather system web server especially set up for this purpose and displays the information in 
graphical form. Technically speaking, the information retrieval happens in such a way that the 
web server retrieves the information desired by the user from the database server and the image 
product server and sends it to the user. Thus, the user does not have a direct connection to the 
data banks. Web Road Weather is part of Finnra’s extranet solution. The extranet provides user 
identification and better information security. The user and the user’s Web Road Weather 
application communicate only with a separate extranet server. The extranet server sees the Road 
Weather web services as its own and provides them as its own services to identified users with 
the correct user rights. 
 
 
HOW HAVE THE PROBLEMS BEEN SOLVED? 
 
The user needs nothing more than an Internet connection. Because this is a web-based 
application that is used with a browser, the user needs only a browser and an Internet connection 
to use the service. According to the requirements of an extranet solution, the user needs a user 
name and a password with which the user can be identified. After being identified, the user is 
provided access to certain services. Winter maintenance contractors make an agreement covering 
the winter maintenance contract and are given a password allowing them to use the service. 

Web Road Weather is a web-based Java application that is automatically downloaded the 
first time it is used. The new Web Road Weather application is easy to install. While the 
application is downloading, it checks the user’s workstation and browser for necessary 
components and, if necessary, offers the possibility to download them. Each time, the application 
also makes sure the latest version is being used. It is very easy and quick to add new 
workstations into the road weather system. Today an Internet connection and browser are 
standard features on nearly all workstations. No separate installation visits are needed to install 
the road weather application, because everything is taken care of automatically the first time the 
user visits the home page of the road weather application. 

It is not necessary to make separate connection agreements between two companies; all 
the user needs is an ordinary Internet connection. An Internet connection can be obtained quickly 
and its operation is reliable (at least at the present time in Finland). The client also saves time 
and trouble because no separate monitoring of connection agreements, routers, or firewalls is 
needed. 
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Viewing of road weather information and image products now takes place within the 
same application. The new web-based road weather application integrates viewing of road 
weather information and different kinds of image products related to road weather. This 
possibility of viewing different forms of information with the same application is one of the 
biggest functional improvements of the road weather application from the user’s point of view.  

In the new solution the road weather application and the user’s workstation only have 
access to Finnra’s extranet server. The extranet server provides the services of the road weather 
system to a user external to Finnra as if the services were the server’s own. Naturally, from the 
standpoint of information security this solution is excellent and significantly better than the old 
system. In the new solution only the extranet server is able to penetrate Finnra’s firewall to 
retrieve road weather information, while in the old system all the users had access to the road 
weather service servers in Finnra’s internal network (intranet). The extranet server also checks 
the users’ identification and approves them as legitimate road weather information users. 

With the new solution Finnra’s internal users will also gradually begin using the new 
web-based road weather application. For now, though, they also have the possibility of using the 
old client-server-based road weather application because all its features have not yet  been 
incorporated into the new road weather application. So far, the conventional client-server 
application is also a little quicker than the new web-based solution. From here on, though, 
system development resources will focus on the new web-based solution. 
 
 
USER INTERFACE OF THE NEW SYSTEM 
 
Large Desktop 
 
Because it is necessary to simultaneously view different windows containing several different 
kinds of images from rainfall radar and road weather cameras and road weather information, the 
user’s computer should have a sufficiently large desktop to permit effective monitoring of 
different types of information and images related to weather and driving conditions. For this 
reason, the workstation should have several displays. This way it is possible to increase the size 
of the desktop and view several images at one time. Like all other applications, the Web Road 
Weather application is able to utilize a large desktop completely. Of course, it is possible to use 
the application with one display, but active monitoring requires several large displays. It is 
normal to use three or four 21-in. displays, which usually gives a desktop resolution of 3,600 to 
4,800 x 1,024 pixels. 
 
Possibility to Save Desktop Settings 
 
The Web Road Weather application allows the user to save his or her own desktop settings. This 
way windows that are carefully placed on different screens can be quickly displayed again later. 
Thus, the next user can easily return the desired desktop by restarting the application, and time is 
not wasted in opening windows and placing them on the different displays of the desktop. 
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Menu Structure 
 
Different types of images and road weather information in the Web Road Weather application 
are clearly divided into separate menu groups. Each group contains one to three clear 
subdivisions, depending on the number of different selectable items there are. This makes it easy 
for the user to pick the information to be displayed. 
 
Information and its Presentation 
 
Radar and Satellite Images 
 
Several different kinds of weather images can be obtained from Finland’s and Scandinavia’s 
rainfall radar and Meteosat and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration satellites. 
Different-sized satellite images of clouds and radar rainfall images, rainfall summation images, 
rainfall state images, and rainfall movement prognoses can be viewed as individual images or 
time-based animations. Animations make it easier to detect the movement and development of 
rainfall areas than it would be by just viewing a single latest image. The images in the Web Road 
Weather application have a time bar at the bottom showing the time when they were captured. 
The animation is easy to interrupt, and by manually using the time bar it is possible to view the 
areas of rain at different times in the same window at the desired speed and in the desired order. 
 
Road Weather Camera Images 
 
There is such an abundant number of road weather and traffic cameras that by using subdivision 
they can be divided into submenus according to district, for example. Contractors may divide 
them up differently, for example, by monitoring area. The camera images often make use of time 
animations. Another new feature of the Web Road Weather application is the possibility to view 
a master animation of the latest images of several cameras in one window. This saves desktop 
space, and the camera animation of a given camera can be opened for closer examination if 
necessary. 
 
Road Weather Information 
 
Road weather information can be examined using graphs, tables, and maps just like the old Road 
Weather Windows application. Because the response times of the map server are too long in the 
current version of the application, the map displays cannot be zoomed yet. The graphical display 
may have several X-axes and sets of bars for the presentation of different sensor information. 
The graphical display is used to examine sensor information of one station over different time 
intervals, which makes it easy to spots any trends in the values. Tables are generally used to 
monitor the latest measurement information of several stations. 
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PRACTICAL EXPERIENCES 
 
New techniques and infrastructure cause new kind of problems. So, the users and IT personnel 
must be trained properly to be able to use and maintain the system. Against anticipation, 
amazingly few throughput problems have arisen.  

The extranet server is a very important link. So, it must be continuously available, 
reliable, and highly secured. It is in the Internet! The web server for Road Weather application, 
road weather database, and image server are, of course, also very important. They must be 
monitored continuously and maintained, if needed.  

Some new development ideas have arisen. The most important one is the single-sign-on 
feature—for example, users need sign only once. At present they have to sign first on the 
extranet and then again on the application.  

It has been proved in practice that Web Road Weather is a suitable and easy way to 
disseminate road weather information also to the Finnish Emergency Response Centers. By fall 
2003, the Web Road Weather had almost 300 users. 
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Development of ARROWS 
Automated Real-Time Road Weather System  
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eather impacts nearly all highway maintenance activities. Consequently, maintenance 
managers and operators need accurate and reliable weather information in order to 

manage their resources effectively and efficiently. In addition, these decision makers need to 
have weather information presented in a user-friendly manner so that they are not forced to try to 
integrate information from many sources in order to make decisions. Under contract to the 
Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT), researchers at the University of 
Washington (UW) developed a capability to gather data from the many networks of weather 
instrumentation around the state. They integrated these data into a user-friendly format and 
developed a website for data display. The original website, called rWeather, is available on the 
Internet for public viewing, as well as for use by maintenance personnel. The second generation 
of this product is available as the WSDOT Traffic and Weather page, also on the Internet. 
However, neither rWeather nor the Traffic and Weather websites provide key forecast 
information needed by decision makers. The UW researchers developed a new capability for 
maintenance operations decision making. The product, the Automated Real-Time Road Weather 
System, takes numerical weather prediction output and presents the forecast information in a 
format for easy use and understanding by maintenance personnel. The high-resolution modeled 
output, the integration of other weather information sources, and the development of the 
presentation format are described. Initial results from the first winter’s operational use by 
WSDOT personnel are also discussed. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The weather and the climate in the state of Washington are as varied as the terrain. Washington 
State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) highway maintenance workers face year-round 
challenges ranging from decisions for snow and ice control strategies and tactics in the winter to 
vegetation control, for instance, in the summer. In addition, the highway travelers face weather-
related challenges.  

Under contract to WSDOT, researchers at the University of Washington (UW) 
Department of Atmospheric Sciences developed a website to allow WSDOT personnel and 
travelers to access current weather and forecasts. This site, the Real-Time Road and Weather 
Traveler Information Web site, referred to as rWeather, became operational in 1999 (Figure 1). 
The site provides access to over 400 observing locations around the state, area forecasts, and 
road information such as construction, accidents, and closures. 

W 
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FIGURE 1  WSDOT’s rWeather website. 
 
 
An effort to develop a new website was undertaken as the WSDOT Office of Information 

Technology developed standards for WSDOT Internet displays. In 2001 the new traffic and 
weather website appeared on the Internet (Figure 2). This site requires access to the latest 
Internet browser technology in order to display the frames properly. As a consequence, the 
rWeather website remains active for users with older computers and browsers. The UW 
personnel enhanced the road weather information display capabilities on the new traffic and 
weather website by developing profiles of certain road segments, such as Interstate 90 over the 
Cascade Mountains, by providing visual clues to current weather and pavement temperatures. 

During this same time frame, a pooled-fund effort, called the Northwest Regional 
Modeling Consortium, funded the development of fine-scale forecasting capability at the UW. 
The UW began running the Pennsylvania State University’s MM5 mesoscale model to produce 
forecasts for air quality. WSDOT participated in the consortium as an associate member. It 
became apparent that WSDOT could benefit from the high-resolution forecasting capabilities 
being developed.  
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FIGURE 2  WSDOT’s current traffic and weather website. 
 
 
In 2002 a meeting was held between WSDOT highway maintenance personnel and UW 

researchers to begin the development of a weather information product that could be used by 
WSDOT for operational decision making. This focus group defined the WSDOT needs for the 
developers who used the information to build a product that could meet the needs.  

The UW created a beta-test version and dubbed it the Automated Real-Time Road 
Weather System (ARROWS). It released this version in the early spring of 2003 for comment by 
the focus group members. Approximately 10 WSDOT people used the product for the first two 
weeks of April. Another focus group meeting was held, and comments, mostly very favorable in 
terms of utility, accessibility, and so on, were provided to the UW researchers. One set of 
negative comments related to the display of the state road network. No highway numbers, 
WSDOT region boundaries, or locations of towns and cities appeared on the maps and 
information was difficult to locate for specific road segments. 

The UW researchers took the comments and worked for another five months to put 
together Version 1.0 of ARROWS. This version became operational in the middle of September 
2003. WSDOT Headquarters Maintenance provided the Internet address to all maintenance 
superintendents and suggested widespread use. This new product is shown in Figure 3. 
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FIGURE 3  WSDOT’s ARROWS website front page. 
 
 
ARROWS DESCRIPTION 
 
ARROWS provides forecasts of weather and pavement conditions for the entire state highway 
network. The MM5 output runs through a land-surface model to produce pavement temperature 
forecasts. MM5 and the land surface model product output at 4 km resolution. The background 
terrain for the model runs is also 4 km. This allows for very site-specific forecasting for the road 
network.  

The MM5 model uses output from eight national and international global meteorological 
models. The model output is used in MM5 with three different parameterizations each plus one 
other MM5 run for a total of 25 sets of modeled output. The output is averaged and the mean of 
the ensembles is selected for generating ARROWS output. Besides the mean, the system 
calculates the standard deviation in order to generate a confidence level for the forecasts. If all 
the model runs are in general agreement, confidence is high. 
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ARROWS Forecast Displays 
 
The primary intent of ARROWS is to provide information quickly to decision makers in a useful 
format. The front page for ARROWS (Figure 3) is a warning page that provides indications of 
the existence of warnings for a 24-h period. The 24-h period is divided into six 4-h time blocks. 
If a warning exists for any location in the state during any one of the time periods, an 
exclamation point icon appears under that time block above the state map. In addition, icons for 
various warnings appear in any one of the six WSDOT regions where a warning exists during 
that time block. The user can click on any one of the time periods to check where warnings exist. 

In addition to the region icons, a table to the right of the state map identifies down to the 
maintenance shed level (six-digit organizational code) and state route the locations of warnings. 
The user can click on any one of the organizational codes with a warning and a screen of detailed 
road maps appears (Figure 4). Any locations where warnings exist during that 4-h block are 
highlighted in red. The user can move the cursor over any one of the red marks, and the type of 
warning (snow, freezing fog, frost, etc.) appears. If the user then clicks on the red mark, a 24-h 
forecast for that location appears (Figure 5).  

 
 

 
 

FIGURE 4  ARROWS detailed close-up view of roadways and warning in effect. 
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FIGURE 5 ARROWS display of a 24-h forecast for a specific location. 
 
 
This 24-h forecast is particularly valuable to the maintenance decision makers. It 

provides a 24-h forecast of pavement temperature, air temperature, dewpoint, and precipitation. 
The pavement temperature is critical information for maintenance decision makers. This is 
especially true for winter maintenance. Nearly everything that happens on the pavement surface 
is related to pavement temperature. The dewpoint is also critical for the forecast of frost or black 
ice. The precipitation forecast is obviously helpful in determining the intensity of precipitation 
expected. As of this writing, the user must infer the type of precipitation. The UW researchers 
will be working to try to specify, for instance, whether the precipitation may be liquid or frozen. 
Also in this view, any warnings in existence in the vicinity of the forecast location are identified 
in a box to the right of the forecast legend. These nearby warnings are listed by milepost. 
Theoretically, depending on the weather situation, the user could see warnings for every milepost 
along a highway for many miles by clicking on adjacent red marks. Forecasts can also be 
obtained for each of the forecast locations identified by green marks. The locations of these 
marks can be adjusted to suit maintenance needs. 

Besides the warning views, other modeled output can be viewed. Figure 6 provides a 
regional view of forecast pavement temperatures and precipitation. The roadways are color 
coded to show the minimum temperature expected in the selected 4-h block. Pavement 
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temperatures forecast at 32°F (0°C) or below appear red. Pavement temperatures greater than 
33°F to 37°F (0.5°C to 3°C) appear yellow, and temperatures greater than 37°F (3°C) appear 
green. The color-coding represents identified thresholds of concern. This affords the decision 
maker the opportunity to view road segments that perhaps need to be monitored closely, 
compared with those that need not be a concern.  

Figure 6 also shows the type and intensity of precipitation expected during the 4-h block. 
The example shown shows rain from light (light green) to heavy (dark green), snow from light 
(light gray) to heavy (black), and freezing rain (red). The legend showing precipitation amounts 
for the intensity always appears. In this and all forecast modes, the warnings for the time period 
appear in the table to the right. As in the case of the warning mode in Figure 5, the user can click 
on any one of the blue dots shown and obtain a 24-h forecast for that location. At the six-digit 
organizational code view, rather than show the precipitation color-coded over an area, the 
individual forecast locations will have a green “R” for rain or red “S” for snow. The area color 
coverage could overwhelm the display. 

 
 

 
 

FIGURE 6  ARROWS regional display of roadway surface  
temperature and precipitation forecast. 
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The forecast displays are dynamic in the sense that every 4 h a new set of 4-h time blocks 
appears and the 24-h forecast adjusts to match the new 24-h period. In addition, the warning 
process is dynamic in that observations can nudge the warning process. If snow begins to fall at a 
location where it was previously not forecast, an icon warning for snow will appear in the 
various warning views, marks will change from green to red, and the warning table on the right 
is updated. 

Figure 7 shows the final forecast product. This regional product provides forecasts of air 
temperature, color-coded by temperature. A similar view appears on the statewide view. Red 
depicts the areas expected to be at 32°F (0°C) or below and the yellow depicts areas where the 
temperature is expected to be 33°F to 37°F (0.5°C to 3°C). This again depicts concern 
thresholds. Along with the air temperature forecasts, modeled wind forecasts are also shown. At 
the six-digit organizational code view, as is the case with surface temperature and precipitation 
view, the areal color-coding disappears, and the maximum and minimum temperature expected 
appear numerically and the maximum wind expected is given in miles per hour. If the wind is 
expected to be 10 mph (16 km/h) or greater, it is color-coded red. Temperatures expected to be 
freezing or below are also color-coded red. 

 
 

 
 

FIGURE 7  ARROWS regional display of air temperature and wind forecast. 
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ARROWS Observation Displays 
 
One of the ideas from the start when developing ARROWS was to help the maintenance forces 
find ancillary weather information. ARROWS is therefore a one-stop shop for weather 
information. 

The same surface observation database used to generate the tables in the WSDOT 
rWeather and traffic and weather web pages is displayed in ARROWS. This is both in a 
numerical format on the map displays and in tabular form (Figure 8). Observations from roadside 
Road Weather Information System environmental sensor stations appear on the map. The 
numbers are air temperature and pavement temperature, respectively. Temperature 32°F (0°C) or 
below appear red. All surface observations in the local area will appear in the table to the right if 
the data are 2 h old or less. This precludes having decision makers view old data and perhaps 
make bad decisions. NA means data are not available. 

 
 

 
 

FIGURE 8  Current observations displayed by ARROWS. 
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In addition to surface observation, users can access radar data at the click of a mouse. The 
UW researchers take radar data from the four National Weather Service (NWS) WSR-88D 
radars that provide coverage of Washington and create a composite product (Figure 9). Radar 
data can be viewed in either the statewide view or the regional view. Users can also put the data 
into motion by clicking on the little green arrow button in the upper left had corner of the radar 
data window. Radar data for up to about 3.5 h will be looped. 

Users can also access satellite data; however, the UW researchers created no new 
products for this view. Following the beta test of ARROWS, users and UW personnel felt that 
there was no way to create better satellite data products than those already created by the NWS. 
Clicking on the satellite link on the left takes the user to the NWS satellite data access webpage. 

The final observation link is for cameras. WSDOT has access to over 100 cameras 
statewide, most along state highways. The maintenance personnel frequently use these cameras 
to check road conditions. When the user clicks on the camera link, a listing of cameras by state 
route appears in a table on the right side of the page. 

 
 

 
 

FIGURE 9  Composite radar data image for the statewide view. 
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Other Weather Information Access 
 
ARROWS is strictly a computer-generated product. There is no weather forecaster to talk with 
regarding the forecast products. The ARROWS page provides access to other sources of weather 
information. This is conceptionally, again, the one-stop shop for weather information. 

First, users can click on a link to the NWS. If the user clicks on this link from the 
statewide view, the system automatically links to the national weather warning map on the NWS 
home page. The user can then click on the area of interest in Washington. However, if the user is 
in the regional view or the shed-level view, clicking on this link will take the user to the NWS 
office that provides operational weather support to that region. Just as there are four NWS radars 
providing coverage, there are four NWS offices providing forecast support. These offices are 
located in Seattle, Portland, Pendleton, and Spokane. The user can then access products for the 
region of interest. 

Next, users can obtain information and forecasts from the Northwest Weather and 
Avalanche Center. This center provides forecasts for backcountry avalanches. The forecasts can 
be very useful for mountain highway concerns, although the forecasts are generated for virgin 
snowfall areas rather than along highways, where frequently avalanche hazards are physically 
removed. 

Finally, if a region or maintenance shed uses a private weather service, or value added 
meteorological service (VAMS), a link to the VAMS will allow the user to access the forecasts 
directly via the Internet. The forecasts sometimes are sent via facsimile or e-mail and timely 
distribution is not always possible to the decision maker who might be away from the office. 
This VAMS access plus all of the other information is available to any maintenance person who 
has Internet access at home or away from the office. The information does not reside on the 
WSDOT Intranet and therefore more use can be made of the important information. 
 
 
ARROWS EVALUATION 
 
The plan for the 2003–2004 winter is to conduct a formal evaluation of ARROWS in order to 
determine direction for the future. To date, only an informal evaluation had been undertaken. 
This informal evaluation has pointed to some notable successes and some problems. 

From a success standpoint, ARROWS forecasts identified very isolated locations where 
snow would occur. Separate success included three successive days in April 2003: each day one 
red mark appeared in different locations on State Route 101 on the Olympic Peninsula. In each 
case, snow did occur during the 4-h time block forecast. Forecasts also identified two instances 
of unusual snow expected on Stevens Pass in the Cascade Mountains, one in June and one in 
September. Results from the early 2003–2004 winter point to continued general success. In fact, 
the WSDOT Headquarters maintenance office sent a message to the field indicating that in all 
probability there would be failures and to remember that even though ARROWS is 
demonstrating great success, it is only one tool in the toolbox for decision makers. 

In addition to precipitation forecasting success, ARROWS appears to provide relatively 
accurate pavement temperature forecasts for the morning hours. Initial analysis showed ±2.5°F 
(±1.5°C) degree accuracy based on comparisons over 3 days at 10 locations around the state. It is 
hoped that the accuracy will continue to get better. The computer process of forecast issuing 
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includes bias checking, and if biases seem to occur at certain locations, the processing applies to 
bias correction.  

On the problem side, afternoon pavement temperature forecasts can be difficult. This is 
due in part to a lack of important solar radiation data input and also to the fact that the interaction 
between pavement and solar radiation is very complicated. In addition to temperature forecast 
problems, some precipitation forecasting problems have and will occur. This is due to the fact 
that frequently shower-type activity cannot be resolved properly with the 4-km MM5 resolution. 
Radar information, though, helps correct this problem in the near term. 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Data from the 2003–2004 winter were not available for inclusion in this paper. However, 
anecdotal evidence from maintenance personnel in the field indicates a high level of satisfaction 
with ARROWS. They believe money has been saved and resources managed more effectively 
and efficiently by being able to make more informed decisions.  

The use of ARROWS also appears to be a function of training. Although ARROWS is 
intuitive once people begin using it, it is initially a bit foreboding to some of the people in the 
field. The WSDOT Headquarters maintenance office provides tailored hands-on training or 
group training sessions at field units’ requests. 

WSDOT believes ARROWS will become an important tool in its maintenance and 
operations decision processes. One more year of development should bring ARROWS to the 
level of routine operations. Questions concerning how that operational implementation will take 
place will also be addressed. 
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he aim of the projected road weather data monitoring project is to define the objective state 
of weather and road weather data monitoring for 2007. The data in this context include road 

weather station data and camera pictures, satellite and radar pictures, weather forecasts in 
different forms, as well as data on road conditions and road weather forecasts. The definition of 
the objective is a tool for developing the monitoring system. 

Six use cases of the monitoring system defined the requirements for the intended state. 
The most important new requirements came from road maintenance quality control use case. The 
most detailed requirements came from the traditional maintenance realization. In addition the 
traffic control has its own requirements for those road sections with variable speed limits and 
information boards. 

The present monitoring system meets many of the future requirements. The projected 
state is illustrated by defining the new and enhanced parts of the system in 2007. All together 
nine new parts were defined, including issues like enlarged and better-equipped road weather 
stations and camera network, improvements to data storages, processing, and presentation, and 
also a new centralized data transmission system for receiving and delivering road weather data. 

In addition to the implementation projects a number of development ideas were proposed. 
The most important future development items are road weather models and forecasts as well as 
floating car road weather monitoring.  
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The history of the road weather information system (RWIS) in Finland dates from the early 
1970s. First conceptions of the system were set out in connection with the European COST 30 
project, Electronic Aids on Major Roads. Finland’s responsibility in the project was to develop 
ice warning systems on black spots. In the late 1970s, a pilot road weather information system 
that was tested both in the Hague, the Netherlands, and in the Finnish capital, Helsinki, was 
developed. Due to the good test results, RWIS was installed in the beginning of the 1980s in a 
somewhat wider area in Finland, including the capital, its neighboring areas, and a few other 
major cities.  In the late 1980s and the beginning of the 1990s, the system was totally renewed 
and expanded to cover the whole country, from the southern coast to Lapland.  

T 
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The techniques used in road weather monitoring, weather radar, and road weather 
forecasting have improved enormously during the past few decades. In the 1970s, data 
transmission was very difficult and slow whereas today all real-time information is available 
both on the Internet and even by mobile communication means. 

During the entire history of RWIS the acquired information has helped road authorities or 
winter maintenance operators improve their service or make it more effective or cost-efficient. 
Nowadays the information has become more and more important for everyday road users as well 
so that they can drive more safely and comfortably to their destination. The latest solutions make 
use of the information to show the suitable speed limit to road users via variable message signs. 
In 2002, the Finnish Road Administration (FinnRa)started a project to ensure the quality of road 
weather information by developing a quality management system for the road weather 
information system in Finland. By the end of 2003, the project was in the implementation phase. 
 
 
OBJECTIVES AND BACKGROUND 
 
The aim of the project is to define the projected state of the Finnish weather and road weather 
data monitoring system for 2007. The project also aims to make an implementation plan for the 
actions needed to realize the objective. Finnra is the owner of this road weather system (1).  

The description of the objective aims to deal with the coverage of monitoring, different 
means for monitoring and data procurement of data from different partners, data processing and 
analyzing and data delivery to the Finnra’s own utilization, as well as to other companies. The 
data mean road weather station data and camera pictures, satellite and radar pictures, and weather 
forecasts in different forms, as well as data on road conditions and road weather forecasts. 

The objective state description is a tool for developing the monitoring system. It forms a 
common understanding about the present state of the road weather system and on the desired 
functionality. The implementation plan includes the most important actions needed to realize the 
objective state and work plans for each of these actions. 

The most important need for making the study came from the recent organizational 
change in Finnish road maintenance. The former Finnish National Road Administration that both 
built and maintained the public roads in Finland was reorganized into two different 
organizations. The new Finnish National Road Administration is now ordering the road 
construction and maintenance from private markets. The other part of the former Finnish 
National Road Administration, the Finnish Road Enterprise, is a publicly owned company that 
provides the road building and maintenance services to the administration, among other 
companies. 

As the road weather system has been traditionally used mainly to support directly winter 
maintenance planning and operation, this organizational change caused urgent need to rethink 
the road weather system utilization and functionality.     
 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
The objective was realized in three phases achieved as illustrated in the Figure 1. 
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FIGURE 1  Phases of the project. 
 

Identifying and describing the use cases for which road weather information is needed 
started the work. For example, road maintenance quality control and information services are use 
cases. The needs of road weather data and requirements for its delivery to each use case were 
investigated by interviewing experts of different use cases. In addition, needs for new road 
weather stations and cameras were investigated with an extensive questionnaire to the road 
maintenance people working in the field. 

The description of the objective was made after describing the use cases. The present was 
first described as a process to form a background for the future development. The objective 
description includes three parts:  
 

• A process description of the whole road weather monitoring system at year 2007, 
• A more precise description of the new parts at the completed state, and  
• A description of the development ideas. Development ideas are parts that will not 

present at the operational system in 2007 but an aspect that has to be further developed in order 
to be utilized later. 
 

The last phase of the project was creating the implementation plan. In this phase, a 
number of projects and their work plans were planned to realize the new or changed parts of the 
objective state road weather system. The projects were scheduled for 2003–2006. Development 
ideas were also converted into development projects.  

The description of the system objective and the implementation plan were done by a 
group of road weather experts, based on the needs and requirements that the use cases provided. 
The work was mainly done at workshops during the project. 
 
 
OBJECTIVE STATE 
 
Present State 
 
The projected state road weather monitoring system is mainly based on the present state system. 
The present system answers in many respects the needs and requirements of the year 2007. The 

1. Use Cases

2. Objective 

Whole System 

New Parts

Development Items

3. Realization Plan
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description of the projected system shows the new and improved parts of the present system that 
makes the present system fulfill the needs. 
 
Description of Use Cases 
 
The weather and road weather information is needed in the use cases described in Table 1. The 
use cases are functions of Finnra or other organizations that utilize this information. 

The use cases have needs and requirements for the projected road weather monitoring 
system, such as what kind of information has to be produced and how. The monitoring system 
has traditionally been used for road maintenance planning and control. This function gives the 
most detailed requirements for the road weather system development. Based on the new role of 
Finnra as the contractor of road maintenance, it has to able to monitor and control the quality of 
the maintenance. This function creates the most urgent and extensive need for the development. 
Based on both road maintenance (U1) and its quality control (O1), more effort is needed on the 
extension of the monitoring network as well as the quality of the data. In this kind of 
environment it is highly important that each road maintenance area has a proper and equal 
coverage of the road weather stations and weather cameras. It was also noticed that there must be 
means for monitoring the conditions outside the main road network. The results from these use 
cases were also compared with the results from the road maintenance field experts’ 
questionnaire. The results from each approach gave similar type of needs for extending the 
weather station and especially the weather camera monitoring network. 
 

TABLE 1  Use Cases of the Road Weather Data 
Number Name Description 
Use Cases of Road Administration 

O1 Road maintenance 
quality control 

Real time monitoring and quality control of winter 
maintenance actions as well as analysis afterwards of the 
quality and operation models  

O2 Traffic control Automatic and manual control of variable message signs 
based on current weather conditions  

O3 Information services 
Information on the weather and road conditions to the 
road users through administration’s own distribution 
channels  

Use Cases of Other Organizations 

U1 Road maintenance  Planning of the maintenance actions and online 
management of the actions 

U2 Traffic and weather 
information services 

Production of weather forecasts and value-added 
information services based on the information from the 
administration 

U3 Freight and fleet 
management 

Planning and online management of the transport of 
goods, especially in the forest sector 
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Traffic control (O2) with variable message signs (VMS) has the toughest requirements 
for monitoring at the road sections where VMS is used. At the road sections where there are 
major changes in the weather, there should be road weather stations approximately after every 
fifth kilometer. However, road sections where the weather does not change so rapidly can have 
stations at longer intervals. The weather cameras are needed to support the automatic VMS 
control manually. The operator should have the possibility to get a total picture of the road 
section, and therefore the coverage of weather cameras should be one per 15 km. The current 
VMS road sections mainly meet these requirements. 

Traffic information (O3) and production of value added information services (U2) had 
one major requirement for having easy access to the existing information. This kind of road 
weather information is not utilized much in freight and fleet management (U3), and this function 
did not have any additional requirements.  
 
Whole System 
 
The whole projected state road weather monitoring system was illustrated by adding the new or 
improved parts to the process description of the present system. Figure 2 presents the whole 
system planned for 2007.  
 

 
 

FIGURE 2  Simplified illustration of the road weather monitoring system for 2007. 
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The model of the whole system consists of three parts. In the figure the lowest part shows 
the different means that the Road Administration has for monitoring the conditions and for 
gathering information from other parties. The Road Administration’s own monitoring means are 
road weather stations and weather cameras. Descriptions of road conditions and short-term road 
weather forecasts come first from the maintenance contractors, but after that the administration 
modifies and improves this information. The weather forecast companies produce the traffic 
weather forecasts for the next 24 h. These companies also provide weather forecasts in the form 
of text, tables, and pictures to the administration as well as the satellite and radar images. The 
second part in the middle of Figure 2 shows the five road weather information services that the 
system produces. The information services are Finnra’s means for storing and delivering the 
information. The information services of the road weather monitoring system are road weather 
station data, road weather camera pictures, satellite and radar pictures, and weather forecasts and 
road conditions with short-term road weather forecasts. The third part of the total system is the 
use cases at the top of Figure 2.  

The new or improved parts of the road weather monitoring system follow. The new parts 
are numbered in the order of the data production chain. All the new parts are significant to the 
objective system and therefore are not listed according to any priority: 
 

1. Number and locations of road weather stations and cameras, 
2. Equipment of road weather stations and cameras, 
3. Road weather station data from neighboring countries, 
4. Road conditions and short term forecast data from the contractors to the 

administration, 
5. Storage of weather camera pictures, 
6. Data delivery service for all road weather information services, 
7. Means and methods for analyzing the data, 
8. Means for presenting the data to the users, and  
9. Road weather station and camera metadata. 

 
New Parts 
 
The new or improved parts of the whole system and the need for them are discussed in the 
following sections. 
 
Number and Locations of Road Weather Stations and Cameras 
 
The number of road weather stations and weather cameras has to be increased to meet the 
requirements of road maintenance quality control in particular and also maintenance 
management. There should be more than one road weather station and weather camera in each of 
the Finland’s 90 winter maintenance areas. In addition, weather cameras and light-equipped road 
weather stations should be maintained outside the main road network. All together, Finnra needs 
60 to 70 new road weather stations and approximately 110 weather cameras. The number of 
stations was 290 and cameras totaled 205. These objectives are also in line with the estimations 
within the VIKING monitoring guidelines (2).   
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Equipment of Road Weather Stations and Cameras 
 
The equipment of all road weather stations has to be improved and equalized so that all the 
stations have similar rain sensors and fiber sensors for measuring road surface conditions and 
coverage. Also, a new sensor to measure the height of snow is needed for some of the stations.  

For the road network outside of the main roads in particular, a new type of lighter road 
weather station is needed. This lighter station does not need normal road surface sensors as the 
road surface is most likely to be covered with ice and snow all the time during the winter on 
these road classes.  

The weather cameras should be programmed to take pictures after certain intervals from 
predefined angles, such as the road surface, and general pictures of the entire road section. The 
traffic center operators should also have the ability to control the movement and zooming of 
cameras. At the locations where there is a camera, the air temperature and other basic data should 
also be measured.  

During situations in which road maintenance is needed, the data from road weather 
stations and pictures from weather cameras are updated every 15 min on the main road network. 
On the lower level, road network, the updating interval can be longer. On the road sections 
where there are VMS, monitoring and updating must happen in real time. 

Simultaneous with this objective state project was another project going on regarding the 
quality management of the road weather system. That study dealt with the accuracy and 
reliability of the system and data. 
 
Road Weather Station Data from Neighboring Countries 
 
It is important for road maintenance planners to see what kind of weather and road conditions 
there are outside Finnish borders in order to predict the forthcoming conditions and actions 
needed. Therefore the road weather station data from some stations in Sweden, Norway, Estonia, 
and Russia should be collected for the Finnish system. The data should be integrated in the 
system so that the planners can see it in the same manner as the data from the Finnish stations. 
 
Road Conditions and Short-Term Forecast Data from Contractors to the Administration 
 
During the project it was noticed that the process and applications for delivering road conditions 
and short-term forecast data from the contractors to the administration are not working well. 
However, the situation was found to be so complicated that it was impossible to define a final 
objective for this matter. Therefore, it was suggested that this issue be further investigated in a 
new project. However, there were some preliminary statements made regarding how this process 
should work.  

Finnra has to receive reliable data on the current road conditions and short-term road 
weather forecasts from the contractors. The contractors can deliver this information to the road 
weather system directly with an interface application provided by the administration or from 
their own systems to an open data exchange interface.   

The contractors operating at areas where there are road sections with VMS are obliged to 
report how the traffic control system is working. They should inform the administration’s traffic 
centers if the speed limits and other information shown on roadside are not inconsistent with 
their opinion on the current conditions. 
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Storage of Weather Camera Pictures 
 
The weather camera pictures are stored for at least a week after the picture is taken. During that 
time it is easy for the users to pick up the needed picture from the storage. This gives enough 
time for the road maintenance quality control to make a quality analysis of different situations. In 
addition to that short-term storage, all the pictures are permanently stored to a mass memory.   
 
Data Delivery Service 
 
All the road weather information is delivered to the users through the Road Administration’s new 
integrated data delivery service. The road weather system will be integrated into the data 
delivery service. This will make it possible for the user applications inside and outside Finnra to 
access all existing data easily.  
 
Means and Methods for Analyzing Data 
 
Summaries and analysis will be produced from different weather and road weather data. One 
need for this is in the area of road maintenance management. There is a need for calculating 
summaries from different sources of data. For example, the rain data from road weather stations 
can be combined with the radar images in order to capture the most reliable information and the 
best coverage of the current road weather situation. Another example is the estimation of 
slipperiness based on the road weather station data about road surface and air temperatures, 
change in the dew point, and wind speed. 

More advanced analysis is also needed for road maintenance quality control. Based on the 
data from road weather stations, alarms can be produced to notify in real time quality control 
personnel or the persons analyzing the performance afterward in certain situations. By 
processing the data, it must also be made sure that the weather data can be combined with the 
road maintenance data at quality control. 
 
Means for Presenting Data to Users 
 
This new part is closely connected with the previous section on data analysis. The improved 
information has to be presented to the users in a way that is easy to understand and that supports 
their work. 

The summary information and illustrations are presented mainly to the road maintenance 
planners. At the road weather web interface the planners will have more choices to select for 
themselves what kind of summaries will be presented. For example, pictures and text 
information can be combined in the same image. 

The road weather information needs for maintenance quality personnel are different from 
those of road maintenance management personnel. As the information presentation has 
traditionally been developed for management purposes, the presentation does not fully meet the 
requirements of quality control. Therefore, new forms of presenting the information have to be 
developed. In addition, the road masters responsible for real-time quality control need mobile 
access to the weather information. Also, education on the usage of road weather information is 
needed, especially for quality control personnel. 
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Road Weather Station and Weather Camera Metadata 
 
More and improved metadata is needed from both road weather stations and weather cameras. 
Metadata are background information on the data that the stations and cameras produce. The 
metadata are needed especially for road maintenance quality control. Examples of the most 
important metadata needed are the locations of stations and cameras, descriptions of the 
environment of the road weather station, and a classification of different weather camera pictures 
based on the camera angle. The metadata must be stored in databases so that user applications 
can utilize it.  
 
 
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 
 
General 
 
The implementation plan includes the projects needed to realize the new or improved parts of the 
objective state of the road weather monitoring system. The objectives, preliminary work plan, 
responsible parties, timetable, and rough cost estimate of each project were made. Figure 3 
shows the projects, their overall time schedules, and cost estimates. 
 
Improvement of Road Weather Stations and Camera Network 
 
The aim of the project is to coordinate and follow the development of road weather stations and 
camera networks to the desired state. The project has two parts: (1) improvement of the road 
weather and camera network and (2) enhancement of the road weather station equipment. 
 
 
 
 

 
FIGURE 3  Implementation projects. 
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The actual development and enhancement happens at road districts of the administration. 
This project forms a cooperative forum for this work. The project also forms a common line for 
the development and follow-ups on progress.  

The cost of the new road weather stations is €1.4 million, and the development of the 
equipment costs an additional €500,000. The cost of the new weather cameras is €1.3 million. 
Adding the air temperature measurement equipment to the weather cameras costs approximately 
€430,000. The enhancement of the network costs all together €3.6 million. 

Currently, 210 road weather stations have old-version equipment. Updating the 
equipment to meet the objective state costs about €20,000 per station. Totally, this improvement 
costs €4.2 million. 

The project will start immediately and progress so that the improvement of old versions 
will be completed by the end of 2005, and the projected coverage of monitoring will be reached 
by the end of 2007.  
 
Renewal of Weather Camera Picture Storage 
 
The aim of the project is to lengthen the storage time of road weather camera pictures to one 
week. This storage provides easy access to the pictures. The other aim is to implement 
permanent data storage for the pictures.  

The project will be done in two phases. First, a functional and technical definition of 1-
week and permanent storage will be made. Based on this, the storage will be implemented. This 
project is connected to the metadata development project and utilizes the data delivery service.   

The cost estimate for the project is €35,000. The project started in 2003 and will be 
finished in early 2004. 
 
Implementation of Data Delivery Service 
 
The aim of the project is for all road weather data to be delivered centrally through the data 
delivery service of Finnra. The data delivery service is also used to collect road weather data 
from neighboring countries. 

The project will be started with a functional definition phase that describes the 
functionality and implementation model for the road weather data based on this objective state 
definition. The road weather system will be then integrated with the data delivery service. The 
assumption is that the data will be collected from the present databases and data from other 
countries will be stored in the present databases.  

The cost estimate for the project is €110,000. The project was to start during 2003, and 
the data delivery service will be operational by mid-2004. Additional resources have to be 
allocated for cooperation with neighboring countries. 
 
 
Implementation of Mobile Service 
 
The aim of the project is that road weather data can be delivered through mobile service to 
maintenance quality control field personnel. This project will utilize the data delivery service 
platform realized in the previous project. 
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The cost estimate for this project is €25,000. The project will be carried out 
simultaneously with the data delivery service definition phase, and the mobile communication 
will be implemented by the end of 2004.  
 
Improvement of Analysis and Presentation 
 
The aim of the project is to implement the objective concerning the analysis and presentation of 
road weather information.  

The project will be started with a definition phase that describes data, analysis, and 
presentation. During the definition phase, which changes can be directly implemented by using 
the present system are defined, and which ones need further development of the system itself will 
be noted. This project will also give feedback to the road weather modeling and forecasting 
development project that will further investigate future possibilities. 

The preliminary cost estimate is €150,000. The project will be started during 2004, the 
definition phase will finish by the end of 2004, and the project will end during 2005. 
 
Use of Data and Alarms at Quality Control 
 
The aim of the project is to tailor the information presentation and alarms produced from road 
weather station data to meet the needs of road maintenance quality control.  

The project will start with a definition phase that sets the operational principles and 
describes how the data and alarms will be used in quality control. Based on the definitions, the 
alarms needed will be produced for the road weather system, and a new user interface will be 
implemented in the road weather web application. If major changes are needed to the road 
weather system they will be made with the improvements of the analysis and presentation 
project. The cost estimate is €40,000. The project will be done during 2004. 
 
Collection and Storage of Metadata 
 
The aim of the project is to collect and store the needed metadata from road weather stations and 
cameras.  

The projects will be started by listing more precisely the needed metadata based on this 
study. The data will then be collected and produced for the road districts. At the same time, the 
metadata storage will be defined and implemented. The metadata should be stored to the same 
data systems as road weather station data and camera pictures so that the metadata can be also 
easily accessed through the data delivery service. 

The preliminary cost estimate for this project is €130,000. The project should be realized 
so that the metadata could be utilized from the beginning of 2005.  
 
Road Conditions and Short-Term Forecasts 
 
In addition to the actual implementation projects, there is a need for a new study that defines the 
objective of road conditions data and short-term forecasts production. At the same time, the data 
needed about road maintenance actions should also be considered.  
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Development Projects 
 
In addition to the implementation projects a number of development projects were proposed. The 
development projects will further investigate the issues that are not included in the objective but 
might become important to monitoring in the future. The most important future development 
items are road weather models and forecasts as well as floating car road weather monitoring.  

The development of road weather models will lead to more reliable and precise forecasts 
needed especially for road maintenance management. Also, the effects of different road 
maintenance actions should be considered in the models. The possibilities to utilize a neural 
network in the models will be investigated. This development will be done in close cooperation 
with the weather forecast companies and the international community in the COST project. The 
development costs of modeling are estimated to €500,000. 

The aim of floating car monitoring is to produce data that supplement the other sources 
and provide a wider picture of the conditions of the entire road section. This information is 
needed by road maintenance management and quality control as well by the information 
services. The floating car data would be needed especially during bad road conditions. However, 
the needs for these kinds of data are not yet precisely known. Finnra will study the needs and 
possibilities for the data in the future. From 2004 to 2007, the number of experimental floating 
cars also will be increased. The development costs for this area are estimated to be some 
€900,000. 

The other development issues to be covered by making feasibility studies are 
 

• Production of slipperiness estimates based on road weather station data; 
• Measurement of cloudiness; 
• Utilization of traffic speed and volume data at weather monitoring; and 
• Automatic picture analysis to produce data and alarms from weather camera pictures. 

 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
This project defined the projected state of weather and road weather data monitoring for 2007. 
Also, an implementation plan was created to illustrate the actions needed to achieve the 
monitoring system. 

In the study, we found that six main functions utilize the road weather data. These use 
cases defined the requirements for the objective. The most important new requirements to 
enlarge and improve the monitoring network came from the winter maintenance quality control 
use case. The most detailed requirements came from the traditional maintenance realization use 
case. In addition, the traffic control use case had its own requirements for those road sections 
with variable speed limits and information boards. 

The present monitoring system meets many of the future requirements. The projected 
state is illustrated by defining the new and enhanced parts of the system at 2007. The new parts 
are the following: 
 

• Enlarged and better-equipped road weather station and camera network, 
• Receipt of and utilization system for road weather data from neighbor countries, 
• Renewed storage system for road weather camera pictures, 
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• Centralized data transmission system for road weather data, 
• Processing system to realize summaries and analyses as well as to produce alarms to 

road maintenance quality control, 
• Improved information presentation system for analyses and road maintenance quality 

control, and  
• System to process road weather station and camera metadata. 

 
The estimated cost of the road weather station and camera network enlargement and 

improvement project is €7.8 million. The total costs of other realization projects are €490,000. 
The most important future development items are road weather models and forecasts as 

well as floating car road weather monitoring. The development costs for these are together about 
€1.5 million. 

The definition of the implementation plan are tools for developing the monitoring system. 
After this project Finnra has started planning a road maintenance Tema program, in which one of 
the themes is improvement and enlargement of traffic and road weather monitoring. This 
program will help to fund the most important part of the projected system. Also, the integration 
of the road weather system to the centralized data delivery system is ongoing. This will also help 
in receiving road weather station data from neighboring countries.   
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oad users are concerned with ice and snow on roads and streets. The main problems are 
increased accident risk and impaired accessibility. To prevent—or at least decrease—the 

difficulties, road administrators perform various maintenance actions. The actions are 
advantageous for road users but involve costs for the road administrators and negative effects for 
the environment. To optimize maintenance efforts, the use of management systems should be 
applied. The winter model project will result in a model for assessing the most important effects 
and the monetary value of alterations to winter maintenance strategies and operations in Sweden. 
The effects are assessed for road users, road administrators, and the environment. 

For road users, the main effects concern accessibility (in terms of vehicle speed and flow) 
and safety. By using simultaneous monitoring of road surface conditions and traffic, the 
relationship between speed and different roadway conditions has been established. The speed 
reductions due to seven specified roadway conditions (moist, wet, ice, or snow) relative to the 
speed at dry bare conditions are generally significant. The reduction can be as great as 20%. No 
relationship for traffic flow could be established. 

The average accident rate (accidents per million vehicle kilometers) during a winter 
season can be 16 times larger in black ice conditions than in dry road conditions. The accident 
rate in ice and snow conditions has an exponential relation to the duration of the condition—for 
example, the shorter the duration, the higher the accident rate. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Every year road users are concerned with ice and snow on roads, streets, and pedestrian and 
cycle lanes. The main problems are increased accident risk and impaired accessibility. To 
prevent, or at least decrease, the difficulties, road administrators perform various maintenance 
actions, such as snow plowing or skid prevention. 

The actions are advantageous for road users but involve costs for the road administrators 
and negative effects for the environment. To optimize maintenance efforts (or at least enable 
making sufficiently good choices), the use of management systems should be applied. 

Investment planning of highways and streets has long included models for estimating 
different effects: beside costs for planning and construction, changes in traffic generation, travel 
times, accident risks, and so on have been modeled. 

The field of road maintenance and operations is in this respect very neglected, being a 
weakness when competing for funds within a limited budget. This is valid not least for winter 
maintenance and operations. 

The winter management of Swedish national roads is governed by technical directives, by 
“Drift 96” until the winter season of 2001–2002 (1) [the previous description “Drift 94” also in 

R 
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an English version, “Operation 94” (2)], and from now on by “Vinter 2003” (3). The documents 
state strict, functional requirements for lanes, shoulders, bus stops, and so on, associated with 
prevailing snowfall, slipperiness, and other circumstances. 

One deficiency of the regulations is that the effects of the actions can be estimated only 
for the road administrator (at least the direct costs), while the effects for road users and the 
environment can be accounted for to a very limited extent. Doubtless, the rules are established on 
estimations of road user and environmental effects acquired by experience, but since winter road 
maintenance is financed in competition with other public activities, it should be motivated by 
objective, socioeconomic arguments. In addition, the maintenance measures are undertaken to 
improve the conditions for the road users, making well-founded effect assessments still more 
important. 

The winter model project, cofinanced by the Swedish National Road Administration 
(SNRA) and the Swedish Agency for Innovation Systems, was realized in cooperation between 
VTI and Klimator AB (a knowledge corporation at the University of Gothenburg). The project 
will result in a model for assessing the most important effects and the monetary value of 
alterations to winter maintenance strategies and operations. The effects are assessed for road 
users, road administrators, and environment. 
 
 
STRUCTURE OF THE WINTER MODEL 
 
The structure of the model appears in Figure 1. The relations between weather, traffic, 
maintenance actions, and road conditions are illustrated. 

The winter model consists of submodels for assessing the state of the road—which is the 
key to all other models—the effects and their monetary value, and the optimization. For some of 
these submodels, relevant variables and effect relations are known, but there are many areas in 
which far more knowledge is required, knowledge that can be attained only by assiduous effort.  

In the model, the weather throughout a whole winter season is defined by the Road 
Weather Information System (RWIS) and other data on an hourly level. The data may be derived 
from any real winter or be estimated for an average winter. Thereafter, the roadway condition 
can be calculated for every hour, influenced by the prior roadway condition, weather, actions, 
and traffic. Subsequently, the effects for road users, road administrator, and the environment can 
be assessed and valued in the respective models.  

In this paper, the accessibility model and the accident risk model are treated.  
 
 
DEFINITIONS AND EXPLANATIONS 
 
Road traffic accessibility denotes 
 

• Mean speed by the hour (km/h) and 
• Flow (number of vehicles per hour). 

 
With respect to the lengths of the winters in different parts of the country, Sweden is 

usually divided into four climate zones: Southern, Central, Lower Northern, and Upper Northern 
Sweden. See Figure 2. 
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FIGURE 1  Flowchart of the winter model. 

 
 

 
FIGURE 2  The four climate zones of Sweden. 
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The roadway conditions are divided into 18 categories (for the accessibility model), 
described as follows: 
 

• Dry, moist, or wet bare ground; whenever applicable with a strip of snow or ice in the 
middle of the road; 

• Temporary conditions: hoarfrost (HF) or black ice (BI); 
• Stable conditions: hard-packed snow (HP) or thick ice (THI); 
• Variable conditions: loose snow (LS) or slush (SL); 
• Rutted conditions: with bare ground in the ruts R(B) (three cases, outside the ruts: 

stable, variable, or other/mixed layers); and 
• Rutted conditions: with black ice in the ruts R(BI) (three cases, as above). 

 
Rutted conditions develop when ice or snow layers are worn down to the pavement in the 

wheelpaths; then the only possible conditions in the ruts are either bare ground or black ice. 
Accident rate (also called accident risk) is expressed as the number of accidents per 

million vehicle kilometers. All accidents reported by the police are used, with the exception of 
accidents including wildlife. Assessments of accident rates distinguish between the following 
five road conditions (according to the police reports): 
 

• Dry bare ground, 
• Moist or wet bare ground, 
• Hard-packed snow or thick ice (unsteady), 
• Black ice or hoarfrost, and  
• Loose snow or slush. 

 
The duration of a certain icy or snowy road condition refers to its share of the total 

vehicle mileage throughout the winter season. 
Six standard levels for operation are defined by SNRA: A1–A4, and B1–B2 (1). For skid 

control, the A-level road network is salted, while, as a rule, the B-level network is not salted. A1 
is the highest standard on salted roads, and B1 is the highest standard on unsalted roads. 
 
 
ACCESSIBILITY MODEL 
 
The model describes the relationship between weather, traffic, maintenance actions, road 
condition, and vehicle speed and flow. The model was presented in a paper to the Ninth 
Maintenance Management Conference in Juneau, Alaska, July 2000 (4). 
 
Data Capture 
 
The effect of ice and snow on the roadway on traffic speed and flow is not well understood, 
mainly because conditions vary or may exist only for a short period. A successful assessment of 
the effects calls for very close monitoring of the state of the road and of the weather. 
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Vehicle speed and flow were recorded as average values by the hour. The measuring 
equipment included inductive loop sensors, to ensure good performance under any road surface 
condition. Three vehicle categories were distinguished: passenger cars, trucks with no trailer 
(including buses), and trucks with a trailer. 

Weather data were captured from road weather information system stations and slightly 
processed. The following data were acquired hourly: air temperature, road surface temperature, 
precipitation quantity, wind direction and force, and weather situation—fair, rainfall, snowfall, 
blowing snow, and risk for slipperiness due to freezing rain or frost. 

Road conditions were monitored by visual observations, from twice a day up to once per 
hour. The state of the road was defined as either changeable or steady. Changeable conditions 
prevailed when there was precipitation or when the road was wet, moist, or covered with loose 
snow, slush, hoarfrost, or black ice. Under these circumstances, observations were made every 
hour (from 6 p.m. to 8 a.m.). Steady conditions prevailed in fair weather and with dry, bare road, 
or if the roadway was covered with hard-packed snow or thick ice. In this case only two 
observations per day were necessary. 

Data were obtained at 11 sites in all climate zones except Southern Sweden. The widths 
of the roads were between 6 and 9.5 m (20 to 31 ft). The annual average daily traffic for the 
roads varied between 1,000 and 3,300 vehicles. Six roads belonged to the salted network, and 
five belonged to the unsalted.  

As a rule, each site was studied for two winter seasons.  
 
Data Processing and Analysis 
 
A custom-made database manager was developed for loading traffic, weather, and observed data 
into a database.  

Instead of relying on the usual regression analysis, a new method of evaluation was 
developed. The underlying concept was to match pairs of hours in which only the weather and 
surface conditions differed. For dry road conditions, both members in a pair should have close to 
equal traffic conditions (speed level and number of vehicles). Consequently, daily, weekly, and 
seasonal variability was taken into account. 

Briefly, the statistical analysis comprised a regression analysis of the result of all matched 
pairs, and relating the differences to the speed and flow at dry bare surface conditions. The 
statistical method is published in Wiklund (5). 
 
Results 
 
The outcome of the analysis shows significant speed reductions for icy and snowy roadways and 
also different reductions for the various ice and snow conditions defined above. Generally, moist 
or wet conditions give less reduction than ice or snow conditions. Concerning variations in the 
traffic flow, no relation could be established with the roadway conditions. 

The results for the speed reductions are shown in Tables 1 through 3. The data from all 
sites are aggregated and generalized to ensure more reliable and consistent results. In the tables, 
the reductions are related to (1) the climate zones, (2) salted or unsalted roads, and (3) the width 
of the roads, in two categories. Thus, the results may be used under different assumptions. 

The speed reductions are expressed as percentages of the speed on dry bare roadway. 
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TABLE 1  Decrease in Speed for Different Road Conditions and  
Different Climate Zones, Relative to Dry Bare Roadway 

Central Sweden Lower Northern Sweden Upper Northern Sweden  

PC TNT TWT PC TNT TWT PC TNT TWT 

Moist 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 

Wet 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 

HF/BI 10 9 8 8 7 6 6 5 4 

PS/THI 20 19 15 16 15 7 9 8 5 

LS/SL 17 16 9 14 13 6 11 11 5 

R(B) 8 8 6 6 6 5 5 5 4 

R(BI) 12 11 10 10 8 7 7 5 4 

NOTE: PC: passenger car; TNT: truck without trailer; TWT: truck with trailer. 
 
 
 
 

TABLE 2  Decrease in Speed for Different Road Conditions on  
Salted and Unsalted Roads, Relative to Dry Bare Roadway 

Salted Roads Unsalted Roads  

PC TNT TWT PC TNT TWT 

Moist 1 1 1 3 3 3 

Wet 2 2 2 4 4 4 

HF/BI 9 8 8 6 5 5 

PS/THI 19 18 16 12 12 10 

LS/SL 16 15 10 11 11 7 

R(B) 7 7 5 5 5 4 

R(BI) 11 9 9 7 6 5 

NOTE: PC: passenger car; TNT: truck without trailer; TWT: truck with trailer. 
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TABLE 3  Decrease in Speed for Different Road Conditions on  
Roads with Different Widths, Relative to Dry Bare Roadway 

Width 6–7.9 m 
(20–26 ft) 

Width 8–9.5 m 
(26–31 ft) 

 

PC TNT TWT PC TNT TWT 

Moist 2 2 2 1 1 1 

Wet 3 3 3 2 2 2 

HF/BI 8 7 7 7 6 6 

PS/THI 19 18 15 15 14 10 

LS/SL 16 15 11 13 12 7 

R(B) 7 6 6 6 5 5 

R(BI) 10 8 8 9 7 7 

NOTE: PC: passenger car; TNT: truck without trailer; TWT: truck with trailer. 
 
 
THE ACCIDENT RISK MODEL 
 
The underlying hypotheses for the accident risk model are that the risk varies between the 
different ice and snow road conditions specified above and that it differs between the climate 
zones of Sweden, because the more common wintry conditions are, the better drivers adapt to the 
situation. A subsequent hypothesis is that the less duration a certain ice or snow condition has 
throughout the winter season, the higher the risk (6). 

Another hypothesis is that the accident rate is higher for early and late parts of the winter, 
compared with the rate for the midwinter (7). 

To estimate the accident rate in a specific ice or snow condition for a certain road 
network, two data must be known: the number of accidents in the road condition in question and 
the vehicle mileage in that condition. There is a major problem in collecting data for the vehicle 
mileage: the duration of icy and snowy conditions is often very short, and calls for close 
observations of the road network throughout the winter season. 
 
Data Capture 
 
SNRA monitored the roadway condition all over Sweden in the four winter seasons of 1993–
1994 to 1996–1997. The intention was to check the performance of the winter maintenance 
contractors. The observations were made at about 2,000 sites on the national road network with a 
frequency of about one observation per site and week. From the data it was possible to estimate 
the distributions of the different roadway conditions under the four winter seasons. Roadway 
condition data were aggregated for road networks: grouped into the four climate zones and into 
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the different standard levels of operation. Finally, the vehicle mileage in each roadway condition 
could be estimated. 

The accidents reported by the police during the four winter seasons were used, grouped 
into the reported roadway condition at the accident. The accidents were linked to the same road 
networks as the roadway conditions. 
 
Results 
 
The average accident rates vary between the different ice and snow conditions and between the 
climate zones, as was stated in the first two hypotheses. However, the differences between the 
climate zones also apply for the rate for dry bare roadway. An explanation for this could be that 
the extents of police reports vary between the climate zones; for example, Upper Northern 
Sweden is very sparsely populated, and one may suspect that the police have difficulties in 
traveling many miles for reporting a distant, minor accident. 

As an example, the accident rates for the salted and unsalted road networks in Central 
Sweden are displayed in Figure 3. 
 
 
 

Central Sweden, Accident Rates for Different Road Conditions,
1993–1994 and 1996–1997
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FIGURE 3  Average accident rates (accidents per million vehicle kilometers)  

for different road conditions, salted and unsalted roads. 
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The accident rates for ice and snow conditions are much larger for the salted network and 
still larger if the rates are related to the rate at dry, bare ground. For example, black ice is 16 
times more dangerous on salted roads, but “only” about 6 times on unsalted roads. 

An interesting question is whether the accident risk is always the same for each ice and 
snow condition or if the risk varies with the duration of the conditions (the third hypothesis 
mentioned above). 

Assume that the accident rate has two levels, one for ice and snow and another for bare 
ground conditions. Some part of the vehicle mileage during the winter season runs on ice and 
snow, and some runs on bare ground. What will happen if the maintenance effort is improved? 

The striped area in Figure 4 shows the effect of improved maintenance. The vehicle 
mileage is decreased on ice and snow. The optimistic model states that the accidents decrease by 
a number, corresponding to the area of the striped square. Conversely, the accident rate on ice 
and snow may increase, because drivers will have fewer occasions and less time for adapting 
their driving behavior to icy and snowy conditions. If this is the case, the accidents increase on 
ice and snow corresponding to the striped area in Figure 5. 

A possible hypothesis is that improved maintenance will result in fewer accidents but not 
to the full extent like in Figure 3. 

For testing this hypothesis, the same set of data as before can be used. The result shows 
an exponential relation between the accident rate and the duration for each of the three different 
ice and snow conditions. Like the average accident rates, this result varies between the climate 
zones. Figure 6 displays the result from Central Sweden. 

The relative duration denotes the vehicle mileage on the particular ice and snow 
condition related to the total vehicle mileage throughout the winter season. Roughly, the number 
0.01 corresponds to the duration of about 2 days of the winter season. 

 
FIGURE 4  The optimistic model. 
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FIGURE 5  The pessimistic model. 
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FIGURE 6  The accident rate (accidents per million vehicle kilometers)  

as a function of relative duration for three ice and snow conditions. 
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FIGURE 7  The relative accident rate (relative to the rate at dry bare road)  

as a function of relative duration for three ice and snow conditions. 
 
 
 
If the accident rate functions are related to the rate at dry bare conditions, the relations are 

found to be valid for all climate zones. In Figure 7, the relative accident rates are shown and 
valid for all of Sweden. 

The fourth hypothesis, if the accident rates at early and late winter periods are larger than 
that for the midwinter, was tested by assessing accident rates for early and late winter periods, 
with varying length—2, 3, and 4 weeks respectively. Generally, the results show considerably 
increased accident rates at early as well as late winter periods, and the earlier and later, the 
higher the rates. However, the variations were so large between the climate zones and between 
the different road conditions that no average values seemed to be relevant. 
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o forecast terrain-dependent weather conditions with a focus on hazardous road conditions 
(such as icing and high winds), a model chain has been developed. In this chain, a series of 

three weather modeling programs have been linked together, successively nesting the mesh of 
one regional model inside another. The three programs in use are Eta, with computational 
analysis provided by the National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP); ARPS 
(Advanced Regional Prediction System), with computational analysis provided by Meridian 
Environmental Technology; and RadTherm/RT, with computational analysis provided by 
Montana State University (MSU).  

Once Eta data are available, they are downloaded from NCEP servers to Meridian servers 
and used to run a sequence of ARPS models, to represent terrain-dependent changes in the 
meteorological conditions down to resolutions of 1 km. As each analysis progresses, successive 
forecast conditions are written to files and passed to computational servers at MSU. At MSU, 
these meteorological files are used to define environment conditions (such as long- and short-
wave radiation, cloud cover, precipitation, and convective effects) in RadTherm. Successive 
downloads are then used to run RadTherm models somewhat in parallel with, though slightly 
behind, each ARPS forecast.  

As successive forecast models become complete, forecast data are graphed alongside 
real-time measured data and posted on the Internet. To allow viewers to evaluate the validity of 
the current forecast, graphs corresponding to weather station sites are updated hourly, typically 
by extracting measured data from websites associated with the given station. These same data 
sets can then be compared on a weekly basis for long-term performance evaluation and 
improvement. 
 
 
 

T 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
With improvements in technology, traveler’s expectations have increased. These expectations 
include improved winter road maintenance and road weather information. To meet these 
expectations in mountainous terrain, forecast models have to be refined to include terrain-
dependent aspects of weather and storm behavior. Examples of features that create terrain-
dependent behaviors are mountain passes and canyons. These features can create significant 
changes in wind magnitude and direction along with changes in available longwave and 
shortwave radiation. Due to the significant variations in road weather often associated with these 
terrain features, mountain passes and canyons both have the tendency to serve as bottlenecks for 
highway travelers. To mitigate hazards and delays, both maintenance personnel and travelers 
need to be forewarned of likely road weather hazards.  

The focus of this project has been on the development of a model chain that can both be 
run in forecast mode, and can provide forecasts of terrain-dependent weather hazards (see paper 
by Adams, McKittrick, Gauer, and Curran in this circular on pages 424-456). Because such 
weather models will always have some inaccuracies, it is also necessary to provide a source of 
real-time validation. With the intent of improving these models, it is also necessary to archive 
data for postcast analysis of bias and trends. These postcast analyses can then be used to 
establish levels of certainty (or uncertainty) and possible sources of error in the forecasts (to be 
used for model improvements).  

Because local terrain dependent forecasts should not be created without accounting for 
larger scale weather systems, data must be passed from larger-scale forecast models to the 
smaller-scale models. Correspondingly, each model must be nested inside the area modeled by 
the previous larger-scale model in the chain. To accomplish this in an accurate fashion, the 
change in resolution (size of grid element) from one model to the next cannot be too large. At the 
same time, the number of models in the model chain must be minimized in order for each 
analysis to be completed in a timely fashion and yield a forecast.  

For 2003, the following sequence of programs was used for this model chain. Eta, with 
computational analysis provided by the National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP), 
served as the first link. The Advanced Regional Prediction System (ARPS), with computational 
analysis provided by Meridian Environmental Technology, was used for the second and third 
links. RadTherm/RT (RTRT), with computational analysis provided by Montana State 
University (MSU), was used for fourth link in this computational modeling chain. Eta provides a 
continental scale forecast, ARPS a mesoscale forecast, and RadTherm a microscale forecast. 
Notice that each program in the chain requires a different expertise and is therefore, more or less 
by necessity, run by a different provider. The next section provides a detailed overview of the 
sequence used for generating these road weather forecasts.  
 
 
FORECAST SEQUENCE 
 
For the spring of 2003, NCEP provided Eta forecasts every 6 h, starting at 00Z, 06Z, 12Z, and 
18Z each day. Using the 24-h (military) convention, these times refer to the hour of the day in 
the coordinated universal time (UTC) zone, also known as the Greenwich mean time (GMT) 
zone or the Zulu (Z) time zone. As an example, 18Z refers to 6 p.m. in GMT and 11 a.m. in 
mountain standard time (MST). Due to availability of more accurate data for the initialization of 
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the 00Z and 12Z analyses, these forecasts were typically considered more reliable. At the same 
time, 12-h updates were deemed sufficient for the road weather forecasts. With this configuration 
(presented in Figure 1), NCEP gathers and compiles meteorological data (M) for the first 1.5 h of 
the forecast period (fcp), and uses the data to initialize Eta. The mesh for the Eta model covers 
the North American continent, extending well into the Pacific and Atlantic oceans. Eta then runs 
from 0130Z to 0300Z of a 00Z forecast. Eta is run using a 12-km resolution or cell size. This 
data set was too large to be downloaded in a reasonable amount of time with standard T1 Internet 
connection. The output data were then mapped (interpolated) onto a transfer grid (Lambert 
conformal transfer grid Eta 218) with a 20-km resolution. Results for this transfer grid were then 
downloaded and used to initialize the ARPS 20-km resolution model (ARPS20) at Meridian. The 
ARPS20 model then ran from approximately 0300Z to 0530Z for the 00Z forecast. Though this 
may seem like a redundant step, this ARPS20 analysis was used to smooth out errors both from 
the grid transfer and from the corresponding transfer of data into the ARPS model. Because the 
ARPS model includes additional principles that account for smaller-scale turbulent effects and 
terrain features, the resulting output is assumed to be more accurate. Output from this model is 
then used to initialize the ARPS 3 km resolution (ARPS3) model, which runs from roughly 
0530Z to 1200Z. This analysis was the most time-consuming component in the chain.  
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 1  Model chain sequences for 2003 road weather forecasts. 
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For the in-series sequence used in the spring of 2003, data were not passed to the last 
model in the sequence, RTRT, until the ARPS3 run had been completed. Unfortunately, because 
each model waited until the previous model had completed before starting, the resulting forecast 
was at best 19 h into the future and at worst (just before the next forecast completed), about 7 h 
into the future.  

To extend the pavement temperature forecast (starting in the fall of 2003), routines were 
modified to allow data to be passed successively from Meridian to MSU’s Western 
Transportation Institute and used as input for RadTherm while the ARPS3 model was running. 
By passing data periodically, the RTRT model was typically able to start at 0800Z, stopping to 
wait periodically for additional data, and finishing typically at about 1300Z. By running the two 
models in parallel, the pavement forecast finished approximately 4 h earlier, extending the 
pavement temperature forecast from ~19 h to ~23 h. At the same time, because the model 
forecast analysis was broken up into shorter segments, much of the forecast data was available 
before the model had completed. Therefore, the worst case forecast was typically 12 h or more 
into the future, a big improvement over the 7 h in the previous sequence. One unfortunate 
consequence of these model chains is when one model in the chain generates an inaccurate 
forecast or fails, the rest of the models in the chain are affected. Again, this requires a balance 
between the quest for accuracy and need for a timely solution. In each of these forecast models, 
analysis step sizes were set to yield generally stable solutions under typical weather conditions, 
while setting them as large as was deemed reasonable to shorten run times. Periodically, extreme 
weather conditions introduced nonlinearities that led to instabilities and hence nonconvergent 
solutions. Unfortunately, when such instabilities do occur, that model and hence all subsequent 
models in the sequence yield no usable output or forecast for that forecast period. Fortunately, 
these failures were minimized with experience. Each forecast sequence is executed in an ordered 
progression and monitored for errors via a set of Practical Extraction and Reporting Language 
(PERL) scripts. These scripts have been written to work with run-time delays, which are often 
due to model convergence problems from highly nonlinear forecast conditions. Various 
strategies have been used to keep the forecast sequence as robust as possible.  

For completed forecasts, the dominant question becomes, How much faith can the user 
put in the data? This question can be divided into two parts. First, in the short term, how well 
does the early part of the forecast match current conditions? Second, in the longer term, how well 
does this model perform in general? Tools for answering these questions are discussed in the 
following sections.  
 
 
SHORT-TERM VALIDATION TOOLS 
 
Because forecast models are initialized from measured meteorological data, in the time it takes 
the model to run, the time period corresponding to the initial part of the forecast overlaps with 
now measured data. If the forecast models have each in turn been properly initialized and are 
able to forecast current conditions, then modeled data should match measured data for this initial 
time period reasonably well.  

PERL scripts are used to download measured data that are posted on the Internet for 
different stations in the forecast area. In the process, some measured data are filtered to remove  
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noise or unreasonable values. In 2003, stations used for validation included road weather 
information station (RWIS) sites, along with sites administered by the National Weather Service, 
airports, ski areas, and the Gallatin National Forest Avalanche Forecast Center. At the beginning 
of every hour, measured data are downloaded and graphed along side forecast data, when 
available. As an example, consider comparisons shown in Figure 2. In Figure 2 a, forecast 
temperatures are compared with measured temperatures for an RWIS site at the top of Bozeman 
Pass, which is just east of Bozeman, Montana. In this case, the forecast extends approximately 
21 h beyond current conditions. In this graph, the forecast air temperatures and dew-point 
temperatures are based on the ARPS3 forecast. The road surface temperature forecast is based on 
results from the RTRT model. The measured data for this graph are updated at the beginning of 
each hour, as with all other graphs corresponding to sites with measured data. The next forecast 
set is then updated as the analysis of the next model chain progresses.  

In Figure 2b, forecast estimates of shortwave (solar) and longwave radiation are 
measured incoming radiation for the same RWIS site. Here, the forecast components of 
incoming radiation are all taken from the ARPS (ARPS3) forecast. Note that measured 
components of incoming radiation are not available at most meteorological sites. These sensors 
have been added to the Bozeman Hill RWIS site primarily to provide data for this project. 
Differences in the incoming shortwave and longwave radiation, not too surprisingly, can cause 
large differences in the forecast surface temperatures. Additionally, variations in radiation due to 
changes in cloud cover are difficult to forecast accurately. By viewing these comparisons, 
particularly with a little experience, it is not difficult to identify possible sources of error. 
Additional data that are made available for evaluating forecast performance includes wind speed 
and direction, cloud cover fraction, relative humidity, precipitation rate, precipitation 
accumulation, and atmospheric pressure. Unfortunately, very few meteorological stations 
provide each of these items for validation, but they are all available from the forecast models and 
can be used to understand sources of error when measured data are available for comparison. 
Also, trends in the data serve as helpful indicators for more experienced weather watchers.  
 
 
 

 
 (a) (b) 

 
FIGURE 2  Comparison of forecast and measured data, to evaluate forecast initialization: 

(a) temperature comparisons and (b) radiation comparisons. 
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LONG-TERM VALIDATION TOOLS 
 
To evaluate long-term performance when sufficient data were available, outcomes were 
evaluated on a weekly basis, as displayed in Figure 3. Unfortunately, because this project was 
still in the development phase in 2003, there were days when the forecast was flawed or 
measured data were not available from key meteorological sites. For the first day (Sunday, 
February 23), one of the mesoscale models did not run to completion. Therefore, no forecast was 
available for Bozeman Pass for February 23, 2003. Each forecast is typically initialized from the 
previous forecast, when it is available. Because the Sunday forecast was not available, the 
Monday RTRT forecast had to be initialized using the assumption of a “steady-state” thermal 
balance. Because this initialization took place in the early morning, the model started out with a 
road surface temperature forecast that was rather low. After the initialization phase, the model 
started to catch up and gave a reasonable forecast of road surface temperatures by midday.  

Unfortunately, simple side-by-side comparisons of data are not very useful for evaluating 
repeated errors or biases in forecast models. In this case, it is more useful to evaluate the 
differences in forecast and measured data via statistical measures. Also, because some of these 
differences are driven by assumptions built into the forecast models that might become manifest 
only under certain conditions, it is necessary to be able to isolate these conditions as much as 
possible. An obvious example is the difference between daytime and nighttime temperature 
variations. Daytime temperatures are in large part driven by variations in incoming shortwave 
radiation. Nighttime temperatures are driven more by variations in long wave radiation. As a 
consequence, it is necessary, at the minimum, to be able to distinguish errors that occur during 
the day from those that typically occur at night.  

 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat

02-23 02-24 02-25 02-26 02-27 02-28 03-012003

ARPS:Air
RTRT:Sfc
RWIS:Air
RWIS:Sfc
RWIS:Dew

 
 

FIGURE 3  Weekly temperature comparisons, for long-term validation. 
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One approach for distinguishing these differences is to plot modeled outcomes against 
measured outcomes for 1 week at a time. When applied to temperatures, low temperatures can be 
assumed to occur predominantly at night, while high temperatures can be assumed to occur 
primarily during the day. By graphing data in this manner, it is possible to establish a level of 
correlation between the modeled outcomes and the measured outcomes.  

Unfortunately, because measured outcomes are rarely recorded at consistent times, it is 
necessary to use an interpolation scheme to match data from one set to the other. The easiest 
approach is simply to use linear interpolation. This approach works well if the reference data set 
and interpolated data set are measured on nearly the same time intervals. However, if one data 
set is recorded on an hourly basis (as with some measured data sources) while the other is 
recorded on a minute-by-minute basis, then comparisons can be misleading, as variations from 
hour to hour typically do not occur in a linear fashion. Similarly, if hourly data are to be 
compared to data recorded at a much higher frequency that contains “noisy” variations, 
comparisons may also be misleading. Also, higher-frequency variations in the data will typically 
have a much weaker influence on roadway maintenance and travel. Therefore, it was deemed 
appropriate to smooth data sources to eliminate higher-frequency variations and then evaluate 
lower-frequency variations or trends in the differences between measured and modeled 
outcomes, particularly since, in most cases, the data recorded at the lower frequency intervals 
had already been averaged in some manner. Also, by smoothing data sets, the comparisons 
become more robust and less dependent on the frequency of the recorded outcomes.  

To smooth and interpolate data recorded at a higher frequency (~1 to 3 min), for 
comparison with data recorded on at a lower frequency (~15 to 60 min), a Loess weighted 
average was used. For the Loess weighted average, a polynomial is fit to the local data, 
weighting the data near the point of interest much higher than that further away. The interpolated 
point is then based on the corresponding point on the Loess-based polynomial. Using this 
approach, the difference between modeled and measured outcomes can be displayed as a 
function of time (e.g., Figure 4). Notice that in this case, on the first 2 days, when the measured 
air temperatures dropped below –20°C, the ARPS3 model forecasted air temperatures 
approximately 10°C higher. This may illustrate a weakness in either the Eta or ARPS 
components of the modeling chain. At present, data are only extracted from the ARPS3 model 
for evaluation. Extraction of data from links further up the modeling chain may be required in 
order to isolate the source of such errors. Though the ARPS model starts out high, the surface 
temperature RTRT forecast, which uses the ARPS data to initialize, yields a low road surface 
temperature forecast. This low forecast is due, in part, to the lack of a preceding forecast, which 
could be used to initialize the Monday (February 24) forecast.  

To view these differences from another perspective, forecast temperatures were also 
graphed relative to corresponding measured temperatures, as displayed in Figure 5. In Figure 5a, 
the solid line corresponds to a perfect correlation. In other words, all data points would lie on this 
solid line if the forecast air temperatures matched exactly with measured air temperatures. The 
model correlation coefficient (rmod) provides a measure of the correlation with the measured data, 
such as relative to the solid line. The model coefficient of determination ( 2

modr ) expresses the 
proportion of variation in the measured data that is represented by the forecast. If yi represents 
the forecast value and xi represents the measured value, the coefficient of determination ( 2

modr ) 
can be determined using  
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FIGURE 4  Temperature difference, forecast temperature minus measured temperature. 
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The dashed line is included only to provide an estimate of expected values from the 
forecast model, based on results from that week. Comparing the two lines provides an estimate 
of the temperature dependence of the expected forecast temperature relative to the measured 
temperature. If there is no bias in the temperature forecasts, the dashed line should lie nearly on 
top of the solid line. To provide a qualitative measure of the differences between the expected 
forecast temperature and the measured temperature at the high and low extremes, two values are 
displayed in the lower right corner of the plot (Figure 5a). First is the temperature difference 
between the highest measured temperature and the expected forecast value, based on the linear 
fit (dashed line), denoted by uppercase ∆Τ. Second is the temperature difference between the 
lowest measured temperature and the corresponding forecast value (again based on the dashed 
line) denoted by lowercase δΤ.  

The equivalent of the dashed line in Figure 5a is also shown in Figure 5c. Figure 5c 
displays the residual or the difference between the forecast and measured temperature as a 
function of the measured temperature. The difference between the dashed and solid lines on the 
left hand side of the plot is δΤ and on the right-hand side ∆Τ, as in Figure 5a. In both of these 
graphs (Figure 5a and 5c), the data should be randomly distributed about the solid line that 
passes through both graphs. If this is the case, then many of these differences can be attributed to 
fluctuations in the weather that occur in a shorter time span that the model is set to track. If the 
points are not randomly distributed about the line, then the model has a bias that may be due to 
an improperly set parameter or an error in the energy balance that the model was based on. In 
this case, the comparison indicates that for this week the forecast was typically 1.6°C low and 
5.8°C low in forecasting the daily highs and lows, respectively.  

Similarly, Figure 5b and Figure 5d display statistical measures of the differences in the 
measured versus RTRT forecast surface temperatures. These statistical measures cannot be 
considered as measures of fit, but instead as displays of variation that may provide a measure of 
biases in the model behavior or as a measure of uncertainty in the forecast temperatures. Figure 
5b displays a histogram based on data points used to compare the modeled and measured 
differences in temperature. On top of each histogram is a normal distribution, based on estimates 
of the sample mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) for each data set. The intent of this overlap is 
to illustrate that the data points are not normally distributed. However, the distributions are 
considered close enough that the measures of mean and standard deviation are considered useful. 
In this case, the mean (µ = –3.6°C), indicates that on average the road temperature forecast was 
3.6°C low, with a standard deviation of 2.9°C.  

Figure 5d displays a Q-Q normal plot, which displays the difference between the 
quantiles of a normal distribution and the quantiles of the sample distribution. The horizontal 
axis is based on the theoretical normal distribution and assumes that the distribution has a mean 
of zero and a standard deviation of 1. If the sample distribution were well represented by a 
normal distribution, the sample points would be expected to lie very near the displayed line, 
which passes through the upper and lower quartiles (µ ± σ) of the sample and theoretical normal 
distributions. As displayed in these Q-Q plots, the sample distribution diverges from the line near 
the edges of the plot, indicating that the errors are not normally distributed about the mean. The 
divergence at the low end of the plot can be attributed to the error associated with “steady-state” 
initialization of the February 24 RTRT forecast (Figure 3).  
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FIGURE 5  Performance statistics. 
 
 
EVALUATION OF MESOSCALE FORECAST/INPUT DATA 
 
One of the final goals in these road weather forecast models is an accurate forecast of road 
surface temperatures. In the previous section, a set of tools was discussed for evaluating the 
accuracy of these road surface temperature forecast models. When these models show 
inaccuracies, the next question is, What was the source of these inaccuracies? The following 
discussion will focus on input data that are used to generate these surface temperature forecasts 
and how the accuracy of the input data can be evaluated. Recall that all input data for road 
temperature forecast (RTRT) models are derived from mesoscale forecast models (ARPS). As 
mentioned previously, long wave and shortwave radiation are considered significant drivers for 
nighttime and daytime road surface temperatures, respectively. To evaluate the accuracy of these 
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models, both shortwave and longwave sensors were installed at the Bozeman Hill RWIS site. 
The data was then logged by the Montana Department of Transportation and forwarded to a 
federal test procedure site, then downloaded for comparisons with forecast model results. An 
example of such a comparison is displayed in Figure 6a. If both of these sources are available, 
then cloud cover (Figure 6c) is not used. However, both of these radiation sources are influenced 
by cloud cover. Therefore, cloud cover forecasts are evaluated as a source of error in the 
radiation forecasts. Unfortunately, RWIS sites do not typically provide cloud cover estimates. 
However, the cloud cover forecast can be used to understand the variations in the radiation 
forecast. As an example, notice that in Figure 6a, the ARPS shortwave forecast reaches a high of 
approximately 600 Wm-2, on every day except Saturday, March 1, when the maximum barely 
exceeded 500 Wm-2. By comparing this with the cloud cover forecast (Figure 6c), it is clear that 
the reduction is most likely due to the increased cloud cover that was forecast for that day. 
Similarly, the incoming long wave radiation typically increases with increases in cloud cover, as 
cloud temperatures are typically warmer than temperatures in the outer atmosphere. Also, though 
cloud cover estimates are not typically available at RWIS sites, they are available at many 
airports. Therefore, these estimates can also be downloaded and used to evaluate the accuracy of 
the cloud cover forecast at least at those locations.  
 
 
 

 
(a) (b) 

 
 (c) (d) 

 
FIGURE 6  Evaluation of radiation and convective heat sources:  

(a) radiation comparisons, (b) wind speed comparisons, (c) cloud cover  
comparisons, and (c) wind direction comparisons. 
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Similarly, to evaluate convective modes of heat transfer, wind speed and direction are 
compared with measured data (Figure 6b and 6d, respectively). Of course, wind speed becomes 
significant primarily when the surface temperature is significantly different from the air 
temperature (Figure 3). Wind direction is important to verify that the wind is properly oriented 
relative to the terrain surface, that is, to verify that the wind speed tangent to sloping surfaces is 
accurate.  

Fortunately, forecast models appear to do a fairly accurate job of estimating the variations 
in radiation and wind (Figure 6). Factors that can be just as significant are precipitation and the 
associated conduction to the road surface, condensation or evaporation at the road surface, and 
melting or freezing on the road surface. Data for these outcomes are also compared and 
evaluated relative to the road weather forecast (e.g., Figure 7). To evaluate the accuracy of 
precipitation forecasts, slight errors in the timing can lead to indications of large errors, 
particularly in the evaluation of precipitation rate (Figure 7a). A better evaluation of accuracy is 
the difference in the accumulation of precipitation (Figure 7c) during the forecast period. 
Measured accumulation rates must be integrated because RWIS sites do not typically record 
accumulations. As mentioned in Adams et al., precipitation is assumed to reach the road surface 
with a temperature equal to that of the air temperature. For the models used in the 2003 forecasts, 
the phase of precipitation and heat transfer due to condensation or evaporation was poorly 
accounted for. Therefore, in these cases, relative humidity served more as an indicator of the 
likelihood of precipitation and the corresponding dew-point temperature as an indicator of events 
when condensation might occur on the road surface, keeping the surface from cooling to the 
same degree as it would otherwise. The road condition evaluation (Figure 7d) is based on sensor 
measurements at the RWIS site. These sensors are typically designed to measure chemical 
composition and from that freezing the freezing point of water. Unfortunately, these sensors can 
not be considered accurate for any point along the roadway except possibly in the immediate 
vicinity of the sensor. Therefore the road condition identification numbers (numeric IDs) are 
used to indicate when the temperature is above or below 0°C. Positive road condition numbers 
indicate that road surface temperatures were above 0°C, while negative numeric IDs indicate that 
the sensor evaluations were for surface temperatures below 0°C. A numeric ID of 0 refers to dry 
road conditions at the sensor. An ID of -1 indicates that for the measured chemical composition, 
any precipitation on the road is expected to melt, even though temperatures are below 0°C. For a 
road condition ID of -2, the temperature is close to the phase transition point, and uncertainty in 
the measurements indicates that precipitation on the roadway is likely to take either melted or 
frozen forms. For an ID of -3, precipitation is likely to be frozen.  
 
 
RESULTS 
 
The primary purpose of the present paper is to present the modeling process and validation tools. 
Detailed performance evaluations will be provided in future papers. However, as an example 
performance evaluation, a sequence of 4 weeks was selected from the spring of 2003, for the 
period from February 16 through March 16. During this time frame, the roads were periodically 
covered with snow and ice (e.g., Figure 7d). Due to human factors (snow plows, application of 
deicers, traffic, etc.), it was not possible to accurately forecast the existence of melted or frozen 
precipitation on the roadway. Therefore as a general rule, it was assumed that the roadway was 
dry. The following statistics are taken from forecast models that used this assumption.  
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(a) (b) 
 

 
 (c) (d) 

 
FIGURE 7  Evaluation of precipitation and latent heat sources: (a) precipitation rate 

comparisons, (b) relative humidity comparisons, (c) precipitation accumulation 
comparisons, and (d) road condition evaluation. 

 
Using the ARPS3 forecast data as input, the road surface temperature forecast had an 

average (µ) that was 2.2°C low, with a standard deviation (σ) of 4.9°C. The expected low 
temperature (δΤ) forecasts were low by 1.1°C and expected high temperature (∆Τ) forecasts were 
low by 3.3°C. These comparisons assume that the Bozeman Hill RWIS sensor is accurate. This 
accuracy has not been confirmed.  

The worst case underestimates for nighttime lows occurred when the RTRT model had to 
be reinitialized from a steady-state estimate. Over the 4-week span, the worst case was an 
underestimate of 13°C; however, several hours after the initialization phase, the model bounced 
back to yield a forecast that was within 3°C of the measured outcome.  

The worst overall estimate occurred as a 16°C underestimate of a daytime high. In this 
case, the measured surface temperatures rose from 0°C to a high near 30°C. This appeared to be 
a relatively cloudless day and the ARPS forecast was reasonably accurate for most 
meteorological parameters. In particular, forecast estimates of solar and longwave radiation (e.g., 
Figure 6a) were less than 100 W/m2 different from measured values, which was considered quite 
accurate. However, the ARPS forecast did underestimate air temperatures throughout the day by 
roughly 6°C to 7°C. In combination, wind speeds were overestimated with forecast wind speeds 
on the order of 10 m/s, while measured wind speeds were near 2.5 m/s. This combination of 
errors would provide a significant cooling effect, via convection (Adams et al.), which was 
considered sufficient to explain the low estimate of the surface temperature. As a check, the 
RTRT model was rerun using RWIS data as input at that site for the same time period. For this 
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case, with input data based on measured data, the model yielded road surface temperatures that 
were within 4°C throughout the day and that were within 1°C at the daytime high. To clarify, 
surface temperature was not an input value.  

To evaluate the accuracy of the energy balance terms included in RadTherm, the model 
was run using RWIS data from March 9 through March 15. For this 1-week period, the average 
surface temperature forecast was low by 1°C, with a standard deviation of 2.4°C. In this case, the 
correlation coefficient r 2

fit  had a value of 0.97 and 2
modr  had a value of 0.96. Though the road 

condition indicated melted and frozen precipitation on the road periodically, there was no record 
of precipitation (e.g., Figure 7a) for this week. These comparisons assume that all of the 
Bozeman Hill RWIS sensors are accurate. This accuracy has not been confirmed.  
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
A chain of models has been organized to provide forecasts of terrain-dependent road 
temperatures and weather. Though three different providers run the models, the most time-
consuming components have been organized to run in parallel to provide 23-h forecasts every 12 
h. Short-term validation tools have been provided as graphs, which allow the user to compare the 
initial phase of the forecast with measured data to evaluate the accuracy of the forecast 
initialization. Long-term validation tools have been constructed to allow researchers to evaluate 
and improve model performance over the longer term.  

Based on a 4-week evaluation from the spring of 2003, the road surface forecast 
temperature appears be on average –2.2°C low, with a standard deviation of 4.9°C. However, 
this evaluation is based on the assumption that the Bozeman Hill RWIS sensor is accurate. This 
accuracy has not been confirmed.  
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he Road Weather Forecast System (RWFS) was developed by the National Center for 
Atmospheric Research (NCAR) for the FHWA’s winter road maintenance decision support 

system (MDSS) project. The RWFS, which is based on a data fusion technology that NCAR 
previously developed for general weather forecast applications, was reconfigured to generate specific 
forecasts for winter road maintenance routes by supplying this information to the U.S. Army Cold 
Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory’s road temperature prediction system and a road 
condition treatment module developed by Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Lincoln 
Laboratory. 

For such a system to provide useful information to road maintenance personnel, it must 
provide accurate forecasts of the weather and translate that to a reasonable representation of its 
impact on the road surface. The RWFS attempts to objectively maximize forecast accuracy 
(minimize error) by blending output from standard and research numerical models with surface 
observations and statistical regressions. Tuning of the system is done through comparison of model 
output with surface observations from National Weather Service meteorological aeronautical report 
(METAR) sites and Iowa Department of Transportation (DOT) road weather information system 
(RWIS) sites to provide optimized forecasts of both standard weather and extended highway 
parameters (e.g., road temperature) for departments of transportation.  

Overall verification results from the first Iowa DOT RWFS demonstration are presented. 
Accuracy of RWFS forecasts of air temperature and precipitation type are examined through 
comparison with METAR and RWIS observations. Road temperature forecasts resulting from the 
application of MDSS recommended road treatments (plowing, salting) are compared with RWIS 
measurements of road temperature. A case study from a light snow event is presented to demonstrate 
some error sources and to compare MDSS recommended and actual Iowa DOT treatments. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The maintenance decision support system (MDSS) was tested in an operational setting during the 
winter of 2003 in the Des Moines and Ames, Iowa, area. The road weather forecasting system 
(RWFS) (1), which is the forecasting component of MDSS, was developed by the National Center 
for Atmospheric Research for the MDSS project. RWFS ingests data from a variety of numerical 
models [i.e., Eta, aviation model (AVN), nested grid model] and observational platforms 
[meteorological aeronautical reports (METARs), road weather information system (RWIS)] to 
provide optimized forecasts of both standard weather and extended highway parameters for 

T 
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departments of transportation (DOTs), by supplying this information to SNTHERM and the road 
condition treatment module (RCTM).  

In this paper, results from objective and subjective verifications of winter 2003 MDSS 
forecasts and road treatment recommendations are presented. First, observation quality will be 
assessed through coincident observations of state and road parameters. Differences apparent in the 
observations themselves set a lower bound for the accuracy one can expect from the MDSS 
forecasts, for if the observations can only be trusted within a certain tolerance, then differences 
between such observations and the MDSS forecasts can be partially attributable to the uncertainty in 
the observations. 

Objective verification is achieved through direct comparisons of RWFS forecasts and 
observations from National Weather Service (NWS) and RWIS stations, using scatter diagrams, and 
calculated values of root-mean-square error (RMSE) and bias for state parameter fields (e.g., air 
temperature, wind speed) as well as road temperature. The complexity and subjective nature of the 
verification of road treatment recommendations lend themselves well to a case-study approach. This 
places the recommendations into the necessary context of the forecast itself, as well as the actual 
weather and road conditions that occurred. Contrast between the forecast and reality are often at the 
root of differences between the recommended and actual treatments. Several case studies were 
performed and results from a single light snow event will be presented here to highlight several 
aspects of the RWFS forecasts and MDSS-recommended treatments. The synoptic situation will be 
briefly described, and RWFS forecasts of standard meteorological parameters (air temperature, wind 
speed, and precipitation type and amount) and road temperature are compared with observations. 
MDSS-recommended road treatments are compared with actual treatments recorded by Iowa DOT 
road maintenance personnel for two highway segments. Finally, lessons learned from this event are 
discussed. 
 
 
OBSERVATION QUALITY 
 
Before comparing forecasts with observations, it is important to assess the quality of the observations 
themselves. To achieve this, coincident observations of a variety of fields from NWS METAR 
stations and Iowa DOT RWIS sites near Ames, Des Moines, and Ankeny, Iowa, were compared. 
Among state parameters, only air temperature results are discussed here. Road temperature quality 
was assessed through comparison of two separate but nearly collocated sensors. The Ames RWIS 
site was located along I-35, just to the north of the NWS site and the city of Ames, as well as to the 
north of the I-35/US-30 interchange. The Des Moines RWIS site was also located along I-35, just to 
the southwest of the METAR site and the city, as well as to the south of the I-80/I-35 interchange. 
The Ankeny site was located along I-35, roughly midway between Ames and Des Moines, near the 
town of Ankeny (Figure 1). 

Air temperature is important for correctly forecasting precipitation type and for thermal 
interactions with the road surface, especially bridges. In general, METAR and RWIS observations 
matched quite well, with most coincident observations being within 2.5oC. Some stations were 
biased from one another by 1oC to 2oC, but neither observation platform showed consistent warm or 
cold biases. Local differences may be attributable to slight differences in location (geographic, 
elevation, low/high spots for air temperature), instrument type and instrument quality. Comparisons 
between METAR air temperature observations at all three locations showed good agreement. 
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FIGURE 1  The 2002–2003 MDSS winter demonstration route map. Road segment 
numbers 1–15 are indicated along each segment, while observation site locations and types 

are noted with dots (AWOS: automated weather observing system; ASOS: automated 
surface observing system). 
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Road temperature is, of course, one of the most important parameters to forecast 
correctly, yet it is also one of the most difficult to measure and forecast. It is measured using 
temperature sensors (hereafter referred to as pucks) embedded within the pavement. Reported 
expected errors in these measurements are on the order of a few degrees Celsius. At most RWIS 
sites, multiple pucks are used to measure pavement and bridge temperatures, often on multiple 
roads at an interchange. One site within the demonstration area had two pucks embedded within 
the same pavement type, in nonbridge situations, along the east- and westbound lanes of I-80, at 
the Altoona interchange with US-65. Time-series charts for the demonstration period show that 
the two pucks track each other very closely, and a scatter plot shows that most observations are 
well within 2oC of one another, though the I-80 eastbound sensor appears to read a bit warmer 
than the westbound sensor (Figure 2). There do not appear to be any significant differences in the 
measurements with changes in cloud cover, occurrences of precipitation, or its type. The sensors 
do appear to match most closely when temperatures are around or below freezing, which is the 
range of particular interest for this program. Overall, the puck-to-puck comparison is quite good. 
 
 

FIGURE 2  Time-series and scatter plots for I-80 east- and westbound road  
temperature measurements. Coincident cloud cover or precipitation  

are indicated by the symbol shape. 
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OBJECTIVE VERIFICATION OF RWFS FORECASTS 
 
In this section, the 1- through 24-h MDSS forecasts of air temperature, cloud cover, and 
precipitation (including precipitation type) forecasts from each day’s 1800 coordinated universal 
time (UTC) forecast run were compared with observations made at the RWIS (air temperature 
only) and METAR sites between February 3 and April 8, 2003. Additional comparisons of the 
precipitation type forecasts are made only at the NWS sites. Note that bias values are the reverse 
of standard convention. Positive (negative) bias indicates that the forecasts were too low (high). 
 
Air Temperature 
 
For tests including all NWS and RWIS stations within the state of Iowa, air temperature forecasts 
were accurate within ~2.5oC in the first 24 h. RMSEs gradually increased with forecast length 
(Figure 3). These values are similar to the measurement uncertainties in the observations, 
indicating that MDSS air temperature forecasts were quite accurate. A slight cool bias (<0.5oC) 
was present in the forecasts. Scatter plots and time-series plots for individual sites (not shown) 
indicated very good correlation. Some slight over- and underforecasting of relatively low and 
high temperatures, respectively, was evident at Ames and Ankeny, usually in relatively cloud-
free situations. In general, temperatures were most accurate during precipitation and very cloudy 
periods and least accurate during cloud-free periods. This may reflect some issues in the quality 
of the radiation budgets in the upstream model forecasts or poor forecasts of the cloud-free 
conditions (cloud cover was predicted when none existed). 
 
Cloud Cover and Precipitation 
 
Cloud Cover 
 
The cloud cover and precipitation fields are quite important for correctly forecasting the energy 
balances at the road surface and for downstream buildup of precipitation (and its type) on the 
road and for subsequent treatment recommendations. Cloud cover observations are recorded 
categorically by the RWFS, using a fixed number of octants of sky cover for each category. The 
categories and coverage values are as follows: clear skies (CLR/FAI; 0 octants, 0.00), a few 
clouds (FEW; 1 octant, 0.1875), scattered clouds (SCT; 3 octants, 0.4375), broken skies (BKN; 6 
octants, 0.75), and overcast skies (OVC; 8 octants, 1.0). Cloud cover forecasts are floating point 
values ranging from 0.0 (completely clear) to 1.0 (completely overcast). Differences between 
forecasts and observations may not be smooth, because of the categorical nature of the 
observations. 

Cloud cover results are in terms of RMSE and bias values for all stations combined. 
Overall, the RMSE for cloud cover forecasts was on the order of 0.3–0.35 and trended slightly 
upward with forecast length, as expected. A comparison of results for the Eta model’s direct 
model output statistics (DMOS) and the AVN model’s DMOS forecasts indicated that the RWFS 
postprocessing forecast was comparable with the Eta DMOS forecasts throughout the first 24 h. 
The RWFS had slightly lower errors in the first few hours, then slightly larger errors in the hours 
beyond. Both forecasts had much better accuracy than the AVN DMOS forecasts. Overall, the 
0.3 to 0.35 forecast errors indicate that both the Eta and RWFS forecasts tended to be about one  
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FIGURE 3  RMSE for air temperature at all sites combined. The RWFS postprocessing, 

NWS, Eta model DMOS, and NWS Aviation (MAV) model MOS forecast values are 
indicated using the light gray, medium gray, and dark gray lines, respectively. 

 
 
category off. This can be significant for air and especially road temperature forecasts, since the 
shortwave and longwave energy fluxes are very important for these fields. This is a common 
problem in all models and a continuing topic of research in the model community. Until the 
models themselves make better moisture (and thus, cloud-cover) forecasts, the only likely way to 
improve upon these forecasts is with a forward correction scheme, such as that planned for future 
upgrades to the RWFS. Bias results show that there was a slight negative bias (absolute value 
was less than 0.1) in the cloud-cover forecasts, indicating that the forecasts were slightly too 
cloudy, overall. 

Another way to examine the cloud-cover forecasts is to show the distribution of predicted 
cloud coverage (tenths) for each cloud-cover category (Figure 4). When clear skies were 
observed (FAI) the predicted cloud cover was usually less than 0.3. The most frequent cloud 
coverage predicted was in the 0.21 to 0.30 range. Greater cloud coverage was predicted at other 
times, but CLR skies occurred with decreasing frequency with increasing forecast cloud cover. 
CLR skies never occurred when the cloud cover forecast was for >0.9 coverage. The reverse 
trend was found for OVC skies, with forecast cloud cover >0.7 most of the time, peak frequency 
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FIGURE 4  Percentage of all observations of different cloud cover amounts  
(colored lines) matched to predictions of cloud cover in tenths at Ames  

Municipal Airport and Des Moines Airport. 
 
 

in the 0.81 to 0.90 range, and no OVC skies observed when the predicted cloud cover was <0.1. 
BKN skies had their peak frequency when the cloud cover forecast was 0.61 to 0.7, which is very 
good. However, the same was true for SCT skies, where we should expect the peak in the 0.41 to 
0.50 range. Overall, there was good discrimination among the extreme cloud coverage categories 
(FAI, OVC) and reasonable discrimination in the partial cloud cover categories (FEW, SCT, 
BKN). 
 
Precipitation Occurrence 
 
The occurrence of precipitation at a given station is a tricky thing to diagnose. Reports of liquid 
in heated tipping bucket gauges can be useful, but the NWS ASOS stations have serious 
problems during snowfall, often reporting no liquid equivalent during snow events. The “present 
weather” field indicates the presence of precipitation and its type. Both fields can normally be 
used as a simple on/off flag, indicating that precipitation is occurring (probability of 
precipitation, POP = 1.0) or it is not (POP = 0.0). RWFS forecasts indicate POP in terms of a 
floating-point number. For example, the RWFS may indicate a POP of 0.68, meaning that the 
probability of precipitation is 68% during the period. If precipitation did or did not occur, then 
the errors associated with this POP forecast are 0.32 (absolute difference between 1.0 and 0.68) 
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and 0.68 (absolute difference between 0.0 and 0.68), respectively. The only opportunity for a 
perfect POP forecast is when the POP forecast is 1.0 and precipitation does occur or 0.0 and it 
does not occur. These combinations are rather unusual, so significant errors are expected in the 
POP field. 

RMSE values for all stations combined were on the order of 0.3 to 0.35 for POP, with a 
slight upward trend with forecast length, as expected. Such errors are quite reasonable, as 
described above. No significant biases were present, so the MDSS forecasts were predicting 
precipitation at about the correct frequency, overall. An examination of results for individual 
stations sometimes indicated slight biases. For example, the bias was somewhat positive (on the 
order of 0.1) at Des Moines Airport (DSM), indicating that the system was consistently under-
forecasting the POP by about 10%.  
 
Precipitation Type 
 
Precipitation type is forecast in terms of a conditional probability (CP), indicating the chance of a 
particular type of precipitation, given that precipitation will occur. The values are floating point, 
from 0.0 to 1.0, for each of three categories: rain (CPOR), snow (CPOS), and ice (freezing rain; 
CPOI). At all times, CPOR + CPOS + CPOI = 1.0. For example, if precipitation is expected, and 
the temperature is expected to be near freezing, the forecast could have the following conditional 
probabilities: CPOR = 0.4, CPOS = 0.4, CPOI = 0.2. As the CPOS rises, for example, the system 
expects a better chance that the precipitation will fall as snow. If the probabilistic forecasts are 
calibrated, then snow should fall 30% of the time when the CPOS is 0.3, and it should be some 
other type 70% of the time. In this section, results are discussed for each category. For each 
range of CPOx (e.g., 0.71 to 0.8), the percentage of precipitation that fell in each category was 
calculated (see Figures 5 through 7), based on observations taken at Ames Municipal Airport 
(AMW) and DSM. 
 
Snow 
 
When the CPOS was greater than 0.7, the precipitation type was nearly always snow (~95% of 
the time), and “UP” (unknown precipitation type) was reported almost all of the rest of the time. 
In the middle ranges (0.2 < CPOS < 0.7), a variety of precipitation types occurred, and snow fell 
15% to 60% of the time. The correlation was poor, but there were relatively few cases, so the 
results are not very robust. For very low CPOS ranges (<0.1), snow essentially never occurred, 
and rain fell ~95% of the time. 
 
Rain 
 
High CPOR values were nearly always associated with reports of rain, with almost all of the 
remaining precipitation falling as (above-freezing) drizzle. In the middle CPOR ranges (0.3 to 
0.8), rain typically fell 20% to 30% of the time and much of the rest of it fell as snow. Little 
correlation may again be attributable to the relative lack of forecasts of CPOR in this range. At 
low CPOR values (<0.3), rain rarely occurred, and it never occurred when the CPOR was less 
than 0.1. Snow dominated at the low CPOR values. 
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FIGURE 5  Distribution of precipitation-type occurrences for snow (CPOS). 

Note: Stacked columns are for each 0.1 range of CPOx (e.g., 0.11–0.20 for the 2nd set of 
stacked columns). Total number of forecasts within each CPOx bin range is shown at the 

bottom of each column. 
 

 
FIGURE 6  Same as Figure 5, but for rain (CPOR). Distribution of precipitation-type 

occurrences. Note: See note for Figure 5. 
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FIGURE 7  Distribution of precipitation-type occurrences for ice [freezing rain (FZRA); 
CPOI]. Note: For CPOI, no forecast values exceeded 0.40, so only 4 sets of columns are 

shown. Also, see note to Figure 5. 
 
 
Ice (Freezing Rain) 
 
There were very few situations during the field demonstration when freezing precipitation was 
expected. In the few forecast runs with freezing precipitation a real possibility (mostly during the 
February 13–15 case), the CPOI never exceeded 0.4, and it only exceeded 0.2 in 49 out of over 
1,000 forecasts. Freezing rain never did occur during that or any other event, and freezing drizzle 
only occurred once. During the few times that CPOI was greater than 0.3, rain fell ~85% of the 
time and UP fell the remainder of the time. This was because the air temperature forecast was 
incorrectly low during the expected period of freezing rain. When CPOI was in the 0.21 to 0.3 
range, rain, snow, and UP fell about an equal amount of time. Snow dominated when CPOI was 
less than 0.2. The winter of 2003 did not provide an adequate test for the CPOI field, since 
freezing rain did not occur over the test domain. Note that the CPOI field was designed to catch 
freezing rain, rather than freezing drizzle (FZDZ). 
 
Road Temperature 
 
MDSS provides three sets of road temperature forecasts for each segment of road: untreated, 
suggested treatment, and current treatment. The untreated forecast is the forecast road  
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temperature given that the weather occurs (snowfall on the road, etc.) and no treatments are 
inserted into the system (the road is left as is). Suggested treatment is the forecast road 
temperature, given that the treatment suggested by the MDSS is applied (e.g., the road is plowed 
at 13 Zulu, as suggested by the system). Current treatment is the forecast road temperature, given 
the treatment that was entered into the system by Iowa DOT personnel during the event.  

The untreated forecast is the most unrealistic, since treatment nearly always takes place. 
The current treatment forecast was not always captured well, as Iowa DOT personnel sometimes 
became far too busy during snow events to enter the actual treatments for all 15 road segments 
they covered, despite their best efforts. The best field to verify is the suggested treatment field, 
since it is designed to keep the roads clear of snow and ice, which is the same strategy used by 
DOT. Results for that field are discussed here for two road segments, 4 and 12, that were located 
close to the Ames and Des Moines (I-35, to the southwest of DSM) RWIS sites (see Figure 1). 
All forecast data are based on the 1800 UTC RWFS/MDSS runs. It is important to note that the 
RWFS road temperature prediction is made for a segment of roadway that is roughly covered by 
a single Iowa DOT plow route. The pavement parameters (type, substrate) are representative of 
the entire route, and the forecast is made for the center point along that route, rather than at the 
RWIS site. It was felt that such a forecast would be more representative of the conditions along 
the entire route, rather than at one point. Since verification can only be made at the RWIS site, 
this can result in additional differences between forecasts and observations (2). 

A scatter plot of the RWFS forecasts and RWIS observations of road temperature for 
highway segment 4 (Ames; Figure 8) shows that most of the forecasts were within ±2.5oC of the 
observations, and that the forecast road temperatures tended to be slightly lower than those 
reported by the RWIS. Errors were maximized during clear sky situations, where they were 
under-forecast by 5oC to 10oC. Some of these large errors may be attributable to RWIS 
measurement uncertainties when the sun shines on the pucks. Forecasts appeared to be more 
accurate under cloudy and precipitating conditions, when the measurements themselves may be 
more credible. The forecasts were most accurate (the vast majority within 2oC) when 
precipitation was falling, especially snow. RMSE results for Ames show a baseline error on the 
order of 2.5oC and spikes of error up to 5.5oC during times of peak heating (0- to 3-h and 24- to 
27-h forecasts, equivalent of 1800–2100 UTC; Figure 9). Again, this may be partially 
attributable to instrument error, but errors in cloud cover forecasts and sensitivity of the road 
temperature calculation schemes to insolation may also have contributed. Forecast accuracy was 
best at night and during the morning, when these factors are minimized. Bias calculations 
indicated an overall cold bias to the forecasts, on the order of 2oC during most of the day, but 
near 3oC during peak heating periods. The cold bias is evident on the scatter plot. Rarely were 
forecasts more than 2oC too warm, but they were more than 2oC too cold on many occasions. 

Results for highway segment 12, located near Des Moines (not shown), were fairly 
similar except that the cold bias was not as evident in the scatter plot or bias plot. Errors were on 
the same order, and the diurnal pattern was still present in the RMSE and bias results. However, 
the entire plot was shifted downward, with overforecasts (negative bias) on the order of 2oC 
during the peak heating periods and underforecasts (positive bias) on the order of 1oC during the 
night. Accuracy did not appear to be as dependent on cloud cover as they were at Ames, perhaps 
indicating less puck sensitivity to insolation at DSM. 
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FIGURE 8  Scatter plots for air temperature at AMW. Coincident cloud cover or 

precipitation is indicated by the symbol shape. 
 

 
 
CASE STUDY OF LIGHT SNOW EVENT  
 
In this section, a light snow event is subjectively examined to determine the accuracy of 
precipitation start and stop times, as well as how closely suggested treatments matched actual 
treatments made during the event. Iowa DOT personnel recorded actual treatments performed on 
survey forms jointly created by National Center for Atmospheric Research, Iowa DOT, and 
Mitretek. Forecasts and observations of the overall precipitation amounts and patterns are also 
discussed, for RWFS/MDSS runs made 6 to 12 h before the event, both with and without the 
supplemental Forecast Systems Laboratory (FSL) models. In the RWFS, precipitation was 
considered to be falling if the POP was 0.25 or greater and the quantitative precipitation forecast 
(QPF) was 0.1 mm/3 h or greater. These thresholds were used to determine the start and stop 
times of the predicted event, while actual observations of precipitation in the METARs were 
used to determine actual start and stop times. For intermittent events, the earliest and latest 
precipitation was considered to be the start and stop time. 
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FIGURE 9  RMSE of road temperature forecasts at AMW, using suggested treatments. 

 
 
Snowfall Amounts and Event Timing 
 
During this event on February 3–4, 2003, about 2.5 cm (1 in.) of snow fell across the project 
domain, while up to 7cm (3 in.) fell elsewhere in Iowa. Liquid equivalents were on the order of 
0.1 to 0.6 cm (0.05 to 0.25 in.). The snow was associated with the passage of a strong cold front 
that caused temperatures to fall sharply during and following the snowfall. This feature was very 
important to the treatments applied late in the event. 

The overall precipitation and snowfall predictions from the 6 UTC, February 3, 2003, 
MDSS run were of the right magnitude, with liquid equivalents of less than 0.5 cm (0.2 in.) and 
snowfalls of less than 5 cm (2 in.) forecast. The precipitation amounts were roughly correct, and 
the geographic distribution of the precipitation across the state was quite good. Highest values 
were expected in the northeast corner, with more moderate snow in the southwest corner and 
lowest values in the northwest and southeast corners of Iowa. In reality, the heaviest snows fell 
in both the northeast and southwest corners, while lowest values fell in the northwest and 
southeast corners, as expected. 

Snow started and ended at DSM at 1830 (February 3) and 0423 UTC (February 4), 
respectively (Figure 10). The initial snow came over a 5-h period, followed by a 4-h break, then 
another short period of snow. QPF and POP thresholds indicated that precipitation should have 
begun and ended at ~16 and ~03 UTC without the FSL models and ~17 and ~03 UTC with the 
FSL models. In both cases, the forecasts started and ended the precipitation too early, but the 
“with FSL” version was slightly better on the start time. Neither system indicated a break in the 
precipitation during the middle of the event, but both did indicate peak POP and QPF values  
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POP and QPF Comparison w/ and w/o FSL models at DSM for Feb 3, 2003
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FIGURE 10  Time series of POP and QPF forecasts at DSM for February 3–4. Vertical 

black boxes marked with DSM OB indicate periods of snow observed at DSM. 
 
 
during the period where nearly all of the snow fell. At Ames (not shown), the snow was again 
predicted to start a bit too early, but the end of the event was captured nicely. 
 
Temperature and Winds 
 
The temperature time series shows that the forecasts were quite accurate before and during 
the early part of the snowfall (through 2000 UTC), forecasting temperatures that were 
slightly too low (Figure 11). After 2000 UTC, temperatures fell quickly at DSM. The 
models were slow to catch this trend, resulting in forecast temperatures that were 4oC too 
warm for the latter part of the snowfall and the cold, windy period that followed it. This 
same trend was observed at Ames, but the temperature drop was associated with the 
beginning of the snowfall.  
 
Suggested and Actual Road Treatments 
 
With good precipitation timing, type (all snow), and amounts, the weather was well 
predicted, overall. Such light precipitation prompted the system to suggest a pretreatment 
of brine at ~17 UTC (not shown on the charts), followed by a single plowing and treatment 
cycle (150 pounds per lane mile) at both Des Moines and Ames, with treatments beginning 
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at ~20 UTC and ending at ~22 UTC (Figure 12). This matched the timing of the snow 
buildup on the road and should have allowed enough chemical to melt the snow that fell 
after the plowing was complete. Actual Iowa DOT treatments near Ames and Des Moines 
did not include any pretreatment. Plowing and salt application started an hour or so earlier 
near Ames (not shown) and later at Des Moines than the suggested plowing and treatment. 
The amount of salt applied was 300 pounds per lane mile. The problem with both the 
suggested and actual treatments was that the sharp temperature drop was not expected and 
the salt put down caused the snow to melt, but there was inadequate time for the roads to 
dry before the water refroze to form ice, due to the rapid temperature drop. Also, winds 
were on the order of 5 ms-1 to 10 ms-1, causing blowing snow, something the current 
version of the MDSS does not try to handle. Because of the ice and blowing snow, garages 
in the area had to continue treatments throughout the night and into the morning, until the 
sun came out the next day and helped to melt the ice and snow. These overnight and 
morning treatments were not suggested by the MDSS because of the combination of the 
lack of blowing snow treatment logic and the poorly forecast sharp temperature drop. 
 
 

Temp Comparison w/ and w/o FSL models at DSM for Feb 3, 2003
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FIGURE 11  Time series of forecast and observed air temperatures at DSM for  
February 3–4. Horizontal bar at the top denotes the period of snowfall at DSM. 
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FIGURE 12  Forecast of road conditions and actual treatment for MDSS road segment, 

Des Moines west, for February 3–4, 2003.  
 
 
 
 
Summary and Lessons Learned 

 
From this case study a few lessons have been learned that would help the MDSS system 
capture this type of event better in the future. The first is the recognition of the need for a 
blowing snow module in the system. Some method for alerting on conditions with the 
potential to cause blowing snow would be very useful. Such a module that takes into 
account, among other things, wind speed and direction and the freshness of the snow has 
been developed and will be implemented for the 2004 demonstration. One key issue for the  
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maintenance personnel will be local knowledge of the surrounding area, such as which 
segments of road are along open fields, valleys, or forested areas. These different types of 
areas can greatly affect blowing snow. The second lesson learned is that the system needs 
to evaluate the entire event before making road treatment recommendations in order to 
avoid a situation like this case where the snow was melted by chemicals and did not have 
time to dry before it got too cold and refroze. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Overall, the RWFS did a good job at predicting both state and road weather parameters, 
given that this was the first attempt at completely automated forecasting for this 
application. Forecast accuracies were typically on the order of the measurement 
uncertainties estimated from station to station comparisons. With reasonable forecasts of 
these fields in hand, the MDSS was able to produce reasonable treatment 
recommendations, given the weather predicted. Differences between the forecast and actual 
weather, as well as difficulty in capturing road treatment rules of practice and the nuances 
of storm-to-storm treatments resulted in significant differences between suggested and 
actual treatments in some cases, however. The case study of the relatively simple light 
snow and blowing snow event of February 3–4, 2003, demonstrates this, including the 
importance of handling blowing snow.  

During the winter of 2004, there will be another operational demonstration of the 
MDSS/RWFS over the same domain. System upgrades for 2004 include a blowing snow 
warning system (though no treatments will be suggested based on blowing snow alone) and 
forward error correction of many parameters, including temperature, precipitation 
occurrence and even precipitation type. In addition, a new mesoscale model ensemble will 
be employed. Following the demonstration, additional in-depth verification is planned. 
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ccurate road weather data are a prerequisite for cost-effective winter maintenance and 
reliable information services. Road weather data quality depend on several factors including 

properties of the road weather measuring device in use, as well as placement, assembly, and 
maintenance of the device. The purpose of the project described is to ensure the quality of road 
weather information by developing a quality management system for the road weather 
information system in Finland. The project started in the autumn of 2002. From the very 
beginning, the quality standard ISO 9001:2000 was taken as a frame of reference for the work, as 
it serves a generally accepted framework for quality. A project group was formed, members of 
which came from the Finnish Road Administration, winter maintenance organizations, 
measuring equipment assembly and maintenance service providers, the Finnish Meteorological 
Institute, and the authors as quality experts. In the first phase of the project, from autumn 2002 
through spring 2003, a quality manual for road weather system was prepared. The second phase, 
started in autumn 2003, is an implementation phase. To ensure that the activities within the 
system are carried out as described in the manual. Moreover, some new software tools are 
introduced to support quality management. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Road weather data quality has several characteristics. These include the following: 
 

• How exactly do the data describe the road conditions (validity)? 
• How well can the data be generalized? 
• How comprehensively do the data cover the road network? 
• Are the data available all the time? 

 
Validity of data is further affected by several factors, including 

 
• Properties of the road weather measuring device in use, 
• Assembly of the device, and 
• Maintenance of the device. 

 
The goal of the project described is to ensure the quality of road weather information by 

developing a quality management system for the road weather information system in Finland. 
Figure 1 shows an overview of the road weather information system. Road weather data are 

A 
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FIGURE 1  An overview of the road weather information system. 
 
 
collected from about 300 road weather stations and images from about the same number of 
closed-circuit television cameras (CCTV). Weather forecasts and radar and satellite images are 
also passed through the system from weather service providers to supplement data collected by 
the Finnish Road Administration [(Finnra); for a more detailed description of the system see (1)]. 

The system was initially built up to provide data for the planning of winter maintenance 
operations, but nowadays data is also used to inform road users about driving conditions and to 
control variable message signs. 

The project was initiated by Finnra, and it started in autumn 2002. A project group was 
formed, members of which come from Finnra, winter maintenance provider organizations, 
measuring equipment assembly and service providers, the Finnish Meteorological Institute, and 
the authors as quality experts. The group worked from autumn 2002 through spring 2003 to build 
a quality manual for the road weather information system. 
 
 
MOTIVATION FOR THE PROJECT 
 
Road weather information is used while optimizing performance or while defining an acceptable 
risk level. Car drivers, for example, use information to find an optimal course or timing for their 
trip. Variable message signs are used to control speed in challenging road weather conditions in 
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such a way that risk is acceptable. Winter maintenance operators optimize their use of 
resources—for example, their use of salt to prevent freezing.  

To be useful for the intended purposes, the quality of road weather data must be good 
enough. Otherwise optimization and risk management fails. Data quality has always been an 
important topic while developing the road weather system, but there are several reasons why 
quality should be considered in a more systematic way than before. 
 
Outsourcing Winter Maintenance and Data Use 
 
Some years ago road administration in Finland was reorganized, and as a result winter 
maintenance operations are now carried out by independent service providers. This outsourcing 
has changed the role of the road weather information system, which remained within Finnra. 
Information is now used by independent organizations, whereas earlier it was mainly used within 
Finnra itself. Moreover, one of the future goals in Finland and elsewhere is that commercial 
information services be built based on road weather data. Most of the users of data now and in 
the future are outside Finnra. 

This outsourcing of data use means more formal relations between producers and users of 
data. As part of the formality, a need to define a quality level for the information becomes more 
explicit. At the moment, the winter maintenance contracts include a general statement of the 
availability of information. However, particularly those looking for new business opportunities 
would also like to get more detailed information about accuracy of measurement and about 
possible breaks in the flow of data. Besides this, they would like to see some evidence, such as 
facts about the quality of the data. 
 
Data Use in Automated Systems 
 
There are several areas in Finland where speed limits and information signs are controlled by 
road weather data, and the number of such areas is increasing. Data used in these systems must 
be highly accurate, so that speed limits and informational signs reflect real driving conditions. 
Drivers seem to be sensitive to the justification for a speed limit; if they get the feeling that limits 
are often too low, they tend to disregard them. 

Another example of automated systems is Internet pages: currently, data from some road 
weather stations are shown on Finnra’s website, and the pages are widely used. Here the 
requirement of accuracy is not exactly that high, but there is another common feature: data are 
used immediately. There is no possibility for human control until afterward. This means that 
actions to ensure data quality must be mainly preventive in nature and be taken beforehand. 
 
VIKING Guidelines 
 
One of the long-term goals in the VIKING project is to achieve a harmonized and consistent 
level for road weather monitoring within Nordic countries. For that purpose, a set of guidelines 
has been prepared for monitoring (2). The guidelines include a set of common minimum quality 
requirements for monitoring road weather. The guidelines are an important step in assuring the 
quality of information. Still, it is only the first step: having defined a set of standards, we must 
also make sure that the whole system all the time (or most of the time) complies with the 
standard. 
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Quantity and Quality 
 
The overall coverage of road weather stations and CCTV cameras is quite good in Finland—at 
least on main roads—and the data collection applications are quite reliable. However, while the 
size of the system is increasing, at the same time the number of personnel responsible for 
monitoring and maintaining the system decreases, so there is a risk of lowering quality. This 
stresses the need for preventive actions as well as the need for straightforward routines for 
detecting and handling problem situations, supported by automatic tools. 
 
 
THE APPROACH 
 
As a conclusion, there was a need to 
 

1. Define a quality level for road weather data, 
2. Ensure that the level is achieved, 
3. Continuously monitor the level, and 
4. Collect evidence of quality. 

 
From the very beginning, quality standard ISO 9001:2000 was taken as a frame of 

reference for the work, as it serves a generally accepted framework for quality and covers all the 
aspects (1 through 4) above. Moreover it has an explicit customer focus, which is one of the 
leading principles of Finnra. 

In the quality standard, quality is not considered in absolute terms. Quality is defined as 
the “degree to which a set of inherent characteristics fulfills requirements.” Thus, the first task in 
the project was to define the requirements. Interviews were used to determine needs and 
expectations of data users and other interested parties. Invaluable information was also received 
from a concurrent project on future visions of road weather system (3). The needs and 
expectations were then analyzed to establish a set of requirements for road weather data quality. 
The resources available for road weather information system were taken into account, so that 
unrealistic expectations were not accepted in the set of requirements. The VIKING monitoring 
guidelines were accepted where applicable. 

The requirements include statements about 
 

• Density and placement of stations and camera installations, 
• Accuracy of measurements, and 
• Availability of data and video images. 

 
The next task was to consider how to fulfill quality requirements. It is evident that data 

quality is determined when the measurement is done. Afterward one can search and filter out 
clearly incorrect data, but the accuracy of an individual measurement cannot be increased. Thus 
actions to ensure data quality must be taken mostly before the measurement.  

The method used to find the actions needed to ensure data quality was risk analysis. The 
whole process of producing road weather data was analyzed step by step. At each step it was 
considered what factors might risk the ability to produce high-quality data. Actions were then 
planned to eliminate the risks. The actions include 
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• Careful planning while selecting a place for a station or camera, 
• Careful assembly of devices, and 
• Maintenance operations accomplished according to a plan before the start of season. 

 
In the quality standard this approach is referred to as quality assurance. Quality assurance 

is also related to quality control. The main difference is that quality control is reactive in nature 
whereas quality assurance is preventive. 

Quality control uses techniques such as inspections and monitoring to assess quality. In 
principle, road weather data can be validated by conducting an independent measurement and 
comparing the results. Unfortunately, this is seldom possible, and we must mostly rely on quality 
assurance. Quality assurance aims at preventing any problems from happening. Of course, it is 
not a complete guarantee of quality. It is a way to provide reasonable confidence that the 
requirements will be met. 

Quality control is used in road weather information system to find device malfunctions 
and to assess the effectiveness of quality assurance. For that purpose data can be verified against 
older data from same point or against current data originating from neighboring stations. 
However, this method reveals only considerable deviations. To find minor deviations we must 
rely on human judgment: the user of the data may detect even small deficiencies by comparing 
road weather data to information from other sources and by monitoring data for a longer period 
of time. 

Collecting data describing quality achieved or activities performed is an important part of 
quality management. To be able to improve quality, one must have facts about the current state. 
Collected data is also used as evidence while showing the quality. 
 
 
PROJECT RESULTS 
 
Evidently, the most important result of the project is better quality. However, it is still too early 
to make an assessment whether this was achieved. In a project like this, the general increase of 
competence is another important result. The competence of the personnel was increased by 
arranging several courses on quality; some members of the project group even passed a quality 
auditor exam during the project.  

The first visible outcome from the project was a quality manual, the first version of which 
was accepted in May 2003. In autumn 2003, several software tools were implemented both for 
personnel for quality management and for road weather data users. In the following section, we 
take a closer look at the new tools. 
 
Tools for Users 
 
The most important goal while designing new tools for road weather data users was that of 
adding the overall transparency of the system. New features were integrated into the existing 
viewing tools to show the users as much background knowledge of each station and camera 
installation as possible. The motivation for this was that the background knowledge helps the 
user in interpreting the measurement results correctly; clearly a quality goal in itself. Earlier, 
background data was not that necessary because there were fewer stations, and users typically 
monitored the weather within a smaller area. They knew their stations. Nowadays, there are more 
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stations and in many cases one person monitors the whole country area. It is impossible to master 
all the details without an easy access to background information. The background information 
includes 
 

• Technical details of the device itself, types of detectors, and so forth; 
• Photos of the surrounding landscape; 
• Any special arrangement used in the assembly of the station; and 
• Details of any repair or maintenance operations done on the station including 

cleaning, polishing, or calibrating the detectors. 
 

The users also have access to the current status of station or camera installation. If there 
is a problem detected at the station, users get information about it alongside the measurement 
data. In Figure 2, status is shown as third column (VIKA) in the measurement data table in a 
viewing application. The first column contains station names (ASEMA), and the second shows 
the time (AIKA) of the latest measurement. The rest of the columns contain measurement data 
like air and road surface temperatures. 

 
 
 

FIGURE 2  Stations’ status shown as third column of a measurement data table. 
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By a mouse click or by a menu selection, users can open a web page for more detailed 
information, such as the fault history of a station (see Figure 3), where each line in the table is 
either a status change (e.g., error detected) or an action taken (repair service ordered). Through 
the same page any user can himself give feedback about possible malfunctions or errors he has 
detected in any of the system’s components. 
 
Tools to Support Quality Management 
 
With the aid of the new tools, problem situations will be detected more quickly. The system itself 
collects data about problem situations and stores data to the database. Moreover, the system 
collects feedback from the users. All the data can be viewed by the supporting personnel as well 
as by the user. The system makes it easier for the supporting personnel to send maintenance 
requests for device maintenance service providers, helping to shorten the time while data is not 
available. Figure 4 shows a map where personnel can see if there are any new problem situations 
at any of the stations. 
 
 

 
FIGURE 3  Status history of a road weather station. Each line in the table is either a status 

change (e.g., error detected) or an action taken (e.g., maintenance service ordered). 
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FIGURE 4  Finnra personnel can view possible problems on any of the stations on a map. 

 
Frequently done maintenance operations on stations and camera installations are a key in 

maintaining the accuracy of data. With the new tools the personnel can track that the 
maintenance operations are carried out as intended, making their management easier. Data 
recorded can also be used for auditing purposes. 
 
Current Status  
 
At the moment (November 2003), the project is in the implementation phase. We are working to 
ensure that all the activities are carried out as described in the quality manual. The new tools 
described above are partly implemented, too. The project continues through spring 2004. 
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his study focuses on the level of winter road management and analyzes regional 
characteristics, snow removal cost, and degree of road-user satisfaction to study the level of 

winter road management that should be provided in a heavy snow region. 
The analysis revealed that, in the region studied, road surface snow cover had a great 

impact on driving speed and that driving speed differs between snow removal work sections. It 
also showed that snow removal was adequate and  economically efficient and that road users 
were not dissatisfied with road surface management. The results demonstrated that it was 
appropriate for driving speed to be an index of the level of road management in a heavy snow 
region and that local rules must be established for each snow removal section. It has been 
proposed that it would be suitable to set this index on the premise that the present service level 
would be maintained. It is assumed that it would be possible to achieve effective and efficient 
winter road management by setting this driving speed as the target for management of winter 
roads and by removing snow in order to provide specified benefits to road users. 

In the future, many-sided analyses such as detailed traffic analysis including traffic 
accident analyses and interview surveys of road users must be performed to complete the data. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Snow removal is an essential road service in heavy snow zones in Japan, not only to guarantee 
safe, smooth road traffic but also to stabilize social life and to contribute to regional economic 
growth. In today’s mature society, the needs of these regions have grown and become diversified, 
and the people demand service improvement. However, road managers must meet these demands 
under severe budget restrictions.  

The Nagaoka National Highway Office (NNHO) is responsible for the Yuzawa District, 
which is one of the heavy snow zones. In an attempt to meet the service needs and demands as 
well as the restricted budget, NNHO has studied road performance management, which is 
intended to provide management that satisfies regional needs through a partnership between the 
public and private sectors. This approach is based on regional characteristics and road-user views. 
It is implemented for winter road surface management by setting goals that address the most 
important challenges facing the region, performing management based on these goals, evaluating 

T 
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management effectiveness, and, according to circumstances, working cooperatively with road 
users to improve service. 

The research that has been undertaken in response to the above circumstances is a study of 
the winter road management level suitable for a heavy snow region. The research focuses on the 
management goals and analyzes regional characteristics, snow removal costs, and the degree of 
road-user satisfaction (Figure 1). The conclusions presented in this report do not directly reflect 
the views of the NNHO. 
 
 
RESEARCH OUTLINE 
 
A variety of analyses were performed using meteorological and traffic data obtained from 
reference documents and from the findings of a fixed observation system installed beside 
National Highway No. 17, which passes through the town of Yuzawa in Niigata Prefecture and is 
managed by the NNHO. Figure 2 shows the district studied and the snow removal sections on 
National Highway No. 17.  
 
 
WINTER ROAD MANAGEMENT LEVEL INDEX 
 
It is necessary to establish an index suitable for regional characteristics in order to set the level of 
winter road surface management. The authors studied an index for the level of winter road 
surface management by analyzing meteorological characteristics, traffic characteristics, and the 
state of snow removal. 
 
Meteorological Characteristics 
 
Figure 3 shows changes of the cumulative snowfall in the Yuzawa District, and Figure 4 shows 
winter meteorological conditions in the Yuzawa District. The cumulative snowfall—exceeding 10 
m every year except 1996 and 1997—shows how heavy snowfall is in this district. The 
temperature begins to fall in early November, hits its minimum from January to mid-February, 
and begins to rise in late February. In the district, climatic conditions cause extreme variability of 
road surface conditions. Specifically, a daily temperature differential reaches approximately as 
much as 10°C, with the daily maximum and minimum temperatures above and below 0°C, which 
is the road surface freeze–thaw boundary from late December to mid-February (a period of 
extremely heavy snowfall).  

Another feature of this heavy snowfall district is its high population concentration: 20,000 
in Shiozawa and 9,000 in Yuzawa. 

 

 
 

FIGURE 1  The research approach. 
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FIGURE 2  District studied and the snow removal sections on  
National Highway No. 17 in the Yuzawa District. 

 
 
Traffic Characteristics 
 
Figure 5 shows the monthly average traffic volume by snow removal work section, and Figure 6 
shows the average monthly driving speed by snow removal work section in the winter. In the 
Shiozawa work section, the traffic volume exceeds 10,000 vehicles in both autumn and winter; 
that is far heavier than in the Yuzawa and Futai work sections. By day of the week, the autumn 
traffic is heavier on weekdays than on holidays, but in the Futai and Yuzawa work sections, 
winter traffic is heavier on holidays than on weekdays. In the Shiozawa section, the driving 
speed on weekdays is slowest at 30 km/h, and the degree of congestion is highest at 
approximately 2, but the degree of congestion on holidays is highest in the Futai work section 
(Figure 6). 
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FIGURE 3  Changing cumulative snowfall in the Yuzawa District  

(average for Futai, Mitsumata, Yuzawa, and Shiozawa). 
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FIGURE 4  Winter meteorological conditions in Yuzawa District  

(November 2002 to March 2003). 
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FIGURE 5  Average monthly traffic volume by snow removal work section (2003). 

 

 
FIGURE 6  Monthly average driving speed by snow removal work section (winter 2003). 
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It can be hypothesized that because there are ski resorts, hot springs, and numerous other 
tourist facilities that attract many winter visitors to Futai, the traffic volume rises and falls 
complexly according to the number of visitors. Therefore, it is necessary to carry out more 
prompt and more reliable winter road surface management in this district.  
 
State of Snow Removal 
 
Figure 7 illustrates the operating hours by type of snow removal machine, and Figure 8 illustrates 
the rate of occurrence of each road surface condition in the Yuzawa work section. The total 
operating hours of the snowplow-equipped graders, snow removal trucks, snowplow-equipped 
tractors, rotary snowplows, small snow removal vehicles, and small snow removers account for 
approximately 70% of all operating hours, showing that snow removal and disposal is a very 
time-consuming and costly part of snow and ice measures.  

The state of the road surface shows that 51% of the time the road surface is snow free (it is 
either dry or wet), while 43% of the time it is snow covered (either slush or compacted snow). It 
is frozen 6% of the time. 

 

 
 
 
 

FIGURE 7  Operating hours by type of snow removal machine 
(average operating hours from 1989 to 1999). 
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FIGURE 8  Road surface condition occurrence rate  

(8:30 a.m. data, December 1, 2000, to March 31, 2001). 
 

 
Impact of Road Surface Snow Cover on Road Traffic 
 
Because the removal and the disposal of snow account for most of the time and the cost of road 
management in the Yuzawa District, the impact of road surface snow cover on road traffic was 
analyzed. 

Figure 9 presents the distribution ratio of the time headway by road surface snow cover 
depth. An increase of road surface snow-cover depth shifts the distribution ratio to the right, 
increasing the time headway. The time headway on dry roads is generally assumed to be between 
2 and 3 s, but snow cover increases this by about 1 s. The relationship between the time headway 
and the traffic volume is represented by the following equation, revealing that a rise in the road 
surface snow cover lowers the traffic volume. 

 
t = l/Q (1) 
 
where t = time headway (second) and Q = traffic volume (vehicles/h). 

Figure 10 shows the road surface snow cover depth–time headway relationship and the 
95% reliability zone. The range of the 95% reliability zone is large, and scattering of the time 
headway to the road surface snow-cover depth is large. Considering the fact that at a road surface 
snow-cover depth of 6 cm or more, the data are extremely few in number and include many 
abnormal values, and if the road surface snow-cover depth rises, the time headway tends to fall. 
The relationship of the time headway with the traffic volume, traffic density, and driving speed  
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FIGURE 9  Distribution ratio of time headway. 
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FIGURE 10  Road surface snow depth, time–headway relationship. 
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is represented by the following equation, but the small time headway signifies large traffic 
density.  

Therefore, an increase of the road surface snow-cover depth lowers driving speed, 
increases traffic density, reduces traffic volume, and causes the traffic flow to fall in congested 
flow zones. 

 
s = l/K = v/Q (2) 
 
where 
 

s  = average time headway (m)  
K  = traffic density (vehicles/km)  
v  = driving speed (km/h) 
Q  = traffic volume (vehicles/h)  

 
For the above reasons, roads are managed in the winter by setting management goals with 

driving speed as one of the indices for the service level in a district where snowfall is heavy, 
snow removal and disposal account for more than half of road surface management, and road 
surface snow cover remarkably reduces the driving speed. Because the characteristics of traffic 
in different snow removal work sections differ, it is necessary to set the driving speed separately 
for each snow removal work section. 

 
 
LEVEL OF PRESENT WINTER ROAD MANAGEMENT  
 
When driving speed has been hypothesized to be an index of service level, road management is 
performed considering the level of service to be guaranteed. Figure 11 shows the rate of driving 
speed decline from the Yuzawa Interchange to the Naeba Ski Resort. When the road is dry, the 
average driving speed falls by approximately 10% on the outbound lanes and by approximately 
15% on the inbound lanes. The present level of winter road management when the road is dry 
guarantees a service level between 85% and 90%.  
 

 

 
 
* Driving speed reduction rate = dry road speed/compacted snow speed x100% 

FIGURE 11  Driving speed reduction rate. 
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SNOW REMOVAL COST ANALYSIS 
 
Winter Road Management Level and Snow Removal Cost 
 
Winter road management must provide appropriate road services under strict budget restrictions. 
So the relationship of snow removal cost and snowfall with the road surface management level 
(driving speed) is analyzed.  

Figure 12 shows the relationship of daily snowfall with snow removal cost in the Yuzawa 
district in 2001. The snow removal cost is calculated by multiplying the operating time of snow 
removal machines by the snow removal cost per unit of time based on past performance. As the 
snowfall rises, the snow removal costs rises, with a high coefficient of determination of 0.94. By 
predicting the snowfall, it is possible to set the snow removal cost and plan the target budget.  

Figure 13 shows the relationships of driving speed and daily snowfall with snow removal 
cost. As the snowfall rises, the snow removal cost rises, but the driving speed inevitably falls. 
The driving speed when snowfall is heavy (35 cm/day) is about 20% less than it is during a light 
snowfall (0 cm/day) and about the same level as the road surface management stated above. 
Considering that present snow removal is performed by full operation of snow removal machines 
for road surface management, it is difficult to seek significant improvement of the service level 
using only snow removal machinery.  
 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 12  Daily snowfall–snow removal cost relationship. 
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FIGURE 13  Snow removal cost, driving speed, and daily snowfall relationship. 
Note: Snow removal cost is ordinary snow removal work + snow bank treatment work + 

anti-icing work + sidewalk snowfall removal. 
 
 
Cost–Benefits 
 
A cost–benefits analysis of present snow removal was performed based on the prerequisite 
conditions presented in Table 1. The analysis obtained the driving time reduction to measure this 
as the snow removal effects based on the difference between the driving speed with and without 
snow cover on the road surface. 

As a result, the cost-benefits ratio is 1:4, and a measurement based only on the driving 
time reduction benefits satisfies the efficiency standard. Because the total benefit presumably 
includes driving expense benefits, traffic accident reduction benefits, and more, the benefits of 
actual snow removal are probably several times larger than shown here. 

 
TABLE 1  Prerequisite Conditions 

Work  
Section 

Traffic 
Volume 

Large Vehicle 
Percentage 

Traveling  
Speed 

Time  
Value 

Kandatsu–
Mikuni 
(23.8 km) 

6,400 
vehicles/day 

 
27.3% 

With snow: 49.19 km/h 
Without snow: 53.88 
km/h 

Normal vehicles: 67.27 
yen/min 
Trucks: 101.39 yen/min 

NOTE: Traffic census data for 1997. 
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TABLE 2  Content of Complaints About Snow and Cold Submitted to the Road 
Consultation Office (Jurisdiction of the Yuzawa Maintenance Office) 

Related Item Number of Cases Content of Complaints Number of Cases 
Snow/cold 
related 

25   

Snow cornice 
treatment 

1 Treatment of snow cornices 1 

4 There are cases where snow is not removed at the 
same time according to the section. 

1 

 Do not leave snow at intersections. 1 
 Please remove snow from bus stops. 1 

Snow removal 

 Snow removal broke my paddy field drainage 
pipe. 

1 

Snow bank 
treatment 

1 If you remove snow only to the outside line of the 
road, skiers have to walk in the dangerous traffic 
lane. 

1 

9 Please do not blow snow on paddy fields. 4 
 Please do not blow snow in front of houses and 

shops. 
2 

 Please do not blow snow in side ditches or on 
driveways. 

2 

Snow blowing 

 Please do not blow snow on sidewalks cleared by 
the town. 

1 

5 Snow banks are obstructions that reduce visibility 
so that entering the roadway is dangerous. 

2 

 Do not form snow banks in front of shops. 1 
 Snow banks make crossing the street dangerous 

for old people. 
1 

Snow banks 

 Snow banks on sidewalks are dangerous because 
people cannot see cars. 

1 

 
 
DEGREE OF SATISFACTION OF ROAD USERS 
 
The setting of the winter road management level must reflect not only the views of the road 
manager but also those of road users. The degree of satisfaction of road users with present road 
surface management was analyzed based on the content of requests and comments received by 
the Road Consultation Office (Table 2). The complaints concerning snow and cold include many 
complaints of problems closely related to daily life, requests for snow blowing, and post-
processing of snowbanks, but few complaints about winter road surfaces.  
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
This research was a study of the road management level that is required in heavy snow regions 
based on the results of various analyses. The following is a summary of knowledge obtained 
from the study. 
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1. Removing and disposing of snow accounts for about 70% of the time and expense of 
winter road management.  

2. Road surfaces are snow free (dry or wet) 51% of the time, snow covered (including 
slush and compacted snow) 43% of the time, and iced over 6% of the time.  

3. Characteristics of traffic such as the traffic volume and driving speed vary between 
snow removal work sections. 

4. Considering that present snow removal is performed by full operation of snow 
removal machines for road management, it is difficult to seek significant improvement of the 
service level using only snow removal machinery.  

5. The cost and benefits of present snow removal satisfy efficiency standards, even if 
only the time reduction benefits are included in the calculation. It can be concluded that the 
present service is at an appropriate level, even from the perspective of economic efficiency. 

6. Complaints concerning snow and cold include few complaints about winter road 
surfaces, indicating that people are satisfied with the present level of road management. 

7. Considering the fact that the level of road management in heavy snow regions is 
impacted by meteorological characteristics, traffic characteristics, the state of snow removal, and 
the snow cover on the road surface, it is appropriate to set driving speed as an index, and it is 
necessary to establish local rules for each snow removal section.  
 

It also is appropriate to set the winter road management level based on the fact that the 
present service level will be maintained in order to guarantee economic suitability and the degree 
of satisfaction of road users. It is assumed that it is possible to achieve effective and efficient 
winter road management by setting this driving speed as the target for management of winter roads 
and by removing snow in order to provide specified benefits to road users. Driving speed can be 
used beneficially by both road managers and road users, for example, by allowing a road manager 
to provide an index or pass-through time in order to help road users more easily understand the 
benefits of snow removal.  
 
 
FUTURE CHALLENGES 
 
Managing roads with the driving speed as a road service index guarantees road users speed and on-
time arrival at their destinations, but there have not been adequate surveys of the psychological 
state of road users and their concern with safety and comfort. It also is necessary to set detailed 
management goals such as the range of permissible driving speeds. 

In the future, many-sided analyses such as detailed traffic analysis including traffic accident 
analyses and interview surveys of road users must be performed to complete the data. 
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inter weather conditions adversely affect the nation’s surface transportation system. 
Safety, mobility, and the economy take a dramatic hit during winter storms. A staggering 

1.5 million vehicular accidents occur annually during adverse weather. These accidents result in 
approximately 800,000 injuries and 7,000 fatalities costing an average of $42 billion annually 
(www.ops.fhwa.dot.gov/Weather). Adding to these negative impacts, loss of mobility puts a 
strain on commerce, especially businesses that rely on just-in-time delivery. To counter these 
impacts of winter, state and local governments annually spend more than $2 billion on snow and 
ice control operations and more than $5 billion for infrastructure repair because of snow and ice 
control damage. However, use of snow and ice control chemicals puts an added stress on the 
environment. Environment Canada’s recent declaration that chloride-based chemicals should be 
considered toxic to the Canadian Environmental Protection Agency adds a sense of urgency for 
the snow and ice community to focus on the proper handling, storage, and application of 
commonly used anti-icing and deicing chemicals. 

The current state of the practice of snow and ice control is building on the solid elemental 
foundation laid in the early 1990s by the Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP) and the 
winter maintenance international scanning tours conducted in 1994, 1998, and 2002. The state of 
the art has moved from reactive snow and ice control (initiating operations after the snow or ice 
begin to form) to a focus on proactive snow and ice control (beginning operations before the 
storm to prevent the bonding of ice or snowpack to the pavement). The proactive assault on 
winter is being launched simultaneously on three fronts: 

 
• Innovative interactive road weather information systems and anti-icing (RWIS/AI) 

training lead by AASHTO, 
• Maintenance decision support systems (MDSS) lead by FHWA, and 
• Development and evaluation of the next-generation snow and ice control equipment 

led by a consortium of state departments of transportation (DOTs) with the Iowa DOT. 
 

These three things—innovative training to better understand modern road weather 
forecasts, MDSS to assist in bringing all the elements into consideration for an optimized snow 
and ice control strategy, and advanced technology equipment—are powerful and effective tools 
in the winter maintenance toolbox. 
 
 
INNOVATIVE TRAINING 
 
Results from SHRP seemed straightforward and relatively uncomplicated. Most DOT leadership 
felt the benefits of the research were so obvious that the field maintenance crews would 
implement the new processes with little effort or guidance. Lead states that experienced early 

W 
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success tried to help other states get started but soon realized a national RWIS/AI training 
program needed to be developed.  

Snow and ice control managers and supervisors needed a better understanding of 
meteorology and energy balance in order to determine when a road weather forecast was reliable 
or when it was going bad. They needed to understand how to work cooperatively and how to 
effectively talk to their weather service provider to correct the situation. They also needed a 
better understanding of snow and ice control chemicals, effective brine-making techniques, 
optimal application rates, dilution caused by weather and traffic, pavement temperatures, and 
seasonal effects. Some ad hoc training was being developed by agencies, but the reduction in 
agency staffs and the increased use of contractor workforces resulted in a less experienced and 
smaller workforce attempting to meet the increasing demands of the motoring public, who 
wanted a higher level of mobility.  

To meet these training needs, the lead states team developed an outline of user-based 
training needs for understanding and implementing an RWIS/AI snow and ice control program. 
They further requested that AASHTO take the lead in raising the necessary funding and 
administering development of the training program. AASHTO then developed the computer-
based, interactive, RWIS/AI training program. Since more than 90% of the snow belt states and 
the Association of Public Works Association and the National Association of County Engineers 
are using this training program, there should be a more consistent approach to optimizing snow 
and ice control, and the road conditions during winter weather should be more uniform. Because 
this training was based on previously identified user needs, it has been well accepted by the 
maintenance workforce, and the principles taught have been integrated into their operational 
practices. 
 
 
IMPROVED WEATHER FORECASTING 
 
Providing snow and ice control managers and the motoring public more accurate and accessible 
road weather information can improve snow and ice control operations and reduce accidents. A 
project called FORETELL, funded in part by FHWA, is being evaluated in the upper Mississippi 
valley. FORETELL collects, forecasts, and distributes on the Internet highly specific road 
weather information that is needed by the motoring public and snow and ice control decision 
makers. System features include 
 

• Detailed weather forecasts generated four times each day and 24 h into the future; 
• Data provided at 10-km gridded resolution, increasing the ability to pinpoint which 

areas are being affected by winter weather conditions; 
• Grid atmospheric weather forecasts and nowcasts mapped to Interstates and U.S. and 

state highways to predict pavement conditions;  
• Gathered and translated atmospheric and road condition information from specific 

road points to generate easily understood descriptions of the road and weather conditions; and  
• Road and weather event descriptions distributed on demand with fax, pager, and       

e-mail notification. 
 

After three seasons of test and evaluation, most elements of the program are working 
well, but forecast accuracy needs some improvement to be able to meet users’ high expectations. 
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A brief video demonstrating the value of the FORETELL RWIS is available at 
itspubs@fhwa.dot.gov. This system combines intelligent transportation and weather prediction 
systems to create an advanced highway maintenance management and traveler information 
system. The video explains how FORETELL integrates road and weather observation data to 
provide a web-based, one-stop information source for maintenance crews and travelers. 
 
 
DEVELOPMENT OF MAINTENANCE DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM  
 
Snow and ice control managers, now armed with more road weather information, realized the 
difficulty of fitting this multiplicity of factual information into an operational response. Building 
on the new proactive snow and ice control approach, FHWA developed a new tool for these 
RWIS/AI decision makers. MDSS is the new package for the RWIS for winter maintenance 
decision makers. The MDSS inner workings assemble weather conditions throughout a wide 
area, predict the potential of deteriorating conditions, plan treatment scenarios, and provide 
decision makers with treatment recommendations based on the proven rules they were taught in 
the RWIS/AI computer-based training program. Project details can be found at FHWA’s 
website: www.ops.fhwa.dot.gov/weather/MDSSRollOut.htm. 
 
 
ADVANCED EQUIPMENT TECHNOLOGY 
 
In the final analysis, the results of all of the previously described training and of MDSS need the 
correct equipment accurately performing the right operations in order to optimize snow and ice 
control operations. This next-generation snow and ice control equipment is being developed and 
field-tested at the Iowa DOT. A consortium of snow belt states led by the Iowa DOT has 
developed and field-tested a new generation of snowplow.  

The Highway Maintenance Concept Vehicle (HMCV) project had its beginning in 1995 
following the results of the 1994 FHWA/AAHSTO/TRB international scanning tour. The 
pooled-fund study envisioned using international and domestic technologies to improve snow 
and ice control equipment and provide travelers with the level of service defined by policy 
during the winter season at the least cost to taxpayers. The approach was to bring technology 
being used in other industries and apply them to snow and ice control equipment. The project 
encompassed four phases over a 7-year period: 

 
• Phase 1 of the project focused on describing the desired functions of the HMCV and 

evaluating feasibility. This phase began with a literature search of winter-related materials. Focus 
groups consisting of equipment operators, mechanics, area supervisors, and resident and central 
office maintenance engineers were formed. Focus group meetings were held in three snow belt 
states to identify the desired capabilities of the future HMCV. More than 600 ideas were 
combined into 181 desired capabilities to be explored. Private-sector equipment and technology 
providers were invited to join the pooled fund effort. The private-sector partners provided 
equipment and expertise for the duration of the study. 

• Phase 2 project objectives were to build three prototype concept vehicles. One 
prototype HMCV was built for each of the three consortium states, integrating subsystems into a 
working system, conducting proof of concept evaluations, and preparing field evaluations for 
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Phase 3 of the project. Functional areas integrated into the prototype HMCV included an air and 
pavement temperature sensor; a Global Positioning System (GPS); real-time data 
communications; an engine power booster; anti-icing equipment to apply brine, pre-wetting 
material, or dry material spreading; back-up sensors; and a pavement friction measuring device. 

• Phase 3 objectives included extensive field-testing and evaluation and producing data 
flow and decision process maps to integrate the HMCV functionality into management systems. 

• Phase 4 built on the accomplishments of the previous three phases. Several 
functionalities were redesigned to improve durability and operational efficiency and 
effectiveness. Also, a newly discovered functionality—a mobile chemical sensor—was added. 
Following the completion of Phase 4 field evaluations, a business case for implementing the 
technologies was added to the project. 
 

This truck uses off-the-shelf technology that takes real-time GPS-correlated 
measurements of road temperature, surface chemistry, and surface friction, and can customize 
(through onboard computers) application rates to predicted road conditions. This information is 
displayed onboard and downlinked to the garage, so that both the operator and the supervisor can 
monitor real-time operations. These automated features let the operator concentrate on driving 
the truck and allow the supervisor to monitor the entire fleet rather than following a snowplow 
and deciding what the appropriate action should be for the remainder of the fleet. Vehicle 
description and project details and evaluations can be found at www.ctre.iastate.edu/research/ 
conceptv/index.htm. The open architecture of the HMCV makes it an ideal mobile test platform 
for technologies to be evaluated in an actual operational field environment. 
 
 
FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
 
So far this paper has addressed only improvements for the winter maintenance community. 
Achieving improvements in safety and mobility will be a partnership effort involving motorists 
and the winter maintenance community. Motorists could benefit from the improved road weather 
forecasting being purchased by governmental agencies. Further, motorists could improve their 
trip planning if they knew which roads had been plowed and treated and how effective that 
treatment has been. 

Some governmental agencies are allowing the public to access their websites to view data 
from environmental sensor stations. This information includes pavement temperature, air 
temperature, wind speed and direction, road surface condition, and cameras. Some websites even 
show the status of snow and ice control operations, such as what routes have been plowed and 
treated as well as the current location of snowplow equipment. Although some governmental 
agencies are reluctant to release this information, others are displaying all their operational data 
and are delighted with the positive response they have received from taxpayers. The agencies 
have fewer phone calls from the public, which results in improved operational efficiency. 

Accurate and timely road weather information, including current observations and 
forecasts, can help the motoring public make better decisions with regard to travel plans and 
react properly when faced with potentially compromised conditions. The motoring public has 
shown high interest in road weather information. The 511 system tested in several snow belt 
states during the 2002–2003 winter had call-in and web page hits that exceeded design 
capabilities. Ed Boselly, Road Weather Program Manager, Washington State DOT, reported in a 
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message on the AASHTO SICOP List Serve that Washington State DOT’s traffic and weather 
website set a record on November 19, 2003, with more than 6.8 million page views. The number 
dropped to 5.8 million the next day. One of their cameras on Snoqualmie Pass (Interstate 90, 53 
mi east of Seattle) had more than 377,000 views on November 19, 2003. 

The message from the motoring public is clear: they are interested in keeping out of 
harm’s way and are looking for ways to become better-informed motorists. The push from the 
auto industry for telematics and smart cars that will be able to detect and respond to road weather 
conditions means that drivers will be informed of suboptimal conditions and will have the ability 
to operationally respond and find other optimal routes for travel. The proactive snow and ice 
control toolbox has many unique tools that are working well now, and there will be many more 
tools added in the near future. 
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o maintain road traffic flow and safety in cold regions, it is particularly important to mitigate the 
visibility reduction and snowdrift formation induced by blowing snow. The Highway Snowstorm 

Countermeasure Manual, which was first published in 1990, addresses snowy roads in Japan, but it 
has neither included specific planning guidelines for blowing-snow countermeasures nor addressed 
blowing-snow countermeasures for new roads in the road planning stage. In an effort toward 
developing systematic and efficient installation of blowing-snow control facilities, a planning method 
has been devised in which the degree of blowing-snow-induced danger is assessed numerically, plans 
for blowing-snow control measures are formulated according to a new procedure, the proper 
countermeasures are selected according to a detailed flowchart, and surveys for snow- and ice-related 
facilities are specified. This method is included in the newest revision of the Highway Snowstorm 
Countermeasure Manual, where it is expected to be instrumental in helping road administrators in 
Hokkaido and other snowy regions of Japan to select and implement blowing-snow countermeasures 
for roads.  
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Ensuring winter road safety is important for cold, snowy regions in Japan, including Hokkaido. 
Blowing-snow control measures (poor visibility mitigation and snowdrift prevention) are especially 
important. Traditionally those measures have been planned according to daily patrols, the needs of 
road users, and assessment by road engineers. No specific planning method has been established, and 
the measures do not address specific needs for newly constructed roads. For systematic and efficient 
installation of blowing-snow control facilities, we have devised a planning method for snow control 
measures on roads. This method consists of assessment of the degree of blowing-snow–induced 
danger, a planning procedure for blowing-snow control measures and control facility selection, and 
snow- and ice-related surveys for facility planning. 

The Highway Snowstorm Countermeasure Manual was first published in 1990. It includes 
guidelines on the design of blowing-snow control facilities in Hokkaido. Snow control facilities have 
been installed based on the manual’s recommendations. The revised manual consists of three volumes: 
the general guide volume, snowbreak woods volume, and snow fence volume. The first of these is 
completely new and includes the method mentioned above. The other two volumes are revisions of 
existing volumes. The newly revised Highway Snowstorm Countermeasure Manual was published in 
2004. This paper describes the concept of the new manual and the background of its development. 

T 
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METHOD OF ASSESSING DEGREE OF BLOWING-SNOW–INDUCED DANGER 
 
Conventional Assessment Method and Points To Be Improved 
 
The manual uses the assessment of the degree of blowing-snow–induced danger in the early phases of 
planning toward identifying sections that require blowing-snow control. The assessment method has 
been made more concise and has been designed to allow the existing data to be used and the survey 
time and labor to be reduced as much as possible. 

The Road Disaster Prevention Measure Survey and Design Guideline (1) and Road Disaster 
Prevention Guideline (2), which were published in 1978 and 1996, respectively, have been used to 
assess the degree of blowing-snow–induced danger. Because the former focuses exclusively on 
countermeasures against snowdrift, which was regarded as the main problem at the time of its drafting, 
the reference is inadequate with respect to poor visibility. The Comprehensive Inspection Guideline for 
Road Disaster Prevention is aimed at assessment of existing snow control facilities but not those along 
new roads. The focus, methods, and objectives of these documents are different. A new method was 
considered necessary to assess the degree of blowing-snow–induced danger and the needs for control 
measures. To develop a new assessment method, the following improvements have been 
implemented: 

 
• Focus—In addition to snowdrift, poor visibility is regarded as important. 
• Concept—Danger factors and safety factors are incorporated into the basic concept of 

degree of danger assessment. The existing method provides a 3-scale rating. For a more specific 
assessment, the new method adds “Countermeasure not needed” to provide a 4-scale rating. 

• Assessment items—  
1. Blowing-snow–induced road closures, traffic hindrances, and accident history are 

assessed. Whether any winter-specific accidents had occurred is incorporated, since poor 
visibility is the focus.  

2. Poor visibility caused by high embankment is assessed. 
• Safety factor— 

1. Land use on the upwind side is considered in assessing the safety factor.  
2. Gentle slope snowdrift-control fill are given a positive score in assessing the safety 

factor.  
3. Snowdrift-control fill is assessed in terms of snowdrift prevention and poor visibility 

effects. 
 
Concept Behind New Flowchart for Degree of Danger Assessment and Scoring 
 
The new flowchart for degree of danger assessment divides degree of blowing-snow–induced danger 
assessment into degree of snowdrift-caused danger assessment and degree of poor-visibility–induced 
danger assessment (Figure 1). Based on these assessments, countermeasures are selected for 
blowing-snow control. 

The degree of danger is based on the sum of the scores of snowdrift factors or poor visibility 
factors, whichever are higher, and the history factors (e.g., traffic accident records) of the road 
subject to assessment (Figure 2). Consideration of past traffic circumstances (history factor) 
incorporates the effects of factors other than snowdrift and poor visibility factors. This enables 
objective assessment. When no past information is available (e.g., the road is new), the flowchart 
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FIGURE 1  Degree of blowing-snow–induced danger assessment. 
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FIGURE 2  Concept of scoring for each factor. 

 
uses only snowdrift and poor visibility factors. 

The factors employed in the flowchart are safety factors and danger factors. Danger factors 
are subdivided into main factors and minor factors. The main factors are weather conditions, and 
the minor factors include the roadside environment and the road structure. This categorization is 
based on the idea that danger is mainly caused by the main factors (weather) and that the level of 
danger is amplified by the minor factors. Also, the danger is mitigated by the safety factors. 

The maximum scores for danger factors (main plus minor) is 30 points for snowdrift 
factors, 30 points for poor visibility factors, 12 points for the minor factors, and 12 points for the 
safety factors. The maximum score for the main factors is 18, which is 50% greater than that for 
the minor factors and that for the safety factors. The maximum score for history is 30 points, the 
same as that for snowdrift and that for poor visibility. 

Table 1 shows the scoring system for assigning degree of danger. In the case of maximum 
score, for instance, the procedure is as follows: 

 
1. The score of the main factors for snowdrift and poor visibility totals 36. This is rounded 

to 35. A rating of A is given to any score that equals or exceeds 35 points.  
2. The lowest point score for B is calculated by dividing 35 by 2 and rounding it down to 

15 points to maintain a margin of safety.  
3. A rating of C is given to a situation with a lower risk of blowing snow than the tank of 

B, which may need attention. 
4. When the combined score of the safety factors exceeds that of the main factors, there is 

no danger from snowdrift or poor visibility. A rating of D is given to negative scores (meaning that 
blowing-snow control measures are unnecessary). 

 
Inclusion of history in the rating procedure requires these rules:  
 
1. Nine points are awarded for traffic controls for each year the road is in service.  
2. Ten points are awarded for accidents attributed to visibility hindrance for each year the 

road is in service.  
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● Main factors 
(weather conditions) 
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+
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TABLE 1  Scores and Ratings of Degree of Danger 
Total Points  

 
Ratings 

When History Is 
Included 

When History Is 
Not Included 

 
 

Remarks 
A 44 points  

or more 
35 points 
 or more 

Degree of blowing-snow–induced danger is 
extremely high. 

B 21–42 points 15–34 points There is blowing-snow–induced danger. 
C 0–21 points 0–14 points Need to be aware of possible 

blowing-snow–induced danger. 
D 0 points  

or below 
0 points  
or below 

Blowing-snow countermeasures are not 
needed. 

 
 

3. Five points are awarded for occasional maintenance problems for each year the road is 
in service, with 3 additional points if there is a history of traffic control (5 + 3 = maximum 8 
points).  

4. Three points are awarded for maintenance problems occurring an average of once a 
year, with an additional 6 points if accidents induced by visibility hindrance occur every year (3 + 
6 = maximum 9 points).  

 
In these instances of rules 1 through 4, the degree of blowing-snow–induced danger is high. 

The maximum score for history (9 points) is added to 35 points (the lowest score for an A rating 
without the history) to obtain the lowest A score. 

To set the lowest score for B, 6 points are added to the lowest score for B without the history. 
The reason for adding 6 points is that it is the total of the lowest scores of occurrence of 
maintenance problems (1 point), accident induced by visibility hindrance (2 points), and history of 
traffic control (3 points). 
 
Numerical Assessment and Comparison of Snowstorm Danger  
 
The necessity of blowing-snow control measures for eight sections in northern and central 
Hokkaido was assessed. Weather conditions, roadside environment, and road structure were 
considered. The assessment shows that sections prone to blowing snow have high ratings. The 
degree of danger of such sections is well demonstrated. Also, ratings are proper for mountainous 
areas with heavy snowfall and areas with little snowfall. 
 
 
PROCEDURE TO FORMULATE SNOWSTORM COUNTERMEASURES 
 
Blowing-snow control facilities used to be examined during road construction or in response to 
problems occurring after the start of service. However, at these stages, control facilities could not 
always be installed due to restrictions related to roadside land use and weather environment (e.g., 
direction of prevailing winds). Also, on some occasions, the most appropriate facility could not be  
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selected, and the selected facility was not always efficient and economical because of engineering 
restrictions. 

One cause of these problems is that examination of blowing-snow control facilities was not 
included in road planning, construction, or maintenance. Table 2 summarizes the procedure for 
formulating a blowing-snow control measure plan at each stage of road design, road planning, 
construction, and maintenance. 

There are four types of surveys for blowing-snow control measures: schematic, preliminary, 
detailed, and follow-up. 

The schematic survey is the first survey in the planning of blowing-snow control measures 
for new roads. Existing weather data, such as distribution amount of snow settled in snowdrifts in 
Hokkaido (3), and records of blowing-snow disasters on nearby roads are collected in order to 
generally understand the winter weather conditions and degree of blowing-snow–induced danger. 
Based on this understanding, the necessity of blowing-snow control measures is studied, and 
routes are selected (by measures such as providing detours of blowing-snow–prone sections or 
taking advantage of the ability of natural woods to provide break up of snow). 

The preliminary survey of new roads is carried out between route determination and 
preliminary design using an aerial-photography–based map. Materials on weather statistics, 
environmental conditions, road structure, and other factors relevant to blowing snow are collected, 
and fixed-point weather observation is conducted. Necessity of blowing-snow countermeasures 
and degree of blowing-snow–induced danger are assessed, and then the additional width of 
right-of-way required for the blowing-snow measures is studied and incorporated into the design. 
The survey on existing roads uses records of road closures and accidents during blowing snow and 
records of road patrols in addition to the survey items on the new road in order to identify problems. 
When snowbreak woods are a possible blowing-snow countermeasure, the sufficiency of the 
available width needs to be determined, so onsite surveys are conducted to find the growth 
conditions of nearby trees. If they are in a gusty area, land is secured for protective woods. 

A detailed survey is conducted for new roads between land survey and the end of road 
construction and for existing roads between the formulation of plans for blowing-snow control 
measures and countermeasure installation. A section to be installed with a blowing-snow control 
countermeasure is selected, final inspection on the countermeasure selected in the preliminary 
survey is conducted, and design values of the countermeasure are set. A snow survey, fixed-point 
weather observation, and other surveys are conducted to include specific local conditions of 
blowing snow in the design values. When selecting snowbreak woods, it is necessary to know 
what environmental conditions are favorable to forest growth. Those conditions are surveyed at 
the installed site to determine the planting method. 

The follow-up survey is conducted in the maintenance stage. It is divided into a survey to 
understand the snow control effects and a survey to understand other installation effects. 

The survey on snow control effects examines the blowing-snow control effects of the 
countermeasure. Records of blowing-snow troubles, such as road closures and accidents, are 
summarized from time to time, and onsite surveys and weather observations are conducted as 
needed. At each growth stage of snowbreak woods, surveys are made on growth conditions and on 
selecting trees to be thinned. 

In the survey on other installation effects, the cost–benefit ratio is calculated by comparing 
the investment in blowing-snow countermeasures to the benefits.  
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TABLE 2  Surveys for Blowing-Snow Control Measures 

Stage 
Survey Main Objectives Survey on  

New Roads 
Survey on 

Existing Roads 

Design Stage and Use of 
the Survey Results 

Schematic 

• Understanding of winter 
weather conditions 
• General understanding of 
degree of blowing-snow– 
induced danger 
• Examination of necessity 
for blowing-snow control 
measures 
• Route selection to avoid 
blowing-snow–prone sections 

Construction 
plan formulation, 
schematic design 
(1/2,500) 

 – General design 
– Necessity of 
blowing-snow control 
measures 
– Route selection 

Preliminary 

• Understanding of 
blowing-snow conditions 
• Degree of blowing-snow– 
induced danger assessment 
• Assessment of necessity for 
blowing-snow control 
measures 
• Identification of sections 
requiring blowing-snow 
control measures 
• Determination of a 
blowing-snow countermeasure 
• Calculation of width for 
snowbreak woods zone 

Route 
determination, 
aerial survey, and 
preliminary 
design 

Occurrence of 
problems, 
formulating a 
plan for a 
blowing-snow 
control measure 

– Preliminary design 
– Calculation of the 
forest woods zone width 
– Road construction 
method (cut, snowdrift- 
control fill, etc.) 

Detailed 

• Confirmation and revision 
of a blowing-snow 
countermeasure 
• Determination of sections 
to be installed with 
blowing-snow control 
measures 
• Determination of design 
values for blowing-snow 
countermeasure 
• Understanding of the 
environmental conditions 
required for the growth of 
snowbreak woods 

Land survey, 
road completion 

Blowing-snow 
control measure 
planning, when 
constructing a 
blowing-snow 
countermeasure 

– Preliminary design and 
execution design 
– Determination of 
ancillary structures 
– Determination of 
design values for 
blowing-snow 
countermeasure 
– Determination of zone 
width for snowbreak 
woods  

Follow-up 

• Examination of the effects 
of a blowing-snow 
countermeasure 
• Understanding of 
cost-effectiveness of a 
blowing-snow countermeasure 

After entering 
service 

After 
construction of a 
blowing-snow 
countermeasure 

– Repair of a 
blowing-snow 
countermeasure 
– Revision of a 
blowing-snow control plan
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SELECTION OF BLOWING-SNOW CONTROL FACILITY 
 
The indices used to select a blowing-snow control facility are the main objective of the facility, 
ease of securing land, road structure, and prevailing wind direction. Figure 3 shows the flowchart 
used in selecting blowing-snow control facilities. 
 
THE HIGHWAY SNOWSTORM COUNTERMEASURE MANUAL
 
The Highway Snowstorm Countermeasure Manual (4) was published by the Hokkaido 
Development Bureau in 1990. It has been used for blowing-snow control measures on trunk roads 
in Hokkaido. 

Now that 10 years have elapsed, the focus of blowing-snow control measures in Hokkaido 
has shifted from traffic hindrances by snowdrift to assurance of traffic safety by mitigation of poor 

 

 
FIGURE 3  Selection of blowing-snow control measures. 
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visibility. New blowing-snow control techniques have been proposed, surveyed, and researched, 
and much knowledge has been accumulated. The revision of the initial edition began in 2000 and 
has recently been completed. 

The assessment of the degree of blowing-snow–induced danger, the procedure to 
formulate plans for blowing-snow control measure, and the flowchart used in selecting a 
blowing-snow control facility are described in the general guide. In addition to addressing 
blowing-snow control facilities and measures, this new volume describes basic knowledge on 
blowing snow for road engineers. The snowbreak woods section was revised according to the 
survey results. The revised edition proposed an increase in the tree interval to facilitate 
maintenance, and explanations were added regarding tree growth and maintenance. The snow 
fence section presents the revised criteria for wind velocity on fins with holes and a method of 
calculating the collector snow fence height with respect to the amount of snowdrift. 

The new edition of the Highway Snowstorm Countermeasure Manual is expected to be 
used in implementing blowing-snow countermeasures for roads in Hokkaido and elsewhere in 
Japan. This manual, available only in Japanese, can be downloaded for free from the website of the 
Civil Engineering Research Institute (www.ceri.go.jp/). 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
This paper has described numerical assessment of the degree of blowing-snow–induced danger, a 
procedure for formulating plans for blowing-snow control measures, and a flowchart for selecting 
blowing-snow countermeasures. All of these are included in the new edition of the Highway 
Snowstorm Countermeasure Manual. What the new edition describes is general knowledge that 
has been accumulated thus far. As new survey results, knowledge, and techniques are obtained, the 
manual will be revised. To assure winter road traffic safety in an economic and efficient manner, 
information collection and research and development will continue. 
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he Indiana Department of Transportation (DOT) created the Winter Operations Team 
(WOT) committee to address issues associated with winter activities. Some of WOT’s past 

activities have included developing its Total Storm Management Manual (TSM) and studying the 
effectiveness of several chemicals used by Indiana DOT.   

WOT determined that a winter severity index (WSI) would be helpful for several reasons. 
A WSI could be used to compare the efforts of snow and ice removal between the different 
climatic zones in Indiana and to compare and analyze mild and severe winters. It could also 
provide a quantitative method for determining what relationships exist between different weather 
events and snow and ice removal. A subcommittee of the WOT was put together to study 
existing indices and to determine if one or a combination of indices could be used for Indiana 
DOT. The recommendation was that if other WSIs did not work, then an index for Indiana DOT 
should be developed. During development, the intent was to derive an index that did not require 
cumbersome and time-consuming data collection.  
 
 
EXISTING INDICES 
 
One of the first actions was to look at previously developed winter severity indices (WSIs). 
Several indexes have been created by different organizations and are summarized below.   
 
Wisconsin 
 
The Wisconsin index uses the following weather factors:   
 

• Snow events (SE), 
• Freezing rain events (FR), 
• Snow amount (AMT), 
• Storm duration (DUR), and 
• Incidents (INC—drifting, cleanup, and frost runs). 

 

T 
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The winter index (WI) is 
 
WI = 10 × SE + 5.9 × FR + 8.5 × AMT + 9.4 × DUR + 9.2 × INC 
                  63               21              314               1125               50 
 

Wisconsin uses the WI to measure the type of winter in Wisconsin. Since the counties 
perform the snow and ice removal, it will be used to evaluate their performances and 
expenditures. A value is calculated for each county; this requires that the above weather data be 
recorded in each county. One future plan for the WI is to incorporate it into a level of service 
model that will be used to allocate operations funding and could be used to distribute winter 
reserve funding. Wisconsin has developed reports to show the correlation between the severity 
index and salt use and a graph showing the relationship between WI and cost per lane mile (1, 2). 
 
Washington State  
 
Washington State DOT developed a frost index (FI), which is a severity index less the snowfall 
factor. Washington State DOT found the FI relates directly to performance measurement in the 
winter activities. It plans to use the FI when an overrun occurs in the snow and ice budget and a 
supplemental funding request is made to the state legislature (3). 
 
Modified Hulme Index 
 
The modified Hulme index has been used by some international organizations. It uses three 
weather factors; the equation follows:  
 
WI = 10T – F – (18.5S)1/3 + C 
 
where 
 

T  = mean maximum air temperature, 
F  = total number of ground frosts, 
S  = number of days with snow cover at 9:00 a.m., and 
C  = constant. 

 
Strategic Highway Research Program Index 
 
The Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP) (4) index uses the following weather factors: 
 

• Average daily temperature index (TI), 
• Mean daily snowfall (S), 
• Proportion of days with air frosts (N), and  
• Temperature range (R). 

 
The TI equals 0 if minimum air temperature is above 32°F, TI equals 1 if maximum air  
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temperature is above 32°F while minimum air temperature is at or below 32°F, and TI equals 2 if 
the maximum air temperature is at or below 32°F. 
 
 
WI = a(TI)0.5 +b ln(S +1) + c    (N)0.5 + d 
                              10              R + 10  

 
where 
 

N  = number of air frosts (days with maximum air temperature at or 
 below 32°F), 
R  = temperature range (mean monthly maximum minus the mean  
 monthly minimum), and 
a, b, c, and d = constants. 

 
Kansas and Minnesota DOTs have adopted the SHRP index. Minnesota calculates by 

location and month. Ontario Province, Canada, modified the SHRP equation to include freezing 
rain. The equation is 
 
WI = –a(TI)0.5 – b ln[ S +1] – c [  frz  ]0.5  + 50 
                                  10               
 
where frz equals number of freezing rain days. 
 

The SHRP index was tried with weather data from South Bend, Indiana, for four winters 
(Figure 1). The figure is a plot of the SHRP index and the cost per mile for the South Bend 
maintenance unit. The cost per mile is the total labor, equipment, and material cost divided by 
the lane miles within the unit. The figure shows no correlation between the two.   
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FIGURE 1  South Bend, Indiana, SHRP index and cost per mile. 
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Feeling uncomfortable with this result and looking at the other indexes and their missing 
weather influences, Indiana DOT decided to develop its own index by using the total cost per 
mile as the dependent function in the equation. Weather data for Indiana had to be found and 
evaluated first. 
 
 
WEATHER DATA 
 
Indiana has basically four different winter climatic zones (Figure 2). The southern zone has 
milder winter weather and a considerably shorter winter season. The central zone is somewhat 
colder and experiences more snow. The northern zone is noticeably harsher in temperature and 
receives greater snowfall. Also, the northern zone can be further divided into two distinct 
regions, one being the northwest corner that typically receives Lake Michigan–effect snows that 
drive up the average to twice the snowfall of the rest of the northern region. Because these four 
zones are different, winter weather data were collected for each of these areas.  

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) records weather 
conditions at various locations in the United States. There is an online store where weather data 
can be purchased. The address is www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/ncdc.html. There are four Indiana 
locations available: Evansville, Fort Wayne, Indianapolis, and South Bend. Each one represents 
one of the four climate zones—Evansville for the southern zone, Indianapolis for the central 
zone, Fort Wayne for northeast Indiana, and South Bend for northwest with lake-effect snow.    
 

 
FIGURE 2  Indiana map. 
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The cost for the online weather data is $3 per month at each location. Weather data were 
obtained for four winters (November through March 2002–2003, 2001–2002, 2000–2001, and 
1999–2000). The data can be downloaded in either a text or .pdf file. Figure 3 shows the first 
page of monthly weather data available at these locations. 

Weather factors that can be obtained from these data are 
 

• Number of freezing rain events, 
• Number of snow events, 
• Amount of snow, 
• Average maximum temperature, 
• Average minimum temperature, 
• Storm duration,  
• Average wind velocity, 
• Number of frost days, and 
• Number of days with snow cover. 

 

 
FIGURE 3  NOAA monthly weather data. 
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Weather data in text format can be imported into an Excel spreadsheet, and macros can 
be written with parameters defined to automatically calculate the number of certain weather 
events. Some of these events are counted manually by scanning the weather data. For each 
month and location seven weather events were tabulated. They were 

 
1. Frost day, 
2. Freezing rain,  
3. Drifting, 
4. Snow, 
5. Snow depth, 
6. Storm intensity, and 
7. Average temperature. 

 
 
FORMULATING THE EQUATION 
 
Field Factors 
 
The first equation developed was based on input from field operations. The input came through 
surveying field crews and talking with employees involved in the snow and ice removal effort. 
This group identified four weather factors with the most influence. So the first equation’s basic 
form was 
 
WI = a(frost day) + b(freezing rain) + c(snow vent) + d(drift day) 
 

A snow event is affected by the amount of snow, the duration of the event, and the 
temperature during the event. These factors were used to define the snow event. The coefficients 
a, b, c, and d are weight values. These values were determined by surveying field operations. 
The survey asked to distribute 100 points between the four weather events. Based on the survey 
results the values became a = 0.06, b = 0.29, c = 0.38, and d = 0.27. 

This relationship is now shown in equation format with a mathematical description of 
each factor. 

 
 

TABLE 1  Four Most Influential Weather Factors 
Events Symbols Definitions 
Frost FrD Number of days with minimum temperature ≤ to 32°F and a minimum 

dew point ≤32°F 
Freezing 
rain 

RfD Number of days with freezing rain and/or drizzle and minimum 
temperature ≤32°F 

Drifting DrD Number of days with wind speeds >15 mph and snow on ground or a 
snow event 

Snow (SnD)*In/AvT Number of days with minimum temperature ≤32°F times the snowfall 
intensity divided by the average temperature during the event 
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The original equation looked like the following:   
 
WI = 100*[.06(FrD) + 0.29*(RfD) + 0.38*(DrD) + 0.27*(SnD)*In/AvT] 
 

The next step was to validate the equation. The equation uses weather data to calculate a 
severity index value. This was done for the various locations and months. Initial analyses looked 
at index values by locations. Figure 4 shows index values by location for three winters. Some of 
the values look acceptable while others don’t. For example, in winter 2000–2001 Indianapolis 
had a higher index than Fort Wayne.   

One possible validation is to graph WI values with lane-mile snow removal costs. Figures 
5 and 6 show these plots. In Figures 5 and 6, the line graphs do not correlate well between WI 
and cost per lane mile. With these results it is difficult to validate the equation.   

The coefficients used were established by the number of survey responses. After a 
review, it was felt that there might have been too much bias and that the results were skewed. For 
example, some locations use anti-icing to prevent frost and do not consider it as an important 
factor in the effort, although other locations respond to frost callouts in the middle of the night, 
giving it a high priority. Therefore a more scientific statistical approach was taken, similar to 
what some of the other indices took. 

 
Statistical Approach 
 
With multiple factor relationships and with lane mile costs as the controlling (or forecast) 
variable, this problem is solved best using regression analysis. Since there are multiple weather 
(or explanatory) variables, a multiple regression analysis is needed.  

 

 
FIGURE 4  Severity index, original WSI (for 3 years). 
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Indianapolis WI Values vs. Cost/Mile
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FIGURE 5  Indianapolis WI values versus cost per mile. 
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FIGURE 6  South Bend Index and cost per mile. 
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The tool used to perform the multiple regression analysis was SAS (Simultaneous Analog 
Stimulation), an interactive and batch programming environment that provides modules for basic 
data analysis, statistics, and report writing. The software is easy to use, and making 
modifications to variable data is easy. The software allows for multiple equations to be produced 
with validation.   

Because of SAS, it was decided to start with the original WI equation’s four weather 
factors. Figure 7 shows this equation. Notice it correlates significantly better than the original 
equation shown in Figure 6. Additional weather factors were analyzed with SAS and compared 
with the controlling variable. As more factors were included in the analysis, the two line graphs 
moved closer to each other. Figure 8 shows the five–weather-factor index (original factors + 
snow depth) graph. This is an improvement over Figure 7. The final SAS analysis included all 
seven main weather events experienced in Indiana listed previously. From SAS the following 
equations were generated and validated with the lane-mile costs. Figure 9 shows the graph for 
Indianapolis. Figure 10 a comparison of WI for the four locations using the statewide equation. 

The equations below were created from the multiple regression analysis based on 
regional weather data. Also, a statewide equation was generated. 
 
South Bend 
 
WI = -5.98483 * Frost + 13.73518 * Freezing rain + 12.57288 * Drifting + -25.18103 * Snow + 
28.78145 * Snow depth + 4.29121 * Hour + 6.77877 * Average temperature 
 
Fort Wayne 
 
WI = 7.05832 * Frost – 16.21024 * Freezing rain + 6.31394 * Drifting + 31.24970 * Snow + 
25.36240 * Snow depth + 1.23828 * Hour – 6.95440 * Average temperature 
 
Indianapolis 
 
WI = 3.42152 * Frost + 7.96888 * Freezing rain + 7.24260 * Drifting + 14.044284 * Snow + 
16.63333 * Snow depth + 1.50251 * Hour – 3.90486 * Average temperature 
 
Evansville 
 
WI = 0.01116 * Frost + 23.68383 * Freezing rain + 43.46891 * Drifting – 18.77938 * Snow + 
63.02214 * Snow depth + 0.23399 * Hour – 0.32291 * Average temperature 
 
Statewide 
 
WI = 0.71839* Frost + 16.87634 * Freezing rain + 12.90112 * Drifting – 0.32281 * Snow + 
25.72981 * Snow depth + 3.23541 * Hour – 2.80668 * Average temperature  
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FIGURE 7  Indianapolis Four-Factor Index and cost per mile. 
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FIGURE 8  Indianapolis Five-Factor Index and cost per mile. 
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FIGURE 9  Indianapolis Seven-Factor Index and cost per mile. 
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FIGURE 10  Statewide equation at four locations. 

 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The equations derived from SAS correlate well with the lane-mile cost. Only one is shown in this 
paper.   

What can be done with the WSI? One possibility is to use it to verify snow and ice 
removal expenditures. It may answer questions such as, Are new technologies reducing costs? 
The new technologies may include proactive snow fighting measures, additional higher-tech 
training, improved weather service information, and a higher overall winter priority. 
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Another possibility is to use it for resource allocation. Are funds being spent where they 
are needed? Comparisons may be made between the WI and expenditures by climatic zones. 
Materials are easy to quantify, but do some zones need more money for manpower and 
equipment to provide comparable levels of service? The WI may also be used to justify 
expenditures or the need for additional funding. 

There are several things that need to be looked at in further detail as a result of this 
research. How do the removal costs of heavy snowfall compare with small snowfall events and 
freezing rain? Does the severity index capture these effects accurately? As the index is 
implemented, other, similar issues will be scrutinized by using the WI. 

By obtaining and analyzing future winter data, the equations can be further refined and 
validated and will become more trusted and useful.  
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WINTER MAINTENANCE: POLICY, MANAGEMENT, AND PERFORMANCE 
 

Quality Improvement of Winter Service in Denmark 
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enmark, a small country of just 44,000 km2, is situated in Northern Europe as part of 
Scandinavia. Denmark is a flat country where the most elevated point is just 173 m. The 

climate is typically coastal where the Gulf Stream affects the climate in a way that it is rarely 
extremely cold in the winter. During a winter season the usual number of days with snow is from 
5 to 10, with a total snowfall of 30 to 50 cm. A typical winter day will see a temperature of 
around 0°C, with thawing in the daytime and a slight frost at night. This temperature pattern 
often creates a risk for a white frost on the roads in the early hours together with freezing wet 
road surfaces. Thus on the main roads there is a yearly average of 95 salting actions, with a 
variation from season to season from 60 to 140 actions. 

In Denmark the roads are administered by three different authorities: 
 

• The state is responsible for 1,600 km of main roads, primarily motorways. 
• 13 counties are responsible for 10,000 km of county roads. 
• 271 municipalities are responsible for the remaining roads, 60,000 km. 

 
Among the municipalities in Denmark the standard for winter services varies a lot; 

however, on the state and county roads (Figure 1) service is being provided throughout the 
country according to the following principles: 
 

• Decision of a call out is taken at county winter centrals. The decision includes both 
county and state roads in a given area. Today there are 13 winter centrals manned all hours to 
handle this task. 

• Private contractors carry out the salting and snow clearing, and they normally provide 
the drivers and the equipment. The spreaders and snowplows are owned by the road authorities. 

• The service objective always is to have “black road surfaces” (i.e., either dry surfaces 
or wet surfaces). Thus, preventive salting actions are carried out on the basis of prognoses for 
slippery roads. 
 

Figure 2 illustrates the tasks and tools at a winter central. The task of the winter centrals 
is to survey the road conditions and the weather and to start appropriate actions in order to avoid 
slippery roads. The centrals have two essential tools, the road weather information system 
(RWIS) and Vinterman. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

D 
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FIGURE 1  Map of state and county roads in Denmark  
(state roads are shown in red and the county roads in green). 

 
 
 

 
FIGURE 2  Tasks and tools at a winter central. 
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The operator at winter central uses the countrywide RWIS to survey the development in 
the weather and the road conditions. The tool is essential in connection with call outs for salting 
and snow clearing. When the decision is made, Vinterman is used for starting, surveying, 
managing, and following up on the call out. At the same time, the system issues information to 
the traffic information center and the media so that road users can be updated on the situation. 

In the development of the Danish RWIS and Vinterman systems great emphasis has been 
placed on enabling the systems to ensure the best possible quality in both decision and 
implementation of a call out. 
 
 
RWIS 
 
The Danish RWIS gives access to data from approximately 300 measuring stations scattered 
throughout the roads. All measuring stations deliver observation data every 10 min on road 
temperature, air temperature, humidity, and road conditions. Some stations deliver addition 
information on precipitation, visibility, wind direction and speed, residual salt, water thickness, 
and the freezing point. 

In order to avoid misunderstandings in different interpretations and presentation of data 
by different manufacturers of measuring stations, all measurements are presented consistently in 
one system. Further, the Danish Meteorological Institute (DMI) prepares specific prognoses for 
the development in road temperature, air temperature, and the dewpoint based on information 
from all the stations and other weather sources (Figure 3). 

FIGURE 3  Data for RWIS is received from the measuring stations  
and the Danish Meteorological Institute. 
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The structure of the Danish RWIS permits the operator at the station to have access to 
both observations as prognoses applying to the individual stations. The information in the system 
is the main basis for a decision to salt or clear snow. The operators on duty also have access to a 
web camera and, for supplementary information, have the possibility to send patrols out on the 
roads to inspect situations. As a further support for judging the situation, the duty operator 
always can contact the duty officer at the DMI to discuss the prognoses. Also, written comments 
on the development in the weather situation can be obtained from the meteorologist. 

The development of the Danish RWIS was started in the 1980s; however, it is still 
developing, especially the models behind the prognoses, which are being refined and expanded 
in order to improve the exactness—and thus to allow a better basis for better decisions. Normally 
the duration of a salting action from decision to the last route salted is 3 h. Consequently the 
decision to salt must be made 3 h before the slippery roads occur. 

To ensure that the personnel at the winter central possess the proper skills, the system 
includes a training module, where interesting weather situations are stored as exercises. This 
module gives the participants the possibility to experience a weather situation of 12 to 24 h in the 
pace that they find suitable. The system will ask a number of questions and will follow up on the 
participant’s answers and decisions. Before the winter season it is important to ensure proper 
training of the staff with realistic situations in order to improve the quality of the decisions 
whether to start a salting action or not. 
 
 
VINTERMAN 
 
When the decision of a call out is taken, the man on duty at the winter central will switch to 
another computer, where he can operate Vinterman (Figure 4). Vinterman is used not only during 
the call out, it has a wider scope:  
 

• It handles all administrative information about contractors, drivers, phone numbers, 
routes, equipment, contracts, duty rosters, and more. 

• It helps the operator during a call out for salting and snow clearing. It is supposed to 
facilitate an easy and safe call-out and still ensure registration of all necessary events etc. 

• It documents every decision and action on the winter central. 
• It is the basis for various reports and statistics on the winter season. 
• It ensures the distribution of information about the road conditions to police, rescue 

services, the traffic information center, radios, and the Internet.  
 

By letting the system assist with all these tasks, it ensures a structured and well-
documented way of handling winter service operations. All the above mentioned tasks have a 
positive impact on the quality of how winter service is provided. In the following sections focus 
will be on a few of the tasks where Vinterman now does and in the future will improve the 
overall quality of the provided winter service.  
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FIGURE 4  The winter central in Ribe County is normally operated by one person. 

 
 
Operating Vinterman During a Call Out 
 
The principle behind the design of Vinterman is to store as much knowledge as possible about 
winter operations within the system before the season and in between each call out. When a 
snowstorm arrives, it is extremely busy at the winter central. It is therefore important that the 
system has the maximum information about the needed actions. 

When initiating a call out the operator selects an action plan from a predefined set of 
action plans. These plans cover everything involved in solving a specific task, for example, 
salting or snowplowing within a district. The plan will contain not only all the routes but also all 
necessary additional activities as salt-loading staff, patrol cars, information to other authorities, 
and more. 

By selecting a predefined action plan, the operator gets a to-do list of everything needed. 
If the predefined plan isn’t adequate, the operator can adjust the activity list by adding or 
removing activities. Usually there is no need to add activities, because the plans cover everything 
within a district. It is much safer to let the operator remove activities that he considers irrelevant 
in the actual situation. In most situations the plan is adequate with no need for adjustments. 

During a call out Vinterman knows up front what events need to be registered for every 
activity on each route. An example is a salting action on route X: 
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• Vinterman knows who operates the route and with which truck, spreader, and plow. 
The first step will be calling a driver, who is found by Vinterman in a specific duty roster for this 
route. 

• Some spreaders are parked at the drivers’ homes, others are at a depot where the 
drivers need to pick up the spreader and salt. Vinterman will know this already for each route. 

• The next step can be that the driver will call back when he is on the route. We 
especially would like to hear from him if he is coming directly from home. This registration is 
also often used as billing information. 

• The last step could be that the driver returns to the depot for reloading and finishing 
up the activity. 
 

Vinterman also knows the duration of each step. If the time is exceeded, Vinterman will 
prompt for missing action and the operator can call the driver. A typical salting action is initiated 
at 3 a.m., and at this hour we have to incorporate the risk that a driver has fallen asleep again. 

All of this seems like a lot for the Vinterman operator to handle, but as most registrations 
are made by just one click with the mouse, it goes very smoothly. Normally the operator uses a 
headset and leaves all the calling and controlling to Vinterman. Some larger road authorities are 
using a voice response system for the initial call to most of the drivers. 

During the call out the operator works with Vinterman on one computer, but normally 
there is also at least one extra monitor with a status map. Figure 5 illustrates the status of each 
route (coded by color), and all equipment with on-line data collection is also presented. Using 
the map gives a good overview, and it is very easy to identify missing routes if something is 
forgotten. On routes with data collection it is also possible to see the entire action in detail. In 
situations where redirection of equipment is needed it is very helpful to know the location of 
each piece of equipment. 

 

 
FIGURE 5  Presentation of routes and online spreaders. 
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On all spreaders with online data collection Vinterman is able to see when the driver is 
starting and finishing the route without the need for phone calls. At the same time Vinterman 
receives data about dosage at salting actions, and it can warn the Vinterman operator about 
wrong settings and faults on the equipment during the action. A typical example is that the driver 
has been using a dosage that is much too low. This can be identified early during the action 
instead of afterwards, when he returns to the depot. 

Vinterman assists the operator on the winter central by handling the call outs. Together, a 
better quality process is established, and there is full documentation of every action that has 
taken place. 
 
First Step on Intelligent Spreaders: Online Data Collection 
 
In the 2003–2004 season there are more than 200 pieces of equipment in Denmark from different 
suppliers with online data collection and presentation within Vinterman. Most of this equipment 
is salt spreaders, but there are also 4 patrol cars and approximately 35 trucks and tractors with 
plows and sweepers. The data coming from this equipment can be analyzed during or after an 
action (Figure 6). This enables a follow-up on the quality of the driver’s work.  
 
 

 
FIGURE 6  Presentation of one activity with red and black spots.  

The lime color is a reference activity. 
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The standard presentation within Vinterman shows an activity on a map, graphically and 
as a detailed data list. The system has a facility where you can get a reference map of the optimal 
situation on the route to compare with the actual situation. This presentation gives the following 
benefits: 

 
• On the map you can quickly identify missing parts of the route—there will be a green 

line without any black or red bullets. 
• With the graphics, it is easy to identify wrong adjustments of the dosage, spreading 

width, symmetry, and more. 
• There always is access to all detailed data received from the spreader. 

 
Generally, a 1-m smaller spreading width is used, and the button for spreading symmetry 

is almost never touched. By making an analysis with Vinterman on a series of existing salting 
actions the conclusions are  
 

• Handling spreading width is a problem from time to time. A good driver normally has 
no problems. 

• Spreading symmetry is rarely used. On routes in urban areas this should be used more 
often. 

• Initial dosage settings according to the order are normally handled well. But special 
routes where higher dosages need to be applied at some parts of the route are in generally not 
observed. An example could be a section with open asphalt. 

• Spreading with too high speed seldom occurs. The drivers know that it is easy to see 
afterward. 
 

This is the result based on analysed routes in the season 2002–2003. This is even after the  
 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 7  Example of a spreader control box. 
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drivers have been through a comprehensive formalized training program to ensure that they had 
the skills to drive with a spreader (Figure 7).  

The conclusion is that online data collection has improved the quality of the result on the 
roads, but at the same time it has documented that the quality can be further improved. It also 
shows that it is difficult to drive with an advanced spreader, take care of the traffic, and make 
comprehensive adjustments to the control box at the same time. 
 
Next Step for Intelligent Spreaders: Global Positioning System–Controlled Spreading 
 
Based on the fact that the spreading actions could distribute the salt better, a project on Global 
Positioning System (GPS)–controlled spreading has been initiated. The idea is that the road 
geometry, surface, and dosage are known before the action starts and should therefore be handled 
automatically without the need for the driver to adjust the control box (Figure 8). The driver will 
still be able to override the automatic adjustments, for example, changing of the spreading 
symmetry in windy situations.  

Implementation of GPS-controlled spreading will be good for traffic safety and can 
improve the quality of the salting actions. 

The project was initiated in the spring of 2003 and has included the Danish road 
authorities and the suppliers of salt spreaders on the Danish market. In 2003 a general standard 
for communication of all needed information between the spreader and Vinterman has been 
established. 

The Standard for Communication Between VINTERMAN and the Road Clearing 
Equipment initially covered only the monitoring of information but is now expanded with control 
information to handle GPS-controlled spreading (Figure 9). The standard is based on the German
DAU-protocol for mobile data collection. 
 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 8  Example of how spreader settings can change automatically during a route. 
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FIGURE 9  Communication of monitoring and control information between  

spreaders and Vinterman. 
 

In the winter of 2003–2004 the manufacturers are trying to implement GPS-controlled 
spreading on their spreaders. The first steps are to provide the equipment with a facility to replay 
a tour collected by the same spreader, but later they should be able to receive a reference tour 
directly from Vinterman. 

Expectations of this project are high; however, it must be accepted that there will be 
several steps ahead before GPS-controlled spreading is working smoothly. 

GPS-controlled spreading is also a necessary basis to benefit from section based 
prognoses. When the meteorological people are ready with section-based prognoses, GPS-
controlled spreading is necessary for implementing the usage of these prognoses.  
 
Salting Methods 
 
Methods to prevent slippery roads during hoarfrost and snow situations on the major road system 
in Denmark have moved from the spreading of dry salt to the method predominantly used today, 
namely, the spreading of prewetted salt. But the use of pure brine is also interesting at least in 
hoarfrost situations. 

In order to test the methods, the Danish Road Directorate, the county of Funen, and the 
machine manufacturer Epoke have carried out studies on the motorway across the island of 
Funen (E20) during the winters of 2000–2001 and 2001–2002.  

The Danish Ministry of Environmental Protection has subsidized these studies, which 
consisted of comparisons of slippery roads control using prewetted salt and brine, respectively.  

An important study parameter was the ability to determine residual salt quantities when 
using either method. Unfortunately, the sensors for measuring residual salt proved unable to 
provide reliable data. 
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Therefore, the results are based on picture recordings from stationary cameras from 
various road sections as well as personal observations of the conditions made by individual 
committee members.  

The conclusion is that in hoarfrost situations the use of brine instead of the traditional 
method of prewetted salt enables salt savings of at least 30%. According to the study, salt 
savings do not seem to be possible in snow situations, which may claim up to 50% of the salt 
consumption used for winter road maintenance in Denmark. There is reason to believe, though, 
that potential salt savings may be obtained, although to a much more limited extent. 

The involved parties intend to continue their efforts of trying to reduce the salt 
consumption, which is why the advantages and disadvantages of the two methods will be 
registered over the coming winters. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In Denmark we have focused on improving the quality of the winter service. This paper 
describes how the common RWIS and Vinterman system have been implemented, and ensure 
that the work on the winter central is carried out using well-proven procedures and with access to 
the best weather prognoses. 

There also has been much effort on implementing a nationwide training program for 
drivers with spreaders and plows; but here it is obvious that there are still some steps to go. 
Using the GPS-controlled spreading technology should help in the future. 

There also is focus on the environmental impact of the usage of salt. Therefore, there is a 
move to combi-spreaders, which in some weather situations can use pure brine and still be able 
to use traditional salt, for example, in snow situations. There is hope to benefit someday from 
section-based weather prognoses and GPS-controlled spreading in order to save salt. 
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WINTER MAINTENANCE: POLICY, MANAGEMENT, AND PERFORMANCE 
 

Analysis of Road Weather Information System Users in  
California and Montana 

 
LISA BALLARD 

Montana State University–Bozeman 
 
 

 road weather information system (RWIS)—a network of weather stations, forecasting 
services, and the supporting infrastructure—has been used widely in the United States and 

Canada since the late 1980s. Through separate projects with Montana Department of 
Transportation (DOT) and California Department of Transportation (Caltrans), Western 
Transportation Institute (WTI) collected information from road weather information users 
through surveys and interviews. Montana DOT’s survey, completed in September 2000, received 
responses from 89 Montana DOT maintenance personnel. WTI conducted the Caltrans study in 
January 2002, and received responses from maintenance and traffic operations staff representing 
11 of the 12 districts. Although not identical, the surveys included questions in similar 
categories, including training; current use, methods, and data; station siting; and accuracy.   

For the new analysis, WTI will once again interview representatives from state DOTs 
concerning changes made to the states’ RWISs since the survey and their possible effect on 
future survey response. WTI will then compile and summarize the states’ operations and 
structures, highlighting any changes made following the original surveys. RWIS use will be 
compared with that of other states contacted through the interview process. 

The objective of this analysis is to identify trends or improvements that are applicable on 
the national level. This information will be of interest and benefit to transportation officials 
wishing to gain a better understanding of the users’ perspective on RWIS, identify areas of 
improvement for a state’s RWIS system, and learn about applicable experiences from other 
states.  
 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
A road weather information system (RWIS) is a network of weather stations, forecasting 
services, and the supporting infrastructure. Generally, RWIS refers to the entire system used to 
obtain data, including the roadside equipment, the remote processing unit that obtains data from 
the site, the central processing unit that receives the data, the communication systems that send 
the data, and any site-specific weather forecast service using the weather station data and public 
forecasts. The roadside equipment used in weather information sites, also defined as 
environmental sensor stations (ESS), is compatible with the National Transportation 
Communications for ITS Protocol (NTCIP) and the National ITS Architecture. Unlike ESS, 
RWIS systems are not necessarily NTCIP compliant. This document will use the term “RWIS” 
with reference to the entire system and the term “RWIS stations” to refer to roadside sensor 
stations. 

A 
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Transportation managers use the information from RWIS to make maintenance and 
advisory decisions that help reduce the number of incidents during severe weather conditions. 
RWIS has been used widely in the United States and Canada since the late 1980s, when the 
development of accurate sensors made it possible to determine pavement surface temperatures, 
and the maintenance community began using a more proactive approach to snow and ice removal 
(1). These systems are used most commonly to detect snow and ice, aid in efforts to remove it 
from roadways, and help alert motorists to dangerous driving conditions. RWIS is a critical 
component in supporting the following traveler services (among others): 
 

• Maintenance decisions, 
• Alert messages on roadside changeable message signs (CMS) (automated or manual), 
• Automated de-icing systems on bridge decks, and 
• Phone or web traveler information systems.  

 
RWIS is one of many sources of weather information used by department of 

transportation (DOT) staff. The camera images available from many sites provide the visual cue 
of the current conditions. Users also access forecasts from multiple sources available via 
subscription [such as the National Weather Service (NWS) and value-added meteorological 
services (VAMS)] to complement the RWIS information. Finally, the Internet augments the 
information available through the subscription services.  

This paper summarizes the RWIS operations and user opinions in California and 
Montana and compares them with those reported by Wyoming DOT in 1998. Specifically, this 
analysis will discuss 
 

• RWIS user profiles, 
• Station siting and networking, 
• Weather information improvement ideas, 
• Perceived current and potential usefulness, 
• Training, and 
• Traffic operations and maintenance usage. 

 
The objective of this analysis is to identify nationally applicable RWIS trends or 

improvements. The information in this paper will be of interest and benefit to transportation 
officials who wish to gain a better understanding of users’ perspectives on RWIS, identify areas 
of improvement for a state’s RWIS system, and learn about related experiences from other states. 

Between July 2000 and June 2002, Western Technical Institute (WTI) at Montana State 
University–Bozeman executed two studies evaluating RWIS use by state DOTs. WTI conducted 
the first study for Montana DOT; the purpose was to identify improvements in the use of 
decision-support tools for winter road maintenance (2). The second study, completed for the 
California DOT (Caltrans) in June 2002, attempted to increase the use and improve the 
effectiveness of Caltrans’ RWIS (1). Much like the Wyoming study conducted by Tabler and 
Associates (3), both studies included a survey of potential RWIS users and interviews with 
people responsible for the maintenance and operations of state highways. 

The Caltrans and Montana DOT surveys included several questions that were similar in 
wording and intent. Some of these questions were developed initially from the Tabler survey of 
Wyoming RWIS users published in 1998. On these similar questions, responses could be 
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compared across the three states. For questions where responders were asked to rank their 
agreement with a statement, the scale for the responses differed among surveys between a three-
point scale and a five-point scale. To compare across surveys, this paper mathematically adjusted 
responses to a five-point scale.   

While the small sample sizes on all three surveys prevent any statistically significant 
conclusions, an analysis and comparison of results highlights some possible trends. Some 
differences should be kept in mind when comparing responses to the survey: 
 

1. Surveys were taken during different years. As technology and its use have improved 
over the years, all else being equal, the most recent surveys should be most positive. 

2. The Caltrans survey included people with a wider variety of responsibilities, 
including traffic management center operators, winter maintenance staff, system support, district 
management, and headquarters staff. Montana and Wyoming responses were exclusively from 
winter maintenance staff. 

3. California is a diverse state with many climates, including mountainous regions with 
heavy snowfall. Overall, though, it has a milder climate than Montana and Wyoming. Some 
respondents to the Caltrans survey work in very mild climates where the need for snow and ice 
information is far more limited than in Montana and Wyoming. All else being equal, this should 
decrease the positive responses related to need of RWIS by Caltrans. 

4. The high population and heavy traffic in metropolitan areas decreases the priority of 
weather information for Caltrans headquarters and metropolitan districts as compared to traffic 
management. 
 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
In addition to surveys, WTI interviewed users and facilitated meetings for the data collection 
process. The Caltrans survey was created and sent to Caltrans RWIS users to assess attitudes 
about RWIS, how each district uses its system, and the problems involved with using RWIS. The 
project’s technical advisory committee (TAC) identified 37 potential users of RWIS in 
California. On January 10, 2002, Caltrans’ New Technology Division (now Division of Research 
and Innovation) sent the electronic survey, with a request to complete it, to those identified by 
the TAC. TAC members also were given the option of forwarding the survey to others as they 
deemed appropriate. The identified survey respondents include winter road maintenance, traffic 
and operations personnel, district management, and headquarters personnel. Of 47 requests for 
responses, 38 surveys were returned and evaluated. For analysis purposes, respondents from 
districts without RWIS (District 5, San Luis Obispo, and District 12, Orange County) were 
removed from the pool of returned surveys; the analysis used a total of 33 surveys. The four 
respondents from headquarters were removed from analysis for questions related to training, 
because they are not expected to use weather information in day-to-day road operations. 

The Montana survey, developed by WTI and made available to Montana DOT 
maintenance personnel, was conducted exclusively online. The survey focused on the sources of 
weather information that personnel accessed to understand current weather conditions and to  
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make maintenance decisions in response to the weather. It also addressed what weather 
information was most helpful and how it influenced the type and timing of response. A total of 
87 responses was received. All respondents worked in the field of winter road maintenance. The 
Wyoming survey had 69 respondents, all working in winter maintenance as well. 

The most recent updates on the use of RWIS were obtained through interviews, informal 
discussions, and interactions provided by current projects. In the fall of 2003, the operations 
manager at Montana DOT was interviewed to get the most recent perceptions of changes in 
technology and road weather maintenance and their impact on the use of weather information (4). 
 
 
USE OF ROAD WEATHER INFORMATION SYSTEM 
 
Before understanding users’ perceptions, it is important to identify who the users are. The 
following paragraphs provide a more detailed description of the various RWIS locations and 
users in California and Montana.   

In 1990, Caltrans began using RWIS for the first time when District 7 installed three sites 
on the Grapevine between Los Angeles and the Central Valley. Since then, 10 of the 12 districts 
have begun to use RWIS. As of July 2003, there were 81 RWIS sites throughout California with 
plans to install 179 more sites (Figure 1). 

Caltrans districts are responsible for the procurement, siting, operations, and maintenance 
of RWIS with minimal input from Caltrans headquarters. In general, neighboring districts can 
access the RWIS data if they use the same vendor, but there is no statewide network of Caltrans 
RWIS. Most of the stations are placed strategically to address specific problems. In regions 
where snow is not prevalent, sites are situated to help monitor frost, ice, wind, or fog. In the 
Cascades, Sierra Nevada, and southern California mountain ranges, the primary purpose for 
placing RWIS is for snow and ice control. Some districts choose to cluster their sites around 
specific problem areas (Districts 3, 8, 10, and 11), while the pattern of placement in other 
districts is distributed more evenly (Districts 2 and 6).    

Winter maintenance staff constitute the majority of the RWIS data users, although an 
increasing number of users are in the transportation management centers (TMC) or maintenance 
dispatch. For example, District 8 (San Bernardino and Riverside Counties) has seven sites tightly 
spaced along Cajon Pass primarily to monitor the winds. TMC operators receive an audible 
alarm whenever the winds exceed a threshold speed. District 6 (Fresno and portions of the Sierra 
Nevada) plans a network of stations across the southern Central Valley to be able to monitor 
heavy fog conditions from their TMC. At the time the Caltrans analysis was completed, data 
from only a limited number of sites were available to anyone outside of Caltrans. 

As of June 2001, Montana DOT’s RWIS network included 59 stations throughout the 
state. Montana DOT placed their sites in a relatively even pattern across the state (Figure 2), with 
all sites falling within the Interstate system or the primary route system. No RWIS is on urban 
state routes or secondary state routes. The density of stations is about the same on the two 
systems, but the Interstate system has a higher density of cameras. Four of five mountain passes 
on the Interstate system have RWIS, and two of seven passes on primary routes have stations 
(Table 1).  
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FIGURE 1  Caltrans RWIS locations and district boundaries. 
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FIGURE 2  Montana RWIS locations. 

 
 
 

TABLE 1  Montana RWIS and Camera Locations by Road Type 
RWIS Sites Cameras Passes Road  

Type 
 

Miles Number Density Number Density Number With Sites
Interstate 1,200 19 1:63 mi 4 1:300 mi 5 4 

Urban 160 0  0  No data 0 
Primary 2,760 40 1:69 mi 3 1:920 mi 7 2 

Secondary 2,340 0  0  No data 0 
Total 6,460 59 1:109 mi 7 1:922 mi 12 6 

 
 

Managing the RWIS from headquarters, Montana DOT linked all 59 stations into one 
system. Primary users are Montana DOT maintenance staff, but information is available to the 
general public from the Montana DOT website. In addition to RWIS data, maintenance staff 
members also have access to specialized forecasts that can help in making winter maintenance 
decisions. The station data are linked to the MesoWest Mesonet of surface weather stations used 
by meteorologists. Finally, the forecast models used for the Montana 511 Traveler Information 
phone number use the RWIS data as one input. 
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USER PERCEPTIONS 
 
A review of the survey results will provide an indication of users’ perception. As the surveys in 
California, Montana, and Wyoming had a limited number of responses, it is important to note the 
characteristics of the survey responders. In California, 14 of the 33 responses indicated a primary 
job function of winter maintenance; 9 were from traffic operations, 6 from management, and 2 
from RWIS system maintenance. All of the 87 Montana responses were from the maintenance 
division. Seventy-five percent of the responses were field supervisors; 15% were 
superintendents, 7% maintenance chiefs, and 3% indicated other job functions. While this 
breakdown was not available from the published Wyoming survey results, that effort targeted the 
Wyoming DOT maintenance staff.   

A second respondent characteristic is the method of accessing the RWIS data. When 
asked, “How do you usually obtain information from RWIS?” 93% of Montana DOT 
respondents access it from a computer they operate, as compared with 62% of Caltrans 
respondents and 61% of Wyoming respondents (Figure 3). These differences may be a reflection 
of the types of people who responded to the surveys (Caltrans responders were more diverse). 
The lower number of responders who access information from their own computer from 
Wyoming could reflect advancements in technology experienced since the time of the survey.   

 
 

How do you usually obtain information from RWIS? Caltrans Wyoming Montana

9 37 4
From a computer that I operate 21 61 79
I usually do not obtain this information 2 2 2
Other: 2

RPU's page when conditions are ice or snow  
Tell someone to show me the data. Data is currently not available.  

Verbally, by notes, or by printout, from a computer operated by 
someone else

Caltrans
2002

26%

6% 6%

62%

From a computer operated by someone else
From a computer that I operate
I usually do not obtain this information
Other

Wyoming
1998

2%

37%
61%

Montana
2001

5%
2%

93%

 
FIGURE 3  Access to RWIS data in three states. 
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A third respondent characteristic is related to the method of obtaining weather 
information. The Montana and Caltrans survey included a question asking how often they used 
different sources of weather information in making weather-related decisions on their job (Figure 
4). The use of RWIS was about the same for both states and was used less than television 
weather reports and the Internet. However, the Caltrans responders’ use of RWIS ranked second 
of the provided choices while Montana responders’ use ranked sixth. Overall, Montana 
responders indicated a higher use of all forms of weather information than Caltrans responders. 
The responses indicated that Montana responders were more likely to use more traditional 
methods of obtaining weather information, such as television, weather radio, and commercial 
radio.  

As previously discussed, Caltrans currently does not have a statewide RWIS network. 
When asked what other delivery methods were desirable, more than 70% of the Caltrans 
responders agreed that statewide data available over the web was desirable (Figure 5). Among 
the other choices for new delivery methods, there were pronounced differences in perceptions 
between the two states for the Internet (preferred by Caltrans) and the radio (preferred by MDT). 
 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 4  Methods of obtaining weather information (Caltrans and Montana). 

1 2 3 4 5

Televised weather reports 

Weather radio broadcasts 

Commercial radio weather reports

Telephone calls 

2-way radio calls 

Pager 

RWIS computer application 

Non-DOT Internet website 

Never                                                                        Very Often

Caltrans Montana 

HOW OFTEN do you use these METHODS to obtain weather information for 
making weather-related decisions in your job?
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FIGURE 5  Other desirable delivery methods (Caltrans and Montana). 

 
 
Usefulness 
 
The Caltrans survey included a question addressing the potential of RWIS for differing purposes: 
“Rate the potential usefulness of RWIS and VAMS for the following functions.” Among the 
functions provided, responders ranked only the potential usefulness of RWIS and VAMS below 
the median value only for intense rain traveler information. Among the other functions that 
responders ranked, they ranked the potential for snow and ice traveler information highest, ahead 
of snow and ice control (Figure 6). 

The Montana survey asked for suggestions to improve the usefulness of the RWIS 
systems. Many of the comments were related to more accurate forecasts and more stations. 
Others reflected issues with slow Internet connections and infrequent update periods. Some 
responders indicated that more cameras were desirable. Other common comments requested 
making the systems easier to use or making it easier to understand how to use the information. 
Finally, some comments requested a system that could provide accurate weather information 
over a terrain of around 50 mi. 

Finally, all three of the surveys asked the responder to rate the usefulness of different site-
specific information for winter maintenance (Figure 7): 

If other methods for delivery of weather information were provided, which 
would be desirable?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Internet

Caltrans web with RWIS statewide

TV

Radio

Pagers for alert conditions

Dial-up voice recording of current conditions

No other methods are needed

Other

% of Respondents 

Caltrans Montana
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FIGURE 6  Potential usefulness of RWIS and VAMS (Caltrans only). 

 
 

• Air temperature, 
• Wind speed and direction, 
• Pavement temperature, 
• Road subsurface temperature, 
• Dewpoint and relative humidity, 
• Precipitation and snowfall, 
• Road surface condition, 
• Freezing-point depressant (Caltrans and Montana), 
• Visibility data, 
• Video image (Caltrans and Montana), and 
• Forecasted conditions (Wyoming and Montana).   

 
While each of the measurements was rated above the middle value for all three states, 

there were some differences among choices. The usefulness of wind was rated higher for 
Montana and Wyoming than California. Aside from the question on higher impact of wind on 
winter maintenance in Montana and Wyoming, the Caltrans survey had a separate question on 
the usefulness of these measurements for traffic operations and traveler warnings that wasn’t on 
the previous two surveys. Another noticeable difference between the states’ responses related to 
the usefulness of road subsurface temperatures, where Wyoming rated it lower. 
 

Rate the potential usefulness of RWIS and VAMS for the following functions 

Caltrans Users

1 2 3 4 5 

Snow and ice control including anti-icing

Snow and ice traveler information

Icy bridges/black ice treatment

Icy bridges/black ice traveler information

Intense rain traveler information

Flooding traveler information

Low visibility traveler information

High winds traveler information

Lowest                                                        Highest 
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FIGURE 7  Perceived usefulness of reported station data  

(Caltrans, Wyoming, and Montana). 
 
 
Training 
 
All three surveys had questions regarding the amount of RWIS training received and the desire, 
for additional training to improve RWIS usage (Table 2). In all three states, responders indicated 
a limited amount of training. For Caltrans, 88% indicated they had received less than 8 h of 
training in the past 2 years. Montana and Wyoming responders were asked to classify how much 
training they had received. Montana responders were given four choices—considerable amount, 
some, minimal amount, or none. Wyoming responders were given three choices—considerable 
amount, some, or none. Eighty-six percent of Montana users indicate less than a considerable 
amount of training. For Wyoming, that amount was 83%. Although the questions differed 
between the surveys, the amount of training correlates. 

When asked if more training would lead to better use of RWIS or if the amount of 
training received was adequate, the Montana and Caltrans respondents agreed that it was not 
adequate. Only 21% of Montana respondents answered that additional training would not help 

How useful is the following specific site information for the purpose of 
WINTER ROAD MAINTENANCE (e.g., plowing, anti-icing, de-icing)? 

1 2 3 4 5

Air temperature 

Wind speed/direction 

Pavement temperature 

Road subsurface temperature 

Dew point/relative humidity 

Precipitation/snowfall 

Road surface condition 

Freezing-point depressent 

Visibility data 

Video Image 

Forecasted conditions 

Lowest                                                                               Highest

Caltrans Wyoming Montana 
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TABLE 2  Survey Responses to Training Questions in Three States 

 
 

them use RWIS to better advantage. No Caltrans responder felt the training received was 
excessive, and only 38% felt they received sufficient, or more than sufficient, training. Wyoming 
respondents did not agree with their counterparts; 53% of Wyoming responders felt more 
training would not help. 

Two conclusions were drawn from these series of questions. First, few respondents across 
all three states felt they had received too much training. Second, responses indicated that RWIS 
users in Montana and California, at the time the survey was taken, wanted more training. Finally, 
the author concluded that the training and overall situation within Wyoming DOT in 1998 left 
their users with less desire to learn more about RWIS usage. Although many factors may have 
contributed to the situation in Wyoming, one or more of the following also may have been 
responsible: 
 

1. An improvement in American society as a whole between 1998 and 2001 in the 
quality, ease of use, and acceptance of technology; 

2. A training program provided in 1998 in Wyoming that was perceived as less useful 
than training programs attended by Montana or Caltrans users; 

3. More acceptance of technology by winter maintenance staff over time; 
4. Better knowledge of how RWIS, in particular, can help winter maintenance staff do 

their jobs; and 
5. A better RWIS, including station sensors, communications, and user interface. 

Over 40 hours 0% Excessive 0% 
20–40 hours 3% More than adequate 17% 
8–20 hours 13% Correct amount 21% 
Under 8 hours 50% Less than adequate 29% 
None 33% Minimal 33% 

Montana Wyoming Montana Wyoming

Considerable amount 14% 16% Yes 56% 30%
Some 48% 73% No 21% 53%
Minimal amount 26% NA Don't know or not sure 23% 17%
None 12% 10%

How would you classify this amount of 
training?

In the past 2 years, how many hours 
of training have you received in 
obtaining, interpreting, and using 
RWIS information? 

How much training have you received 
in obtaining, interpreting, and using the 
RWIS information? 

Montana & Wyoming
Do you think that you could use the 
RWIS to better advantage if you received 
more training?

Caltrans
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STUDY RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
The fundamental conclusion of the Caltrans report is that RWIS provides many benefits and has 
great potential. Therefore, Caltrans should continue to pursue and develop its system and other 
weather-related features for managing California roadways. There are numerous institutional 
issues that prevent Caltrans from moving towards its goal of a fully realized, linked RWIS. 
Given these issues and the vision for RWIS in Caltrans and input from project participants, the 
researchers identified key recommendations for improvement and asked the TAC to prioritize 
these recommendations. The prioritized recommendations, including indications of 
implementation costs, are listed in Table 3. Details on these recommendations can be found in 
the Caltrans RWIS report. 

The Montana road weather study recommended a continued improvement on the use of 
weather information. In particular, it highlighted four areas of focus: 
 

• RWIS planning, 
• Improved forecasts, 
• Integrated decision support system, and 
• Training. 

 
With reference to the survey and focus group, users highly prioritized the desire for 

additional RWIS deployments and relocation of some of the existing RWIS, and emphasized the 
need for reliable weather information. Although the focus group did not rank the planning of a 
complete RWIS network highly, a number of comments during the activity indicated that this 
seemed implied in the new deployment and relocation activities. Furthermore, the need for 
relocation of existing RWIS indicates that better planning for initial placement would be 
beneficial. All of these issues point to the genuine need for an RWIS planning effort that 
 

• Defines the need, location, and priority of additional RWIS sites; 
• Determines the optimum locations and relocation strategies for existing RWIS sites; 

and 
• Defines the required capabilities of each existing and proposed site. 

 
In addition, such a planning effort would allow the necessary coordination with national level 
requirements to ensure compatibility within the larger ITS network. 

Many of the problems encountered by Montana RWIS users could be addressed through 
an integrated decision support system. Focus group discussions pointed out the importance of 
easy access to, and timely merging of, multiple types of weather information. Another issue 
discussed during the meeting was the difference in responses by various decision makers to 
similar weather events. Although different road segments may require different treatments for a 
given weather or pavement condition, this difference is generally subtle in comparison with the  
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TABLE 3  Assess Caltrans RWIS Recommendations for Institutional Improvements 
Category Recommendations Priority Cost 

Continue pursuing RWIS and weather-related features for managing Caltrans 
roadways. 

4 Medium

Assess sensor capabilities to address trade offs of cost, accuracy, and 
reliability; develop performance specifications for sensors. 

4 Medium

Conduct benefit-cost analysis of RWIS development. 4 Medium
Update headquarters electrical maintenance inventory with RWIS stations. 4 Medium

General 

Identify deployment locations based on safety and relevant other criteria. 5 Medium
MDSS Identify Caltrans representative to participate and track national MDSS efforts. 3 Low 

Include RWIS information and road conditions in Caltrans-designed traveler 
information sources: 
• Web page, 
• Phone systems including 511, and 
• California Highway Incident Network. 

4 Medium

Conduct detailed requirements and design to provide information in a manner 
most useful to the traveling public. 

4 Medium

Traveler 
Information 

Include the ability to incorporate forecasted conditions into traveler 
information systems. 

3 Medium

Include RWIS in requirements for upgrades to ATMS. 4 Medium
Include ability to incorporate site-specific forecasts. 3 Medium

Traffic 
Management 
Systems Include user-settable operational alarms. 4 Medium

Establish a statewide RWIS coordinator. 4 Medium
Encourage each district to utilize existing headquarters staff and experts in 
other districts. 

4 Low 

Hold an RWIS user group meeting every other year 
• Include training and 
• Invite partners. 

4 Medium

Require roadside equipment to be NTCIP compliant; require software to be 
compliant with National ITS Architecture and regional architectures. 

4 Medium

Validate NTCIP compliance through independent contractor. 4 Low 

Statewide 
Coordination 
and 
Assistance 

Require that data from RWIS and forecasts be owned by Caltrans and can be 
housed on Caltrans servers. 

5 Low 

Procure equipment through competitive bid process or request for proposal 
process. 

4 Low Product 
Selection Establish one statewide contract for each chosen vendor. 3 Low 

Provide Caltrans RWIS data to MesoWest. 3 Low 
Develop relationship with the local NWS and other identified potential 
partners. 

4 Low 

Initiate an effort to form or join a California meteorological consortium. 4 Low Partnerships 

Identify potential partners from which to collect meteorological data and 
exchange information. 

4 Low 

Interested districts should pursue products that provide access to data via 
pager, Internet, or mobile phone. 

4 MediumAccess to 
Data from 
Field Create opportunities to develop and deploy “push” technology (e.g., e-mail 

alerts) to assisted partner organizations. 
4 Medium

Note: Priority ranked from 5 (very important) to 1 (not important). 
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need for motorists to experience relatively consistent roadway maintenance conditions from one 
maintenance area to the next. A decision support system can provide recommendations to 
decision makers, thereby creating a more consistent approach to statewide winter maintenance. 
Planning for such a system is imperative to ensure acceptance and use among personnel.  

Finally, the data collected indicated a need for improved training. Winter maintenance 
decision makers need to have a thorough understanding of the information sources available, 
how to access the information, and how to interpret the information. In addition, a more thorough 
understanding of how the systems, such as RWIS, work will help these personnel to recognize 
malfunctions, lack of calibration, or bogus information. Training in these and other topics, as 
additional systems come into use, is necessary to provide the greatest benefits from the 
technology applications.  
 
 
CHANGES SINCE STUDIES 
 
Due to the economic and political issues that the state of California has been facing in the 17 
months since the completion of Assess Caltrans RWIS, the author is unaware of any recent, 
significant changes in the use or procurement of RWIS by Caltrans. An additional contributing 
cause could be the lack of a staff person available to take the lead on this issue. Caltrans District 
2, located near Redding in northeastern California, has implemented some changes that were 
already under way during the project. The district has posted their RWIS data, along with camera 
images, on their website’s traveler information page. This is the first and only district in the state 
to post RWIS information (5). 

The Montana RWIS survey was completed in 2001. Since that time, Montana DOT has 
seen better communications infrastructure, improved software, and the initiation of just-in-time 
anti-icing. These changes have impacted the use of RWIS by making the system more useful and 
by decreasing the need for the information.   

According to Montana DOT’s operations manager, the implementation of just-in-time 
anti-icing is the biggest impact on RWIS use. Instead of placing chemicals hours or days before 
the onset of a storm based on the forecast, as prescribed in the anti-icing methodology that has 
been recommended over the past few years, just-in-time anti-icing waits for treatment until the 
first snowflake falls. This change was implemented because of situations where Montana DOT 
used anti-icing liquids (magnesium chloride) before the start of a forecasted storm that never hit 
the forecasted location. With this philosophy in road treatment, there is less priority on tracking a 
storm and precisely forecasting when a storm will start. For a just-in-time approach, there is a 
need for forecast as well as personal observation. Although Montana DOT is happy with the just-
in-time approach, it would return to the more traditional anti-icing techniques if it had highly 
accurate forecasts. 

As the DOT continues to try new approaches, they experience changing weather data 
needs. There is not a one-size-fits-all approach that works in Montana. To address this, Montana 
DOT is trying different VAMS in one of its districts. The concept of this VAMS forecast differs 
from other contracted VAMS works in that it is oriented to provide a forecast across a larger 
area, for segments of roads and for regions of the state. The other type of forecast is tied more 
closely to the precise location of the RWIS station and the pavement temperature sensor. The 
data from the sensor initiate and verify the forecast for that location.      
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Another change that has improved RWIS use is the continued upgrade of the software 
and systems used to access RWIS data. Montana DOT recently purchased upgraded computers 
for staff access to the system and improved the Internet connection from a weak to a strong land-
line. Montana DOT also is researching direct-services lines and high-speed wireless connections 
for its section houses. Increased use of RWIS also can be tied to maintenance staff’s greater 
confidence in the use of computer applications. 

In identifying the cost–benefit of an RWIS and VAMS forecast system, the Montana 
DOT operations manager felt that an expenditure of $100,000 per year for the state of Montana 
for forecasts and RWIS maintenance would be a good deal if the service were good, if Montana 
DOT people were properly trained in the use of the information, and if the information was 
presented in a format that Montana DOT winter maintenance staff wanted.    

When discussing the use of RWIS, Montana DOT indicated that people outside of the 
transportation industry use the RWIS information. For example, Montana RWIS data have been 
used to assist in siting a wind farm. Also, Montana DOT RWIS is part of the MesoWest Mesonet 
and thus is incorporated into other weather models that improve forecasts from NWS and other 
forecast providers and hence improve information for everyone including Montana DOT. 
Finally, the operations manager noted that the traveling public utilized the RWIS information 
quite a bit through the Montana DOT traveler information website. (4). 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Despite the potential of weather information to make our roadways safer, it is not clear how 
much the local maintenance decision makers use even the most basic observations, such as 
RWIS. The use appears to be based somewhat on individual preference but is also related to 
training, the perceived accuracy of the data, and the influence of senior staff. In many cases, a 
maintenance decision maker simply reads the current situation from the plow truck instead of 
reviewing forecasts.   

Users recognize the limited usefulness of the point-source data provided by RWIS. 
Maintenance staff relate stories of how one RWIS is placed to detect the location that ices first 
while another RWIS is placed to represent the average conditions at a site. Others will say a 
certain location does not report pavement temperatures anymore because the puck has been 
paved over. While proper placement and maintenance increase the usefulness of the sensor, it is 
still impossible for sensors to estimate pavement temperatures economically through complex 
terrain. 

When users are trying to get weather information, they are using every source they can 
access. They are just as likely to use publicly available resources as they are to use the products 
designed for highway weather information. The Caltrans survey and the Montana survey both 
asked, “How often do you use these methods to obtain weather information for making weather-
related decisions in your job?” The highest used sources were non-Caltrans Internet websites and 
televised weather reports, with the RWIS computer application ranking in the middle of the list.  

In discussing how weather information is used, national, state, and local decision makers 
should recognize the importance of road and weather information to travelers. In a rural, cold-
region environment, this information is more important to travelers than construction 
information, traffic conditions, travel times, public transit information, or incident information.  
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With accessibility to RWIS data, road-weather forecasts, governmental forecast agencies, 
private meteorological conditions, and research or experimental applications, through television, 
radio, web, telephone, page, or subscription satellite service, it is easy to understand if the 
maintenance or traffic management user does not know how to best use all of that information.   

Despite the current availability of abundant weather information, the quality is not good 
enough for the most proactive and innovative responses. Montana DOT is moving away from 
anti-icing and toward just-in-time anti-icing partially because inaccurate forecasts have led to the 
placement of liquid chemicals when no storm occurs or vice versa. If maintenance decision 
makers felt they had timely, reliable, and accurate forecasted conditions, MDT would reconsider 
an earlier anti-icing treatment policy. At this point, this quality of forecast data has not been 
developed. Furthermore, computer-based decision support tools and full access to a 
meteorologist can assist greatly in improving the interpretation of weather information.    

Another opportunity for access to a larger network of weather information is to work with 
other interested parties. Incident response agencies and personnel, such as fire fighters, highway 
patrol, and emergency medical services, must travel in all weather conditions and have their own 
sets of needs that should be incorporated into a national policy. The trucking industry and 
transporters of hazardous materials also can contribute. 

Overall, given the differences in population and climate, snow and ice control impacts a 
larger percentage of travelers and of roads in Montana than in California. As such, from a 
statewide perspective, Montana DOT seems to place a higher priority on snow and ice control 
than Caltrans. Users in both states are finding that RWIS is a useful tool in managing winter road 
conditions, with Caltrans showing innovative uses for high wind and low-visibility monitoring. 
RWIS and other weather information tools are perceived to be useful, but institutional and 
technical issues need to be addressed to reach the full potential. In particular, RWIS use can be 
optimized if the following items are addressed: 
 

• Better training; 
• Better forecasts; 
• Appropriate siting and coverage; 
• Appropriate maintenance of the systems; 
• Always improve the manner in which the information is provided to the user; 
• Shortcomings of RWIS and other technologies for providing current and forecasted 

conditions; 
• Access to other networks’ data, especially in California where data are not shared 

statewide; and 
• Sharing of information with partner agencies and the public while addressing liability 

concerns. 
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he user demand for year-round, all-weather mobility has created a great need to bring about 
change and improve the effectiveness of snow and ice control programs at state and local 

government levels. The function of end-to-end snow and ice control research is to discover ways 
to bring about that change. The term “end-to-end research” is used to describe a process that 
includes identification of research needs, the research, peer evaluation, and finally application of 
the research and validation of it in an operational setting. This paper illustrates and documents 
how an important element of snow and ice control research progressed on this arduous trail and 
is now the state of the practice. 

During the past decade, research has made great strides in providing new materials, 
methods, and equipment for improving the maintenance and safety of transportation facilities. 
Topping the list of accomplishments is the way governmental agencies are approaching snow 
and ice control operations. The 1988 to 1993 Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP) 
began the research process with nearly $20 million being spent in a maintenance operations 
research program. Due to the short time span of the program the major resources were directed at 
accomplishing the research, and little effort was spent on technology transfer and 
implementation. The feeling was that the state and local agencies would see the good in the 
research and simply adopt it. 

An international technology scanning tour program followed the sunset of SHRP in 1994 
with a winter maintenance operations scan of Japan, Germany, and Austria; followed by a 1998 
scan of Switzerland, France, Norway, and Sweden; and finally the latest winter operations and 
intelligent transportation systems (ITS) applications scan in 2002 revisited Japan. 

This tremendous influx of new research knowledge and technological advances brings a 
concomitant societal obligation for government to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of 
private and public winter maintenance of transportation facilities. Environment Canada’s recent 
declaration that chloride-based chemicals should be considered Canadian Environmental 
Protection Agency–toxic adds to this sense of urgency for the snow and ice community to focus 
on the proper handling, storage, and application of commonly used anti-icing and deicing 
chemicals. 

Training for supervisors and field operators in understanding the new processes and 
equipment used in these proactive snow and ice control techniques has been slow in developing. 
Lack of effective and scientifically based training has hampered progress in the implementation 
of anti-icing (AI) and road weather information system (RWIS) technologies discovered from 
SHRP and the international scanning tours.   

AASHTO, recognizing these educational needs, established a pooled-fund study to 
provide the necessary financial support to develop a national computer-based, AI/RWIS training  

T 
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program for state and local governments. Nearly all of the Snow Belt states, the American Public 
Works Association (APWA), and the National Association of County Engineers (NACE) 
contributed to this pooled fund. 
 
 
IMPLEMENTATION APPROACH 
 
After completion of SHRP, FHWA realized that the states were not recognizing the value of this 
completed research. The major products of the snow and ice control research, RWIS and AI were 
being implemented only in a few Snow Belt states. A Lead States program was put in place to 
accelerate the implementation process. At the end of the Lead States program it was concluded 
that both RWIS and AI are complicated systems and require initial and refresher training to 
achieve understanding and maintain skills of the users. The Lead State team determined this 
training could be accomplished best with the development of an interactive computer-based, 
stand-alone, training (CBT) program. 

When the Lead States program was ended, the responsibilities for developing and 
implementing the CBT program were handed off to the AASHTO Snow and Ice Cooperative 
Program (SICOP). The Aurora Consortium, an RWIS research consortium, had training as one of 
its top program priorities. The Aurora Consortium and AASHTO SICOP agreed to partner in the 
development of a national AI/RWIS training program with Aurora taking the lead in developing 
the scope of work and obtaining a contractor to build the CBT program. AASHTO was 
designated to be the lead agency in establishing a pooled-fund program to provide the necessary 
financial support and technical guidance to develop an innovative national RWIS/AI CBT 
program for state and local governments. SICOP was charged with raising the necessary funding 
and coordinating the project. APWA, NACE, and more than 90% of the Snow Belt states have 
contributed to the pooled-fund program. 
 
 
THE PRODUCT 
 
Two versions of the CBT program, one generic and the other customized, are the end products of 
this pooled-fund effort. Each version is a menu-driven, hyperlinked, interactive program 
manager. The student (once logged in) can work through this stand-alone training from 
beginning to end, as with a book, and return to the menu at intervals, as desired, to select another 
path. The content includes photographs, illustrations, text, video, charts, animation, interaction, 
narration, and other means of communications. There are opportunities at various points to 
assess the progress the user is making educationally, including quizzes, scenario-based problem 
cases, and exercises. The training can be administered individually or used in a group setting and 
can be the foundation for a certification program. 

The beta version of the generic CBT was been completed and distributed to the states on 
April 30, 2003. Some states used the beta version as a stand-alone training program during the 
winter of 2003–2004 for training during inclement weather when outdoor operations were not 
possible. Others are integrating it into existing academy programs for both initial and refresher 
training. 
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COURSE CONTENT 
 
The course consists of seven lessons containing a total of 38 units. The content outline is listed 
below: 
 

• Lesson 1. Introduction to Anti-Icing and Winter Maintenance 
– Unit 1. The New World of Anti-Icing 
– Unit 2. Benefits of Anti-Icing 
– Unit 3. Anti-icing in a Nutshell 
– Unit 4. Units of Measure 

• Lesson 2. Winter Road Maintenance Management 
– Unit 1. Components of a Successful Anti-Icing Program 
– Unit 2. Preparing for the Winter Season 
– Unit 3. Level of Service 
– Unit 4. Data Collection and Record-Keeping 
– Unit 5. Anti-Icing Communications and Legal Matters 

• Lesson 3. Winter Roadway Hazards and Principles of Overcoming Them 
– Unit 1. Water and its Winter States 
– Unit 2. Road Surface Heat 
– Unit 3. Condensation and Dew Point Temperatures 
– Unit 4. Pavement Temperature—It’s the Key! 
– Unit 5. Snow, Ice and the Roadway 
– Unit 6. Snow/Ice Bonds and Freezing-Point Depressants 
– Unit 7. Dilution of Solution 
– Unit 8. Chemical Concentrations and Application Rates 
– Unit 9. Friction 

• Lesson 4. Weather Basics 
– Unit 1. Weather and Winter Road Maintenance 
– Unit 2. Air, Atmosphere, Heat, and Humidity 
– Unit 3. Weather Systems 
– Unit 4. Regional Weather Influences 
– Unit 5. Precipitation Hazards 
– Unit 6. Nonprecipitation Hazards 

• Lesson 5. Weather and Roadway Monitoring for Anti-Icing Decisions 
– Unit 1. Radar 
– Unit 2. Weather Observation and Data Gathering 
– Unit 3. An Introduction to RWIS 
– Unit 4. The Importance of VAMS 
– Unit 5. Eight Critical Questions 
– Unit 6. Combining Anti-Icing and the Traditional Approach 

• Lesson 6. Computer Access to Road Weather Information 
– Unit 1. An Introduction to the RWIS Screens 
– Unit 2. Navigating Through the System 
– Unit 3. Other Online Resources 

• Lesson 7. Anti-icing Practice in Winter Maintenance Operations 
– Unit 1. Preparing for the Season 
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– Unit 2. Equipment Types, Preparation and Maintenance 
– Unit 3. Material Preparation and Storage 
– Unit 4. Chemical Application Rates 
– Unit 5. End-of-Season Tasks 

 
 
COURSE DOCUMENTATION 
 

• AI/RWIS CBT Setup Guide is a manual describing how to set up the CBT on the 
user’s computer. The guide is written for the information technology staff. 

• AI/RWIS CBT User Guide is the primary reference manual for the CBT. This manual 
is meant for the CBT users. The User Guide explains in detail how to use the software and 
provides a detailed description of each of the CBT’s features and functions. 

• Training Manager Guide is a guide for training managers. It details the Training 
Manager Tool. 

• Course Editor Guide details the use of the Course Editor Tool. The Course Editor is 
designed for training managers. 

• Implementation Guide is written particularly for training managers. It explains how to 
roll out the CBT and how to best monitor student performance both with the CBT and on the job. 
 
 
USING CBT  
 

• A splash screen appears each time the CBT is launched. It is a composite of small 
images reflecting training program content. As the images appear, music plays in the 
background. The splash screen requires about 15 s to build. If the student desires to bypass this 
screen, pressing the space bar or enter key will advance to the log-in screen. 

• The log-in screen must be completed each time so student progress can be recorded. 
Log-in requires first name, last name, password, and job title. Thereafter the Microsoft® Agent 
Jake, an online assistant, addresses the student by their first name. Jake is an animated 
conversational personality that walks the student through the tutorial (discussed below) and 
provides assistance when the student needs help. In addition to assuming the role of a guide, Jake 
appears on occasion to drive home a point or sometimes just to entertain. 

• The welcome video presents a brief video introduction to the course. The welcome 
video plays the first time the student uses the CBT. 

• The tutorial familiarizes the student to the features and functions of the CBT. The full 
tutorial requires 31 min. The student can go through the entire tutorial or select tutorial topics. 
When the student logs back into the program for a subsequent session, he or she can revisit the 
entire tutorial, select topics, or skip the entire tutorial. 

• The Road Map appears once the student exits the tutorial. The Road Map illustrates 
the student’s progress and directs him or her to units within each lesson. Each road sign on the 
screen represents a lesson in the course. Lessons must be completed in order. Completed lesson 
signs are checked off as soon as the student works through all of the lesson content and earns a 
passing score on the postassessment quiz and scenario. 
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• Each lesson begins with a video introduction to the content in that lesson. The main 
topics discussed in the forthcoming lesson are displayed on the screen as a real person host 
mentions them. 

• A preassessment quiz is administered after the lesson introduction. The purpose of the 
preassessment is to evaluate what the student knows before going through the lesson so it can be 
compared with what he or she knows after going through the lesson. The quiz contains questions 
in a variety of common formats (multiple-choice, true/false, and fill-in-the-blank). On the last 
question of the preassessment a Check My Score button will appear. Clicking that button will 
display a score panel with student results. 

• The lesson content in each lesson is organized into units. Each unit is broken down 
into screens. Lessons contain anywhere from three to nine units. Each unit has as few as five or 
as many as 40 to 50 screens. The lesson content is presented using multimedia elements, 
including 

– Text; 
– Bullets (key points); 
– Photographs; 
– Illustrations; 
– Charts, graphs, or tables; 
– Screen element highlighting; 
– Narration; 
– Animation; 
– Digital video; 
– Sound effects; 
– Mouse- or keyboard-controlled (or both) interactive exercises and simulations; 

and 
– Review questions. 

 
Interactive exercises engage the student and topic being discussed. Review questions are 

presented about every 5 to 10 screens. These are designed to check the student’s understanding 
of the topic being discussed over the past few screens. Review questions are presented in a 
variety of formats, such as multiple choice, fill-in-the-blank, true/false, or drag-and-drop. 
Feedback will be provided so that the student can see how he or she did (and if a question was 
missed, what the correct answer is). 

 
• Knowledge Base is a warehouse of information related to AI/RWIS. The student 

should think of it as an online encyclopedia. Material in Knowledge Base is arranged in tab 
groups and discussion topics by subject or area or in an alphabetical index. In addition to text, 
Knowledge Base discussions may include photographs, diagrams, tables, website links, and 
digital videos. Some discussions include links to other discussions. These are identified with blue 
underlined text. The student can click on these hot terms (links) to jump to those discussions in 
the Knowledge Base. 

• The glossary contains a list of AI/RWIS terms and their definitions. 
• A postassessment quiz is used to evaluate what the student knows after going through 

the lesson. On the last question of the postassessment a Check My Score button appears. 
Clicking that button brings results of the postassessment quiz and preassessment scores, so the 
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student can compare what he or she now knows after going through the lesson compared with 
what he or she knew beforehand. 

• While the postassessment quiz evaluated the student’s knowledge of AI/RWIS facts, 
the scenario evaluates his or her understanding of the lesson content by asking for the newly 
acquired knowledge to be put into practice. It is well known that working with theories is one 
thing; working within the constraints of the real world can be quite different. The scenario room 
gives hands-on practice in a simulated winter maintenance facility so that winter maintenance 
decision-making skills can be developed and refined. The scenario room is set up to look like a 
field maintenance garage office. It includes the tools most maintenance facilities have in some 
form or other to learn of an impending winter weather event. The student should be able to 
research the particular nature of the event and make operational decisions based on that research. 
Everything the student does in the Scenario Room is tracked and evaluated. The student is 
encouraged to strive to use pertinent tools available, yet not to waste time clicking on objects that 
will not aid in the particular event. Detailed feedback will be provided once an operational 
decision has been made. If the student does not pick the optimal solution to the problem, the 
optimal solution is explained. The results of the student’s decision are compared with the results 
of the optimal solution. This way the student can learn the consequences of making a less-than-
optimal operational decision. The feedback also lists each step taken, the order of each step, and 
the time needed to complete the step. There are two scenario modes: practice and evaluation. 
Practice mode lets the student work through the scenario without being graded. A student can 
take up to three practice scenarios before tackling the evaluation or graded scenario. 

• The AI/RWIS CBT continues to be a valuable tool even after the student completes 
the course. When the student finishes the CBT, a new feature is activated—the Electronic 
Performance Support System (EPSS) Mode. The student can access this feature through the 
Road Map icon on the Road Map screen. The EPSS Mode screen is divided into two main 
panels. The panel on the left includes a scrolling alphabetical list of discussion topics in the CBT. 
The student locates the topic he or she wishes to review, highlights the topic by clicking on it, 
and then clicks on the Go to Selected Topic button to jump to the first screen of that discussion. 
Above the alphabetical list of topics there is a search field. Rather than scroll through the 
extensive list, the student can type the first few characters of the topic of interest, and the list will 
scroll automatically to the first topic matching the characters the student typed in. On the right-
hand side of the screen, topics are organized into a content tree. If the student needs help, the 
Help button is available. Jake appears and provides the assistance needed. 
 
 
PRODUCT IMPLEMENTATION AND CUSTOMER SATISFACTION 
 
Two versions of the CBT program, one generic and the other customized, were distributed in the 
spring of 2003. APWA and NACE selected the generic version while all but two states desired 
the customized versions. Some states promptly began the customization process, while others 
reviewed the generic content and found it satisfactory for immediate implementation. Those 
states delaying customization felt that they could do a more complete customization after their 
maintenance workers had a chance to become familiar with the program content and determine 
how well the generic material fit their particular snow and ice control operations and learning 
processes. 
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Each state department of transportation (DOT) formed a customization team generally 
consisting of supervisors, equipment operators, and training personnel. Customization included 
tailoring to specific methods, equipment, policies and procedures, and chemicals used in snow 
and ice control operations. Training managers working with the teams selected lessons or 
portions of lessons they wanted presented to the various job classifications in their organization 
and set the thresholds for minimum passing test scores. Some states had photos of snow and ice 
control equipment to include in the customization, others had to obtain the photos during the 
winter of 2003–2004. 

Unanimous feedback from state DOT maintenance personnel and trainers has been that 
the CBT exceeded their expectations. The CBT was installed easily on their computers and fit 
well into their training program. The CBT will work well in either the group or individual 
training mode. The individual training mode is the most popular use. Students find the CBT 
engaging and challenging. Most find 2 h at a session fits best into the daily work schedule and 
does not wear them out. Depending on student experience and ability, the time required to 
complete all seven lessons varies from 20 to 40 h. 

A metric version of the CBT has been prepared for use in the Canadian provinces. 
Converting to metrics was more than just doing the mathematics. Maintenance field jargon and 
techniques were needed for gaining field acceptance. Also maps and radar had to be extended 
northward to provide adequate coverage of the Canadian provinces. 
 
 
INTEGRATION WITH MAINTENANCE DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM 
 
The CBT lays the basic educational foundation for snow and ice control decision makers to 
assess the various road weather elements leading to an operational storm treatment strategy. This 
multifaceted problem is changing constantly so an optimum treatment strategy is usually a 
moving target. An optimal solution can best be achieved with the assistance of a computer-based 
decision support system. 

FHWA recognized the complexity of the problem and developed a prototype winter 
maintenance decision support system (MDSS). The objective of the MDSS effort is to produce a 
prototype tool for decision support for winter road maintenance managers. The MDSS is based 
on diagnostic and prognostic weather research and road condition algorithms, which have been a 
follow on from the SHRP and subsequent Test and Evaluation (TE-28) project efforts. The 
components of the MDSS prototype were developed by the Cold Regions Research and 
Engineering Laboratory, National Center for Atmospheric Research, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, Lincoln Laboratory, National Severe Storms Laboratory, Environmental 
Technology Laboratory, and the Forecast Systems Laboratory. 

The MDSS was tested in several states during the winters of 2001–2002 and 2002–2003. 
Neither winter produced a sufficient number or variety of storm events to test the system 
thoroughly. The project is in its final year (winter 2003–2004) of evaluating selected prototype 
components in an operational environment. The MDSS goal is to provide on a single platform a 
display on the state of the roadway and recommended courses of action together with anticipated 
consequences of action or inaction. The principles and operational techniques found in the final 
version of the MDSS must be consistent with those being taught in the AASHTO AI/RWIS 
CBT. Since both programs were built on SHRP and TE-28 results, they are currently parallel. 
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However, as field evaluations continue and more experience with existing and new chemicals is 
acquired, program content in the CBT is likely to need some minor revision. 
 
 
NEXT STEPS 
 
Modern snow and ice control is a dynamic and continuously changing field. Discussion on the 
quest for new equipment, chemicals, and techniques to solve looming operational problems 
appears daily on the AASHTO SICOP List Serve. Customer expectations for better mobility and 
improved winter driving safety provide the challenge and political momentum necessary to drive 
the road weather research process. As new knowledge becomes available, program content in the 
AI/RWIS CBT needs to be revised so that improvements from snow and ice control and road 
weather research can be implemented and optimized. The basic structure of the CBT has been 
developed so that these revisions can be accomplished in an economical and timely manner. The 
AASHTO Winter Maintenance Technical Service Program has the primary responsibility for 
future maintenance and revision of the CBT. 
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espite the huge sums budgeted by Sapporo for snow-related works, citizens express a high 
demand for improved winter road maintenance. Citizens include various segments, and 

understanding the needs of each segment helps to improve overall satisfaction. This study 
focused on businesses, essential to the economic strength of any city. Businesspeople were 
surveyed regarding winter traffic problems and desired outcomes for snow and ice control. The 
survey examined the importance of winter traffic issues; investigated winter–summer 
comparisons of vehicle-related costs, numbers of visits to clients, time taken to deliver 
merchandise, and number of visits by customers; and found winter traffic accidents in the past 5 
years.  

Rankings of winter traffic issues were clarified by the expanded contributive rule for all 
respondents and for each business category. Despite some differences in ranking due to unique 
features of each business category, three problems ranked high for businesses of all categories: 
“risk of increased traffic accidents,” “decline in visits to clients for meetings/sale,” and “increase 
in time to deliver merchandise.” The performance indicators that address these issues are 
“securing skid-resistance of winter road” and “securing effective road width.” These indicators 
coincided with those ranked high by businesspeople in the opinion survey. Obtaining the 
achievement rates of indicator targets can enable us to measure outcomes of winter road 
maintenance.  

Public services aim to fulfill the needs of citizens, and organizing winter maintenance 
operations according to desired outcomes can promote this objective. We propose a logic model 
of winter road maintenance that incorporates the outcome indicators desired by businesses.  
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Sapporo is the capital of Hokkaido, Japan’s northernmost prefecture. There are 1.84 million 
residents in the city, and 2.5 million in Greater Sapporo. The city receives more snowfall (10-
year average of 1994–2003 is 5 m) than any other metropolitan area of its size in the world. The 
population density is high, and the business sector is vibrant. Although the city budgets great 
sums for winter road maintenance, there is still a high demand among citizens for snow clearing 
and hauling on roads. It is thought that increasing the overall snow removal level uniformly will 
not increase citizen satisfaction.  

D 
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To improve the overall satisfaction of citizens with winter road maintenance, it is 
important to identify and satisfy the needs of each segment of the citizenry. Although the city has 
been surveying the citizens each year on winter road maintenance, few surveys have targeted 
businesspeople. In this study, an opinion survey was given to businesspeople, because the 
business sector is important to a thriving city. 

The opinion survey focused on the importance of winter traffic issues, quantitative 
comparison of road traffic issues between winter and summer, importance ranking of winter 
traffic issues as evaluated by businesses, and performance indicators for winter road maintenance 
based on the needs of businesses. After analyzing the survey results, we proposed a logic model 
that fulfills the needs of businesses for winter road maintenance. 
 
 
OPINION SURVEY 
 
Sapporo 
 
In the 30 years ending in 1995, the population of Sapporo more than doubled from 820,000 in 
1965 to 1.75 million in 1995. This increase continues, although it is largely confined to the 
elderly demographic [see Figure 1, (1)]. Vehicle ownership grew from 830,000 vehicles in 1993 
to 940,000 vehicles in 1998 and continues to grow. In contrast, the city’s gross product and tax 
revenue peaked in 1996. The city’s budget has been expanding because of high demand for 
public services. Efficient and effective public services are very important for the city. 

The snow and ice control budget for Sapporo was 15.7 billion yen (US$ 157 million) in 
FY 2003. Even with such a large allocation, annual opinion surveys show that citizens have 
considered snow removal and hauling to be the most important public service issues for 25 
consecutive years. Annual snowfall fluctuates between 3 m and 6 m, with a typical winter 
producing 5 m (Figure 2). Citizen demand for snow and ice control is always high. 
 
Survey Outline 
 
Interview Survey 
 
In January 2001, an interview survey was made by telephone and fax. The questions addressed 
what winter traffic issues are considered important by businesses. The 19 respondents were 
companies that were members of Sapporo Chamber of Commerce and Industry. The survey 
outlined winter traffic-related problems with respect to business activities. 
 
Questionnaire Survey 
 
Based on the results of the initial interview survey, a detailed questionnaire on urban commercial 
traffic in winter was developed and conducted among members of Sapporo Junior Chamber, Inc. 
Members of this organization were businesspeople younger than 40 who worked for companies 
with offices in Sapporo. Because they managed small and medium-sized businesses or were 
independent professionals (dentists, lawyers, accountants, financial planners, and the like) and 
their opinions reflected those of their businesses, Sapporo Junior Chamber members were 
considered to be representative of the business community.  
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FIGURE 1  Population and gross product of Sapporo. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
FIGURE 2  Snow and ice control outlays and annual snowfall. 
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The questionnaire was distributed by hand at the regular meeting of the Sapporo Junior 
Chamber on July 10, 2001. Collection was made immediately after the meeting and later by post. 
Of 104 questionnaires handed out, 65 were collected. 

The survey aimed to compare summer and winter traffic conditions. In addition, the order 
of importance (problem severity) of 10 winter road traffic problems selected based on the above 
interview was assessed by the expanded contributive rule (ECR). The aim was to clarify the 
importance ranking of the winter road traffic issues that had been cited as problematic.  
 
 
SURVEY RESULTS 
 
Importance of Winter Traffic Issues 
 
Respondents were businesspeople who were asked to answer in their capacity as commercial 
road users, rather than as individuals. We asked the respondents to evaluate the importance of 
winter traffic issues in terms of their business activities. They were asked to rank winter traffic 
issues as (a) very important (problematic), (b) somewhat important (somewhat problematic), or 
(c) unimportant.  

The businesses were categorized into 10 industries, according to the standard Japanese 
industrial categories. Because “agriculture, forestry, and fishery,” “mining,” and “electricity, gas, 
heating, and water supply” each accounts for only 0.1% of the city’s industries in terms of 
number of businesses and there were no respondents from such businesses, these industrial 
categories were excluded. Both “finance and insurance” and “real estate” had only two valid 
responses each, so they were combined into one category. Consequently, respondents were 
categorized into the six business categories of “service,” “finance, insurance, and real estate,” 
“retail, wholesale, and restaurant,” “transport and telecommunications,” “manufacturing,” and 
“construction.” 

Figure 3 shows evaluation of winter traffic issues [choice of either (a), or (b) or (c)] by all 
respondents as well as by each businesses category. Obviously, winter traffic issues differ in 
importance evaluation according to industrial category. The rate of companies who regarded 
winter traffic issues as “very important” was highest for the “construction” industry, followed by 
“retail, wholesale, and restaurant.” A majority of respondents (54%) evaluated winter traffic 
issues as “very important,” followed by “important” (41%) and “unimportant” (5%). Because 
95% of respondents evaluated winter traffic issues as important or very important, the issues 
were confirmed to be a critical matter for businesses in the city. 
 
Increase in Vehicle-Related Cost in Winter and Winter Traffic  
Accidents During the Past Five Winters 
 
Figures 4 and 5 show the percentages of businesses that indicated an increase in vehicle-related 
cost in winter and that were involved in winter traffic accidents during the past five winters for 
all respondents and for each industry.  

Forty-three percent of respondents indicated that vehicle-related costs are greater in 
winter than in summer (Figure 4) compared with 57% who said they remain similar in the two 
seasons. No one answered that costs decrease in winter.  
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FIGURE 3  Importance of winter traffic issues as evaluated by business. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 4  Winter vehicle-related costs relative to those for summer. 
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The respondents were asked whether their company had experienced any winter traffic 
accidents for the past five years. Such accidents were reported by 65% of the companies (Figure 
5). Of the businesses that indicated an increase in vehicle-related costs in winter, 82.4% also 
reported having had winter traffic accidents in the past 5 years. This shows that winter traffic 
accidents greatly increase vehicle-related costs in winter. 
 
Decline in Visits to Clients for Meetings/Sales 
 
The respondents were asked how many visits they make to clients for meetings or sales per day 
in winter and in summer. Valid responses numbered 41. The results (Figure 6) show three peaks 
for winter and three for summer. The maximum was 30 visits per day in summer, which declined 
to half that in winter. The summer average was 8.3 visits per day. The first peak was 10 visits per 
day (17 respondents, or 41.5%), which was the mode, and the second and third peaks were 5 and 
6 visits per day, respectively. The winter average was 4.7 visits per day. The first peak was 5 
visits per day (15 respondents, or 36.6%), which was the mode, and the second and third peaks 
were 3 and 7 or 8 visits per day, respectively. The number of visits to clients for meetings and 
sales in winter declines to about half that in summer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 5  Winter traffic accidents reported by businesses for the past five winters. 
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FIGURE 6  Visits to clients for meetings or sales in winter versus summer. 
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FIGURE 7  Merchandise delivery delay rate (increase rates of time taken in winter relative 
to summer when winter road and traffic conditions are good, normal, and very poor). 

 
 
USING ECR TO ANALYZE ISSUES OF WINTER URBAN  
TRAFFIC AS EVALUATED BY BUSINESSES  
 
Outline 
 
ECR was originally proposed as a system to support group decision making (2). It gives the 
order of preference of a group when the group makes a decision to select the best or the worst 
from several items, based on each group member’s order of preference. The products of ECR are 
the group’s preference order of items and a map that illustrates the group’s preference of items.  

ECR has been applied to transport user opinion surveys. For example, it has been used in 
preference surveys on road reconstruction routes given to residents of different coastal villages 
following a tunnel collapse and closure of the access road (3) and on attractions in downtown 
Sapporo (4).  

The present study aims to identify the order of importance (problem severity) of winter 
urban traffic issues for businesses from the order of importance indicated by each business. The 
results allow us to rank the problems in order of importance. 
 
Simple Contributive Rule 
 
The method of using the ±5 points method relies on the simple contributive rule (SCR) and on a 
special case of the contributive rule (5). When there are items to be selected concerning an issue, 
5 points are given to the most preferred item and –5 points to the least preferred item, with the 
points in between awarded for preferences that fall between the two extremes. SCR as used in 
this study is illustrated by the following example.  

Equation 1 defines the contribution function cl that gives the degree of contribution for 
each business (or company) to the group’s preference.  
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ai Rl aj iff cl (ai, aj) ≥ 0  (1) 
 
where, ai and aj are two items of winter urban traffic issues and where R is the order of problem 
of the group. ai Rl aj means that item ai is as problematic or more problematic than item aj for a 
business l. The order is given from the least to the most problematic items (partial order). 
Therefore, ai Rl aj gives degrees of problems ai over aj for business l. Hereafter substitute cl

ij for cl 

(ai, aj). 
When functions of real variables cl and g defined by Equation 2 exist and the number of 

businesses is m, the mapping from the order of problem severity of items for each business to the 
order of problem severity of items of all respondents is called CR.  
 
ai Rl aj   iff g(cl

ij, – cm
ij) ≥ 0 (2) 
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 is SCR, and it is expressed by Equation 3.  
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When cardinal utility of business l on item ai is expressed by )( ij

l au and the differences of utility 
between ai and aj are given by Equation 4, SCR gives Equation 5.  
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The order of items obtained by Equation 4 is from least to most problematic. 
 
ECR 
 
The order of items given by SCR is obtained by incorporating the order of problem severity of 
items of each business to the same extent. However, when a business identifies a problem as 
much more or less problematic than do other businesses, even though the order of problem of the 
item is the same, SCR does not work. ECR is an extension of SCR, and the function g that 
corresponds to cl

ij in Equation 4 is given by Equation 6.  
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where λ, θ ≥ 0, and lϖ is the weight of business l.  

The second term of Equation 6 additionally incorporates opinions opposed to cl
ij < 0 as 

much as λ. When the value of λ is increased, even when the value of the first term (degree of 
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problem in the group) remains the same, items that are evaluated as having a different severity of 
problem are ranked as if they had the same severity of problem.  

The third term has θ as its threshold value defining the lower limit of average for the total 
of the first and second terms of all respondents in the group. θ causes items of different rank to 
appear to have the same rank. This occurs when the difference in the group’s average utility for 
two items is small. 

The order of items given by ECR conforms to the transitive principle but not to the 
connectivity principle; thus, it gives a partial order. This suggests that when the difference in 
severity of problem between two items is very large or very small, the order of two such items 
cannot be determined definitively. Further examination should be made to decide the order 
between such items.  

Generally, values of λ and θ are chosen arbitrarily. The structure of the problematic order 
of items is illustrated by a line graph used in interpretive structural modeling. 
 
 
WINTER TRAFFIC ISSUES AND THEIR RELATIVE  
IMPORTANCE AS EVALUATED BY BUSINESSES 
 
Questionnaire Survey 
 
To clarify the specific hindrances that winter traffic poses to businesses, we selected 10 winter 
traffic issues identified by businesses (Table 1) by the affinity diagram, or KJ method, created by 
Jiro Kawakita, from the interview survey described above. A questionnaire (Figure 8) of the ±5 
points method for ECR analysis was included in the questionnaire given to Sapporo Junior 
Chamber members, to identify the ranking of relative importance of these issues for businesses 
in Sapporo.  
 
 

 
TABLE 1  Winter Traffic Issues Identified by Business 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Item Issue 
1 Increased risk of traffic accident  
2 Disruption in delivery of raw materials and merchandise 
3 Decline in visits to clients for meetings/sales 
4 Decline in visits by customers 
5 Decline in sales on snowy days 
6 Financial penalty for late delivery  
7 Increase in overtime payment due to late arrival of raw materials 
8 Employee tardiness 
9 Increase in fuel and other vehicle-related costs 

10 Increase in time to deliver merchandise  
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In Sapporo, winter traffic delays occur often in winter due to heavy snowfall or poor road conditions. 
Which of the items from (a) to (j) does your business consider the most problematic? 

Please give +5 points to the most problematic item, 
and –5 points to the least problematic item. 

 
Then, give points from –4 and +4 for each item, such that the points total zero (0).  
    

1 Increased risk of traffic accident   points 

    

2 Disruption in delivery of raw materials and merchandise  points 

    

3 Decline in visits to clients for meetings/sales  points 

    

4 Decline in visits by customers  points 

    

5 Decline in sales on snowy days  points 

    

6 Financial penalty for late delivery   points 

    

7 Increase in overtime payment due to late arrival of raw materials   points 

    

8 Employee tardiness  points 

    

9 Increase in fuel and other vehicle-related costs  points 

    

10 Increase in time to deliver merchandise   points 

    

    

 Total 0 points 

FIGURE 8  Questionnaire for ECR analysis. 
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ECR Analytical Results 
 
Ranking of Issues for All Businesses 
 
Valid responses for ECR analysis numbered 48. First, the ranking of winter traffic issues was 
analyzed for all respondents while setting λ, θ = 0. Figure 9a shows the results in a graph with 
arrows. “Increased risk of traffic accident” ranked highest, followed by “decline in visits to 
clients for meetings/sales” and “increase in time to deliver merchandise.” Ranked fourth was 
“increase in fuel and other vehicle-related costs.”  
 
Ranking of Issues by Business Category 
 
ECR analysis was made for each business category. Obviously, the rankings of issues differed by 
business category, and they depended on the characteristics of the businesses in each category 
(Figures 9b to 9g). The following describes features of rankings and business characteristics.  

 
Businesses Highly Concerned About Increased Risk of Traffic Accident  Businesses in 
categories that require driving to meet clients or deliver goods showed great concern about 
winter traffic safety. For example, construction businesses who built structures at the client’s site 
ranked “increased risk of traffic accident” highest, whereas businesses whose customers came to 
visit (e.g., retail, wholesale, restaurant) ranked this issue much lower.  
 
Businesses Highly Concerned About Reduced Mobility of Businesspeople  Businesses that 
made sales only when services were delivered to clients showed great concern about the decline 
in mobility of people. Businesses that sold services rather than merchandise ranked “decline in 
visits to clients for meetings or sales” as the most important issue. 
 
Businesses Highly Concerned About Delay in Delivery of Goods  Businesses that cannot 
made sales unless they delivered merchandise to clients ranked “increase in time to deliver 
merchandise” as the most important issue. For example, manufacturers who had to deliver 
products and retailers and wholesalers for which delivering goods meant sales showed great 
concern about increased time for transport of goods in winter. 
 
Businesses Highly Concerned About Increase in Vehicle-Related Costs  Businesses whose 
vehicle-related costs were high all year round ranked “increase in fuel and other vehicle-related 
costs” high. Transportation businesses whose main activity was transporting goods indicated 
“increase in fuel and other vehicle-related costs” as particularly problematic.  
 

As noted above, although there were differences by business category, the items ranked 
high by all respondents (traffic safety, decline in visits to clients for meetings or sales, and 
increase in time to deliver merchandise and provide services) also ranked high in each business 
category. We can say that addressing these three issues will improve satisfaction of businesses 
regarding winter road maintenance.  
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FIGURE 9  Winter traffic issues evaluated by businesses and ranked by ecr (λ, θ = 0):  

(a) all respondents; (b) construction; (c) manufacturing; (d) transport and 
telecommunications; (e) retail, wholesale, and restaurants; (f) finance, insurance,  

and real estate; and (g) services. 
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PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND LOGIC MODEL 
 
Performance Indicators Addressing Business-Related Issues of Winter Road Traffic  
 
The top three winter road issues are associated with winter road maintenance. We obtained these 
relationships: 
 

1. “Increased risk of winter accidents” is largely influenced by the skid-resistance 
coefficient of the winter road surface;  

2. “Increase in time to deliver merchandise” is strongly influenced by reduced traffic 
capacity from narrowed road width; and  

3. “Decline in visits to clients for meetings or sales” is strongly influenced by both the 
increased risk of accident and the increased time required to drive to clients. Addressing this 
issues means improving the skid-resistance coefficient of winter road surface and maintaining 
the road width. 
 
 From these relationships, we can conclude that the issue of “decline in visits to clients for 
meetings or sales” can be addressed by winter maintenance operations, which will also address 
“increased risk of winter accidents” and “increase in time to deliver merchandise.” The 
maintenance operations are those to maintain the road width and increase the skid-resistance 
coefficient of the winter road surface.  
 
Performance Indicators as Rated by Businesses 
 
In the questionnaire survey, respondents were asked to choose the most important of five 
indicators of winter road maintenance: road surface conditions (i.e., unevenness, rutting, and 
slipperiness), road width, sight distance at intersections, pedestrian safety, and provision of 
traffic congestion information. 

The indicators ranked as most important by each respondent are shown in Figure 10. 
Road width ranks as most important (35%), followed by road surface conditions (28%). This 
result agrees well with performance indicators that addresses needs of businesses (skid-resistance 
coefficient of winter road surface and maintained road width), shown in the section above 
regarding performance indicators. 
 
Outcome Indicators 
 
The role of administration is to meet the needs of citizens. Therefore, winter road maintenance 
operations should be based on the needs of road users. To meet the needs of businesses, winter 
road maintenance should address issues of “increased risk of traffic accident” and “increase in 
time to deliver merchandise.” Output targets for operations need to be set according to the 
desired outcomes. Outcome indicators show the social effects of projects. Numerical goals allow 
the achievement rate of such goals to be outcome indicators.  
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FIGURE 10  Performance indicators of winter maintenance  
rated most important by businesses. 

 
 

In this study, we selected the maintained road width and the skid-resistance coefficient as 
outcome indicators. Their measurements were indicators of winter maintenance and their 
outcome indicators could be set and used as follows. First, set quantitative goals for road width 
and skid-resistance coefficient; second, set targets of fulfillment rates, such as the number of 
days when such targets must be met during days with snow cover (135 day per winter on 
average); third, compare target achievement rates with actual achievement rates. In this way, the 
effects of winter maintenance operations could be measured based on road width and skid-
resistance coefficient. In addition, the number of winter traffic accidents that did not involve 
injury or casualty, and “winter delay rate” defined in the subsection on the increase in 
merchandise delivery time were outcome indicators that addressed issues of winter traffic to 
businesses.  
 
Logic Model 
 
A flow chart showing program operation from “input,” “activity,” “output,” to “outcome” is 
called a logic model. In performance measurement, a logic model provides useful information by 
clearly indicating causes and results. A logic model developed to promote project objectives 
helps to organize activities or operations to attain output levels that are neither excessive nor 
inadequate.  

This study clarified which outcome indicators addressed the needs of businesses. A logic 
model that incorporates such outcome indicators suggests appropriate outputs of winter 
maintenance. Figure 11 is an example of a logic model that incorporates business-related winter 
road traffic issues as goals and outcome indicators.  
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FIGURE 11  Logic model of winter road maintenance that incorporates 
the outcome indicators desired by businesses. 
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Measure skid-resistance. Measure passable road width.

No. of days when 
effective road width is 

secured 

2003 2004 2005 

Target 70% 75% 80% 
Result 69%   

Achievement rate 99%   
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SUMMARY  
 
Importance of Winter Traffic Issues 
 
Ninety-five percent of the respondents (i.e., 95% of businesses in the city) judged winter traffic 
issues to be important or very important. The following data were found:  
 

1. Forty-three percent of businesses see increased vehicle-related costs in winter over 
summer.  

2. Sixty-five percent of respondents have been involved in winter traffic accidents in the 
past 5 years.  

3. Winter visits to clients for meetings or sales decreased to about half the figure for 
summer.  

4. Time taken to deliver merchandise to clients in winter increased 48.8% over summer 
when road and traffic conditions were good and 89.9% and 212.4% when road and traffic 
conditions were normal or very poor, respectively.  

5. Businesses whose customers must come to them saw sales decrease by 47.4 % on 
winter days with snow, compared with winter days without snow.  
 

These findings show that winter road traffic issues greatly affected businesses in the city. 
 
Ranking of Winter Traffic Issues Analyzed by ECR 
 
The relative importance of winter traffic issues was analyzed by ECR. ECR analyses were made 
for all businesses and their respective business categories. Despite slight differences in ranking 
depending on the characteristics of businesses, “increased risk of traffic accident,” “decline in 
visit to clients for meetings or sales” and “increase in time to deliver merchandise” consistently 
ranked as very important.  
 
Performance Indicators and Logic Model 
 
Winter road management that addressed issues considered important by businesses was 
narrowed to “securing the road width” and “securing skid-resistance of winter road.” Operation 
outputs should be measured for these output indicators. Then, outcomes are measured by using 
achievement rates. Also, other outcome indicators of the numbers of winter accidents and the 
winter delay rate indicate achievements of winter maintenance operation in terms of social 
effects. A logic model that addresses business-related issues of winter traffic can suggest 
appropriate winter operations that are neither excessive nor inadequate. 

The results of this study can be used in planning winter maintenance. However, future 
study needs to address the relationship between the actual road and traffic conditions and the 
satisfaction of businesses with winter road maintenance.  
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 primary goal of our study was to identify residents’ preference among a wide variety of 
walkway features in order to suggest an evaluation method for winter pedestrian mobility in 

Sapporo, the metropolitan city in Japan that receives the most snowfall. The approach is 
basically about answering the following two questions: How can transportation engineers 
recognize residents’ diverse needs for pedestrian settings in winter? How can professionals 
evaluate the quality of maintenance service resulting from the increase of public participation? 

To answer these questions involved a critical reflection of the meaning of winter livability 
in Sapporo, and what it meant for the urban landscape to be a pedestrian-friendly winter 
environment. 

Pedestrians’ satisfaction level with different sidewalk conditions in winter was gauged 
through a self-administered survey based on the conjoint approach. Conducted at Sapporo’s two 
main railroad stations, the study found that icy, uneven surfaces between crosswalks and 
sidewalks without antislipping procedures were the most difficult portions to walk for 
pedestrians. Additionally, our results showed that pedestrians considered an icy or snowy 
sidewalk as the most important among a wide variety of winter walkway features; with or 
without antislipping procedures ranks the second. This indicated that pedestrians would have 
liked to have antislipping procedures set on the sidewalk when walkways become slippery. Thus, 
our demonstrative finding can be thought as an explanation for the potential rewards of the 
conjoint approach to determine customer satisfaction in winter walkway maintenance. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Hokkaido prefecture, with a population of 5.7 million in 2003 (this is only 4.6% of Japan’s total 
population), is located at the northernmost island of Japan with the Sea of Japan in the west, the 
Pacific Ocean in the south, and the Sea of Ohotsuk in the northeast. Unlike other portions of 
Japan that are the densely populated, Hokkaido is a sparsely populated region. However, 
approximately 40% of Hokkaido’s population is concentrated in the Sapporo metropolitan area, 
consisting of the city of Sapporo—the prefecture capital of Hokkaido and one of the five major 
cities of Japan—and its neighboring municipalities, even though the area accounts for only 2% 
of land space in the prefecture. The two most distinguishing features of Sapporo are: (1) it is one 
of the few metropolises in the world with heavy snowfall reaching up to approximately 1 m and 
(2) an excessive concentration of functions, such as administrative and commercial, in the 

A 
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downtown and subcenter leads to an extreme daytime population in the areas. 

Like other northern cities, Sapporo’s severe, snow-covered winter greatly affects the 
mobility of pedestrians. Especially if the walkway surface is icy, walking becomes difficult and 
unsafe (see Figure 1). Although various studies have been conducted in enhancing pedestrian 
mobility in Japan, these studies are mostly focused on a summer setting, not on winter (1, 2). 

In order to encourage pedestrian mobility in winter, Japanese governments at all levels 
have made great improvements, including a pavement-heating system that melts snow on the 
sidewalks and is called “Road-Heating.” Nevertheless, in recent years, the pedestrian activity in 
the downtown and subcenter has been threatened by extremely slippery surfaces, as shown in 
Figure 2 (caused by the automobiles with studless tires). It has also been threatened by the  
government’s attention to keeping pathways clear of snow and ice for automobiles, rather than 
for pedestrians. Moreover, despite the increase of public participation in recent years, few 
studied have addressed customer-based measures in a winter pedestrian setting. 

The aim of this study was to contribute to improving the content of the Management 
Guideline for Sidewalks in metropolitan snowfall by quantifying the needs of pedestrians and 
level of service that the road managers offer. In this study, therefore, we tried to understand 
pedestrians’ satisfaction depending on different winter walkway features in quantitative manner 
in order to adopt it as guideline for winter mobility. To specify, we have tried to recognize 
pedestrians’ satisfaction with different sidewalk conditions and management levels in winter by 
applying the conjoint approach widely used in marketing research because we considered winter 
sidewalk management to be one of the road manager’s services.  
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
Feature of Conjoint Analysis 
 
Conjoint analysis is the research method widely used in the marketing field for estimating the 
value people place on the attributes or features that define products and services. To use a 
specific service, this method is suitable with the research that we have done to see what attributes 
pedestrians will compromise on in case we cannot meet all their needs. In other words, 
individuals jointly consider levels of walkway maintenance features so that the relative 
importance of the levels can be determined as the meaning of winter pedestrian mobility. The 
main functions of conjoint analysis are the following (3): 

 
1. Demonstrates which attribute is most significantly considered among many attributes; 
2. Determines primary attributes having the most influence on judgment in order to 

select a certain matter; 
3. Determines whether the attribute’s level negatively or positively influences the 

choices by identifying the absolute-value magnitude of “utility value” and its plus or minus sign; 
and 

4. Creates a simulation model by putting levels of all attributes together. This allows us 
to recognize how each combination is being satisfied for the users.  
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FIGURE 1  Icy sidewalk in Sapporo. 

 
 

 
FIGURE 2  Extremely slippery crosswalk caused by studless tires. 

 
 
Summary of Research Method 
 
Theoretically, it is relatively simple to maximize the quality of the winter pedestrian setting; a 
Road-Heating system could just be installed on all sidewalks. In Sapporo’s financial situation, 
however, it is out of the question. Therefore, we need to consider the next possible measures for 
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improvement in winter sidewalk quality, for instance, seeing where antislipping procedures 
should be placed and iced bumps should be smoothed and by taking a survey based on conjoint 
measurement. The information that could be collected through this survey are  

 
• Among winter walkway attributes, which attribute is the most significant in deciding 

whether sidewalk in winter is walkable? 
• Under which situation is the evaluation of winter mobility the highest or the lowest? 

and 
• Which combination of walking locations and surface conditions do the pedestrians 

feel are the most effective place for antislipping procedures (i.e., sanding)? 
 
The first step of the research design was to define those variables that should be analyzed, 

after taking into account the essence of the research project. Based on various studies and 
literature review, we define attributes and levels of winter walkway, as shown in Figure 3. All the 
possible combinations of profiles were 72 in this study, but asking respondents to evaluate all 72 
profiles would have led to an ineffective survey design because it would have been harder for 
respondents; consequently, it was worse data quality. Therefore, the second step was to identify a 
minimum number of appropriate profiles that should be asked in the study: this could be 
generated by Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) software easily. As a result, the 
survey had 18 sets of winter walkway situations with a five-point Likert scale, and in each 
scenario respondents were asked to choose a highly valued level of combined attributes (see 
Table 1 and Figure 4). Otherwise, respondents compared various combinations of winter 
sidewalk features in order to indicate the strength of their preference. 

The survey was conducted at two main railroad stations in the city, one downtown and 
the other in the subcenter; both had been designated as the priority improvement districts to be 
barrier-free by the city government (4). A convenience-sampling method was utilized in this 
survey because the respondents were available or easy to find out on the street. In addition to this 
sampling method, the questionnaire had been distributed to several condominiums around the 
station in the subcenter (not in the downtown) since a collecting rate from the first method would 
have been lower than expected. The sampling units were 1,750 randomly selected pedestrians 
and residents at each station (collecting rates were 13% downtown and 7% in the subcenter). 
 

 
FIGURE 3  Attributes and levels of winter walkways. 
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TABLE 1  Eighteen Profiles Used in the Study 

 
 
 

 
FIGURE 4  Five-point Likert scale used in the questionnaire. 

 

WALKING 
LOCATION 

ICY/SNOWY
CONDITION EVENNESS SANDING 

1 Crosswalk Compacted Snow Somewhat Even Without 
2 Sidewalk SS over CS Somewhat Even Without 
3 Crosswalk Extremely Slippery Bumpy With 
4 Sidewalk Extremely Slippery Somewhat Even Without 
5 BB S & C Powder Snow Somewhat Even With 
6 BB S & C Compacted Snow Somewhat Even With 
7 Sidewalk SS over CS Somewhat Even With 
8 Sidewalk Extremely Slippery Somewhat Even With 
9 Crossswalk Powder Snow Somewhat Even Without 

10 BB S & C SS over CS Bumpy Without 
11 Sidewalk Compacted Snow Little Bumpy Without 
12 BB S & C Extremely Slippery Little Bumpy Without 
13 Sidewalk Powder Snow Bumpy Without 
14 Sidewalk Powder Snow Little Bumpy With 
15 Crosswalk SS over CS Little Bumpy With 
16 Sidewalk Compacted Snow Bumpy With 
17 BB S & C Extremely Slippery Somewhat Even With 
18 Sidewalk SS over CS Bumpy With 

BB S&C=Boundary Between Sidewalk & Crosswalk

SS over CS=Snow or Slush over Compacted Snow
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RESULTS 
 
Respondent Characteristics 
 
Downtown (Sapporo Station) 
 
Of the people we surveyed at the Sapporo Station, most people were from the surrounding wards. 
Many people were also residents from outside of Sapporo because the survey took place at the 
central station, which was the city’s main transit stop including an interurban railroad station, 
subway stations, and inter- and intra-urban bus terminals, located nearby the city’s central 
business district and high priority commercial district. People in their 40s were the most common 
age group (about 25%), followed by the 30s, 50s, and the 60s. The percentage of male and 
female response to this survey is approximately the same. Physically disabled persons surveyed 
account for approximately 1%.  
 
Subcenter (Shin-Sapporo Station) 
 
Since we have surveyed through the posting method in addition to the convenience sampling, 
85% of the respondents were from the ward where the station was located. The most common 
age group was the 60s (about 25%) followed by the 30s, 40s, and the 50s with approximately 
20% each. It is interesting to note that 70% of the respondents were women and 12% were 
physically disabled; those results significantly exceeded the percentage of the downtown. This 
might have resulted from the different survey distribution method from that of downtown.  
 
Findings 
 
Downtown 
 
The most significant factor among four attributes was “snowy/icy pavement condition” which 
showed approximately 40 points of the averaged importance score, while “use of antislipping 
procedures (sanding)” and “sidewalk evenness” ranks next; “place of walking” was not 
considered important (see Figure 5). However, we did not see much significant difference among 
these four attributes. Moreover, as for “utility value,” we found the strongest connection between 
winter mobility and “snowy/icy sidewalk,” and then “use of antislipping procedures.” 

Since Pearson’s correlation coefficient (0.988) was significantly high (5), the conjoint 
model predicted corresponded with the survey result well; however, a little low value of 
Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient [0.879 (5)] showed a possibility of the respondents’ varied 
preference. Furthermore, as a result of calculating the relative importance based on the range of 
utility value, the relative importance of “location of walking” showed lower than the averaged, 
which suggested pedestrians’ response varied by issues of location.  

Table 2 shows the result of the simulation model indicating the score of the first, second, 
fourth, fifth, seventh, and eighth situations were relatively high: this score specified utility value 
under each situation. The model computerized here has implications that, even if the sidewalk is 
slippery, using antislipping procedures on a somewhat even or little bumpy surface, rather than a 
difference of walking location, is relatively effective for pedestrians to walk without considerable 
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FIGURE 5  Averaged importance utility value for each level. 

 
TABLE 2  Simulation Model Result (Downtown) 

 

WALKING 
LOCATION 

ICY/SNOWY 
CONDITION EVENNESS SANDING SCORE MAX

UTILITY BLT LOGIT 

1 Sidewalk Extremely Slippery Somewhat Even With 2.5 11.65 12.01 12.46 
2 Sidewalk Extremely Slippery Little Bumpy With 2.5 12.18 11.51 11.7 
3 Sidewalk Extremely Slippery Bumpy With 2.1 5.12 9.79 8.72 
4 BB S & C  Extremely Slippery Somewhat Even With 2.5 19.02 12.06 12.09 
5 BB S & C  Extremely Slippery Little Bumpy With 2.1 10.47 11.56 11.71 
6 BB S & C  Extremely Slippery Bumpy With 2.1 6.04 9.84 9.02 
7 Crosswalk Extremely Slippery Somewhat Even With 2.5 18.71 11.98 12.92 
8 Crosswalk Extremely Slippery Little Bumpy With 2.5 8.58 11.48 11.61 
9 Crossswalk Extremely Slippery Bumpy With 2.1 8.23 9.76 8.88 
BB S&C=Boundary Between Sidewalk & Crosswalk
SS over CS=Snow or Slush over Compacted Snow
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difficulty. In order to identify the preference probability of each category listed on the model, we 
explored “max utility” that assumed highest preference was always chosen. The model’s max 
utility showed that the fourth value read the highest; namely the fourth condition was evaluated 
as the best walkable, as opposed to, the third condition which ranked the lowest. 

The survey asked the respondents, as an additional question, about the direction of 
measures to improve winter pedestrian mobility. The result showed that all age groups gave 
diametrically opposed answers: “installing road-heating system as much as possible” or 
“providing less costly actions as much as possible” (see Figure 6). That was partly because the 
residents recognized that the installing of a road-heating system on all pedestrian paths was out 
of the question in the city’s financial situation and that the road-heating system had a profound 
negative effect on the environment. 
 
Subcenter 
 
Overall importance of the four attributes to the pedestrians ranks the same as the survey taken 
downtown. The most significant factor among the four attributes was “snowy/icy pavement 
condition” with 40 points of the averaged importance score, and then “use of antislipping 
procedures,” “sidewalk evenness,” and “walking location” came in order (see Figure 7). 
Moreover, we found that, as for utility value, the strongest connection between winter mobility 
and “snowy/icy sidewalk” and then “use of antislipping procedures.” 

As well as the downtown’s Pearson Value, its correlation coefficient (0.991) was 
significantly high; therefore, it reported the conjoint model predicted corresponds with the 
survey result well. Conversely, unlike the Kendall’s Value in the downtown study, its correlation 
coefficient in the subcenter study (0.912) was slightly high enough to conclude that the study 
result was faithful. Furthermore, as a result of calculating the relative importance based on the 
range of utility value, the relative importance of “location of walking” showed lower than the 
average, which suggested that pedestrians’ response varied on the issue of location. 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 6  Desired direction of measures for winter mobility improvement (downtown). 
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FIGURE 7  Averaged importance utility value for each level. 

 
 
Table 3 shows the result of the subcenter study’s simulation model. It indicates that the 

score on the first situation was the highest (2.6), followed by the fourth and the seventh situation 
(2.5). However, the max utility indicator showed that the seventh mobility approach was the 
highest. As well as the result in the downtown study, the model implied that using antislipping 
procedures on somewhat even or little bumpy surface, rather than a difference of walking 
location, was relatively effective for pedestrians to walk on slippery sidewalks. Incidentally, the 
sixth mobility approach was proven to be the lowest. 

Additionally the survey inquired of the respondents regarding the direction of measures 
to improve winter pedestrian mobility, and as shown in Figure 8 we got the same result as in the 
downtown: all age groups gave the diametrically opposed answers of installing road-heating 
system and providing less costly actions as much as possible. Therefore, this can be thought of as 
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TABLE 3  Simulation Model Result (Subcenter) 

 
 
 

 
FIGURE 8  Desired direction of measures for winter mobility improvement (subcenter). 

 
 
an increase in financial and environmental consciousness. It is interesting to note that, unlike the 
downtown study, almost 50% of people in their 70s and 80s sought a less costly management for 
winter mobility improvement, instead of road-heating system installation.  
 
 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE STUDY 
 
Throughout the course of this study, we tried to identify pedestrians’ preference among a wide 
variety of winter walkway features by using conjoint analysis. Even though more data are 
required to support our demonstrative findings, they can be thought of as an explanation for the 
potential rewards of the conjoint approach, instead of a simple-designed survey, to determine 
customer satisfaction in winter walkway maintenance. In the case of Sapporo, we have found 
that using antislipping procedures made pedestrians satisfied with the evaluation of mobility, not 

WALKING 
LOCATION 

ICY/SNOWY 
CONDITION EVENNESS SANDING SCORE MAX

UTILITY BLT LOGIT 

1 Sidewalk Extremely Slippery Somewhat Even With 2.6 10.68 12.38 13.03 
2 Sidewalk Extremely Slippery Little Bumpy With 2.4 18.16 11.74 12.05 
3 Sidewalk Extremely Slippery Bumpy With 2.1 5.7 10.05 8.97 
4 BB S & C  Extremely Slippery Somewhat Even With 2.5 15.32 11.83 12.72 
5 BB S & C  Extremely Slippery Little Bumpy With 2.4 7.07 11.19 10.88 
6 BB S & C  Extremely Slippery Bumpy With 2.1 4.41 9.5 8.45 
7 Crosswalk Extremely Slippery Somewhat Even With 2.5 26.4 12.1 13.5 
8 Crosswalk Extremely Slippery Little Bumpy With 2.4 7.07 11.46 11.51 
9 Crossswalk Extremely Slippery Bumpy With 2.1 5.18 9.77 8.88 
BB S&C=Boundary Between Sidewalk & Crosswalk
SS over CS=Snow or Slush over Compacted Snow
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only on certain walking locations but also on any snowy or icy sidewalks. Furthermore, the result 
of the additional study showed that all age groups not only demanded installing road-heating 
system for winter mobility improvement but also were worried about environmental damage or 
initial cost and money used to run the road-heating system. 

In this research project, we made an in-depth study of recognizing residents’ diverse 
needs for the pedestrian setting in winter. This might lead to suggest maintaining walkways for 
winter use in the heavy snowfall of a metropolitan city like Sapporo. Throughout the future study, 
demonstrative findings obtained by this study will be further refined to determine customer 
satisfaction in winter walkway maintenance in a more effective manner with the conjoint 
approach. To be concrete, in this study the residents have evaluated winter pedestrian mobility 
based on an imaginative pedestrian setting; however, we believe that monitoring actual places or 
visiting to see what pedestrians observe from their perspective will make our evaluation more 
efficient. We will try to continue in our research accordingly. 
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n Hokkaido, Japan, there are many conditions that affect winter road traffic. These include 
slipperiness from snowy or icy road surfaces and poor visibility induced by snowstorms. 

Proper provision of information is essential. The effects of winter road information provision on 
users, and their evaluation of that information, were analyzed. The analysis and discussion were 
based on the results of two questionnaire surveys, one regarding the Northern Road Navi website 
conducted via that website and the other regarding the provision of regionwide snowstorm 
information conducted via face-to-face group interview.  

When asked whether the information posed on the Northern Road Navi website was 
useful in enhancing safety and a sense of security, 90% of respondents answered affirmatively. 
The items of road information and mountain pass information were given positive evaluations. 
All the respondents said that they would continue to use these two types of information. Of the 
items of mountain pass information, many respondents answered that real-time information, such 
as mountain pass road images, weather forecasts, and snow and frost duration, is useful in 
enhancing safety and a sense of security.  

We conducted a customer satisfaction analysis to find out how the mountain pass 
information contributed to enhanced winter driving safety and a sense of security. The analysis 
results found that “topographical information on mountain passes (elevation, gradient, and so 
on)” was the mountain pass item that ranked highest in priority of requests for improvement. 
“Road image” ranked highest in customer satisfaction. 

We asked the respondents whether they would use a regionwide snowstorm information 
service that allowed unlimited access via personal computer and mobile phone to weather and 
road information on roads they selected. The contingent valuation method was employed in the 
questionnaire survey to estimate how much one household would be willing to pay for such a 
service per winter. This question was asked in a face-to-face group interview. The willingness to 
pay for such an information service was found to be ¥581 per household per winter. Our survey 
results quantitatively verified that provision of winter road information prompted proper route 
selection and departure time adjustment, and thereby contributed greatly to enhanced safety and 
sense of security.  
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Cities are widely distributed in Hokkaido. In summer, tourists have to drive for long durations. In  

I 
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winter, drivers have to drive through mountain passes that are prone to sudden weather changes. 
Road information needs to be properly provided. Many difficult driving conditions occur, 
particularly on winter roads, such as slipperiness from snowy or icy road surfaces and poor 
visibility induced by snowstorms. 

This paper presents the results of a web-based questionnaire survey conducted via the 
Northern Road Navi website, which offers Hokkaido-wide road information, and a customer 
satisfaction (CS) analysis. We examined user needs for Internet-based road information 
provision in Hokkaido and the effects of information provision on road traffic safety and driving 
comfort. We discussed the effects of winter road information provision on users and their 
evaluations of that provision based on the results of a questionnaire survey on regionwide 
snowstorm information provision by face-to-face group interview. 
 
 
NORTHERN ROAD NAVI QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY 
 
Pervasion of Internet in Japan 
 
The Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications of Japan 
released Communications Usage Trend Survey in 2002 (1). According to this report, at the end 
of 2002, Internet users numbered 69.42 million, which is 54.5% of all Japanese. It was the first 
year for the figure to exceed 50%. Also, 81.4% of households are connected to the Internet. It is 
becoming an important element of the information infrastructure. Since Hokkaido has many 
depopulated areas, it lags behind the national average in Internet pervasion rate. However, the 
pervasion growth rate is roughly the national average. 
 
Opening and Operation of Northern Road Navi 
 
Northern Road Navi is a website that offers Hokkaido-wide road information (Figure 1). The Civil 
Engineering Research Institute of Hokkaido operates this website under the general editorship of 
major road administrators in Hokkaido: the Hokkaido Development Bureau, the Hokkaido 
government, the city of Sapporo, and the Hokkaido Headquarters of Japan Highway Public 
Corporation. It opened in July 1999, and the cumulative number of visits reached 1 million about  
4 years later. The monthly average of daily visits was 1,846 between April and September 2003. 
The day Typhoon 10 struck Hokkaido on August 10, visits numbered 6,994. Shortly after the 
Tokachi-oki earthquake of September 26, the daily visits numbered 4,204. 

In November 2002, a web page with mountain pass information was added to the 
Northern Road Navi website. This page posts information on 25 mountain passes in Hokkaido. It 
includes mountain pass section length, maximum elevation, road alignment, road images, and 
weather forecast (Figure 2). This information has been integrated into information returned by 
query for travel time and distance. When a user specifies the trip and destination and submits a 
query, the query function displays information on the passes along the user’s travel route. To 
examine the usage and usefulness of the Northern Road Navi website, we conducted one 
questionnaire each in summer and winter. 
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FIGURE 1  Northern Road Navi (http://northern-road.jp/navi/). 

 
 

 
FIGURE 2  Northern Road Navi mountain pass information. 

 
 
Outline of Questionnaires 
 
Summer Questionnaire 
 
A 2-month summer questionnaire regarding the Northern Road Navi website was conducted via that 
website from September 9 through November 4, 2002. The questionnaire contained 27 questions. They 
addressed how the information posted on Northern Road Navi was used, how useful it was, and how 
the information provided related to selection of routes for car travel. Among the respondents, those who 
had used the query function for travel time and distance received an additional questionnaire by post. 
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FIGURE 3  Respondents of the summer questionnaire by age group. 

 
 

This questionnaire consisted of 15 questions about how the query results influenced actual travel. 
 
Winter Questionnaire 
 
A winter questionnaire was conducted via the Northern Road Navi website for the month from 
February 14 through March 14, 2003. The questionnaire consisted of 20 questions. They were 
about how the information posted on Northern Road Navi was used and how useful it was and 
about “mountain pass information,” the provision of which was launched in late November. 

The mountain pass information web page gives pass section length, maximum elevation, 
snow duration, road alignment, road images, and weather forecast for 25 mountain passes in 
Hokkaido. This information has been integrated into information returned by query for travel 
time and distance. When a user specifies the trip origin and destination and submits a query, 
information on the mountain passes along the specified route is displayed. 
 
Questionnaire Results 
 
Summer Questionnaire 
 
The valid responses to the web-based summer questionnaire numbered 589, 80% of them from 
men and 77% from Hokkaido. Of the respondents, 82% were between ages 20 and 40, with 36% 
in their 30s (the highest percentage for any decade) (Figure 3). The web-based summer 
questionnaire results are as follows: 
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• The respondents came to learn of Northern Road Navi through search engines such as 
Yahoo! 

• The website was used mainly for tourism, leisure driving, and other recreation. This 
tendency was more noticeable among the non-Hokkaido respondents. 

• The frequently used content was road information, distance and time query, and 
tourist information. Non-Hokkaido respondents tended to use the site for tourist information. 

• Types of information on Northern Road Navi often seen and evaluated positively 
were map information, distance and time query, and road information. Many respondents 
requested improvement of the distance and time query function (Figure 4). 

• Approximately 80% of the respondents were satisfied with the information provided 
on the Northern Road Navi website. Also, 97% wanted to keep using the site. 

• More than 80% of the respondents were satisfied with the method of navigating the 
website. Many respondents suggested that an index of purposes would improve the aspects that 
earned negative evaluations. 

• About 80% of the respondents used the distance and time query function. The leading 
purpose of use was tourism. 

• Many responses pointed out that “travel distance” and “required travel time” were 
important information items. Also, many said that information on roadside rest facilities such as 
Michi-no-eki (roadside station) was important. Many non-Hokkaido respondents regarded 
roadside scenery and tourist attractions as important items. 
 

The questionnaire on the time and distance query function was sent by regular mail to 468 
people who answered in the web-based questionnaire that they had used this function. The valid 
responses number 171. As in the case of the web-based questionnaire, most respondents were men 
(86%), and Hokkaido residents accounted for 77%. Of the respondents, 86% were between ages 20 
and 40, with 41% in their 30s (the highest percentage for any decade) (Figure 5). 
 

 
FIGURE 4  Content of Northern Road Navi: often viewed,  

useful, and requested to be improved. 
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FIGURE 5  Respondents to the questionnaire on time and  

distance query function by age group. 
 
 

The questionnaire had yielded the following results: 
 
• For travel route search, the majority of Hokkaido residents used road atlases whereas 

non-Hokkaido residents tended to use maps in pamphlets and guidebooks. 
• To the question on how the query results were used, about half the respondents said 

that they took notes or printed the page to carry while traveling. 
• Non-Hokkaido residents wanted to see landscape information in the query results. 
• Regarding terminal devices providing this service, many respondents wanted to use 

devices at roadside rest facilities, such as Michi-no-eki, and Internet-accessible mobile phones. 
 
Winter Questionnaire 
 
Valid responses to the web-based winter questionnaire numbered 207. Men accounted for 81%, 
and Hokkaido residents for 78%. Of the respondents, 87% were between ages 20 and 40, with 
34% in their 30s (the highest percentage for any decade) (Figure 6). 

The web-based winter questionnaire results are as follows: 
 

• The majority of respondents had at least 10 years of driving experience, and 88% had 
driven on winter roads in Hokkaido. More than 60% of respondents drove almost every day. To 
the question “How many times do you drive through a mountain pass in a month?” the largest 
response was “once.” 

• The leading purposes of using the Northern Road Navi website were tourism, leisure 
driving, and other recreation. The percentage for business use was greater in winter than in 
summer, particular for the mountain pass information. 

• Not only the road information and the time and distance query functions  
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FIGURE 6  Respondents to the winter questionnaire by age group. 

 
 
were frequently used. The newly added mountain pass information also was used often. Use for 
tourism was much less frequent. 
 
Effects of Information Provision 
 
The survey on the effect of information provided through Northern Road Navi showed the 
following: 
 

1. Questionnaire on time and distance query function 
– The time and distance query function was useful in travel planning. A particularly 
great number of non-Hokkaido residents said that this function contributes to 
enhanced sense of security while driving. 
– More than 50% said that the time and distance query function would make them 
more likely to stop at tourist facilities, such as Michi-no-eki. The usefulness of 
Northern Road Navi to travel has been proved. 

2. Winter questionnaire 
– To the question, “Do you think that information posted on Northern Road Navi is 
useful in enhancing our safety and sense of security on winter roads?” 90% answered 
“yes.” The items that were evaluated most positively in enhancing such safety were 
road information and mountain pass information (Figure 7). All the respondents said 
that they wanted to continue using these two information items. 
– Regarding the items of mountain pass information, many respondents said that 
real-time information (road image and weather forecast) as well as information on the 
snow and frost duration helped increase safety and a sense of security while driving 
(Figure 8). 

 
Also, we adopted the CS analysis method in the questionnaire survey. There was a 

question asking how useful the mountain pass information was in enhancing safety and a sense 
of security for winter drivers. From the relationship between this usefulness and the overall  
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FIGURE 7  The Nothern Road Navi information item most useful in enhancing 

winter driving safety and sense of security. 
 
 

 
FIGURE 8  The mountain pass information item most useful in enhancing 

winter driving safety and sense of security. 
 
 
evaluation of the mountain pass information, the needs for improvement were calculated for each 
item. 

The results have revealed that the item ranked at the top for priority in improvement was 
topographical information on mountain passes (elevation, gradient, and so on), followed by 
mountain pass weather information (Figure 9). The level of satisfaction was high for the road 
image of mountain pass. 

In view of these analysis results, we improved the representation of topographical 
information. For example, we considered addition of a cross-sectional figure in the table. Such 
an improvement should enable intuitive understanding of mountain pass section length, 
elevation, and other kinds of topographical information. Also, links to road images were changed 
to small live-image, so that users can more easily know that clicking will bring up a large image. 
We enhanced usability through these improvements. 
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FIGURE 9  CS graph of the mountain pass information. 

 
 
CONTINGENT VALUATION METHOD SURVEY ON PROVISION OF  
REGIONWIDE SNOWSTORM INFORMATION 
 
Advanced Information Provision System for Winter Road Traffic 
 
The advanced information provision system for winter roads delivers snowstorm information by 
regionwide information service (Figure 10a) and roadside information service (Figure 10b). The 
regionwide information system provides drivers with detailed weather and road conditions of the 
travel route beforehand. The roadside information system employs light-emitting delineators for 
delineation and for flashing in warning to following cars of the danger ahead. This section discusses 
a survey based on the contingent valuation method (CVM) on the regionwide information service 
with regard to its nonmarket values for enhancement of driving comfort and a sense of security. 
 
Needs for Examination of Nonmarket Values 
 
Cost–benefit analysis typically seeks to measure traffic-volume–dependent “travel time reduction 
benefit,” “travel cost reduction benefit,” “traffic accident reduction benefit,” and “environmental 
improvement benefit” (2). 

As stated above, poor visibility on the winter road, which is induced by snowstorms and 
other factors, results in direct losses from traffic accidents and adverse psychological effects, such as 
anxiety and tension. According to the results of level of satisfaction survey on long-distance winter 
travel, which was conducted in 2001, approximately 70% of road users were dissatisfied, 70% of 
whom said, “Snowstorm and drifting snow generates a sense of danger.” Solving or mitigating 
problems arising from these phenomena will bring positive psychological effects.  
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(a) (b) 

 
FIGURE 10  Provision of (a) regionwide snowstorm information and  

(b) roadside snow storm information. 
 
 

ITS-based services can have numerous effects, including enhancing a driver’s sense of security, 
if information is appropriately provided. Other potential effects include modifying transportation 
behavior, including avoidance of travel to areas suffering severe weather and danger avoidance. 

To evaluate a new system properly for countermeasures against snowstorm-induced poor 
visibility, it is essential to understand the traffic-volume-dependent benefit and the nonmarket 
values of enhanced driving comfort and sense of security (3). 
 
Outline of CVM-Based Survey 
 
Table 1 presents the outline of the CVM-based survey. 
 
Sample Selection, Distribution, and Recovery 
 
To secure a large enough respondent sample size, to avoid miscommunication, and to make the 
hypothetical system and its services understood by the respondents, a CVM-based survey was 
conducted by a face-to-face group interview. Respondents were randomly selected from 
residential areas of road users who frequently traveled sections and routes where snowstorms are 
frequent. Six areas were selected:  
 

1. The northern part of Kita Ward in Sapporo;  
2. The eastern part of Higashi Ward in Sapporo;  
3. Ebetsu;  
4. The Horomui and Kamihoromui districts of Iwamizawa; 
5. Ishikari; and  
6. Tobetsu.  

 
Postcards were mailed to about 500 households, and 111 replied. We asked them to come 

to a questionnaire site for the CVM-based survey. 
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TABLE 1  Outline of CVM-Based Survey 
Item Details 
Objective Estimation of willingness to pay for regionwide information service 

roadside information service. 
Survey Area Northern Sapporo (Higashi and Kita Ward), Ebetsu, and other areas 
Sample 111 (47 men and 64 women) 
Survey Method Face-to-face group interview 
Questioning Method Dichotomous choice 

 
 
Questionnaire Sheet Design and Questions Regarding Willingness to Pay 
 
The questions and hypothetical situations of the CVM-based survey are presented in Table 2 and 
Figure 11. 

The questions were asked in double-bound format for dichotomous choice, since it 
tended to be unbiased. To estimate the prices to be offered, a preliminary survey was conducted. 
Then we showed videos, slides, and other items of the regionwide information service and of the 
roadside information service of the advanced information provision system for winter road traffic 
(Figures 12 and 13). Attributed of respondents and their attitude toward snowstorm information 
were surveyed in the interview. 
 
 

TABLE 2  Hypothetical Questions Regarding Regionwide Information Service 
 Regionwide Information Service Roadside Information Service 

H
yp

ot
he

tic
al

 S
itu

at
io

n 1. On the road you usually take, poor visibility 
often occurs due to heavy snowfall and 
blowing snow in the winter. 
2. At times of poor visibility, it is very 
difficult to know the road gradient and curves 
ahead, as well as where you are driving. 
3. In the area in which you live, a system has 
been made available to provide weather and 
snowstorm information in winter to your 
mobile phone or personal computer. 

1. On the road, poor visibility often occurs due to 
heavy snowfall and snowstorms in winter. 
2. During poor visibility, it is very difficult to 
know road gradient and curves ahead as well as 
where you are driving. 
3. A roadside information service systems has 
been constructed. This system helps you to 
recognize the road alignment (fluctuations on the 
curved section) and warns you of the existence 
of parked cars and other obstacles ahead. 

Q
ue

st
io

n 

• If you were to pay a membership fee, you 
would have unlimited access to such 
information from your mobile phone or 
personal computer. The membership would be 
on a household basis, meaning all members of 
your family could use this service. The 
collected fee would be used solely to manage 
the system. 
• If membership were valid for one winter 
(December to March), would you pay ¥1,000 
to subscribe as a member? 

• On the road you usually take, the system 
described in 3 above would be available in a 1-
km-long snowstorm-prone section. When 
visibility is low, this system would offer service 
only to drivers who have paid the service fee. 
You pay the fee by pressing a button in your 
car. The collected fee would be used solely to 
manage the system. 
• If the fee for this service were ¥100 per use, 
would you pay for it? 
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FIGURE 11   Flow of questions regarding the regionwide information service system. 

 
 

 
FIGURE 12  Explaining the questionnaire survey to the subjects. 
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FIGURE 13  Slide presenting the regionwide information provision service system. 

 
 
Attributes of Subjects 
 
The subjects numbered 111. Figure 14 shows the number by gender and age group. Women 
exceed men. Of the respondents, 29% were in their 30s. All the other age groups were mutually 
similar in numbers. 

According to the results of a survey on snowstorm consciousness, about 80% of the 
subjects drove either almost every day or 3 or 4 days a week in both winter and summer. They 
are not professional drivers. Over 90% of the subjects experienced snowstorm-induced poor 
visibility (Figure 15). 
 
Estimate of Nonmarket Values of Regionwide Snowstorm Information Provision 
 
The questionnaire assumed a regionwide snowstorm information provision system that offers 
unlimited access to information on winter weather and road conditions. One question was 
“Would you pay to use the service if the membership fee were ¥1,000 per winter (December– 
March)?” Figure 16 shows the answers. 

In this survey, we estimated the WTP using a logit model in the form of dichotomous 
choice. The logit model was a random utility model (4). According to the estimates, the median 
and average values were ¥438 and ¥581, respectively. Approximately 60 subjects gave protest 
responses (Figure 17), such as “Even ¥500 is too expensive” and “It is improper to evaluate such 
service as a fee-based service (i.e., it should be covered by tax).” 

To measure the nonmarket values, the WTP and beneficiaries must be set. The 
beneficiaries to be surveyed were households directly affected by road traffic and users of the 
survey roads. 

The regionwide snowstorm information provision service offers snowstorm-related  
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FIGURE 14  Subjects by gender and age group. 

 

 
FIGURE 15  Experience of encountering snowstorm-induced poor visibility 

and the number of times the subjects encountered poor visibility in one winter. 
 

 
 

FIGURE 16  Results of questionnaire on regionwide information system. 
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FIGURE 17  Protest responses in the questionnaire on the  

regionwide information provision service. 
 
 
weather and road information via mobile phone and personal computer. The information must be 
carefully examined in determining the beneficiaries. In this survey, the beneficiaries were 
households in snowstorm-prone areas of Greater Sapporo. The number of these households was 
multiplied by the car ownership rate (number of vehicles per household). The purpose was to 
find the number of car-owning households in particular need of snowstorm information. To 
exclude households unable to receive the service, the number above was multiplied by the 
Internet pervasion rate. Based on the calculations, we estimated the economic value. 

The economic value was calculated by the following equation: 
 
B = b × car ownership rate (vehicles per household) (%) × Internet pervasion rate (%)  
× the number of households in the survey area 
 

Where B equals the benefit of providing service for one winter (¥/year) and b equals the 
monetary value of the service per household (¥581) 

Suppose the survey area consists of Ishikari and Tobetsu (approximately 29,000 
households) and the average WTP is ¥581; the economic value is ¥11.7 million per year (Table 3). 

In the information provision experiment, ¥3 million to ¥5 million was added as the cost 
for the system and its operation. For full-scale introduction of the system, operation and 
management must be improved, and Internet security measures well implemented. Although the 
cost is expected to be higher, its benefit is expected to justify the cost. 
 
 

TABLE 3  Benefit Calculated for the Area of Ishikari and Tobetsu 
Survey Area Households1 Car Ownership 

Rate per 
Household2 

Internet 
Dissemination Rate in 

Households3 

Benefits  
(¥ million/year) 

Ishikari Tobetsu 28,987 85% 81.4% 11.7 
1 Basic Resident Register Network (January 2003) 
2 National Survey of Family Income and Expenditure (1999) 
3 Communications Usage Trend Survey (2002) 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
This paper presented the results of the questionnaire survey conducted on the Northern Road 
Navi website and conducted on the regionwide snowstorm information provision service by face-
to-face group interview. The paper has discussed user evaluation of winter road information and 
the effects of such information. 

Northern Road Navi was found by 90% of the respondents to enhance safety and a sense 
of security. The road information and the mountain pass information were the main contributors 
to this high rating. All the respondents said that they wished to continue using these two 
information items. For items of the mountain pass information webpage, high evaluations were 
given for real-time information (mountain pass road image and weather forecast) and snow and 
frost duration. Many respondents said that these items would help enhance safety and sense of 
security. 

According to the CS analysis, we measured usefulness of the mountain pass information 
in enhancing driving safety and a sense of security on winter roads. The topographical 
information on mountain passes (elevation, gradient, and so on) was the item for which the 
improvement priority ranked the highest. The level of satisfaction was high for mountain pass 
road images. In light of these results, we will add a cross-sectional figure in the table to enable 
intuitive understanding of mountain pass section length and elevation, and we will add other 
kinds of topographical information. Also, we will improve links to road images, so that users 
may more easily know that clicking will bring up an image. Through these improvements, we 
will attempt to enhance usability of the mountain pass information webpage. 

The regionwide snowstorm information provision service was assumed to permit users 
unlimited access, via mobile phone and personal computer, to weather road information on the 
road they selected. Under this assumption, a CVM-based questionnaire survey was conducted in 
a face-to-face interview with a group of people regarding the WTP per household in one winter. 
It was found to be ¥581. 

The winter road information service has been proved to contribute to enhanced safety and 
sense of security of drivers by prompting proper route selection and departure time adjustment. 
The survey results have confirmed this quantitatively. 

Once improvements are made to the mountain pass information of the Northern Road 
Navi website, another questionnaire survey will be conducted. In addition, for the regionwide 
road snowstorm information service, road users will be provided with snowstorm information so 
that they may evaluate its effects. 
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ecause of public concerns, the use of salt as a deicer for roads in New Zealand was 
discontinued more than 20 years ago, and icy roads have been managed since without 

the use of chemical deicers. In more recent years however, increasing customer 
expectations have demanded improvements to icy road management beyond the application 
of just grit or sand. 

A proposal to reintroduce salt as a deicing chemical was rejected by road users and 
environmental groups.  

Following investigations of alternatives, calcium magnesium acetate (CMA) was chosen 
as a suitable deicer and anti-icer that could meet the environmental concerns and be accepted by 
the road user. 

CMA has been introduced gradually in various parts of the country and has been closely 
monitored for any effects on the environment. In particular, monitoring has taken place over the 
past 5 years in the central North Island, where operations are within a national park and world 
heritage area. During that time extensive testing of streams, soil, and vegetation has been carried 
out, and no significant effect has been observed.  

CMA is a high-cost product, and so ice prediction technology is now being introduced to 
assist with managing its use on a just-in-time and in-the-right-place philosophy to ensure it is 
cost-effective, improves safety and efficiency for the road user, and minimizes any 
environmental concerns.  

This paper summarizes the environmental monitoring of CMA in the central North 
Island, the results obtained, the benefits and costs involved, and management practices. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
New Zealand’s temperate climate provides winter temperatures that generally do not 
remain below freezing during the day. This climate provides sometimes daily freeze–thaw 
cycles during the winter season with temperatures hovering around 0oC. 

In 1995 storms closed a section of State Highway 1, the main north–south highway, 
in the central North Island for 9 consecutive days due to snow and ice. This section of 
highway is known as the Desert Road, and although closures each winter are common, the 
extended length of this closure raised substantial public concern. The previous winter,  

B 
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because of a fatality caused by ice, criticisms were leveled on the basis that the Desert 
Road was not closed soon enough. 

Traffic volume on the main highways continues to increase, and more goods are 
being transported by road as a result of reducing regulation in the transport industry. 
Consequently, road users and communities have in recent times increased their expectation 
for higher levels of service on the country’s highways. 

Transit New Zealand’s ability to manage winter storms better has been constrained 
by its existing ice management practices. Salt had been used in past years in some areas, 
although not extensively. However, its use was stopped in the late 1970s or early 1980s as 
a result of concerns, mainly from motorist groups. 

Ice management practices were therefore restricted to the use of mechanical means 
to remove snow and cut down the ice layer as far as possible to the road surface. Abrasives 
in the form of grit or sharp sand were applied to improve traction until rising temperatures 
were able to melt the ice.  

Gritting, however, has its own limitations in its effectiveness. There have been 
concerns over safety issues; under some circumstances this material can be just as 
dangerous as ice on the road to unsuspecting motorists. 

As a result of public concerns following the mid-1990 storms, investigations into 
winter maintenance operations for the Desert Road were commenced and included a study 
of overseas practices. Among other things, this investigation recommended the use of a 
chemical deicer as being the most effective method of managing ice.  

Consequently the reintroduction of salt was recommended. However the various 
motoring organizations expressed total opposition to the use of any chloride-based salt. The 
location of the Desert Road within a national park and world heritage area also meant that 
there was significant concern for the environment.  

Following extensive research in to the various deicing chemicals available, it was 
found that calcium magnesium acetate (CMA) was the best suited because of its reduced 
effect on the environment and its noncorrosive properties.  

New Zealand’s environmental law (1) meant that formal consents were necessary to 
allow the use of a chemical for deicing purposes on the highway. The process also requires 
recognition of any cultural and spiritual concerns of indigenous Maori. Natural waterways 
and landforms are particularly significant to Maori. 

Consents, covering discharge to water and land, were granted in October 1997 for a 
5-year period covering five sites on the Desert Road. These were the most prone to icing 
and were frequently the sites that caused problems for motorists. The consents were to 
enable trials to be carried out, including extensive field monitoring, to determine the 
effects on the streams, soils, and vegetation. Further consents have been obtained since for 
extensive areas in the South Island based on the work undertaken on the Desert Road. 

This paper outlines the environmental monitoring undertaken on the Desert Road 
over the 5-year trial period and discusses the results obtained.  

CMA is a relatively high-cost, imported product. To ensure that it is used 
effectively and improves safety and efficiency for the road user and that the environmental 
concerns are minimized, managing its use on a just-in-time and in-the-right-place basis is 
important. The directions being taken and the technology being introduced also are 
reviewed. 
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POTENTIAL EFFECTS  
 
In order to support the application for consent to use a chemical deicer, extensive investigations 
and consultation were carried out and an effects assessment was prepared. This work highlighted 
the following potential effects. 
 
Soils and Groundwater 
 
In normal agricultural soils, there are usually high levels of calcium and magnesium but in 
contrast, the generally volcanic soils of the Desert Road region have low levels of calcium and 
magnesium. The Desert Road soils also are low in organic matter and phosphorous and are 
acidic. CMA could therefore be expected to increase soil fertility with increases in calcium and 
magnesium as well as potentially increasing phosphorous levels. [Production-grade CMA is 
contaminated with phosphorous (2).] In addition there could be an expected increase in 
phosphorous and soil organic matter. Overall the effects of CMA on soils could be expected to 
be beneficial; however, the effects of any increased soil fertility on vegetation existing in the 
lowly fertile Desert Road alpine areas were unknown. 
 
Terrestrial Vegetation 
 
The Desert Road area experiences a relatively windy climate and therefore makes vegetation 
potentially susceptible to damage by airborne contaminants. It had been reported that CMA 
application on a number of plant species showed no discernible effects (2, 3). It was considered 
that CMA applications at the levels expected were unlikely to cause any detrimental effects on 
roadside vegetation. 
 
Streams 
 
The depletion of dissolved oxygen (DO) from the degradation of the acetate component of CMA 
was the major water quality concern. Studies had shown that CMA decomposition exerted a 
significant biochemical oxygen demand on receiving waters (3). Stream life could be affected by 
depleted DO, and there was also concern about potential bacteria and fungi growth that could 
smother the streambed and increase the oxygen demand. This was of concern as the streams are 
nearly pristine and feed an internationally acclaimed trout fishery.  

Although there was some concern over the potential effects on both soils and vegetation 
in the area, monitoring over time to determine cumulative effects was considered to be the most 
appropriate method for determining changes due to CMA application. The more significant 
concerns, however, were the apparent risks to streams. 
 
 
DISSOLVED OXYGEN MODELING 
 
As a consequence of the possible adverse effects identified by the investigation, a simple DO 
modeling exercise was carried out to determine stream responses for the five areas identified on 
the Desert Road for chemical applications. There are various guidelines available that discuss 
DO levels in natural waters. In particular, environmental legislation requires that for water 
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classified to be managed for aquatic ecosystems, fishery, or fish-spawning purposes, the 
concentration of dissolved oxygen shall exceed 80% of saturation concentration (1). 

The streams in the national park have not been classified under the legislation, but 
because of their particular location it was considered that this level of protection was appropriate. 

The results of the modeling suggested that at lower rates (10 gm/m2) of CMA delivery to 
streams, the risk of DO depletion causing adverse effects on aquatic biota was negligible. 
However, with higher application rates, the model indicated that severe oxygen depletion might 
occur (4). 

As a consequence of this assessment, further work was necessary to refine the inputs of 
the model. 

Four streams on the Desert Road were chosen for the refined modeling study and site-
specific information on temperatures, DO, stream depths, velocities, and background biological 
oxygen demand (BOD5) was obtained. 

The worst-case theoretical scenario providing the greatest risk to the streams was 
considered to be where multiple applications of chemical had been applied and was followed by 
a relatively short-duration, high-intensity rainfall event. The resulting runoff would then tend to 
slug dose the streams giving the greatest potential for any effect. 

The total mass of chemical that would cause a 20% drop in DO under this scenario was 
determined as the critical burden. When the cumulative critical burden was reached, a significant 
run-off event would need to occur before further CMA applications could resume. 

The smallest stream with a base flow less than 0.05 m3/s indicated some risk of 
significant DO reductions with an estimated critical burden of just 35 gm/m2 (4). 

There was however a high uncertainty of two critical model parameters: 
 

• The proportion of CMA applied to the road that washes into the stream and  
• The time taken (duration) for the CMA to reach the stream. 

 
To obtain realistic estimates of these criteria and to calibrate the DO model further, field-

testing involving the application of CMA directly on the road was necessary. At this point a 
consent was required for on-road trials. 

It was considered that with a precautionary approach adopted by commencing testing on 
the catchments of the larger streams, monitored information could be gathered to estimate the 
crucial model parameters. The testing also would monitor DO response in the streams and the 
results used to calibrate the model. Further model simulations could them be made to set safe 
application limits for the smaller streams and allow full-scale trials to be carried out on all 
catchments. 
 
 
CONSENT APPROVAL 
 
On the basis of the investigation and specific modeling analysis, consents were sought to initially 
carry out model calibration tests followed by a controlled trial at the five identified sites. 
Accepted as an integral part of the consent approval, an environmental management plan was 
prepared to cover the test and trial procedures, including the monitoring and operational 
requirements. In addition a community liaison group was established with representation invited 
from the major interest groups, including the Maori. 
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The purpose of the group was to receive information of the testing and trial monitoring 
results and provide feedback. This provided a forum for discussion of important issues, so that 
the interested parties could gain a greater understanding of the trial and appreciate others points 
of view. The consent was granted for a 5-year period to carry out model calibration tests initially 
and then full-scale on-road trials based on critical burdens derived from the modeling. 
 
 
FIELD CALIBRATION  
 
The calibration test criteria required that ground temperatures be below zero (freezing) to 
minimize the loss of chemical due to infiltration into the soils on the flow paths to the stream. 
CMA was then to be applied over a measured road area at a predetermined rate and then washed 
from the road by water tankers simulating a short high intensity rainstorm. 

Stream samplers and DO probes were placed downstream of the test site, and 
measurements were taken following the washing of CMA off the road (Figure 1). The measured 
drop in DO as a result of the CMA inflow would be used to calibrate the model and then refine 
the determination of the critical burden for each stream catchments. Should the test not 
provide the required results, then—based on the precautionary approach—the stream with 
the next lowest flow rate would be the subject of testing and so on until a result was 
achieved and the model able to be calibrated. 

The tests on the larger streams indicated that the prediction of critical burden was 
conservative. As a result the smallest stream was then tested but with changes to the test 
procedure. To avoid having to spread the CMA on the road and then wash it off, the CMA 
was poured directly into the stream.  

Testing began with 5 kg of solid CMA discharged directly to the stream over a 30-
min period. Monitoring was unable to detect any discernible decrease in DO within the 
stream (5). A second test was carried out with 12 kg over a 30-min period. Again there was 
no evidence of DO depletion. 

Two further tests were carried out. The first involved 15 kg of dissolved CMA 
applied over a 15-min period, and the second, 32 kg of dissolved CMA applied over a 10-
min period. Neither test indicated any effect on stream DO (6).  

All four direct tests on the stream were carried out in the summer period, stream 
bacterial populations normally would be expected to be at their highest and with the 
greatest effect on oxygen demand. 

The tests carried out did not provide the results required to enable the DO model to 
be calibrated and therefore provide a confident assessment of the CMA critical burden that 
would ensure that the DO depletion in each stream would not exceed the 20% limit set by 
the resource consent. 

With the lack of results it was thought that there were insufficient bacteria in the 
streams to consume the CMA to the extent required to affect DO. The streams are of 
pristine nature with relatively cool water temperatures measured at a maximum of 12 
degrees during midsummer and therefore suppressing the BOD5 decay rate. 

Feedback from the liaison group, however, gave the opinion that the bacteria needed 
to acclimate to the introduction of CMA as a food source, and the tests so far were 
insufficient in duration to allow this to take place. 
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The model was then refined assuming that an actual DO depression in the final test 
of 5% was reached given that the DO probes were accurate to ±3%. The BOD5 decay rate 
was altered in the model to force it to predict a DO depression of 5% for the test.  

The revised model then was used to predict the critical burden for the smallest 
stream. This resulted in a total application of 500 kg, equivalent to a rate of 110 gm/m2 on 
the road, which could be applied safely before requiring a significant runoff event to wash 
the accumulated CMA from the road and surrounding soils. This maximum rate allowed 
realistic CMA applications on this area for the full-scale trials. The larger streams could 
therefore receive proportionally larger critical burdens.  

This provided confidence that the risk of significant effect on the streams for the 
full-scale trials would be negligible.  
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FIGURE 1  Locality plan, showing CMA trial areas  
(sites 1 through 5) and location of DO probes. 
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FULL-SCALE ROAD TRIALS 
 
Stream Monitoring 
 
The first full-scale trials of CMA began in the winter of 1999. When snow fell or ice formed on 
the road, CMA was applied to the five trial sites. A range of monitoring was carried out, 
including the following: 
 

• Continuous DO and phosphorous measurements upstream and downstream from the 
road on three different streams, 

• TOC measurements in two streams during three separate rainfall runoff events (to 
provide further information on the concentrations of CMA entering the streams), 

• Monthly assessments of invertebrates and periphyton and heterotrophic film cover on 
three streams upstream and downstream from the road, and 

• Ancillary information gathering, including rainfall and stream flow recording. 
 

Relatively mild winters were experienced in 1999 and 2000, and CMA was applied only 
on three and four occasions per year, respectively. Colder winters were experienced in 2001 and 
2002, and a total of 13 and 12 applications were made each year, respectively (average 
application rate of 30 gm/m2; total mass of 23 tons and 22 tons applied each year, respectively).  

It was concluded that in the monitored streams over the trial period there were 
 

• No reductions in DO below the consent limit of 80% of saturation (DO 
concentrations remained above 90% of saturation throughout the study period). A typical result 
is shown in Figure 2. 

• No detectable effects on benthic growths. 
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FIGURE 2  Typical result of DO monitoring at the smallest stream. 
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• No ecologically significant effects on aquatic invertebrates. 
• Some short-term increases in TOC concentrations downstream from the road after 

rainfall (7).  
 
Vegetation and Soils Monitoring 
 
Vegetation monitoring involved the establishment of 30-m transects at right angles to the 
highway on both sides of the road with one site in each of the four distinct vegetation areas 
within the trial areas, including beech forest, shrub-grassland, and fernland vegetation. The 
vegetation was checked monthly during the trial, and photographic records were kept. Soil 
samples were analyzed annually for physiochemical changes. 

No consistent pattern of change was evident in measured parameters in beech or tea tree 
forest or in fernland or grassland. Changes found in some plots in beech and tea tree forests were 
likely to reflect natural dynamic processes rather than the application of CMA to the adjacent 
highway. There has been no evidence that the application of CMA to the highway since 1999 has 
affected the health of the four monitored plant communities or of the individual species 
monitored within them (8).  

No significant effect has been found in the soil chemistry. Increases in phosphorous and 
exchangeable calcium and magnesium were insignificant and decreases in values were as 
common as increases (9). 
 
 
COSTS AND BENEFITS 
 
The use of CMA provides substantial benefits over the traditional use of grit in terms of safety 
and effectiveness. Grit application is relatively inexpensive (US$63 per lane km per application), 
but there have been concerns raised regarding its use as it can create hazardous situations and 
expose motorists to additional or unnecessary risk. It also requires multiple applications to 
overcome the disbursement by vehicles and wind and the embedment into ice as the surface re-
freezes. 

CMA, conversely, is a high-cost, imported product. Application cost is about five times 
the cost of grit. CMA does, however, have the ability to maintain a residual effect; therefore the 
number of applications and the amount applied reflect this. 

To provide a comparison of the cost and benefits of using CMA against grit, an 
assessment of the relative economic differences has been undertaken using a 25-year analysis 
period.  

In the case of CMA these benefits are obtained through  
 

• Reduction in accidents. The analysis of accident reductions is difficult because of the 
variability of the winters. To allow for this in a benefits analysis, the effectiveness of CMA at 
reducing ice-related accidents was treated as a variable.  

• Decrease in travel time. The replacement of grit with CMA results in a net decrease in 
travel time when icy conditions are prevalent because of increased speed. Skid-resistance tests 
indicated a 24% increase in grip when CMA was used in place of grit and therefore provided a 
safer surface for motorists. 
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• Reduction in road closure durations. The most significant benefit to the road users is 
obtained through reductions in road closures. A network model to determine the effects on road 
users when the Desert Road is closed has been developed (10). The model considered 

– Vehicle operating costs,  
– Vehicle occupant time, and 
– Benefits lost because of canceled trips. 
 

The reduction in road closures due to the use of a deicer or anti-icer is difficult to 
quantify, and so this factor also was adopted as a variable. 

The benefit–cost ratio (BCR) of CMA is the ratio of the combined benefit streams (travel 
time reductions, accident reductions, and reductions in road closure durations) over the 
differential cost of CMA compared with gritting. In looking at the BCR of using CMA as a 
replacement for grit (Table 1), it is evident that CMA’s greater costs can be offset by the 
increased benefits to the road users with just a small reduction in accidents or closures. 
 
 
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES  
 
The demand for improved levels of service and the use of a high-cost, imported deicer, necessary 
to meet the environmental and motorist concerns, has driven the need to introduce better 
management practices. As the affected areas of highway in New Zealand are dispersed widely 
throughout the network, varying levels of service are appropriate taking the use and remoteness 
of the highways into consideration. 

The focus will be to keep high-volume tourist routes and strategic state highways open as 
a first priority level of service. It has been considered that because of the cost in terms of 
resources and consent compliance monitoring for the use of the deicer, only the first priority 
routes will receive chemical treatment. Other routes will continue with the traditional grit 
applications. 
 
 

TABLE 1  Benefits–Cost Ratio Matrix 
  Reduction in Ice and Snow Accidents with the Road Open 
  0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

0% 0.38 0.42 0.49 0.57 0.64 0.72 0.79 0.87 0.94 1.02 1.09
10% 2.18 2.21 2.29 2.37 2.44 2.52 2.59 2.67 2.74 2.82 2.89
20% 3.97 4.01 4.09 4.16 4.24 4.32 4.39 4.47 4.54 4.62 4.69
30% 5.77 5.81 5.89 5.96 6.04 6.11 6.19 6.27 6.34 6.42 6.49
40% 7.57 7.61 7.69 7.76 7.84 7.91 7.99 8.06 8.14 8.22 8.29
50% 9.37 9.41 9.49 9.56 9.64 9.71 9.79 9.86 9.94 10.01 10.09
60% 11.17 11.21 11.29 11.36 11.44 11.51 11.59 11.66 11.74 11.81 11.89
70% 12.97 13.01 13.09 13.16 13.24 13.31 13.39 13.46 13.54 13.61 13.69
80% 14.77 14.81 14.89 14.96 15.04 15.11 15.19 15.26 15.34 15.41 15.49
90% 16.57 16.61 16.69 16.76 16.84 16.91 16.99 17.06 17.14 17.21 17.29R
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100% 18.37 18.41 18.49 18.56 18.64 18.71 18.79 18.86 18.94 19.01 19.09
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Getting resources to the right place at the right time is also an important factor in 
improving the levels of service. All highway maintenance services have been contracted out 
since 1989, and there has been a reliance on the experience and judgment of the contractors to 
determine when and where treatment was required. The specification for snow and ice treatment 
traditionally has been method-based. The use of a chemical also means that advantage can be 
taken of its ability as an anti-icer to improve safety and route availability in a more efficient and 
effective manner. 

To assist road managers, road weather information stations, thermal mapping, and ice 
prediction forecasting now are being introduced.  

Using such systems will provide road managers with real-time information about their 
network, an analysis of the various factors that give rise to icy conditions, and specific 
predictions for the network. This knowledge ensures that better-informed decisions will be made 
as to where and when to act and that the appropriate treatment will be applied at the right time at 
the right place.  

These systems will be applied not only to the management of chemical application but 
also to gritting use, thereby minimizing the exposure of motorists to hazards. 

Variable message signs and automated road open and close signs also have been installed 
to provide motorists with accurate and timely road condition information.  
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Environmental monitoring of CMA use on the Desert Road has indicated that there have been no 
discernable effects on DO concentrations or biological attributes in the streams during the 5-year 
trial period.  

There has been no evidence that the application of CMA has affected the health of 
vegetation and no significant effect has been found in the soil chemistry.  

The environmental liaison group has not raised any significant issues of concern, and the 
success of the trial has been acknowledged through the granting of a further consent for an 11-
year period. 

In that time monitoring for an additional 5 years on a much-reduced scale will be 
undertaken to ensure that there will be no long-term cumulative effects.  

So far the changes to management practices have been well received by the contractors 
and supported by the motorist organizations. 

For the future every opportunity to stay informed about various initiatives in operations, 
products, research studies, and trials should be taken and every opportunity to keep aware of 
changing customer expectations should be implemented.  

Benchmarking with others and applying best practices suitable for the New Zealand 
situation should contribute to obtaining acceptance by customers and society as a whole that this 
management of snow and icy roads is reasonable and effective and saves lives.  
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Reducing Salt Consumption by Using Road Weather  
Information System and Mesan Data 
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n today’s road administrations it is important to keep track of the spread amount of chemicals 
used in winter road maintenance. Variations in snow and ice conditions from year to year 

make it difficult to compare figures. In order to tackle this problem, the Swedish National Road 
Administration (SNRA) has developed a new salt index. 

The salt index is based on data from SNRA’s 700 road weather information system 
(RWIS) stations as well as on data provided by the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological 
Institute (SMHI) and on the total amount of salt. SNRA uses RWIS data for information on air 
and road surface temperatures, humidity, wind, and type of precipitation and SMHI data for the 
amount of precipitation. 
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In calculating the salt index in Figure 1, the length of road treated with salt, type of road 

(standard class), and guidelines for salt are used. A salt index of 1.0 indicates that the contractor 
(or county, regional, or national road manager) has used the optimum salt dosage. 

The weather index provides data on slippery roads, snowfall, and snowdrifts expressed in 
number of occasions; for example, two icy road surface occasions will be registered if it is  
 
 

 

FIGURE 1  Example of salt index. 

I 
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known that a skid control measure will be effective for 5 h and the RWIS data show that there 
still is a risk of slippery roads after 6 h. The same principle applies to snowfalls and snowdrifts.  

The weather index can detect four kinds of slippery surfaces ranging from light frost to 
freezing rain (HR1, HR2, HT, HN) and three kinds of snowfall and snowdrift ranging from light 
to heavy (SNO1-3, DREV1-2) (Figure 2). 

The RWIS data are collected every half-hour and the SMHI data every hour. To calculate 
the amount of precipitation, SMHI uses a model called Mesan, which is an operational mesoscale 
analysis system. This model subdivides Sweden into a 22- by 22-km grid net, and calculations 
are performed for each grid individually (Figure 3). 

 
 

 
FIGURE 2  Example of weather index. 

 
 

 
FIGURE 3  Example of Mesan grids and RWIS. 
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Weather Index Calculations 
Slippery = HR1 + HR2 + HT + HN Slippery occasions 
Snow = Sno 3_10 + Sno 10_25 + Sno 25_ Snow occasions 
Drift = Drev 0_3 + Drev 3_10 Drift occasions 

 
Recommended Amount of Salt (kg/km) 

HR1 Number of slippery occasions – light hoarfrost 24 
HR2 Number of slippery occasions – severe hoarfrost 36 
HT Number of slippery occasions – falling surface temperature 48 
HN Number of slippery occasions  – wet precipitation on cold surface 60 
  
Sno 3_10 Number of snow occasions between 3–10 mm 36
Sno 10_25 Number of snow occasions between 10–25 mm 90
Sno 25_ Number of snow occasions between > 25 mm 120
  
Drev 0_3 Number of snow occasions between 0–3 mm 24
Drev 3_10 Number of snow occasions between 3–10 mm 24

 
The amount of salt used compared with the weather situation involved is entered in the 

final step of the calculation. This provides a good basis for comparing salt consumption from 
year to year and a possibility to find areas with too much salt use compared with the weather. 
This index is a tool for benchmarking maintenance quality.  

For those maintenance areas that were found to have a salt index much higher than 
acceptable, there was the question of why. The answer was found in the way the contractors were 
compensated for their maintenance activities. When there was a compensation model based on 
incentive, the salt index was close to 1.0 or lower. 

An incentive-based compensation to contractors gives the following results shown in 
Figure 4. 

 

 
FIGURE 4  Results of incentive-based compensation to contractors. 
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The use of an incentive-based compensation model built on RWIS and MESAN-data 
gives as a result a reduced use of salt compared with a compensation model based on measures.  

The results were so obvious that SNRA is making preparations for changing the whole 
compensation system before the next winter season 2004–2005. 

An incentive-based compensation to contractors has the advantages shown in Figure 5. 
 

 
FIGURE 5  Advantages of incentive-based compensation to contractors. 
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Washington State Department of Transportation’s  
2002–2003 Salt Pilot Project 

 
ENRICO V. BAROGA 

Washington State Department of Transportation 
 
 

uring the winter of 2002–2003, the Washington State Department of Transportation (DOT) 
conducted a field evaluation that compared several aspects of using sodium chloride for 

highway snow and ice control and corrosion-inhibited snow and ice controlchemicals. Sections 
of highway were designated in which salt products (salt brine and rock salt) were the sole 
chemicals used. Similar sections of highway were designated in which corrosion-inhibited 
chemicals (corrosion-inhibited liquid calcium chloride, corrosion-inhibited liquid magnesium 
chloride, and corrosion-inhibited rock salt) were the sole chemicals used.  

The cost of materials, equipment, and labor for sections in which salt was used was 
significantly less than like costs for those sections in which corrosion-inhibited chemicals were 
used. The results, in terms of average roadway condition during inclement winter weather, were 
similar between highway sections where salt was used and highway sections where corrosion-
inhibited chemicals were used.  

The corrosion evaluation provided varied results based on different scenarios. Corrosion 
was evaluated by exposing samples of steel, sheet aluminum, and cast aluminum to either salt or 
corrosion-inhibited chemicals and comparing corrosion rates on them. Exposure of the metal 
samples was accomplished by attaching them to maintenance trucks, maintenance supervisor 
pick-up trucks, and roadside guardrail posts. The basis to which the corrosion results are 
compared is a performance specification used by Washington State DOT and several other road 
maintenance organizations. Washington State DOT specifies that corrosion-inhibited chemicals 
must be at least 70% less corrosive than salt. A laboratory test that simulates environmental 
exposure to snow and ice control chemicals has traditionally been used to verify chemicals meet 
this specification. Steel is typically the metal of choice in conducting this lab test. The corrosion-
inhibited chemicals generally come close to, meet, or exceed the 70% specification when tested 
on steel using the laboratory analysis. Use of the corrosion-inhibited chemicals in the field 
evaluation did not meet the 70% specification in any comparison scenarios. In some scenarios, 
the use of corrosion-inhibited chemicals resulted in some reductions in corrosion, and in other 
scenarios, their use resulted in more corrosion compared with the use of salt. 

In the environmental evaluation, chloride levels found in roadside soils, surface water, 
and underlying groundwater were found to be generally low and well below any applicable 
regulatory standards or guidelines. No pattern was evident from this evaluation of increased 
contribution of chlorides to the roadside environment dependent on whether salt was used or 
corrosion-inhibited chemicals were used.  
 
 

D 
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BACKGROUND  
 
The Washington State Department of Transportation (DOT) discontinued the use of rock salt in 
the late 1980s in favor of alternative, corrosion-inhibited chemicals. In the years since this policy 
change, Washington State DOT personnel have noticed continued corrosion on maintenance 
trucks and have received complaints from road users regarding corrosion. Conversely, 
Washington State DOT bridge personnel have noticed a general decrease in the amount of 
rehabilitation work needed on bridge decks due to corrosion in the underlying rebar. This 
conflicting information has caused Washington State DOT maintenance personnel to raise the 
question of how much reduction in corrosion is actually occurring in the roadway environment 
from the use of corrosion-inhibited chemicals compared with the use of salt. The only 
documentation of relative corrosion rates from exposure to sodium chloride and corrosion-
inhibited chemicals under like circumstances has been from tests conducted under controlled, 
laboratory conditions. It seemed plausible that differences between the controlled laboratory 
environment and the variable roadway environment might lead to different rates of relative 
corrosion. 

In addition to the questions about corrosion from snow and ice control chemicals, it was 
felt that an overall evaluation of sodium chloride as a highway maintenance tool in Washington 
State was needed. Factors that led to this include sodium chloride’s cost-effectiveness, changing 
anti-icing chemical application practices, other road maintenance organizations’ extensive, 
continued use of sodium chloride, and improved corrosion protection practices in the truck and 
automobile manufacturing industry as well as in bridge construction. The use of liquid anti-icers 
(i.e., salt brine) in a preventive manner results in much lower levels of chlorides being applied to 
the roadway. Application of chloride-based liquids typically equates to approximately 100 lbs of 
salt, or chlorides, per lane mile. Contemporary application rates for solid chemicals (i.e., rock 
salt), when used for accumulated snow or compact snow and ice, are typically between 200 and 
300 lbs per lane mile. 
 
 
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
 
The general objective of this research project was to carry out a multifaceted comparison of 
sodium chloride and corrosion-inhibited chemicals under real-world roadway conditions. 
Specific objectives included the following: 
 

1. To compare snow and ice control costs of using sodium chloride with like costs by 
using corrosion-inhibited chemicals; 

2. To compare the results (i.e., road conditions) of snow and ice control activities carried 
out by using sodium chloride products with like results from the use of corrosion-inhibited 
chemicals; 

3. To compare corrosion of metal exposed to sodium chloride with metal exposed to 
corrosion-inhibited chemicals; and 

4. To compare chloride levels in roadside soils, surface water, and underlying 
groundwater in areas using sodium chloride with chloride levels in areas by using corrosion-
inhibited chemicals. 
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TEST LOCATIONS 
 
Washington State DOT initially selected two test locations where salt brine and rock salt would 
be the sole snow and ice control chemicals used. Two other sections were selected where 
corrosion-inhibited chemicals were the sole snow and ice chemicals used. Plowing and sanding 
activities also were conducted as needed in both salt and corrosion-inhibited chemical sections.  

After the initial planning of the pilot project commenced, maintenance personnel from 
Washington State DOT’s southwest region expressed an interest in participating in the project. 
State Route (SR) 6 between Chehalis and Raymond was selected as a section for salt use. A 
specific section of highway on which corrosion-inhibited chemicals were to be applied was not 
selected in the southwest region for the purpose of comparing data with the salt section. Instead, 
two maintenance trucks that applied corrosion-inhibited chemicals on several highways in the 
general vicinity of SR 6 were selected for data comparison purposes (Figure 1).  
 
 
COSTS 
 
Snow and ice control operational costs incurred during the pilot project were tabulated for each 
project section (Table 1). The primary objective of documenting these costs was to be able to 
generate a general comparison of the operational costs of a maintenance program that was reliant 
on salt products for snow and ice control with a maintenance program that was reliant on 
corrosion-inhibited chemical products for snow and ice control. Cost items included in this 
tabulation were materials, labor, and equipment expenditures.  
 

 
FIGURE 1  Salt and corrosion-inhibited chemical test sections. 
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TABLE 1  Salt Pilot Project Costs per Lane Mile 

Location Labor Equipment Materials Lane Miles $/Lane Mile 
SC Region Salt $10,467 $4,731 $54,479 102 $683.10 
NC Region Corrosion-
Inhibited Chemicals 

 
$24,347 

 
$12,564 

 
$117,501 

 
222 

 
$695.55 

Eastern Region Salt $30,090 $13,886 $66,385 253 $436.21 
Eastern Region 
Corrosion-Inhibited 
Chemicals Control 

 
$41,492 

 
$18,954 

 
$286,670 

 
210 

 
$1,652.93 

SW Region Salt $4,042 $1,784 $5,914 103 $113.98 
 
 

Several variables must be considered when assessing the costs of delivering a winter 
maintenance program. An example of this is in regard to costs per unit and application rates of 
anti-icing chemicals. Unit costs vary, but so do required application rates. Although the unit cost 
of a certain chemical may be only half of another chemical, the total costs actually may be more 
if the chemical has to be applied at a much higher rate. Another example is related to the 
roadway area of responsibility. Total monetary costs between two sections may be similar, but 
significant differences in miles of roadway maintained provide important information about 
program efficiency. A simple way to improve the fairness of cost comparisons is to put total 
costs into terms of costs per lane mile over an entire winter season. Although this doesn’t factor 
in every possible variable, it generally does provide a good medium of comparison.  
 
 
SNOW AND ICE CONTROL RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE 
 
Washington State DOT measures performance for a variety of maintenance activities using a 
program known as the maintenance accountability process (MAP). Performance measures are 
focused on customer-oriented outcomes or the results of maintenance work with which highway 
users can identify. Results are determined typically by field evaluations that assess the condition 
of highway system features. Results are identified in terms of level of service (LOS). LOS is 
communicated in terms of a letter-grade scale similar to school report cards. An LOS of A is the 
best LOS, and an LOS of F is the poorest LOS.  

Several roadway segments within the project sections were utilized for field evaluations 
and LOS calculation. A summary of the LOS ratings for each project section is shown in Figure 
2. The LOS rating for each section represents the average condition in which the subject roadway 
was maintained during the winter season.  
 
 
CORROSION STANDARDS 
 
Washington State DOT is a member of a consortium of northwest state DOTs and Canadian 
provinces known as the Pacific Northwest Snowfighters (PNS). One of PNS’s functions is to  
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FIGURE 2  Level of service ratings for project test sections. 
 
 
develop anti-icing chemical specifications that all member organizations utilize. The PNS 
specification for corrosion is that a corrosion-inhibited anti-icing chemical must be at least 70% less 
corrosive to a given type of metal than sodium chloride is corrosive to that same type of metal. This 
reduced level of corrosion is determined by a laboratory test. 

Generally, the lab test consists of immersing and removing separate metal washers into a 
sodium chloride solution and a corrosion-inhibited chemical solution. Over a 72-h period, the metal 
samples are immersed for 50 min and removed from the solution for 10 min. This immersion and 
removal process is done hourly for the 72-h period. After the test period is complete, the metal 
samples are weighed. If the metal sample exposed to corrosion-inhibited chemicals has at least 70% 
less weight loss compared with the weight loss of the metal sample exposed to the sodium chloride 
solution, the corrosion-inhibited chemical meets the PNS specification.  
 
 
MEASURING CORROSION IN ROADWAY ENVIRONMENT 
 
The field replication of the laboratory corrosion analysis consisted of attaching samples of metal to 
Washington State DOT maintenance trucks working on highways where the only anti-icing chemical 
they would be exposed to is sodium chloride. Similar metal samples were attached to Washington 
State DOT maintenance trucks working on highways where the only anti-icing chemical they would 
be exposed to is a corrosion-inhibited product. Selected trucks were assigned to specific routes for 
winter maintenance to ensure that they would be exposed only to one type of either anti-icing 
chemical. While the laboratory test uses metal washers, larger pieces of metal were used for the 
roadway corrosion test. With longer exposure times and more potential corrosion, it was felt that the 
smaller washers would be inappropriate for this use. The pieces of metal used—called coupons—are 
approximately 4 in. by 6 in. in dimension. Three types of metal were selected by their common use in 
the automobile and truck manufacturing industry. Mild steel was selected because of its common use 
on a wide variety of motor vehicle components. A sheet aluminum alloy (type #5182) was selected 
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because of its use in a variety of car and truck body panels. A cast aluminum alloy (type # A356) was 
selected because of its use in housings (i.e., transmission housings) of certain car and truck parts.  

Each coupon was cleaned, prepared, and weighed. Two coupons of each of the three types of 
metal were attached to a rack that was in turn attached to Washington State DOT maintenance trucks. 
The racks were made of galvanized and painted steel. Coupons were attached to the rack with 
stainless steel nuts and bolts. Each rack (with mounted coupons) was then mounted on a truck that 
was used to conduct snow and ice control activities on the project sections. The coupon racks were 
fitted between the truck chassis rails above the truck’s differential. The coupons and rack were 
marked for tracking purposes. Racks and coupons were fitted to 31 maintenance trucks for this 
evaluation. These were either dump trucks that applied solid chemicals or sand, or both or spray 
trucks or tank trucks that applied liquid chemicals.  

Coupons and racks also were fitted onto four supervisor pickup trucks for a similar 
evaluation. Supervisor trucks were driven on a variety of highways in the course of daily work. In the 
evaluation, supervisor trucks in the test areas were driven on highways where they were exposed to 
both sodium chloride as well as corrosion-inhibited chemicals. Supervisor trucks in the corrosion-
inhibited chemical sections would be driven on highways where they would be exposed only to 
corrosion-inhibited chemicals since no salt was used anywhere in these maintenance areas. 

One set (steel, sheet aluminum, cast aluminum) of coupons was also fitted onto guardrail 
posts at select locations in each of the project sections. While they did not have the extensive 
exposure to anti-icing chemicals that Washington State DOT maintenance trucks did, they had some 
exposure from storm water splash by vehicles driving on the highways. The guardrail along the 
project sections of I-90 was typically 10 ft from the nearest travel lane. SR 6 did not have a similar, 
wide-paved shoulder. At the location where the coupons were attached to the guardrail, they were 7 
ft from the nearest travel lane. 
 
 
CORROSION RESULTS 
 
Getting Corrosion Results 
 
Because of the number of coupons used in the corrosion evaluation, average weight loss amounts 
were calculated by using all coupons of each metal type from each project section. The charts 
separate corrosion based on the type of metal coupon evaluated. The respective magnitudes of 
corrosion are significantly different. Weight loss in the steel coupons was on the order of grams. 
Weight loss in the sheet aluminum and cast aluminum coupons was much less—on the order of 
tenths of grams. The charts and narrative for the eastern and western Washington components of the 
pilot project were reported separately due to the differences in winter weather and snow and ice 
control methodology.  
 
Interpreting Corrosion Results 
 
To be included on a Washington State DOT contract, anti-icing chemical vendors must submit 
samples of their anti-icing chemical, which must pass the corrosion-inhibition test (at least 70% less 
corrosive than sodium chloride, corrosion being measured in weight loss) as well as tests for other 
impurities such as heavy metals.  
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The charts used to depict corrosion rates compare amounts of corrosion in metal samples 
exposed to corrosion-inhibited chemicals with amounts of corrosion in metal samples exposed to 
sodium chloride. The target level of reduced corrosion (70% less than salt) also is shown on each 
measure for corrosion-inhibited chemicals. This way, the reader learns of the target and actual rates 
of corrosion.  
 
 
CORROSION COMPARISON 
 
SC Region Salt and NC Region Corrosion-Inhibited Chemicals 
 
Figure 3 shows corrosion in steel coupons mounted on maintenance trucks, supervisor trucks, and 
guardrail in the SC salt and the NC corrosion-inhibited chemical sections. The maintenance truck-
mounted coupons exposed to corrosion-inhibited chemicals had 53% less corrosion than similar 
coupons exposed to salt. The supervisor truck-mounted coupons exposed to corrosion-inhibited 
chemicals had 60% less corrosion than similar coupons exposed to salt. The guardrail-mounted 
coupons exposed to corrosion-inhibited chemicals had 17% more corrosion than similar coupons 
exposed to salt.  

Figure 4 shows corrosion in sheet aluminum coupons mounted on maintenance trucks, 
supervisor trucks, and guardrail in the SC salt and the NC corrosion-inhibited chemical sections. The 
maintenance truck-mounted coupons exposed to corrosion-inhibited chemicals had 180% more 
corrosion than similar coupons exposed to salt. The supervisor truck-mounted coupons exposed to 
corrosion-inhibited chemicals had 13% more corrosion than similar coupons exposed to salt. The 
guardrail-mounted coupons exposed to corrosion-inhibited chemicals had 100% more corrosion than 
similar coupons exposed to salt.  

Figure 5 shows corrosion in cast aluminum coupons mounted on maintenance trucks, 
supervisor trucks, and guardrail in the SC salt and the NC corrosion-inhibited chemical sections.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 3  Steel coupon corrosion in SC and NC region test sections. 
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FIGURE 4  Sheet aluminum coupon corrosion in SC and NC region test sections. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 5  Cast aluminum coupon corrosion in SC and NC region test sections. 
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The maintenance truck-mounted coupons exposed to corrosion-inhibited chemicals had 25% less 
corrosion than similar coupons exposed to salt. The supervisor truck-mounted coupons exposed 
to corrosion-inhibited chemicals had 32% less corrosion than similar coupons exposed to salt. 
The guardrail-mounted coupons exposed to corrosion-inhibited chemicals had 143% more 
corrosion than similar coupons exposed to salt.  
 
Eastern Region Salt and Corrosion-Inhibited Chemicals 
 
Figure 6 shows corrosion in steel coupons mounted on maintenance trucks, supervisor trucks, 
and guardrail in the eastern region salt and corrosion-inhibited chemical sections. The 
maintenance truck-mounted coupons exposed to corrosion-inhibited chemicals had 30% less 
corrosion than similar coupons exposed to salt. The supervisor truck-mounted coupons exposed 
to corrosion-inhibited chemicals had 27% less corrosion than similar coupons exposed to salt. 
The guardrail-mounted coupons exposed to corrosion-inhibited chemicals had 9% more 
corrosion than similar coupons exposed to salt.  

Figure 7 shows corrosion in sheet aluminum coupons mounted on maintenance trucks, 
supervisor trucks, and guardrail in the eastern region salt and corrosion-inhibited chemical 
sections. The maintenance truck-mounted coupons exposed to corrosion-inhibited chemicals had 
140% more corrosion than similar coupons exposed to salt. The supervisor truck-mounted 
coupons exposed to corrosion-inhibited chemicals had 162% more corrosion than similar 
coupons exposed to salt. The guardrail-mounted coupons exposed to corrosion-inhibited 
chemicals had 50% less corrosion than similar coupons exposed to salt.  

Figure 8 shows corrosion in cast aluminum coupons mounted on maintenance trucks, 
supervisor trucks, and guardrail in the eastern region salt and corrosion-inhibited chemical  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 6  Steel coupon corrosion in eastern region test sections. 
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FIGURE 7  Sheet aluminum coupon corrosion in eastern region test sections. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 8  Cast aluminum coupon corrosion in eastern region test sections. 
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sections. The maintenance truck-mounted coupons exposed to corrosion-inhibited chemicals had 
14% more corrosion than similar coupons exposed to salt. The supervisor truck-mounted 
coupons exposed to corrosion-inhibited chemicals had 53% more corrosion than similar coupons 
exposed to salt. The guardrail-mounted coupons exposed to corrosion-inhibited chemicals had 
47% less corrosion than similar coupons exposed to salt.  
 
Discussion 
 
The steel coupons that were attached to maintenance trucks indicated that corrosion-inhibited 
chemicals provided some reductions (53% and 30%) to corrosion rates compared with corrosion 
rates of sodium chloride. These reductions fell short of comparable results from laboratory 
corrosion analysis as well as the PNS corrosion specification. Of the two corrosion-inhibited 
liquid chemicals used in the corrosion-inhibited chemical sections, the section using the liquid, 
calcium chloride product showed better corrosion reduction than the section using the liquid 
magnesium chloride product in both lab analysis as well as corrosion in the truck-mounted, steel 
coupons.  

In most cases with both types of aluminum coupons that were attached to maintenance 
trucks, the corrosion rates from exposure to corrosion-inhibited chemicals were actually higher 
than rates from exposure to sodium chloride. Once again, the actual corrosion rates were 
significantly different from the PNS corrosion specification. The PNS corrosion specification 
and accompanying laboratory test were developed with corrosion to steel in mind. The 
information on the sheet and cast aluminum coupons indicates that the PNS specification has 
little to no relevance to actual corrosion of aluminum.  

Both the steel and aluminum coupons mounted on the supervisor pickup trucks showed 
similar corrosion rates, as did those coupons from the maintenance trucks. For steel coupons, 
corrosion in the corrosion-inhibited control sections was less than that in the salt sections but far 
short of the PNS specification level. For the aluminum coupons, corrosion in the corrosion-
inhibited chemical sections was either in excess or slightly less than in the salt sections and fell 
far short of the PNS specification level. 

While the corrosion-inhibited chemicals resulted in some levels of reduced corrosion to 
steel coupons on maintenance and supervisor trucks, this was not the case with steel coupons 
mounted on guardrail posts. There was more corrosion on guardrail-mounted steel coupons 
exposed to corrosion-inhibited chemicals than those exposed to salt. Additionally, the total 
amount of corrosion on these coupons was greater than the total amount of corrosion on the 
truck-mounted coupons. While the reasons for this disparity are unknown, it does raise the 
question of whether corrosion inhibitors are providing any actual corrosion reduction in bridges. 
If corrosion rates associated with corrosion-inhibited chemicals increase as they migrate 10 ft 
from where they are applied to the roadway, do they also increase as the chemicals migrate into 
bridge decks through pavement cracks or drip down onto structural components of the bridge 
below the bridge deck? This corrosion information indicates that the PNS specification and 
accompanying laboratory procedure lack a direct and predictable relationship to corrosion rates 
that actually occur in the roadway and roadside environment. 

Corrosion results in the SW region test area were generally similar to those reported 
above. As such, they are not reported separately in this paper. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 
 
As part of this pilot project, Washington State DOT environmental staff conducted field 
sampling and laboratory analysis to assess the level of chloride residue in the roadside 
environment.  
 
Sampling Methodology 
 
Within each of the four designated sections along I-90 (two sections using corrosion-inhibited 
chemicals and two sections using sodium chloride), four sample locations were identified. These 
locations generally were chosen for the potential for chlorides from highway snow and ice 
control activities to enter nearby waters. However, due to the semi-arid nature of the Columbia 
River basin, some sections did not have any water bodies nearby that were suitable for sampling. 
Two sample locations along SR 6 had standing water present. All sample locations were 
recorded into a Global Positioning System. A total of 40 soil, 8 surface water, 10 sediment, and 4 
drinking water samples were taken during the prewinter and postwinter sampling efforts.  

Surface soil samples were collected from each location adjacent to the edge of the 
pavement, 10 ft from the edge of the pavement, and in the sediment at the bottom of a roadside 
ditch or pond if present. Samples were taken at an approximate depth of 3 in. below the surface. 
Surface water bodies were sampled only if they were considered nonflowing (e.g., ponds and 
lakes). Flowing water bodies were not selected because of the dilution factor. Several past 
studies have shown that in flowing water, chlorides are rapidly diluted and leave little or no 
detectable chlorides. A ground water sample was also obtained from each I-90 section from 
water fountains located at safety rest areas. Each of the rest areas was served by a Washington 
State DOT–owned well that serves that specific rest area only. 

The prewinter sampling event (sample 1) occurred during the summer and fall of 2002. 
The postwinter sampling event (sample 2) occurred during spring of 2003. The prewinter and 
postwinter samples were collected within 1 ft of each other.  
 
Results and Discussion 
 
Chloride levels in all mediums tested were fairly low (below 250 parts per million). There are 
several variables that make comparisons of chloride levels in environmental compartments 
difficult. Sodium chloride and the corrosion-inhibited chemicals both contain chloride ions. 
Another variable is that calcium chloride and magnesium chloride both have twice the number of 
chloride ions as sodium chloride. The information does not reveal significant differences in 
chloride levels resultant of the application of corrosion-inhibited chemicals compared with 
sodium chloride. The information indicates that Washington State DOT’s application of deicing 
chemicals, either corrosion-inhibited or sodium chloride, is not resulting in chloride levels that 
are above any state or federal standard or guideline. 

The information indicates that chloride concentrations in the soil are highest at the 
roadside and in the sediment and somewhat lower at the 10-ft sampling stations. This may be due 
to the fact that in most places along this stretch of I-90, the 10-ft station tends to be on a fairly 
steep slope. The drinking water data indicate no chloride influence from the anti-icing operation. 
No significant differences in chloride levels were identified at the end of winter compared with 
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before winter commenced. Since no midwinter snowmelt events were measured, it is unknown if 
short-term changes in chloride levels occurred during winter 
 
 
SIGNIFICANT PROJECT FINDINGS 
 
This evaluation indicated that the use of corrosion-inhibited chemicals was not resulting in the 
levels of reduced corrosion for which these chemicals were specified, tested, and purchased. In 
some scenarios, use of the corrosion-inhibited chemicals resulted in less corrosion than did the 
use of salt. However, the use of corrosion-inhibited chemicals did not meet the specification 
target in any of the scenarios evaluated. In other scenarios, the corrosion-inhibited chemicals 
resulted in more corrosion than did the use of salt. The significant differences in relative 
corrosion rates and the consistent pattern of not meeting the reduced corrosion specification 
strongly indicated that the current corrosion specification and related laboratory testing protocol 
lacked a direct and predictable relationship to corrosion rates that actually occurred in the 
roadway and roadside environment. 

The corrosion-inhibited chemicals used in this evaluation generally appeared to be more 
aggressive in corroding the sheet and cast aluminum alloys tested than did salt. It was not known 
whether this was caused by the chloride compound itself or the corrosion-inhibiting additive. The 
project findings seemed to support the increasing complaints from motorists (including a 
significant amount of complaints from the trucking industry) about corrosion to aluminum. The 
focus of the development of the PNS corrosion specification was on corrosion to steel. The 
project findings indicated the specification did not address impacts to sheet and cast aluminum. 

The project findings showed some interesting variations in corrosion rates from the use of 
corrosion-inhibited chemicals. The chemicals met, or came close to meeting, the corrosion 
specification when they were delivered to Washington State DOT maintenance yards. The 
chemicals’ effectiveness (related to reduced corrosion) appeared to be reduced after they are 
applied to the roadway and motor vehicles were exposed to them. As the chemicals were 
splashed off the roadway or otherwise migrated to the roadside, the findings indicated some 
significant changes in corrosion rates. In some cases, corrosion rates on the guardrail-mounted 
coupons were less than on the truck-mounted coupons. In other cases, corrosion rates were more 
than twice as high at the guardrail location than they were on trucks. This could have significant 
ramifications to corrosion issues related to bridges, steel re-bar in concrete pavement, and other 
metal-containing highway features. This is an area on which additional research should focus. 

The general performance of salt was found to be favorable in comparison with the 
corrosion-inhibited chemicals tested. The maintenance crews using salt were able to deliver an 
LOS comparable with that delivered by crews using corrosion-inhibited chemicals. The primary 
limitation of salt is the relatively limited temperature range in which it will work. The mild 
winter during the pilot project was well suited for the use of salt. The lack of significant snowfall 
and black ice events during the pilot project resulted in limited opportunities for a full 
operational evaluation of salt.  

The materials costs of using salt brine and rock salt were significantly less than 
comparable costs of using corrosion-inhibited chemicals. Use of a factory-built brine maker 
turned out to be a cost-effective method of supplying maintenance crews with liquid anti-icers. 
There are indications that the cost of using salt could be less than that incurred during this 
evaluation. In looking at costs other than for materials, labor and equipment costs were 
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comparable between those sections using salt and those sections using corrosion-inhibited 
chemicals. In evaluating environmental costs (impacts), there appeared to be little to no 
difference in impacts between salt use and the use of corrosion-inhibited chemicals. They both 
were applied in a similar fashion, and they both contain comparable levels of chlorides. In 
evaluating corrosion costs, the evaluation did not provide enough information for a definitive 
comparison. Although the use of corrosion-inhibited chemicals appeared to reduce corrosion of 
steel in motor vehicles (and hence some level of potential, eventual cost savings), the findings 
indicated the possibility of less corrosion reduction (and hence some level of potential, eventual 
cost increases) as chemicals moved from the roadway to the roadside. Also although the use of 
corrosion-inhibited chemicals appeared to reduce corrosion costs related to steel, it appeared to 
increase corrosion related to aluminum. Some costs also were associated with these impacts.  
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 field study was performed in order to investigate the relationships between the salt use, the 
mechanisms affecting the salt emission and dispersion, and the salt exposure in a modeling 

approach. The salt was collected on gauze filter salt vanes at distances of 2.5 to 100 m from the 
road, allowing a time resolution of 30-min to 24-h exposure time. The results will be 
implemented in a winter maintenance management model under development by the Swedish 
National Road and Transport Research Institute. The results showed that the roadside exposure 
to airborne salt was related strongly to the wind direction. The road conditions of packed snow 
and thin ice seemed to abate the roadside exposure temporarily by capturing the salt on the road 
surface. Even at a distance of 100 m from the road, a positive relation of the wind sum and 
chloride deposition showed on days with strong winds. The modeling approach indicates the 
importance of residual salt, traffic, road surface characteristics, and wind for roadside exposure 
but also indicates that there are several aspects of these variables that need further investigation.  
 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
Salt has been widely used for decades in order to maintain road safety and accessibility of the 
road network at acceptable levels also during the winter season. The use of sodium chloride for 
deicing and anti-icing purposes started in the 1940s in the United States and has increased ever 
since, as motoring has developed (1). In the Nordic countries the use of deicing salt started in the 
mid-1960s. Already at an early stage, it was recognized that the use of salt had not only the 
desired effect of improved traffic safety and accessibility but also several negative impacts. 
Numerous investigations of impacts on vegetation, soil, and groundwater have been presented, 
and the matter is still of great concern in North America, Europe, and Japan. Recent studies 
made in Sweden have been examining the problem in relation to damage to roadside vegetation 
(2) and in relation to damage to groundwater aquifers (3).  

The transport of salt from the road to the roadside environment is the main environmental 
concern of winter maintenance. The basic mechanisms determining the salt exposure are salt 
dose to the road, road conditions, traffic characteristics (type, intensity, and speed), and 
meteorological parameters, such as wind. Salt use is the origin of salt exposure and naturally 
affects the deposition in the roadside environment. Salt use in combination with wind can result 
in the kind of patterns seen in Figure 1 (4). The deposition follows the salt use, and the lee side 
of the road receives markedly higher amounts of salt than the upwind side. The importance of 
wind as the main transport mechanism was shown by Blomqvist (4) by studying the percentage 
of winds with a road perpendicular wind component toward the road in relation to the percentage 
of chloride deposition into containers placed on the downwind side of the road (Figure 2). The  
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FIGURE 1  Relation between the salt use and the deposited amount of chloride on the 
southeastern (triangles) and northwestern (squares) side of the road, at 14-m distance 

during the nine investigated periods (4). 
 
 

 
FIGURE 2  Percentage of Cl deposited on the southeastern side of the road  

as related to the percentage of winds with a NW component (4)  
(□ = 12 m, * = 20 m, ♦ = 14 m). 
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correlation was good especially when the wind was blowing almost exclusively from one side. In 
between these extremes the divergence was somewhat larger.  

Few investigations have related the roadside salt exposure to the deicing action itself, to 
the road-surface and traffic characteristics during the action, or to meteorological conditions. 
Knowledge of these relationships would aid the road administrator in managing the deicing 
action so as to minimize undesired consequences. 

At the Swedish National Road and Transport Research Institute (VTI) a winter 
maintenance management system (winter model) is under development. The winter model 
consists of submodels for assessing the state of the road, its effects, and their appraisement [see 
State-of-the-Art Fixed Automated Spray Technology (FAST) by Jerry R. Waldman on pp. 379–
390 in this circular]. One of the submodels is describing the environmental effects by modeling 
the roadside exposure to salt. The aim of this paper is to investigate the relationships between the 
salt use, the mechanisms affecting the salt emission and dispersion, and the salt exposure in a 
modeling approach. 
 
 
METHOD 
 
Two field sites were equipped with salt vanes—constructions holding gauze filters 
perpendicularly aligned toward the wind (Figure 3) (5). The vanes also were equipped with a 
roof to protect the filter from precipitation. The use of such filters at distances of 2.5 to 100 m 
from the road allowed a time resolution of 30-min to 24-h exposure time, depending on the rate 
of roadside exposure. The field sites were equipped with instruments for the registration of 
traffic characteristics (type and volume) at 1-h resolution and wind (speed, direction) at 30-min 
resolution.  
 

 
FIGURE 3  Salt vane at the Vimmerby field site. 
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Although the salt vanes are not comparable to a natural surface like a tree, they have 
many practical advantages. The filters are clean from salt, they each have the same surface area 
and structure, and the washing procedure to extract the collected salt is easy to standardize. Salt 
vanes are therefore suitable for empirical modeling. The salt content on the filters is washed off 
the filter by de-ionized water in an ultrasonic bath for 2 min. The washed-off salt solution is then 
investigated for its concentration of chloride. 

At the Vimmerby field site, one salt vane was placed on each side of the road, 10 m from 
the outer road markings. At the Klockrike field site, both sides of the road were equipped with 
salt vanes at 2.5, 5, and 10 m. An additional salt vane was placed at 100 m from the road to serve 
as a background measurement. The salt vanes were exposed in 24-h periods from noon to noon. 

At Vimmerby, traffic data were acquired from a magnetic induction traffic counter 
installed in the pavement and weather data from a road weather information system (RWIS) 
station at the same location. Road surface conditions and salting occasions were registered 
visually. At Klockrike traffic data were collected by a rubber tube traffic counter. Weather data 
were acquired from a nearby RWIS station. Residual salt measurement in a transect across the 
road was used to follow up the salt content on the road surface after salting.  

In the empirical modeling attempt the road perpendicular wind component was used 
together with salt use, road conditions, and traffic data.  
 
 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
One-hour salt vane data from Vimmerby during a period with a relatively constant wind 
direction and several salting occasions (Figures 4 and 5) showed how the resulting salt exposure 
on the lee side of the road directly reacted on the salting during a morning hour snowfall. As the 
road condition (Figure 5) was characterized as packed snow or thin ice, the salt exposure fell, 
probably because of very little splash and spray production during these road conditions (see 
hours 10, 15, and 16 in Figure 4). The exposure rose again when the road condition turned to 
snow slush. During this large variation in exposure on the lee side, the exposure on the windward 
side of the road was constantly low, a finding emphasizing the importance of the wind direction. 

At the Klockrike field site a 24-h salt vane sampling was used. The results from the salt 
vane transect at both sides of the road showed that salt exposure rapidly decreased with distance 
from the road (Figure 6). It also is obvious how the relative level and decrease of the exposure 
profiles on both sides of the road followed the direction of the road perpendicular wind 
component (Figure 7). The deposition on both sides of the road was low until the February 16, 
when a rise in the deposition on the south side of the road became clear. The salting of the road 
actually took place already in the morning of the February 15 and also was seen in the amount of 
residual salt in the wheel tracks (Figure 7). But probably due to the lower traffic on the Saturday 
and Sunday and the relatively low wind speeds, the increase in the roadside exposure was not 
seen until the northerly winds and the increase in traffic took place in the Monday morning of 
February 17. The main part of the salt migrated to the southern part of the road during the 24-h 
measurement from noon to noon, February 16–17, because of the prevailing northerly winds. 

The residual salt, however, increased already on February 13 (Figure 7, top). Surprisingly no 
salting occasion occurred on this date. The increased residual salt probably was a result of a light 
snowfall causing accumulated, dried-up salt on the road margins to dissolve and migrate into the 
driving lane, where it was emitted by passing vehicles. This situation is further discussed by Blomqvist 
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FIGURE 4  Field data from Vimmerby field site: (a) wind and traffic characteristics during 
the investigation period (the plowing and salting passages are marked by arrows, pointing 
out their occasions in time) and (b) the amount of chloride deposited on the salt vane filters 

on each side of the road. 
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FIGURE 5  Road surface observations in Vimmerby field study. 
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FIGURE 6  The accumulated deposition of chloride on the salt vane filters during the  

25-day investigation period in Klockrike field site. 
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FIGURE 7  Field data from Klockrike field site. From top: Salting occasions and measured 

residual salt in the left wheel tracks, traffic characteristics as calculated private car 
equivalents, wind characteristics as calculated road perpendicular wind vector, and 

chloride deposition on salt vane filters 10 m from the road. 
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and Gustafsson in Patterns of Residual Salt on Road Surface: Case Study, pp. 602–608.  

The highest exposure levels were found on March 1–3. This episode was triggered by a 
salting occasion on March 1, causing rather high residual salt levels. Traffic in combination with 
a high road perpendicular wind component resulted in high exposure levels on the leeward road 
side (Figures 7 and 8). A similar situation with high salt exposure levels could be seen during 
February 26 and 27. In contrast to the situation of March 1–3, the winds were aligned more with 
the road orientation. This could cause a high turbulence, which could be reflected by the 
gradients on both sides of the road and also a more rapid decrease with distance from the road 
(Figure 8). The road perpendicular wind component may not have been good enough to describe 
the actual wind situation, since the same perpendicular wind factor could represent totally 
different wind situations regarding the direction and speed. Therefore, there was an obvious need 
to develop a more efficient way to use the wind data for modeling purposes. 

Also the salt vane at 100-m distance from the road received salt from the road. This was 
seen clearly when the southerly wind components were summed up for each 24-h measuring 
period and compared with the amount of chloride deposited (Figure 9). This showed a positive 
relationship for higher wind sums, implying that the exposure at 100-m distance was influenced 
when the wind was strong enough toward that direction. 

 
 
MODELING APPROACH 
 
The exposure of salt can in its roughest form be seen as a function of residual salt available for 
emission, traffic volume, wind, and road surface conditions. In another paper presented at this 
symposium (Patterns of Residual Salt on Road Surface: Case Study, pp. 602–608) by Blomqvist 
and Gustafsson, an empirical modeling approach for residual salt has been presented. In the 
suggested model the decline of the residual salt on the road surface can be described as 
 

eqaccPCSRS ⋅−⋅= ke  (1) 
 
where 
 

RS  = residual salt, 
S  = salt use, and 
PCeqacc = accumulated private car equivalents. 

 
The basic empirical approach can be described as 
 
E = f(RS, PCeq, WPC, RSF) 
 
where 
 

E  = emission, 
RS  = residual salt available, 
PCeq  = private car equivalents 
WPC  = perpendicular wind component, and 
RSF  = road surface condition factor. 
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FIGURE 8  Examples of different deposition patterns from Klockrike field site. 

 
A modeling attempt was made with data from Vimmerby (Figures 4 and 5). The same 

approach was used regarding the decline of residual salt as in Blomqvist and Gustafsson (in this 
circular). The model tested was   
 
EXP = RSF · RS · WPC

 2 · Cl + EXPB (2) 
 
where  
 

EXP  = chloride exposure on filter, 
Cl  = factor for converting NaCl to Cl, and 
EXPB  = background exposure. 

 
In order to test this model approach with the data collected in Vimmerby, the following  
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FIGURE 9  The relation between the wind vector (accumulated 30-min measurements for 
24 h) and the amount of chloride deposited 100 m from the road. 

 
 

 
FIGURE 10  A model of the amount of chloride deposited on a salt vane filter 10 m from 

the road as compared with the measured amount. 
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assumptions were made regarding the road surface condition factor: when the road conditions 
were wet asphalt and loose snow, the RSF was set to 3; when the road condition was slush, the 
RSF was set to 1; and when the road conditions were packed with snow and thin ice, the RSF 
was set to 0.2. At each passage of the salting and plowing vehicle it was assumed to spread 10 
gm-2. The rate of decline was assumed to be 10 times faster in Vimmerby than in the residual salt 
model from Klockrike (Blomqvist and Gustafsson, pp. 48) because of the expected faster decline 
due to the much wetter road surface conditions in the Vimmerby field test. So far the model 
seemed to be fairly adequate (Figure 10), but with so many assumptions that have not yet been 
verified, the validation of the model required more field data. The winters of 2003–2004 and 
2004–2005 will be used in order to collect data so that the model assumptions can be better 
elaborated. 

Issues that need to be addressed during the upcoming field studies are 
 

• How should road surface conditions be incorporated into the model? 
• How should the different parts of wind data (direction and speed) be used to describe 

better the influence of wind on the resulting roadside exposure patterns? 
• How does traffic composition affect the roadside exposure? 
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Regulating Deicing Runoff from Highway Operations 
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his paper describes the increasing regulatory pressure on the runoff of roadway deicing 
chemicals projects future trends in the permitting of those discharges. 

In recent years, increasing attention has been paid to the environmental consequences of 
pavement deicing activities. With the advent of the Clean Water Act’s storm water permitting 
program in 1987, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency was given an express mandate to 
control storm water discharges through federal wastewater discharge permits. Deicing discharges 
from roadways were excluded largely in the first phase of that program. Phase II of the storm 
water program brings a new focus on the potential water quality impact of highway deicing 
runoff. With this focus comes the increased likelihood that dischargers adjacent to impaired 
waters will be subjected to stringent permit terms. 

As these trends mature, states may conclude that the issuance of permits for highway 
deicing runoff should be the rule rather than the exception. To meet this challenge, state 
departments of transportation and other entities responsible for roadway deicing activities should 
begin to think through the options with which they will be presented. Working with regulatory 
agencies early on to ensure that potential water quality impacts will be fairly and accurately 
characterized will be critical. Equally important will be advance work with permitting agencies 
to frame permitting strategies that would not unduly burden roadway deicing operations. 
 
 
TWO PERSPECTIVES ON ROAD SALT RUNOFF 
 

“Is Highway Runoff a Serious Problem?  
Not necessarily. . . . When applied heavily and frequently, deicing chemicals can 
pollute receiving waters, but . . . [h]ighway runoff is generally not harmful.” 
(Reproduced from U.S. Federal Highway Administration Technology Brief) 

 
“Science Assessment Finds Road Salts Toxic to the Environment 
In 1995, an expert advisory panel made up of scientists, environmentalists, health 
organizations, industry and other governments agreed on a list of 25 substances 
to be assessed for their toxicity to the environment and to human health under the 
Canadian Environmental Protection Act (CEPA). . . . The scientific assessment 
was carried out to determine the exact effects road salts were having on the 
environment. 

The conclusion is that road salts are toxic to the environment  

T 
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especially to streams, small lake ecosystems and to groundwater because of their 
widespread use and should be added to the List of Toxic Substances under CEPA. 
(Reproduced from News Release by Environment Canada) 

 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Different observers often have starkly different assessments of the environmental implications of 
the road salt runoff from highway deicing operations. These somewhat edited, but fundamentally 
representative excerpts from Canadian and U.S. publications seem to reflect differences in 
perspective on this subject across the shared border. In Canada, with colder temperatures and a 
longer average icing season, concerns about the environmental effects of road salt runoff have 
crystallized into scientific assessment and regulatory action. In the United States, where the 
climate results in widely varying degrees of reliance on road salt to keep highways passable and 
safe, highway deicing runoff has received less focused attention, and both science and regulatory 
control have been less evident. That laissez-faire climate is about to change—perhaps radically. 

Historically, U.S. environmental laws placed little emphasis on the regulation of any kind 
of storm runoff, including runoff from highway deicing operations. As those regulatory programs 
have matured, however, the importance of controlling storm water runoff has gained greater 
prominence. Today, an entire wing of the federal Clean Water Act’s1 National Pollutant 
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) is devoted to managing pollutants borne by storm 
water.2 

As the storm water permitting program continues to evolve, it promises to expand federal 
involvement in and control over roadway deicing discharges. Among other things, it will bring 
discharges from an increasing number of road-miles into the permitting system; it will establish 
and evaluate a database describing the impact of those discharges’ potential to affect the quality 
of surface waters adversely; and it will provide the basis for further, more stringent regulation. 

Perhaps equally important is what entities other than the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) and the states may do with the information developed under this unfolding 
system. Private environmental groups will, for the first time, have access to information that 
characterizes the quality and impact of deicing runoff. They also will have the procedural tools, 
through the permitting process, to become involved in the development of storm water permits 
for new and existing highways drainage systems. That level of day-to-day citizen involvement in 
highway operating practices will present a multitude of new challenges for state highway 
managers. 

From sources both public and private, then, it is reasonable to expect a major increase in 
the intensity with which highway deicing runoff is regulated in the United States. Whether it is in 
the need for permits, the need for the first time to assess the applicability of stringent numeric 
water quality–based discharge limitations, or the challenge of citizen participation in the 
regulatory and compliance enforcement arenas, state highway managers will see their 
environmental challenges begin multiply over the next 5 years.  

This article provides a survey of the development of the regulatory systems that are 
beginning to control highway deicing discharge and the consequences of that growing control. It 
also discusses actions that the industry might consider to manage and direct the oncoming surge 
of regulatory and enforcement activity. 
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SOURCES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF DEICING RUNOFF 
 
Runoff from highway deicing results from the co-mingling of deicing materials used with 
pavement runoff of storm water and snowmelt. A number of substances are used for treating and 
deicing roadway surfaces, including calcium magnesium acetate (CMA), potassium acetate 
(KAc), sodium chloride (NaCl), calcium chloride (CaCl2), and magnesium chloride (MgCl2). 
CMA and KAc are understood commonly to be the deicing chemicals with the smallest 
environmental footprints. The salts, NaCl, CaCl2, and MgCl2, leave residues of chloride ions that 
can be swept up in storm water runoff or snowmelt and carried into adjacent drainage ditches to 
be discharged into downstream surface waters. It is these deicing compounds that are the focus 
of the most intense environmental scrutiny. 

Chloride concentrations from roadway deicing can be substantial. Although natural 
background concentrations in water may be only a few parts per million, roadway runoff during 
deicing operations has been measured as high as 18,000 mg/l. Resulting chloride concentrations 
in the environment also can be significant. Values measured in lakes can vary from 15 to 300 
mg/l in rural settings to 2,000 to 5,000 mg/l in urban impoundments. Streams have been 
documented to carry concentrations as high as 4,300 mg/l.3 

These values become important because of the relatively low thresholds at which 
chlorides can do harm to freshwater aquatic species. Acute toxicity (i.e., mortality) can result for 
half of the exposed Ceriodaphnia dubia at concentrations as low as 1,400 mg/l. Chronic toxicity 
is present at much lower concentrations, with about 10% of freshwater aquatic species affected 
adversely by concentrations at and above 240 mg/l.4 It is against this backdrop that the regulatory 
control of highway deicing runoff has developed. 
 
 
HISTORY OF REGULATION IN THE UNITED STATES 
 
There have been three distinct eras of storm water regulation in the United States. The pre-1987 
period, when the NPDES program was originally established by the Clean Water Act, was in 
effect the first. Following that came the Phase I period of the federal storm water program, which 
was designed to issue discharge permits to the highest priority sources of contaminated storm 
water. Finally, today, there is Phase II of the storm water program, which addresses all other 
sources, including municipal separate storm sewer systems in so-called small municipalities. As 
we have passed from one era into the next, the degree of scrutiny focused on storm water 
discharges has increased, and ever more benign discharges have been required to obtain NPDES 
permits. 

The development of this storm water regulatory program parallels, and in large measure 
drives, the expansion of the NPDES program into the permitting of roadway deicing discharges. 
For this reason, it is worthwhile for highway managers to take a few moments to understand how 
and why their discharges are coming under this new form of regulatory control. 
 
Pre-1987 Period 
 
From its enactment in 1972 until amendments made in 1987, the federal Clean Water Act 
contained a single standard for determining whether a discharge required a permit. When there 
was an addition of pollutants to waters of the United States through a point source, then there 
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was a discharge required to have a permit. Permits were issued initially by EPA and increasingly 
by delegated state agencies under what was known as the NPDES program. 

Although countless storm water discharges, including many of those from highways 
during deicing operations, have always been required to have permits under that basic standard, 
it was rare for EPA or the states to issue an NPDES permit solely for storm water before 1987. In 
large measure this was because the permitting agencies were focused on controlling much more 
severe and visible sources of pollution in the process wastewater discharges from industry and 
the sanitary sewage discharges of municipalities. Permitting agencies committed their resources 
to bringing those discharges under control first and honored the requirement to permit storm 
water discharges only in the breach. 
 
Phase I Storm Water Program 
 
Once the major industrial and municipal discharges had been brought under some degree of 
control, EPA in the 1980s began focusing on the extent to which contaminants could be carried 
into surface waters by storm water. Following a number of studies variously addressed to urban 
runoff and nonpoint source discharges, EPA concluded that the lion’s share of the pollution not 
yet permitted was being conveyed to the nation’s streams and rivers by storm water runoff and 
snowmelt. With public attention beginning to focus on this previously ignored, but clearly 
jurisdictional set of discharges, Congress took action. 
 
Phase I Program 
 
In 1987, Congress passed substantive amendments to the 1972 Clean Water Act that among 
other things established a dedicated storm water permitting program for the first time.5 In the fine 
tradition of Washington, however, Congress jump-started storm water permitting by first 
outlawing it. 

The 1987 amendments forbade EPA or the states to require permits for storm water 
except for storm water from certain high-priority industrial sectors. EPA was left to identify 
these presumably dirty industries, and it did so in a 1990 rulemaking. Permits were required of 
those sources of storm water by the early 1990s, and storm water pollution prevention plans were 
required of the newly permitted sources. The amendments and their implementing regulations 
also called for the permitting of storm water from municipal collection systems known as 
municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4s) operated by large and medium-sized 
municipalities. Special pollution prevention and planning requirements were imposed on these 
municipal dischargers. In addition to these enumerated industrial and municipal storm water 
sources, any discharge of storm water that a permitting authority concluded had the potential to 
adversely affect water quality could be specially designated as requiring a permit, regardless of 
the industrial or municipal activity it might have arisen from. 
 
Applicability to Highway Deicing Runoff 
 
Highway runoff from deicing operations was not among the industrial activities from which 
storm water was required to be permitted under Phase I of the program. Moreover, state- or 
federally owned and operated highways generally did not fall into the definition of an MS4 
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operated by a large or medium-sized municipality. As a result, roadway deicing runoff was not, 
as a matter of course, drawn into the NPDES permitting program by the Phase I regulations. 

Equally important, it was a rare case in which any storm water discharge was specially 
called out for permitting solely on the basis of its potential to harm water quality. On the 
relatively rare occasions that this occurred, the discharge usually was one that was so visible and 
notorious in its impact that local public opinion cried out for its control. Because deicing 
discharges most often occur in the dead of winter, and because chloride contamination is 
invisible to the naked eye, it is doubtful that more than a handful of highway deicing discharges 
were required to have permits under this first phase of the storm water program. 
 
Phase II Storm Water Program 
 
With the passage of time, the high-priority storm water discharges were brought into the 
permitting program. Now it was time to pursue the less important, presumably less damaging 
sources. Thus, Phase II of the federal storm water program was born in 1999. 6 
 
Phase II Program 
 
Under Phase II, five major additions or changes to the program occurred. First, EPA determined 
that states would be responsible for designating additional industrial sources of storm water for 
permitting. As opposed to the approach taken in Phase I, second-tier industrial storm water 
dischargers would need to be affirmatively identified by state program offices rather than simply 
be identified on the basis of a nationally uniform federal regulation. Second, small municipal 
systems were covered by the permitting program for the first time. In general, these small MS4s 
needed to be in what were called urbanized areas in order to be designated automatically for 
permitting. Third, small MS4s not in urbanized areas could be designated specially under Phase 
II as requiring a permit if they satisfied criteria set out in the federal rule as applied by the states. 
Fourth, the threshold for permitting construction runoff was lowered from 5 acres in Phase I to 1 
acre in Phase II. Finally, the new regulation provided that all storm water permittees (both under 
Phase I and Phase II) could be exempt from the obligation to maintain a permit if they certified 
(and maintained the certification) that storm water at the site did not come into contact with 
process materials. 

The provisions governing small MS4s are of greatest interest to highway managers. On 
their face these regulations, which require permits of small MS4s, would seem not to apply to 
highway drainage ditches and the like. In fact, however, the reach of these requirements is very 
extensive. 

The definition of MS4, for example, encompasses many structures and systems that are 
not the traditional, municipally owned and operated city storm water systems. An MS4 [40 
C.F.R. 122.26(b)(8)] for purposes of Phase II is defined to include all separate storm sewer 
systems (i.e., systems that are used to convey only storm water) that are 
 

a. Owned or operated by a state, city, town borough, county, parish, district, association, 
or other public body (created by or pursuant to state law). . ., including special districts under 
state law such as a sewer district, flood control district or drainage district, or similar entity, or an 
Indian tribe or an authorized Indian tribal organization, or a designated and approved 
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management agency that discharges into waters of the United States (under section 208 of the 
Clean Water Act); 

b. Designed or used for collecting or conveying storm water; 
c. Not a combined sewer; and 
d. Not part of a Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTW) as defined at 40 C.F.R. 

122.2. 
 

Under this definition, many storm conveyances that are publicly owned by entities other 
than municipalities are included within the class of small MS4s that Phase II newly subjects to 
permitting.  

Moreover, the term “urbanized area” is equally broadly defined under the new 
regulations. According to EPA’s Phase II guidance package, an urbanized area is 

 
a land area comprising one or more places—central place(s)—and the adjacent 
densely settled surrounding area—urban fringe—that together have a residential 
population of at least 50,000 and an overall population density of at least 1,000 
people per square mile. EPA Storm Water Phase II—Final Rule, Fact Sheet 2.1 
(January 2000). 

 
In combination, these two definitions require permitting of any publicly owned separate 

storm sewer system that happens to fall within the boundaries of an urbanized area. The systems 
need not be owned by a political subdivision specific to the urbanized area, and they do not need 
to be under the control of or operated by any such local political subdivision. Once a system is 
found to satisfy the definition of a Phase II MS4, it becomes subject to permitting simply by 
virtue of its location within an urbanized area.7 

Similarly broad under Phase II are the states’ powers to specially designate MS4s that are 
not in urbanized areas. States were required to establish designation criteria by December 9, 
2002 (or by December 8, 2004, if a watershed plan was in place) by which such out-of-area 
MS4s are to be identified. Designation criteria must include the following at a minimum: 
 

a. Discharge to sensitive waters, 
b. High population density, 
c. High growth or potential for growth, 
d. Significant contributor of pollutants to waters of the United States, and  
e. Ineffective protection of water quality concerns by other programs. 

 
These criteria must be applied to jurisdictions with a population of at least 10,000 with a 

population density of at least 1,000 people per mi2. They may, but need not, be applied to lesser 
population concentrations. 
 
Applicability to Highway Deicing Runoff 
 
Although there may be some academic potential to debate whether these new permitting 
requirements apply to public highway runoff structures, EPA and many state environmental 
departments clearly have concluded that they do apply. For example, EPA’s own guidance 
materials go out of their way to address the breadth of the definition of MS4 as follows: 
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What constitutes an MS4 is often misinterpreted and misunderstood. The term 
MS4 does not solely refer to municipally owned storm sewer systems, but rather 
is a term of art with a much broader application that can include, . . . State 
departments of transportation . . . An MS4 also is not always just a system of 
underground pipes—it can include roads with drainage systems, gutters, and 
ditches.8 

 
This statement makes clear EPA’s intention to require permits for otherwise jurisdictional 

discharges into (or, at least through) highway drainage systems, including drainage resulting 
from roadway deicing operations. 

State officials also have acknowledged that the Phase II program is broad enough to 
require permitting of highway deicing runoff. A number of state environmental agencies have 
already developed extensive guidance on the need for Phase II permits and the most effective 
means of managing storm water from roadways in Phase II urbanized areas. The Mississippi 
Department of Environmental Quality, for example, has issued a lengthy and detailed guidance 
manual addressing both the department’s understanding of the broad scope of the new permitting 
requirements and the various controls and practices that might be employed to satisfy certain 
expected permit terms.9 Similar excellent summaries of Phase II permitting requirements and 
available best management practices have been produced by the environmental agencies and 
departments of transportation (DOTs) of Michigan, Washington State, and California, among 
others. These states and others have concluded that the Phase II program will require permitting 
for the first time of highway deicing and other runoff that occurs in urbanized areas. 

Consistent with this view, EPA offers a simplified means of determining whether a 
specific roadway falls within an urbanized area for purposes of the Phase II program. EPA 
maintains an excellent website dedicated to showing the areas that the agency understands to 
have been automatically designated as urbanized areas, within which small MS4s are required to 
obtain permit coverage.10 This website can produce both general land use and detailed road- and 
street-specific maps derived from the 2000 census. These maps allow state DOTs to identify 
those portions of the roadways within their states that are subject to permitting under Phase II. 

In sum, then, the Phase II storm water program represents the first general mandate to 
obtain NPDES permits for highway runoff from deicing activities. Although limited 
geographically in most cases to urbanized areas, Phase II will bring numerous roadway discharge 
points into the permitting program for the first time. Some but by no means all of the 
consequences of the expansion on NPDES permitting into the transportation infrastructure are 
discussed below. 
 
 
CONSEQUENCES OF NATIONAL POLLUTANT  
DISCHARGE ELIMINATION SYSTEM EXPANSION 
 
The expanding reach of the NPDES permitting program into the nation’s transportation 
infrastructure has come in two phases: the transition from the pre-1987 period to the Phase I 
program and the transition from the Phase I program to the more encompassing Phase II 
program. Consequences to the transportation system of this expansion are well known with 
respect to the transition to Phase I and can be fairly predicted for the transition to Phase II of the 
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program. Beyond the immediate impact of the Phase II regulation, however, lies a third class of 
consequences. These are the consequences that will be felt after transportation systems’ initial 
exposure to the permitting program produces data that characterize (perhaps for the first time in 
the United Sates) the environmental impacts of deicing runoff. Each of these three types of 
consequences to the nation’s transportation infrastructure will be explored briefly. 
 
Consequences of Phase I 
 
The Phase I storm water program had little tangible effect on state and federal transportation 
systems. Because roadway deicing was not identified as one of the high-priority sources of 
pollutants required to be regulated in that first phase, there was no systematic imposition of 
NPDES permits on these discharges. Similarly, it was only municipal governments that were 
subject to the Phase I permitting requirements imposed on large and medium-sized cities. 

The only provision of Phase I that had any real potential to reach roadway deicing 
discharges was the grant to environmental agencies of the power to single out individual 
discharges that were believed to be a threat to water quality for permitting. Because of a lack of 
data on the chlorides concentrations in highway deicing runoff, a lack of systematic information 
on the environmental impact of chlorides, and a higher priority assigned to permitting storm 
water from the named Phase I industries, however, few, if any, permits were required on this 
basis. At most, Phase I of the storm water program may have caused state DOTs to begin 
systematizing their environmental stewardship activities. 
 
Consequences of Phase II 
 
The beginning of the Phase II program marked the beginning of systematic permitting of storm 
water (and deicing) runoff from highway operations. With this initial exposure to the NPDES 
program will come a number of obligations that highway managers may be unaccustomed to. 
 
Permit Terms 
 
For example, Phase II storm water permits require the development and implementation of a 
storm water management plan designed to reduce the discharge of pollutants to the maximum 
extent practicable (MEP) standard of performance. The program must include certain minimum 
control measures, including such novel requirements as public participation and outreach, public 
participation in plan development, elimination of all nonstorm water contributions, development 
of construction site runoff controls; and development of a post-construction storm water 
management program. 11 In addition, the permit will require the implementation of pollution 
prevention measures and the evaluation and assessment of the degree to which the controls 
developed pursuant to the permit have resulted in measurable progress in controlling pollutants.12 
Record-keeping obligations will apply as will an obligation to report annually on the progress of 
the program in reducing pollutant discharges.13 
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Possibility of Numeric Discharge Limitations 
 
With these enhanced stewardship and record-keeping requirements comes a far more substantive, 
if less obvious, obligation. In addition to complying with the relatively flexible MEP standard 
that can be satisfied by applying best management practices, Phase II permittees may also be 
required to comply with any more-stringent effluent limitations necessary to protect water 
quality.14 Translated, this means that Phase II permittees may be required to comply with 
numeric, pollutant-specific effluent limits if necessary to meet water quality standards. While 
EPA’s guidance recommends that permitting authorities not impose such additional requirements 
until after a systematic review of data collected under Phase II is conducted in 2012, it also 
suggests that more stringent limitations be imposed where there is concrete evidence that the 
discharge is responsible for an impairment of water quality.15 The United States Court of 
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit has taken a slightly different tack and ruled that (in the Ninth 
Circuit16 at least) permit writers have the discretion to impose numeric water quality–based 
limits on municipal storm water discharges but are not required by law to do so.17 
 
Public Participation and Enforcement 
 
Finally, permitting of highway runoff under Phase II will provide citizens with procedural 
opportunities to challenge both the permitting and the compliance records of highway discharge 
systems. Under the Clean Water Act, any interested party may become involved in permitting 
proceedings. Although EPA and many states had thought to avoid that involvement by 
permitting Phase II dischargers under so-called general permits,18 a case decided recently by the 
United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit has thrown that strategy into doubt by 
holding that even general permits must include a measure of public participation.19 EPA has 
recently issued guidance for EPA regions and states to follow in order to conform to the court’s 
ruling,20 but EPA acknowledges that corrective rulemaking would be required to define the form 
of public involvement and agency review of notices of intent (NOIs) that will be injected into the 
general permitting process. 

Moreover, private individuals and groups are authorized to file suit under the Clean 
Water Act to enforce the provisions of NPDES permits. Private enforcement under the act can 
result in imposition of the same civil penalties as could be recovered by EPA, injunctive relief, 
and the assessment of an award directly to plaintiff organizations for their legal fees and 
expenses. 
 
Consequences Beyond Phase II 
 
It is apparent that Phase II of the storm water permitting program exposes many highway deicing 
dischargers to regulation under the NPDES program for the first time. The immediate 
consequences of that exposure are discussed above. In the longer term, however, there are 
serious potential consequences of which highway managers must be aware. While these 
consequences are hypothetical at this point in history, they represent an educated estimate of how 
the program may evolve to impose ever-tighter control over roadway deicing discharges. 
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Loss of Access to General Permits 
 
In most states, general permits will be used to simplify permitting for Phase II dischargers. At 
present, general permits require only the filing of a simple form to obtain coverage, and need not 
be tailored to meet the demands of an individual discharger. In many states, however, as well as 
under certain EPA general permits, the availability of the general permit is limited to those 
discharges that do not constitute a threat to the water quality of the streams into which they flow. 
To the extent highway deicing runoff is demonstrated to produce an impairment in water quality 
(because of chlorides concentrations, for example), general permitting may become unavailable. 
The alternative to general permitting is to obtain an individual permit—a much longer, costlier, 
and more involved process. 
 
Increased Monitoring Requirements 
 
Where storm water from a Phase II discharger is suspected of causing a violation of water quality 
standards, the discharger can be subjected to substantially more burdensome monitoring 
requirements. These include monitoring of the discharge itself and of ambient conditions of the 
receiving waters, as well a requirement to perform assessments of other kinds of the quality and 
integrity of the receiving waters.21 Such monitoring is both costly and intended to establish the 
basis for the imposition of numeric limitations on the discharge. 
 
Numeric Effluent Limitations 
 
Once the stage is set with sufficient data, Phase II storm water discharges may be subjected to 
numeric effluent limitations as needed to protect water quality.22 Achieving compliance with 
water quality–based effluent limitations for any storm water discharge would constitute a new 
serious challenge. The intermittent nature of the discharge makes traditional treatment both 
inefficient and often cost-prohibitive. Meeting numeric chlorides limitations for a highway 
deicing discharge would be especially challenging, as the chlorides in such discharges are 
already in solution and could be removed only by application of one of several costly treatment 
technologies. (Note, however, that the applicability of numeric water quality–based effluent 
limitations to municipal storm water discharges remains a question of much contention with at 
least one federal court of appeals holding that such limitations are not mandatory.)23 
 
Special Designation for Permitting Where Discharge Is into Impaired Waters 
 
Even where a roadway storm sewer system is not located in an urbanized area, the regulations 
target it for permitting under Phase II if its discharge causes or contributes to an impairment of 
water quality in the receiving waters.24 In many cases, storm water from highways will be 
discharged into one of the tens of thousands of surface waters listed by the states as impaired 
waters requiring special remedial attention.25 Where the impairment identified by the state is 
related to the pollutants discharged from the roadway drainage system, the regulations suggest 
that permits will be required regardless of whether the site is within an urbanized area.26 This 
element of the program may bring far more roadway deicing discharges into the system than 
originally anticipated by EPA. 
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Public Participation and Citizen Enforcement Actions 
 
As noted above, along with NPDES permitting come public participation in the permitting 
process and susceptibility to private enforcement actions brought by individuals and citizens’ 
organizations. Private environmental groups can be expected to begin to recognize that permitted 
road salt runoff provides them an opportunity to impose the most stringent form of Clean Water 
Act regulatory control—water quality–based effluent limitations—on discharges from the winter 
operations of highways. More important, local groups may begin to use these tools much as they 
use the Endangered Species Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and the National 
Environmental Policy Act, to slow and even block roadway construction that they oppose for 
other reasons. Citizen challenges to general permits, participation in the development of 
individual permits, and enforcement actions for failure to obtain or comply with required permits 
can, thus, be expected to present new challenges to highway managers as a result of Phase II 
storm water permitting. 
 
 
HIGHWAY INDUSTRY RESPONSE 
 
Even if only a fraction of the consequences suggested above come to pass, highway departments 
and state DOTs around the country will be faced with a major new challenge. Managing 
highways to maximize safety in winter has always been the principal and arguably the only 
objective of responsible roadway maintenance operations. With the advent of NPDES 
permitting, those operations now also will be faced with the need to comply with largely foreign 
environmental controls and will be confronted by environmental and local interest groups with 
agendas only tangentially related to transportation. How the industry responds to and manages 
this challenge as it is forming is critical to the shape of highway operations in the next decade.  

Some might argue that it is premature to consider industry options now because the Phase 
II program is still relatively new, and the challenges it presents are only beginning to crystallize. 
This author, for one, would disagree with such advice. Regulatory programs often take shape 
over the course of many years and in response to the combined input of all participating 
stakeholders. To wait until challenges become problems is to wait too long for an industry with 
such an enormous investment in its existing infrastructure. With all humility, then, the following 
potential courses of action are presented for consideration by those involved: 
 

• Track EPA and state environmental agencies’ efforts to refine and implement the 
Phase II program. This will allow the industry to recognize important opportunities and potential 
missteps by the agencies in time to provide the appropriate input. Remember also that state 
agencies’ actions are important not just within their jurisdiction but also for the influence they 
exert on regulators in other states. 

• Develop data that accurately characterize the fate and transport of chlorides in 
highway deicing runoff. Too little information on this subject has been developed under 
conditions found in the United States. Information of this kind can assist in establishing that 
deicing discharges are not problematic under certain circumstances and that certain management 
techniques are effective in controlling pollutants associated with highway deicing activities. 

• Continue to aggressively explore alternative deicing technologies, application 
strategies, and runoff management strategies. New materials and practices often are the key to 
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managing evolving environmental responsibilities. Moreover, continued research will help to 
validate assertions that certain superficially attractive alternatives are not feasible. All the time 
that this research is ongoing, remember to keep the environmental regulatory agencies apprised 
of the seriousness of this effort and its tangible results. 

• Systematically educate state environmental agencies as well as the EPA about the 
safety benefits derived from the use of deicing chemicals and the real efforts of state highway 
personnel to manage those discharges responsibly. Developing and maintaining an industry 
position as a credible and responsible partner with the regulatory agencies will pay dividends 
throughout the life of the program. 

• Do not allow private environmental groups of local interest groups to dictate the 
ultimate form of regulation applied to highway deicing runoff. Although all stakeholders are 
entitled to be heard, the industry is the most knowledgeable and accountable party at the table. 
Do not surrender carelessly that position by assuming that the transportation industry’s position 
is so well known that it needs no advocate. 

• Work to develop Phase II permits that effectively manage highway deicing runoff 
without crippling the operations responsible for the maintenance of safe conditions on the 
nation’s highways in winter. 

• Monitor and, if necessary, become involved in the continuing debate over the 
applicability of water quality–based effluent limitations to municipal storm water discharges. 
 

Advances in federal and state permitting of storm water discharges are reaching into the 
discharge of deicing runoff from highway operations. The pace at which that regulatory control 
is expanding will increase as more sites are permitted and as more information about the nature 
of deicing runoff becomes available. The industry can meet this challenge by working internally, 
with the Transportation Research Board, with private entities, and with the environmental 
agencies involved to ensure the protection of the nation’s waters is achieved in a manner 
consistent with the safe and efficient management of winter weather. 

 
 

NOTES 
 
1. 33 U.S.C. 1251, et seq. 
2. The NPDES program is established primarily under Section 402 of the Clean Water Act, 

with the portion of the permitting program addressing storm water situated at Section 402(p). 
33 U.S.C. 1342(p). 

3. Assessment Report—Road Salts. Environment Canada, 2001. Available at 
www.ec.gc.ca/substances/ese/eng/psap/final/roadsalts.cfm.  

4. Id. 
5. See 33 U.S.C. 1342(p). 
6. 64 Federal Regulation 68722 (December 8, 1999). 
7. It is important to note that while Phase II expands permitting for municipally owned systems 

only to the extent of including small municipalities, the new rule sweeps in highway systems 
in small, medium, and large cities—potentially any system located in an area that satisfies the 
definition of an urbanized area that is not already permitted. This expansion of the NPDES 
program is thus much broader as applied to state-owned highway storm water systems than it 
is when applied to municipally owned city storm water systems.  
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8. EPA Fact Sheet 2.1 at 1 (emphasis added). 
9. Mississippi’s Department of Transportation Phase II Storm Water Guidance Manual. General 

Permits Branch of the Office of Pollution Control, Mississippi Department of Environmental 
Quality, October 2002. 

10. http://cfpub1.epa.gov/npdes/stormwater/urbanmaps.cfm 
11. 40 C.F.R. 122.34(b). 
12. 40 C.F.R.122.34(b) and (g)(1). 
13. 40 C.F.R.122.34(g)(2) and (3). 
14. 40 C.F.R. 122.34(e)(1). 
15. 40 C.F.R. 122.34(e)(2). 
16. The states within the Ninth Circuit are Alaska, Arizona, California, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, 

Nevada, Oregon, and Washington. 
17. Defenders of Wildlife v. Browner, 191F.3d 1159, 1166 (9th Cir. 1999). See also 

Environmental Defense Center Inc. v. EPA, 344F.3d 832 (9th Cir. 2003). 
18. General permits under the Clean Water Act have been available historically upon the filing of 

a notice of intent (NOI). Once the minimal information on the NOI was submitted, the permit 
terms would apply automatically to the discharger without the need for a formal, and public, 
permitting process. 

19. Environmental Defense Center, Inc., et al. v. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 344 
F.3d 832 (9th Cir. 2003). 

20. Memorandum from James Hanlon to EPA Water Management Division directors, 
Implementing the Partial Reward of the Storm Water Phase II Regulations Regarding 
Notices of Intent and NPDES General Permitting for Phase II MS4s, April 16, 2004. 

21. 64 Federal Regulation at 68788, col. 2.  
22. 64 Federal Regulation at 68787-68791. See also, note 15, supra. 
23. See note 17, supra. 
24. 64 Federal Regulation at 68789-68791. 
25. States must list impaired waters (waters not expected to meet water quality standards after 

application of technology-based effluent limitations to all point sources). These listings are 
then the basis for evaluation under the total maximum daily load (TMDL) program, which 
determines the stream’s tolerance for each pollutant of concern and then allocates that 
loading among permissible point sources, nonpoint sources of pollution, a reserve for growth, 
and a safety factor to account for any scientific uncertainty in the analysis. 33 U.S.C. 
1313(d); 40 C.F.R. Part 130.  

26. This special designation for permitting can be waived where the pollutants of concern are 
projected to be adequately controlled under wasteload allocations contained in a TMDL or 
where there is an affirmative finding that there is no adverse impact on water quality. 64 
Federal Regulation at 68790-91. While this subject is beyond the scope of this article, it is 
worth noting that the exemption provided here is extremely narrow and in practice may be 
supported only in rare cases. 
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he purpose of this paper is to demonstrate, from a business perspective, the benefits of using 
technology applications in winter maintenance operations. This paper documents the business case 

to be made for the technology applications on the Highway Maintenance Concept Vehicle project by 
examining the business implications of many benefits such as increased safety, reduced environmental 
impacts, and increased efficiency.  

The use of commercial-off-the-shelf and prototype technologies to improve winter 
maintenance operations has been in practice for several years; however, it has been difficult to quantify 
the benefits achieved by adopting these technologies. A benefit–cost framework is established whereby 
the current methods of performing the analysis can be compared with other proposed winter 
maintenance technology improvements.  

Applying new technology to winter maintenance operations can 
 
• Reduce accidents, 
• Reduce chemical use, and 
• Provide return on investment. 

 
The benefit–cost analysis demonstrated that the integration of the newer emerging technologies 

does indeed play a beneficial role in reducing accidents, increasing mobility, reducing adverse 
environmental impacts, and having a direct bearing on the economic impacts in the area. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
This paper updates the Highway Maintenance Concept Vehicle (HMCV) Phase IV report (Figure 1) by 
providing a business case for technology applications on the HMCV. The case to be made examines 
many benefits such as increased safety, reduced environmental impacts, and increased efficiency. A 
benefit–cost framework is established whereby the current methods of performing the analysis can be 
compared to other proposed winter maintenance technology improvements.  

The objectives of applying new technology to winter maintenance operations are 
 

• Reduction in accidents, 
• Reduced chemical usage, and 
• Return on investment. 

T 
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FIGURE 1  Phase IV HMCV (2001–2002). 

 
A literature review available on winter anti-icing operations using advanced technology by 

different agencies indicates reduction or eliminating of accident rates by 73% to 80%. The 
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (DOT) reported an accident reduction of close to 100% by 
using anti-icing techniques but, given certain allowances, a presumed 80% or a 0.2 resultant factor rate 
was used (1). 
 
Reduced Chemical Usage 
 
The benefit–cost ratio also suggests that although costs savings are definitely possible with the usage of 
anti-icing technologies, the level of service (LOS) to the travelers is increased with the same or less 
usage of materials. Some of the other benefits are less chemical usage, less time on equipment, and 
increase in the efficiency of the system. 

A similar study was done in the city of Kamloops, British Columbia. The benefit–cost ratio 
also suggests that although costs savings are definitely possible with the usage of anti-icing 
technologies, the LOS to the travelers is increased with the same or less usage of materials.  
 
Return on Investment 
 
The sensitivity analysis parameters for accident reduction and elimination included a wide range of 
numbers—from the reported close to an 80% accident eliminated (Pennsylvania DOT and Kamloops, 
British Columbia, studies) to a range of 50% reduction. Even at the low 50% range, the benefit–cost 
ratio was still favorable at 2.31 and 2.37 and indicated a 131% and 137% (depending on the discount 
rate) rate of investment (ROI) return for the project.  

The investigation also examined some of the secondary benefits and risks associated with these 
technology applications to winter maintenance operations.  
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BACKGROUND 
 
The entire HMCV project encompassed four phases over a 6-year period. Phase I of this project 
focused on describing the desirable functions of a maintenance concept vehicle and evaluating its 
feasibility. Phase II was the proof-of-concept phase that included development, operation, and 
observation of three prototype vehicles. Phase III included conducting the field evaluation of three 
prototype vehicles and identifying methods and cost to integrate the data and information generated by 
the vehicle into the state’s snow and ice control management process. The research quickly pointed out 
that investments in winter storm maintenance assets must be based on benefit–cost analysis (BCA) and 
related to improving LOS. If the concept vehicle and data produced by the vehicle are used to support 
decision making leading to reducing material usage and the average time by 1 h, a reasonable benefit–
cost will result. In Phase IV, the Center for Transportation Research and Education (CTRE) at Iowa 
State University, as well as its partners at Iowa DOT, Wisconsin DOT, and Pennsylvania DOT, have 
long considered the benefits of advanced technology to enhance winter maintenance activities. The 
HMCV demonstrated near-term benefits of the technologies for winter maintenance operations.  
 
Why a Business Case? 
 
A business case is one way to organize, evaluate, and present information about the actions that 
governments take to improve public safety. In this report, all benefits and costs each year between 2000 
and 2001 are included in the BCA, and all values are discounted back to 2000 with both a 4% and a 7% 
real discount rate to calculate the present values of the benefits and costs in 2002 dollars.  

The benefit–cost ratio suggests that although costs savings are definitely possible with the 
usage of anti-icing technologies, the LOS to the travelers is increased with the same or less usage of 
materials.  
 
Detailed Research 
 
The first step in developing the business case was to analyze the data and information technology in the 
Iowa DOT maintenance operations and determine their impact on the cost of conducting those 
activities. Reductions in resource costs, labor, trucks, and materials are achieved by identifying cost 
factors and by taking actions to influence those factors. Certainly the severity of the winter affects 
winter maintenance costs. A bad winter is expensive and requires using a large amount of labor, trucks, 
and materials to achieve an acceptable LOS.  

Every year, state agencies spend an estimated $2 billion plowing snow, sanding, and spreading 
chemicals on icy roadways. Approximately 20 million metric tons of sodium chloride (road salt) are 
used annually for deicing. The demand for salt has doubled in the past 10 years. To keep roads clear 
and safe for travel, the Iowa DOT, for example, spends approximately $35 million every year on winter 
maintenance spending an average of $65,000 to $70,000 per hour to fight the winter storms (2). 

This BCA was conducted as part of the overall goal of the pooled fund study’s HMCV project 
to “examine and test newly emerging technologies that have the potential for improving the LOS 
defined by policy during the winter season at the least cost to taxpayers.”  

Benefits of anti-icing techniques have been summarized in Table 1. Based on the perception of 
maintenance personnel, most benefits were related to improved safety and improved productivity (i.e., 
reduced maintenance costs) (3). 
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Methodology 
 
The methodology for conducting the BCA is based on the guidelines outlined for generally accepted 
practices for federal projects and on the “Benefit/Cost Analysis of ITS Applications for Winter 
Maintenance” conducted by Stowe (1). With information obtained from DOT officials from the 
Washington and Arizona DOTs, it was established that the benefit–cost worksheet for collision 
reduction was an appropriate and a valid tool in computing the benefits and costs for collision 
reduction. 

The BCA considered two different alternatives for this study.  
 

1. The first alternative is the do-nothing alternative where the status quo approach of using 
traditional method of winter application was considered. Although this practice has worked 
successfully over the past years, this system is not very efficient in terms of safety, consumption of 
materials, and labor. This inefficient system uses the outdated reactive deicing approach in solving 
winter road surface conditions. A study by the Iowa DOT suggests that 30% of the salt is wasted with 
existing techniques. Also, excessive chemical run-offs contaminate soil and ground water contributing 
to environmental degradation. Although the do-nothing alternative has the advantage of low 
implementation cost, it carries high operational efficiencies and perhaps much higher costs in terms of 
societal benefits.  

2. The second alternative considered was to study the BCA of deploying and integrating anti-
icing strategies on HMCVs during winter applications. A comprehensive BCA would include 
quantification and monetization of various elements of the analysis: safety in terms of accidents 
reduced or eliminated, reduction in salt, chemical and labor usage, environmental equity, and savings in 
time due to increased mobility. Since no historical or relevant data on  
environmental, mobility, and labor usage were available, this BCA was conducted on two counts: 
safety and material usage (salt). The crash report was based on information available at the Iowa Traffic 
Safety Data Service and CTRE for crash severity data for years 1998–2000. Iowa DOT provided the 
salt usage data at the Des Moines North Garage. 

 
One of the basic concepts of BCA is not to consider sunk costs. This appears to be consistent  

 
TABLE 1  Benefits of Anti-Icing Techniques 

Performance Measures Anti-Icing Benefits 
Mobility • Reduced number of road closures 

• Improved traveler information 
Safety • Reduced accident frequency 

• Decrease in insurance claims 
Productivity • Less snow/ice bonding facilitated more efficient plowing 

• Reduced maintenance costs (overtime pay and materials) 
• Reduced time to clear snow/ice from roads 
• Less abrasives cleanup required 

Environmental Quality • Reduced impact on roadside vegetation, aquifers, and watercourses. 
• Improved air quality as a result of reduced abrasive usage 

Other/Indirect  • Reduced asset damage (vehicles, equipment, etc.) 
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with one of the purposes of the HMCV, which is to determine whether to proceed with the project 
according to the plan outlay. Because this analysis is being done after the development costs have been 
incurred, the purpose of this BCA is not to determine development and operational costs of the system 
will be justified by the projected benefits, but rather to evaluate whether the projected costs and benefits 
(starting with fiscal year 2000) justify continuation of the project.  

The BCA analysis undertaken in this study differs marginally from the original model 
envisaged in Task 3 of the Phase IV study Work Plan dated February 28, 2002, for the following 
reasons: 
 

a. Discounting: In the original model, discounting, where future cash flows are reduced to 
equivalent present-day values, is not addressed. Discounting is an important element of a BCA 
whereby the costs and benefits of each year of the system cycle is estimated and is then converted to a 
common unit of measurement to properly compare competing alternatives.  

b. Start-up costs or sunk costs are usually not part of the BCA analysis for an ongoing project.  
 

Data were available on safety and materials, specifically, usage of salt. This provided the basis 
to conduct the BCA based on these data. 
 
 
ASSUMPTIONS 
 
BCAs should be explicit about the underlying assumptions used to arrive at estimates of future benefits 
and costs. For this analysis, these are some of the assumptions: 
 

1. Wet conditions have been included in the element of surface conditions for winter driving 
conditions. Since anti-icing materials are applied to the roadway immediately before or at the beginning 
of a storm, the road becomes wet or slushy rather than icy. This wet road conditions are considered part 
of the surface condition under analysis. 

2. The BCA time period should match the system life cycle. The system life cycle includes 
the following stages or phases:  

a. Feasibility study,  
b. Design, 
c. Development, 
d. Implementation, and  
e. Operation.  

The system life cycle or technological obsolescence is considered 5 years. 
3. The BCA computation has been done on two factors: safety and salt usage. The Iowa DOT 

has specific information on crash severities. Literature reviews indicated that specific data were 
available for crash severities and value of life matrix. Not many data were available for the mobility, 
efficiency, productivity, and environmental quality of the areas under analysis. 

4. Based on the data available, it was determined that accidents were eliminated by almost 
80% when anti-icing techniques were used. This was the case in Pennsylvania and British Columbia, 
Canada. Resultant factor has been computed on different range of values: the first at 0.2 (80% accidents 
were eliminated) and the second at 0.5 (50% of the accidents were eliminated).  
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HMCV COSTS 
 
A portion of the equipment used in this research was provided to the study, some had to be purchased, 
and some was included in the cost of upgrading the snowplow that was done during the normal course 
of normal vehicle replacement schedule at Iowa DOT. Table 2 lists the costs of the equipment, along 
with the vendors that supplied those equipment items. 
 
 
BENEFIT–COST CALCULATIONS 
 
All benefits and costs each year between 1998 and 2000 are included in the BCA, and all values are 
discounted back to 2000 with both a 4% and a 7% real discount rate to calculate the present values of 
the benefits and costs in 2000 dollars. Planners and economists traditionally have followed the use of 
4% real discount rate in these benefit–cost calculations using the guidelines in the Red Book published 
by AASHTO (4). The 7% real discount rate is a federal Office of Management and Budget guideline 
for calculating a BCA for federal projects (5). 

 
Discounting  
 
Future cash flows need to be reduced to equivalent present-day values, because the value of a dollar in 
the future is less than the value of a dollar today. This is referred to as discounting. After the costs and 
benefits for each year of the system cycle have been estimated, it is converted to a common unit of 
measurement to properly compare competing alternatives. That is accomplished by discounting future 
dollar values, which transforms future benefits and costs to their present value (PV). The PV (also 
referred to as the discounted value) of a future amount is calculated with the following formula: 

 
TABLE 2  Costs of HMCV  

Equipment Item Cost Vendor 
Chassis—International $65,500 Monroe Snow & Ice Control 
RDS Dump Box 5,500 Same 
Front Plow 4,000 Same 
Sander/Salter 2,600 Same 
Underbody Blade 6,600 Same 
Added Features for HMCV   
Onboard Prewetting 2,500 Monroe 
Anti-Icing Spray Bar 14,000 Monroe 
Surface Temperature Sensor 800 Sprague 
AMS 200 Data Management 2,500 Raven Industries 
DCS 710 Ground Speed Controller 8,000 Raven Industries 
Trakit AVL 13,000 IDA Corp 
DGPS Antennae 1,400 Communications Systems International 
HID Plow Lights 1,100 Speaker 
Saltar Friction Meter 15,000 Norsemeter 
Frensor Mobile Freeze Point Detection 10,500* AeroTech-Telub 
Total $153,000  
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P = F [1 / (1 + I)n ] 
 
where 
 

P = present value, 
F = future value, 
I = interest rate, and 
n = number of years. 

 
Government policies or projects typically produce streams of benefits and costs over time 

rather than in one-shot increments. Commonly, in fact, substantial portions of costs are incurred early 
in the life of the project, while benefits may extend for many years. Yet, because people prefer a dollar 
today than 10 years from now, BCA typically discounts future benefits and costs back to present 
values. The system life cycle for this study is considered 5 years.  
 
Sensitivity Analysis 
 
At its most rudimentary, a sensitivity analysis demonstrates the impact of variations on the discount 
rate on the final analysis. But in a broader perspective, a sensitivity analysis tests the impact of changes 
in input parameters on the results obtained from the BCA. For example, how much change in the value 
of the benefits is required before the costs of the proposed system exceed the benefit.  

An appraisal should always be subject to a sensitivity test to assess how robust the result is to 
changes in the assumptions used in calculating it. In particular, a range of expected accident reductions 
should be assessed, since one can never be certain as to what the actual outcome will be; using a low 
and a high estimate of possible and realistic outcomes is always good practice. In this case study, 
although literature review suggested that the resultant factor of 0.2 was safe to use (80% of accidents 
were eliminated), the range was expanded to include a conservative value of 0.5 resultant factor (50% 
of the accidents were eliminated).  

If the outcome is favorable even with a pessimistic forecast, there can be confidence that the 
project is worthwhile. Conversely, if the outcome is unfavorable even with optimistic assumptions, 
there can be confidence that the project is unlikely to be worthwhile. The middle ground—favorable 
under optimistic assumptions and unfavorable under pessimistic assumptions—requires more work to 
get a better forecast.  
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The BCA demonstrates that the integration of the newer emerging technologies in the concept vehicle 
does indeed play a beneficial role in reducing accidents, increasing mobility, reducing adverse 
environmental impacts, and effecting the economic impact in the area. The sensitivity analysis 
parameters for accident reduction and elimination included a wide range of numbers—from the 
reported close to an 80% accident eliminated (Pennsylvania DOT and Kamloops, British Columbia, 
study) to a range of 50% reduction. Even at the low 50% range, the benefit–cost ratio was still 
favorable at 2.31 and 2.37 with a 131% and 137% (depending upon the discount rate) rate of 
investment (ROI) return for the project.  
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The benefit–cost ratio also suggests that although costs savings are definitely possible with the 
usage of anti-icing technologies, the LOS to the travelers is increased with the same or less usage of 
materials. Some of the other benefits are in less sand and chemical usage, less time on equipment, and 
increase in the efficiency of the system. 

 
 

APPENDIX A 
 
Benefit–Cost Worksheet 
 
For Collision Reduction 
 

Safety Improvement Location: Select Corridor I-35 Polk County, Iowa  
Safety Improvement Description: Technology Add-ons on HMCV 
 
1. Initial Project Costs, I:  $50,691 
2. Net Annual Operations and Maintenance Costs, K: $5,000 
3. Annual Safety Benefits in Number of Collisions:   

 
Before (historic) –     After (estimated) =            Annual Benefits 

Collision Type Nos. Yrs. Rate Resultant Rate Factor 
a) Fatality 0 3 =     0.0 .2 0.00 =   0.00 
b) Major Injury 4 3 =   1.33 .2 0.27 =   1.06 
c) Minor Injury 17 3 =   5.67 .2 1.13 =   4.54 
d) Possible Injury 18 3 =     6.0 .2 1.20 =   4.80 
e) Property Damage Only 51 3 =   17.0 .2 3.40 = 13.60 
       

1. Costs Per Collision:  5. Annual Safety Benefits by Costs of Collision 
 

Collision Type Cost    
a) Fatality $1,000,000 a) (3a)(4a) =               $0 
b) Major Injury $150,000 b) (3b)(4b) =    $159,000 
c) Minor Injury $10,000 c) (3c)(4c) =      $45,400 
d) Possible Injury $2,500 d) (3d)(4d) =      $12,000 
e) Property Damage Only $2,500 e) (3e)(4e) =      $34,000 
   TOTAL, B =    $250,400 
   
6. Service life, n = 5 years 7. Salvage Value, T = $1,000 8. Interest rate, I = 4% 
   
9. Present Worth of Costs, PWOC: 
 Present Worth Factor of a Uniform Series, SPWin =       4.4518 
 PWOC = I + K(SPWin) – T(PWin) =       67,786 
10. Present Worth of Benefits, PWOB = B(SPWin) =  1,114,731 
11. Benefit/Cost Ratio, B/C = PWOB/PWOC =         16.45 
12. Net Benefit = PWOB – PWOC = 1,046,945 

Sensitivity Analysis based on (a) accident savings of 80% (0.2 resultant factor) and (b) interest rate at 4% (A Manual on User 
Benefit Analysis of Highway and Bus-Transit Improvements. 1977, p. 14). SPW in rates from appendix on p. 118. 
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he RoadViewTM system was originally developed to determine the feasibility of implementing 
an advanced snowplow control system to improve the safety and efficiency of snow removal 

operations. As follow-on research, this evaluation was designed to determine the magnitude of the 
challenges faced by snowplow operators, particularly during low-visibility conditions. Both a needs 
assessment and a cost–benefit analysis (BCA) of the RoadView system are provided. 

The analyses focused on data gathered primarily from four western states: Idaho, Montana, 
North Dakota, and Wyoming. The three main factors to be considered in the needs assessment and 
potential BCA were safety, mobility, and operational issues. Both quantitative and qualitative data 
were collected from participating departments of transportation, including a survey distributed to 
snowplow operators in the four designated states. The survey was designed to gain further insight 
into perceived problems with limited-visibility snow removal operations and to examine current 
methods being used by snowplow operators to improve their spatial and situational awareness during 
low-visibility conditions. 

Results indicated the three methods most used by snowplow operators to maintain their lane 
position are visual. Operators had a high perceived usefulness of technology that would assist in 
detecting obstacles and provide lane position information. The BCA indicated that RoadView would 
be most beneficial on roadways with high traffic volumes associated with significant road closures 
due to winter weather conditions. 

 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Keeping roads open and passable in the winter is a fundamental public safety task, the importance of 
which is emphasized by newspaper articles with headlines such as “Storm Paralyzes Upper 
Midwest.” The details of this particular article describe the magnitude of the problem. “Minnesota 
snowplow crews parked their rigs Tuesday because they couldn’t keep up with blowing, drifting 
snow that closed schools for thousands of youngsters from the Plains to the upper Great Lakes” (1). 

In addition to being an inconvenience to travelers, a major snowstorm can have a significant 
economic impact. A study conducted for the Salt Institute estimated that impassible roadways in a 
12-state Midwest region would cost $526.4 million per day in federal, state, and local taxes. In 
addition, it was estimated that such a storm would cost $1.4 billion per day in unearned wages and 
$600 million per day in lost retail sales (2). 

Further, a major snowstorm has the potential to increase the number and severity of 
motor vehicle accidents. Researchers have explored the relationship between adverse weather 
and safety and found a significant decrease in crash rates after snow removal and deicing 

T 
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activities (3). Studies also have found that the number and rate of highway fatalities and injuries 
increase on snowy days (4). 

Recent projects have focused on utilizing and evaluating technology to allow snowplow 
operators to continue to work in reduced-visibility situations (5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10). By utilizing a variety 
of technologies, it is hoped that snowplow operators will be able to continue clearing roads in low 
visibility conditions ands thereby keep roadways open and reduce the economic impact of a storm. 
The RoadViewTM  system was initiated in response to these concerns as a means to facilitate 
snowplow operations in inclement weather. 
 

 
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
 
The purpose of this research project was to determine the need for the RoadView system and to 
perform a benefit–cost analysis (BCA) of the technology. Previous demonstrations have shown the 
potential success of RoadView deployments, although such demonstrations are limited in terms of the 
number of advanced technology-equipped vehicles and the amount of time these vehicles have been in 
operation. Theoretically, the technology utilized in the RoadView project is expected to increase safety 
by reducing erratic snowplow movements, run-off-the-road incidents and lane departures, snowplow 
accidents, damage to other vehicles and the infrastructure, and injuries to snowplow operators or other 
vehicle occupants. Increasing the speed or efficiency of snow removal tasks may potentially reduce 
road closures and travel delays and thereby improve both the operational aspects of snow removal 
activities and the mobility of motorists during adverse winter weather. 

The needs assessment portion of this project discusses possible measures of effectiveness for 
the RoadView system and potential benefits that may be realized from more extensive 
implementation and deployment of the technology. Data for the study were gathered primarily from 
four states: Idaho, Montana, North Dakota, and Wyoming. Additional data collected as part of a 
RoadView evaluation in the Donner Pass area of California were included as supplemental 
information. 

Quantitative data on winter weather-related accidents, as well as on the frequency and 
duration of winter road closures, were collected for descriptive purposes and to enhance the needs 
assessment. The qualitative data collected via the snowplow operator survey were used to determine 
equipment and route characteristics, perceived problems with limited-visibility snow removal 
operations, and current methods used to position the snowplow on the roadway during typical 
snowplow operations and particularly during periods of limited visibility. 

The next section presents the needs assessment portion of the project, and the third section 
presents the BCA. The final section of this paper presents the conclusions of the research. 
 

 
NEEDS ASSESSMENT 
 
A needs assessment represents an attempt to identify and quantify, if possible, the potential benefits 
of a given accident countermeasure or safety improvement. This task often provides the justification 
for funding decisions and as such is a valuable tool for departments of transportation.  

Based on previous research, RoadView and similar advanced snowplow technologies have 
been found to assist snowplow operators in determining their lane position as well as in providing a 
warning of objects and obstacles in front of and behind the vehicle (5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10). Research in 
Minnesota (5, 7) focused on accidents and the related costs as the basis for continuing research 
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efforts on this topic, and two studies conducted in Iowa focused on the operational aspects of 
plowing snow (6, 8). The present study was designed to combine these two approaches in order to 
provide a detailed investigation into various issues associated with snowplow operations in low-
visibility situations and to consider variables that might be used to measure system effectiveness and 
assess possible benefits associated with the technology. 

 
Analytical Considerations and Limitations 

 
Identification of the potential benefits of the RoadView system focused on data related to snowplow-
related accidents and run-off-the-road incidents, delays to motorists, and perceptions and opinions of 
snowplow operators. 

Data on accidents and incidents involving snowplows, as well as information on winter road 
closures, were used to describe the magnitude of problems that might be mitigated with the 
implementation of the RoadView system. Quantitative data confirmed the incidence of snowplow-
related accidents, both with and without the involvement of other vehicles, on those roadways 
selected as study sites and statewide. Roadway closures due to severe winter weather and resulting in 
unspecified delays to travelers also were documented. Intuitively, any technology assumed capable 
of reducing accident-related costs or injuries would be perceived as beneficial. Furthermore, 
technology that has the potential to shorten or eliminate road closures would have appeal. As 
emphasized elsewhere throughout this document, the ability of the RoadView system to reduce 
accidents or road closures remains undetermined at this point. 

In assessing whether a need exists for advanced snowplow technology, it was difficult to 
determine an appropriate threshold for each of the factors described above. In other words, at what 
point does each measure of effectiveness become a meaningful indication of need? How many 
snowplow-related accidents per year, for example, would have to be reported in order to establish a 
need for advanced technology? how many winter road closures? how many hours of delay due to 
road closures? Does the fact that snowplow operators perceive the proposed technology to be highly 
useful validate a need? There are no objective criteria for determining appropriate thresholds, and, 
often answers to these kinds of questions, by themselves, cannot establish whether the system is 
needed. Information concerning benefits to be accrued must be compared with the costs associated 
with the system in order to calculate the net value of the technology. Only then can a safety 
improvement program or technology be judged relative to other budgeted or proposed projects to 
establish funding priorities. Wider-scale deployment and field testing of the RoadView technology 
are necessary in order to collect empirical data to assess the system’s effectiveness and quantify its 
benefits so that objective decisions can be made regarding the need for and cost-effectiveness of the 
system. 

Given that empirical data were not available to evaluate system effectiveness as part of this 
research, it was necessary to incorporate other, more subjective, information into the needs 
assessment. Responses to the snowplow operator survey were used to more broadly define the 
potential need for the advanced snowplow technology. For example, operators were asked to assess 
the potential usefulness of technology that would assist them in various aspects of snowplow 
operations. The survey responses regarding the perceived usefulness of the system became surrogate 
measures of the technology’s potential benefits. It was not possible, however, to meaningfully assign 
monetary values to these potential benefits, which were based on hypothetical examples of the 
system’s technological capabilities. 
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Survey Results 

 
The results of the operator survey highlighted several issues that may have implications regarding the 
need for advanced snowplow technology. One of the RoadView system’s two primary purposes is to 
provide lane-positioning information to snowplow operators. When asked what methods operators 
currently use to maintain their position on the roadway, their three highest-ranked choices involved 
judging their distance from the following roadside features: guardrails, mileposts and delineators, and 
the centerline. In fact, 8 of the 15 most commonly used methods for maintaining lane position 
involved visual cues. By definition, these methods all rely on the operator’s ability to see out of the 
vehicle, which may be severely hampered by a number of factors as discussed below. 

Weather conditions, as expected, were ranked highest in terms of factors that contribute to 
poor visibility. In addition, certain driving conditions (e.g., meeting or being passed by other 
vehicles) can exacerbate the situation. Whereas these things cannot be controlled, there were other 
factors that might be addressed through design modifications or routine maintenance and repair. 
Specifically, three different placements of the vehicle’s lights were believed to create visibility 
problems, and numerous comments on the survey described problems caused by wipers and 
defrosters that did not function properly.  

The importance of maintaining their lane position was ranked fourth out of five factors 
related to safe snowplow operation, although the mean rankings were extremely close for all five 
choices. Operators acknowledged that road configuration and traffic volume determine to a large 
extent the risks involved with crossing into another lane of travel. Similarly, run-off-the-road 
incidents increase during low-visibility conditions; the incidents potentially can cause damage to the 
snowplow or the infrastructure, as well as injury to the snowplow operator. Survey responses 
described the magnitude of this problem, as well as provided information regarding what, if any, 
objects were struck when the snowplow left the road. 

Operators were asked to rank the usefulness of technologies that would assist with four 
specific tasks, the first of which was providing lane position information. The remaining three tasks 
dealt with detecting obstacles to the front, rear, and side of the vehicle, respectively. It should be 
reemphasized that the operators had only a general written description of each technology (e.g., “If 
the technology existed that could tell you your lane position while plowing, how useful would it be to 
you?”). The operators indicated that technology with the ability to detect obstacles in front of their 
vehicle would be most useful, followed closely by technology to assist with lane position awareness. 

Lastly, the frequency and duration of loss-of-visibility events may be considered relevant to 
the needs assessment. During an average snowstorm, operators estimated they typically lost sight of 
the roadway once every two hours, with each occurrence lasting four seconds or less. This finding 
was similar to results obtained by McGehee and Raby (6) when they surveyed snowplow operators 
in Iowa and Minnesota. Loss-of-sight occurrences did not happen frequently or for extended periods 
of time, but these events can cause stress for snowplow operators, as can snow removal activities, in 
general. Perhaps more importantly, such instances can affect the efficiency of snowplow operations. 
During reduced visibility conditions, operators may have to reduce significantly their speed or stop 
their vehicle altogether. Either action potentially affects the mobility of travelers and could have 
safety implications for both the snowplow operators and other motorists on the roadway.  

 
Conclusions and Implications—Needs Assessment 

 
This research identified ways in which advanced snowplow technologies may benefit snowplow 
operations, but operational testing on a wider scale and for extended periods of time are needed to 
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establish the effectiveness of the system. To date, advanced snowplow technologies have been 
utilized predominantly in proof-of-concept or proof-of-technology research. Minnesota and 
California have had early successes in demonstrating that certain technologies can provide lane 
position and obstacle detection warnings to snowplow operators. Ultimately, however, deployment 
of the technology in real-world situations will be necessary to provide quantifiable data on system 
benefits associated with reductions in accidents or delays. 

There is evidence to support the continued research on and operational testing of advanced 
snowplow technologies. Historical data confirm snowplow-only and snowplow versus motor vehicle 
accidents on designated roadways in this research effort. Reductions in mobility caused by winter 
road closures also were documented. The ability of an advanced snowplow system to impact these 
factors directly has not been determined but should be investigated. 

The results of the snowplow operator survey revealed the extent to which operators rely on 
their ability to see obstacles and vehicles in front of the snowplows and to utilize visual cues to 
maintain their lane position. Given the variety of circumstances in which visibility is severely 
restricted, advanced technology to assist operators by providing lane position information and 
obstacle warnings has obvious utility. The added potential benefit of reducing operator workload and 
stress was not addressed specifically in this study but should be examined in future research efforts. 

As stated previously, in order to determine the feasibility of widespread use of RoadView or 
other advanced snowplow technologies, it is important to consider the costs, as well as the potential 
benefits, of the system. A discussion of variables that could be used in a BCA of RoadView is 
included in the next chapter, along with cost–benefit scenarios using the five designated study sites. 

 
 

BENEFIT–COST ANALYSIS 
 

For the BCA, an attempt was made to quantify the benefits of the RoadView system in terms of 
safety and mobility. For purposes of this analysis, the economic benefits associated with improved 
safety were related strictly to reductions in the number of snowplow-only accidents. Benefits 
associated with increased mobility were related solely to decreases in the time associated with road 
closures due to winter weather. Other benefits of the advanced technology may be related to 
increased effectiveness and efficiency of snowplow operations, which in turn may increase both 
mobility and safety. No attempt was made to quantify these variables for use in the calculations. 

Quantification of the system’s potential benefits was problematic because of a lack of 
empirical data. Advanced snowplow technologies have been used in demonstrations or proof-of-
concept research but have not been deployed in sufficient numbers or for a sufficient length of time 
to enable a rigorous evaluation of the system’s effectiveness. Thus, estimates of reductions in the 
frequency of snowplow-related accidents and the occurrence and duration of road closures were 
arbitrary. As discussed elsewhere in this report, previous demonstrations have concluded that the 
technology was useful in terms of providing snowplow operators with greater lane–roadway 
awareness during low-visibility plowing operations (9), but estimates of the accident-reduction 
capabilities of the system or the system’s effect on road closures are unavailable. Thus, the results of 
the BCA should be interpreted with caution. 
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Overview of Analytical Technique 

 
To perform the BCA, an equation was used to calculate the annualized benefits and costs associated 
with full deployment of the RoadView system and produce a benefit–cost ratio. 

The costs associated with the advanced technology system include both in-vehicle and in-
road elements. The in-vehicle costs of the RoadView system include the sensors, monitors, and 
support systems that allow the technology to provide lane positioning information and obstacle 
detection to the snowplow operator. The in-road costs are those associated with placing magnets in 
the roadway which, when read by sensors in the vehicle, provide lane position information. 

The total system cost can be calculated by adding the in-road costs with the in-vehicle costs. 
The resulting total can then be divided by the expected useful life of the system to provide an 
annualized system cost. Finally, annual maintenance costs are added to calculate the total annual cost 
for the RoadView system. 

It is hypothesized that full implementation of the RoadView system will produce certain 
benefits. Possible benefits include a reduction in the duration of road closures and a reduction in the 
frequency or severity of snowplow-only accidents. The monetary savings associated with these 
benefits also are annualized. Finally, the annualized benefits can be divided by the annualized costs 
to calculate a benefit–cost ratio. If the ratio is greater than 1.0, the RoadView system will be 
considered cost-effective.  

A simplified summary of the calculations used to produce the benefit–cost ratios is provided 
below: 

 
Costs 
In-road costs $ IR  
In-vehicle costs  + $ IV  
Total RoadView system initial purchase costs  $ Tot Cost 
 
Annualized cost (Total cost/N yrs. + maintenance) $ COST 
 
Benefits 
Reduction of road closure duration (annual hours gained) $ CD 
Reduction of snowplow-only accidents (annual number)  + $ SP   
Annualized benefits from the RoadView system $ BENE 
 
Annual gain (loss) $ COST – BENEFIT 
 
Benefit–cost ratio BENEFIT–COST 
 
To illustrate the potential costs and benefits associated with implementing the RoadView 

system, five scenarios were analyzed. These scenarios pertain to the five areas that were targeted for 
data collection. The roadways represented in the scenarios have individual characteristics that 
distinguish them from one another, including variations in traffic volume, the number of lanes, road 
grade, and the frequency of road closures due to winter weather conditions. From a review of the 
scenarios, the factors that influence the benefit cost–ratio can be examined more fully. 
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Parameters Used in the Analysis 

 
As previously discussed, the expected benefits of the RoadView system include increased safety and 
mobility. It is assumed that implementation of the RoadView technology will reduce the number and 
duration of road closures, as well as reduce the number of snowplow-only accidents. Operational 
benefits are anticipated, as well, but measures of the efficiency of plowing operations were not 
included in the analysis. 

To calculate the economic benefits associated with the implementation of the RoadView 
system, the following data were used in each scenario: snowplow-only accident statistics, average 
annual daily traffic (AADT) and average daily truck traffic (ADTT), and the aggregate duration of 
road closures. The data used in Scenarios 1 through 4 were collected as part of this study, while the 
data utilized in Scenario 5 were collected by Ravani et al. (9). 

The benefits of the RoadView system were quantified using the following factors: 
 
• Travel delay cost for automobiles of $12.20 per hour (11), 
• Travel delay cost for commercial vehicles of $25.30 per hour (11), and  
• Cost of damage to snowplows per accident of $2,450 (7). 
 
The costs associated with the RoadView system pertain to placing magnets in the roadway 

(in-road costs), as well as outfitting the snowplow with the necessary radars, sensors, and control 
units (in-vehicle costs). Correspondence with Mr. Kin Yen, University of California–Davis, and 
Stephen Owen, Arizona Department of Transportation (unpublished data), identified the following 
costs associated with the RoadView project: 

 
In-vehicle costs = $30,000/snowplow (includes installation), 
In-road costs = $18,000/lane mi (includes installation), 
Maintenance costs = $500/year/snowplow, and 
In-vehicle and in-road  
equipment life expectancy 

 
= 5 years. 

 
The scenarios and the formula used constant dollars (not adjusted for inflation) and were 

rounded to the nearest $10. It was assumed that the number of hours associated with road closures 
due to winter weather would be reduced by 5%. An average of 4 h per closure was used for the 
purposes of the scenarios. It was further assumed that snowplow-only accidents would be reduced by 
15%. Finally, the number of snowplows to be equipped with the RoadView system for deployment 
on each roadway was established on the basis of the number of miles and lane miles to be plowed. 
Because of the cost associated with equipping the plows, it was assumed that a minimal number of 
plows would be equipped for each area and used primarily for that specific roadway. Because plows 
are often part of a gang-plowing operation, two plows were used for all but one of the scenarios. Four 
plows were used in the Idaho scenario because of the high number of lane miles for this example. 
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SCENARIO 1: US-12 IN IDAHO  
(BETWEEN LOLO PASS AND LOWELL, IDAHO) 
 
The section of US-12 used in this analysis (Figure 1) begins at the Lolo Pass, located on the 
Montana–Idaho border, and flows to the southwest to the town of Lowell, Idaho. The majority of this 
section of roadway follows along the Lochsa River. This roadway segment consists of 76 mi of two-
lane highway. 
 

In-road costs (152 lane miles)  $ 2,736,000  
In-vehicle costs (4 snowplows)  120,000  
Total RoadView system initial purchase costs  $ 2,856,000  
 
Annualized cost (including maintenance) $ 573,200 
 
Reduction of road closure duration (Assumption 1)  $ 0 
Reduction of snowplow-only accidents (Assumption 2)  3,310 
Annualized benefits from the RoadView system $ 3,310 
 
Annual gain (loss) ($ 569,890) 
 
Benefit–cost ratio 0.006 
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FIGURE 1  Idaho (US-12) scenario site. 
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The Scenario 1 assumptions follow. 
 
1. Although Lolo Pass was closed during the 5-year timeframe examined in this study, the 

closures were due to forest fires and avalanche conditions, factors that would not be affected by 
RoadView technology. Thus, there could be no reduction in this variable. 

2. Snowplow-only accidents would be reduced from 9 to 7.65 (15% reduction). 
 
 
SCENARIO 2: HOMESTAKE PASS ON I-90 NEAR BUTTE, MONTANA 
 
Homestake Pass is located on I-90 approximately 7 mi southeast of Butte, Montana (Figure 2).  
I-90 is a major east-west road connecting the West Coast to the Midwest. The area considered in 
this analysis consists of 14 mi of four-lane Interstate highway. 

  
In-road costs (56 lane miles) $ 1,008,000 
In-vehicle costs (2 snowplows)  60,000 
Total RoadView system initial purchase costs  $ 1,068,000 
 
Annualized cost (including maintenance) $ 214,600 
 
Reduction of road closure duration (Assumption 1) $ 1,780 
Reduction of snowplow-only accidents (Assumption 2)  1,470 
Annualized benefits from the RoadView system $ 3,250 
 
Annual gain (loss) ($ 211,350) 
 
Benefit–cost ratio 0.015 
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FIGURE 2  Montana (I-90) scenario site. 
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The Scenario 2 assumptions follow. 
 
1. Reduction in closures equals 0.4 h per year (5% reduction). 
2. Snowplow-only accidents would be reduced from 4 to 3.4 (15% reduction). 

 
 

SCENARIO 3: I-94 IN NORTH DAKOTA NEAR BISMARCK 
 
I-94 runs the entire length of North Dakota, approximately 360 mi. I-94 enters the state in the 
east at Fargo (the largest city in the state) and continues west through Bismarck (the capital) and 
then into Montana. The targeted 31-mi section of I-94 consists of a four-lane Interstate highway 
between Bismarck and Driscoll, North Dakota (Figure 3). 
 

In-road costs (124 lane miles)  $ 2,232,000 
In-vehicle costs (2 snowplows)  60,000 
Total RoadView system initial purchase costs   $ 2,292,000 
 
Annualized cost (including maintenance) $ 459,400 
 
Reduction of road closure duration (Assumption 1) $ 2,230 
Reduction of snowplow-only accidents (Assumption 2)  1,100 
Annualized benefits from the RoadView system $ 3,330 
 
Annual gain (loss)  ($ 456,070) 
 
Benefit–cost ratio 0.007 
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FIGURE 3  North Dakota (I-94) scenario site. 
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The Scenario 3 assumptions follow. 
 
1. Reduction in closures equals 0.5 h per year (5% reduction). 
2. Snowplow-only accidents would be reduced from 3 to 2.55 per year (15% reduction). 

 
 
SCENARIO 4: I-80 IN WYOMING NEAR LARAMIE 
 
I-80 runs the entire length of the state of Wyoming, approximately 400 mi. I-80 enters the state 
in the east near Cheyenne (the Capital and largest city in the state) and continues west into Utah. 
The targeted 12-mi section of I-80 consists of a four-lane Interstate highway, near Laramie, 
Wyoming, extending eastward to milepost 329 (Figure 4). 
  

In-road costs (48 lane miles)  $ 864,000 
In-vehicle costs (2 snowplows)  60,000 
Total RoadView system initial purchase costs   $ 924,000 
 
Annualized cost (including maintenance) $ 185,800 
 
Reduction of road closure duration (Assumption 1) $ 11,370 
Reduction of snowplow-only accidents (Assumption 2)  1,470 
Annualized benefits from the RoadView system $ 12,840 
 
Annual gain (loss)  ($172,960) 
 
Benefit–cost ratio 0.069 
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FIGURE 4  Wyoming (I-80) scenario site. 
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The Scenario 4 assumptions follow. 
 
1. Reduction in closures equals 1.7 h per year (5% reduction). 
2. Snowplow-only accidents would be reduced from 4 to 3.4 per year (15% reduction). 

 
 
SCENARIO 5: DONNER PASS, CALIFORNIA 
 
Donner Pass is located on I-80, to the west and southwest of Reno, Nevada. Although magnets 
were placed in just one lane for previous research (9), it was assumed that all lanes would receive 
magnets for purposes of this scenario. The targeted section includes approximately 4 mi of 
Interstate highway, part two-lane and part three-lane in configuration (Figure 5). 
  

In-road costs (20 lane miles)  $ 360,000 
In-vehicle costs (2 snowplows)  60,000 
Total RoadView system initial purchase costs   $ 420,000 
 
Annualized cost (including maintenance) $ 85,000 
 
Reduction of road closure duration (Assumption 1) $ 106,740 
Reduction of snowplow-only accidents (Assumption 2)   6,250 
Annualized benefits from the RoadView system $ 112,990 
 
Annual gain (loss)  $ 27,990 
 
Benefit–cost ratio 1.33 
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FIGURE 5  California (I-80) scenario site. 
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The Scenario 5 assumptions follow. 
 
1. Reduction in closures equals 4.4 h per year (5% reduction). 
2. Snowplow-only accidents would be reduced from 17 to 14.45 per year (15% reduction). 

 
 
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS: BENEFIT–COST ANALYSIS 

 
The RoadView system was found to be cost-effective in only one of the five scenarios: the 
Donner Pass area in California. Several characteristics that distinguished this site from the other 
locations should be highlighted. First, this location experienced the highest frequency of 
snowplow-related accidents among the study sites, as well as the highest 4-year average of 
winter road closures. In fact, road closures at this site were 6 to 10 times more frequent than at 
the other four locations. The AADT at Donner Pass was approximately six times greater than at 
the remaining sites, with ADTT figures ranking second only behind the designated roadway in 
Wyoming. Thus, it appears that the RoadView system may have the greatest impact on roadways 
that have a history of numerous winter road closures, with high volumes of automobile and truck 
traffic. Roadways with high accident experience (i.e., crashes involving only snowplows or 
snowplows compares with other motor vehicles) also should be considered for deployment of 
vehicles equipped with advanced snowplow technologies in order to maximize the opportunity to 
detect and measure the system’s effect on snowplow-related crash and injury rates. 

To further illustrate the impact that road closures, traffic volume, and the length of road 
have on the benefit–cost ratio, a break-even curve was created for each scenario (Figure 6). The 
break-even curve is defined as having a benefit–cost ratio of 1.0 at any point along its length. 
Points lying to the right of the curve have a benefit–cost ratio of greater than 1.0, while points to  
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FIGURE 6  Break-even analysis of the RoadView system. 
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the left of the curve have a benefit–cost ratio of less than 1.0. Break-even curves were 
individually calculated for each of the five scenarios. It is important to note that the data point for 
each scenario should be compared against only its respective break-even curve. 

From the analysis, it was found that the length of the roadway to be instrumented, the 
number of closures, and AADT are the three most significant factors in determining whether the 
RoadView system would be cost-effective in a particular area. The number of snowplow-only 
accidents had less effect on the analysis because of the relatively small cost of these incidents. 
Therefore, benefits realized from deployment are realized mostly through delay savings to the 
traveling public and, to a much lesser extent, snowplow only accidents. Bear in mind that this 
analysis was based on assumed estimates of benefits to be derived from the RoadView system.  

At this stage of development, the costs associated with the RoadView system are 
extensive. Further testing or system modifications may reduce costs as well as could wholesale 
manufacture and product distribution. Correspondence with Yen discussed the equipment costs 
being reduced by up to 20% in a full-scale production and deployment scenario. The useful life 
of the in-road portion of the system (i.e., the magnets) is estimated to be at least 5 years; 
however, this estimate depends largely on the frequency of resurfacing activities on any given 
roadway. Extending the useful life of the RoadView components would increase the benefit–cost 
ratio, because the system costs could be amortized over a longer period of time. Assuming the 
estimates of system benefits used in the scenarios were reasonable, the costs currently associated 
with the advanced snowplow technology would have to be reduced significantly in order to make 
the system cost-effective. Once again, however, these results must be interpreted with caution 
because of the arbitrary estimates of system effectiveness used in the calculations. 
 
 
SUMMARY  

 
The goal of this project was to determine the feasibility of implementing an advanced snowplow 
guidance and warning system to improve the safety and efficiency of snow removal operations 
and to assess potential costs and benefits associated with combining conventional snowplow 
operations with intelligent vehicle technologies. The study was designed to determine the 
magnitude of the challenges faced by snowplow operators while they attempt to clear roadways 
of snow and ice, particularly during low visibility conditions. A needs assessment and a 
discussion of variables that could be used in a BCA of the RoadView system were provided, 
along with a detailed analysis of responses to a survey administered to snowplow operators. This 
study was not intended as an effectiveness evaluation of the system. 

The quantitative and qualitative data that were collected for subsequent analyses were 
related to safety, mobility, and operational issues. Previous demonstrations have shown the 
potential success of RoadView deployments, although such demonstrations were limited in terms 
of the number of vehicles equipped with the advanced technology and the amount of time these 
vehicles had been in operation. Theoretically, the technology used in the RoadView project is 
expected to increase safety by reducing erratic snowplow movements, run-off-the-road incidents 
and lane departures, snowplow accidents, damage to other vehicles and the infrastructure, and 
injuries to snowplow operators or other vehicle occupants. Increasing the speed or efficiency of 
snow removal tasks may reduce road closures and travel delays and thereby improve both the 
operational aspects of snow removal activities and the mobility of motorists during adverse 
winter weather. 
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Historical data confirmed the incidence of snowplow-related accidents, both with and 
without the involvement of other vehicles, along those roadways selected as study sites. 
Roadway closures due to severe winter weather and resulting in unspecified delays to travelers 
also were documented. Presumably, any technology capable of reducing accident-related costs or 
injuries would be perceived as beneficial. Furthermore, technology that has the potential to 
shorten or eliminate road closures would have intuitive appeal. The task of determining the need 
for advanced technology without the benefit of empirical data was problematic. Therefore, 
subjective assessments of the perceived usefulness and potential benefits of the system, based on 
the responses to the snowplow operator survey, were used as additional measures or indications 
of the need for the technology. 

The survey also provided information regarding difficulties encountered by snowplow 
operators while conducting operations in low-visibility conditions, current practices, and 
operational concerns, and the receptivity of operators to the advanced technology. During an 
average snowstorm, for example, snowplow operators estimated they typically lost sight of the 
roadway between one and six times for roughly 4 to 5 s per event. In terms of current operations, 
the three visual cues that snowplow operators relied on most frequently to maintain their position 
on the roadway included judging their distance from guardrails, mileposts and delineators, and 
centerlines. When asked to assess the potential usefulness of various advanced technologies, 
operators gave the highest ratings to those that would provide lane position information, 
followed by those that would provide obstacle detection capabilities. Despite these high ranking 
of potential usefulness, operators felt that there would be weather conditions in which snowplow 
operations should be suspended, regardless of the availability of advanced snowplow technology. 

As with the needs assessment, the BCA was limited by the lack of empirical data to 
measure system benefits. Five scenarios that corresponded to the designated study sites were 
used to illustrate how benefit–cost ratios for the RoadView system could be calculated. It must 
be emphasized that until sufficient data have been collected to quantify the benefits of the 
advanced snowplow technology such hypothetical examples should not be considered statistical 
estimates of system effectiveness and should be interpreted with caution. In response to these 
concerns, what were believed to be conservative estimates of potential benefits associated with 
the RoadView system were used in the calculations. In comparison, Parsons Brinkerhoff Quade 
& Douglas, Inc. (7) utilized benefit levels of 10%, 20%, and 30% for reducing the number of 
snowplow crashes with other motor vehicles and fixed objects, reducing delays to commercial 
vehicles, and increasing the productivity of snowplow operations. 

Of the five scenarios, only one produced a benefit–cost ratio greater than 1.0 (i.e., 
signifying benefits that outweighed the costs of the system). Overall, it appears that the potential 
cost-effectiveness of the RoadView system would be increased in areas with high traffic volumes 
and high probabilities of road closures due to winter weather and to a lesser extent in areas that 
have experienced a large number of snowplow-related accidents in the past. 
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he Wisconsin Department of Transportation, in cooperation with eight Wisconsin counties, 
has embarked on a 4- to 5-year effort to implement advanced technologies in winter 

maintenance vehicles. The University of Wisconsin–Madison is assisting with data management 
aspects of the effort.  

The winter maintenance vehicles are equipped with differential Global Positioning 
System (DGPS) receivers and numerous additional sensors that collect environmental data (e.g., 
pavement and air temperature), equipment status data (e.g., plow up/plow down), and material 
usage data (e.g., salt application rate). These data are telemetered to a dispatch center and 
recorded on magnetic media for later downloading. Data are transmitted and recorded as often as 
every 2 s. Data such as these, both in type and in quantity, have never before been available to 
Wisconsin transportation agencies.  

A geographic information system application, dubbed “Wiscplow,” has been developed 
and initially deployed for testing within participating counties. Wiscplow combines vehicle data 
with manually entered data (e.g., storm durations, vehicle configurations, and labor and 
equipment cost rates) and with spatial data representing roadway centerlines attributed with 
functional class, number of lanes, patrol sections, and route systems. Outputs include reports on 
computed performance measures (e.g., cycle time and hourly average salt application rate by 
patrol section and storm) and decision management tools (i.e., charts, graphs, and maps) showing 
relationships among performance measures (e.g., salt application rate versus pavement 
temperature by patrol section and storm).  

Both technical and institutional issues are being addressed. Technical issues include 
spatial data accuracy requirements, sensitivity of computed performance measures to error in the 
DGPS and roadway centerline data, temporal keys to uniquely identify vehicle data points, and 
advanced map-matching algorithms for resolution of spatial ambiguities between DGPS and 
roadway centerline data at intersections and on converging and diverging roadways (e.g., ramps). 
Institutional issues include responsibility for development and maintenance of the necessary 
spatial databases at the required level of accuracy and currency, installation and management of 
a new set of databases and applications within county highway departments, staffing and 
training, and mechanisms for technical support and maintenance of the application software. 

 

T 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The Wisconsin Department of Transportation (DOT), in cooperation with eight Wisconsin 
counties, has embarked on a 4- to 5-year effort to implement advanced technologies in winter 
maintenance vehicles. The University of Wisconsin–Madison is assisting with data management 
aspects of the effort.  

The winter maintenance vehicles are equipped with differential Global Positioning 
System (DGPS) receivers and numerous additional sensors that collect environmental data (e.g., 
pavement and air temperature), equipment status data (e.g., plow up/plow down), and material 
usage data (e.g., salt application rate). These data are telemetered to a dispatch center and 
recorded on magnetic media for later downloading. Data are transmitted and recorded as often as 
every 2 s. Data such as these, both in type and in quantity, have never before been available to 
Wisconsin transportation agencies.  

A geographic information system (GIS) application, dubbed “Wiscplow,” has been 
developed and initially deployed for testing within participating counties. Wiscplow combines 
vehicle data with manually entered data (e.g., storm durations, vehicle configurations, and labor 
and equipment cost rates) and with spatial data representing roadway centerlines attributed with 
functional class, number of lanes, patrol sections, and route systems. Outputs include reports on 
computed performance measures (e.g., cycle time and hourly average salt application rate by 
patrol section and storm) and decision management tools (charts, graphs, and maps) showing 
relationships among performance measures (e.g., salt application rate versus pavement 
temperature by patrol section and storm).  
 
 
WISCPLOW OVERVIEW 
 
Figure 1 presents a conceptual overview of Wiscplow inputs, functions, and outputs. Inputs to 
Wiscplow include encoded sensor data recorded onboard the vehicles on magnetic media. 
Vehicle data files are in ASCII format. A new file is created each time the engine of a vehicle is 
started or when the vehicle operator initiates the data-recording process through the vehicle’s 
console. Typical data files range from a few hundred kilobytes to a few megabytes in size. Data 
files are downloaded from the magnetic cards after the vehicles return to the yard. A single card 
can contain many data files. 

Wiscplow requires some data to be entered manually. These data include equipment 
configurations for individual vehicles, equipment charge-back rates, costs and types of materials, 
labor costs, time periods for normal and overtime labor costs, and types and durations of winter 
events. Users also must select performance measures to be computed and decision management 
tools to be generated. 

The third primary input data component is a roadway centerline spatial database that 
includes a topologically structured network with delineated patrol sections and assigned route 
systems with traveled distance measures. 

Wiscplow parses the vehicle data files and generates a core database of DGPS positions, 
times, and sensor data. The database includes relationships with the manually entered data on 
events, equipment configurations, materials, operators, and costs. The DGPS positions are used 
to create a shape file of vehicle locations (the vehicle track). Spatial functions are then used to 
relate these data to roadway centerlines, patrol sections, and route systems. 
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FIGURE 1  Conceptual overview of Wiscplow inputs, analysis, and outputs. 

 
 

Preprogrammed queries then draw on these intermediate data to derive performance 
measures. The performance measures can be output as reports, combined together in charts for 
analysis, or displayed on maps. Figure 2 illustrates high-level data and program flows of 
Wiscplow. 
 
 
APPLICATION ARCHITECTURE 
 
Wiscplow is written in Visual Basic®. Spatial analytical functions, map displays, and 
cartographic functions and queries were developed with Environmental Systems Research 
Institute’s (ESRI) Map Objects®. Wiscplow seamlessly links these spatial functions with 
Microsoft’s Access® and Excel®. Wiscplow reports are in ASCII format, and its charts are 
embedded in Excel spreadsheets for easy portability. Its maps are ESRI shape files. 

Wiscplow was designed as a stand-alone application to be used by county highway 
departments. It is not a multiuser system with concurrent access to its databases. This 
configuration was deemed appropriate for Wiscplow’s intended uses and the level of 
sophistication in information technology across Wisconsin county highway departments. 
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FIGURE 2  Wiscplow data and program flow. 
 
 

USER INTERFACE  
 
The user interface was developed to be as intuitive as possible. Users are not required to have 
prior knowledge of or training in GIS. Users invoke functions by checking boxes. Some data 
must be entered manually. 

Wiscplow has 10 screens, selected by tabs that appear at the tops: 
 
1. An initialization screen for entering a password and identifying the county (this 

function selects the appropriate roadway centerline spatial database and needs to be executed 
only once). 

2. A winter events screen (Figure 3) for entering identifiers, precipitation types, and 
durations for storms, anti-icing events, and incidents. 

3. An operators screen for entering vehicle operator names, labor rates, and operating 
day versus overtime periods. 

4. An equipment configuration/rates screen (Figure 4) for entering identifiers and 
attachments for each vehicle and charge back rates for use of attachments. 

5. A products screen for entering information and codes for dry and liquid agents. 

Message Set Decomposition 

Shape File

Spatial Queries 

Reports

Generation

Charts Maps 

Vehicle Message Sets Manually Entered Data 

Vehicle Track Shape 
File (DGPS Points) 

Detailed Core Database

Digital Roadway Map 
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FIGURE 3  Winter events screen. 

 
 

 
FIGURE 4  Equipment configuration/rates screen. 
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6. A process data files screen (Figure 5) for selecting vehicle data files for batch 
processing and associating data files with events, vehicles, operators, and liquid and dry agents. 
A number of data files (e.g., for all vehicles for 2 days) can be selected for overnight batch 
processing. The spatial operation of associating DGPS points with roadway centerlines is 
computationally expensive, and large data files, with perhaps more than 10,000 data points, can 
require significant processing time. 

7. A material report screen (Figure 6) for selecting performance measures reports and 
decision management tools associated with usage of materials. A calendar is displayed for 
designation of the time period to be covered by the reports and decision management tools. 
Wiscplow displays the data files included in the designated time period. 

8. An equipment report screen for selecting performance measures reports and decision 
management tools associated with usage of equipment. Again, a calendar is displayed for 
designation of the time period to be covered by the reports and decision management tools.  

9. A labor report screen for selecting performance measures reports associated with 
operators and labor. Again, a calendar is displayed for designation of the time period to be 
covered by the reports.  

10. A map display screen (Figure 7) that displays roadway centerlines, selected patrol 
sections, and selected vehicle tracks. Users can zoom, pan, and query these maps (see the 
following section). They are ESRI shape files and could be extracted for inclusion in other GIS 
applications. 

 
 

 
FIGURE 5  Process data files screen. 
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FIGURE 6  Material report screen. 

 
 

 
FIGURE 7  Map display screen with roadway centerlines,  

patrol sections, and two vehicle tracks. 
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PERFORMANCE MEASURES AND DECISION MANAGEMENT TOOLS 
 
Winter operations performance measures and decision management tools were identified, 
defined, developed, and refined in an iterative process, with state and county transportation 
decision makers, that included a series of meetings, communications, and two workshops (1, 2). 

Concerning material usage, Wiscplow can generate up to 19 performance measures and 
four charts showing relationships among them (Figure 6). Sample performance measures include 
average pounds of salt per lane mile for each operator and event, hourly average for each patrol 
section of gallons per lane mile of anti-ice liquid, tons of salt used for each event and patrol 
section, and cubic yards of sand used for all events for each patrol section. Sample charts include 
average pavement temperature, salt, and sand application rates by patrol section for a winter 
storm event (Figure 8) and seasonal cumulative salt use on each patrol section (Figure 9). 

Concerning equipment usage, Wiscplow can generate up to 10 performance measures and 
three charts showing relationships among them. Example performance measures include cost for 
each attachment unit for each event and patrol section, cycle time for each patrol section and 
storm, and total operating distance, season-to-date, for each attachment unit. Example charts 
include production rates for equipment units by roadway class and cumulative operating hours 
for units of an attachment class.  

Concerning labor, Wiscplow can generate up to five performance measures. Examples 
include labor hours per lane mile for each patrol section and storm and percentage of labor costs 
attributed to clean-up for each storm.  
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FIGURE 8  Average pavement temperature, salt, and sand application  

rates by patrol section for a winter storm event. 
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FIGURE 9  Seasonal cumulative salt use on each patrol section. 

 
 

The map display can be queried by using the identify function. Identify displays the 
attributes of features that are selected on the map using the cursor. Attributes can be displayed 
for roadways, patrol sections, and each data point in a vehicle track. In Figure 10, a vehicle data 
point has been selected and some of its attributes are displayed. They include operator name, 
time, air temperature, pavement temperature, vehicle speed, front plow status, right-wing status, 
left-wing status, and scraper status. The user can scroll down to see material application rates, on 
which patrol section and route the vehicle is traveling, and the route measure of the vehicle’s 
location. 
 
 
TECHNICAL ISSUES 
 
During development of Wiscplow, a number of technical issues arose and were, or are being, 
addressed. These include aspects of the spatial versus temporal nature of the vehicle data, 
determination of appropriate values for proximity parameters, resolution of spatial ambiguities, 
propagation of error during transformation of DGPS coordinates to route measures (linear 
locations), and sensitivity of derived performance measures to spatial error and temporal 
resolution in the data. 

In static GIS spatial databases (snapshots for which time is constant throughout the 
database), location is often thought of as a primary key that distinguishes individual features 
from one another. Conversely, in spatial and temporal databases, more than one thing can be at 
the same location. However, two or more things cannot be at the same location at the same time. 
Therefore, in Wiscplow, it is the timestamp, together with the vehicle identifier, that gives 
uniqueness to individual DGPS data points. 

The spatial operation that associates DGPS data points with roadway centerlines uses a 
buffer of specified size around each data point to find all roadway centerlines that are within 
proximity. If no centerline falls within its buffer, then a data point is not associated with a 
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FIGURE 10  Attributes of a vehicle data point. 
 
 
roadway and is excluded from the database. The assumption is that the vehicle is not traveling on 
represented roadways (e.g., it is in a parking lot). If more than one centerline falls within its 
buffer, then a data point is associated with the nearest one. For high-quality DGPS and map data, 
a buffer of 10 m appears to work effectively. However, experimentation is necessary to 
determine optimal buffer size as a function of spatial accuracies of the DGPS data points and of 
the roadway centerline map. 

Even if both the DGPS data and the centerline map are of high accuracy, spatial 
ambiguities can arise when associating vehicle data points with roadways. Figure 11 is a large-
scale view of very accurate DGPS and roadway centerline data. It can be seen that, in some cases 
[e.g., diverging or converging roadways (ramps)], the centerline nearest to a DGPS point is not 
that of the roadway on which the vehicle is traveling. In Wiscplow, many of these problems are 
resolved by examining consecutive pairs of DGPS data points. The shortest path between each 
pair of data points is determined from the network topology (link directions and allowable turns). 
The shortest path is compared to the distance that the vehicle should have traveled, given its 
reported speed. If the difference falls within a specified tolerance, the association of the second 
data point with its roadway centerline is accepted. If the difference is greater than the specified 
tolerance, the next closest roadway centerline is tested. If no path is found that can be traveled at 
the vehicle’s speed, then it is assumed that spatial error has overwhelmed the data and the second 
data point is excluded from the database. This approach has resolved all tested problems at 
ramps, without rejection of any data points. The tested data are of high quality, with the DGPS 
points having a positional accuracy of 2 to 5 m (rms) and the centerline map having a nominal 
scale of 1:2400. Even with high-quality data, and in a few cases, this method might not 
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FIGURE 11  Accurate data including spatial ambiguities. 
 
 
correctly resolve spatial ambiguities at T-intersections, where a given DGPS point is actually 
closer to the centerline of the cross road than to the centerline of the roadway on which the 
vehicle is traveling. In such cases, vehicle-tracking algorithms, such as those described by Kim 
et al. (3), Taylor and Blewitt (4), and Taylor et al. (5), might be effective. In future work, the 
authors intend to code these algorithms and test them against available data sets. 

Even if all spatial ambiguities can be resolved, the data still contain errors that affect 
derived performance measures. Errors in the DGPS points and in the centerline maps propagate 
to produce errors in the computed route measures for the DGPS points. These errors then 
propagate further through the functions used to compute performance measures. Two studies are 
under way. The first is examining how errors in the DGPS points and the centerline map affect 
computed route measures for the points. The second study is examining the sensitivities of 
selected performance measures to both sources of error. The studies account for possible 
correlations between the errors in latitude and longitude for individual DGPS points and also for 
possible spatial autocorrelation of error in the roadway centerline map. The second study is also 
examining sensitivities of the performance measures to temporal resolution of the DGPS data. 
These data can be collected as often as every 2 s. However, if the sensitivities of the performance 
measures allow it, this frequency can be reduced with a subsequent reduction in file size and 
processing time. The ultimate objectives of these two studies are to determine an optimal 
temporal resolution for the DGPS data; the minimum required accuracy in the DGPS data and, 
more importantly, in the roadway centerline maps; and relationships between 1 and 2. 
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INSTITUTIONAL ISSUES 
 
A number of institutional issues must be addressed for successful deployment, use, and extension 
of Wiscplow. Foremost is the issue of roadway centerline map database development. Only three 
of the participating counties have roadway centerline maps that are of 1:24,000 scale or larger. 
Maps at smaller scales cannot support Wiscplow. For example, divided roadways will be 
represented by a single cartographic line on such maps. So, Wisconsin DOT and the counties 
must address the issue of development and maintenance of roadway centerline maps that are 
accurate enough to support this application. All of the counties have land information offices that 
coordinate GIS efforts on a countywide basis. However, these offices typically have not worked 
closely with the highway departments because the highway departments have not implemented 
GIS applications. All Wisconsin DOT district offices have GIS expertise and the skills and 
technology for managing this task. However, they might not have the time and money to do so. 
Districts do not typically manage county data. Wisconsin DOT’s central office also has the skills 
and technology but might lack other necessary resources. 

The counties must also address the issue of installation of Wiscplow and the necessary 
databases within their existing information technology environments. A number of county-level 
management information systems offices require applications and server-based file systems to be 
installed and managed by them, not the end users. Counties highway departments must have staff 
trained in the use of Wiscplow and the management of data coming from the magnetic cards on 
the vehicles. These are new tasks for the counties. 

Maintenance of the Wiscplow code is an issue. University environments, with their 
turnover in graduate students and their project-based activities, are not typically conducive to 
long-term technical support and maintenance of software. Wisconsin DOT is capable of 
maintaining GIS application source code but has a policy of not doing so for applications 
developed by others. 
 
 
SUMMARY 
 
Wiscplow is a GIS-based application for analysis of data coming from advanced winter 
maintenance vehicles. The application requires accurate roadway centerline maps that include 
patrol sections and route systems. Spatial analytical operations associate vehicle DGPS data 
points with roadway centerlines, yielding route measures for the data points. These data are 
combined with manually entered data on winter events, equipment configurations, materials, and 
labor to produce winter operations performance measures that can be reported in tabular form or 
visualized in decision management tools that include charts and maps. 

Some technical issues, concerning refinements to and effective use of Wiscplow, are 
being addressed. These include questions about temporal identifiers, required spatial accuracies 
of both the DGPS and map data, optimal temporal resolution of the DGPS data, sensitivities of 
computed performance measures, and resolution of spatial ambiguities that cause vehicle data to 
be associated with the wrong roadways. Institutional issues that must be addressed before 
effective, long-term use of Wiscplow can be realized include responsibility for development and 
maintenance of accurate roadway centerline spatial databases, integration of Wiscplow and its 
databases with existing information technology environments at the county level, training and 
staffing, and long-term technical support and maintenance of the Wiscplow code. 
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onductive concrete is a relatively new material technology developed to achieve high 
electrical conductivity and high mechanical strength. In research sponsored by Nebraska 

Department of Roads, a conductive concrete mix specifically for bridge deck deicing was 
developed. In this application, a conductive concrete overlay is cast on top of a bridge deck for 
deicing and anti-icing. 

This technology has been successfully implemented in a demonstration project at Roca, 
about 15 mi south of Lincoln, Nebraska. The Roca Spur Bridge has a 36-m (117-ft) long and 8.5-
m (28-ft) wide conductive concrete inlay. Temperature sensors and a microprocessor-based 
controller system were installed to monitor and control the deicing operation of the inlay. The 
construction was completed and the bridge was opened to traffic in the spring of 2003. Data from 
the first deicing event showed that an average of 500 W/m2 (46 W/ft2) was generated by the 
conductive concrete to raise the slab temperature about 9°C (16°F) above the ambient 
temperature. 

The details of the construction and deicing operation of the conductive concrete inlay are 
presented.  

 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Conductive concrete is a cementitious admixture containing electrically conductive components 
to attain stable and high electrical conductivity. Due to its electrical resistance and impedance, a 
thin conductive concrete overlay can generate enough heat to prevent ice formation on a bridge 
deck when connected to a power source. 

In research sponsored by Nebraska Department of Roads, Yehia and Tuan developed a 
conductive concrete mix specifically for bridge deck deicing (1–6). In this application, a 
conductive concrete overlay is cast on top of a bridge deck for deicing and anti-icing. The 
mechanical and physical properties of the conductive concrete mix were evaluated in accordance 
with the ASTM and AASHTO specifications (7, 8). Two concrete slabs were constructed with a 
9-cm (3.5-in.) conductive concrete overlay for conducting deicing experiments in the natural 
environment. Deicing experiments were conducted during the winters of 1998–2001 under two 
scenarios: deicing and anti-icing. The average power density of about 591 W/m2 (55 W/ft2) was 
generated by the conductive concrete to prevent snow accumulation and ice formation. 

The Phase 1 findings of this research have shown that conductive concrete overlay has 
the potential to become the most cost-effective concrete pavement deicing method. The Phase 2 

C 
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project was completed in the spring of 2003; the conductive concrete has been successfully 
implemented in a demonstration project at Roca, about 15 mi south of Lincoln, Nebraska. The 
Roca Spur Bridge has a 36-m (117-ft) long and 8.5-m (28-ft) wide conductive concrete inlay. In 
this paper, details of the construction of the conductive concrete inlay are presented.  

 
 

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
 
This research focuses on using the newly developed conductive concrete for bridge deck deicing 
and anti-icing. The implementation of this technology could eliminate the use of road salt and 
deicing chemicals, which cause concrete deck damage and rebar corrosion. It would also 
improve winter travel safety on Interstate highway bridges. 
 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
Conventional concrete is not electrically conductive. Conduction of electricity through concrete 
may take place in two ways: electronic and electrolytic (9, 10). Electronic conduction occurs 
through the motion of free electrons in the conductive medium, while electrolytic conduction 
takes place by the motion of ions in the pore solution. In fresh concrete and during hydration, 
conduction of electricity takes place by the motion of ions. However, in the hardened state, in 
which no moisture is available, conduction takes place by the motion of free electrons. In order 
for hardened concrete to be adequately conductive, metallic or other conductive particles must be 
added to the concrete matrix, and they must be in good electrical contact with each other. In this 
project, several conductive concrete mixtures were prepared with steel fibers, carbon and 
graphite products, and steel shaving. 
 
Mix Design, Optimization, and Properties 
 
Part 1: Conductive Concrete Mixes with Steel Shaving and Steel Fibers  
 
In 1998, a conductive concrete mix specifically for bridge deck deicing was developed (1–5). In 
this mix, steel shavings with particle sizes ranging between 0.15 and 4.75 mm (0.007 to 0.19 in.) 
and steel fibers with four different aspect ratios between 18 and 53 were added to the concrete as 
conductive materials.  

More than 150 trial mixes were prepared to optimize the volumetric ratios of the steel 
shavings and fibers in the mix proportioning. The evaluation criteria were mechanical properties 
(compressive and flexural strength), slab heating performance, power source (DC versus AC), 
size effect, electric resistivity, and electrode configuration. The optimized mix was evaluated in 
accordance with the ASTM and AASHTO specifications. The compressive strength, flexural 
strength, modulus of elasticity, and rapid freeze-and-thaw resistance of the conductive concrete 
mix after 28 days have met the AASHTO requirements for bridge deck overlay. Two concrete 
slabs, 2 m by 2 m and 1.2 m by 3.6 m (7 ft by 7 ft and 4 ft by 12 ft) and 15-cm (6-in.) thick were 
constructed with a 9-cm (3.5-in.) conductive concrete overlay for conducting the deicing 
experiment in the natural environment. 
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Slab Heating Tests 
 
Slab heating tests were conducted under two different initial slab temperatures at 23°C (74°F) and 
–1.1°C (30°F). The slabs were 305 mm by 305 mm by 51 mm (1 ft by 1 ft by 2 in.). Average 
power of 516 W/m2 (48W/ft2) was generated by the conductive concrete to raise the slab 
temperature from –1.1οC (30οF) to 15.6οC (60οF) in 30 min. This power level was consistent with 
the successful deicing applications using electrical heating cited in Henderson and Zenewitz (11, 
12). 
 
Part 2: Conductive Concrete Mixes with Carbon Products and Steel Fibers 
 
During the research and development of the conductive concrete, several disadvantages to using 
steel shavings in the mix were noticed. First, there was no wide availability of supplies of steel 
shavings. Second, steel shavings acquired from metal fabricators are usually contaminated with 
oil and requires cleaning. And third, steel shavings pose a safety hazard for handling and requires 
a specialized mixing procedure to ensure uniform distribution.  

In the spring of 2001, a conductive concrete mix utilizing graphite and carbon products to 
replace steel shavings was developed (6). Ten trial mixes with seven carbon and graphite 
products were included in the preliminary experimental evaluation. The evaluation criteria used 
for each trial batch were workability and finishability, compressive strength, heating rate, and 
electric resistivity. All mixes contained 1.5% of steel fibers per volume of conductive concrete, 
in addition to the carbon and graphite products used for conductive materials. The added carbon 
and graphite products amounted to 25% per volume of the trial mixes. The conductive concrete 
mix using 25% combined carbon and graphite products and 1.5% steel fibers per volume was 
tested extensively to evaluate its mechanical and physical properties. Material testing was 
conducted in accordance with the ASTM and AASHTO specifications. The compressive 
strength, flexural strength, and freeze and thaw resistance of the mix were determined. The test 
results are summarized in Table 1.  
 
Field Applications and Durability Test 
 
A conductive concrete patch was constructed on December 3, 1999, in one I-480 westbound lane 
over the Missouri River (near the Nebraska–Iowa border) for durability evaluation. The patch 
was 6.4 m by 3.65 m by 9 cm (21 ft by 12 ft by 3.5 in.), and the optimized mix design with steel 
shavings was used. The workability and finishability for the conductive concrete was similar to 
that of conventional concrete. The overlay was visually inspected every 6 months for 2 years. 
There was no fiber exposure, but reflective cracking developed in the overlay due to cracking of 
the substructure. 
 

TABLE 1  Mechanical Properties of Conductive Concrete with Carbon Products 
Tests Results 

Compressive strength 41–55 MPa (6,000–8,000 psi) 
Flexural strength 5.3–5.9 MPa (770–850 psi) 
Rapid freeze-and-thaw resistance None of the specimen failed after 300 cycles 
Modulus of elasticity 27,565 MPa (3.8 by 106 psi) 
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Deicing and Anti-Icing Experiments 
 
Several deicing and anti-icing experiments were conducted during the winters of 1998–2001. In 
the anti-icing experiments, the overlays were preheated 2 h to 10 h (depending on the initial 
temperature of the overlay) before and heated during the storms. In addition, deicing 
experiments, in which the overlays were heated only during the storms, were conducted to 
evaluate the heating rate of the conductive concrete. 

In each experiment, the applied voltage current going through each overlay and the 
temperature distribution within each overlay were measured as well as the air temperature, 
humidity, and wind speed and direction. Figure 1 shows the 1.2 m by 3.6m (4 ft by 12 ft) slab 
during a deicing experiment. In the winter of 2000 most of the experiments were conducted with 
an initial overlay temperature –9°C (–15°F). At this temperature most deicing chemicals became 
ineffective. The heating rate was consistent with the winter 1998 experiments. The average 
heating rate was 0.56°C/min (1°F/min) during the snowstorms. The average energy cost was 
about $0.8/m2 ($0.074/ft2) per storm at a cost of 8 cents per kW-h. 

 
 

IMPLEMENTATION PROJECT 
 
Selection of Bridge Site 
 
The findings of the Phase 1 research showed that the conductive concrete overlay had the 
potential to become the most cost-effective bridge deck deicing method. In 2001, Nebraska  

 
 
 

 
FIGURE 1  Deicing experiment during the winter of 2000. 
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Department of Roads approved a demonstration project at Roca, about 15 mi (24 km) south of 
Lincoln, to implement a conductive concrete overlay on a highway bridge. 

The Roca Spur Bridge has a 36-m- (117-ft-) long and 8.5-m- (28-ft-) wide conductive 
concrete inlay. A railroad crossing is located immediately following the end of the bridge, 
making it a prime candidate for deicing application, as shown in Figure 2. 
 
Bridge Construction  
 
The Roca Spur Bridge is a three-span slab-type bridge has a 45.7-m (150-ft) long and 11-m (36-
ft) wide concrete deck. The slab thickness is 0.3 m (12 in.). A 102-mm (4-in.) thick inlay of 
conductive concrete was taken into account during the design phase. Figures 3 and 4 show a 
general plan of the bridge, cross-sectional elevation, and cross section of the slab. Polyvinyl 
chloride (PVC) conduits and junction boxes were embedded into the slab during construction, as 
shown in Figure 5. The conduits had no effect on the structural integrity of the bridge. 
Conventional concrete with 30 MPa (4500 psi) compressive strength was used to cast the slab. 
 
Conductive Concrete Inlay 
 
The conductive concrete inlay is 36 m (117 ft) in length and 8.5 m (28 ft) in width. The inlay 
consists of 52 individual 1.2 m by 4.1 m (4 ft by 14 ft) conductive concrete slabs, as shown in 
Figure 6. The slabs were divided into two groups separated by a 150-mm (6-in.) -gap along the 
centerline of the bridge to allow for the electrical connections. 
 
 

 
FIGURE 2  A railroad crossing is located immediately following the end of the bridge. 

 



 
 
 

 

 
 

FIGURE 3  Roca Super Bridge: cross section and top view. 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

FIGURE 4  Cross section of slab. 
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FIGURE 5  First conductive concrete overlay during construction at Roca, Nebraska. 

 
 
Electrode Configuration 
 
In each slab, two 76 mm by 76 mm by 6 mm (3 in. by 3 in. by ¼ in.) angle irons spaced 1,067 mm 
(3.5 ft) apart were embedded for electrodes, as shown in Figure 7. Figure 8 shows the electrodes 
layout during construction. The angles had perforations greater or equal to the 13-mm (0.5-in.) 
maximum aggregate size to allow concrete to flow through to provide good conductivity. In 
addition, the angles were sandblasted to remove mill scale for better conductivity. Coupling nuts 
were welded to one end of the angle irons for making an electrical connection. 
 
Instrumentation 
 
Temperature sensors, thermocouple wires, type TX, were installed at the center of each slab at 
about 13 mm (0.5 in.) below the surface to measure the slab temperature. The sensors were 
installed before casting the inlay. Separate PVC conduits were used to house the thermocouple 
wires. 
 
Casting Concrete 
 
The conductive concrete mix with steel fibers and carbon and graphite products was used to cast 
the inlay. Several, 2 yd3 trial batches were prepared to examine the mixing procedure and travel 
time from the mixing plant to the job site. In addition, the contractor and the pouring and 
finishing crews practiced at a test site. On the casting date, the westbound lane was poured first 
and the eastbound lane next, as shown in Figure 9. Figure 10 shows that the workability and 
finish of the mix are similar to those of conventional concrete. After hardening, the 



 
 
 

 

 
 

FIGURE 6  Conductive concrete panel layout. 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 

FIGURE 7  Electrode layout and sensors locations. 
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FIGURE 8  Electrode layout during construction. 

 
 

 
FIGURE 9  Casting the westbound lane with conductive concrete. 
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FIGURE 10  Finishing the conductive concrete inlay. 

 
 
conductive concrete inlay was cut by saw to a 102-mm (4-in.) depth along the perimeters of the 
individual slabs, as shown in Figure 11, and the gaps were filled with polyurethane sealant. The 
gap along the centerline of the bridge was then filled with a nonshrink, high-strength grout after 
finishing all the power connections to the individual slabs. 
 
Power Supply, Sensors, and Control Circuit 
 
A three-phase, 600 A and 220 V AC power is available from a power line nearby. A 
microprocessor-based controller system was installed in a control room to monitor and control 
the deicing operation of the 52 slabs. Figure 12 shows the control circuit after installation. The 
system includes four main elements: a temperature-sensing unit, a power-switching unit, a 
current-monitoring unit, and an operator-interface unit. The temperature-sensing unit takes and 
records the thermocouple readings of the slabs every 15 min. A slab’s power is turned on by the 
controller if the temperature of the slab is below 4.5°C (40°F) and turned off if the temperature is 
above 12.8°C (55°F). The power-switching unit controls power relays to perform the desired 
on/off function. To ensure safety, a current-monitoring unit limits the current going through a 
slab to a user-specified amount. The operator-interface unit allows a user to connect to the 
controller with a PC or laptop via a phone modem. The operator interface displays all the 
temperature and electrical current readings of every slab in real time. A user also has the option 
of using a PC or laptop to download the controller-stored data into a spreadsheet. 
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FIGURE 11  Total of 52 slabs after saw cut the inlay. 

 
 

 
FIGURE 12  Microprocessor-based controller system. 
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Powering Scheme and Evaluation of Heating System 
 
The conductive concrete heating system was fully operational in the spring of 2003, but by that 
time most of the winter storms were missed. However, the system was tested successfully under 
freezing temperature. The powering scheme is to divide the 52 slabs into 26 groups with each 
group containing two consecutive slabs. To avoid power surge, the odd-numbered groups were 
started up in turn at 3-min interval and energized at 208 V for 30 min before the even-numbered 
groups were started. This powering scheme was used in one event.  

It was anticipated that a big snowstorm would occur on April 6, 2003. It was found from 
the results of Phase 1 that the anti-icing operation was more effective than the deicing (3, 4). 
Therefore, the system was turned on April 4. However, the snow band just missed Roca and 
produced less than 6 mm (0.25 in.) of sleet. As shown in Figure 13, there was snow or ice 
accumulation on the asphalt roadways and the bridge deck was wet during the storm period. The 
system was shut down early on the morning of April 7. The temperature distribution was very 
uniform across the bridge. The controller system kept the slab temperature about 9°C (16°F) 
above the ambient temperature. The maximum current recorded varied between 9 and 18 amps, 
with an average of 12.5 amps. The peak power density delivered to the slabs varied between 360 
to 720 W/m2 (33 to 67 W/ft2) with an average of 500 W/m2 (46 W/ft2). The energy consumed by 
the conductive slabs during the 3-day period varied from 12.6 to 34.6 kW-h, with an average of 
24 kW-h per slab. The total energy consumption was calculated to be 1,270 kW-h and would 
cost about $100 based on the rate of $0.08/kW-h. 
 
 
 

 
FIGURE 13  No ice or snow accumulation during the first snowstorm—April 2003. 
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Construction Costs 
 
Table 2 summarizes the actual construction cost of the conductive concrete inlay. The average 
cost per unit surface area of the conductive concrete was compared with that of other heating 
systems in Table 3. The initial construction cost was high compared with cost of the most recent 
propane-fired boiler heating system installed in the Buffalo River Bridge in Amherst, Virginia, in 
1996 (15). It is expected that the construction costs of conductive concrete overlay or inlay will 
drop significantly when the technology becomes widely accepted. In addition, other factors such 
as life-cycle costs, including system maintenance costs, deck repair costs, and vehicle 
depreciation caused by deicing chemicals, should be used as the basis for cost-effectiveness 
comparisons between different deicing systems. 
 
Long-Term Monitoring and Performance Evaluation 
 
Nebraska Department of Roads has approved a 5-year plan for monitoring the conductive 
concrete overlay. The results will be shared with the engineering community for further 
evaluation of the new technology. 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The heated bridge deck of Roca Spur Bridge is the first implementation in the world of 
conductive concrete used for highway bridge deicing. The new mix design containing carbon  
 
 

TABLE 2  Construction Cost of the Conductive Concrete Inlay 
Item Cost 

Placing, finishing, curing, and saw cutting conductive concrete $50,020 
Conductive concrete materials $80,620 
Building and installing control cabinet with sensors and power relays $43,685 
Integrating and programming the deicing operation controller $18,850 

 
 

TABLE 3  Initial Cost Comparison of Different Heating Systems 

Heating System Approximate Costa 
Infrared heat lamp, 1970 (12) $96/m2 ($8.9/ft2) 

Electric heating cable, 1961 (11 ,12) $54/m2 ($5/ft2) 
Hot water, 1993 (13, 14) $161/m2 ($15/ft2) 

Heated gas, 1996 (15) $378/m2 ($35/ft2) 
Conductive concrete, 2002 $635/m2 ($59/ft2) 

a Cost figures were quoted directly from the literature, and conversion to present worth was not attempted. 
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powder and particles is found to be superior to using steel shavings, in that the electrical 
conductivity and the heating rate are improved without the drawbacks. The construction costs 
and deicing performance of the heated bridge deck would demonstrate its cost-effectiveness as 
opposed to other existing deicing technologies. The conductive concrete deicing technology can 
be readily implemented at accident-prone areas such as bridge overpasses, exit ramps, airport 
runways, street intersections, sidewalks, and driveways. 
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pplying anti-icing chemical at the optimum time is critical for an effective anti-icing 
program (1). The timing of anti-icing chemical applications is especially critical for bridge 

structures, where icing can occur in advance of icing on normal pavements. Additionally, other 
highway characteristics such as ramps and steep grades can require different treatment strategies 
as compared to anti-icing treatments for normal pavements. 

Advances in technology have given highway operators a new tool to enhance the 
effectiveness and efficiency of their anti-icing program. This tool is the fixed automated spray 
technology (FAST) system.  

The FAST system is a permanent installation of a pump, a tank, nozzles, and a controller 
that dispenses anti-icing chemicals directly on a predetermined area of pavement. These systems 
can initiate chemical applications either on manual command or be integrated with road weather 
information system (RWIS) to operate automatically based on detected highway conditions. 

The FAST system permits timely, localized, and repeated anti-icing treatments with the 
optimum amount of anti-icing chemicals and without the deployment of typical winter 
maintenance equipment and personnel. 

FAST systems are now in use in more than 20 U.S. states and in several locations in 
Canada.  

 
 

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 
 
A FAST system generally consists of the following elements: a pump house, various outdoor 
components, a system controller, and RWIS. 
 
Pump House 
 
Weather-proof structure that houses  
 

• Electrically powered pumps, 
• Anti-icing chemical storage tank sized for the specific coverage area to be treated, 
• Optional reservoir for water-flushing the system, 
• Control valves to control the flow of liquid within the pump house, 
• Programmable system controller, and 
• Optional communication equipment. 

 

A 
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Outdoor Components 
 
Outdoor components include the following: 
 

• Conduit raceways for housing the piping and control wiring between the pump house 
and valve boxes. The raceway material should meet agency and local noncorrosive specifications 
or codes for the anti-icing chemicals being used. 

• Expansion joints for raceways and piping to prevent raceway or piping damage due to 
expansion and contraction caused by temperature.  

• Nonmetallic, noncorrosive high-pressure piping to deliver liquid chemical from the 
pump house pump to the valve control boxes and spray nozzles. 

• Electrical control wiring to permit the system controller to control the individual 
valves associated with each spray nozzle. 

• Boxes to house individual control valves and a valve controller. These valves are 
installed to control the flow of anti-icing chemical to individual spray nozzles. Typically, a small 
controller is also located inside each valve control box. The valve control box material should 
meet agency and local noncorrosive specifications or codes. 

• Nozzles to deliver the liquid anti-icing chemical in the form of a spray to the 
pavement surface. Two types of spray nozzles are typically used.  

• In-pavement, flush mount nozzle, or disk. 
• Parapet wall or guardrail-mounted nozzle. 
• Spray nozzles should be very durable and constructed of a noncorrosive material. 
• In-pavement, flush mount nozzles should be capable of disassembly after installation 

to permit economical repairs to be performed. 
 
FAST System Control 
 
The system control includes 
 

• Programmable system controller with multiple inputs for initiating system activation 
and system monitoring outputs,  

• Manual pushbutton for on-site activation, 
• Control input for automatic activation by an on-site RWIS, 
• Pager control input for system activation, 
• Wireless (radio) control input for system activation, and 
• Optional communications port for direct communication with the system controller 

via phone, fiber optics, or wireless for remote manual activation and monitoring. 
 
RWIS 
 
The system’s RWIS includes 
 

• Pavement sensors, active or passive; 
• Atmospheric sensors as required; 
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• Remote processor unit (RPU) to monitor pavement and atmospheric sensors, 
determine if FAST system activation is required, provide output to activate the FAST system, 
and monitor FAST system output parameters; and 

• User configurable values to control the operation of an automated FAST system. 
 

Optional equipment for the system are  
 

• Still frame color or black and white video cameras, 
• Traffic monitoring, and  
• Dynamic message signs. 

 
 
ANTI-ICING 
 
Anti-icing is the winter maintenance practice of making timely application of a freeze point 
depressant chemical to prevent and minimize the snow and ice bond to the pavement surface.  

Anti-icing provides the winter maintenance manager with two major benefits: 
 

• Maintain the best possible pavement condition during a winter storm event and  
• Reduce the amount of chemical required to maintain safer driving conditions. 

 
As a result, anti-icing has the potential to provide increased traffic safety at the lowest 

possible cost. 
 
 
BROAD APPLICATIONS  
 
FAST systems have broad applications to improve transportation safety during winter weather 
conditions. A few of the typical applications for FAST systems are 
 

• Bridges, 
• Areas with high accident rates, 
• Highway curves, ramps, and steep grades, 
• Tunnel entrances, 
• High-traffic city streets and intersections, and 
• Airport runways and taxiways. 

 
 
SPRAY NOZZLES 
 
There are typically two types of spray nozzles available: 
 

• In-pavement flush-mounted nozzle and 
• Parapet wall or guardrail-mounted nozzle. 
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Each type of nozzle is more fully described below. 
 
In-Pavement Flush Mounted Nozzle Disk 
 
The in-pavement flush-mounted nozzle or disk has proved to be the nozzle of choice. The disk is 
a few millimeters below the flush level of the pavement. The disk is installed in the area where 
the anti-icing chemical needs to be applied. The height of the spray from a disk is typically 12 in. 
to 24 in. above the pavement surface. This low angle of spray minimizes the effect of the 
spraying operation on traffic movement. The disk maintains its fixed, low profile in the 
pavement and does not rise like a typical lawn sprinkler. When installed in the center of a 
roadway, the disk typically can provide coverage for three lanes of traffic. The only disadvantage 
of a centerline installation is that the installation and any maintenance require the closure of two 
lanes of traffic. 

Disks can also be installed near the shoulder of a roadway to provide coverage for two 
lanes. In applications that require coverage of four traffic lanes, it is recommended that the disks 
be installed near both shoulders of the roadway, across from each other. The advantage to 
installing disks near the shoulders is that only one lane of traffic requires closure to perform 
installation and maintenance on the disk. 

The piping that carries the anti-icing chemical from the control valve to the disk is 
typically high-pressure polyvinyl chloride piping. The disks are generally designed to permit the 
feed tube to connect either from the side or the bottom of the disk. The bottom entry feed is 
preferred if possible for a particular installation. The bottom entry feed is typically used on 
bridge applications where a small hole is bored though the deck for the feed tube. An installation 
that uses proper techniques can assure the bridge deck installation can be accomplished without 
any damage to rebar or the bridge’s inner membrane. The use of a proper sealing technique for 
the installation of disks on a bridge deck can minimize, if not eliminate, the potential for liquid 
leaking into the deck’s inner membrane.  

A quality disk is manufactured from a durable, noncorrosive material such as stainless 
steal. Stainless steel provides the best long-term performance by being resistant to cracking and 
damage as well as being resistant to corrosion. The disk design should permit disassembly and 
easy access to the internal components enabling quick and easy repair or replacement. This 
capability also minimizes the cost maintaining the disks during overlays or resurfacing.  

The layout and spacing of disks is custom engineered for each specific project. The 
traffic volume in the coverage area is a key factor in the disk-spacing design. For example, a 
roadway with low traffic at 3 a.m. will require a layout with closer spacing such as 40 ft to 50 ft. 
For installations on roadways with a high volume of car and truck traffic, such as an Interstate 
highway, a layout with disk spacing as much as 100 ft or greater can be considered. A significant 
factor in the layout on high-volume highways is the effect of traffic chemical tracking. Traffic 
chemical tracking is disbursement of the deicing chemical by the vehicles on the road. As is 
obvious, a high volume of traffic will result in a wider distribution of the chemical. A key factor 
in traffic chemical tracking is applying the anti-icing chemical at the correct time to assure that 
the chemical is distributed across the entire treatment area by the vehicles just before the start of 
snow or ice bonding to the pavement. Utilizing automated activation of the FAST by a RWIS 
can provide optimum results. 
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Parapet Wall and Guardrail-Mounted Nozzles 
 
These types of nozzles are available in different designs for different applications such as bridge 
parapet walls, guardrails, ramps, parking garages, and other applications. For a parapet wall, the 
nozzles are typically installed in a hole bored through in the parapet wall. For a guardrail 
installation, the nozzle is mounted to a support post below the guardrail. One advantage of these 
nozzles is their reduced cost as compared to the in-pavement flush-mount nozzle. The cost 
reduction is a result of a simpler design that is not required to endure and survive the harsh 
physical wear and tear of an in-pavement nozzle, and provides easier access for maintenance. 

Although less costly than the in-pavement nozzles, performance issues that are associated 
with these nozzles include 

 
• Spraying from the side, requiring a vertically higher spray pattern to obtain the same 

coverage area on the pavement; 
• Spray nozzles required on both sides of the road to provide coverage of three lanes of 

traffic; 
• The impact on the motorist: the spray from these nozzles being more visible to the 

motorist and the spray contacting the windshield and side of the vehicle, causing alarm or 
concern; and 

• A reduction in spray efficiency or complete blockage of the spray as a result of snow 
plowed against the parapet wall or guardrail. 
 
 
NORTH AMERICAN INSTALLATIONS OF FAST SYSTEMS 
 
There are currently 23 states and 2 Canadian provinces that have FAST systems installed and 
operating or are currently in the process of installing FAST systems. The spectrum of FAST 
system users is broad, including state and provincial highway agencies, city and county highway 
agencies, airports, toll authorities, and private industry. The majority of installations are on 
elevated bridge structures. However, installations also exist on roadway and street hills, curves, 
ramps, and airport taxiways. 

Pump houses come in various sizes and shapes depending on the size of the FAST system 
and agency requirements. The price of the pump house varies significantly with quality of the 
structure and its installation requirements. Some installations utilize a vault below ground to 
house tanks and controls. Vaults are typically used where vandalism or aesthetics are of prime 
concern. Some installations require that a containment pit be incorporated into the pump house 
foundation in order to eliminate the environmental impact of any leaked or spilled anti-icing 
chemical.  

Typically, one would not expect the installation of FAST systems outside the major snow 
and ice belt of North America. However, agencies in the southern United States have been 
deploying these systems. Agencies have realized the benefits that FAST systems can offer their 
unique winter weather conditions. For example, the infrequency and severity of winter weather 
conditions tend to more easily catch the motorist off-guard to hazardous road conditions. Also, 
areas in the South often experience many more “pavement temperature freeze-thaw cycles” than 
northern areas. 
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These conditions highlight the importance of providing a timely response to winter 
highway conditions. The FAST systems provide these agencies with the ability to improve 
highway safety significantly in the strategic areas where the FAST systems are installed.  

 
 
AUTOMATION OF FAST SYSTEMS 
 
An automated FAST system incorporates RWIS to monitor weather and pavement conditions at 
the site and activate the FAST system because of preprogrammed conditions occurring. 

The two key elements to effective anti-icing are just-in-time chemical applications and 
the correct amount of chemical for the current and forecast conditions.  

A fully automated FAST system addresses both key elements of anti-icing. An automated 
FAST system is always standing guard at the remote sites that have been identified as critical 
winter hazards to the traveling public. Once installed and operational, the automated FAST 
system can apply the anti-icing chemical to prevent the formation of the pavement–ice bond. 

It must be recognized that an automated FAST system is not designed to be a snow- and 
ice-melting system. A FAST system is the first line of defense in preventing the pavement–ice 
bond. It can also alert the agency management to dispatch trucks to plow and perhaps re-treat the 
area being treated by the FAST system. Trucks still need to plow snow and slush off of the 
roadway where the FAST nozzles are installed. The activation of an automated FAST system can 
also be used as an early alert system. Automatic activation of a FAST system draws the attention 
of the using agency that conditions are deteriorating and that other areas, without FAST systems, 
may also need attention and treatment.  
 
 
COMPONENTS OF AUTOMATED FAST SYSTEM 
 
To provide the necessary information to the RWIS for FAST system control, certain sensing and 
control components are required. The major components are detailed below. 
 
 
ROADWAY PAVEMENT SENSORS 
 
Pavement sensors are one of the basic components for an automated FAST system. The 
pavement sensors need to be installed in the area that the FAST system will be treating. 
Pavement sensors will monitor pavement temperature, presence of moisture, detection of 
freezing, frost, black ice, chemical concentration, moisture depth, and the freeze point 
temperature of the liquid solution present on the pavement surface.  

Two types of pavement sensors are available and can be used. 
 
Passive Pavement Sensors 
 
Passive pavement sensors have been standard in North America for some time and are used on 
the majority of deployed RWIS. This technology requires that the RWIS know the type of anti-
icing chemical being used to treat the roadways where the sensors are located. Due to the 
adoption of anti-icing procedures, frequently multiple chemicals are applied to certain highway 
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segments such as bridge structures and hills. Additionally, with the deployment of FAST 
systems, it is quite prevalent that one type of liquid anti-icing chemical is used by the FAST 
system while a different, more economical chemical is applied to the roadways. This trend of 
using different chemicals or “chemical cocktails” in anti-icing practices can require additional 
sensing technology to improve the operation of automated FAST systems. 
 
Active Pavement Sensors 
 
Active pavement sensor technology can enhance the operation of FAST systems. This 
technology uses an electronic device called a “peltier junction” that allows for the artificial 
cooling of a small sampling area on the top of the sensor. This permits the cooling and heating of 
the moisture sample. When this technology is applied to pavement sensors, the following 
benefits are realized: 
 

• Independence of the type anti-icing chemical used, 
• Proper operation even with chemical cocktails, 
• True freeze point temperature detection, and  
• Detection of possible freezing problems before they occur by providing advance 

warnings. 
 

The active pavement sensor can provide improved operation for automated FAST where 
a single chemical or multiple chemicals are applied or carried on to the FAST system target area. 
 
 
REQUIRED SYSTEM FEATURES (TYPICAL) 
 
As agencies gain experience with FAST systems, they are finding an increased need to 
customize the logic that is used by the RWIS to activate the FAST system. Customization is 
required because of variations in geographical location and terrain, local weather conditions, and 
differences in winter maintenance practices from agency to agency. 

The following are some of features that agencies have found useful in controlling the 
operation of their automated FAST system. 
 
Freeze Point Temperature Versus Roadway Pavement Temperature 
 
A useful feature is a user-configurable value to activate the FAST system before freezing or re-
freezing conditions. For example, a current freeze point temperature, as measured by an active or 
passive pavement sensor, that is 1°C below the current pavement temperature measured by a 
passive pavement sensor will activate the FAST system. This temperature difference can be 
altered to permit the FAST system to be activated with a smaller or larger differential between 
freeze-point temperature and measured pavement temperature. 
 
Frost Event  
 
Also useful is a user-configurable value to activate the FAST system before frost forms on the 
pavement surface. For example, a current pavement temperature that is below freezing and is 
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1°C below the current dew point temperature will activate the FAST system. This temperature 
difference can be altered to permit the FAST system to be activated with a smaller or larger 
differential between dew point temperature and measured pavement temperature.  
 
Temperature Limits  
 
Two user-configurable values that prevents the RWIS from activating the FAST system if the 
measured pavement temperature is above or below the configurable values also help control 
operations. The high temperature value is set to ensure that the FAST system is not activated 
when snow, ice, or frost conditions cannot occur because of warm pavement temperatures. A 
high temperature value of 1°C to 2°C is typical. The low temperature value is set to ensure that 
the FAST system is not activated when the pavement temperature is below a certain temperature 
value. This allows the system owner to prevent FAST system activation under cold temperature 
conditions. However, the owner could decide to activate the FAST system manually under these 
conditions. The low-temperature lockout is desirable when the pavement temperature is below 
the effective temperature of the anti-icing chemical that is being used. The system owner can 
also reset the low temperature lockout if the anti-icing chemical is changed to a lower 
temperature chemical.  
 
Hold-Off Times  
 
Hold-off times are user-configurable values of time. These time values set the amount of time 
after the FAST system has been activated, before it can be activated again. To maintain 
efficiency of operation, the time between FAST system activation permits traffic tracking the 
anti-icing material across the treated area and time for the RWIS pavement sensors to determine 
the effectiveness of the chemical application. Typically, there are two different hold-off timers, 
one for frost and one for icing conditions.  
 
Wind Speed  
 
This is a user-configurable value prevents the activation of the FAST system when the wind 
speed is above a certain value. From experience, agencies have determined it is undesirable to 
activate the FAST system when the wind speed is above a certain value and the pavement 
temperature is low. For example, if the wind is over 30 mph and the pavement temperature is 
below –5°C, then the FAST system should not be activated.  
 
System Event Documentation  
 
The following are RWIS software features that document events for analyzing the proper 
operation of the FAST system and can alert the system owner of problems or situations that need 
attention. The data are collected at the FAST system site by the RWIS RPU, and then forwarded 
to and stored in the RWIS server for display and analysis by the system owner. Some of the 
typical data collected and displayed by the RWIS are  
 

• A record that RWIS has activated the FAST system; 
• Time when the FAST system was activated by the RWIS; 
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• Duration of time the FAST system sprayed anti-icing chemical; 
• When the FAST system stopped spraying anti-icing chemical; 
• The RWIS parameters that caused the FAST system to be activated, highlighted on 

the user display; 
• Reports of system faults; 
• Anti-icing chemical flow malfunctions; 
• Tank level alert, indicating the chemical storage tank should be refilled; 
• Tank empty alert when the chemical tank is empty; and 
• Record of manual FAST system activations through the RWIS, recording the system 

identification of the user that initiated the manual activation. 
 
Variable Application Rates  
 
Several agencies have voiced their desire for a FAST system feature that would permit them to 
vary the application rate of chemical applied by the system. This seems like a logical request—
applying lesser chemical for an upcoming frost event than for a current heavy snow event. As 
experience and knowledge increase with the operation of the many FAST systems being 
deployed in North America, two important elements stand out for effective implementation and 
operation: just-in-time application, and the use of less anti-icing chemical. 

Using proper RWIS instrumentation to automatically activate the FAST system provides 
the most benefit. RWIS instrumentation permits lower application rates, allowing the traffic 
tracking to occur, and then letting the RWIS instrumentation determine if sufficient freeze-point 
depression has occurred. If not, the RWIS can again activate the FAST system for another 
application of chemical. 

This approach is especially beneficial when applying anti-icing chemical on a dry 
pavement surface. The FAST system should apply just enough chemical to dampen the surface 
and allow traffic tracking to take place. The RWIS instrumentation can then evaluate if the 
proper amount of chemical was applied; if not, it can reapply additional chemical. 
 
 
SLIPPERINESS OF ANTI-ICING CHEMICAL APPLICATIONS 
 
Ever since liquid anti-icing chemicals were first used, there has been considerable discussion 
about a possible reduction of roadway friction after the application of liquid anti-icing chemicals. 

Research studies, such as those performed by Forensic Dynamics, Inc., of Kamloops, 
British Columbia, Canada, (2) have shown that slipperiness or reduced friction as a result of anti-
icing is not as big a problem as some have indicated. It is estimated that the number of incidents due to 
chemical treatments is estimated at less than 1/1,000 of 1% of all treatments. 

Problems are potentially possible when the chemical is drying out with humidity levels in the 
high 20s to low 30s. 

However, with the fully instrumented automated anti-icing system, this potential problem is 
essentially eliminated because of the following: 
 

• Low application rates are possible with the system instrumentation and logic; 
• The system only anti-ices just in time; 
• User-configurable values prevent anti-icing when not required; and  
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• Software logic could be added to monitor humidity levels for sites with specific concerns. 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS AND SYSTEM ADVANTAGES 
 
The use of FAST system technology offers several advantages over conventional methods of winter 
maintenance: 
 

• Application of anti-icing chemicals just in time, usually immediately at the start of a critical 
event, maximizes safety but reduces the amount of chemical lost through traffic, as well as avoiding 
chemical applications when an event does not materialize;  

• Quantity of chemical applied is minimized by ensuring it is effectively and uniformly 
applied and takes advantage of vehicle tracking to the greatest extent possible; 

• Just-in-time applications of anti-icing chemical provide the greatest benefit to preventing 
the pavement–ice bond while reducing the resources (labor and material) required for winter 
maintenance practices; 

• System activity monitoring can alert agency staff to weather and pavement conditions in 
the geographical area of the system; 

• Reapplication to prevent refreezing conditions can be automated; 
• Cost savings by a reduction in resources (labor, equipment, and materials); and  
• Efficient use of more costly nonchloride anti-icing chemicals that minimize damage to the 

highway infrastructure typically associated with chloride anti-icing or deicing chemicals is permitted. 
Since the tracking of salt from the approach section of the highway is a concern, the FAST system is 
designed to also treat the approach to the structure. 
 
Published Reports on FAST Systems 
 
Minnesota Department of Transportation 
 
A report published in July 2001 outlines the success of an automated FAST system installed on an 
eight-lane bridge structure over the Mississippi River on I-35 west in the Minneapolis–St. Paul area of 
Minnesota (3). The report included the following conclusions: 
 

• 70% reduction of accidents on the structure; 
• Yearly savings of $100,000 because of reduced accidents; 
• Return on investment of $3.40 for every $1.00 invested in the project; and 
• Opportunity to use a more costly, nonchloride, anti-icing chemical because of the increased 

efficiency of application rates and thus reduced damage to the bridge structure steel and concrete. 
 
Ontario Ministry of Transportation and Operations 
 
A report published in May 2001 outlines the success of a FAST system installed on a high-speed, 
curved, and elevated structure maintained by the Ontario Ministry of Transportation and Operations  
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(MTO), on the northbound 416/401 interchange near Ottawa, Ontario, Canada (4). The structure 
experienced 14 snow- and ice-related accidents the first year the bridge was built (1999), and in the 
three winters since the installation of the FAST system, there have been no winter-related accidents on 
this bridge structure. The report’s conclusions follow. 
 
Reduced Environmental Impacts  Environment Canada is reviewing whether road salts are 
hazardous to the environment and have proposed the following with respect to an amendment to the 
Canadian Environmental Protection Act: 

 
Based on the available data, it is considered that road salts are entering the environment 
in a quantity or concentration or under conditions that have or may have an immediate 
or long-term harmful effect on the environment or its biological diversity and that 
constitute or may constitute a danger to the environment on which life depends. 
Therefore, it is proposed that road salts be considered “toxic” under Section 64 of the 
Canadian Environmental Protection Act, 1999. (CEPA 1999) 

  
Potassium acetate is not on the proposed list as the deicing chemical. Other relevant advantages 

of the use of FAST system technology include 
 
• Application of deicing chemicals just in time, immediately in advance of a critical event, to 

maximize safety but reduce the amount of chemical lost from passing traffic, as well as avoid 
application of chemical when an event does not materialize; 

• Minimization of chemical applied by ensuring it is effectively applied, uniformly, as a mist, 
and takes advantage of vehicle tracking to the greatest extent possible; and  

• Effective breaking of the pavement–ice bond through just-in-time application of deicing 
chemical in advance of a critical event in an anti-icing application and substantial reduction of the effort 
(labor and material) required for snow and ice removal.  
 

Potassium acetate does not attack steel and concrete, and hence the use of FAST may extend 
structure life and potentially reduce future rehabilitation costs. Tracking of salt from the previous 
section of highway is a concern: the FAST system also covers the approach to the structure. 
Conclusions   The lessons learned from the previous section may be of interest to other road authorities 
considering a similar system. MTO is pleased with the FAST installation in terms of its success 
because weather-related accidents have not occurred since it has been in operation. In the upcoming 
year, MTO will require the contractor to interrupt application of deicing salts across the structure now 
that the results respecting the safety of the structure have been achieved and functioning of the FAST 
system has been confirmed. Also, MTO is currently reviewing additional applications at locations 
where it appears FAST may be warranted.Washington State Department of Transportation 
 
A paper presented at the 80th Annual Meeting of the Transportation Research Board in January 2001, 
“Benefit–Cost Analysis of Intelligent Transportation System Applications for Winter Maintenance,” 
concluded that the automated anti-icing system located on I-90 over the Columbia River in Washington 
State would provide the following benefits: 
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• Benefit–cost ratio of 2.36 and  
• Net benefit of the system costing under $600,000 installed was nearly $1,200,000. 

 
The report was prepared by Washington State DOT Maintenance Manager Robert D. 

Stowe (5). 
 
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation 
 
A news article published in December 2001 by the New York Times outlines the success of six FAST 
systems installed by the Pennsylvania DOT over a 2-year period (6). 

The article concludes that before the installation of the FAST systems, there were dozens of 
accidents on one bridge in western Pennsylvania. After the FAST system was installed, only one 
accident on the bridge has been attributed to winter weather. 

The document was prepared by Roadway Programs Manager Douglas Schmitt. 
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rost on bridges can present hazardous conditions to motorists, particularly if it occurs when 
adjacent roadways are clear of frost. Minimizing materials cost, vehicle corrosion, and 

negative environmental impacts calls for strategic use of frost-suppression chemicals. Accurate 
forecasts of bridge frost onset times, frost intensity, and frost disappearance (e.g., melting or 
sublimation) are needed to help roadway maintenance personnel decide when, where, and how 
much frost-suppression chemical to use. We have developed a finite-difference algorithm 
(BridgeT) that simulates vertical heat transfer in a bridge based on evolving meteorological 
conditions at its top and bottom as supplied by a weather forecast model. This algorithm 
simulates bridge deck surface temperature at 1-min intervals and calculates volume per unit area 
(i.e., depth) of frost deposited, melted, or sublimed. From this we produce forecasts of frost onset 
time, frost “depth,” and duration of frost on the bridge. Evaluation of forecast methods for 
predicting frost on bridges and roadways is difficult because of a lack of observations of frost 
occurrences. Early morning observations of untreated bridges near Ames, Iowa, were made 
during two winter seasons to establish a database of bridge frost occurrences and non-
occurrences. When frost was detected, observations were continued until the frost disappeared 
and thereby provided additional information on duration and timing of onset and demise of frost. 
Bridge frost predictions as well as predictions of air temperature, dew-point temperature, bridge-
top surface temperature, and wind speed, are compared with observed and measured values to 
assess skill in forecasting bridge frost and associated conditions. Lack of agreement between 
forecasts of frost characteristics and visual observations on a particular (presumed chemical-free) 
bridge may arise from (1) inaccuracies in forecasts of meteorological variables by the weather 
forecast model at its model resolution, (2) spatial variability in meteorological conditions below 
resolution of the forecast model, (3) inaccuracies in simulation of heat transfer by BridgeT, or (4) 
an inability to detect frost visually. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Frost on paved motorways can present hazardous conditions to drivers, particularly when it 
occurs in patches or on bridges when adjacent roadways are clear of frost. To minimize materials 
cost, vehicle corrosion, and negative environmental impacts, frost-suppression chemicals should 

F 
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be applied only when, where, and in appropriate amounts needed to maintain roadways in a safe 
condition for motorists. Accurate forecasts of frost onset times, frost intensity, and frost 
disappearance (e.g., melting or sublimation) enable roadway maintenance personnel to decide 
when, where, and how much frost-suppression chemical to use. Accurate forecasts of bridge 
surface temperature, 2-m air temperature, humidity, and wind speed are needed for accurate 
bridge frost forecasts. All these factors, except bridge surface temperature, are routinely 
calculated by weather forecast models such as the Pennsylvania State University/National Center 
for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) mesoscale model (MM5) or the Road Weather Forecast 
System [RWFS, (1)]. A finite-difference algorithm (BridgeT) has been developed to simulate 
heat movement vertically in a bridge in response to evolving conditions (including surface long-
wave and shortwave radiation) produced by a forecast model. A vapor flux calculation uses the 
bridge surface temperature from BridgeT and concurrent meteorological variables from the 
model to produce forecasts of incremental volume per unit area (i.e., depth) of frost deposited, 
melted, or sublimed.  

Reliable observations of bridge surface temperature and frost occurrences on 
uncontaminated bridge surfaces are needed to verify the model. Bridge surface temperature and 
frost occurrences were observed on bridges in the vicinity of Ames to test the model. The present 
results are an update of results reported by Greenfield et al. (2). 
 
 
FROST FORECASTING MODEL 
 
Model Description 
 
A one-dimensional finite-difference algorithm (BridgeT) has been developed by following the 
procedure used by Crevier and Delage (3); it simulates heat movement vertically in a bridge in 
response to evolving conditions (including surface long-wave and shortwave radiation and 
meteorological conditions at top and bottom of the bridge deck) produced by a weather forecast 
model such as MM5. The bridge temperature distribution is initialized with road weather 
information system (RWIS) wind speed, bridge temperature, and 2-m air temperature. BridgeT 
was tested with input from NCAR’s RWFS and MM5 version 3.4 run at Iowa State University. 
The RWFS produces forecasts using an ensemble of several models. MM5 produces 48-h 
forecasts twice daily with 20-km resolution. BridgeT provides the surface temperature required 
for a water vapor flux calculation that uses, in addition, air temperature, wind speed, and specific 
humidity provided by forecast models to predict minute-by-minute changes in frost depth.  

Thermophysical properties of the bridge construction materials are provided as input to 
BridgeT. Results reported herein were generated with properties characteristic of a concrete 
Interstate highway overpass similar to the type found at the Ames RWIS site. Other common 
types of bridge construction, such as concrete bridges with asphalt overlays, require separate 
input files of thermophysical properties. 
 
Preliminary Results 
 
BridgeT has been driven by MM5 and RWFS forecasts to produce preliminary results of bridge 
surface temperature. A 47-h forecast of bridge surface temperature for March 2003 (Figure 1) 
showed agreement with RWIS observations (after a few hours of model spin-up) during the first 
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40 h with modest departures thereafter. Air temperature showed less agreement during daylight 
hours. Better agreement for the bridge surface than the air temperature suggested that for this 
clear-sky event, the surface temperature was much more strongly governed by the radiation 
balance than by conductive heat gain or loss from air. In this example, the average difference 
between RWIS and BridgeT surface temperatures was 0.45°C, with a standard deviation of only 
1.2°C. The RWIS and BridgeT values had a correlation of over 0.995. BridgeT surface 
temperature errors mirrored the MM5 air temperature errors (i.e., BridgeT overestimated surface 
temperature when MM5 overestimated air temperature and vice versa), so surface temperature 
errors could be closely attributed to errors in the driving forecast. BridgeT surface temperatures 
seemed to react appropriately to abrupt radiation changes that occurred during sunrise and 
decreased correctly during the gradual nighttime radiative cooling period; that suggested 
BridgeT was correctly configured to the thermal and physical traits of the Ames RWIS bridge. 
BridgeT’s ability to capture the correct nighttime cooling rate is a valuable trait for accurately 
forecasting the onset time and accumulation rate of bridge frost.  

Figure 2 reveals the difficulty BridgeT had in simulating surface temperature when it was 
supplied with inaccurate cloud information. During the first forecast day, MM5 had predicted 
clear skies when it was in fact cloudy and caused MM5/BridgeT to overestimate the surface 
temperature by nearly 5°C. MM5 air temperature was also too high and thereby contributed to 
insufficient nighttime cooling of the bridge surface. The forecast and observed minimum 
 

FIGURE 1  Air and bridge-surface temperatures produced by  
BridgeT with MM5 input during clear-sky conditions. 
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FIGURE 2  Air and bridge-surface temperatures produced by 
BridgeT with MM5 input during cloudy-sky conditions. 

 
 
surface temperatures were only a few degrees apart, but MM5/BridgeT had forecast the 
minimum to occur later in the morning.  

Erroneous MM5 forecasts caused BridgeT again to overestimate daytime surface heating 
by 3.7°C, and overestimate much of the nighttime cooling during the second forecast day. The 
MM5/BridgeT surface temperatures illustrated in Figure 2 were on average 2.5°C warmer than 
RWIS surface temperatures, with a standard deviation of 3.4°C. The RWIS and MM5/BridgeT 
surface temperatures had a correlation of only 0.88. The performance of BridgeT was obviously 
highly sensitive to the quality of meteorological data input.  

NCAR’s RWFS was used to drive BridgeT for a 64-day period from February 3, 2003, 
through April 8, 2003, for Ames. Statistical analysis of 48-h forecasts of the RWFS/BridgeT 
model runs compared with Ames RWIS observations showed that RWFS/BridgeT had a cold 
bias of 0.84 k and a root-mean-square (RMS) error of 2.72 k. It was notable that the RWFS 2-m 
air temperature cold bias was 0.92 k and its RMS was 2.68 k; that suggests that most of the error 
produced by the combined modeling system came from the meteorological model rather than the 
bridge model. This period overlapped two observed frost events, both forecast by BridgeT. When 
the forecast period was taken as the first 24 h of each run, BridgeT correctly forecast the only 
two observed frost events but predicted three false alarms for this 64-day period. 

Real-time 2-day BridgeT frost and bridge temperature forecasts during the frost season in 
the upper Midwest can be found on the Iowa Environmental Mesonet webpage (4). These 
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forecasts use MM5 meteorological forecasts at 20-km resolution. Future reports will provide 
analyses of BridgeT forecasts compared with RWIS observations and frost observations taken 
during the 2003–2004 frost season. 
 
 
FROST OBSERVATIONS 
 
Objective 
 
Observations of surface temperature and frost formation on untreated bridges are needed to 
evaluate the capability of frost accumulation algorithms used in BridgeT and other frost-
forecasting systems. Observations of frost occurrence made by department of transportation 
(DOT) personnel are often compromised because bridges pretreated for frost suppression (or 
having residual chemical from previous treatments) respond differently from untreated bridges 
when meteorological conditions favor frost. Bridge surface temperature observations provide an 
additional means (i.e., in addition to frost verification) of evaluating the frost forecast procedure. 
They also provide quantitative information on the spatial variability of environmental conditions 
essential for frost formation. A nearby RWIS site offers additional opportunity for exploring 
spatial variability. We give an overview of the use of data collected for validation of the frost 
accumulation algorithm and BridgeT.  
 
Observation Procedures 
 
Bridge Selection 
 
Frost occurrence was observed for the 2001–2002 winter on the State Avenue Bridge over 
Highway 30 (US-30) near Ames, Iowa. For the 2002–2003 frost season, County Line Road 
Bridge and South Dakota Avenue Bridge were added to the observations protocol and thereby 
allowed investigation of spatial variations in frost development. State Avenue, South Dakota 
Avenue, and County Line Road bridges were all north–south concrete bridges that allowed 
passage over US-30 at 1-mi intervals from east to west, respectively. Terrain in the vicinity of all 
bridges was quite flat, with embankments created for the bridge itself being comparable to or 
greater than natural terrain relief in the immediate area. Flat terrain between bridges minimized 
topographically induced influences (drainage flow, shading, wind-tunnel effects, etc.) and 
thereby allowed a cleaner study of natural variability of frost formation. Multiple bridges also 
allowed for the frost observations even if one of the bridges had been treated with deicing 
chemicals.  

State Avenue Bridge and County Line Road Bridge were selected for close-up 
observation for this study because they are not routinely treated with frost-suppressing materials. 
They have no on or off ramps for possible turnaround points for Iowa DOT trucks and thus 
minimized the potential for inadvertent chemical spill from the frost-treatment vehicles. These 
bridges were typically not as heavily traveled as some other nearby bridges during early morning 
hours, so bridge observations on foot could be made more safely. The South Dakota Avenue 
Bridge was selected as a drive-over observation site because it was easily checked along the way 
while traveling between State Avenue and County Line Road and did not get frequent frost 
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suppression treatment because it was a new bridge. Traffic on the South Dakota Avenue Bridge 
was too high to allow observations on foot, but frost observations could be made from a vehicle.  

Bridge frost and surface temperature observations were continued for the 2003–2004 
frost season, with the addition of a fourth bridge 1 mi west of County Line Bridge over US-30. 
Results from the 2003–2004 frost season will be the subject of future reports. 
 
Frost Observations 
 
Observations began on November 28, 2001; continued through March 21, 2002; began again on 
November 15, 2002; and continued through March 21, 2003. Every day was considered a 
candidate for frost, unless there was a low probability of frost (e.g., nighttime temperatures were 
greater than 40°F). Some days were missed because of holidays and snowstorms. The observer 
visited the bridges beginning at 5 a.m. and observed frost conditions both from the car and close-
up on foot. While on the bridge on foot, the observers carefully examined the surface for frost 
and measured the temperature of the bridge surface with an infrared thermometer. The time, 
date, bridge conditions, general weather conditions, frost characteristics, and surface temperature 
for each bridge were recorded. When frost was detected, the observer returned periodically until 
the frost dissipated for follow-up observations and measurements. 
 
Temperature Observations 
 
Measurements of bridge surface temperature were made with hand-held infrared thermometers. 
In the 2001–2002 frost season and the first 2 months of the 2002–2003 season, a Raytek 
thermometer was used; it required calibration before each use and required that the surface 
temperature be taken within a few inches of the bridge surface. Beginning in mid-January 2003 
through the end of the season an Exergen thermometer was; it did not require continuous 
calibration but did require that the thermometer aperture be in contact with the surface. 
Temperature measurement precision (as judged from lack of sensor drift and uniformity across 
the bridge surface) and accuracy (as judged by comparison with nearby RWIS observations) 
were higher for the Exergen instrument. 
 
Observation Results 
 
Frost Occurrence 
 
Winter of 2001–2002 observations were made on the State Avenue Bridge 47 days, and frost was 
observed 14 times, as presented in Table 1.  

Winter of 2002–2003 observations were made on 93 days, and frost was observed 10 
times, as presented in Table 2. Frequently the observer noted moisture on the bridge that could 
not be positively identified as frost. Dark or discolored patches or streaks covering various 
portions of the bridge often were observed, and occasionally the surface had patches of ice. 
These events were not considered frost events. Frost observation similarity among the bridges is 
given by the “Agreement” column of Table 2. Agreement is found on slightly more than half  
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TABLE 1  Days When Bridge Frost Was Observed on State Avenue 
Days When Bridge Frost Was Observed 

12/2/2001 12/30/2001 1/12/2002 2/3/2002 2/13/2002 
12/6/2001 1/3/2002 1/24/2002 2/5/2002 2/17/2002 
12/29/2001 1/7/2002 2/2/2002 2/7/2002  

 
TABLE 2  Frost Events for 2002–2003 Season 

 Frost Occurrence  
Date State Avenue South Dakota County Line Agreement 

11/12/02 Yes — — — 
11/23/02 No Yes Yes No 
12/06/02 Yes Yes Yes Yes 
12/11/02 No No Yes No 
12/19/02 Yes Yes No No 
12/26/02 Yes Yes Yes Yes 
12/27/02 Yes Yes Yes Yes 
01/07/03 Yes Yes Yes Yes 
02/18/03 Yes Yes Yes Yes 
02/26/03 No No Yes No 

 
 
the mornings with frost. It also may be noteworthy that the South Dakota Avenue bridge (located 
midway between the other two) never disagreed with both of the other bridges. 

Therefore lack of agreement could be associated with an east–west frost gradient across 
all three bridges. 
 
Temperature 
 
For accuracy and consistency, all temperature comparisons herein reported were derived from 
observations taken with the newer Exergen thermometer . 

County Line Road Bridge tended to be cooler than State Avenue by about 0.65°F at the 5 
a.m. observation time; that was consistent with the tendency for County Line Road Bridge to 
have higher frost frequency. The largest temperature difference between the two bridges was 
3.4°F. The disparity in temperatures and frost occurrence among the bridges suggested that 
spatial effects or bridge composition variations could be significant factors influencing the 
potential of frost formation between bridges.  

Automated RWIS bridge surface temperature observations were taken from the Interstate 
35 overpass over 13th Street on the east side of Ames. The distances from the RWIS site to the 
State Avenue and County Line Bridge awas approximately 5 mi and 7 mi, respectively. The 
differences and standard deviations of temperature between the RWIS site and the two bridges 
over US-30 at 5 a.m. shown in Table 3 indicated that RWIS surface temperatures were usually a 
few degrees lower than those taken at the observed bridges. Sensors 1 and 3 were located on the 
northbound overpass on the passing and driving lanes, respectively. Sensor 2 was located on the 
northbound passing lane. Instrument error and small-scale differences were possible causes of 
variations among RWIS temperature sensors.  
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TABLE 3  Observed Temperature Differences (Bridge Minus RWIS) and  
Standard Deviations at Initial Observation Time 

County Line—RWIS  State Avenue—RWIS 
 

Sensor 
Temperature 

Difference 
Standard 
Deviation 

  
Sensor 

Temperature 
Difference 

Standard 
Deviation 

1 1.89 4.47  1 2.30 4.37 
2 4.76 4.26  2 5.0 3.98 
3 3.22 4.17  3 3.51 3.89 

 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Human observations of bridge temperatures and frost occurrence on three bridges within a 
distance of 2 mi of each other offers a preliminary data set for assessing spatial variability of 
bridge frost and for testing bridge frost forecasts. A numerical model for heat transfer in a 
concrete bridge has been created to take values from a weather forecast model and calculate the 
bridge surface temperature. Preliminary comparisons of its results with measured surface 
temperatures from an RWIS station have demonstrated that the model was capable of supplying 
surface temperatures within 1°C of measured values over a 40-h forecast period if supplied with 
accurate weather information. The model was particularly sensitive to cloud forecasts because 
the bridge surface temperature was determined primarily from the radiation budget.  
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tudies to identify specific causes of winter crashes in Wyoming indicated that the majority of 
crashes were associated with icy road conditions and that blowing snow was the dominant 

cause of icy roads in wind-exposed areas. The finding that 74% of all crashes over a 5-year period 
were associated with icy road conditions on a segment of Interstate 80 was illustrative and typical.  

The mass of blowing snow falling on the pavement with a 10 m/s wind (22.4 mph) was 
equivalent to a snowfall rate of 7.8 cm (3.06 in.) per hour, assuming a snowfall water equivalent of 
10%, and the mass flux of blowing snow at 20 m/s (44.7 mph) was approximately twice that 
amount. The energy required for melting the blowing snow associated with the 10 m/s wind speed 
was nine times the average daily radiation received at Cheyenne, Wyoming, in December, and four 
times that received in March.  

The effect of blowing snow on pavement temperature can be quantified using vehicle-
mounted infrared sensors applying the techniques described. Examples show that the melting of 
blowing snow constitutes a major heat sink and that areas protected by snow fences can be 6°C 
(10°F) or more warmer than adjacent unprotected road. These quantitative measurements explain 
the dramatic effect of snow fences on road surface conditions that have been previously reported, 
and they provide a compelling argument for mitigating blowing snow with roadside vegetation as 
well as fences.  
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Studies to identify the specific causes of winter crashes in Wyoming indicated that the majority are 
associated with icy road conditions and that blowing snow was the dominant cause of icy roads in 
exposed areas. Over a 5-year period on a 10-mi (16.1-km) segment of Interstate 80 (I-80), 74% of 
all incidents were associated with icy road conditions (1). Crash reports filed by the Wyoming 
Highway Patrol contained separate categories for road and weather conditions, and a “ground 
blizzard” category was used to describe the presence of blowing snow with winds exceeding 25 
mph (11 m/s). Figure 1 is a plot of the number of crashes associated with icy road conditions 
versus crashes in ground blizzard conditions, as determined for half-mile (0.8-km) locations in the 
aforementioned study. The strong correlation between this pair of road and weather conditions, 
significant at the 95% level, implied that blowing snow was an important cause of icy roads within 
the study area, and subsequent studies and observations suggested that this conclusion applied to 
most other locations in Wyoming as well. The key to ice prevention in windswept areas was 
reducing blowing snow. 

This paper quantifies the effects of blowing snow on pavement temperature and illustrates 
the effectiveness of snow fences and other mitigation measures in reducing road ice. The methods 
used to measure pavement temperature, and the accuracy of the measurements, are also described. 

S 
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FIGURE 1  Correlation of crashes occurring with icy road conditions with blowing snow 
crashes as evidence that blowing snow is a significant cause of icy road conditions (1). 

 
 
ROLE OF BLOWING SNOW IN PAVEMENT HEAT BALANCE  
 
The dynamics of pavement temperature are complex because of the multitudinous combinations 
of factors and conditions affecting the energy balance. In general, however, the dominant source 
of incoming heat is solar radiation, and the dominant sink for heat during winter storms is the 
melting and evaporation of ice that comes in contact with the pavement. The mass flux of 
blowing snow contacting a road surface can equal or exceed that of even the most intense 
snowfall. An analysis of the vertical distribution of snow particle sizes and fall velocities (2) 
indicates that more than 99% of blowing snow particles contained in the first 20 cm (7.9 in.) or 
so of the surface fall to the surface within a period of 1 s. Assuming an unlimited supply of 
snow, the mass flux of blowing snow in the first 20 cm (7.9 in.) above the surface, per meter of 
width across the wind, is approximated by Tabler (3). 
 
q = C(U10)3.25/70 (1) 
 
where 
 
 q = mass flux in g·m–2·s–1, 
 C = coefficient varying with U10, as given in Tabler (3), and 
 U10 = wind speed (m/s) at 10-m (33-ft) height. 
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Table 1 presents the mass flux of snow impacting the pavement surface as a function of 
wind speed. To place these figures in perspective, the mass of blowing snow falling on the 
pavement with a 10 m/s wind (22.4 mph) is equivalent to a snowfall rate of 7.8 cm (3.06 in.) per 
hour, assuming a snowfall water equivalent of 10%. The mass flux of blowing snow at 20 m/s 
(44.7 mph) is approximately twice that amount. 

The energy required to melt this much snow greatly exceeds the input of solar radiation, 
even on a clear day. As an illustration, Table 2 shows the energy required to melt the total 
blowing snow received over a 24-h period compared with the average recorded daily solar 
radiation for Cheyenne, Wyoming (Latitude 41° 08’ N), as reported in Martner (4). Assuming for 
simplicity that the snow particles are at a temperature of 0°C (32°F), the energy required for 
melting the blowing snow coming in contact with the pavement at a wind speed of 10 m/s (22 
mph) is nine times the average daily radiation received in December and four times the radiation 
received in March. With a wind speed of 20 m/s (45 mph), the ratios of (energy required for 
melting/incoming solar radiation) are 15 and 8 for December and March, respectively.  
 
 

TABLE 1  Mass Flux of Blowing Snow Within the First 20 cm Above the  
Surface per Meter of Width Across the Wind from Equation 1 and  

Rate of Deposition, in Relation to Wind Speed 
Wind Speed (U10) 

m/s (mph) 
Coefficient C in 
Equation 1 (3) 

Mass Flux  
(kg/m·h) 

Mass of Deposited Snow 
(kg/m2·h) 

10 (22.4) 0.85 77.74 7.77 
15 (33.6) 0.58 198.12 13.21 
20 (44.7) 0.36 313.22 15.66 
25 (55.9) 0.24 431.24 17.25 
30 (67.1) 0.16 519.96 17.33 

NOTE: 1 kg/m = 0.67 lb/ft; 1kg/m2 = 0.2048 lb/ft2. 

 
 

TABLE 2  Energy Required to Melt Blowing Snow Deposited Over 24-H  
Period at Indicated Wind Speed, Compared with Average Daily Solar  

Radiation at Cheyenne, Wyoming (4) 

(Heat Required to Melt Deposited Snow) /  
(Total Daily Solar Radiation = SR) 

 
 
 

Wind 
Speed (U10) 
m/s (mph) 

 
Energy 

Required to 
Melt Blowing 

Snow over 24 h 
(MJ/m2) 

December 
(SR = 7.20 

MJ/m2) 

January 
(SR = 7.92 

MJ/m2) 

February 
(SR = 11.52 

MJ/m2) 

March 
(SR = 16.20 

MJ/m2) 

10 (22.4) 62.49 8.7 7.9 5.4 3.9 
15 (33.6) 106.17 14.7 13.4 9.2 6.6 
20 (44.7) 125.89 17.5 15.9 10.9 7.8 
25 (55.9) 138.66 19.3 17.5 12.0 8.6 
30 (67.1) 139.33 19.4 17.6 12.1 8.6 

NOTE: 1 MJ/m2 = 89.49 BTU/ft2. 
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Solar radiation is an important source of heat even on cloudy days. As shown in Figure 2, 
even with 100% cloud cover and the cloud base at ground level, radiation incident on the ground 
still averages 20% of that with clear skies (5, 6). Except for strong winds occurring with air 
temperatures below –6°C (20°F) or so, daytime solar radiation is usually sufficient to warm the 
pavement surface above freezing so that the onset of blowing snow results in the formation of 
ice. Because blowing snow conditions can persist long after a snowfall event has ended, it is 
intuitive that blowing snow is the dominant cause of road ice in wind-exposed areas and that the 
most important anti-icing strategy for such locations is to conserve the diurnal radiant heat stored 
in the pavement and substrata by minimizing the loss to melting blowing snow.  
 
 
MEASURING PAVEMENT TEMPERATURES  
 
Infrared Temperature Measurement 
 
Before describing the effects of blowing snow on pavement temperature, it is necessary to 
describe the methodology and accuracy of the measurements. Because of their fast response and 
remote sensing capability, vehicle-mounted infrared (IR) temperature sensors can be used to 
measure pavement temperatures while the vehicle is moving at normal driving speeds. IR 
temperature measurement is based on the Stefan-Boltzmann law. 
 
R = εσT4  (2) 
 
 

 
FIGURE 2  Solar radiation reaching the ground surface as a ratio of that on a clear day,  

in relation to cloud cover and height of cloud base above ground (6, 7). 
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where 

 
R = rate of radiant energy (radiance) per unit area (watts per m2), 
σ = constant (5.67051 *10-8 W·m-2·K-4), 
T = surface temperature in degrees Kelvin (K = °C +273), and  
ε = emissivity, defined as the ratio of the radiance of a specimen to that of a blackbody  
 at the same temperature as the specimen. Emissivity therefore ranges from 0 to 1.  
 
Although the infrared portion of the electromagnetic spectrum extends from wavelengths 

of approximately 0.8 µ to 1 mm, the spectral response of IR sensors used to measure pavement 
temperature is typically restricted to 8 to 14 µ because this range is relatively free of absorption 
by water vapor and other atmospheric gases, and these wavelengths are also near the peak of 
radiant energy emission by the earth’s surface at temperatures near 0°C (32°F). The emissivity of 
most organic substances is approximately 0.95 (7, 8), and this is true for most of the materials 
encountered in the road environment (Table 3). IR sensors used to measure pavement 
temperature are factory calibrated for an emissivity of 0.96—that of ice at 0°C (32°F). The 
validity of this value over the 8 µ to 14 µ range is confirmed by the detailed measurements 
reported by Wan (9), shown in Figure 3. The emissivity of a road surface varies with albedo, 
surface roughness, and temperature, but the author’s experiments have shown that such effects 
are relatively small—typically introducing an uncertainty of only 0.3°C to 1°C (0.5°F to 1.8°F), 
which is roughly within the range of instrument accuracy. The error in indicated temperature 
caused by the actual emissivity being different from the assumed value of 0.96, shown in Figure 
4 for a true temperature 0°C (32°F), suggests that an actual emissivity outside the range of 
0.96±0.02 can introduce significant error. A method for measuring the error arising from 
differential emissivity will be presented after describing the instrumentation. 
 
Instrumentation and Methodology 
 
The measurements reported here were obtained with a Control Products Model 999J IR sensor 
mounted forward of a vehicle with the detector at 62 cm ( 24.5 in.) above the pavement surface 
(Figure 5). According to the manufacturer, the diameter of the view area at this height was 
approximately 1.5 cm (0.5 in.). The nominal accuracy of this instrument was specified to be ±1°F 
(0.6°C), and this was true as long as the instrument read 0°C (32°F) over a mixture of water and ice  
 

TABLE 3  Representative Total Emissivities for Selected Materials 
Material Temperature, °C (°F) Emissivity (ε) 

Water (8) 20 (68) 0.96 
Ice, smooth (8) –10 (14) 0.96 
Snow (8) –10 (14) 0.85 
Concrete, rough (7) 0 to 1093 (32 to 1999) 0.94 
Asphalt pavement (7) 38 (100) 0.93 
Steel, oxidized (8) 200 (392) 0.79 
Rubber, hard (7) 23 (73) 0.94 
Sand (8) 20 (68) 0.90 
Skin, human (8) 32 (90) 0.98 
Soil, dry (8) 20 (68) 0.92 
Soil, saturated with water (8) 20 (68) 0.95 
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FIGURE 3  Spectral emissivity of water at  21°C (70°F) and ice at –9°C (15°F) (9). 
(Copyright 2002, the Regents of the University of California.  

Data presented with permission.) 
 

 
 

FIGURE 4  Error in indicated temperature caused by true emissivity  
being different from the assumed value of 0.96. 
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FIGURE 5  Mounting positions of (a) the Control Products IR sensor, (b) air  
temperature sensor, and (c) the Commercial Vehicle Systems RoadWatch IR sensor. 

 
(hereafter referred to as an ice bath). The calibration changed somewhat with changes in the  
ambient temperature, and the absolute accuracy depended on the rate at which the air temperature 
changes. The accuracy appeared closer to ± 2°F (1.1°C), as illustrated by an experiment in which 
an ice bath was suspended beneath the sensor while being driven and observe how the readings 
departed from the true value of 0°C (32°F) as variations of ambient temperatures were encountered 
(Figure 6). This particular experiment also compared the control products sensor with a 
Commercial Vehicle Systems RoadWatch sensor. It was concluded from this experiment that any 
abrupt change in pavement temperature recorded by the control products sensor was real, but that 
the same could not be said of the RoadWatch instrument.  

The Germanium lens of the Control Products Sensor was recessed approximately 115 mm 
(4.5 in.) from the end of the conical housing, which effectively protected the lens from 
contamination by road spray. A fast-response sensor for air temperature, suspended inside a white 
polyvinyl chloride pipe “T” for shielding from solar radiation, was mounted at approximately the 
same height as the IR instrument near the end of the front bumper. Mounting locations were 
selected as optimal after testing alternatives over the course of several years. The IR sensor was 
intentionally mounted over a wheel track because this was the location where the actual pavement 
was most likely to be exposed on snow- and ice-covered roads. The sampling frequency of the 
infrared sensor was set at the fastest available rate, 10 measurements per second. At a vehicle 
speed of 80 km/h (50 mph), readings were therefore approximately 2 m (6.6 ft) apart.  

The Control Products “minimapping” system which allowed temperatures and distance to 
be recorded on a laptop computer was used for data acquisition. The distance calibration  

A BC
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FIGURE 6  Experiment evaluating stability of the control products model 999J and  
the Commercial Vehicle Systems RoadWatch IR sensors in a dynamic environment by 

driving with an ice bath under the sensors. 
 
 
program available in the minimapping software also provided more accurate distances than 
displayed by conventional distance measuring instruments. All data runs were started and 
stopped at known locations accurate to within ± 8 m (26 ft). 

The calibration of the instrument was typically checked at the beginning and end of a run 
by inserting an ice bath known to be at 0°C (32°F) beneath the sensor. The calibration of the 
control products instrument could be reset in the field, but this was seldom necessary and was 
only done at night after the instrument and vehicle had equilibrated to air temperature.  

Laboratory studies of sample cores, described below, used the same equipment, but the 
IR sensor was raised to a height of about 2 m above the samples to increase the view area to a 
diameter of approximately 5 cm (2 in.).  
  
Validating IR Temperatures for Various Pavements 
 
It can be assumed that the emissivity of a pavement will be close to 0.96 if it is uniformly 
covered with a thin film of water or ice. The key words here, however, are “uniformly” and 
“thin.” These requirements can rarely be met over a long section of road during winter 
conditions, especially in the blowing snow environment. The IR temperature is biased toward air 
temperature if the pavement is covered with blowing snow or a layer of snow or ice, and the bias 
increases with the mass flux of the blowing snow and the thickness of the snow or ice. For true 
pavement temperatures, measurements should be restricted to dry or moist conditions or to thin 
(< 1 mm = 0.04 in.) ice or snow cover. Readings on dry pavement can be validated in the field by 
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the simple but conclusive method of comparing the IR temperature of the dry surface at a below-
freezing temperature with the temperature reading after lightly spraying the surface with water at 
0°C (32°F) (Figure 7). The 3-in. (77-mm) thick, 4-in. diameter (102-mm) core sample was 
initially dry and at equilibrium with air temperature.  The temperature measured by the 
embedded thermistor probe was within 0.1°F (0.06°C) of the IR temperature after being coated 
with a thin film of ice. Similar measurements can be performed before sunrise on core samples 
that have been left outside overnight to allow them to reach equilibrium with air temperature. 
The advantage of using core samples is that an independent measurement of the sample 
temperature can be obtained with a thermistor probe inserted into a hole drilled horizontally 2 
mm or so beneath the surface. The effect of surface condition on IR temperature for the five 
asphalt samples in shown in Figure 8. IR temperatures of these asphalt pavement samples did not 
change significantly when sprayed with water at an air temperature of approximately 4.5°C 
(40°F). At temperatures near 29°F, however, the change in IR temperature was (for samples 1 
through 5, respectively) +1.3, + 0.7,  +0.4, 1.0, and +0.5 °C (+2.3, +1.2, +0.8, +1.9, and +0.9 °F). 
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FIGURE 7  Example of method for quantifying effect of pavement condition on  
IR temperature (Sample 5 in Figure 8).  

 

 
FIGURE 8  Effect of surface condition on IR temperature for the five asphalt samples. 
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TEMPERATURE EFFECTS OF BLOWING SNOW AND SNOW FENCES 
 
During the last two winters, more than 8,000 km (5,000 mi) of temperature data have been 
recorded on 600 lane km (375 lane mi) of Wyoming highways for safety improvement studies. 
These data, in combination with the visual observations recorded during the measurements, 
constitute conclusive evidence of the dominant role that blowing snow plays in road temperature 
and ice formation, and provide a compelling mandate for mitigating blowing snow to improve 
highway safety.  

There are two sources of blowing snow: “near snow” originating within or relatively 
close to the right-of-way and “far snow” that comes from distances hundreds or thousands of 
meters upwind. Although the total seasonal snow transport of near snow is relatively low, it can 
still be sufficient to cause localized areas of icy roads and high crash incidence, and this is 
particularly true on high embankments exposed to the wind and lacking trees and shrubs. Areas 
where vegetation has been denuded by construction activities are particularly prone to icing, and 
an increase in crashes is inevitable until vegetation becomes fully established. This is illustrated 
by the temperature plot in Figure 9, which shows an area that is significantly colder than other 
locations in the vicinity as a consequence of reconstruction the previous summer that denuded 
vegetation within the right-of-way (Figure 10).  

The effects of snow fences and other features on temperature and ice formation are 
illustrated by data taken on a two-lane road with some areas protected by terrain features and 
trees and at other locations protected with a few snow fences (Figure 11). The warmer 
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FIGURE 9  Effect of blowing snow on pavement temperature in  
reconstruction area shown in Figure 10. 
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FIGURE 10  Blowing snow caused by absence of vegetation following  
reconstruction at I-80 mile 233 (January 15, 2003).  

 
 
temperatures between mile 2.0 and 2.8 and from fence 5 to mile 4.3 were caused by the 
protection afforded by trees and terrain in these areas. The abrupt changes in pavement 
temperature from mile 4.4 to 6.7 coincided with transitions in blowing snow conditions 
downwind of the ends of snow fences or openings in the fence lines. The photographs in Figure 
12, taken at the time of the temperature measurements, show one such transition from icy to dry 
road conditions, the location of which is noted on the plot in Figure 11.  

These quantitative measurements explain the dramatic effect of snow fences on road 
surface conditions that have been previously observed and reported (10, 11), such as that shown 
in Figure 13. 
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FIGURE 11    Pavement temperatures on a two-lane road showing effects of  
blowing snow and snow fences (1, 3) at the location of the photos in Figure 12;  

fence locations relative to the average wind direction during the measurements. 
 
 

 

FIGURE 12  Road conditions at the time the data in Figure 11 were taken;  
pavement temperature differential of 6.7°C to 9.3 °C (12°F to 15°F). 
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FIGURE 13  This transition from frozen slush to wet pavement corresponding to the 
beginning of the area protected by a 3.8-m-tall (12.4-ft) snow fence located  

about 150 m (500 ft) upwind. 
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his study examined a road surface temperature prediction model in a snowy, mountainous 
region in Japan. The road surface temperature varied from one segment of the road to 

another. This was mainly due to the fact that environmental factors were unique at each road 
segment. In general, the road surface temperature reached its maximum point in the midday and 
reached its lowest point just before sunrise. However, in a rugged mountainous environment, the 
road surface temperature does not follow a simple diurnal pattern. This study demonstrated the 
necessity of road surface temperature predictions at a local scale, rather than a regional scale, 
since regional forecasts may not depict any local-scale problems, such as road icing. Icy surface 
conditions may develop for a small area or patches of small areas, and regional forecasts may 
lead to all-or-nothing solutions for such local-scale problems. This study used both geographic 
information system (GIS) and Global Positioning System (GPS) as tools. Results from the road 
surface temperature predictions are illustrated visually using a GIS program so that any 
potentially problematic road segments can be identified geographically at different times. The 
use of GPS facilitates the compilation of various data with respect to their geographic 
coordinates. The outcome of the study will help highway maintenance authorities focus their 
efforts more carefully on potentially problematic road segments rather than on the entire road 
system. Moreover, they could narrow the time window for maintenance activities, thus saving 
resources while providing safe road conditions for the general public. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Road surface conditions during winter months vary significantly and require much more 
attention than during any other time of the year in order to keep the roads open and safe for 
general public to use. While the severity of winter depends on geographic locations, those areas 

T 
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requiring high-quality winter road maintenance tend to be the regions with adverse 
meteorological conditions. One approach to winter road maintenance is to predict the road 
surface temperature for an entire road segment and identify any problematic segments before any 
issues such as road icing arise. One of the difficulties of winter road maintenance is dealing with 
snow and ice. This study applied and introduced the road surface temperature prediction model 
(IceMiser model), which was developed at the University of Birmingham, U.K., to a snowy, 
mountainous region of Japan. Predicting the road surface temperature enables road maintenance 
activities to be planned in advance and carried out at the right time, and thus save resources. A 
challenge was that the topographic environment where the model was used was very different 
from that where the model was originally developed. 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
This study was conducted in the mountainous region of central Japan (approximately 200 km 
from Tokyo). There was an elevation difference of 675 m over a 25-km stretch of the highway in 
the study area, as shown in Figure 1. The line segment depicted in the figure is a short stretch of 
National Highway 17, and it was the segment on which this study focused. The topography in the 
study area was highly rugged, and there were several tunnels, snow sheds, and snow shelters that 
protected the highway from natural hazards. 
 

 
 

FIGURE 1  Overview of the study area. 
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Traffic to and from this study area is represented in Figure 2 (time in Julian date, from 
December 1 through March 31). The clusters of high-traffic volume were concentrated during 
certain short periods of the day, and the high-traffic volume had a clear weekly cycle. This latter 
traffic volume cycle corresponded to the demand of arriving and departing weekend skiers to and 
from the study area, mostly from the Tokyo region, which lacks snow. 

Figure 3 illustrates monthly diurnal median air and road surface temperatures at a point 
location along the highway in the study area. 

Figures 2 and 3 depict trends over time, but they are limited in a sense that data are 
collected at discrete points. Thus, it is difficult to compare the two figures, but a general 
interpretation can be derived. The peak times when arriving and departing traffic to and from the 
ski resort occurs inevitably correspond with the times when road surface temperature crosses 0°C. 
In a mountainous environment where there is not much shoulder space available along the 
highway, a single vehicle with lost traction may cause a major traffic backup and can become the 
starting point of a negative spiral in both traffic and road maintenance activities. When the road 
is congested, any snowplowing or chemical-spreading vehicles cannot do their jobs. Any delays 
in the road maintenance activities under adverse weather conditions may lead to more severe 
problems. In addition, this highway is a general trunk throughway for semi-trucks. And those 
trucks are more susceptible to adverse road conditions on a steep gradient highway than personal 
vehicles. It is necessary to be preventative rather than reactive when it comes to winter road 
maintenance. So far, it has been mostly within the realm of experienced maintenance crew and 
their knowledge to determine when to carry out road maintenance activities. 

In order to plan efficient winter road maintenance in advance under adverse 
meteorological conditions, it is important to predict the road surface temperature with ample time 
before a critical point is reached. One of the critical points is the freeze-and-melt point of the 
road surface temperature. While the freezing point for the road surface can be modified with the 
use of an antifreeze chemical, it is important that a certain concentration of the chemical on the 
road surface be maintained. Early application of the chemical is not suitable because the 
chemical spread on the highway may disperse before the treated road encounters adverse 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 2  Traffic volume patterns throughout winter months. 
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FIGURE 3  Median air temperature and road surface temperature in January. 

 
meteorological conditions. Conversely, late application of the chemical is not effective because it 
will require more chemical to melt ice or snow once it has accumulated (1). A point or area 
forecast for the road surface temperature can indicate the onset of this critical point and thus 
provide the road maintenance crew with early warning signs, and this type of forecast may be 
suitable for a small area that is on flat terrain and has homogenous characteristics. However, the 
environment where the road surface of interest is located may not homogeneous, especially in a 
rugged, mountainous area. Several segments of the road surface are colder than others, as a 
thermal map in Figure 4 depicts. 

Data from road weather information systems (RWIS) are helpful but are still a collection 
of information from discrete point locations. In order to utilize the information from real-time 
RWIS, the time interval of data transfer from remote sites needs to be short, and experienced 
personnel need to keep observing the trend when adverse meteorological conditions are expected. 
With the road surface prediction model, road maintenance can be planned in advance, and expert 
knowledge from the maintenance crew can be applied to a particular prediction that the model 
provides. 
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FIGURE 4  Thermal mapping of the study area. 
 
 
PREDICTION MODEL 
 
The IceMiser model requires both a geographic database and a set of meteorological forecast 
variables in order to produce a road surface temperature prediction for a 24-h period. 
Mountainous environments vary in topography, and this variation affects the road surface 
temperature. As depicted in Figure 1, the highway pierced through mountain ridges and ran 
parallel to valley lines. Both solar and emitted radiation and their interactions with the rugged 
topography affected the road surface temperature. Local sunrise and sunset or shadows dropped 
on the road surface affected the road surface temperatures (2). The radiation budget was clearly 
different in two point locations depicted in Figure 5, which shows sky-view images at those 
locations. 

Every point location along the highway has a different value of the sky-view factor. Thus, 
daytime and nocturnal radiation budgets vary from place to place. Determination of the sky-view 
factor for a given point location along the highway can be a cumbersome process, but it is 
necessary to quantify it in order to produce a road surface temperature prediction. Figure 6  
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FIGURE 5  Different sky-view factors along the highway. 
 
 
represents the sky-view factor for the entire study area. The segments with zero sky-view factor 
are those locations with tunnels, snow sheds, or snow shelters. 

The use of a Global Positioning System (GPS) facilitated the development of a 
geographic database for the study area. GPS-provided geographic coordinates can be used as a 
series of anchors to compile different types of data at each discrete location. Although the 
accuracy of GPS degrades in a highly rugged area where usable signals from satellites cluster in 
one portion of the sky (i.e., low dilution of precision) (3), given that the resolution of digital 
elevation model (DEM) is 50 m it is assumed that any horizontal error in GPS-providing 
geographic coordinates can be contained within a correct DEM grid. Based on the anchors of 
geographic coordinates, road surface temperature predictions for a series of point locations (e.g., 
15-m interval in between) can be performed. 
 
 
PROPOSED STUDY METHOD 
 
Meteorological forecasts for the winter of 2004–2005 were collected and archived. Based on the 
forecasts, the IceMiser model was run. This prediction model was evaluated from multiple 
viewpoints, mostly for its applicability to the study area. Specifically, the actual road surface 
temperature was measured with a vehicle equipped with an infrared thermometer multiple times 
during the winter season. Any topography-induced effects were identified and investigated, and 
results of the predictions were compared with an analysis of the meteorological forecasts and 
RWIS providing actual meteorological data. Figure 7 shows a series of road surface temperature 
predictions using average meteorological values, and it illustrates the potential for the IceMiser 
model. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Preventative maintenance is necessary and important so that the costs associated with the 
maintenance activities can be minimized while providing safe road conditions to the general 
public. The IceMiser model was evaluated in Europe, and it has a great potential for the study 
area in Japan which has different topographical and meteorological challenges. A full evaluation 
and appraisal of the model in the study area will be conducted during the winter of 2004–2005, 
and the results will be presented at the symposium. 
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FIGURE 6  Sky-view factor along the highway in the study area. 

 
 

 

December (°C) 
(From left to right: 15:00, 18:00, 21:00, 00:00, 03:00, 06:00, and 09:00) 

 
FIGURE 7  Sample IceMiser prediction output. 
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avement temperature in winter has a significant influence on highway maintenance and 
safety issues concerned with snow and ice management. A forecasting model chain for of 

pavement temperature in topographically varied terrain was developed and was being tested on 
Interstate 90 in Montana. The chain was initiated with the continental-scale meteorological 
forecast Eta model calculated on 20-km spacing. This was refined to a 1-km spacing using 
ARPS, a mesoscale model. Results were then interpolated to essentially provide a 30-m 
resolution weather forecast. Finally, Radiation Thermal model for Road Temperature 
(RadTherm/RT) was implemented to calculate terrain or pavement temperature. A Radtherm/RT 
grid was draped over a digital elevation map to provide a three-dimensional thermal topography, 
whereby each element or “facet” was given thermal characteristics appropriate to the material 
type. With the spatially calculated meteorological inputs, the energy balance of the terrain 
surface was calculated for each facet to forecast the surface temperature. Terrain surfaces took 
into account the influence of radiation exchange between facets as well as shadowing and sky 
view factors. Temporally animated surface temperature forecast maps were produced. Spatial 
variations were in clear evidence in the thermal signature of ridges compared with valleys and 
material properties. In order to simplify the information for more efficient utility by highway 
maintenance decision makers, a subset of the full terrain thermal map was provided to display 
only the highway temperature as a tricolor map. Comparisons of the pavement temperature 
calculated and measured at an road weather information system station were quite good when the 
meteorological forecasts were accurate. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Weather forecasting, measurement, and communication technologies presently in development 
have the potential to greatly improve roadway safety for the commuting public. As these 
technologies mature, government entities responsible for transportation infrastructure  

P 
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improvements must respond and work to implement systems that deliver anticipated results. It is 
typical for the commuting public to develop increased expectations of transportation 
infrastructure and information systems. With increased public expectations comes an increase in 
demands from providers of these services. 

Ice formation on roads is an obvious safety issue on roadways in cold climates. In an 
ongoing effort to address the problem, state departments of transportation and meteorological 
services have established a network of automated meteorological stations on their ground 
transportation infrastructure systems. These networked stations deliver valuable real-time 
information to a central location where decisions regarding an appropriate course of action to 
ensure highway safety may be made. The usefulness of these stations is limited by their 
distributed geographical positions: any decisions made based on delivered data must include 
interpolation or guessing with regard to the conditions on road surfaces located between the 
fixed-positions stations.  

A case in point is pavement icing, for which temperature and water sources determine the 
extent of icing. Thermal effects of sunlight, shadowing, and radiant heat exchange with the 
surrounding landscape in topographically complex terrain, such as mountainous and forested 
areas, cause significant differences in pavement temperature even on sections of road that are in 
close proximity to one another. However, it is virtually impossible to configure the entire 
highway system with sensors, so interpolation between sites is a necessity. It should also be 
noted that measurements are useful in providing a means to react to the current situation, but a 
forecast of the pavement conditions provides an added tool to help the highway operations 
manager be proactive. 

To enhance the accuracy of this interpolation and to provide a pavement temperature 
forecast, a thermal model that has, as its genesis, a military application for the identification of 
the “infrared signature” of vehicles, is presented. The thermal contrast model (TCM) was 
originally developed for the U.S. Air Force (1, 2), and PRISM (Physically Reasonable Infrared 
Signature Model) was developed at Michigan Technological University’s Keweenaw Research 
Center in conjunction with the U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Command (3). An adaptation of this 
modeling to topographically complex terrain was advanced for a snow cover by Adams and 
McDowell in 1991 (4, 5). As a demonstration of the applicability of the concept, a relatively 
simple topography was presented. However, with the advent of readily available digital elevation 
maps (DEMs) and increasingly accurate mesoscale meteorological models, it is now practical to 
combine these elements in an operational setting. Radiation Thermal model for Road 
Temperature (RadTherm/RT) is a commercially available software product developed for 
structures using these same infrared signature principles (6, 7). A version of this program 
specifically developed for topographically complex terrain, with a specific emphasis on highway 
applications, in a collaboration between Montana State University and ThermoAnalytics Inc., 
was accomplished as a proof-of-concept study under the Montana Department of Transportation 
(MDT) research, development, and technology transfer program (8). Encouraged by these 
results, RadTherm/RT was developed in this subsequent research and is currently being tested to 
forecast pavement temperatures on a section of Interstate 90 through Bozeman Pass, Montana, 
with mesoscale meteorological forecast data as input. 
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RADTHERM/RT 
 
Terrain and Topography  
 
The first step in developing models for a particular locale is to describe the area in a format 
useful for the thermal calculations. Surrounding landscape features including aspect, elevation, 
and surface material properties (e.g., vegetation type, exposed soil, rock, or snow) all influence 
the pavement temperatures. The effect on pavement temperature due to the energy exchange is 
determined by topography and the thermal properties of the surrounding terrain. 

From the outset, it was determined that for the most widespread utility the model must be 
readily transportable to new locations. Since DEMs and land cover maps (LCMs) are now 
readily available for many regions and since the thermal modeling presented here is based on 
application of well-established first principles, as outlined below, this approach achieves the goal 
of being highly portable for modeling additional areas. Accurate terrain models are generated 
from geographic information systems (GIS) to utilize the DEM and LCM information. 
Preprocessing programs are used to categorize GIS land cover types, defining appropriate 
material parameters for each element or facet that defines the landscape. A Radtherm/RT grid is 
effectively draped over the DEM to provide a three-dimensional thermal topography whereby 
each element or facet is given thermal characteristics appropriate to the particular material type. 
These thermal parameters (e.g., albedo, emissivity, thermal conductivity, and specific heat) are 
applied so that temperatures may be calculated based on environmental conditions. 

Topography is currently input at a 30-m resolution since U.S. Geological Survey DEMs 
are readily available at this scale. From this are determined the geometric influences, including 
such things as slope and elevation, terrain self-shadow and obscurations, surface-to-surface 
reflections and emissions, and directional solar load on a sloped surface. The rectangular 
elements obtained from the DEM are further divided into triangular facet elements in order to 
maintain a continuously connected surface. Each facet has a view factor defined, which is in 
essence what it would “see looking out,” given its orientation with respect to the sky and the 
other facets representing the landscape. These view factors are used to incorporate shadowing, 
sun angle, and facet orientation for surface-to-surface radiation.  

In order to account for radiation exchange between facets and with the sky, enclosure 
theory is employed to quantify each facet’s radiation view factor. This conceptually assumes a 
hemisphere centered over the facet, with the view factor Fij, being the fraction of the hemisphere 
that the projection of facet j (or the sky) intercepts as viewed by facet i. Within RadTherm/RT, 
view factors are calculated for each facet with respect to all of the other facets and the sky using 
view factor rays. Between 512 and 4,608 rays (with trade-offs between efficiency and accuracy) 
may be prescribed as emanating from each facet. The DEM, in conjunction with the rays, is used 
to construct a view factor file. This process must be run only once for a particular location to 
construct a map, since it is a purely geometric relationship. However, an apparent area that each 
facet will have with respect to direct solar radiation must be updated at each time step in order to 
appropriately account for shadowing and the relative sun position. Similar to the ray casting for 
the facet to facet, or facet to sky view factor, from 1 to 48 rays may be cast from each element to 
the sun to determine the fraction of the facet that is in shadow at any given time and global 
location. Once the view factor terrain map has been constructed the terrain temperatures may be 
calculated (as described below), driven by the appropriate environmental conditions.  
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First Principles Utilized in RadTherm/RT 
 
Computationally, one-dimensional, finite difference heat conduction equations are solved in the 
direction of the surface normal and determine the temperature profile through the thickness of 
each facet. Boundary conditions, used to solve the equations, assume a diurnal depth temperature 
for the lower bound and a flux condition for the energy exchange at the upper surface. The upper 
energy exchange includes radiation, convection, and phase change. Surface orientation is used to 
account for diurnal solar variations, including shadowing and reflection, and long-wave radiation 
calculations include facet-to-facet as well as facet-to-sky exchange. 

The surface temperature of the pavement as well as the surrounding terrain is calculated 
in RadThermRT by accounting for the energy balance at every facet. Atmospheric input is 
provided at the upper surface in terms of energy flux, Q, 

 
shlhswlw QQQQQ +++=  (1) 

 
where 
 

Qlw  = long-wave radiation (6.8–100 µm, infrared),  
Qsw  = shortwave radiation (0.2–3 µm, solar),  
Qlh = latent heat due to phase change, and  
Qsh  = convective or sensible heat flux. 
 
The net long-wave radiation flux for each facet i is  
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where  
 

Fis  = facet i to sky-view factor,  
Fij  = view factor from facet i to facet j,  
ε i, εj = emissivity of facets i and j respectively,  
Qli  = incident long-wave sky radiation,  
σ  = Stephan-Boltzman constant,  
n  = number of other facets,  
θi  = i facet temperature, and  
θj = j facet temperature.  

 
Thus, this accounts for the exchange with the sky through the first term on the right-hand 

side and the exchange with all of the other facets through the second term. Somewhat similarly, 
the solar contribution, Qsw, for the ith facet is 
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where  
 

α  = absorptivity (for nontransmissive terrains α = 1–albedo),  
In  = direct solar radiation,  
Id  = diffuse solar,  
A  = facet area,  
Ap  = apparent area of the facet (i.e., that part of the facet projected toward the sun that is 

unshadowed), and 
Bij  = shape factor from the i to j facet.  

 
Multiple reflections are accounted for, with the reflected solar considered diffuse. 
Newton’s Law for cooling is used for the sensible heat flux, 
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i
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where ch  is the average convective heat transfer coefficient over the facet, and θa is the air 
temperature. The flux due to phase change is calculated as  
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where 
 

Lm  = latent heat of phase change,  
mh  = convective mass transfer coefficient, and 

Ca and Ci  = the mass concentrations of water vapor.  
 

The influence of liquid precipitation is handled by assuming no more than a 0.4-mm 
thickness will accumulate and that this film will eventually be removed through phase change. 
The influence of the phase change on the pavement temperature is taken into account through 
this equation; however, there is not yet a practical and accurate means to automatically update 
changing road surface conditions due to snowfall. This is not because of technical limitations 
within the modeling effort—for example, of adding snow accumulation based on snowfall 
rates—but rather the inability to handle the anthropomorphic influences, such as traffic and 
maintenance operations, in a forecast mode. RadTherm/RT in its current operational form is, by 
default, used to forecast road surface temperatures. The assumption with regard to the 
temperature calculations is that the road is dry and not snow covered. Snow-covered road 
conditions can be specified for a particular run, but these conditions are not updated as actual 
road surface conditions change during the course of that run and are not provided to the 
maintenance personnel in the operational test case. 

The energy equation for a differential volume within the opaque terrain provides the time, 
t, rate of change of temperature, θ, as proportional to the divergence of the heat flux, q,  
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where ρ is the material mass density and cp is the specific heat of the material. The heat flux, q, 
through the terrain and pavement is primarily because of heat conduction and thus according to 
Fourier’s law is represented as 
 

θ∇⋅−= kq   (7) 
 

where k is the thermal conductivity. So that 
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The thermal diffusivity, k

c p⋅= ρδ , is determined by the material properties. A fixed lower-
boundary temperature is set at the diurnal depth as appropriate for the particular day as 
determined from measured historical data.  
 
 
MODELING CHAIN  
 
To utilize the terrain or pavement thermal model in an operational mode, a model chain was 
developed. This chain began with a continental-scale weather forecast that provided conditions 
to drive a mesoscale model, which in turn provided the meteorological input required for the 
pavement temperature calculation at the scale of the DEM, by using RadTherm/RT. This 
computational chain function as follows. Forecast weather data were taken from existing 
meteorological models (for forecasts in the United States, continental-, or synoptic-scale 
forecasts were first run by the National Center for Environmental Prediction using the Eta 
model), which were posted on a public file transfer protocol server. These results were then 
downloaded and used as input into a mesoscale modeling program, the Advanced Regional 
Prediction System (ARPS), which was designed to more accurately account for topographic and 
turbulent flow factors. Utilizing Eta input, ARPS models ran in two successively smaller scales 
to provide forecast data with resolutions on the order of 1 km. These values were subsequently 
interpolated to the scale of the DEM (30 m), essentially providing individual forecasts for each 
facet.  

To model current conditions accurately, it should be mentioned that it is possible to use a 
mesoscale modeling tool such as the ARPS data assimilation system (ADAS). As the name 
indicates, ADAS can assimilate measured meteorological data throughout the entire modeling 
period and can be used to drive the responses near those measured points, by forcing or 
weighting a statistical minimization of the error between the model and the measured data. Data 
from either of these types of mesoscale programs can then be used as input into RadTherm/RT. 
RadTherm/RT inputs are air temperature, shortwave (solar) radiation, long-wave (infrared) 
radiation, wind speed, wind direction, humidity, and precipitation rate, as a function of time. 
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RESULTS 
 
The information that had been calculated was presented on a website for the decision-making 
highway maintenance manager. Forecasts were run every 12 h, for 24-h periods; thus in general, 
the newest forecast overwrote the last 12 h of the previous. In addition to providing more current 
updates, this protocol ensured that if a forecast were late or there were some failure in the computer 
communication chain, there would still be a forecast in place. The process was further detailed in 
“Forecasting Terrain-Dependent Weather Conditions: Details of a Model Chain Sequence” by 
McKittrick, Adams, Gauer, Mewes, and Curran on pages 95–108 in this circular.  

Data obtained from the LCM were adjusted to conditions appropriate to the winter during 
the period under consideration. Spatial surface temperatures, calculated using the first principles 
thermal model chain for the temporally varying terrain, were represented visually as a color-coded 
animation. In this instance all of the regions designated as grasslands were considered to be 
covered with 30 cm of fresh snow, rocky outcropping were left exposed, deciduous trees were 
dormant and leafless, and conifer trees were also considered dormant. The highway was generally 
considered bare, as described above. An example snapshot of the output is shown in Figure 1. 
Notice the influence of the topography and material properties on the image. The thermal signature 
of the highway, running east–west across the image was evident. The influence of both the 
topography and thermal properties were apparent in all of the terrain. Some of the hotter spots were 
the result of orientation to the sun but also their thermal properties. Since the highway was actually 
the area of interest, in order to increase computation efficiency a variable mesh size was developed 
in which facets further from the highway increase in area. While from a direct radiation exchange 
the more distant elements was less important, the influence of shadowing still might have been 
relevant. In particular, the highway was quite distinct from the surrounding terrain.  

The information that had been calculated in the modeling chain was presented on a website 
for the decision-making highway maintenance manager. For each forecast period an e-mail was 
sent to provide the predicted maximum and minimum temperature and wind information. This 
notice also contained a link to a website to provide convenient access to more detailed information 
if the manager feels that the notification contained pertinent information warranting additional 
data.  

While the information presented in Figure 1 is available, it likely presents more information 
regarding the surrounding terrain than is likely needed with regard to highway operation decisions. 
The website is therefore organized in a manner such that the decision maker can access the data at 
a level of detail deemed most useful for a particular situation. Beyond the most basic level 
presented in the automatic email, a temporally varying tricolor plan view map keyed to the 
highway temperature is provided. The color code indicates the critical temperature; for example, 
close to freezing (±2°C), along with ranges above freezing and ranges below freezing. An example 
is demonstrated in Figure 2. A similar presentation for average critical wind velocities calculated 
over each facet is also presented. 

While the tricolor offers what may be sufficient to indicate where and when the critical 
pavement temperature and wind velocity values are to be anticipated, it does not provide 
particulars as to “how far” above or below the thresholds the values might be. This type of 
information may be important, for example, in deciding when a particular chemical might be 
effective. Consequently, a more detailed presentation is offered in the form of a continuous color-
coded elevation view that includes both pavement temperature and wind velocity on the same 
figure (Figure 3). 
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FIGURE 1  A thermal map “snapshot” of the terrain being modeled along I-90 between 
Bozeman and Livingston, captured at 13:00 on February 26, 2003.  

 
 

As discussed, every facet essentially had a complete weather and terrain- or pavement- 
temperature forecast. This information was provided at each mile marker on a time versus 
variable plot. In addition, at the road weather information system (RWIS) meteorological station, 
the measured data were also plotted, as they came in, along with the predicted values. An 
example of this is demonstrated for the temperature plot in Figure 4. Also, the meteorological 
data used for the surface temperature calculation were similarly presented as plots, including 
shortwave and long-wave radiation, wind speed and direction, cloud cover fraction, relative 
humidity, precipitation, barometric pressure, and snow accumulation. 

 
 

 
FIGURE 2  The basic tricolor map for highway maintenance decision makers,  

provided on the website as a time–temperature animation for the forecast period. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
Statistical studies indicate that the pavement temperature model produces results that are quite 
good when the meteorological forecast is accurate. McKittrick et al., in the paper on pp. 95–108 
in this circular, indicated that when the MDT RWIS measured data are used as input to the 
RadTherm/RT model the average error in pavement temperature is about 2°C, generally skewed 
low. The error when driving the model with the meteorological forecast models is closer to 5°C. 
It should be pointed out that the accuracy of RWIS, which is in place alongside the highway as 
part of the array of stations situated throughout the state, has not been validated in this study. 
There remain a number of areas in which improvements to the model can be made, such as 
improved values of material properties of the pavement and a reduction in the number of facets  
for which calculations are required and do not, perhaps, significantly influence the pavement 
temperature.  

The model chain presented has been proved successful in being able to link together a 
complex series of models from the continental scale to the microscale. Increases in available 
computational tools have increased, even during the course of this study, to the point where the 
results achieved would not have been possible at the outset. The current approach is well 
positioned to continue to develop and grow along with technological advances. As the 
meteorological models continue to improve along with accuracy and efficiency gains anticipated 
for the surface temperature model, improved results and increased utility by the highway 
maintenance operations will proceed as well. 

 
 

 
FIGURE 3  A “snapshot” of an elevation map providing a continuous  

temperature and wind-speed forecast across Bozeman Pass. 
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FIGURE 4  An example of plot presented at each mile marker, taken from the facet that 
includes the MDT RWIS. The measured data are continuously updated when available. 

Plots at the other mile markers are similar, but without the measured data. All of the 
meteorological input required for the pavement temperature calculations is included on 

similar plots and provided on the website. 
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he large-scale winter model project resulted in a model for assessing the most important effects 
and the monetary value of changes to winter maintenance strategies and operations.  

The winter road condition model was the central part of the winter model. The road condition 
model characterized the state of a winter in terms of a road condition description hour by hour. The 
road condition model provided input data for the other models assessing different effects such as 
accident risk, travel time, fuel consumption, and environmental effects. In the first stage, a model that 
described how road conditions were affected by weather, what maintenance measures were taken, 
and the volume of traffic on two-lane rural roads with a width of 7 to 9 m and speed limit of 90 km/h 
was developed. 

To a great extent, the basis for developing the winter road condition model was data already 
collected from nine observation sites with the purpose of developing the accessibility model. 

For several periods data from these observation sites contained information hour by hour 
regarding weather, traffic flow, initial road condition, maintenance measures taken, and specified 
types of road condition development mainly connected with snow ploughing and anti-icing 
measures. Additional information, such as development of ruts down to the pavement in hard-packed 
snow or thick ice caused by vehicles with studded tires and conditions for a wet or moist road to dry 
out, was collected by field studies during the 2002–2003 winter season. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A large-scale winter model project resulted in a model for assessing the most important effects and 
the monetary value of changes to winter maintenance strategies and operations. The effects were 
assessed for road users, road administrators, and the environment. 

The winter road condition model was the central part of the winter model. The model 
characterized the state of a winter in terms of a road condition description hour by hour. The road 
condition model provided input data for the other models assessing different effects such as accident 
risk, travel time, fuel consumption, and environmental effects. The model was limited to describing 
winter road conditions on two-lane rural roads. 

 
 

MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
 
In the first stage a model that described how road conditions are affected by weather, what 
maintenance measures were taken, and what volume of traffic existed on a road with a width of 7 to 
9 m and speed limit of 90 km/h was developed. The model was limited to four cases concerning 
winter maintenance standard classes and traffic flow (Table 1). Standard class A3 was the second-
lowest class of salted roads, and standard class B1 was the highest class of nonsalted roads (1).  

T 
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To a great extent, the basis for developing the winter road condition model was data already 
collected from the nine observation sites, during one or two winter seasons, with the purpose of 
developing the accessibility model.  

The observation sites represent the following variations: 
 
• Climate zone: central, lower northern and upper northern Sweden; 
• Standard class: A3, A4, and B1; 
• Traffic flow: annual average daily traffic (AADT) 1,500 to 3,500; 
• Road width: 6.5 to 9.2 m; and  
• Speed limit: 90 and 110 km/h. 
 
For several periods, data from these observation sites contained information hour by hour 

regarding weather, traffic flow, initial road condition, and maintenance measures taken. Also 
specified types of road condition development—mainly connected with snow ploughing and anti-
icing treatment—could be studied. Additional information will be collected in special field surveys 
from the winter 2002–2003. One survey will cover the development of ruts down to the pavement in 
hard-packed snow or thick ice caused by vehicles with studded tires. Also, the mechanism for a wet 
or moist road to dry out was studied.  

 
 

STRUCTURE OF WINTER ROAD CONDITION MODEL  
 
The first version of the road condition model was constructed according to the following outline. The 
road condition for each of five strips of the lane was described (2). In Figure 1, half of a carriageway 
is shown.  

Starting from the center of the road, the lane, the shoulder, and the ditch ares shown. Snow 
covers the road except in wheel tracks. The lane is divided into the following strips:  

 
• Edge of lane,  
• Right wheel track,  
• Between wheel tracks,  
• Left wheel track, and   
• Middle of the carriageway.  
 
Input and output data to and from the road condition model are shown in Figure 2. Input data 

included 
 

• Road condition during the hour t (a 60-min period) for each of five strips of the lane. 
• Amount of residual salt on the carriageway during the hour t, if possible. 
• Weather from the road weather information system (RWIS) during the hour t + 1.  

 
TABLE 1  Four Cases for the Road Condition Model 

Winter Maintenance Standard Class Traffic Flow (AADT) 
A3 1,500 3,000 
B1 1,000 3,000 
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FIGURE 1  Lane divided into five strips. 
 
 
Weather included air temperature, road surface temperature, dew point temperature, type and amount 
of precipitation, wind speed, and weather situation. Examples of weather situations were 
snowfall, rain, blowing snow, and risk of slippery surfaces due to, for example, frost formation 
on a cold carriageway. 

• Traffic flow and average speed during the hour t + 1. Data were divided into cars 
using studded tires, cars not using studded tires, trucks with a trailer, and trucks with no trailer. 

• Maintenance measures taken during the hour t + 1. These data were divided into snow 
ploughing, anti-icing treatment, snow ploughing combined with anti-icing treatment, gritting, 
and grading. 
 

Output data included 
 

• Road condition during the hour t + 1 for each of five strips of the lane. 
• Road condition during the hour t + 1 at an aggregated level. For example, the 

following five types of road condition: dry bare ground, moist or wet bare ground, hard-packed 
snow or thick ice, black ice or hoar-frost, and loose snow or slush. 

• Friction class in wheel tracks during the hour t + 1, if possible. 
• Amount of residual salt on the carriageway during the hour t + 1, if possible. 
 
 

FIRST ATTEMPT AT WINTER ROAD CONDITION MODEL 
 
A first model attempt was designed as a basis for developing and testing the computer program 
that managed input and output data and made calculations in the winter model. The attempt 
consisted of three submodels: 

 

  

  

Lane Shoulder Ditch

123 4 
5 

1 = Edge of lane 
2 = Right wheel track 
3 = Between wheel tracks 
4 = Left wheel track 
5 = Middle of the carriageway 
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FIGURE 2  Input and output data to and from the road condition model. 
 

 
1. One for a wet or moist road to dry out; 
2. One for anti-icing treatment; and  
3. One for snow ploughing combined with anti-icing treatment.  
 
The submodels were still to a great extent intuitive and without accurate empirical 

foundation but contained some realistic relationships between different variables. 
The following notation of the concept of time is used (Figure 3):  
 
• Time t is an instant, for example 10:00 and 11:00. 
• The hour t is a period of 60 min immediately after t. For example the hour 10 means 

the time period 10:00 to 10:59.  
 
Drying Submodel 
 
If the amount of water on the road is 
 

• 50 g/m2, the road condition is wet bare ground; 
• 50–5 g/m2, the road condition is moist bare ground;  
• < 5 /m2, the road condition is dry bare ground; or 

 
One mm of rain ↔ the amount of water on each m2 of the road = 100 x 100 x 0.1 = 1,000 cm3/m2 
= 1000 g/m2.  
 

Road 
Condition 

Model 

Output Data, hour t + 1
• Road condition 
• Friction, if possible 
• Residual salt, if possible 

Traffic Flow/Speed, hour t + 1
cars/studs, cars/no studs 

trucks/trailer, trucks/no trailer 

Measures, hour t + 1 
ploughing, anti-icing, 
gritting, grading 

hour t

Weather, hour t + 1 
RWIS-data 
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o’clock                                       t        t + 1     t + 2      t + 3     t + 4     t + 5 
│        │        │        │        │        │ 

hour                              t        t + 1    t + 2   t + 3     t + 4 
 

FIGURE 3  Notation of the concept of time. 
 
 

If the amount of water on the road is > 50 g/m2, it is assumed that the amount of water is 
halved each time the traffic flow runs up to 100 pbekv, where pbekv is (the number of cars) x 1 + 
(the number of trucks with no trailer) x 3 + (the number of trucks with a trailer) x 7. 

If the amount of water on the road is ≤ 50 g/m2,  it is assumed that drying depends on dew 
point temperature, road surface temperature, and traffic flow. Also, wind speed and wind 
direction are important parameters that are included when empirical data are studied more 
closely.  

 
Anti-Icing Treatment with Salt Submodel 
 
Assumptions and Prerequisites 
 
It is assumed that anti-icing treatment is carried out with brine and that a salting pass takes 2 h. 

If icy conditions are indicated during hour t, action is ordered at t + 1:00. After the driver 
has reported for duty and the vehicle has been made ready, which takes 1 h, action on the road 
begins at t + 2:00 and is carried out during hours t + 2 and t + 3. This means that, as an average 
for the salting pass, salting is performed at t + 3:00. The change in road conditions as a result of 
salting, as an average for the salting pass, shall then refer to t + 3:00. 

 
Model Attempt 
 
The relationship between weather (HF = risk of hoar frost), activity (D + V = time for driver to 
report for duty and for the vehicle to be made ready; S = salting), time of salting as an average 
for the pass (↑) and simplified description of road condition, is set out in Figure 4. 

If slippery conditions persist, another salting pass must be carried out. When this is done 
depends on the type of slippery conditions in question. 

 
Snow Plowing Combined with Anti-Icing Treatment Submodel 
 
Assumptions and Prerequisites 
 
It is assumed that snow falls over 5 to 7 h provides moderate amounts of snow (i.e., 2 cm to 4 cm 
of loose snow) and that only two passes of combined action are needed. Each pass takes 6 h. It is 
also assumed that a separate anti-icing treatment with moist salt is performed before the 
snowfall. Such an action is assumed to require 2 h. 
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O’Clock t t+1 t+2 t+3 t+4  t+5 
Hour │   t  │ t + 1  │ t + 2   │ t + 3  │  t + 4  │ 
Weather │ HF │ HF   │ HF   │   –    │   –     │ 
Activity │   –    │D+V │   S    │   S    │   –    │ 
Avg. time for pass  ↑ 
Road condition │ DB  │ DB  │ DB   │ MB  │drying 

 
FIGURE 4  Model attempt for anti-icing treatment with salt  

(DB = dry bare ground, MB = moist bare ground). 
 
 

If the first snowfall is indicated during hour t1, salting is carried out during the hours t1 – 
2 and t1 – 1. This means that the change in road conditions, as an average for the salting pass 
before the snowfall, should refer to t1 – 1:00. 

Combined action begins when ≥ 1 cm snow has fallen, aggregated by the hour. This is 
assumed to have occurred at t2:00. The first pass is then run during the hours t2 to t2 + 5. This 
means that the change in road conditions, as an average for the first pass of snowplow combined 
with anti-icing treatment, should refer to t2 + 3:00. 

The second pass with combined action begins 6 h after the start of the first pass (i.e., at t2 
+ 6:00). The change in road conditions as an average for the second pass should then refer to t2 + 
9:00. 

 
Model Attempt 
 
The relationship between weather (S = snowfall), amount of snow in cm/h, activities (S = salting, 
CA1 and CA2 = combined action of the first and second pass, respectively), time of salting and 
combined action as an average for the pass (↑), and simplified description of road conditions is 
set out in Figure 5. 

 
 
 

 
o’clock t1–2 t1–1 t1 t1+1  t2 t2+1 t2+2 t2+3 t2+4 t2+5 t2+6 
Hour │  t1–2 │ t1–1 │   t1 │ t1+1  │   t2  │t2+1  │t2+2  │  t2+3  │ t2+4  │ t2+5  │  t2+6  │ 
Weather │     –    │    –   │   S     │   S     │    S   │   S     │   S     │    S   │   S   │   –   │      –   │ 
Amt. of snow │     –    │    –    │   0.4   │   0.8   │   0.6  │  0.8   │  0.3   │   0.5  │   0.3  │   –   │      –   │ 
Activity │   S   │   S  │    –   │   –   │  CA1 │ CA1   │ CA1  │   CA1  │  CA1  │ CA1  │   CA2  │ 
Ave. time for pass ↑  salt ↑  comb. action 1  
Road condition │   DB │  MB │SL/LS │SL/LS │ SL/LS │SL/LS │SL/LS │    SL  │   SL │  SL │WB/SL│ 
 

FIGURE 5  Model attempt for snow ploughing combined with anti-icing treatment with 
salt (DB = dry bare ground, MB = moist bare ground, WB = wet bare ground, SL = slush, 

LS = loose snow). 
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MEASUREMENT OF RUT DEVELOPMENT  
 
At the end of January 2003 an attempt was made to measure rut development in hard-packed snow 
or thick ice caused by vehicles with studded tires. The measurement site was situated in upper 
northern Sweden. The road was covered by ice ~1-cm thick. 

Development of ruts down to the pavement was examined using a special device, called the 
Primal (Figures 6 and 7). 

The Primal is a small, self-propelled device, developed by the Swedish National Road and 
Transport Research Institute. It is normally used for measuring cross sections of paved roads in the 
summer. It is located at the starting point and aimed at the end point for the measurement. 

 
 

  
FIGURE 6  Primal has just left the starting point in the middle of the road. 

 

  
FIGURE 7  Primal toward the end point (by the stand) on the shoulder. 
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Then it travels across the road and measures the level of the surface on to the end point. The starting 
and end points are nails with a washer driven into the pavement. In this case the road condition was 1 
cm of thick ice. The precision of the measurement was good. A cross section measured by the Primal is 
shown in Figure 8.  

A reference plane is defined by the starting point and the end point, and the cross section is 
drawn in relation to the reference plane. We can see the starting point (the nail in the pavement), 1 cm 
of thick ice on the pavement, left wheel track, between wheel tracks, right wheel track, shoulder, and 
down from the thick ice to the end point (the second nail). 

Thirty-eight cross sections were measured over 4 days. By plotting these in the same diagram, 
the gradual development of ruts would be shown. Unfortunately, problems with data collection meant 
that rut development could not be evaluated in this simple way. Average cross sections from Days 1 
and 4 were instead produced by manual methods. The results are plotted in Figure 9. 
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FIGURE 8  Cross section measured by the Primal (2003-01-27, cross section no. 8). 
 

 

  
FIGURE 9  Average cross sections from Day 1 (light curve) and  

Day 4 (dark curve) superimposed upon each other. 
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It was estimated that the ruts deepened by a maximum of 1 mm between the first and last 
measuring event, over about 3 days. Because of the manual method, there is naturally quite a 
large uncertainty in this estimate. During the same period about 2,000 cars with studded tires, 
which abraded the thick ice, traveled over the road. The relative wear in the middle of the wheel 
track in thick ice can then be estimated as 1.0/2000 = 0.0005 mm/car with studded tires. 

In the present case, this would mean that the 1-cm thick ice would be worn away in the 
middle of the wheel track after ~20,000 cars with studded tires have passed. This represents 
traffic during approximately 1 month. 
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his study is concerned with a snow and ice control system based on a friction coefficient. A 
method was developed to estimate the friction coefficient on winter road surfaces indirectly 

from vehicular motion data. The interaction between tire and road surface was taken into account 
and integrated into a genetic algorithm. The friction coefficients estimated by the method were 
better fitted to the actual measured values, compared with those estimated by conventional 
physical formulas. More conveniently, the friction coefficients estimated were not sensitive to 
the parameters of the tire model that are difficult to measure in a real field. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A snow and ice control system based on a friction coefficient (1–3) draws a great deal of concern 
from researchers and practitioners, but it still remains in a challenging stage. The difficulty lies 
in the fact that road surface conditions in winter are transient and vulnerable; that is, they can be 
quite different from those 30 min before and from those 100 m distant. It is almost impossible for 
a road agency to deploy as many devices needed to cover a whole city area and to measure the 
friction coefficients simultaneously even if advanced friction testers (4–6) are deployed in the 
real field. 

Now, taxis are often equipped with a Global Positioning System (GPS) for more efficient 
operations. We are able to know exactly where they are on a real-time basis. In general, 
vehicular motions in winter are closely correlated with road surface conditions. If taxis were 
equipped with some vehicular motion sensors, it would be easy to find out what road surface 
conditions are like over a wider area. In this respect, vehicular motion sensors, such as the 
accelerometer and the angular velocity meter, are the best choice because they are small enough 
to be installed in a taxi, durable enough to withstand severe vehicular motions, and more 
important, inexpensive enough to deploy in large numbers. 

This study aimed to establish a method estimating friction coefficient from vehicular 
motion data. Using the experiment data measured by probe vehicles that were equipped with 
motion sensors, we developed an inverse estimation technique, in which a tire model that 
represented the mutual interaction between tire and road surface was combined with a genetic 
algorithm (GA). The next section presents the theoretical background of the estimation method. 

T 
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The description of data collection follows next, with a description of the probe vehicles that were 
designed for this study and the experiments conducted on a test track. The next section deals with 
some numerical analyses. The estimation method developed here is compared with some primitive 
methods that are based on elementary physical formula. The sensitivity of friction coefficient to 
some model parameters is also examined. Finally, some concluding remarks are presented for 
further study.  
 
 
ESTIMATION METHODS  
 
Rigid Body Model 
 
Before formulating the equation of motion based on the tire model, a few simpler estimation 
equations assuming that the vehicle is in rigid body motion should be considered. That is, some 
elementary physical formulas for particle dynamics can be applied: 
 

• If the longitudinal acceleration data, a, is available, the ratio to the gravitational 
constant, g, should correspond to friction coefficient: 
 

gaf / 1 =  (1) 
 
• In general, speed is easier to measure than acceleration. Although the numerical 

differentiation brings another difficulty, if the speed in the longitudinal direction v is measured, 
Equation 1 reduces to 
 

g
dt
dvf /)(2 =  (2) 

 
• If both speeds, v1 and v2, at the beginning and end of vehicular motion as well as the 

distance S moving during the time period are available, the relationship between them yields the 
following equation: 
 

gS
vvf 2

)( 2
1

2
2

3
−=  (3) 

 
Tire and Road Surface Interaction Model 
 
Tire Model 
 
Studless tires widely used in winter seasons are characterized by their high viscoelastic nature. 
Figure 1 depicts the displacement and force generated on a single tire under braking operation. The 
contact area between tire and road surfaces is divided into an adhesion region, where the friction 
force is proportional to the longitudinal displacement, and the sliding region, where the relative 
motion already occurred and the force is in proportion to vertical load. In order to evaluate the 
interaction between tire and road surface more precisely, the viscoelastic component in the 
adhesion region should be taken into account as well as the hysteresis component in the sliding  
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FIGURE 1  Conceptual drawing of friction force at contact area in  
braking operation: (a) distribution of displacement over the contact area and  

(b) friction force versus displacement. 
 
region (7). The length of adhesion region hl  can be given as the solution of the following non-
linear equation (8): 
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where 
 
 s = slip ratio, 
 n = order of parabolic curve for contact pressure, 
 l = contact length, 
 w = contact width, 
 µS = static friction coefficient, 
 Cx = spring constant of tread base, and  
 Fz = vertical load. 
 

It should be noted here that the adhesion length is simply the function of the geometry of 
the contact area and the elastic constant of tire as well as the friction coefficient and the slip ratio. 
The vehicle speed has no influence on it. 

The slip ratio in Equation 4 is an index that represents the relative discrepancy between 
vehicle and wheel speeds: 
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where Vbdy and Vwhl are vehicle speed and wheel speed, respectively. The slip ratio Sd will be in 
the range of 0 to 1 while the slip ratio Sa will be from –1 to 0. In general, the slip ratio of the 
antibraking system (ABS) is designed to be 0.15 to 0.20. The adhesion length of a studless tire 
becomes 20% to 40% of the whole contact length for such a slip ratio. Once the length is 
determined, the longitudinal force applied to the whole contact area can be defined as the sum of 
the adhesion force in the adhesion region and the friction force in the sliding region:  
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Dynamic Friction Coefficient 
 

Although the friction coefficient on winter road surfaces is not as dependent on speed as the one 
on wet surfaces, the speed dependency should be taken into account in the estimation model in 
order to evaluate the friction coefficient as precisely as possible. Suppose that the tread base is 
sliding at the speed of V ′ in the sliding region and the dynamic friction coefficient µd linearly 
decreases with speed:  
 

Vad
′−µ=µ 0   (7) 

 
where µ0 and a are regression coefficients. As shown in Equation 5, the relative speed of tread 
base to road surface is sV. Noting that the sliding occurs only in the sliding region, the average 
sliding speed in the region can be given as 
 

hll
lsVV
−

=′   (8) 

 
Accordingly the friction coefficient in the sliding region reduces to 
 

h

d ll
lasV
–

–µµ 0=   (9) 

 
Driving Model 
 

Once the forces applied to the vehicle are specified, vehicular motions can be described using a 
driving model. A two-wheel equivalence model was employed in this analysis (Figure 2). That 
is, by assuming that the vehicle is in two-dimensional motion and assembling the friction forces 
to the gravity center of the vehicle, we can set out the equation of motion for each direction: 
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FIGURE 2  Two-wheel equivalence model. 

 
 
where m is the mass of the vehicle. For simplicity, only the longitudinal force was considered in 
this study. The Runge-Kutta-Gill algorithm works well to solve the differential equation. 
 
Inverse Estimation of Friction Coefficient 
 
As shown in Equation 6, the longitudinal force Fx is the function of the adhesion length lh. As 
shown in Equation 4, the length is also the function of both the fiction coefficient µs and slip 
ratio s. Accordingly, the trajectory of the vehicle is closely related to the friction coefficient and 
the slip ratio. In turn, we can formulate the optimization problem in order to estimate them as 
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subject to 
 
µmin ≤ µs ≤ µmax,   smin ≤ sfr ≤ smax,   smin ≤ srr ≤ smax  (12) 
 
where  
 
 sfr and srr  = slip ratio of front wheel and rear wheel, respectively; 
 vk and xk  = speed and position actually measured at time step k; and  
 kv~ and kx~  = estimates in  Equation 11.  
 

The speed and position in the objective function are normalized by the standard deviation 
σv and σx, respectively.  

In general, since taxis in Japan are not equipped with an antilocking braking system 
(ABS), the slip ratio is not available in taxi vehicular motion data. In this analysis, considering 
the application to taxi data in the future, the slip ratios at both wheels were treated as an 
unknown variable although they were actually measured in the experiments. Instead, they were 
used to examine the validity of the estimation model. Moreover, the speed and position were 
averaged every 1 s in order to remove the noises included in the original measurement data.  
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Genetic Algorithm 
 
The GA model adopted in this study is the GENECOP III program proposed by Michalewicz (9) 
and characterized by floating-point representations, flexibility in dealing with boundary 
constraints, the systematic application of mutations and crossovers, and the applicability to non-
linear constraint problems. The fundamental concept of the GA model is a random search for the 
optimal solution. The technique is effective in circumventing local minima, in particular when 
the objective function has a lot of peaks. The algorithm consists of six genetic operators, three 
mutations and three crossovers: the uniform mutation allows it to move freely within the search 
space, the boundary mutation urges the optimal solution to lie either on or near the boundary of 
the feasible region, and the non-uniform mutation works for the fine tuning of the system. 
Conversely, the arithmetic crossover stimulates faster convergence to the global minimum and 
maximum, the simple crossover enhances the stability to the optimal solution, and the heuristic 
crossover contributes to the fine local tuning and promising direction finding. The parameters of 
the GA model used in this study were the same as in GENECOP III with the sole exception of 
the number of populations. 

The estimation procedures are summarized as follows: 
 
• Step 0: Set initial values of friction coefficient µs as well as slip ratios sfr and srr. 

Specify constants: weight and geometry of vehicle, length and width of tire contact area, and 
spring constant of tire. 

• Step 1: Set k = 0. 
• Step 2: Update k = k + 1. 
• Step 3: Calculate the adhesion length ln with Equation 4 and longitudinal force Fx 

with Equation 6. 
• Step 4: Solve Equation 10 and derive the speed kv~ and position kx~ . 
• Step 5: Repeat Steps 2 to 4 until the vehicle stops or reaches a certain speed specified 

in advance. 
• Step 6: Adjust the friction coefficient by following the GA operations; µs = µs + ∆µs. 
• Step 7: Go to Step 1 if the objective function Equation 11 is still large. Otherwise, 

stop. 
 
 
DATA COLLECTION  
 
Vehicular Motion Sensors 
 
We used the safety record (SR) sensors developed by Data Tech Co. Ltd. to measure acceleration 
in the longitudinal and lateral directions, the yaw rate (angular velocity) around the vertical axis, 
and the pulse rate of the driven wheel. The sensors were synchronized with a GPS device. The 
resolution of the accelerometer and the angular velocimeter were both 10 bits. The maximum 
frequency of the pulse meter was 1.5 kHz. The GPS was based on a point positioning system. 
The vehicular motion data were stored in either a peripheral component interconnect card or a 
memory stick every 0.1 s. 
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Probe Vehicles 
 
Before fitting the SR sensors into taxis, we enhanced the measurement sensors in order to 
measure more extensive vehicular motions by adding acceleration in the vertical direction, 
pitching rate around the lateral axis, and pulse rate of both front and rear wheels. We equipped 
two probe vehicles with the enhanced device; one a Nissan Safari (Probe 1) owned by Hokkaido 
University and the other an Isuzu Big Horn (Probe 2) owned by Kitami Institute of Technology 
(KIT). Both vehicles were sport utility vehicles and had been specially fitted for this kind of 
driving test. The KIT probe vehicle was equipped with ABS while the Hokkaido probe vehicle 
was not.  
 
Experimental Data 
 
In order to collect the vehicular motion data on homogenous road conditions in winter, we 
conducted a series of driving tests on an isolated test track operated by the Civil Engineering 
Research Institute in December 2001. Before the experiments, we prepared two types of road 
surface: one lane was kept in an icy state and the other lane in a snow-compacted state. The 
friction coefficient was measured using a bus-type skid tester approximately every 2 h. The 
friction coefficient on the icy road surface ranged from 0.1 to 0.2, while that of the snow-
compacted road surface was somewhat larger ranged from 0.3 to 0.5. Figure 3 exhibits the 
variation of the friction coefficient measured on both road surfaces. 

The experiment was conducted by emulating driving patterns at intersections. The drivers 
were required to decelerate and accelerate in compliance with traffic signals. The speed before 
decelerating and after accelerating were set in advance but the timing of the signal turning to red 
was not told to the drivers in advance. The vehicles were driven singly without following other 
drivers. As shown in Figure 4, a few time periods with constant acceleration and deceleration 
were extracted from each data set, and the vehicular motion data were smoothed every 1 s. Table 
1 lists the number of time periods extracted for each driving operation and each probe vehicle. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 3  Variation of the friction coefficient measured on the test track. 
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FIGURE 4  Accelerating and decelerating at intersection. 
 
 

TABLE 1  Number of Datasets for Each Driving Operation, Each Road  
Condition, and Each Probe Vehicle 

 Probe 1 (Safari) Probe 2 (Big Horn) 
 Icy  Snow-Compacted Icy  Snow-Compacted 

Accelerating 12 11 11 11 
Decelerating 8 6 10 7 

 
 
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS  
 
Rigid Body Model 
 
Applying the rigid body models defined by Equations 1–3 to the test data sets in Table 1, we 
estimated the friction coefficient on both icy and snow-compacted road surfaces, as shown in 
Figure 5. The left sides are for Probe 1 and the right sides are for Probe 2. It can be seen that 
 

• The friction coefficients estimated are much smaller than those actually measured 
regardless road condition, driving pattern, and probe vehicle.  

• The friction coefficients in deceleration operation are somewhat closer to the actually 
measured ones, compared with those in accelerating operation. Even so, the difference is still 
large except some values for Probe 1. 

• Little difference can be found in the friction coefficients estimated by Equations 1–3 
except some values for Probe 1 in decelerating operation, in which the friction coefficients 
estimated by Equation 1 are somewhat larger than the ones estimated by the others. 

• The friction coefficients for Probe 2 are distributed in a narrow range, compared with 
those for Probe 1. The ABS equipment in Probe 2 contributed to the stable distribution. 
 

The rigid body model underestimates the friction coefficient not only on the icy road 
surface conditions but also on the snow-compacted conditions. This suggests that the vehicular 
motions in a real field are far from those of rigid body. Moreover, we can see some large 
difference in the friction coefficients for decelerating operation between Probe 1 and Probe 2. 
The vehicular motions of Probe 1, which was not equipped with ABS, were close to those of 
rigid body because both wheels were almost locked while braking. Conversely, the wheels of 
Probe 2, which was equipped with ABS, were not locked at all.  
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FIGURE 5  Friction coefficients estimated by the rigid body model: (a) Probe 1 
while accelerating, (b) Probe 2 while accelerating, (c) Probe 1 while decelerating, 

and (d) Probe 2 while decelerating. 
 
 
Tire and Road Surface Interaction Model 
 
Friction Coefficient 
 
As n the previous section, using the tire and road surface interaction model we estimated the 
friction coefficients for the same data sets in Table 1. They were compared with those estimated 
by one of the rigid body models Equation 1, as shown in Figure 6. We can see that 
 

• The friction coefficients estimated by the interaction model are much larger than 
those estimated by the rigid body model. This tendency does not depend on the probe vehicle, 
road surface condition, or the driving operation. 

• Some friction coefficients for Probe 1 are fairly close to the ones actually measured. 
Particularly, the values in the decelerating operation are distributed in almost the same range as 
the ones in the real field.  

• Similar to the rigid body models, the friction coefficients for Probe 2 are less diverse 
than those for Probe 1 because of to the equipment of ABS. 
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FIGURE 6  Friction coefficients estimated by the tire and road surface interaction model, 

compared with those estimated by the rigid body model: (a) Probe 1 and (b) Probe 2. 
 
 

• Even so, the friction coefficients estimated by the interaction model are still in 
underestimation. Particularly, the values for Probe 2 are smaller regardless of road surface 
condition and driving pattern.  
 
Slip Ratio 
 
In the above analyses, we treated the slip ratios of front and rear wheels as unknown variables 
although we measured them in the experiments. In order to examine the accuracy of the 
estimation model proposed here, we compared the slip ratios estimated by the interaction model 
with those actually measured. Figure 7 exhibits the slip ratios of the rear wheel, which is the 
driving wheel for both probe vehicles. It can be seen that the slip ratios estimated by the 
interaction model are more widely distributed than those actually measured, particularly when in 
accelerating operation. Due to the ABS equipment, the ratios in decelerating operation for Probe 
2 are comparatively distributed in a narrow range. Even so, the discrepancies in Figure 7 are too 
large to neglect. Further improvements are requisite in describing the interaction between tire 
and road surface more accurately.  

 
Sensitivity 
 
As explained in the previous section, the tire model includes some parameters that are almost 
impossible to measure in the field, including the spring constant and the geometry of contact area. 
If the friction coefficient estimated by the interaction model were sensitive to the change in these 
parameters, we could not put the estimation method into practice. Table 2 summarizes the 
sensitivity of the spring constant Cx, the contact length l, the contact width w, the order n of 
parabolic curve for contact pressure distribution, the vertical load Fz, and the regression 
coefficients µ0 and a in the dynamic equation. For some parameters, we specified the ratio to the 
standard value (Std), which was actually used in the estimation analysis. Roughly speaking, the 
parameters on the left side in Table 1 are difficult to control because they are influenced by 
environmental factors, such as temperature and tire air pressure. It should be noted that the 
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 (a) (b) 

FIGURE 7  Slip ratios of rear wheel estimated by the tire and road surface interaction 
model, compared with those actually measured: (a) Probe 1 and (b) Probe 2. 

 
TABLE 2  Sensitivity to the Tire Model Parameters  

(Probe 1 in decelerating operation, Test data 1) 
Parameters Ratio to Std  Ice Snow  Ratio to Std Ice Snow 

0.5 0.132 0.326 0.8 0.160 0.406 
0.8 0.132 0.326 0.9 0.144 0.360 
1 0.132 0.326 1.0 0.132 0.326 

1.2 0.132 0.326 1.1 0.122 0.298 

 
1) Spring 

Std: Cx = 3000000 
(kgf/m^3) 

1.5 0.132 0.326 

 
5) Vertical 

Load 
Std: Fz=

1.2 0.113 0.275 
        
 

Parameters 
 

Ratio to Std 
 

Ice 
 

Snow 
  

µ o/ µ St c 
 

Ice 
 

Snow 
0.8 0.132 0.326 0.4 0.198 0.489 
0.9 0.132 0.326 0.5 0.158 0.391 
1 0.132 0.326 0.6 0.132 0.326 

1.1 0.132 0.326 0.7 0.113 0.279 

 
 

2) Contact Length 
Std: l = :270 (mm) 

1.2 0.132 0.326 

 
 

6) µ o/ µ St c

0.8 0.099 0.245 
        
 

Parameters 
 

Ratio to Std 
 

Ice 
 

Snow 
  

a 
 

Ice 
 

Snow 
0.8 0.132 0.326 0.000 0.112 0.308 
0.9 0.132 0.326 0.001 0.122 0.317 
1 0.132 0.326 0.002 0.132 0.326 

1.1 0.132 0.326 0.003 0.142 0.335 

 
3) Contact Width 

Std: w = :216 
(mm) 

1.2 0.132 0.326 

 
 

7) Grad. in 
µ d a 

0.004 0.152 0.344 
        
 

Parameters 
 

n 
 

Ice 
 

Snow 
    

2 0.132 0.326     
4 0.132 0.326     
6 0.132 0.326     
8 0.132 0.326     

 
4) Order of  

Parabolic Curve 
n:4 

10 0.132 0.326     
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parameters on the left side do influence the estimation results at all. However, we must be careful 
in specifying the parameters on the right side in Table 1. The friction coefficient is fairly 
sensitive to a small change in these parameters. Regarding the vertical load Fz, it is not so 
difficult to determine it in advance from the vehicle handbook by adding the weight of occupants. 
The most difficult thing is the specification of the regression coefficients µ0 and a. Although they 
are not as sensitive to environmental factors as the parameters on the left side in Table 2, they are 
not always available in the tire handbook, because tire companies sometime keep them secret. It 
is necessary to accumulate the experimental data for these parameters.  
 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
In order to estimate the friction coefficient on winter road surfaces, an inverse method based on 
vehicular motion data was developed; a tire model was integrated into a genetic algorithm. 
Before going to taxi data, we conducted a number of field experiments using probe vehicles 
equipped with vehicular motion sensors and a GPS device. The friction coefficients estimated by 
the new method were compared with those estimated by the physical formulas. Major findings 
were 
 

1. The physical formulas underestimated friction coefficient regardless of road condition 
and driving pattern;  

2. The new method improved the estimation precision to a great extent, but the friction 
coefficients estimated were still somewhat smaller than those actually measured;  

3. The friction coefficients in decelerating operation fit better to actually measured value 
than those in accelerating operation; and  

4. The friction coefficients estimated by the proposed method were not sensitive to the 
model parameters related to tire elasticity and contact area, but they were fairly sensitive to the 
parameters representing dynamic feature of friction coefficient. 
 

The final goal of this project is to estimate friction coefficients in a whole city area 
simultaneously with taxi vehicular motion data. What has been achieved in this paper is still far 
from the goal. Much work has to be done to apply the method in practice, including the 
improvement of estimation precision of slip ratio and the extension of the equation of motion to a 
two-dimensional problem. 
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ow can we increase the quality of traffic data to provide effective and efficient winter road 
management in the city of Sapporo, Japan? In Sapporo, not only residents’ daily activities but 

also business and industrial activities depend heavily on automobile mobility. The lack of winter 
road management is, however, the critical problem: it worsens traffic movement through the city. 
The problem is not simply that travel speed is remarkably reduced as a result of icy roads and street 
width narrowed by snow piles. The problem is that slowed traffic leads to ever-worsening traffic 
congestion; consequently, it results in economic losses and air pollution. 

A primary goal is to identify the effective and efficient traffic data-gathering technique in 
order to develop winter road management measurement that might be implemented in the context 
of Sapporo. Throughout the course of this study, it has been demonstrated how cutting-edge 
technology has the potential to help solve the problems with existing traffic analysis methods and 
increase the quality of data to determine the unique traffic feature in winter.  

The cutting-edge technology at issue is floating-car data, collected through Global 
Positioning Systems on taxis running through the city. Because of the advantage of covering the 
greater Sapporo area and running throughout the day, this would enable up-to-date traffic data to be 
supplied over a wide area. Besides, partnership with taxi companies provides cost-effective data 
collection solutions.  
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The city of Sapporo is the prefectural capital of Hokkaido, the northernmost island of Japan, and it 
is Japan’s fifth largest city with a population of approximately 1.8 million in 2003. The city is 
located on latitude 43 north and longitude 141 east, and cities at roughly the same latitude include 
Vladivostok, Russia; Chang Chun, China; Rome, Italy; Marseille, France; Boston, Massachusetts; 
and Chicago, Illinois. The city is one of the few metropolitan cities with severe, snow-covered 
winters in the world; indeed, the city has an annual cumulative snowfall reaching 5 m and the 
maximum depth of snowfall reaching 1 m (Figure 1). This is the city’s most distinguishing feature. 

In Sapporo, residents’ daily activities depend heavily on automobile mobility. Automobile 
usage also provides an important means of transportation in business and industrial activities. Road 
traffic conditions in winter, nevertheless, are worse because of heavy snow cover and snowfall and 
declining temperatures (Figure 2). Although studded tires had been widely used in Japan, such use 
was regulated in the early 1990s to eliminate deterioration of the living environment caused by 
dust from studded tires. As a result of this regulation, air quality has been significantly improved, 
though, the regulation causes several traffic issues specific to winter (1).  

H 
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FIGURE 1  Snowfall and population [Source: City of Sapporo “Natural Environment of 
Sapporo: Weather Condition” (www.city.sapporo.jp/snow/outline/natural/natural.html)]. 

 
 

 
FIGURE 2  Traffic congestion on narrowed street caused by snow pile. 
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Especially a problem, as shown in Figure 3, are the increasing number of car accidents typical to 
winter, such as one slipped on icy path, the worsening traffic movement, and safety caused by 
extraordinarily slippery-roads (Figure 4). An increasing amount of antifreezing agents and 
abrasives are also critical problems. 

Road administrations have taken some measures, including snow removal operation, to 
ensure that urban traffic functions in winter. Conversely, the total amount of winter road 
management cost has significantly increased for the past 15 years, as shown in Figure 5. This is 
mainly due to the ban on the use of studded tires from the late 1980s and the road users’ growing 
demand for maintenance quality over the years. Indeed, the city government’s fiscal year 2002 
budget provided for carrying out the snow and ice control measures of more than ¥16.5 billion 
while delivering almost 70% of the budget for snowplowing and removal from streets and 
sidewalks. 

It is also interesting to note huge economic losses caused by heavy snowfall and snow 
cover for Sapporo. Asano et al. calculated the direct and indirect economic losses before and 
after the ban on studded tires (2). The estimated annual economic losses were more than ¥18.5 
billon in the greater Sapporo area caused by the increasing of driving time and costs, road 
accidents, and costs for maintenance and management. Considering that the decrease in traffic 
functionality was observed in summer even while the use of studded tires was permitted, there 
might be larger losses than before. 

 

 
FIGURE 3  The several indices related to the rate of studded tires (1). 
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FIGURE 4  Extraordinarily slippery road. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 5  Growth of expense of road snow removal (Source: City of Sapporo). 
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STUDY METHODS 
 
In order to study the traffic issue in winter, it is significantly important to understand the winter 
traffic feature in a quantitative manner. The traffic feature on weekdays notably differs from that 
on weekends and holidays. Especially, the traffic feature in winter seems to vary greatly from 
one specific weather condition to the other, such as snow cover and snowfall and declining 
temperatures; consequently, it is almost impossible to understand the varied traffic features by 
using the conventional study methods in which days and number of times for surveys are fixed. 
We therefore attempt to apply taxi floating-car data [taxi Global Positioning System (GPS) data] 
to analyze traffic situations on urban roadways as an advanced survey method. Before moving on 
to the description of the findings, we would like to discuss briefly characteristics of the survey 
with taxi GPS and the existing approaches. Table 1 shows a comparison of these traffic data 
gathering techniques. 
 
Winter Road Traffic Census 
 
In Japan the road traffic information survey, known as the road traffic census, has been 
conducted all over the country once every few years in order to recognize the existing traffic 
conditions in summer. In Hokkaido the census has been conducted not only in summer but also 
in winter in order to collect baseline traffic data in winter. 
 
Aerial Photograph Analysis 
 
Conducted by our research institution experimentally, this data-gathering method takes aerial 
photographs of certain areas with lapping at intervals of few seconds (Figure 6). The collected 
information of two-dimensional images helps to analyze traffic conditions in and around Sapporo 
in a quantitative manner and at a regional level. 
 
Satellite Photograph Analysis 
 
Traffic information obtained through satellite photographs, as shown in Figure 7, fills the same 
analytical role with aerial photographic analysis but covers a wider area.  
 
Taxi GPS Data 
 
Building a partnership with the taxi company has accumulated detailed information on taxi 
traveling throughout Sapporo by means of putting GPS on taxis; we attempt to apply data of their 
time instants and locations as floating-car data. Figure 8 shows the system configuration of taxi 
GPS data. Locational data are recorded to memory cards after those data are confirmed with 
maps of car navigation systems operated by GPS installed inside the taxi. The GPS-based data 
are then compiled and analyzed after reconfirming processes of location and elimination of 
unusual values. 

Partnership with the taxi company provides cost-effective data collection solutions. The 
partnership company has essentially obtained and accumulated data for supervising and effective 
running management. Therefore, we can obtain high quality and enormous amount of data at low 
cost by using secondary data collected through the taxi company for traffic analysis. 
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TABLE 1  Comparison Between Taxi GPS Data and Existing Approaches  
 
 

Types 

 
 

Summary 

 
 

Survey Items 

 
Methods and 

Analysis 

 
 

Advantages 

 
 

Disadvantages 

 
Cost (¥)1 

Winter 
Road 
Traffic 
Census 

• Apply 
nationwide 
survey done 
in summer 
only to 
winter  

• Traffic volume 
(12- and 24-h) 
• Average travel 
speeds during 
rush hours (on 
weekdays) 

• Travel volume 
(manually 
observed from 
road side) 
• Travel speeds 
(observed by a 
probe car) 

• Commonly 
used across the 
county 

• Conducted once in a 
few years 
• Few survey points 
• Surveyed at arterials 
only 
• Not exact data 
because of only one 
probe car observing 

 
5 million 

Aerial 
Photograph 
Analysis 

• Recognize 
the traffic 
features 
quantita-
tively with 
2-D image 

• The number of 
vehicles (travel 
volume and 
travel density 
can be 
calculated) 
• Travel speeds 

• Counting the 
number of 
vehicles on the 
photographs 
manually 

• Possible to 
recognize traffic 
condition in 
quantitative 
manner and 
regional level at 
the same time 
period 

• Can know only the 
instantaneous traffic 
condition  
• Can’t be conducted in 
bad weather 
(especially in winter it 
is impossible to 
conduct surveys when 
it is snowing) 

 
4 million 

Satellite 
Photograph 
Analysis 

• Recognize 
the traffic 
features 
quantita-
tively with 
2-D image 

• The number of 
vehicles.(Travel 
volume and 
travel density 
can be 
calculated) 
• Travel speeds 

• Processing of 
data of 
photographs 
semi-
automatically 

• Possible to 
know traffic 
conditions in 
much wider area 
than aerial 
photographs 

• Conducted only when 
satellite passing 
through the areas 
• Survey time and days 
are fixed 
• Can know only the 
instantaneous traffic 
condition 
• Can’t be conducted in 
bad weather (Not when 
the amount of cloud is 
more than 20%) 

 
4 million 

Taxi GPS 
Data 

• Using 
traveling 
data of taxis 
(GPS) 
secondary 

• Travel speeds • Recording data 
on memory 
cards then 
processed by 
analysis systems 

• Enormous 
amount of data 
(60,000 km per 
day) 
• Possible to 
obtain data by 
day and night 
• Possible to 
obtain data of 
any road 
• As new 
equipments and 
workforce aren’t 
needed, cost will 
be low 

• Not sure of the traffic 
volume 
• Traveling routes and 
frequency are not even 
• Do not know where 
traveling on 
multistoried roads 
• Different traveling 
characteristic between 
empty taxis and 
carrying passengers 

 
7,000 

(US$1 = ¥110) 
1 It is the estimated cost in the case of a survey conducted in and around the city of Sapporo per day (the costs of data analysis are 
not included.) 
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FIGURE 6  Aerial photograph for traffic analysis. 

 
 

 
FIGURE 7  Satellite photograph analysis (image). 
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FIGURE 8  System configurations of taxi GPS data. 
 
 
EMPIRICAL FINDINGS  
 
This section describes winter road traffic conditions in the entire Sapporo area based on travel 
speed data in all of the road sections where traveling information of taxis was obtained (Table 2). 
The time range in which we calculated average travel speeds is between 7 a.m. and 7 p.m. the 
same used for the road traffic census. In Sapporo, snow removal and plowing have been operated 
in the nighttime when traffic densities are low to avoid influences on road traffic. Therefore, we 
select the best possible time range in which the study result might not be influenced by external 
factors such as traffic regulation for snow removal and plowing.  
 
Weather Conditions in Winter 2001 
 
Table 3 shows a variety of winter climatic conditions between October 2001 and April 2002. 
Even though a 200-cm snowfall was observed in December, which was nearly double the 
average year (the average of the 30 years between 1971 and 2000), Sapporo had light snowfall 
after January. The total amount of snowfall in the winter of 2001 was 415 cm: it was about 80 cm 
less than in the average year (496 cm on the average). The date of the first snow was November  

GPS Satellite 

At the Taxi-Company 

・ Accumulating data 
・ Elimination of 
unusual values 
・ Reconfirmation of 
location 
・ Counting, analysis, 
output 

Analysis System Memory Cards 

Obtaining the positional 
information and so on  

Car Navigation 
(Monitor) 

Inside the Taxi with GPS 

Car Navigation 
System 

GPS Automation 
Vehicle Monitoring 

Memory Card 
Units 
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TABLE 2  Summary of Taxi GPS Data  
Number of Taxis with GPS 115 cars 

Date, time (second unit) 
Locations (latitude, longitude) 

 
Data Items 

Speed, traveling directions (16 directions) 
 
 

TABLE 3  Winter Climatic Condition from October 2001 to April 2002 
 Average 

Temperature 
(°C) 

Highest 
Temperature 

(°C) 

Lowest 
Temperature 

(°C) 

 
Snowfall  

(cm) 

Maximum 
Snow Depth 

(cm) 
Oct. 12.1 11.3 19.8 15.8 2.5 6.9 0 1 0 1
Nov. 5 4.6 16.4 8.1 –5.1 0.9 34 25 21 12
Dec. –3.4 –1 5.3 2.1 –10.8 –4.4 200 109 81 44
Jan. –2.5 –4.1 6.9 –0.9 –11.7 –7.7 71 158 76 73
Feb. –0.6 –3.5 9.8 –0.3 –10 –7.2 73 132 83 98
March 2.5 0.1 12.8 3.5 –8.7 –3.5 37 67 66 81
April 9.6 6.7 20.3 11.1 1 2.7 0 8 0 22

Note: Shaded areas represent an average year.  
Source: Meteorological Agency, Sapporo District Meteorological Observatory. 
 
4, 2001, and this was about a week later than average year (on October 27 on the average). The 
average and the highest temperature of each were higher than in the average year, even if the  
lowest temperature of each month in the winter of 2001 was lower than the average year. Also, 
snow cover and snowfall are usually observed in April but not in 2002. Therefore, it could be 
said that the winter of 2001 was light in snowfall and mild. 
 
Average Travel Speeds on Daily and Monthly Basis 
 
Figure 9 shows the monthly and daily based average travel speeds based on traveling information 
from taxis with GPS (3). The average travel speed in April was just under the speed of 30 km/h 
and it slightly rose and fell at the speed of 30 km/h between in May and October. It started 
dropping in late November, and December had the lowest with the speed of 22.1 km/h. It rose 
slowly in January through February, and it almost recovered its April level in mid-March. It is 
interesting to note that the average travel speeds have risen periodically; those rises occur on 
Sundays and national holidays. 
 
Average Travel Speeds, Snow Cover, and Temperatures 
 
Figure 10 shows the relationship between average travel speed and snow depth (the maximum 
snow depth) on a daily basis, and Figure 11 shows the relationship between daily average travel 
speed and temperature on a daily basis. 

The average travel speed dropped after November 27 in which the temperatures also 
dropped and snowfall was observed. November 27 was the first day on which the temperature 
dropped below 0°C in the winter of 2001 and heavy snowfall was observed.  
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FIGURE 9  Average travel speed on a daily basis (2001). 
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FIGURE 10  Average travel speed and maximum snow depth. 

 

 
FIGURE 11  Average travel speed and temperature. 
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(Table 4 shows the meteorological data and the average travel speeds between November 24 and 30.) 

Around December 10, the travel speed dropped again. This might be due to heavy snow for 
four straight days beginning December 9. It snowed 56 cm on December 10 alone, and it was the 
second-heaviest snowfall on record (4). Because of this heavy snow, the average travel speeds 
dropped to the level of the speed of 10 km/h between December 10 and 14, and the average travel 
speed in December 12 was the lowest of the speed of 16.2 km/h, though the average travel speeds 
slightly rose and fell at the speed of around 25 km/h in early December. (Table 5 shows the 
meteorological data and the average travel speed between December 8 and 14.) 

 
 

FACTOR ANALYSIS  
 
The previous section provides that winter weather conditions have a profound effect on declining 
average travel speeds in winter. In order to explore the effect of each weather factor in declining 
travel speeds in winter, a multiple linear regression (MLR) analysis has been conducted (5–7). 
 

 
TABLE 4  Average Travel Speed and Winter Climatic Condition (November 14–30) 

 Average 
Travel 
Speed 
(km/h) 

 
Average 

Temperature
(°C) 

 
Highest 

Temperature
(°C) 

 
Lowest 

Temperature
(°C) 

 
 

Snowfall 
(cm) 

Maximum 
Snow 
Depth 
(cm) 

11.14 30.4 10.1 16.4 2.8 0 0 
11.25 31.7 8.5 13.1 3 0 0 
11.26 30.4 –0.8 3.3 –3.3 0 0 
11.27 26.3 –3.7 –2.4 –5.1 5 7 
11.28 25.6 –1.2 0.7 –3.2 8 7 
11.29 27.7 0.3 2 –1.6 0 3 
11.30 23.9 –0.9 2.4 –3.8 18 21 

 
 
 

TABLE 5  Average Travel Speed and Winter Climatic Condition (December 8–14) 
 Average 

Travel 
Speed 
(km/h) 

 
Average 

Temperature
(°C) 

 
Highest 

Temperature
(°C) 

 
Lowest 

Temperature
(°C) 

 
 

Snowfall 
(cm) 

Maximum 
Snow 
Depth 
(cm) 

12.8 25.9 –4.3 –3.2 –5.8 0 10 
12.9 26.5 –3.2 –1.2 –4.9 15 21 
12.10 78.6 –2.7 –0.8 –3.6 56 60 
12.11 18 –3.2 –1.6 –5.8 22 68 
12.12 16.2 –2.2 –0.4 –3.7 23 81 
12.13 18 0.6 5.3 –4.1 0 71 
12.14 17.4 –6.2 –1.4 –8 12 57 
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Average Travel Speed in Summer 
 
In order to analyze the declining travel speeds in winter, we first define and investigate average 
travel speed in summer. We define the time period from April 8 through November 3, 2001, in 
which temperature is over 0°C and snowfall and snow cover are not observed as “summer” in 
this study. 

Figure 12 shows average travel speeds in summer according to day of the week. 
Meanwhile, national holidays are included as Sundays, as travel speeds are high. From Mondays 
to Fridays (weekdays), the average travel speed can be said to be approximately 30 km/h even if 
there is a slight fluctuation depending on day of the week. Saturdays are slightly high, and those 
on Sunday are about the speed of 2 km/h higher than those of weekday travel speeds. As a result, 
in this study we define the weekdays’ average travel speed of 30 km/h as the average travel speed 
in summer. 
 
Defined Variables 
 
The MLR analysis for declining weekday average travel speeds in winter and winter weather 
factors has been conducted with the following variables in Table 6. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 12  Average travel speed in summer (by day of the week). 
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TABLE 6  Defined Variables 
Dependent Variable Declining Average Travel Speed ATS) 

Compared with ATS in Summer (30km/h) 
Explanatory Variable Snow Depth, Snowfall Amount, Snowfall Amount on  

Previous Day, Average Temperature, Sunshine Duration 
 

 
Multiple Linear Regression Analysis 
 
Table 7 shows the results of the multiple linear regression analysis using the defined variables in 
Table 6. Multiple correlation coefficient was the high value of 0.831. As the result of conducting 
variance analysis, we got the level of significanceα = 0.05, and null hypothesis was dismissed: 
thus multiple regression equation is useful for predictions. 

The MLR analysis shows that the dropping average temperature has the most profound 
effect on declining average travel speed in winter. It is interesting to note that the amount of a 
day’s snowfall and that on the previous day has little effect on declining travel speed even though 
a popular idea exists nowadays that snowfall amount has marked effects on travel speed. 

 
 

TABLE 7  MLR Analysis Results 
MODEL 

 
Model 

 
R 

 
R-Square 

Adjusted  
R-Square 

  

1 0.831 0.69 0.674   
      
ANOVA 

 
Model 

Sum of 
Squares 

 
df 

Mean 
Square 

 
F 

 

1 Regression 908.883 5 181.777 43.619  
 Residual 408.404 98 4.167   
 Total 1317.286 103    
      
COEFFICIENT 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coeffcients 

 
 

Model B Std. Error Beta 

 
 
t 

 
 

Sig. 
1                                Constant 3.416 0.484  7.059 0.000 

Snow Depth 0.025 0.009 0.019 2.74 0.007 
Snowfall Amount 0.084 0.032 0.167 2.598 0.110 

Average Temperature –0.454 0.064 –0.501 –7.093 0.000 
Sunshine Duration –0.234 0.075 –0.184 –3.113 0.002 

Snowfall Amount on  
Previous Day 

 
0.078 

 
0.031 

 
0.161 

 
2.563 

 
0.012 
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE STUDY 
 
Throughout the course of this study, we have attempted to demonstrate how cutting-edge 
technology has the potential to help solve the problems with existing approaches and increase the 
quality of data to determine the unique traffic feature in winter. The main positive contribution of 
this study has been to show that using taxi GPS data is a useful survey method to understand and 
analyze Sapporo’s unique traffic feature in winter. For instance, we find that it is possible to 
recognize variances in traveling speed on a daily basis, which is unrecognizable by the existing 
approaches, throughout the year by using floating-car data. Besides this, the study finds that 
snow cover, snowfall, and declining temperature have not much influence to declining travel 
speed, and unexpected events such as heavy snowfall have a profound effect on traveling speed. 

Furthermore, a MLR analysis has been conducted to evaluate the effect of weather factors 
in declining travel speed in winter. The result of analysis shows that the declining temperature 
has a strongest effect in declining travel speed in winter while the amount of snowfall and that on 
previous day has less influence. This might be due to the consequence of little snow in the winter 
of 2001. 

Most importantly, we find that traffic speed declines even after the road administration 
has conducted various winter road management measures such as removing snow, and plowing, 
and spreading antifreezing agents over roadways. This result suggests that winter road 
management activities might not be conducted as effectively as possible. Indeed, measures for 
winter road surface conditions, which are significantly affected by temperature, might be 
inadequate in comparison with measures for snow removal and plowing.  

Even though we do not evaluate the effect on measures for winter road management in a 
quantitative manner at this time, in the future we will move on to recognizing the traffic 
characteristics of Sapporo’s winters and considering the proper balance to conduct measures for 
winter road management and the standard for the measures while doing accumulations and 
analyses of data including the friction coefficient of road surface. Furthermore, by applying the 
method to calculate economic losses against winter road traffic, we hope that it might help in 
evaluating winter road management. 
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MATERIAL DISTRIBUTION, PERFORMANCE, AND RESIDUAL 
 

Implementation of New Sanding Method in Norway 
 

TORGEIR VAA 
SINTEF Roads and Transport 

 
 

ne of the main achievements in the Winter Friction Project in Norway has been the 
development of a new sanding method based on a mix of hot water and sand. The most 

significant factors in this method are the sand quality, the amount of water, the spreading speed, 
and the water temperature. The sand should be of a specified quality corresponding to a 0 to 4-
mm gradation. Hot water means that the water temperature is 90°C to 95°C. 

The amount of water in the mixture of sand and water is approximately 30-weight 
percentage, and the normal dosage of sand used is equivalent to 200 g/m2 as an average. 

Scientific studies have revealed that measures carried out with the new sanding method 
last longer than traditional sanding methods. It has been proved that by adding warm water to the 
sand it is easy to maintain a friction level above the standard even after the passage of 2,000 
vehicles. Under favorable road and weather conditions, satisfactory friction values have been 
maintained for up to 3 to 7 days on roads with annual average daily traffic of 1,500 vehicles.  

The introduction of wet gritting means substantial improvement, both in regard to friction 
and in time of effect. The new method is expected to have a marked impact on winter road 
operations. In Norway there are now a total of approximately 30 trucks based on the new sanding 
method, and the method is being used on national roads, in municipalities, and on air fields. 
 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
Recognizing that there was a need for increased knowledge of all types of friction measure, the 
Norwegian Public Roads Administration started a research project in 1997 with focus on winter 
management (1). The goals for the project were to develop optimal methods that could be of 
practical use and devise recommendations for snowplowing techniques as well as the type and 
amount of salt and sand to be used during various conditions. 

Aside from studying different salting methods, the project has dealt with different ways 
of applying abrasives. The challenge was to come up with a better method than the traditional 
sanding method as shown in Figure 1. 

Both traditional and new sanding methods have been tested: 
 

• Traditional methods—dry sand and sand with salt—and 
• New methods—heated sand and warm wetted sand. 

 
In particular, the method using a mix of hot water and sand produced promising results in 

the first winter test. Scientific studies conducted as part of the winter friction project in Norway 
have revealed that measures carried out with the new method lasted considerably longer than 
traditional sanding methods (2). 
 

O 
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FIGURE 1  Traditional sanding method with dry sand. 

 
 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE METHOD 
 
Description of Warm Wetted Sand Method 
 
The first truck based on the warm wetted sand principle in Norway was called Friction Maker. 
This equipment, which was tested the first time in the 1998–1999 winter season, was a 
reconstructed semitrailer spreader with a dropside body (Figure 2). A water tank holding 2.5 m3 
and a heater with a water pump was mounted onto the lorry body. The first prototype was 
provided with a spreader towed behind the dropside body. 

Field trials for the 1998–1999 and 1999–2000 winter seasons led to the conclusion that 
the further development of the method should be based on a spreader with a spinner and a heater 
system for water and material box and transport of the sand, ensuring a sufficient way of 
handling the sand. There has been a great change in the spreader concept and heater system 
during the project period. In the newest concept, the heater system and water tanks are separated 
(Figure 3). The new spreader type in combination with a spinner can be used for spreading sand 
and salt with or without adding liquid. 

The warm wetted sand method is based on adding hot water to the sand and covering the 
sand particles with a film of water. When the sand that has been sprinkled with water leaves the 
spreader and lands on the roadway, the film of water has a short melting effect and then the 
mixture of sand and water freezes to the surface as lumps. This reaction gives the roadway a kind 
of sandpaper texture (Figures 4 and 5). 

The most significant factors in the warm wetted sand method are the quality of the sand, 
the amount of water, the spreading speed, and the water temperature. The sand should be of a 
specified quality corresponding to a 0 to 4-mm gradation. Hot water means that the water 
temperature is 90°C to 95°C. The amount of water in the mixture of sand and water is  
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FIGURE 2  Swedish prototype for warm wetted sand. 

 
 

 
FIGURE 3  New concept for warm wetted sand spreader. 
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 
FIGURE 4  Typical pattern using warm wetted sand: (a) roller distributor and (b) spinner. 
 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 
FIGURE 5  Road surface textures: (a) roller distributor and (b) spinner. 

 
 
approximately 30-weight percentage, and the normal dosage of sand used is equivalent to 200 
g/m2 as an average. 
 
Testing Program During the Winter Seasons 2000–2001 to 2002–2003 
 
In the period 2000–2001 to 2002–2003 focus was given to developing the spreader technique and 
testing new spreaders as well as to gaining experience with the new method in daily operations. 
The testing was conducted as scientific studies. 

Figure 6 shows the design of a test section from one of the trials with different sanding 
methods. The section is divided into fields of 1-km length each. The same action is performed in 
each direction on the same field. 
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FIGURE 6  Design of a test section for sanding trials. 
 

The effect has been measured in two ways: (1) by how much the friction is improved and 
(2) by how long the added improvement lasts. Two different friction-measuring devices 
(OSCAR and ROAR) have been used to determine the friction level. Both devices are 
continuous measuring types with a variable slip test wheel. The friction measurements are made 
until the friction level on the field with the most durable effect is back to the original standard or 
the trial is disrupted by change in weather conditions. The evaluation system also includes the 
possibility of simultaneous video images every 20 m together with the friction measurements. 
Road weather information is gathered, and the number of vehicles is counted. 

Two comprehensive scientific studies were carried out through the winter season 2000–
2001. These field studies comprised 35 road sections strewn in each direction with a length of 1 
km. The total study consisted of 70 fields at a length of 70 km, and the main results are 
summarized in Figure 7. 

Figure 7 tests during the 2000–2001 winter season showed that the method used in 
combination with a spinner type spreader gave almost as good results as the system combined 
with a roller distributor, even though the spreader pictures are quite different (Figures 4 and 5). 

Figure 8 shows the results from one of the trials on E136 with different methods in 
January 2001. The annual average daily traffic (AADT) on this road is 1,200 vehicles with 
approximately 30% heavy vehicles per day. The second last friction measurement was made 5 
days after sanding. Even if much of the sand had been worn away (Figure 9), there was still 
enough sand on the surface to raise the friction above the background level. 

To evaluate the different sanding methods, a thermo camera was used in most of the 
scientific tests. The camera was an Inframetrics SC1000 that operated in temperatures from 10°C 
to +2,000oC. The sensitivity was 0.1oC. For picture analysis, the emissivity for a mixture of sand 
and water was set to 0.94. 

One of the questions raised is how the spreading width influences the effect on the road; 
Figure 10 show three pictures taken with the spreader adjusted to 3, 4, and 5 m. 

It can be seen from Figure 10 that the temperature loss increases rapidly with increasing 
spreader width. Even with the spreader set to 4 m, the drop in temperature will influence the 
effects with regard to friction improvement. Therefore, possible differences in spreader 
performance with regard to the temperature of the material leaving the spinner can result in 
different friction improvement gains. 
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FIGURE 7  Comparing different sanding methods, data from winter season 2000–2001. 
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FIGURE 8  Results from field test with warm wetted sand. 
 
Status on the Spreader Development 
 
For the time being four suppliers are offering warm wetted sand spreaders on the Nordic market 
(Figure 11). 

Figure 12 show the results from testing these spreaders against the first Norwegian 
prototype in January 2002. 
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FIGURE 9  Test field strewn with warm wetted sand January 18, 2001.  
Picture taken January 22. 

 
 

Only small variations were found between the different trucks except for one of them, 
which probably can be explained by a difference in the spreader concept. However, when it 
comes to the rise in the friction level, there were no significant differences between the first 
Norwegian prototype, Friction Maker, and the trucks with a spinner. 
 
 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NEW SANDING METHOD 
 
Summarizing the New Method 
 
Under favorable road and weather conditions, satisfactory friction values have been found to be 
maintained for up to 1 week on roads with an AADT of 1,000–1,500 vehicles with the new 
method. Scientific studies have revealed that measures carried out with new sanding methods last 
longer than traditional sanding methods. Although the effect of using cold and dry sand can 
disappear after the passage of 50 vehicles, it has been proved that by adding hot water to the sand 
it is easy to maintain a friction level above the standard even after the passage of 2,000 vehicles. 
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FIGURE 10  Thermo camera pictures taken February 20, 2002. 
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FIGURE 11  Warm wetted sand spreaders on the Nordic market. 
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FIGURE 12  Results from spreader testing in January 2002.  

(Note: Error bars show 95% Cl of mean.) 
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Under favorable road and weather conditions, satisfactory friction values have been maintained for 
up to 3 to 7 days on roads with an AADT of 1,500 vehicles. 

From the experiments carried out, it is concluded that the warm wetted sand method, in 
particular, has a broad range of applications and therefore can be recommended as a supplement to 
existing sanding methods. It is important to emphasize that the wet-sand method can be used under 
conditions for which traditional methods have little or no effect. This new method also makes it 
possible to maintain the friction standard under conditions for which it is normal to spread sand 
less frequently than necessary in order to maintain the friction standard. 

The main aspect is the long-lasting effect and friction improvement. It is important to 
emphasize that the new sanding method can be used under conditions under which traditional 
methods have little or no effect: 
 

• Hard blue ice, 
• Roads with a high percentage of heavy vehicles, and 
• Thin ice or frost on asphalt. 

 
Both controlled tests and reports from the counties confirm the effectiveness by the new 

method. Under normal and stable conditions without precipitation, the effect of a measure with 
warm wetted sand will last 10 to 20 times as long as dry sand with the same traffic volume. 
 
Description of Existing Organization and Standard Requirements 
 
In Norway 88% of public roads (47,300 km) are operated using the so-called white winter road 
strategy. Large quantities of sand are spread to improve friction on ice and snow. The total in an 
average winter is 400,000 metric tons (8.5 tons of sand per km). The limitations of this method are 
well known: The friction improvement is modest, and the effect of gritting is reduced rapidly by 
the traffic. For both practical and economic reasons, it is not always possible to comply with the 
required friction standards. 

The normal practice in Norway is to organize the national road network into operational 
sections of 30 km to 60 km for snow plowing, sanding, and salting. The road length is adapted to 
the standards, the higher the standard the shorter length of the section. In total the national and 
county public network is served by 1,200 sand spreader trucks. Of these 1,200, 120 machines are 
of the spinner type, the majority are of the trailer type with roller distributors.  

On roads with winter road strategy, the standard differs between types of road and traffic 
volume (Table 1). Normally 20% to 30% of a road will be defined for spot actions (curves, hill 
climbs, junctions, over-complex private accesses). The main challenge is to meet with the standard 
requirements on trunk roads and other roads with a traffic volume of 500 vehicles per day (vpd) or 
higher. For spot actions on roads with an AADT above 1,500 vehicles, the sanding should be done 
within a 1-h period. For traffic of fewer than 500 vehicles per day the requirement is that the action 
shall be completed within a 2-h period. 

The problem with the traditional sanding method has been that the sand is gone often after 
only a few vehicles have passed. In many cases, it is difficult to maintain the friction standard by 
use of traditional sanding methods because it is not practically possible to use the resources 
necessary to keep the standard. The sanding practice until now has been considered insufficient in 
three respects: 
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TABLE 1  Friction Requirements for Strategy Winter Road 
  Spot Action Continuous Action 

Road  
Category 

 
AADT 

Start  
at 

Completed 
within 

Start  
at 

Completed 
within 

Trunk Roads  µ < 0.30 1.0 h µ < 0.20 2.0 h 
Above 1,500 µ < 0.25 1.0 h µ < 0.20 2.0 h 
501–1,500 µ < 0.25 2.0 h µ < 0.15 3.0 h 

Other Roads 

0–500 µ < 0.20 4.0 h µ < 0.15 4.0 h 
 
 

• The effect of traditional sanding is only short lasting, 
• Traditional sanding often fails to meet the time limit because of insufficient capacity, 

and  
• The road users are not satisfied with standards/action time and lack of repeated gritting 

with the traditional sanding method. 
 
Potential of the New Method 
 
The introduction of wet gritting means substantial improvement with regard to rise in friction and 
to time of effect (Figure 13). 

From the available documentation, it is known that on a road with 2,000 vpd approximately 
12 to 40 measures of dry sand (as opposed to only 1 measure of warm wetted sand) will be needed 
in a 24-h period. The amount of actions with dry sand can be from 3 to 4 during a day with difficult 
driving conditions. It is obvious that it is beyond the available resources to carry through with the 
level of measures required for traditional methods. Both controlled tests and reports from the 
counties confirm the effectiveness of the new method. Under normal and stable conditions without 
precipitation, the effect of a measure of warm wetted sand will last 10 to 20 times as long as dry 
sand, with the same traffic volume. The method is so well documented now that it can be 
recommended as an alternative to traditional dry sanding. With fine gradation, the water and sand 
slurry evenly sticks to bare pavement if the surface temperature is below 0oC. 

In addition to a better and more lasting effect, the warm wetted sand method will also have 
a favorable environmental impact by reducing in the quantity of sand used. Preliminary 
calculations indicate that it is possible to reduce the sand consumption by 40% to 50%. The new 
method is expected to have a marked impact on winter road operations, in respect to the following: 
 

• Under certain conditions wet spreading can be carried out as a preventive measure, 
implying that the work can be planned ahead and, to a large extent, be completed during regular 
working hours, thus reducing readiness and labor costs; 

• The new sanding method will be the only sanding technique making it possible to meet 
with the standard requirements on trunk roads; 

• There will be a reduced number of actions and less sand consumption under stable 
climate periods; and  

• There will be improved friction and winter driving conditions. 
 

These new characteristics call for a redesign of the gritting organization. Spreading that can 
be done in advance as a preventive measure will be done with new wet sand spreaders. In  
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FIGURE 13  Diagram friction–time. 
 
 
midwinter this is expected to be a significant part of the total spreading production. The long-
lasting effect of warm wet gritting will reduce markedly the need for repeated spreading 
measures, and the wet sanding production will replace traditional sanding. The need for 
traditional spreading trucks will be reduced—how much depends on the rate of wet sanding 
possible as a preventive measure and the range a warm wetted sand spreader can cover. To take 
care of rapid weather changes, there will still be a need for a fleet of traditional spreaders, but the 
daily sanding with this equipment will be replaced by wet sanding to a large extent. 

 
Status of the Implementation of the New Sanding Method 
 
In 2000–2001, 4 out of 19 counties had taken the method into use. During the past 3 years, there 
has been a rapid growth in the number of spreaders, and there are now a total of 30 warm wetted 
sand spreaders in Norway. Most of them on national roads, but the method also was taken into 
use this winter in two municipalities and on two airfields in northern Norway. This is an 
important step towards a wider use of the method. However, further expansion of the warm 
wetted sand method depends not only on good working machines but also to a great extent on 
how the contractors value the economy in taking the method into use. The spreader 
manufacturers seem to have taken the challenge, and the equipment is well proven and stable. 
However, there is still a certain caution among the contractors from an economic point of view. 
At this moment it is therefore difficult to predict how many additional wet sand spreaders the 
market in Norway will absorb the coming years. 
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Outlook 
 
Norway is still in an early phase of implementing the warm wetted sand technique in the daily 
winter operations. 

The current main challenge is to convince the contractors that there is a good economy in 
taking the method into use. This is a question of objective documentation and spreading 
information. There is also a continuous need for focusing on the spreader equipment and the user 
experience to catch up with potential obstacles for the implementation of the method. 

During the 2003–2004 winter season all of these aspects and others are addressed by a 
follow-up study on trunk roads in two different climate zones (inland and cost climate) and one 
study in the municipality of Trondheim. In all three areas there is a warm wetted sand spreader 
with an automatic data recording system based on Global Positioning System/GSM technology. 
One of the trucks has a friction device mounted, enabling continuous friction measurements (see 
Figure 14). 

A part of the study during the 2003–2004 winter season is to look into the multiple uses 
of the spreaders and to utilize the possibility for alternating between sand and salt. One 
interesting option is to prewet salt with hot water to speed up the chemical process. Alternative 
use of the spreaders will be a part of the economic calculation. 
 
 

 
FIGURE 14  Warm wetted sand spreader with friction device. 
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MATERIAL DISTRIBUTION, PERFORMANCE, AND RESIDUAL 
 

Alberta’s Benchmark Model for  
Maintenance Winter Service Delivery 

 
STEVE OTTO 

Alberta Transportation 
 
 

n 1996, the provincial government of Alberta, Canada, outsourced highway maintenance for 
the provincial highway network. Private contractors were hired to perform maintenance 

activities under a 5-year, geographically based unit-price contract. The 1996 contracts specified 
the minimum number of trucks for each area, and the old Alberta Transportation (AT) shops 
were leased to the successful contractors.  

Starting in 1998, the government began selling AT maintenance shops, and by 2000 most 
properties were no longer under government control. Then, in the fall of 2000, the government 
began to transfer road authority for secondary highways from the municipal governments (i.e. 
counties) and more than doubled the length of the network under provincial jurisdiction. 
Prospective contractors for contracts tendered after 2001 were required to propose new shop 
locations and the shop size and number of trucks to be provided in their new contract area.  

AT’s tasks were to 
 

• Benchmark the existing (2000) winter maintenance service on the existing network, 
• Predict the requirements for the number of trucks needed to meet provincial standards 

on the new (expanded) network and provide the same level of performance, and  
• Evaluate contract proposals when shop locations and number of plow trucks were not 

specified.  
 

The department’s solution was a spreadsheet model of plowing and sanding–salting times 
with the total calculated time to complete one pass of the entire network as the benchmark. The 
model was used to determine how many trucks to add within each district as the secondary 
highways were transferred to provincial control. Contract proposals from prospective contractors 
were evaluated on whether their proposals showed equal to or slightly better than benchmark 
parameters. In broad terms, the benchmark model was developed by breaking the highway 
network into areas with similar traffic volumes, calculating the paved area (2-lane equivalent km) 
per plow truck, adding the newly transferred highways to the network, and determining the 
number of new trucks needed to complete work on the whole network within allowable times.  

This paper gives details of the benchmarking process, including assumptions used, how 
highway topography and geometric characteristics were used to affect the length of highway each 
plow truck can be assigned before it was fully allocated, the business rules chosen to model 
actual work habits, calculations used to determine the time required to plow and spread sand or 
salt over each segment, and the improvements made over three successive rounds of tendering.  
 

I 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Description of Winter Highway Maintenance in Alberta 
 
Alberta is a western Canadian province, immediately north of the border with Montana. It has an 
area of 61,185 km2 (23,620 mi2) and a population of about 2.7 million. In 1996 it had a 
provincial highway network of 13,562 centerline km (8,420 mi). Winter weather is typically cold 
and dry, with short, light snowstorms that are rarely last more than 48 h. Annual winter 
precipitation averages 50 to 70 mm (2 to 3 in.), and it is unusual to have more than a meter of 
snow accumulation by the end of the winter. Typical winter daytime highs are around –9oC 
(16oF); daily lows can easily reach –35oC (–31oF); and normally there are several times each 
winter when the temperature stays below –20oC (–4oF) for a week or longer.  

The provincial network generally has a rural cross section and light traffic volumes, with 
the network’s annual average daily traffic (AADT) of 2,600 vehicles. The busiest highways are 
close to large urban areas with traffic volumes never higher than 40,000 AADT. About half of 
the truck hours used for winter highway maintenance work is plowing fresh or drifting snow 
from the road, with the rest of the time spreading sand or salt and sand mixtures. Very few shops 
have more than one operator per plow truck, and most shops do not try to operate on a 24-h per 
day basis. Public weather forecasts and informal communications between shops give adequate 
warning of incoming winter storms, except in unusual conditions. 
 
Outsourcing Highway Maintenance 
 
Before 1995, the province delivered highway maintenance in the traditional way, with 
government employees and equipment. In 1995 the Minister of Transportation directed that all 
highway maintenance service delivery would be outsourced, and by October 1996 private 
contractors had been hired to do highway maintenance activities under a 5-year, geographically 
based unit-price contract. AT employees issue work orders to the contractor, who does the work 
and returns an invoice based on the units of work completed. The main exception to this system 
is dispatching plow trucks during winter storms. Since there are too few government employees 
to inspect the road network on an around-the-clock basis, the contractors have been given the 
responsibility to decide when to start plowing, salting, or sanding based on the weather forecast 
and actual road conditions. In the first round of contracts in 1996, AT specified the minimum 
number of trucks in each area and offered to lease the government-owned maintenance yards for 
the duration of the contract.  
 
Issues with Retendering Maintenance Contracts in 2001 
 
The highway maintenance contracts signed in 1996 expired after 5 years. In 2000, before starting 
the second round of tendering, AT decided that the resources allocated for highway maintenance 
had to be rationalized within the province to provide maximum efficiency and productivity. 
There had been two other major changes that affected the retendering process for the new 
contracts. In 1998, the provincial government decided to sell most of the government-owned 
maintenance yard properties on the open real estate market, with provisions that the existing  
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leases to the maintenance contractors were to remain in effect until the end of their current 
contracts. This meant that the second round of tenders would require prospective contractors to 
determine the number and location of their own maintenance yards.  

Concurrently, the provincial government agreed with all municipal governments to 
transfer the responsibility for the secondary highway network back to the province. In the past, 
each municipal government had been designated the highway authority for secondary highways 
and had provided highway maintenance as it saw fit. Because of differences between 
municipalities, the level of service (LOS) delivery and the resources used on the secondary 
highways varied widely across the province. One of the main points of negotiation before the 
transfer was the commitment by the province to provide a consistent LOS on all highways, 
regardless of what the municipality had done previously. This meant that highways in some 
municipalities would have an increased level of maintenance service, while other highways 
would see a decreased level. To complicate the issue further, the secondary highway network 
would be transferred over a 2-year period that spanned the retendering period. Table 1 shows the 
distribution of the primary and secondary highway networks in the province.  

Because of these two major changes, the department faced two related problems in late 
2000 and early 2001: 

 
1. How to determine and justify the number of additional plow trucks to add to the 

contractor’s fleet in order to cover the increased network when the secondary highways were 
transferred to provincial control? 

2. How to evaluate contract proposals where shop locations and number of trucks were 
not specified to the prospective contractor? 
 

The solution that AT developed to address the first problem was to 
 
• Benchmark the winter service on the existing primary highway network using the 

existing number of trucks and shops, 
 

TABLE 1  Network and Resource Level Changes over Time 
 
 
 

Time  
Period 

Primary 
Highways  

(2LEKm under 
Provincial 

Jurisdiction) 

Secondary 
Highways  

(2LEKm under 
Provincial 

Jurisdiction) 

 
 

Number of  
Maintenance  

Shops 

 
 

Number of 
Snowplow 

Trucks 
 

Pre-1996 
 

15,350 
 

0 
104 shops  

(plus 31 satellite stockpile 
sites without shops) 

 
405 

 
1996–2001 

 
15,700 

 
0 

116 
(plus 6 satellite stockpile 

sites without shops) 

 
416 

2002 to 
present 

 
16,342 

 
15,211 

 
138 

 
535 

1.0 2LEKm = 1.25 lane mi 
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• Rationalize the regional differences in winter service delivery by the province that had 
existed up to 2000, and 

• Apply the rationalized benchmark parameters to the expanded highway network, 
using the existing provincial maintenance shop locations.  
 

Solving the first problem gave a base-case benchmark, which could be compared with 
contract proposals. In addition, the benchmark gave AT a tool to estimate the cost of delivering 
winter maintenance on the expanded network, which also would be used when evaluating 
proposals. Prospective contractors would have to demonstrate that their proposal met or slightly 
exceeded the base-case benchmark standards. 
 
 
BENCHMARKING PROCESS 
 
Creating Homogenous Highway Sections 
 
The first step in the benchmarking process was to define short sections of highway that received 
a similar level of winter highway maintenance. Long stretches of highway were split into shorter 
sections that fit in one of eight classes based on AADT (Table 2). AADT was chosen as the 
defining characteristic of a homogenous highway section from the department’s historic  
 

TABLE 2  Highway Class by Annual Average Daily Traffic 
 
 

Highway 
Class 

 
 

AADT  
Range 

Range of 
Factors 

(2LEKm/ 
Truck) 

Average 
Factor 

(2LEKm/ 
Truck) 

Maximum Time 
to Complete 

One Pass 
Plowing (Hours) 

Maximum Time 
to Complete One 

Pass Sanding/ 
Salting (Hours) 

 
Class A 

Over 15,000 
AADT 

 
25 to 32 

 
29 

 
2 

 
4 

 
Class B 

7,000 to 15,000 
AADT 

 
28 to 35 

 
34 

 
2 

 
4 

 
Class C 

5,000 to 6,999 
AADT 

 
32 to 37 

 
35 

 
2 

 
4 

 
Class D 

1,800 to 4,999 
AADT 

 
33 to 46 

 
37 

 
3 

 
4 

 
Class E 

850 to 1,799 
AADT 

 
44 to 60 

 
48 

 
3 

 
6 

 
Class F 

425 to 849 
AADT 

 
77 to 95 

 
86 

 
4 

 
8 

 
Class G 

85 to 424 
AADT 

 
85 to 105 

 
93 

 
5 

 
10 

 
Class H 

Below 85 
AADT 

 
95 to 110 

 
104 

 
6 

 
12 

1.0 2LEKm = 1.25 lane mi 
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practice of providing shorter response times on high-volume highways compared with less-used 
roads. Because sections of highways that had climbing or passing lanes, interchanges, or hills 
required more time to plow or sand, these characteristics also were recorded for each section. To 
account for this additional work, sections were measured with 2-lane equivalent km (2LEKm) 
that included travel lanes, climbing, passing, acceleration, deceleration, and turning lanes (1.0 
2LEKm = 1.25 lane mi). AT had divided previously the provincial highway network into 30 sub-
areas to administer the highway maintenance contracts, so a separate Excel worksheet was 
created to enter the highway section data for each contract maintenance area (CMA). Table 3 
shows a typical CMA highway section table. The distance from each section to the nearest shop 
was measured using the existing provincial maintenance shop locations, and the number of 
existing plow trucks already in use on the primary highway network was recorded by CMA.  

 
Calculating the Provincial Truck Factors 
 
The second step in the benchmarking process was to establish a variable truck factor, which gave 
by class of highway the average number of kilometers that one plow truck could maintain under 
normal conditions. A higher class of highway (class A or class B) would need one plow truck for 
every 35 2LEKm. Lower-class highways (class G or class H) could be maintained within the 
specified response times even if there were only one plow truck for every 90 2LEKm. Even 
before starting to benchmark, it was common knowledge that there were truck factor differences 
across the province. Some differences were justified fully because of variation in local weather 
patterns, shop distribution, or traffic patterns. Other differences were less defensible, and dealt 
with public influence on level of service, past budgets, or even how stubborn the maintenance 
foreman had been when fleet changes were planned. No single truck factor could apply to a class 
of highway across the whole province, but a range of allowable truck factors could be developed. 
These truck factors then would be used to estimate how many additional plow trucks would be 
required when the secondary highway network was transferred to provincial control, while still 
accounting for regional differences in historic service delivery.  

To establish the provincial range of truck factors, each of the 30 CMA worksheets was 
linked to a summary worksheet. The summary worksheet showed the actual number of trucks per 
CMA and the estimated number of trucks, as calculated using a set of cells containing the truck 
factors for each of the eight classes of highway. Then, by trial and error, the values of individual 
truck factor cells were changed manually until the range of truck factors shown in Table 4 
resulted in the following equation being true in each CMA (to the nearest integer):  
 

trucksofnumberActualFactor
Length Section

xCLASS

i
n

i

=



∑

=1

 (1a) 

 
where Section Lengthi was the length of an individual section of highway in the CMA (2LEKm) 
and FactorCLASSx was the truck factor for the class of highway of Sectioni (2LEKm/Truck). 
 
 



 
 
 

 

TABLE 3  Example of CMA Highway Section Table 
 
 
 
 

Section 

 
 
 
 

Highway 

 
 
 

 
Class 

 
 
 
 

Description 

 
2-Lane 

Equivalent 
Length 

(km) 

 
 
 
 

AADT

 
 

Distance 
to Shop 

(km) 

 
 

Unadjusted 
Factor 

(km/truck) 

 
No. of 
Steep 

Gradient 
> 6% 

 
No. of 
Mod. 

Gradient 
4-6% 

 
No. of 
Major 
Inter- 

sections 

 
 

No. of 
Inter- 

changes 

 
Adjusted 

Factor 
(km/ 

truck) 

No. 
Trucks 

Required 
for 

Section 

Allow- 
able 

Plowing 
Time 

(hours) 

Allow- 
able 

Sand/Salt 
Time 

(hours) 
 

1 
 

11 02  & 
11 04 

 
G 

 
Park Bdy to  

Jct. 734 

 
81.7 

 
390 

 
44.2 

 
100.0 

 
0 

 
4 

 
0 

 
0 

 
93.0 

 
0.9 

 
5 

 
12.5 

 
2 

11 04 & 
11 06 & 

1108 

E Jct. 734 to  
Pipeline  

Approach Road 

 
53.23 

 
930 

 
26 

 
50.0 

 
1 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
46.0 

 
1.2 

 
3 

 
6 

 
3 

 
11 08 & 
11A 02 

E Pipeline 
Approach  

Road to Rocky 

 
50.15 

 
1,300 

 
24.5 

 
50.0 

 
1 

 
0 

 
2 

 
0 

 
50.0 

 
1.0 

 
3 

 
6 

 
4 

 
11 10 

 
D 

 
Jct. 756 to  

Hwy 22 North 

 
7.02 

 
3,000 

 
6.7 

 
38.0 

 
0 

 
1 

 
1 

 
0 

 
38.0 

 
0.2 

 
3 

 
4 

 
5 

 
11 10 

 
C 

Hwy 22  
North to  

Oras Road 

 
18.15 

 
5,001 

 
9.2 

 
36.0 

 
1 

 
0 

 
2 

 
0 

 
36.0 

 
0.5 

 
2 

 
4 

 
6 

 
11 10 

 
D 

 
Oras Road 
to SH 766 

 
38.61 

 
3,900 

 
32.2 

 
38.0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
4 

 
0 

 
36.0 

 
1.1 

 
3 

 
4.5 

 
7 

 
22 20 

 
E 

James River 
Jct. 587 to  

Hwy 54 

 
20.24 

 
1,740 

 
14.9 

 
50.0 

 
0 

 
3 

 
1 

 
0 

 
50.0 

 
0.4 

 
3 

 
6 

 
8 

54 06 &  
54 08 & 
AR 114 

 
E 

Hwy 22  
South to  
SH 781 

 
42.63 

 
1,400 

 
26.1 

 
50.0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
4 

 
0 

 
48.0 

 
0.9 

 
3 

 
6 

 
9 

 
54 06 

 
D 

Hwy 22  
North to  

Hwy 22 South 

 
14.14 

 
2,700 

 
7.1 

 
38.0 

 
0 

 
1 

 
3 

 
0 

 
38.0 

 
0.4 

 
3 

 
4 

 
10 

 
22 22 

 
D 

 
Hwy 54 to  

Hwy 11 

 
25.12 

 
2,250 

 
20.8 

 
38.0 

 
0 

 
1 

 
0 

 
0 

 
38.0 

 
0.7 

 
3 

 
4 

 
11 

 
22 24 &  

22 26 

 
D 

Hwy 11 to  
Medicine  
Lake Rd 

 
47.21 

 
2,456 

 
11.4 

 
38.0 

 
4 

 
0 

 
3 

 
0 

 
38.0 

 
1.2 

 
3 

 
4.5 

1.0 2LEKm = 1.25 lane mi 
Note: Clear cells in the worksheet have manual data entry, shaded cells are calculated automatically. 
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TABLE 4  Adjustments to Truck Factor 
 Section Characteristic Adjustment to Truck Factor 
1a Distance to nearest shop, sections in 

Class A through Class E 
• Less than 25 km 
• 25 to 35 km 
• 35 to 45 km 
• More than 45 km 

 
 
• Reduce truck factor by 0 km 
• Reduce truck factor by 2 km 
• Reduce truck factor by 3 km 
• Reduce truck factor by 6 km 

1b Distance to nearest shop, sections in 
Class F through Class H 
• Less than 25 km 
• 25 to 35 km 
• 35 to 45 km 
• More than 45 km 

 
 
• Reduce truck factor by 0 km 
• Reduce truck factor by 3 km 
• Reduce truck factor by 5 km 
• Reduce truck factor by 15 km 

2 Slopes greater than 6%  
(max. 2 per section) 

Reduce truck factor by 2 km, each instance 

3 Slopes of 4 to 6%  
(max. 2 per section) 

Reduce truck factor by 1 km, each instance 

4 Major intersections  
(max. 7 per section) 

Reduce truck factor by 1 km, each instance 

5 Interchanges  
(max. 2 per section) 

Reduce truck factor by 2 km, each instance 

1.0 km = 0.6 mi 
 
 

Another layer of complexity was added when the physical characteristics of each section 
were included in the calculation of the number of trucks required per CMA. The extra work 
caused by increasing distance from the nearest shop, hills, major intersections, or interchanges 
within the section was compensated for by reducing the truck factor in that section—in effect, 
each section would seem to be longer (and require more effort for winter maintenance) because 
of these physical characteristics. Figure 1 shows a flowchart of the adjustment to the truck factor; 
this adjustment was done for each section in every CMA. Once the truck factor adjustment was 
added, the range of truck factors was slightly less than the original trial-and-error results. Using 
the adjusted truck factor, Equation 1 becomes: 

 

trucksofnumberActualAdjFactor
Length Section

xCLASS

i
n

i

=



∑

=1

 (1b) 

 
where Section Lengthi is the length of an individual section of highway in the CMA (2LEKm) 
and AdjFactorCLASSx is the adjusted truck factor for the class of highway of SectionI 
(2LEKm/truck). 
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FIGURE 1  Adjusting the truck factor for section physical characteristics. 
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Benchmarking the Expanded Highway Network 
 
Once the range of truck factors had been determined for the existing provincial network, they 
were used to determine the number of trucks that would be required when the secondary-highway 
network was transferred to provincial control. The secondary highways were broken into 
homogenous sections using the same process as the primary highways, and the new sections were 
added to the CMA spreadsheets. The truck factors that had been developed for the primary 
highway network were used without change for the expanded network, and an initial estimate of 
the total number of trucks needed in each CMA was calculated. This initial estimate assumed that 
the same maintenance shops would be used without adding or moving any for the larger network. 
In some CMAs where the geographic distribution of the secondary-highway network was similar 
to the distribution of the primary highways, this assumption was valid. But in other CMAs, the 
initial estimate would have been low because of time lost traveling to and from the new highway 
sections. Figure 2 is a conceptual representation of the problems with geographical distribution 
of the added secondary-highway sections. 

To validate the initial estimate of the number of trucks needed for a CMA, a new process 
of assigning trucks to work on each section was developed. Another worksheet was created for 
each CMA where individual plow trucks were assigned to work on sections or partial sections 
until that truck was fully allocated.  

 
• For example, if a truck worked exclusively on Class A highway sections that had a 

truck factor of 35 2LEKm/truck, then that truck could work only until it was assigned to sections 
or partial sections equal in length to 35 2LEKm. Of course, most trucks would work on several 
sections in different highway classes, and it was easier to look at how the truck was allocated as a 
percentage of the total amount that the truck could work. 

• For example, in a CMA that had a truck factor of 32 2LEKm/truck for Class A 
highways and 80 2LEKm/truck for Class F highways, a truck with its first assignment to a Class 
A 16-2LEKm-long section was 50% allocated (16/32 = 50% allocated). 

• If the next section assigned to the truck were a Class F section, the truck could work 
only on 40 2LEKm before it was 100% allocated (50% + 40/80 = 100% allocated). 
If the length of that Class F section were only 20 2LEKm, then the truck was only 75% allocated, 
and it could be assigned to work on another section (50% + 20/80 = 75% allocated). 
 

The sequence of assigning trucks to work on sections is similar enough to how 
maintenance foremen actually dispatch plow trucks that it caused some problems during the 
benchmarking process. AT district staff, drawing on their experience with actual winter 
maintenance operations, usually had to be reminded more than once that the sequence of work 
assignments for each truck didn’t have to make sense. 

Each truck was assigned to work on highway sections or partial sections until the truck 
was allocated fully. This process was followed until all of each section was allocated to at least 
one truck. In order to avoid ending up with a fraction of a truck needed for the last section(s), 
individual trucks were allowed to be slightly overallocated. When a truck in a CMA was over-
allocated, other trucks in that CMA’s fleet had to be underallocated to balance. Since the new 
contracts would require the prospective contractor to choose where shops were located, it 
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FIGURE 2  Conceptual model for problems with the initial estimate of trucks required. 
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would be possible to place the new shops in locations that gave greater efficiencies and did not 
need as many trucks as the base-case benchmark. To accommodate this scenario, alternative 
truck factors for each CMA were calculated on a proportional basis so that fewer trucks could 
still work on the same number of 2LEKms in the local network without being overutilized. AT 
provided these other ranges of truck factors in the request for proposal, along with a minimum 
number of trucks that would be provided by the contractor regardless of how well his shops were 
located. In keeping with AT’s promise to deliver consistent highway maintenance across the 
province, the alternative truck factors were always fit within the range of truck factors developed 
previously for the primary highway network. 

Using this benchmarking process, AT could justify the number of plow trucks to add to 
the contractor’s fleet to respond adequately to the increased network when the secondary 
highways were transferred to provincial control.  
 
Benchmarking Response Times 
 
Using truck assignments for each highway section and the truck factors developed to this point, 
AT was able to establish the size of the plow truck fleet needed with the existing shop locations. 
The department expected each prospective contractor to find the most strategic locations for 
resources when developing proposals, which meant that widely different but equally acceptable 
proposals had to be expected. But, using the benchmark process that had been developed to this 
point, it would be very difficult to compare two proposals if one had many small shops spread 
throughout a contract area, while the other proposal had only a few, large shops in central 
locations. Obviously, the response times would vary depending on how much traveling the plow 
fleet had to do to cover the full network. So another benchmark criterion—the time to complete 
one cycle of work—was introduced to the benchmarking process.  

The first step to develop a “time to complete” benchmark was to establish the maximum 
allowable times to do one cycle of work (one pass of a plow truck or one pass distributing sand 
or salt) for each highway class. Table 2 gives the default time in hours by class of highway. The 
“maximum allowable time to complete” became a contractual requirement, and AT has grounds 
for payment adjustments if the contractor does not complete consistently his first response within 
the allowable time for any section of highway. Within any CMA, there were always some areas 
that needed to be plowed, sanded, or salted before any others. Sections containing these spots 
were identified as hot spots and had a shorter “time to complete” than other sections in the same 
highway class. Hot spots had to be defined with care, though, since the historical response times 
depended on where the maintenance shops had been located in the past; too many hot spots 
would constrain the prospective contractors when they were planning where to put their new 
maintenance shops. Most CMAs, averaging about 1,300 2LEKm (1,600 lane mi) in the expanded 
network, would have only two or three hot spots. 

The CMA spreadsheets were set up to calculate the time to complete one pass over all of 
the travel lanes in each assignment and accumulate these times as the truck was assigned to more 
sections of highway. Regardless of how many sections a truck had been assigned to previously, 
the work had to be completed within the maximum allowable time for the section. Plow trucks 
were assumed to work at an average of 46 kph (28 mph), based on an analysis of contract records 
over the 1997–1999 winters. Sanding or salting operations were assumed to use a 8.5 m3 (10.7 
yd3) capacity frame-mounted hopper at a rate of 330 kg per lane km (450 lb per lane mi), 
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meaning that one truckload of material would spread for 25.8 lane km (16.0 lane miles). The 
equations to calculate the time to complete work on a section follow: 
 
Time to plow Sectioni: 
 

( )[ ]
km/hr46

*2 ii
i

DTDt +=  (2) 

 
Time to spread sand or salt on Sectioni: 
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where 
 

ti = time to complete one pass over the section (all lanes) (hours), 
TDi = travel distance to Sectioni from the previous location (kms), 
Di = length assigned from Sectioni (kms), and 
DHi = dead haul from stockpile location to closest point on Sectioni. 

 
Note that the equation to calculate the time to complete sanding or salting includes the 

time needed to dead haul back to the stockpile and refill the hopper spreader. Equation 3 does not 
account for the fact that dead haul distances increase as the truck works further from the 
stockpile, that trucks usually travel faster when dead hauling than when they are spreading, or 
that different size hoppers will treat more or less highway. Equation 3 was changed in later 
tenders to give a more realistic estimate of the time to complete one pass using the following 
sequence of equations: 
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where 
 

MH = maximum length of highway that can be treated with a full hopper  
 (2LEKm), 
Hopsize  = capacity of hopper spreader on the truck (m3), 
NLi = number of hopper load refills needed to treat the assigned length Di, 
Mob = mobilization distance from the truck storage facility to the stockpile where it  
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 loads up (km), 
dhaulspd  = average dead hauling speed (usually 70 km per hour), and 
spreadspd  = average working speed when spreading material (usually 46 km/h). 

 
The CMA spreadsheets were set up to calculate the quantity of material left in the hopper 

at the completion of work on a section, and this quantity was taken into account when calculating 
the NL for the next highway section assignment.  

With the calculation of the work times, benchmark truck assignments in some CMAs had 
to be redone to complete the work within the maximum allowable time. Because the calculated 
time to complete work on any section will change depending on where the maintenance shop is 
located, the benchmark adopted by AT was the cumulative time by class of highway in a CMA. 
Table 5 shows a typical CMA spreadsheet showing the cumulative time for the benchmark 
condition on the expanded network.  

Using these benchmarks, AT could evaluate proposals for future contracts. Each 
prospective contractor would 

 
• Determine where maintenance shops would be located; 
• Using the location of the shops, calculate the initial estimate of the number of trucks 

required for the local network; 
• Using the initial estimate of the number of trucks needed, choose the truck factors that 

apply within the local network; 
• Assign trucks to work on each section until all sections had been allocated without 

overutilizing the trucks; 
• Check that each section is completed within the maximum allowable time to 

complete; and 
• Check that the sum of cumulative time to complete work was equal to or less than the 

cumulative base-case benchmark times. 
 

If the proposal did not meet the requirements of steps 5 and 6, the prospective contractor 
had to reevaluate his choice of locations for shops or add more trucks to his proposal until it did.  
 
Applications of the Benchmarking Process 
 
With the benchmarking process, AT had a tool to compare contract proposals for outsourced 
highway maintenance services. The trucks, shop, and stockpile locations that were detailed in the 
proposal would become part of the contract with the preferred highway maintenance contractor. 
It has been AT policy to provide a mobilization period of up to 1 year before a contract would be 
activated, and there have been times when the maintenance shop locations listed in the proposal 
could not be developed. In these cases, it is the prospective contractor’s responsibility to propose 
alternative locations and show, using an updated winter service delivery spreadsheets, that the 
service delivery times in their proposal were still equal to or slightly less than the base-case 
benchmark.  

AT also has used this benchmarking process to evaluate the impact of adding trucks or 
closing shops to the service delivery in existing contracts. 



 
 
 

 

TABLE 5  Sample of CMA Spreadsheet Showing Cumulative Work Time by Class of Highway 
   Base Plow Cumulative Time by Class 
   Class A B C D E F G H 
   Total Time 4.20 2.34 4.12 17.63 19.07 11.92 5.08  
    

Base Plow Time by Section Truck Number 
Section Road/Hwy Class Allow Time  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1 2 22 & 2 24 A 2 1.46  1.43 1.34 1.46       
2 2 24 A 2 1.26     1.24 1.26 0.57    
3 2 26 A 2 1.48       1.48 1.33 1.35 0.65 
4 11 12 B 1.5  

(hot spot) 
1.20           

5 11 12 &  
AR 164 

D 3 1.52           

6  
11 14 

D 1.5  
(hot spot) 

1.08           

7 11 16 E 3 1.88           
8 12 08 D 3 1.35           
9 12 10 C 2 1.17          1.17 

10 12 10 D 3 0.92           
11 20 02 D 3 2.10           
12 11A 04 E 3 2.41           
13 11A 04 C 2 1.42           
14 11A 04 & 2A 

18 
B 2 0.65           

15 42 08 E 3 2.11           
16 2A 14 B 2 0.49           
17 2A 16 D 3 2.06           
18 2A 18 &  

2A 20 
C 2 1.53          1.53 

19 2A 22 D 3 1.89          1.89 
20 54 08 D 3 0.94           
21 587 02 E 3 1.89           
22 587 03 G 5 2.53           
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FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS TO THE BENCHMARKING PROCESS 
 
As noted previously, the equations used to calculate the work times for spreading sand or salt 
have been changed since the first contract retenders. Other changes already made to the 
benchmarking process include 
 

• Using sections based on one-way, single travel lanes for benchmarking a high-speed, 
high-volume, multilane urban expressway in the city of Calgary, Alberta; 

• Allowing the use of different capacity sand and salt hoppers, automatically adjusting 
the length of highway that can be treated before refilling the hopper; and 

• Allowing the use of satellite stockpiles, where material is stored but there are no 
trucks stationed. 
 

Any change to the benchmarking process must balance the improvement to the modeling 
of the actual services delivered and the additional effort that prospective contractors will have to 
make to understand the new process. Most contractors have found that it takes the full time 
efforts of one or two persons to complete the plow truck assignment process during the 
preparation of their contract proposals, and AT does not want to needlessly make a complex and 
time-consuming task more difficult than it must be.  

Future improvements to the benchmarking process that are being considered by AT 
include 

 
• Changing the equations that calculate the time to plow a section to reflect the 

improved productivity of side-mounted wings or plow extensions on plow trucks, 
• Changing the criteria used for highway classifications from AADT to the service 

classification system developed by AT in 2001, and 
• Developing a new benchmark for the application of anti-icing chemicals, in 

preparation for department anti-icing pilot projects in selected locations around the province.  
 

While this benchmarking process has been used only with metric measurements, it could 
easily be converted to Imperial (U.S.) measures by changing some of the conversion factors in 
the CMA spreadsheets. And the benchmarking process developed by AT for a provincial 
highway network would not need any modification to be applied to any other sized highway 
network. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The benchmarking process developed by AT is not a perfect model of winter highway 
maintenance, but it has been used to justify the number of trucks required for network expansion 
and to evaluate proposals where the number of trucks and location of maintenance shops is not 
specified. This benchmarking process could be used by any size highway agency to document the 
service delivery differences within the agency, to benchmark service at existing resource levels, 
or to investigate the effects of changing resource levels or network changes on winter service 
delivery.  
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ecent events have shaped the world’s approach to transportation safety and the marshaling 
of resources to respond to several potentially damaging scenarios. Paramount to 

successfully managing these situations is the rapid movement of emergency personnel and 
vehicles, the control of vital transportation arteries, and the ability to react in real-time over a 
wide geographic area using a variety of communications means and a host of emergency and 
environmental services. This results in the overtreatment of roadways and bridge decks that 
might otherwise achieve the desired level of service (LOS) with the use of less anti-icing 
materials. 

The Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities (DOT/PF) and ThomTech 
Design, Inc., sought to determine the effectiveness of the material distribution methods 
employed during the snow and ice removal process in the Juneau, Alaska, area. Accomplishing 
this task required accurate data collection procedures, LOS estimation, and analysis. The partners 
intended to develop particular performance measurements using a variety of in-vehicle sensors 
and post material distribution techniques that are subjective and objective in nature.  

The Alaska DOT/PF Southeast Region configured the snowplows in the Juneau area with 
data collection equipment tied to several types of vehicle sensors. The evaluation vehicle was the 
key vehicle and included a touch-screen computer, digital camera, and a mobile weather station. 
Several recommendations for integrating with road weather information systems’ stations to 
introducing a friction (grip) meter on the evaluation vehicle were suggested by the project 
participants. The project was scheduled for completion on January 1, 2004. 

 
 
UNDERSTANDING 
 
The Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities (DOT/PF) and ThomTech 
Design, Inc., sought to determine the effectiveness of the material distribution methods 
employed during the snow and ice removal process in the Juneau, Alaska, area. In addition, the 
partners investigated objective and subjective performance measures for the achievement of level 
of service (LOS) requirements within the desired timeframe. Accomplishing these tasks required 
accurate data collection procedures, reliable LOS estimation, and creative data analysis. The 
partners intended to develop particular performance measurements using a variety of in-vehicle 
sensors and post material distribution techniques that are subjective and objective in nature. 

The purpose of the study was to analyze the effectiveness of the snow and ice removal 
process in the Juneau, Alaska, area. Figure 1 provides a block diagram description of the three 
objectives to support the project goal.  
 

R 
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FIGURE 1  Proposed study objectives. 
 
 
Design Description 
 
General 
 
The project was subdivided into three broad functional areas. Figure 1 provides a block diagram 
of the three areas. The first part of the study defined the requirements, determined the method of 
data collection, and described the equipment and system parameters necessary to compare 
material distribution to LOS results. The second part of the study involved the system 
installation, data collection, and LOS estimation. The final part of the study recorded the data to 
a database, analyzed the results, and drew conclusions relative to the effectiveness of the snow 
and ice removal process. 

The study was designed to be accomplished as a partnership between the systems 
integration company (ThomTech Design) and the public agency (Alaska DOT/PF). ThomTech 
accomplished the majority of the tasks, however the actual data collection and LOS estimation 
was prepared by Alaska DOT/PF personnel. Alaska DOT/PF selected five snowplows presently 
assigned to the Southeast District in Juneau. These snowplows were used to gather data about the 
snow and ice removal process. An additional vehicle (not necessarily a snowplow) was required 
to estimate the effectiveness of the snow and ice removal based on the material distributed on the 
route. Data collection equipment was installed into the snow and ice removal vehicles to 
automatically record events tagged with date, time, and location information.  

The next two sections provide a description of the proposed tasks necessary to complete 
the study. 
 
Project Flowchart  
 
Figure 2 provides a block diagram of the proposed project flow. The first two blocks (white in 
color) denote the two tasks for part one of the study. The light gray blocks illustrate the tasks for 
data collection and recording. The dark gray blocks highlight the tasks of the final part of the study. 
 
Tasks  
 
Table 1 provides a task list and short description of each task. Figure 3 provides a screenshot for 
the evaluator vehicle that records date, time, location, temperature, road temperature, humidity, 
barometric pressure, and other weather elements. 

Define 
requirements 
and design 
evaluation 

criteria to assess 
distribution 
methods. 

Install 
equipment, 

collect material 
distribution data, 

record LOS 
obtained, create 

database. 

Map distribution 
and LOS results 

to evaluation 
criteria and draw 

conclusions. 
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FIGURE 2  Project flowchart. 

 
 
 

TABLE 1  Proposed Task and Description List 
Proposed Task Description Response 

Define Detailed 
Requirements & 
Design Criteria 

Establish the baseline parameters of the study by gathering information about how the snow and 
ice removal process is presently employed. This includes routes, material used, effectiveness, 
costs, and personnel requirements. A majority of this data has already been collected. Design a 
system of evaluation criteria that can reflect accurately the LOS provided during the snow and 
ice removal process. Also determine the parameters that will vary during the study to determine 
their effectiveness, such as material amount, type of material, when applied, where applied, and 
type of equipment. 

Prepare 
Comprehensive Work 
Plan 

Develop a detailed work plan to accomplish the goals and objectives of the study. The purpose 
of the work plan is to assign tasks, to schedule installation, and to describe how data is collected, 
recorded, and stored. 

Implement Work Plan The study team begins executing the work plan. 
Install Equipment and 
Conduct System Test 

ThomTech will install new equipment on the snowplows. This includes new controllers that 
accurately log snow and ice removal events such as salter on/off, pounds per lane mile, and 
gallons per ton. In addition, a mobile data computer with embedded Global Positioning System 
receiver will record the events and tag them with date, time, and location information. The 
events will be stored on a PCMCIA card and downloaded after the storm. 

Integrate Systems and 
Evaluation Procedures 

This task ensures that the subsystems are working successfully and that the evaluation 
procedures (estimating LOS) are collecting the information necessary to complete the analysis. 

Conduct Evaluation 
and Investigation 

This task is accomplished by observing the effectiveness of the snow and ice removal material 
by driving the route at selected periods after the material has been distributed. The methods for 
completing this are determined in Task 1. An accurate method of determining the LOS through 
observation is required. 

Collect Data and 
Record Results 

Actual collection of the detailed data from the snowplows during the snow and ice removal 
procedures. Data is downloaded periodically and stored in a database. 

Conduct Training 
Workshop 

Prepare a training workshop and presentation to train Alaska DOT/PF personnel in data 
collection and analysis and associated equipment and tools. 

Analyze Data and Map 
to Evaluation Criteria 

Conduct an analysis of the snow and ice process by evaluating the results of the data as they 
pertain to the LOS estimation. 

Prepare Final Report Prepare a comprehensive documentation of the study, draw conclusions, and provide 
suggestions and recommendations. 

Define detailed 
requirements and 

design criteria. 

Prepare a 
comprehensive work 

plan. 

Implement work 
plan. 

Install equipment 
and conduct 

subsystem test. 

Integrate systems 
and evaluation 

procedures. 

Conduct 
evaluation and 
investigation. 

Collect data and 
record results 

Analyze data and 
map to evaluation 

criteria. 

Conduct training 
workshop. 

Prepare final 
report. 
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FIGURE 3  MDC block diagram with sensor connections. 

 
 
Equipment 
 
The collection of material usage and equipment usage data is provided by a mobile data 
computer (MDC) and several sensors. Figure 3 provides an illustration of the maximum number 
of sensors that the MDC can accommodate. For this project, only the front or main plow, the 
salter/controller, and the temperature sensor will be used. The data will be recorded and stored to 
an embedded PCMCIA card. This card is removed at the end of day, end of shift, end of week, or 
end of storm. The data are downloaded to a database on a desktop computer. ThomTech will 
install an MDC, plow sensor, pavement/air temperature sensor, and state-of-the-art controller 
into five snowplows. Detailed instructions and interface connections are provided in the work 
plan. The data file consists of records (a recording of each event), and each record consists of 
several data fields. An example of the data records is provided in Table 2. 
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TABLE 2  Evaluation Criteria of Roadway Surface After Material Application 
Abbreviation Name Description 

SN Snow cover Snow present; vehicles haven’t driven over the roadway. 
CS Compact snow Snow present; vehicles have packed the snow. 
I Ice on surface Visible ice on the road surface. 

BW Bare and wet Pavement is bare but wet. 
SL Slush on surface Pavement is covered with slush of snow, ice, and water. 

BWt Bare and wet tracks Snow present, however, tracks on pavement are bare/wet. 
BI Black ice Ice on pavement, invisible or difficult to detect. 
FD Freeze dried Pavement is dry; surface temperature is below freezing. 
O Other Other descriptions not consistent with above criteria. 

 
 

A list of the main components of the in-vehicle equipment is provided below: 
 

• MDC, 
• Infrared temperature sensor, 
• Proximity sensor for main plow, and 
• Salter/controller. 

 
 
PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 
 
The Alaska DOT/PF uses liquid magnesium chloride (MgCl) and other chemicals to maintain 
roads in a bare and wet condition. Alaska DOT/PF determines the timing of application and 
application rate of deicing and anti-icing chemicals by subjective judgment in response to many 
dynamic variables. Increased road maintenance needs in conjunction with stable or declining 
maintenance budgets have emphasized the need to optimize the cost effectiveness of anti-icing 
and deicing activities. Alaska DOT/PF believes that using subjective judgment may not lead to 
the most cost effective use of anti-icing and deicing chemicals. 

Anti-icing and deicing operations in southeast Alaska’s maritime climate are especially 
challenging given the extensive range of precipitation and temperature during the winter months. 
Although strategically placed road weather information systems can provide valuable 
information to road maintenance decision makers, this infrastructure is not yet in place in 
southeast Alaska. In this region, Alaska DOT/PF maintenance forces use exclusively subjective 
criteria developed from operator experience to determine quantity and timing of chemical use for 
anti-icing activities. 

While several dynamic variables impact the effectiveness of road treatment activities 
during the snow and ice season, this research effort sought to examine the relative impact of the 
following variables:  
 

• Type of chemical [e.g., MgCl, calcium chloride (CaCl), sodium chloride (NaCl)], 
• Amount of chemical used in each application (e.g., direct liquid of 35 gal per mi, 

granular of 300 lbs per mi, prewet of 20 gal per ton, etc.), 
• Type of snow and ice on roadway (e.g., packed snow, slush, black ice), 
• Amount of traffic on roadway (e.g., high, medium, low), 
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• Weather conditions (e.g., temperature, dew point, humidity, pavement temperature, 
precipitation), and  

• Timing (e.g., time of day, when evaluated, LOS achieved in certain number of hours). 
 

The research sought to answer the following questions: 
 

• Was the remote data collection technology useful for optimizing chemical usage? 
How?  

• How cost-effective was the technology for optimizing chemical use?  
• How can Alaska DOT/PF use remote data collection technology to improve the 

effectiveness and economy of deicing and anti-icing operations?  
• Other objective observations or recommendations to help maintenance and operations 

(M&O) decision makers decide whether or not to invest further in this technology.  
• What operational and procedural improvements are necessary for successful 

implementation of remote data collection technology in Alaska? 
 
 
SCOPE OF STUDY 
 
There are several other factors that may contribute to the overall LOS achieved, such as weather 
forecast, equipment availability, time of day, and more. The number of combinations of variables 
can become quite cumbersome; however, by putting limits on the possible configurations, the 
study becomes manageable. The elements of each configuration consisted of air temperature, 
pavement temperature, humidity, dew point, barometric pressure, Global Positioning System 
(GPS) location data (latitude, longitude, speed, heading, date, time), and hydraulic controller 
information (plow up/down, material distribution rate). 

The study also requires a control segment. This is a segment of road that is representative 
of the test roadway and is treated the same way each time. 

For this study, the roadway study section was Egan Drive (State Highway 7) in Juneau. 
The routes of interest for the evaluation are #296001 and #296002. This is the route that 
encompasses Egan Drive from Otter Way to the AML Road in Thane. The road encompasses 
approximately 21 mi of highway that is treated with MgCl (Figure 4).  

The study was conducted during the winter season of 2002–2003. The weather was 
unusually mild and limited the number of days that data could be collected. Nevertheless, 4 days 
of complete data have been collected—January 31, February 6, February 14, and February 17, 
2003.  
 
Equipment, Procedures, and Methodology 
 
The project was subdivided into three parts. The first part of the study defined the requirements, 
determined the method of data collection, and described the equipment and system parameters  
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FIGURE 4  The route (Egan Drive) of interest for this study. 

 
 
necessary to compare material distribution to LOS results. The second part of the study involved 
the system installation, data collection and recording, and LOS estimation. The final part of the 
study analyzes the results and draws conclusions relative to the effectiveness of the snow and ice 
removal process.  

The study was designed to be accomplished as a partnership between ThomTech Design, 
Inc., and Alaska DOT/PF. ThomTech accomplished the majority of the tasks, however, Alaska 
DOT/PF M&O personnel collected the actual data and prepared the LOS estimation. Alaska 
DOT/PF M&O selected five snowplows presently assigned to the southeast region in Juneau. 
These snowplows were used to gather data about the snow and ice removal process.  

Alaska DOT/PF M&O provided an additional vehicle for use in estimating the 
effectiveness of the snow and ice removal based on the material distributed on the route. 
ThomTech installed data collection equipment into the snow and ice removal vehicles to 
automatically record events (distribution rate) tagged with date, time, and location information. 
Although data were collected from other snowplows that were used for granular distribution, this 
document focuses on the truck that is dedicated to the distribution of MgCl on Egan Drive. 
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Routes and Evaluation Procedures 
 
Routes 
 
The route of interest for the evaluation is #296001 and #296002. This is the route that 
encompasses Egan Drive from Otter Way to the AML Road in Thane.  
 
Evaluation Criteria 
 
The evaluation criteria that were used to measure the effectiveness of the material distribution 
are consistent with the chart that has been used in previous seasons.  
 
Evaluation Tools 
 
Route Evaluation Software 
 
The route evaluation software was developed for this project. Its function was to be a tool for the 
route evaluation team in determining the effectiveness of the material (MgCl and sand) 
distribution on selected roadways in southeast Alaska. The purpose was to develop a tool that 
made the evaluation process as objective as possible and thereby provided a clearer comparison 
of the material distribution process between seasons, roadways, type of material, when material 
is applied, and amount of material. Figure 5 provides a screenshot of the evaluation software 
application package. Figure 6 illustrates the snapshot feature that records a snapshot of the road 
surface and stores it in the database. 
 

 
FIGURE 5  Screenshot of performance evaluation screen. 
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FIGURE 6  Example photos from evaluation camera. 

 
 
Report Generator 
 
The report generation software provided the evaluator with report preparation options that 
include material usage and equipment usage reporting. The reports have a standard format or can 
be tailored. Each report can be created by truck, start and end time, or sensor information. The 
report generation software was not used for this study. 
 
Mapping Display Software 
 
The data files recorded by the evaluation truck and the mobile data collection (distribution) 
trucks are comma delimited ASCII text (Table 3). As such, it can be imported into most mapping 
display software packages. The examples in the work plan are using Microsoft’s MapPoint 
software. However, the data are best displayed using ArcView 3.2. Alaska DOT/PF provided the 
road data for mapping and the additional shape files are available on the Alaska State website.  

Each data field can be used to color the route, such as plow up/down, speed, road 
temperature, material used, and more. ThomTech provided a copy of Microsoft MapPoint 
software for this purpose. ArcView 3.2 is a more capable software application package that is  
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TABLE 3  Sample Data 
ID Date & Time Latitude Longitude SPD HDG IN1 IN2 IN3 IN4 IN5 IN6 
688 9/21/01 12:06 39.6044 –82.9519 26 194 0 0 1 0 0 1 
688 9/21/01 12:06 39.6044 –82.9519 26 194 0 1 1 0 0 1 
688 9/21/01 12:06 39.6041 –82.952 26 194 0 1 1 0 0 1 
688 9/21/01 12:06 39.6027 –82.9525 37 194 0 1 1 0 0 1 
688 9/21/01 12:06 39.6011 –82.9531 37 194 0 1 1 0 0 1 
688 9/21/01 12:06 39.5996 –82.9536 37 194 0 1 1 0 0 1 
688 9/21/01 12:06 39.5982 –82.9542 32 194 0 1 1 0 0 1 
688 9/21/01 12:07 39.5958 –82.9547 32 194 0 1 1 0 0 1 
688 9/21/01 12:07 39.5955 –82.9551 32 190 0 1 1 0 0 1 
688 9/21/01 12:07 39.594 –82.9552 35 180 0 1 1 0 0 1 
688 9/21/01 12:07 39.5926 –82.955 32 170 0 1 1 0 0 1 
688 9/21/01 12:07 39.5911 –82.9547 35 174 0 1 1 0 0 1 
688 9/21/01 12:07 39.5899 –82.9545 22 170 0 1 1 0 0 1 
688 9/21/01 12:08 39.5896 –82.9544 0 354 0 1 1 0 0 1 
688 9/21/01 12:08 39.5896 –82.9544 2 170 0 1 1 0 0 1 
688 9/21/01 12:08 39.5895 –82.9544 6 170 0 1 1 0 0 1 
688 9/21/01 12:08 39.5891 –82.9544 15 170 0 1 1 0 0 1 

 
ID Date & Time RTEMP ATEMP ACT INC 
688 9/21/01 12:06 84 77 0 0 
688 9/21/01 12:06 84 77 2 0 
688 9/21/01 12:06 84 77 0 0 
688 9/21/01 12:06 81 77 0 0 
688 9/21/01 12:06 83 77 0 0 
688 9/21/01 12:06 83 77 0 0 
688 9/21/01 12:06 83 77 0 0 
688 9/21/01 12:07 82 77 2 0 
688 9/21/01 12:07 82 77 0 4 
688 9/21/01 12:07 83 77 0 0 
688 9/21/01 12:07 82 77 0 4 
688 9/21/01 12:07 82 77 0 0 
688 9/21/01 12:07 83 77 0 0 
688 9/21/01 12:08 84 77 0 8 
688 9/21/01 12:08 84 77 0 0 
688 9/21/01 12:08 84 77 0 2 
688 9/21/01 12:08 83 76 0 0 

(continued) 
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TABLE 3 (continued)  Sample Data 
ID Date & Time MSG_ID Material Units Spinner Auger Rate Liquid 
688 9/21/01 12:06 %ST GRANC E SP11 F 200 P050 
688 9/21/01 12:06 %ST GRANC E SP11 F 200 P050 
688 9/21/01 12:06 %ST GRANC E SP11 F 200 P050 
688 9/21/01 12:06 %ST GRANC E SP11 F 200 P050 
688 9/21/01 12:06 %ST GRANC E SP11 F 200 P050 
688 9/21/01 12:06 %ST GRANC E SP11 F 200 P050 
688 9/21/01 12:06 %ST GRANC E SP11 F 200 P050 
688 9/21/01 12:07 %ST GRANC E SP11 F 200 P050 
688 9/21/01 12:07 %ST GRANC E SP11 F 200 P050 
688 9/21/01 12:07 %ST GRANC E SP11 F 200 P050 
688 9/21/01 12:07 %ST GRANC E SP11 F 200 P050 
688 9/21/01 12:07 %ST GRANC E SP11 F 200 P050 
688 9/21/01 12:07 %ST GRANC E SP11 F 200 P050 
688 9/21/01 12:08 %ST GRANC E SP11 F 200 P050 
688 9/21/01 12:08 %ST GRANC E SP11 F 200 P050 
688 9/21/01 12:08 %BT GRANC E SP11 F 1000 P050 
688 9/21/01 12:08 %BT GRANC E SP11 F 1000 P050 

 
 
compatible with the data collection formats. ArcView 3.2 was used for analysis for this phase of 
the project. 
 
 
EVALUATION TRUCK DATA, COLLECTION, AND EMPLOYMENT 
 
LOS Evaluation Vehicle 
 
The LOS evaluator is provided with a laptop computer, GPS receiver, humidity sensor, and 
pavement temperature sensor. The laptop computer has a software application tailored to meet 
the data collection needs of the evaluator. The software application assists the evaluator by 
providing menu choices and definitions of pavement and roadway observations made by the 
evaluator. The in-vehicle laptop is a Panasonic Toughbook (CF-28) with touch-screen capability. 
Thus, the route evaluator has several items of data collected automatically that support the 
subjective portions of the evaluation. The evaluation data collection effort is instrumented with 
the onboard sensors as much as possible. Initially, the evaluator is required to provide a 
subjective evaluation of the effect of the material distribution by selecting from nine different 
road conditions (e.g., black ice) (Table 2). 
 
Components 
 
A list of components for the service evaluation vehicle equipment is provided below: 
 

• Laptop computer (Panasonic Toughbook, CF-28) with touch screen; 
• GPS receiver and antenna;  
• Sprague infrared air/pavement temperature sensor; 
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• Humidity/dew point sensor; 
• Barometric pressure sensor; 
• Camera, Logitech video camera, mounted on dashboard; and  
• Mount, cables, and power cords. 

 
Route Evaluation Software 
 
The route evaluation software was developed for this project. Its function is to be a tool for the 
route evaluation team in determining the effectiveness of the material (MgCl and sand) 
distribution on selected roadways in southeast Alaska. The purpose was develop a tool that 
makes the evaluation process as objective as possible and thereby provided a clearer comparison 
of the material distribution process between seasons, roadways, type of material, when material 
is applied, and amount of material. Figure 5 provides a screenshot of the evaluation software 
package. One addition is the dew point calculation, which will provide a warning to the driver of 
fronts danger. 
 
 
FINDINGS  
 

1. Successful optimization of snow and ice control treatments requires a comprehensive 
understanding of the interaction between meteorological and treatment variables. 

2. Several aspects of this study have never been attempted before. Many government 
agencies are struggling with evaluating LOS from the several methods of treatment. This study is 
the first of its kind to attempt to optimize objectively and subjectively a selected snow and ice 
control treatment (in this case MgCl) and then examine ways to improve effectiveness, increase 
efficiency, and reduce costs. 

3. Results to date include limited evaluation over a single winter season. The mild 
winter and initial equipment problems prevented collection of a comprehensive set of data from 
which to draw definitive conclusions. The researchers recommend ongoing data collection and 
analysis. 

4. The data exist to make objective and subjective comparisons between treatments. The 
mapping and reporting power present in Alaska DOT/PF is extensive, and the data manipulation 
skills are outstanding.  

5. The evaluation data collected were done smartly, and the data are valuable and useful. 
Great care was taken to ensure that the software and hardware worked to their satisfaction. 

6. Greater communications between the research members would have been helpful 
earlier in the season; the process seemed to run smoothly only towards the end of the season. 

7. The cost of the research was in line with the results and findings. The resources 
required to collect and analyze data in the future are available, affordable, and practical.  

8. The cost per snowplow for the data collection equipment is approximately $1,850 per 
plow. The cost for the evaluation equipment is $7,500 per truck (one per fleet). The analysis 
costs are difficult to assess; average cost in engineering and technical labor is approximately 
$800 per storm. 

9. A modest estimate of 10% reduction of MgCl applied to the 21-mi stretch of 
Highway 7 (Egan Road) in Juneau results in a savings of $8,543 per year. The improvement in 
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safety (operator and motorist), the reduced impact on the environment, the increased efficiency 
by route, and the decreased equipment maintenance and storage costs are not included. 
 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

1. Prepare a detailed procedure roadmap that describes each step and method in the data 
collection process for the MgCl dispersion and the evaluation truck.  

2. Expand the evaluation runs to include preapplication and postapplications at 
sufficient intervals for as long as it takes to determine when the MgCl breaks the ice and how 
long it is effective. 

3. Establish a log for recording ancillary information such as weather before the 
treatment, weather forecast, number of gallons used, number of miles the truck traveled, how the 
decision was made to treat the roadway, and other descriptions that may impact the collection of 
data for that treatment and evaluation period. 

4. Appoint a person to be in charge of the data collection effort, one who can assemble 
the data and examine the data set soon after the treatment and evaluation period. If a consultant is 
used, send data to team members after each storm to look for completeness, accuracy, and 
adjustments. 

5. Continue this research for an additional season, anticipate a representative winter 
weather season, and incorporate the suggestions and recommendations from the research team 
members. 

6. Highlight the three parameters that seem to have the largest effect on the MgCl 
treatment: weather, traffic, and application rate. Another suggested parameter is time of day in 
relation to the temperature/dew point/pavement temperature for choosing when to treat. 

7. Extend the study to other portions of the southeast region; if necessary, use the data 
collection equipment for summer maintenance activities. 

8. Modify the evaluation software to include the run number and traffic flows. 
9. Expand the study to include granular material distribution and other routes within the 

Juneau area. 
10. Replace the existing MgCl liquid dispensing equipment with data-enabled controller 

and equipment for more accurate and comprehensive recording of liquid treatment use. 
11. Use a friction-measuring device to improve evaluations of treatment effectiveness. 
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he Norwegian study on the use of magnesium chloride started in 2001–2002 and has been 
going on for two winter seasons. The project will be reported finally in 2004 after the 2003–

2004 season.  
The main goal of the magnesium chloride project was to verify how the amount of salt 

was affected by alternative salting methods and to study which possibilities magnesium chloride 
gave for operation at temperatures for which sodium chloride did not work. In addition it was an 
aim of the project to investigate the duration of an action and time to dry the road surface after 
salting with different chemicals. Solid sodium chloride prewetted with magnesium chloride 
liquid has been compared with the standard method, which is to use liquid sodium chloride as 
agent to solid salt. 

One of the hypotheses was that magnesium chloride in some circumstances resulted in 
slippery road conditions, because it is a hygroscopic salt. One of the purposes was therefore to 
study how different methods effect friction and friction development under varying winter road 
conditions. The development in friction can be an indicator on the effects that can be expected on 
the road conditions by use of different salting methods. 

The results after two winter seasons show some interesting tendencies toward less salt 
consumption with the method based on prewetting with magnesium chloride. However, there is 
some uncertainty in what way the friction is affected.  
 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
One of the main activities in the Norwegian Winter Friction Project was to carry out a testing 
program (scientific studies) to document performance of different friction improvement methods. 
The goal was to come up with a recommendation on what is the best method under different 
conditions. An important part of the Winter Friction Project has been to study the use of 
chemicals. 

The project on the use of magnesium chloride (MgCl2) was initiated by Public Roads 
Administration in Oslo on the background of observations during the winter season of 2000–
2001 in connection with some salting actions with MgCl2 in solid form. Even if they were not 
documented in a scientific way, the results indicated a longer lasting effect compared with the 
use of sodium chloride (NaCl), and thereby indicated that transfer to more use of MgCl2 can 
affect the total salt consumption.  

In Norway it is most common to use NaCl in the winter maintenance both as a preventive 
action and as a deicer. Sea salt is the most common salt in Norway, and rock salt is also common 
to some extent. Spreading of salt can be done with different methods according to a 
recommended salt table. This table is a guide to support the choice of method and the appropriate 
amount of salt for the prevailing road and weather conditions. 

T 
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Even if salting by use of NaCl has a broad application in Norway, it is well known that 
NaCl has some limitations. These limitations are first and foremost due to the chemical 
performance implying that NaCl can not be used below –10°C. The normal temperature limit for 
application of NaCl is –6°C. 

Aside from studying the deicing effect and consequences on the friction, it also has been 
given focus to the environmental issue. From an environmental point of view it will be of 
importance to reduce the amount of salt. Longer time before the road surface dry up can result in 
less dust, and MgCl2 can reduce the negative impact on organisms and vegetation along 
environmentally exposed surroundings like parks in cities. 
 
 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
Alternative Chemicals 
 
It is well known that there are alternatives to NaCl with other properties in regard to the 
temperature range for application as a deicing agent and the effects on binding dust on the road 
surface during the winter time (not only on gravel roads in the summer time). So far this has not 
been documented under Norwegian conditions. 

The price of MgCl2 in solid form is three times the price as NaCl in Norway, and because 
of the price difference MgCl2 will not be used as a deicing agent in solid form or as a pure liquid. 
The method considered as the most actual alternative is to prewet solid NaCl with an MgCl2 
liquid. Another option would have been to use a liquid based on calcium chloride (CaCl2). 

Figure 1 shows the phase diagram for different types of salt (1). Figure 1 illustrates that 
the phase diagrams for the three chlorides dissolved in water differ from each other especially at 
temperatures below –10°C. For a given pavement temperature below 0°C but above the eutectic 
temperature of NaCl, a MgCl2 solution will refreeze at a lower concentration than the 
corresponding concentrations of either CaCl2 or NaCl at the same temperature. For example, the 
refreeze concentration of MgCl2 at –10°C is about 11% while the refreeze concentrations of 
CaCl2 and NaCl at that temperature are about 12.5% and 13.5%, respectively. This means that 
MgCl2 brines can be diluted more than CaCl2 and NaCl before refreezing at a given temperature. 

However, once the dilution process starts, the slope of the MgCl2 curve rises faster than 
the refreeze temperatures of CaCl2 and NaCl. The slope of the MgCl2 curve to the left of its 
eutectic concentration is steeper than the slope of either the CaCl2 or NaCl curves until the three 
brine concentrations reach about 5% or a corresponding temperature of about –3°C. Between this 
temperature and 0°C, all three brines have about the same refreeze characteristics.  

Figure 1 also illustrates that it is natural to test the properties of MgCl2 related to NaCl, 
since the difference in freezing characteristics is greatest for these two chlorides within the actual 
temperature range. 

Figure 2 shows the result from a calculation of the content of different elements in solid 
NaCl and liquid based on MgCl2 and NaCl, respectively. 

As one can see from Figure 1, there is only a marginal difference in the quantity of 
chloride between the two types of prewetting methods. It is only with a real reduction in the 
quantity of salt that the choice of liquid will have an impact on the environment.  
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FIGURE 1  Phase diagram for different chemicals. 
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FIGURE 2  Content of elements in different salting methods. 
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Test Area and Salting Method 
 
The total road network in the test area consists of 42 km of national roads in the inner city of 
Oslo. Figure 3 shows a part of the road network within the test area. 

On these roads a 20% MgCl2 solution is used to prewet solid NaCl after a standard 
proportion by weight between solid material and liquid, 30% by weight of liquid and 70% solid 
material. The roads in the test area are treated with this method with exception of a road section 
where solid NaCl is prewetted with a NaCl solution. This road section is used as a reference for 
the standard salting method.  

Figure 4 shows the truck and spreader used in the test area. To ease the change between 
the two different liquid solutions, the spreader has been modified by mounting an extra tank for  

 

FIGURE 3  Part of the test area in Oslo. 
 

 
FIGURE 4  Spreader used in the MgCl2 project in Oslo. 
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the NaCl solution. The change between the two tanks is controlled by a button on the control 
panel giving a signal to a valve shown in Figure 5. 
 
Data Recording 
 
The following data have been registered: 
 

• Operational data from the truck,  
• Friction measurements by a friction trailer, 
• Road weather information system data, and 
• Traffic volume. 

 
Operational Data from the Truck  
 
The operational data for the road network in the test area are registered by use of an automatic 
data recording system on the truck based on Global Positioning System/Global System for 
Mobile Communications function. 
 
Friction Measurements by a Friction Trailer 
 
Friction measurements were made by use of a Roar Mark I friction trailer with a standard ASTM 
measuring wheel (see Figure 6).  

Normally the Roar device is driven with an operating speed of 60 km/h and braking every 
two seconds; the distance between each measurement is approximately 40 m. Roar is designed to 
record the entire friction curve. The Roar Mark I can measure only variable slip and for purposes 
of the Winter Friction Project, the peak friction coefficient was chosen to be used as an 
expression of the friction level.  
 
 

 
FIGURE 5  Valve system on the salt spreader in Oslo. 
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FIGURE 6  Roar friction trailer. 

 
 

The friction measurements are used as the main data to evaluate the effect from the 
different salting methods in the Oslo project. Two road sections were chosen to compare the 
MgCl2 method (marked with a green line in Figure 3) with the NaCl method (marked with a red 
in line Figure 3) (see Table 1). 

Both roads are four-lane roads. On parts of the road sections where friction measurements 
are made, there was resurfacing with new asphalt during the summer 2002. This makes it 
possible to study to what extent the type of asphalt has influence on the friction measurements. 
The principle for numbering the lanes is shown in Figure 7. 
 
Road Weather Information System Data 
 
The main source for climate data is a road weather information system station at Maritim. The 
data are recorded every 20 min, and a routine has been set up to convert the data to 1-h intervals. 
 
Traffic Volume 
 
Traffic data are gathered as support in evaluating the results from the friction measurements. 
 
 

TABLE 1  Road Sections Where Friction Measurements Are Made with Roar Mark I 
 

Road 
 

Section 
 

Lane 
Start 

Section 
Start 
km 

End 
Section 

End 
km 

Length 
in km 

NR1 161 Uelands gt – Vigs gt 1 2 4.00 2 6.00 2.00 
NR 168 Majorstua – Smestad 1, 2 1 1.90 1 4.00 2.10 
Sections Resurfaced in Summer 2002      
NR 161 Sums gt – Vigs gt 1, 3 2 5.50 2 6.00 0.50 
NR 168 Diakonvn – Smestad 1, 2, 3, 4 1 2.70 1 3.90 1.20 

1 NR = National road 
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FIGURE 7  Principle for numbering lanes. 
 
 
 
Chemical Analysis 
 
Chemical analysis will be cnducted as a part of the project to study the effects on plants, earth 
organisms, and fresh water biotopes. 
 
 
RESULTS 
 
Climate Data 
 
Figure 8 shows an example of the climate data at Maritim for November 2002.  

If the temperature limit for the use of NaCl is set to –6°C, the portion of the time when 
the air temperature was falling below this limit is as shown in Table 2. 

From Table 2 it can be seen that the potential for use of MgCl2 varies from month to 
month. For the 2002–2003 winter season as a whole; 19% of the time the air temperature was 
below –6°C. 
 
Traffic Volume 
 
Figure 9 shows the traffic variation during a typical day in February 2003 for the three lanes with 
friction measurements. 

As can be seen from Figure 9, there is a difference in the daily traffic variation between 
the two road sections that in some situations can influence the development in the road condition. 
 
Operational Statistics 
 
To obtain a direct comparison with the results from the friction measurements, the operational 
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FIGURE 8  Climate data from E-18 in Maritim for November 2002. 

 
TABLE 2  Portion of the Time with Air Temperature Falling Below -6°C 

Month Portion of the Time Below –6°C 
November 5% 
December 39% 
January 41% 
February 15% 
March 1% 
November–March 19% 

 
statistics are withdrawn for the same road sections as shown in Table 1. The operational data 
includes the following: 

 
• Date and time, 
• Program (automatic or manual dosage), 
• Amount of solid salt and liquid (kilo), 
• Surface temperature, 
• Amount of spreading kilometers, 
• Amount of driven kilometers, 
• Treated area, and 
• Amount of solid salt and liquid per m2. 
 
Figure 10 shows the distribution on different types of action. 

There is no significant difference between the two road sections with regard to the cause for the 
salting actions undertaken. 
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FIGURE 9  Traffic variation curves. 

 
 
 

Figure 11 shows the salt consumption as an average dosage per month during the 2002–
2003 winter season. The amount of solid salt is almost equivalent on the two road sections, but it 
seems that less liquid was added on the NaCl section than on the MgCl2 section. 

There were a total of 86 days with salting on NR 161 (MgCl2 liquid) and 103 days with 
salting on NR 168 (NaCl liquid). Table 3 also shows the number of salting actions. A new action 
is defined if the time exceeds 2 h between one passage to the next passage with the truck. 
The total number of actions was 135 on NR 161 and 154 on NR 168, corresponding to a 
difference of 14% more actions on NR 168.  

The total amount of salt used on the two road sections was 15.7 tons on NR 161 and 38.9 
tons on NR 168. Conversion to salt consumption per m2 showed that 0.67 kg salt/m2 was spread 
on Kirkeveien and 1.45 kg salt/m2 on Sørkedalsveien. This is equivalent to a difference of 216%, 
through the 2003–2004 winter season double the amount of salt/m2 was used on Sørkedalsveien 
with NaCl liquid compared with Kirkeveien with MgCl2 liquid. It is known in detail how much 
the traffic is affecting on the salt consumption locally in the study area, but from the traffic 
volume it does not seem that the difference in the total amount of salt used can be explained by 
traffic differences. How the traffic is working along with the chemicals will be studied more in 
detail after the 2003–2004 winter season.  
 
Friction Measurements 
 
The friction measurements do not give a complete picture of the friction standard during the 
whole winter season. Even if it would have been desirable to have had more measurements,  
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FIGURE 10  Distribution on different types of action. 
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FIGURE 11  Salting actions the winter season 2002–2003,  

average dosage of solid salt and liquid per action. 
 
 

TABLE 3  Number of Days with Salting Actions and Number of Actions 
During the 2002–2003 Winter Season 

Month  
Road Section 

Days and Number 
of Actions Nov Dec Jan Feb March 

Rv 161 Kirkevn Days with actions 19 20 20 17 10 
Rv 161 Kirkevn Number of actions 34 35 30 24 12 
Rv 168 Sørkedalsvn Days with actions 20 21 22 23 17 
Rv 168 Sørkedalsvn Number of actions 41 36 35 28 14 
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especially in connection with precipitation, the friction measurements still give a foundation for 
comparison between the MgCl2 road section and the reference road section with regard to 
possible tendencies to a connection between the salting method and the friction standard.   

In Figures 12 and 13 there is a comparison between the friction values from Roar Mark I 
on the two road sections. Even if the material is limited to 20 measurements series, the result 
does not indicate in general that the friction level is higher on the road section where liquid 
MgCl2 is added to solid NaCl. However, one cannot draw the opposite conclusion either even if 
the road section with MgCl2 comes out with the lowest friction value in several cases. 

With respect to the temperature variations, the friction measurements in the period 
January 2–6 show interesting results, especially January 6. That day the temperature went down 
to –16°C, and the friction level was significant higher on NR 161 with MgCl2 than on NR 
168with the combination of solid NaCl and liquid based on NaCl. This gives interesting 
indications to the effect on friction when the temperature is very low and clearly under the 
temperature limit for using NaCl. 

There are no significant differences between Kirkeveien and Sørkedalsveien when 
comparing mean values from all the friction measurements. However, there are interesting 
tendencies in the data material when looking at observations made under temperatures below      
–6°C. The difference in average friction level between the two salting methods was especially 
evident on the road sections with new asphalt at temperatures below –6°C (see Figure 14). Even 
if the difference is not significant statistically, the mean value for the coefficient of friction is 
highest for Kirkeveien, where MgCl2 liquid is used as a prewetting agent.  
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In November, December, January, and February and the first days of March the air temperature 
was below –10°C for shorter periods of time, and there were longer periods with temperatures in  
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FIGURE 12  Results from friction measurements. (Testing MgCl2 liquid as a prewetting 

agent to dry NaCl, the 2002–2003 winter season. ) 
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FIGURE 13  Results from friction measurements. (Testing MgCl2 liquid as a prewetting 

agent to dry NaCl, the 2002–2003 winter season.) 
 

 
the range –5°C to –10°C. This indicates several cases with salting actions beyond the 
temperature range for nacl the 2002–2003 winter season. For the season as a whole the air 
temperature was below –6°C for 19% of the time. 

Summarized over the whole winter season, there were 135 salting actions on Kirkeveien 
and 154 salting actions on Sørkedalsveien. The total amount of salt converted to consumption 
per m2 showed that 0.67 kg salt/m2 was spread on Kirkeveien and 1.45 kg salt/m2 on 
Sørkedalsveien. This is equivalent to a difference of 216% through the 2003–2004 winter season; 
double the amount of salt/m2 was used on Sørkedalsveien compared with Kirkeveien.  

The difference in the number of actions and total amount of salt per area unit for a greater 
part should be claimed as a result of the salting methods and indicates that prewetting with 
MgCl2 solution can lead to a reduction in the number of salting days and actions and reduced salt 
consumption.  

From the friction measurements one occasion especially gave interesting results. During a 
snowfall from January 2 through 6, the temperature was –16°C, and the friction was markedly 
higher on NR 161 with MgCl2 liquid than on NR 168 with solid NaCl prewetted with a NaCl 
liquid. This gives an interesting perspective for the use of the MgCl2 method at very low 
temperatures with regard to keeping the friction requirements.  

It is too early to draw final conclusions after two winter seasons with the trials with 
prewetting NaCl with MgCl2 solution in Oslo. The results so far, however, are promising and 
underline that it is important to continue the project at least one more season to verify the 
findings with regards to the salt consumption and to how suitable the method is under extreme 
weather conditions with low temperatures.  
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FIGURE 14  Mean friction values on resurfaced pavement on the test road sections. 
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deally, a deicer used on pavements for winter maintenance should be effective, safe, and a 
good value for money. It should demonstrate quantifiable benefits for the community and the 

environment in keeping roads free of ice and snow while ensuring that the mobility and safety of 
the public are maintained and that environmental standards are met. 

The Highways Agency’s Environmental Strategy for England’s Main Roads (1) and the 
United Kingdom Environment Agency’s policy encourage best practice and the use of products 
that reduce the input of pollutants such as chloride into the natural environment. The use of more 
environmentally friendly deicer products could also help to provide a cost-effective solution to 
mitigate against structural damage. 

Safecote Ltd, a company based in the United Kingdom, introduced a new deicer product 
based on extensive experience of its application in the United States and with the potential to 
help reduce chemical contamination of the environment. In 2000, Transportation Research 
Laboratory (TRL) Limited was commissioned to investigate the effect of this deicer product, 
when used in precautionary salting, as an additive or prewetting agent for salt products. As a 
prewetting agent to salt, the primary aims are to reduce the chloride component of the treatment 
in order to mitigate against the damaging effects of salt to the environment and to reduce the 
level of damage that occurs to both concrete and steel when chloride-based deicers are used for 
winter maintenance.  

The study was carried out in the two phases and various properties of Safecote were 
evaluated: 

 
 
• Phase 1 

– Freeze/thaw damage to concrete 
– Skid resistance and binder stripping of asphalt surfacing 
– Corrosion of steel and aluminium coupons 
– Environmental impact 

• Phase 2 
– Freezing point temperature (FPT) depression  
– Environmental assessment: highway runoff and leaching 
– Skid resistance of asphalt surfacings 
– Application and spreading characteristics 
– Ice melt, ice penetration, and ice undercutting 

 
This paper summarizes the findings from both phases of the study.  

 

I 
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DAMAGE CAUSED BY CHLORIDE IN SALT 
 
For comparison purposes, the properties of indigenous rock salt, which is the predominant deicer 
used on pavements for winter maintenance in the United Kingdom, were evaluated against those 
of Safecote and salt pretreated with Safecote (see section on deicing formulations). Rock salt is 
used extensively because it is inexpensive, easy to spread, and effective in keeping pavements 
safe in the winter. Damage to vegetation, soil, water quality, vehicles, and infrastructure is the 
known negative impact of rock salt, although it should be noted that most deicers have some of 
these environmental impacts (2).  

Salt is transported onto highway verges either directly from salt spreaders or with the 
assistance of wind and bounce from the pavement surface. This “salt mist” has an impact on the 
local soil and vegetation, with the greatest concentration of salt found within 3 m of the 
pavement edge and within the top 1 m or so of soil. Salt can also reach the natural environment 
as a result of runoff from stockpiles and from highway runoff into drainage systems, which then 
discharges into watercourses. 

A survey of 200 concrete highway bridges carried out by Maunsell & Partners (3) found 
that many of the bridges had reinforcement corrosion because of the high chloride content in the 
concrete caused by the use of salting for winter maintenance. The study confirmed that leakage 
through bridge joints occurred frequently. Consequently, areas of the abutments, piers, and deck 
soffits became stained and contaminated with chloride. Other areas were affected by spray from 
passing vehicles. Since this survey, low-permeability concrete mixes, silane impregnation, and 
new designs to minimize the number of joints have been successfully used to control the damage 
and reduce the incidence of severe chloride attack.  

Whether a reduction in the quantity of salt entering the terrestrial environment could be 
accomplished more effectively by the use of prewetted salt or brine only or by improving the 
control of the rate of spread of dry salt during spreading operations is currently the subject of 
investigation. This research has been commissioned for Motorways and Trunk Roads by the HA 
and for local roads by the National Salt Spreading Research Group (NSSRG) and is being carried 
out on their behalf by TRL Limited. 

The environmental impact as a consequence of using dry salt as a precautionary treatment 
in the United Kingdom has been estimated to be £100 million (4) per winter. This includes 
damage to vehicles, pavement structures, and the environment. Thornes (5) reported that the total 
cost of corrosion in the United Kingdom was £157 million and that, for every £1 spent on winter 
maintenance in the United Kingdom, approximately £8 is saved in the reduction of winter-related 
traffic accidents and delays. While technological improvements in materials and paints have 
reduced the corrosive effects of rock salt, there still remain considerable infrastructure and 
vehicle damage and costs of maintenance. 

Vitaliano (6) reported that the true cost of salt used for deicing roads is estimated at more 
than US$800 per ton (approximately £511 per ton at 2003 exchange rate) in the United States. 
He estimated that bridges exposed to deicing salt had an average life expectancy of 15 to 18 
years, although bridges in low-salt or no-salt environments had an average life of 100 years or 
more.  

If the overall chloride content reaching the environment were to be reduced, there would 
be many benefits to be gained, not least a reduction in the cost of structural repairs, a reduction in 
the contamination of highway runoff, reduced concentrations in watercourses, and reduced 
effects on flora and fauna.   
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DEICING FORMULATIONS 
 
In general, the following formulations were evaluated in the study, but, at the request of the 
client, not all the formulations were considered in every phase of the work: 
 

1. S1: Safecote added as a prewetting agent/admixture to solid rock salt (NaCl) at 33.3 
litres of Safecote to 1,000 kg of rock salt; 

2. S2: Safecote added as a prewetting agent/admixture to NaCl at 22.2 litres of Safecote 
to 1,000 kg of NaCl; 

3. C32: a Safecote/calcium chloride (CaCl2) deicing liquid at a 32% solution of CaCl2 
(by weight) added to Safecote in a 1:1 ratio (by volume); 

4. M30: a Safecote/magnesium chloride (MgCl2) deicing liquid at a 30% solution of 
MgCl2 (by weight) added to Safecote in a 1:1 ratio (by volume); and   

5. Safecote: the undiluted product. 
 

Also, where requested by the client, these formulations were compared with the effects of 
various other deicers, which included NaCl, Urea, ApClear KA1 (potassium acetate), ethylene 
glycol, prewetted salt (NaCl with a CaCl2 prewetting agent), and MgCl2. With the exception of 
the latter chemical, these deicers are actively used in the United Kingdom. 
 
 
SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS 
 
Freeze/Thaw Damage to Concrete 
 
The effect of the M30 and C32 formulations on the level of freeze/thaw damage to concrete 
mixes was assessed and compared with the effect of NaCl. The tests were carried out on two 
types of pavement-quality concrete (PQC): one for use on highways (designated Mix PQ) and 
one for use at airports (designated Mix A), under the test method given in prEN 1338 (7). 

After a 28-day period of 24-h freeze/thaw cycles with 3% solutions of the various 
deicers, the specimens were assessed visually and by collection of loose material from the 
concrete test surface. Table 1 shows the weight loss from each specimen expressed in kg/m2. 

The Safecote-based formulations caused no visual damage to either of the concrete mixes 
whereas damage was caused by NaCl. Loose material was collected from the surface of the 
majority of the specimens, but in the case of M30 and C32 it did not appear to be scaled 
concrete. The most likely reason was that a reaction occurred between some component of the 
deicing solution and the soluble alkalis in the concrete causing a precipitate to form. Where NaCl 
had been used, the recovered material from the specimens was scaled concrete. 

Specimen A8 had a high weight loss, which was because of a large piece of aggregate 
close to the surface that was severely scaled. In general, the Mix A concrete specimens showed 
more damage than the Mix PQ specimens when exposed to the 3% NaCl salt solution. 

The experimental test program was designed to investigate the effect of two formulations 
of the Safecote family of deicing products on concrete under carefully controlled laboratory 
freeze/thaw conditions. It cannot be guaranteed that the same general results will be obtained if 
the products are used in the field where deicer concentrations will vary and will be applied to a 
wide range of different concrete types. Both magnesium ions and, to a lesser extent calcium ions, 
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TABLE 1  Freeze/Thaw Test Results 
Cube No. Solution Surface 

Area 
Weight of Solid  

Material Collected 
Mean Weight of Solid 

Material Collected 
  (mm2) (mg) (kg/m2) (kg/m2) 

A1 C32 8560 420 0.0491 0.0588 
A2 C32 8560 540 0.0631  
A3 C32 8560 550 0.0643  
A4 M30 8560 0 0.0000 0.0000 
A5 M30 8560 0 0.0000  
A6 M30 8560 0 0.0000  
A7 NaCl 8560 2510 0.2932 0.3989 
A8 NaCl 8560 8750 1.0222  
A9 NaCl 8560 940 0.1098  
A10 NaCl 8560 1460 0.1706  
PQ1 C32 8560 410 0.0479 0.0230 
PQ2 C32 8560 80 0.0093  
PQ3 C32 8560 100 0.0117  
PQ4 M30 8560 30 0.0035 0.0058 
PQ5 M30 8560 40 0.0047  
PQ6 M30 8560 80 0.0093  
PQ7 NaCl 8560 80 0.0093 0.0167 
PQ8 NaCl 8560 230 0.0269  
PQ9 NaCl 8560 120 0.0140  
 
 
can cause deterioration of concrete by chemical, as opposed to physical (i.e., freeze/thaw) means. 
Where freeze/thaw attack is known to be most prevalent at low concentrations, chemical attack 
usually occurs more rapidly at higher concentrations. Evaluation of this aspect would require 
further testing. 

 
Skid Resistance and Binder Stripping of Asphalt Surfacings 
 
In Phase 1, the effect of the formulations on the skid resistance of asphalt surfacing materials 
was investigated with a portable skid-resistance tester (8) (Figure 1). Two different materials 
were used: a fine-textured and an open-textured asphalt surfacing. The effects of the deicers were 
evaluated for a range of concentrations. For normal road sites, a minimum skid-resistance value 
(SRV) of 45 was considered to be adequate, but for high-speed roads and sites such as 
roundabouts, values of 55 and 65 were required.   

Solutions were prepared by weight using deionized water and were 
 

a. 3%, 10%, and 20% NaCl (allowance made for insoluble material); 
b. 3%, 10%, and 20% MgCl2; 
c. C32 diluted to give 3%, 10%, and 16% CaCl2 (C32 diluted 1:4.3, 1:0.6, and 1:0 with 

water); 
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FIGURE 1  Portable skid resistance tester 

 
d. M30 diluted to give 3%, 10%, and 15% MgCl2 (M30 diluted 1:4, 1:0.5, and 1:0 with 

water); 
e. S1 diluted to give 3%, 10%, and 22.5% NaCl solution (S1 diluted 1:6.5, 1:2.5, and 

1:0 with water); 
f. Prewetted salt brine [(2.1% NaCl + 0.9% CaCl2 solution), (7% + 3% and 14% + 

6%)]; 
g. 3%, 10%, and 20% urea; 
h. 3%, 10%, and 20% potassium acetate (ApClear KA1); 
i. 3%, 10%, and 20% ethylene glycol; and 
j. Deionized water. 

 
Note: C32 is 32% calcium chloride brine (by weight) mixed in equal volumes with 

Safecote. M30 is 30% magnesium chloride brine (by weight) mixed in equal volumes with 
Safecote. S1 is 0.8% Safecote in brine (225g/l NaCl). ApClear KA1 is a 50% solution of 
potassium acetate 

The different solutions were used to wet the surface of the specimens in place of the 
water that would normally be used for the standard skid-resistance test. 

At all the concentrations tested, the S1 formulation had no detrimental effect on the skid-
resistance value (SRV), but the undiluted C32 and M30 formulations reduced the SRV. As a 
consequence, their use may not be suitable as a precautionary deicer on surfaces close to the 
minimum permitted skid resistance. Their use might be acceptable where immediate dilution of 
the product can be expected (i.e., when used on snow and ice already present on the road surface) 
or on surfaces with an SRV well above the minimum permitted skid resistance. 

In general, as the concentrations of all the deicing solutions increased, the SRVs 
decreased (Figures 2 and 3). The decrease was most pronounced with the M30 and C32 
Safecote-based formulations when used at the highest concentrations. With the surfacing 
materials used, the values obtained were below the minimum permitted value of 45.  

The SRV values of the S1 solutions—3%, 10%, and 22.5% rock salt solutions—were as 
good as the 3%, 10%, and 20% concentrations of NaCl on the fine-textured surfacing and 
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slightly better than the NaCl solutions on the open-textured surfacings at all concentrations. This 
is encouraging as it suggests that S1 could be used with no detrimental effect on the SRV. 

In Phase 2, skid-resistance tests were carried out using the S2 formulation. The effective 
skid resistance of the S2 formulation was compared with NaCl on the same test surface with the 
TRL SCRIM machine (9). S2 formulation and salt (grade 6.3mm) were applied with a typical 
spreader at rates of 10g/m2 and 20g/m2.     

Under dry conditions, consistent high values were obtained for the S2 formulation and for 
NaCl at both spread rates. The S1 and S2 formulations showed no detrimental effect on the skid 
resistance of the road surfaces tested. 

Tests in Phase 1 were undertaken to investigate whether the S1 formulation would lead to 
binder stripping of the aggregate in asphalt surfacing materials. The method employed was as 
given in MoD Specification 040, Appendix B (10). There was no evidence of binder stripping for 
the aggregate/binder combination tested. 

 
Corrosion of Steel and Aluminium Coupons 
 
The effect of a range of Safecote and non-Safecote-based deicing chemicals on the corrosion of 
steel and aluminium coupons was investigated using a modified version of the neutral salt spray 
test as given in BS 7479 (11). 

Steel coupons were tested with the following solutions: 
 
1. 5% NaCl (allowance was made for insoluble material and the solids were removed 

before use), 
2. 5% MgCl2, 
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FIGURE 2  Effect of deicer concentration on the skid resistance  

of an open-textured asphalt surfacing. 
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FIGURE 3  Effect of deicer concentration on the  

skid-resistance of a fine-textured asphalt surfacing 
 

3. C32 diluted to give 5% active material (C32 diluted 1:7.2 with water), 
4. M30 diluted to give 5% active material (M30 diluted 1:7 with water), 
5. S1 diluted to give 5% active material (S1 diluted 1:3.7 with water), 
6. Prewetted salt brine (3.5% NaCl + 1.5% CaCl2 solution), 
7. 5% urea, 
8. 5% potassium acetate (10% ApClear KA1), 
9. 5% ethylene glycol, and 
10. Deionized water. 

 
The corrosion products were removed from the steel coupons by using Clarke’s Solution. 

This is an established method that uses hydrochloric acid (HCl) with additions of antimony 
trioxide (Sb2O3) and stannous chloride (SnCl2.2H2O); these additions inhibit the action of the 
acid on the steel while allowing the corrosion products to be dissolved. 

Aluminium coupons were tested with the following solutions: 
 
1. 5% Safecote, 
2. 5% NaCl, 
3. 5% potassium acetate (10% ApClear KA1), and 
4. Deionized water. 

  
The procedure adopted to remove corrosion products from the aluminium coupons was 

that given in American Society of Testing Materials (ASTM) G1–90 (12) and the Handbook of 
Test Methods for Evaluating Chemical Deicers (13). The average 7-day weight losses are given 
in Table 2 together with a relative corrosion rating. 

Prewetted salt brine and rock salt produced the most corrosion on steel with weight losses 
after 7 days of 3.1 g and 2.5 g, respectively. The weight losses with deionized water and M30 
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were low, at less than 0.5 g. All the other materials tested fell between these limits with C32 
giving approximately 0.8 g loss of weight.   

The S1 formulation only caused 55% of the corrosion seen with rock salt and was 
approximately comparable with ApClear KA1 and Urea. This suggested that the Safecote may 
have a beneficial effect on chloride-induced corrosion of bare steel. As a further comparison, 
prewetted salt caused 127% of the corrosion seen with rock salt alone. 

The weight loss from all of the aluminium tests was low compared with steel with the 
deionized water causing the most weight loss of 0.07 g at 7 days. The rock salt caused less than 
half the corrosion seen with deionized water with a weight loss of 0.027 g. Both Safecote and 
ApClear KA1 caused barely measurable weight loss, while Safecote caused slightly more 
corrosion than ApClear KA1 although the difference was minimal. Prewetted salt was not tested 
on aluminium samples. 
 
FPT Depression 
 
Tests were undertaken in a climate chamber to determine the FPT depression of an S2 
formulation as a deicer. The S2 formulation was compared with solutions of rock salt, a 23.3% 
saturated solution of brine, undiluted Safecote and Safecote with brine. Deionized water was 
used as a control. The test data were transformed into graphs of cooling curves. At other points 
on the curves, the data were extrapolated to obtain the FPTs. 

The results showed that for 3% and 5% solutions of the S2 formulation, the FPTs were at 
least as good as rock salt alone. There is no evidence however that the addition of Safecote 
improves the FPT. 
 
Environmental Impact 
 
Based on the chemical analysis of the Safecote product and information supplied by the client, an 
assessment of the environmental effects of using Safecote-based deicers was carried out. 
 

TABLE 2  Average 7-Day Weight Loss and Relative Corrosion Rate (RCR) 
Steel Aluminium  

Solution Weight Loss (g) RCR (%) Weight Loss (g) RCR (%) 
Rock salt 2.453 100 0.0273 100 
MgCl2 1.878 77 — — 
C32 0.822 34 — — 
M30 0.452 18 — — 
S1 1.356 55 — — 
Prewetted Salt 3.115 127 — — 
Urea 1.376 56 — — 
ApClear KA1 1.310 53 0.0002 1 
Ethylene Glycol 1.609 66 — — 
Deionized water 0.230 9 0.0729 267 
Safecote — — 0.0028 10 

Note: RCR is percentage weight loss relative to rock salt. 
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In Phase 1, it was determined that the Safecote product had a high biological oxygen 
demand (BOD), appreciable amounts of various heavy metals, and possibly a high phosphorus 
content. As a consequence, the use of large amounts of Safecote over a winter maintenance 
period could have significant negative impact on the environment. However, Safecote is 
primarily intended for use in conjunction with rock salt or other deicers for UK highway 
applications. Therefore, to determine the overall environmental effect of using a Safecote-based 
deicer, further evaluation was carried out in Phase 2. The results are given in the following 
sections on highway runoff and leaching. 
 
Highway Runoff 
 
Guidelines from the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (14) suggest a basic methodology for 
calculating dilution factors and subsequent contribution as a concentration to the downstream 
watercourse. Calculations were made for two theoretical scenarios for a stream along a 1-km 
length of carriageway comprising four lanes with no camber. Scenario A had high dilution, a 
high runoff rate, and rapid discharge into watercourses. Scenario B had low dilution, less 
precipitation, and a smaller runoff rate. 

It was found that the S2 formulation complies with the UK water quality standard and the 
current UK Environment Agency standards for highway runoff for heavy metals and other 
chemicals. 

The results showed that, as an additive to rock salt, Safecote was likely to be far less 
damaging to the environment than rock salt alone. Safecote may be best suited to highway 
deicing when used at a recommended application ratio of 3% weight for weight to rock salt. 
 
Leaching 
 
It was concluded that the addition of Safecote to salt should not cause a leaching problem at 
highway depots that were adhering to environmental standards for storage facilities and proper 
management of stockpiles.  
 
Application and Spreading Characteristics 
 
Spreading trials were carried out to compare the performance of the S2 formulation with virgin 
6.3-mm rock salt in order to assess whether the addition of Safecote to rock salt enhanced the 
spreading performance and whether it improved the distribution of rock salt into the desired 
target spread area. 

Spreading trials of the S2 formulation compared with virgin 6.3-mm rock salt were 
undertaken with a Foden/Telstar dual spinner spreader at the TRL Research Track. The 
experiment comprised eight runs at 50 km/h along a simulated three-lane motorway in 
accordance with BS 1622 (15). This combination was designed to deliver salt to three lanes and 
the hard shoulder. The S2 formulation (ratio of 22.2 liters per ton of rock salt) was applied at 
spread rates of 10g/m2 and 20g/m2. 

The mean results of the 10g/m2 spread showed that more salt was spread into the target 
zone with the S2 formulation than with rock salt alone. The target spread was achieved in most 
of the hard shoulder, Lanes 1 and 2, and the nearside of Lane 3. Underspreading occurred in 
Lane 3, although this was also true for rock salt. Overspreading beyond the target zone also 
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occurred, but this was less for the S2 formulation than the rock salt and suggested that the 
addition of Safecote to rock salt gives improved salt control. The mean results of the 20g/m2 
spread indicated that the S2 formulation gave similar improved performance in the target area. 

Dry spreading normally results in longitudinal snaking effects with nonuniform spread 
patterns whereas prewetted salt spreading normally tends to reduce this effect. The addition of 
the S2 formulation to the rock salt reduced the longitudinal snaking effect. 

 
SHRP Tests: Ice Melt, Ice Penetration, and Ice Undercutting 
 
The S2 formulation was tested against the Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP) 
methods for evaluating chemical and solid deicers (13). The S2 formulation was dissolved in 
demineralised water to give a 25% solution by weight. For comparison, the same tests were also 
carried out on a 25% solution of rock salt. 

The following SHRP set of tests were specified: 
 

• SHRP H-205. I test method for ice melting of solid deicing chemicals, 
• SHRP H-205.3 test method for ice penetration of solid deicing chemicals, and 
• SHRP H-205.5 test method for ice undercutting by solid deicing chemicals. 

 
The results showed that the test solutions of both products are equally effective in an 

initial 30-min period during the ice melt and ice penetration processes at the test temperatures of 
–2°C, –6°C, and –10°C. However, the S2 formulation is slightly more effective than salt over the 
1-h test period. 

The S2 formulation is slightly more effective in the ice undercutting process at test 
temperatures of –2°C, –6°C, and –10°C than rock salt for the solution concentrations tested. 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
With its good corrosion inhibitor properties, its nonstripping properties of binders from asphalt 
surfacings, its reduced concrete spalling to structures compared with rock salt, and its 
nondetrimental effect on the skid resistance of the road surfaces tested, Safecote has the potential 
to be used as a prewetting agent for wetted salt treatments. Hence, this could reduce the adverse 
effects on the environment and transport structures and the quantity of salt used. 

The addition of Safecote to salt should not cause a leaching problem at highway depots 
that are adhering to environmental standards for storage facilities and proper management of 
stockpiles.  

From the results, it appears that the S2 formulation is slightly more effective than rock 
salt in the ice melt, ice penetration, and ice undercutting processes over a period of at least 1 h. 
However, similar properties are demonstrated by both products in an initial 30-min period during 
the ice melt and ice penetration processes for the solution concentrations tested. 

The dissolving rate of salt is dependent on the particle size of the salt used. The larger the 
particle size, the longer the salt takes to enter solution. The addition of Safecote to salt appears to 
speed up the dissolving process compared with rock salt alone. For safety reasons in particular, it 
is important that a deicer melts the ice layer quickly in order to expose the pavement surface. 
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Based on the range of tests carried out, Safecote may be best suited to pavement deicing 
when used as an additive to salt at the standard application ratio of 3% weight for weight. 
 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
A number of recommendations emerged from the study, and it is planned to follow them up in a 
further testing program. 
 

1. A rigorous cost–benefit analysis for the use of Safecote formulations should be 
carried out to determine whether real monetary gains could be realized for the deicing of UK 
roads. This is particularly relevant in demonstrating the “holdover” times of Safecote 
formulations in order to reduce the number of applications required. 

2. The long-term benefits offered by Safecote formulations to the environment, through 
reduced chloride content, should be compared with salt products. The component benefits to 
highway runoff, soil contamination, corrosion of steel reinforcement, and aluminium and 
spalling of concrete structures should be fully quantified. 

3. The long-term cost reduction as a consequence of mitigation of infrastructure damage 
due to chloride attack, although clear from the test results of concrete, asphalt, and corrosion 
damage mitigation, cannot be financially quantified at this stage and will vary according to 
regional infrastructure characteristics and climatic conditions. It is therefore recommended that 
winter maintenance practitioners take a view as to how they might quantify the possible benefits 
based on their own operational experience, and the type and nature of their infrastructure assets. 
 

In the case of the environmental aspects, the UK Environment Agency has shown an 
interest in testing the BOD, COD levels of Safecote in water courses, soil, and vegetation so 
further data will be available. It is thought that setting threshold levels of different contaminants 
found in the environment may be one way of controlling the impact associated with winter 
deicing. 
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he Law for the Prevention of Spiked Tire Dust was announced in June 1990 to solve the 
problem of dust produced by spiked tires. The use of chloride antifreeze admixture for 

control of winter road surface in cold snowy regions has shown since then a tendency to increase 
year by year. The percentage of total snow removal costs spent on antifreeze admixture 
spreading has been increasing steadily. Currently the majority of antifreeze admixture used in 
Japan is a chloride type (calcium chloride, sodium chloride, etc.). Concern with its effects on 
roadside environments and structures also has appeared. This report presents the state of 
development of nonchloride antifreeze admixture that inflicts little salt damage. It also reports on 
the result of laboratory evaluations of various compounds and on the results of field test 
spreading of antifreeze admixture. Simultaneous spreading of chloride antifreeze admixture 
(calcium chloride) and the nonchloride one (sodium acetate) was done. The comparison of the 
effect was carried out by the skid friction coefficient and a questionnaire of operators driving 
snow graders and snow removal trucks. Though the calcium chloride spreading section generally 
exceeded slightly the sodium acetate section, in a few cases the sodium acetate showed better 
results. It is necessary to improve nonchloride antifreeze admixture and carry out research 
toward proposed spreading techniques.  
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Approximately 60% of the land in Japan that is in special, cold, snowy regions is home to 
approximately 20% of the country’s population. These regions are subject to road disasters and 
traffic accidents caused by accumulated snow and road icing. The Law for the Prevention of 
Spiked Tire Dust was announced in June 1990, and the use of spiked tires by all motor vehicles 
including large trucks was prohibited in restricted districts beginning in April 1993 to solve the 
problem of dust produced by spiked tires. Although the dust was reduced, the law has resulted in 
the appearance of slippery road surfaces. Antifreeze admixtures are spread as a measure to deal 
with this problem, but the volume of winter traffic has risen and, in response to public needs, the 
quantity of antifreeze admixture spread also has increased. This measure now accounts for a 
large portion of snow removal costs. Currently the majority of antifreeze admixture used in 
Japan is a chloride type (calcium chloride, sodium chloride, etc.). Concern with its effect on 
roadside environments and structures also has appeared. Development of new environmentally 
friendly antifreeze admixtures that inflict little salt damage and establishment of more effective 
and more efficient spreading methods are hoped for (1). This report presents the change over a 
period of years in the quantity of antifreeze admixture spread on the main roads of Japan. It also 

T 
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reports on the results of laboratory evaluation of various compounds and the results of the test 
spreading of antifreezing admixture in some model regions. 
 
 
CHANGE IN THE QUANTITY OF ANTIFREEZE ADMIXTURE SPREAD  
 
Figure 1 shows the quantity of antifreeze admixture spread on the main roads of Japan in 1990 
and from 1997 until 2001. A countermeasure for road surface freezing in cold, snowy regions of 
Japan began in earnest in 1964 and increased by less than 150,000 tons up to 1990. The quantity 
of antifreeze admixture used after 1990 has been increasing, as shown in Figure 1. The quantity 
of antifreeze admixture use has tripled, up to 490,000 tons in 2000. Figure 1 also shows that 
chloride type antifreeze admixture, such as sodium chloride and calcium chloride, accounted for 
90% of total chemical spreading. 
 
 
RESULT OF LABORATORY EVALUATION  
 
Quantity of ice melted tests and steel plate corrosion tests were done to evaluate nine kinds of 
chemical compounds as antifreeze admixture in the laboratory. The sodium chloride and calcium 
chloride types also were tested for comparison. 
 
 

 
FIGURE 1  Change in the quantity of antifreeze admixture spread. 
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Quantity of Ice Melted Test Result  
 
The results of quantity of ice melted measurements in a test conducted at –5°C are shown in 
Figure 2. Among the nonchloride chemicals, sodium formate provided the best ice-melting 
capability, considered equal to that of the chloride compounds. The next best melting capability 
was that provided by mixtures containing chloride compounds. The results confirmed that the 
ice-melting capability of sodium acetate, potassium acetate, and calcium magnesium potassium 
acetate are all equivalent to compounds including chloride. This test showed that the ice-melting 
capability of urea and of calcium magnesium acetate (CMA) are both relatively low. 
 
 
 

 

FIGURE 2  Results of measurement quantity of ice melted (–5°C, 5 g). 
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Steel Plate Corrosion Test Results  
 
Corrosion testing using steel plate (JIS G 3141 cold rolled steel plate) was performed, and steel 
plate corrosion rates were obtained (Figure 3). The corrosion rates of the sodium chloride and 
calcium chloride were between 80 and 90 mdd. Among the mixtures including a chloride 
substance, the corrosion rate of the mixture of urea and sodium chloride was highest at 130 mdd. 
The corrosion rate of the sodium formate was about 40 mdd, which is equal approximately to 
that of the chemical made by mixing CMA with sodium chloride. Those containing only an 
acetate compound caused almost no corrosion. 
 
Evaluation of the Prototype 
 
According to these results, it was determined that, among the nonchloride types, an acetic acid 
compound was suitable as a nonchloride antifreeze admixture regarding its metal corrosion, 
environmental safety, and stability of supply of this chemical. The nonchloride antifreeze 
admixture, made with sodium acetate, was manufactured on a trial basis and was evaluated for 
the skid friction coefficient using a simple skid friction measurement device in the laboratory. 
The outline of this device is shown in Figure 4. A slider was pulled by a linear motor at a 
constant speed and this device detects a load by the load cell. A rubber board (length and width: 
10cm; thickness: 1 cm) made of the same material as a tire was fixed under the slider. The 
measurement of the skid friction coefficient is shown in Figure 5. The skid friction coefficient of 
the sodium acetate antifreeze admixture was found to be marginally lower than the calcium 
chloride one. However, the actual effectiveness is expected to be equal.  
 
 

 
FIGURE 3  Steel plate corrosion test results. 
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FIGURE 4  Outline of a simple skid friction measurement device in the laboratory. 

 

 
FIGURE 5  Results of measurement of skid friction coefficient in the laboratory. 
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FIELD VERIFICATION TEST OF NONCHLORIDE ANTIFREEZING ADMIXTURE  
 
Outline of the Test  
 
The test was performed in January–February 2003 at National Highway No.18 (Shinano town, 
Nagano Prefecture). The spreading section (L = 1.8 km ) of the nonchloride antifreeze admixture 
(sodium acetate) was set up on the highway (see Figure 6). Spreading of chloride and 
nonchloride-type antifreeze admixture (dry type, solid 20g/m2) was done at a time when a road 
administrator was actually spreading it. The effects of spreading antifreezing admixture were 
evaluated based on the results of measurements of skid friction coefficient by a road surface skid 
measurement vehicle and on the results of measurements by field observers (of snow and ice 
surface temperature, concentration of the residual chemical on the road surface, appearance of 
the road surface, etc.; see Table 1). This effect verification was done seven times for a total of 69 
h. A questionnaire for operators driving snow graders and snow removal trucks was done about 
the effect of both antifreezes.  
 

 
 

FIGURE 6  Measurement locations and spreading sections for the field verification test. 
 

TABLE 1  Items of Measurements by Field Observers 
Air temperature Measurement at 1 point 
Road surface temperature Measurement at 3 points in rutted 
Thickness of snow and ice Measurement at 3 points in rutted 
Concentration of residual Measurement at 3 points in rutted 
Snowfall Measurement at 1 point 
Traffic density Measurement at 1 point 
Appearance Measurement at 3 points in rutted 
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Test Results  
 
This section reports on the third field verification test (January 30–31, 2003) to confirm the ffects 
of advance spreading. Road surface temperature, air temperature, snowfall, and traffic are shown 
in Figure 7. Appearance of the road surface and skid friction coefficient are shown in Figure 8. 
The thickness of the snow and ice on the road surface and concentration of the residual chemical 
on the road surface are shown in Figure 9. 
 
Meteorological Conditions 
 
Total snowfall was little, at 8mm, though light snow fell intermittently from the test start (21:00, 
Jan. 30) to the test end (6:30, Jan. 31). It was expected that road surface conditions changed to 
snow and ice cover with these meteorological conditions. 
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FIGURE 7  Change of air temperature, road surface temperature, snowfall, and traffic. 
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FIGURE 8  Change of appearance of the road surface and skid friction coefficient. 

 

 
FIGURE 9  Change of the thickness of the snow and ice on the road surface and 

concentration of the residual chemical on the road surface. 
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Road Surface Conditions 
 
Road surface temperatures in both spreading sections were similar with no significant difference 
observed. The road surface temperature was about –3°C in both spreading sections and 
apparently followed the change in the air temperature. Black slush conditions tended to continue 
from the first spreading to the third one, and conditions changed to wet on rutted areas in both 
spreading sections by the appearance of the road surface measurement by field observers. Both 
admixtures were seen to be effective. The thickness of snow and ice on the road surface was less 
than 1 mm in both spreading sections. The skid friction coefficient was comparatively low at  
µ = 0.32 in the calcium chloride spreading section when the test started, but as time passed and 
number of times of spreading was piled up, it reached a high of µ = 0.56 at 6:00. Conversely, it 
was 0.40 in the sodium acetate spreading section when the test started, and it reached a high of µ 
= 0.53 as well as the calcium chloride spreading section at 6:00. Concentration of the residual 
chemical on the road surface was about 2% with some dispersion in both spreading sections from 
the first spreading to just before the third spreading.  
 
Comparison of Both Chemicals 
 
As for the road surface temperature, appearance of road surface, thickness of snow and ice on the 
road surface, skid friction coefficient, and concentration of the residual chemical on the road 
surface, a remarkable difference couldn’t be confirmed from the results of the third field 
verification test. When skid friction coefficient by both chemical in the test from the first to the 
seventh was compared simply, the effect of both chemical was thought to be equivalent (see 
Figure 10).  
 

 
FIGURE 10  Skid friction coefficient by both chemical in the test from the first to seventh. 
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Evaluation of the Immediate Effect and Long-Lasting Effect  
 
The immediate effect and long-lasting effect were defined by Equation 1 and Equation 2. As for 
the immediate effect, the mean skid friction coefficient of sodium acetate from just after 
spreading to 1 h later was divided by the mean skid friction coefficient of calcium chloride in the 
same time.  
 

)(
)(

sectionchloridecalcium
sectionacetatesodiumeffectimmediate

µ
µ

=  (1) 

(mean from just after spreading). 
 
For the long-lasting effect, the mean skid friction coefficient of sodium acetate from 2 h after 
spreading to 4 h after spreading was divided by the mean skid friction coefficient of calcium 
chloride in the same time. 
 

)(
)(

sectionchloridecalcium
sectionacetatesodiumeffectlasting-long

µ
µ

=  (2) 

(mean from 2 h after spreading to 4 h after spreading). 
 
Though the calcium chloride spreading section generally exceeded the sodium acetate section 
slightly, in a few cases the sodium acetate showed better results (see Table 2). 
 
Results of the Questionnaire 
 
A questionnaire was carried out for the operators driving snow graders and snow removal trucks 
in this field test. The results are shown in Table 3. As for the effect of advance spreading, 70% of 
operators answered that there was not much difference between sodium acetate and calcium 
chloride and that the effect lasted about 2 hours for both chemicals. As for the effect of post-
spreading, 60% of the operators answered that the calcium chloride spreading section was 
quicker than the sodium acetate one, and 40% of them answered that effect of both chemicals 
was equivalent. 
 
 

TABLE 2  Immediate Effect and Long-Lasting Effect 
Test Immediate Effect Long-Lasting Effect 
1 0.95 0.90 
2 0.85 0.96 
3 1.02 1.00 
4 0.96 0.99 
5 0.73 0.82 
6 1.02 0.90 
7 0.89 1.08 
Mean 0.92 0.95 
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TABLE 3  Results of Questionnaire 

 
 
 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESPECT  
 
Both laboratory evaluations and field tests showed that nonchlorinated antifreeze (sodium 
acetate) was as effective as chlorinated antifreeze (calcium chloride). Laboratory tests also 
showed that sodium acetate results in significantly less corrosion when compared to chlorinated 
antifreeze admixtures. However, field-testing was limited and did not explore effective and 
efficient spreading techniques. 
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eeping Michigan highways and roads clear of snow and ice during the winter can be a significant 
challenge to an agency’s resources and personnel. The widespread use of rock salt (sodium 

chloride) to remove snow and ice and facilitate a “bare pavement” level of service has provided for the 
increased safety of motorists for some time. However, deicing salt use has some detrimental side 
effects. The damage to the ecosystem from chloride ions has been documented along with the 
corrosive effects to metals. 

Several strategies have been suggested to deal with the effects of using rock salt. One 
approach has been direct substitution with chloride-free chemicals. Another idea is to use salt with 
added corrosion inhibitors to offset or delay the effects of corrosion, this is usually less expensive than 
complete substitution of chloride-based deicers. Unfortunately, alternatives to salt can be expensive 
and may require additional applications to obtain the same result.  

In recent years anti-icing compounds developed from agricultural by-products (ABP) have 
been introduced. Manufacturers claim that ABPs perform better, are environmentally friendly, and are 
less corrosive than conventional anti-icing and deicing materials. These products have shown promise 
in trial applications within Michigan and elsewhere in the nation. Their primary use is for anti-icing 
operations, but improved performance of deicing chemicals used in conjunction with ABPs also has 
been documented.  

A research advisory panel (RAP), composed of personnel from several Michigan Department 
of Transportation (DOT) regions and the C&T Division in Lansing, was formed to receive input and 
guidance on the ABP evaluation project and to disseminate information quickly. However, in order to 
evaluate ABPs used for anti-icing, the anti-icing methodology itself required further study. Therefore 
this report combines evaluating anti-icing as a winter maintenance tool and the use of ABPs for anti-
icing. Evaluation included application of ABPs on trial roadways, analysis of cost-effectiveness, ABP 
prewetting effect on salt usage, use of ABPs for anti-icing and deicing operations, and accident 
statistics review. Because ABPs are supplied from different manufacturers they are subject to 
variability in composition, and therefore specifications for ABPs were developed. 

This report summarizes the Michigan DOT anti-icing experience using ABPs during 1999–
2002 winters in the southwest region. The southwest region is located in southwest lower Michigan 
and typically experiences heavy lake-effect winter precipitation. Several major routes pass through this 
region, namely Interstate 94 (I-94), I-69, U.S. Route 12 (US-12), US-31, and US-131.  

Anti-icing is a snow and ice control strategy designed to prevent the formation of an ice-
pavement bond by timely application of a chemical freezing point depressant. Fewer chemicals are 
needed to prevent ice from forming than to remove it, and less plowing effort is needed to remove 
unbonded ice and snow from the pavement. Once applied, the chemical remains on the pavement and 
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works for the next storm event until it is diluted out by precipitation. Liquids usually are suited best for 
this purpose as the pavement is generally dry and traffic action will disperse other materials (for 
example, if rock salt were used for anti-icing). 

In contrast to anti-icing operations, traditional snow and ice control practice is to wait until the 
snow accumulates on the pavement before beginning to plow and treat the highway with chemicals or 
abrasives. A consequence of traditional practice is formation of a compacted snow layer that is tightly 
bonded to the pavement surface. A subsequent deicing of the pavement is then necessary and usually 
requires a large quantity of chemical to work its way through the snow pack to reach the pavement and 
destroy or weaken the bond. Although requiring less information and training than for anti-icing, 
deicing may provide less safety as a result of the inherent delay. 

Repeat applications of chemicals were necessary for both anti-icing and deicing. In most 
cases, the anti-icing liquids were applied before the onset of precipitation, and the deicing salts applied 
after accumulation on the roadway surface had occurred. Initial application rates for anti-icing were 35 
gal per lane mi. However, inexperience with anti-icing compounds in 1999–2000 led to application of 
rock salt immediately following anti-icing liquid placement. The dark-colored appearance of applied 
ABP on the highway was mistaken for black ice because of the dark brown color. 

As more experience was gained, anti-icing methods became more efficient. Application rates 
for anti-icing were lowered to 25 gal per lane mi. For the 2000–2001 winter, the ABP used was a clear 
color, and thus the appearance as sprayed on the roadway did not resemble black ice and therefore 
prevented unnecessary applications of deicing salts. 

One Michigan DOT maintenance garage used APBs exclusively for deicing operations at a 
cost of $30.22 per lane mile. The application rate of 25 gal per lane mi for deicing corresponded to a 
dry weight of 97 lb per lane mi. Compared with the prewetted salt rate of 250 lb per lane mi, the 
environmental impact of salt is reduced 61%, albeit at considerable expense. However, chloride-free 
deicers would have cost considerably more; using calcium magnesium acetate (CMA) at 400 lb per 
lane mi (application rate needs to be increased to match performance of salt) at a unit cost of $600 per 
ton would have cost $120 per lane mi. The pilot program serves to emphasize that ABP liquids should 
be used for anti-icing operations and prewetting rock salt, rather than for deicing. 

Costs for the cleanup of compacted snow and ice vary but reportedly are reduced in terms of 
man-hours and equipment. Further, the corrosion-inhibiting APBs reduce equipment maintenance by 
preventing or minimizing rusting of the truck hoppers, spinners, and other parts. Cost-effectiveness of 
ABPs is sometimes difficult to determine, as many highly variable local costs (e.g., unit materials cost, 
labor rates, storage) need evaluation. Indirect costs (e.g., travel delay costs) should also be considered. 

Overall highlights of the southwest region pilot program include  
 

• Anti-icing led to overall decreased material costs the past three winter seasons; 
• Prewetting rock salt reduced its use by 28% to 38%; 
• Prewetted rock salt used for traction control reduced abrasives (sand) use by 78%; 
• Cost savings of prewetting rock salt averaged $1.69 per lane mi for materials; 
• ABP liquids should be used for anti-icing and prewetting rock salt, but not for deicing; 
• Anti-icing practices maintained bare pavements longer, which bought response time in 

storm events, up to an hour in some cases; and 
• Anti-icing practices in 2001–2002 helped to reduce the frequency of winter accidents on I-

94 as compared with previous years with similar numbers of storm events. 
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When ABP liquids are used appropriately for anti-icing, they can be a powerful tool in 
providing safer roads to the traveling public at less cost. The following are recommendations for 
anti-icing to be adopted as a strategic tool for winter maintenance operations in Michigan, based 
on the benefits of using anti-icing: 
 

• It is recommended that Michigan DOT and local agencies responsible for winter 
maintenance operations on trunkline routes consider implementing anti-icing. Anti-icing is an 
effective tool to use for responding to higher level of service expectations from the traveling 
public. 

• Agencies considering implementing anti-icing should contact those agencies currently 
practicing anti-icing to determine how to get started. Issues to address include what equipment, 
budget, and materials are required; the process of dealing with the public; and training needs for 
its own agency personnel. A successful anti-icing program needs the buy-in of all participants. 

• It is recommended that an anti-icing training program be developed for operators and 
managers of agencies conducting or considering anti-icing. The training should explain when 
anti-icing is appropriate, incorporate decision-making scenarios, and familiarize staff with the 
Manual of Practice for an Effective Anti-icing Program: A Guide for Highway Winter 
Maintenance Personnel (FHWA-RD-95-202). 

• It is also recommended that agencies adopt a benefit–cost methodology to formally 
track and document the costs and benefits of anti-icing. This can entail use of TAPER 
(Temperature, Application rate, Product used, storm Event, Results) logs, assignment of task-
specific time sheet coding, and other means of tracking costs. 
 
 
Editor’s Note: The full report, Agricultural By-Products for Anti-Icing and Deicing Use in 
Michigan, Research Report R 1418, November 25, 2002, is available from the Michigan 
Department of Transportation 
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ffective winter maintenance makes use of freezing point depressant chemicals to prevent the 
formation of the bond between snow and ice and the highway pavement. In performing such 

winter maintenance, the selection of appropriate chemicals for the bond prevention task involves 
consideration of a number of factors, as indicated by Nixon and Williams (1). The factors are, in 
essence, performance measurements of the chemical, and as such can be incorporated easily into 
a specification document to allow for selection of the best chemicals for a given agency to use in 
its winter maintenance activities. 

Once performance measures for deicing or anti-icing chemicals have been specified, this 
allows the creation of a quality control program for the acceptance of those chemicals. This 
paper presents a series of performance measurement tests for chemicals and discusses the role 
that they can play in such a quality control program. Some tests are simple and rapid enough that 
they can be performed on every load of chemicals received, while for others a sampling 
technique must be used. An appropriate sampling technique is presented in this paper. Further, 
each test is categorized as to whether it should be applied to every load of chemicals or on a 
sampling basis. 

However, applying quality control to the chemicals as received is only part of a much 
broader quality program. This paper explores how the quality control of chemicals can be 
extended into a program that applies quality measures throughout winter maintenance activities. 
Obviously, such an extension involves performance measures, and these issues also are 
considered. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The presence of snow and ice on the roads during winter months poses a problem to road users. 
It can impact private motorists as well as industry. Delays caused by snow and ice can result in 
significant economic losses due to late delivery of goods, and severe snowstorms may result in 
lost wages due to business closings. Winter weather also poses a safety risk, and the societal 
costs of accidents can be very high. In a nutshell, clearing the roads of snow and ice is important 
from both the safety and the economic point of view. 

Previous studies have shown that the number and severity of accidents increase during a 
winter storm (2). Additionally there is some evidence that winter weather significantly increases 
trip times (3). Industry representatives have indicated that a reduction in transit times between 

E 
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two points is less beneficial than an increase in the predictability of travel times between two 
points (4). In short, a decreased standard deviation on travel time is preferable to a decreased 
mean travel time. 

There are three standard methods to remove snow and ice from roads: scraping and 
plowing, application of chemicals, and application of abrasives. In this study, we are concerned 
with the second method. The effectiveness of deicing and anti-icing depends on the chemicals 
used and the quantity in which they are applied. 

For winter maintenance chemicals to be used effectively and efficiently, their 
performance must meet certain specified standards. The purpose of this study is to examine and 
develop tests that can be used to determine whether a chemical meets certain standards. The 
study is ongoing and consists of five different tests on liquid deicing chemicals and developing 
those tests into a form in which they can be used easily for quality control. Similar tests could be 
used for solid deicing chemicals (although clearly not the test for viscosity). The five tests are 
freezing point measurement, viscosity, specific gravity, ice melting, and ice penetration. This 
paper presents the five tests briefly and then discusses the viscosity and specific gravity tests in 
greater detail. 
 
 
PERFORMANCE TEST TYPES 
 
Freezing Point 
 
This method is used to determine the freezing point of aqueous solutions of deicer materials 
[based on method to determine freezing point of engine coolants (5)]. The test can be used to 
develop a eutectic curve or phase diagram for the liquid and can be used as a specification 
measure (1). 
 
Viscosity 
 
This test is used to determine the viscosity of aqueous deicer solutions (6). It can be used as a 
simple quality control measure to determine whether the chemical delivered is the right 
chemical. The short test provides useful information that indicates clearly what chemical 
concentration the liquid product is and is conducted easily in a maintenance shed. 
 
Specific Gravity 
 
This method is used to determine the specific gravity of deicer solution with respect to water. 
This method too can be conducted as a quick and simple product acceptance test and also is 
conducted easily in a maintenance shed. 
 
Ice-Melting Test 
 
The test provides data on the actual or time dependent quantities of ice melted by a deicer, so 
that these quantities can be compared to the theoretical or equilibrium quantities of ice and can 
be employed to estimate quantities melted under field conditions within reasonable lengths of 
time (SHRP H-205.1 and H-205.2, 7). 
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Ice Penetration Test 
 
The test provides a measure of the time required for penetration through a given thickness of ice 
and gives a rough approximation of the fraction of melting capacity available for undercutting 
(SHRP H-205.3 and H-205.4, 5). 
 
 
CHEMICALS TESTED 
 
Seven different liquid products were used in these tests. The products were obtained from state 
departments of transportation (DOTs) and were tested as supplied by those agencies. 

This was to ensure, as much as possible, that what was being tested was fully 
representative of what was being used in practice. Table 1 lists the seven chemicals and the 
location from where they were obtained. 
 
 
VISCOSITY TESTING 
 
Summary of Method 
 
The purpose of this test is to determine the viscosity of the sample, with the method specified in 
ASTM D 445-88. The Ford cup viscometer is used for the viscosity experiment. Samples of 
deicer (diluted to various ratios, if required)—300 ml in volume—are prepared. Suggested 
chemical to water ratios are 4:0 (all liquid chemical as supplied), 3:1 (three parts chemical to one 
part water), 2:2, and 1:3. The viscometer is mounted on a stand, and a fixed volume of liquid is 
made to flow under gravity through the capillary of the calibrated viscometer. The time for the 
liquid to flow is noted. The viscosities at room temperature and temperatures between 0°F to 
30°F are noted.  
 
Equipment 
 
The Ford cup viscometer #2 cup is used to measure the viscosity of the deicers (see Figure 1). 
The time is recorded using a stopwatch. 
 

TABLE 1  Anti-Icing Products Tested 
Anti-Icing Product Source of Product 
Sodium Chloride Brine (23% concentration) Oakdale Garage, Iowa DOT 
Calcium Chloride Brine Davenport Garage, Iowa DOT 
Calcium Magnesium Acetate (CMA) Burlington Garage, Iowa DOT 
Potassium Acetate (KA) Burlington Garage, Iowa DOT 
Ice Ban Ultra (20% Ice Ban, 80% Salt Brine) Ames Garage, Iowa DOT 
Caliber M-1000 Michigan DOT 
Mineral Brine Michigan DOT 
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FIGURE 1  Viscosity measured with a Ford #2 cup viscometer. 
 
 
Test Procedures 
 

1. The deicer and water are measured using a graduated cylinder in proper amounts and 
transferred to a beaker 

2. The solution is poured into the viscometer with the orifice closed. The orifice is 
opened, and at the same time a stopwatch is started. 

3. The time it takes for the entire liquid to flow through the viscometer is measured. The 
experiment is repeated three times and the mean is determined. 

4. The viscosity of the solution is taken from viscosity chart for #2 Ford cup viscometer 
(see ASTM D 445-97). 
 
Results 
 
The experiment was conducted at 0°F, 10°F, 20°F, and 30°F (in a temperature-controlled cold 
room) and at room temperature (70°F). Some of the solutions froze at lower temperatures, and 
the experiment was not done on those solutions at those particular temperatures. Figure 2 shows 
the viscosity chart for calcium chloride. From the figure, it is obvious that the viscosity increases 
with increases in the concentration of the chemical. Also, as the temperature decreases, the 
viscosity increases. The variation from the above noted characteristics can be attributed to 
manual error or variation in the environmental conditions, for example, liquid lost because of 
evaporation. 
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FIGURE 2  Viscosity chart for calcium chloride. 
 
 

Figure 2 clearly shows two factors. First, viscosity decreases as chemical concentration 
decreases. Second, viscosity increases as temperature decreases. Figure 3 shows a comparison of 
viscosity for the seven products, as supplied, at 30°F. This demonstrates that viscosity can be a 
useful discriminant between products but is not perfect in this regard. For example, salt and Ice 
Ban Ultra have similar viscosities at this condition. 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 3  Viscosity of the seven products at 30°F. 
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SPECIFIC GRAVITY TESTING 
 
Summary of Method 
 
The purpose of this test is to determine the specific gravity of the sample. A hydrometer is used 
to measure the specific gravity (see Figure 4). The solution is taken in a graduated funnel, and 
the hydrometer is suspended into the solution. The readings are read directly from the 
hydrometer. 
 
Equipment 
 
Hydrometers that can measure specific gravity in the range from 1 to 2 are used. 
 
Test Procedure 
 

1. The deicer and water are measured with a graduated cylinder in proper amounts and 
transferred to a beaker. 

2. The hydrometer is immersed in the solution, and the specific gravity value is noted. 
 
Results 
 
The experiment was done at 0°F, 10°F, 20°F, 30°F, and room temperature (70°F). Some of the 
solutions froze at lower temperatures, and the experiment was not done on those solutions at 
those particular temperatures. Figure 5 shows the specific gravity chart for calcium chloride. 
From the figure, it is obvious that the specific gravity of a solution remains essentially the same 
at different temperatures. It is also clear that diluting the mixture had a clear effect on the 
specific gravity. 
 

 
 

FIGURE 4  Specific gravity measured with a hydrometer. 
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FIGURE 5  Variation in specific gravity of calcium chloride. 
 
 

Figure 6 shows specific gravity for all seven products at 30°F. Like viscosity, specific 
gravity can be a useful discriminant, but also like viscosity not all products have different 
specific gravities.  

Calcium magnesium acetate and potassium acetate exhibit, for example, have similar 
values of specific gravity. However, if the two tests are used in conjunction, then it becomes easy 
to tell the difference. Table 2 shows numeric values for the two tests for each of the products. 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 6  Specific gravity of the seven products at 30°F. 
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TABLE 2  Numerical Data from the Two Tests 
Product  Viscosity (Centistokes) Specific Gravity 
Salt 67 1.18 
Calcium Chloride 84 1.26 
CMA 104 1.18 
KA 73 1.18 
Caliber M-1000 107 1.22 
Mineral brine 80 1.32 
Ice Ban Ultra 66 1.16 

 
 
QUALITY CONTROL SYSTEMS AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES 
 
The two tests (viscosity and specific gravity) considered in this paper provide a simple 
mechanism to ensure that the right chemical is being accepted at delivery and thus used by an 
agency. This is in some ways a stunningly obvious first step in quality control—yet such a 
simple step is far from being standard practice in winter maintenance around the United States. It 
clearly would be beneficial if such simple quality controls were instituted more widely. 

However, the value of such quality control tests go far beyond the important but 
somewhat limited scope of these two tests. If winter maintenance is to adopt quality control as a 
means of measuring performance, then a range of tests must be applied at all steps of the winter 
maintenance process. Was the forecast accurate? Was the right amount of chemical applied? Was 
the road returned to a safe condition in a timely manner? Were the customers (the road users) 
satisfied? These questions are much harder to answer than the two simple ones addressed in this 
paper, but the answers to those two simple questions represent a first step along the way to 
answering the more complex and critical questions listed herein. 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Two test methods have been presented that are suitable to be conducted in a maintenance garage 
when chemicals are received and are sufficiently discriminatory to differentiate between seven 
commonly used anti-icing liquids. Test results for those seven liquids have been presented, and 
the implications of those results have been discussed. One important implication is that tests such 
as these are the first steps toward developing more complex and complete quality control 
programs for winter maintenance. 
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he UK Highways Agency and the National Salt Spreading Research Group (NSSRG) 
commissioned Transportation Research Laboratory  (TRL) Limited to evaluate the 
applicability and costs of introducing prewetted salt on both the motorway and all-purpose 

trunk road (APTR) network and local road network in England and to verify the claims made by 
users and salt suppliers about prewetted salting technologies. The project work is in two stages: 
(1) a report on the use and effectiveness of prewetted salt and the environmental issues, costs, 
benefits, and safety issues associated with the use of prewetted salt technologies and (2) design, 
implementation, monitoring, and reporting of comprehensive tests on the research track at TRL 
and on in-service motorways. Performance trials and road trials have enabled direct comparisons 
to be made between dry salting techniques and prewetted salting techniques. The rate at which 
undissolved salt grains enter into solution is being monitored together with the amount of salt 
reaching the target area, the optimum grain size of salt, the wastage to the roadside shoulder, and 
longitudinal snaking. The trials and the results have enabled the efficiency of the two salt 
systems to be better understood for both symmetric and asymmetric spreading and the 
distribution of salt on the carriageway to be quantified for different spreaders and salts. The 
results of these trials should provide the UK Highways Agency and NSSRG with evidence on 
which to base a decision concerning the use of prewetted salt on their road networks. Further 
information from a cost–benefit analysis would enable an informed decision to be made as to 
whether a change to prewetted salt is justified in economic terms. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
In the UK the primary method of preventing the formation of ice on road surfaces is to spread 
rock salt with purpose-built spreaders that regulate both the rate of spread and spread pattern. 
The cost of such measures in the UK is currently in the region of £157 million per annum (1). 
Thorne states that for every £1 spent on winter maintenance in the UK, approximately £8 is 
saved in the reduction of winter related traffic accidents and delays. While technological 
improvements in materials and paints have reduced the corrosive effects of rock salt, there still 
remain considerable infrastructure and vehicle damage and costs of premature maintenance. 

Over the past two decades, basic application methods for salting have changed little. 
Traditionally in the UK, application of dry rock salt at or close to its natural moisture content of 
about 3.5% has been commonly used. Now, prewetted technology involving the combination of 
high-purity salt or 6.3 mm rock salt with a saturated brine is being slowly adopted on motorways 
and trunk roads by some UK maintaining agents under contract to the UK Highways Agency and 
on minor roads by local authorities in England and Scotland. 

T 
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The UK Highways Agency and the National Salt Spreading Research Group (NSSRG) 
have commissioned Transportation Research Laboratory (TRL) Limited to evaluate the 
applicability and costs of introducing prewetted salt on the motorway and all-purpose trunk road 
(APTR) network in England and to verify the claims made by users and salt suppliers about 
prewetted salting technologies (i.e., the performance of prewetted salt is better than dry salt) and 
to evaluate prewetted salting operations.  

The project work is in two stages: (1) a report on the use and effectiveness of prewetted 
salt, the environmental issues, costs, benefits, and safety issues associated with the use of 
prewetted salt technologies and (2) design, implementation, monitoring, and reporting of 
performance trials on the research track at TRL and on in-service motorways and local roads. 
Road trials are enabling direct comparisons to be made between dry salting techniques and 
prewetted salting techniques. The rate at which undissolved salt grains enter into solution is 
being monitored. The extent of the salt deficiency at the boundary between a thin surfacing with 
a relatively high surface void content and a dense surfacing, in both directions, is also being 
determined by experimentation for both dry salt and prewetted salt. This is required in order to 
safeguard road users from ice formation in these areas. 

The results of these trials will enable the efficiency of the two different salt systems to be 
better understood for both symmetric and asymmetric spreading and the distribution of salt on 
the carriageway to be quantified for different spreaders. The results of these trials should also 
provide the UK Highways Agency and NSSRG with evidence on which to base their decisions 
concerning the use of prewetted salt on their road networks and its efficacy compared with dry 
salt. Further information from the cost–benefit analysis should enable an informed decision to be 
made as to whether a change to prewetted salt is justified in economic terms and enhanced 
benefits. 
 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
In the UK, maintaining agents and highway authorities generally follow the standards, 
guidelines, and recommendations provided in nationally accepted codes of practice (2, 3). Such 
documents prescribe policies and systems of precautionary treatment and post treatment (where 
necessary) based on the use of granular rock salt. 

Rock salt of 10-mm grain size to BS 3247 (4) has traditionally been used in the UK, but 
more and more highway authorities are tending to use a 6.3-mm grain size. The rock salt is 
required to contain no more than 4% moisture by weight and to have a sodium chloride content 
of not less than 90% of the dry mass. Salt is effective only if it can form a solution with the 
moisture on the road surface. If this moisture has already frozen before the salt is applied, the 
salt is much less effective in combating the slippery conditions. There are a number of associated 
problems and difficulties with the spreading of salt. The most significant follow. 
 

• There is difficulty in calibrating salt spreaders so that a consistent and even salt 
spread pattern is achieved. There is a tendency for overspreading whereby some salt is spread 
beyond the edges of the carriageway. 

• To prevent the formation of ice or frost or to melt existing snow, the salt must first 
form a solution. Therefore, after dry rock salt is spread, there is a time lag before the salting 
becomes effective. The length of the time lag is dependent on a number of factors, e.g., the size 
of salt particle, but where moisture and humidity levels are low, the time lag is increased. 
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• During the time lag before the salt enters solution, the salt granules are subject to the 
effects of wind and traffic, and a proportion of the salt granules will be removed from 
carriageway before they become effective, especially when salt is spread on dry road surfaces in 
advance of precipitation. 

• Depending on whether precipitation is forecast, typical rates of spread of salt for pre-
salting range from 10 to 20 g/m2. In rare situations, where conditions are expected to be severe 
or when heavy snowfall is predicted, presalting can be undertaken at spread rates of up to 40 
g/m2. 

• Postsalting applications undertaken to aid the breakup and removal of existing snow 
and ice from the carriageway surface are less efficient, and typical rates of spread are between 20 
to 40 g/m2. 
 

After severe winters, in which great quantities of salt have been used, there is noticeable 
damage to roadside vegetation together with increasing concern about the increase in salt 
concentration in groundwater. Chloride ions originating from deicing salts are also the primary 
cause of reinforcement corrosion in bridge decks and buried structures. Such concerns are 
increasing the pressure to improve the efficiency of winter maintenance operations through the 
reduction in the amount of salt used for treating highways.  
 
 
PREWETTED SALT TECHNOLOGY 
 
In the most widely adopted prewetted salting technique, dry deicing salt is wetted as it leaves the 
spreading hopper and enters the cone feeding the spreading mechanism (distribution spinner) of 
the salting vehicle (see Figure 1). The prewetting agent can be either water or a suitable chemical 
solution, such as a sodium chloride (NaCl) or calcium chloride (CaCl2) brine, in the proportions 
of 70% of dry salt to 30% of saturated brine (the prewetting agent) by weight. 

Because salt readily dissolves in water, salt brines are relatively simple to produce. The 
maximum salt solubility is about 26% by weight, but because of the possibility that such a 
concentrated solution would result in blocked pipes, valves and nozzles on the salt distribution 
system, a 20% to 23.5% by weight solution is usually adopted. 

The majority of prewetting techniques currently use salt with a purity greater (i.e., a 
higher NaCl content—up to 99.5% purity) than the indigenous rock salt presently used in the 
UK. Salting vehicles specifically designed to undertake prewetted salting operations are readily 
available (see Figure 1). Recent developments have also led to the production of combi-
spreaders that can spread both dry and prewetted salt, in addition to brine only. All the vehicles 
require a traditional hopper for the dry deicing agent and integral tanks for the storage of brine. 
A saturator station is required to produce the brine solution—this is simply a semi-automated 
tank where a bulk quantity of the brining salt is manually added to a circulated water supply. 
Concentrated brine runs into a separate vessel in the tank to be drawn off, as required. A 
controlled, consistent quality of brine is assured and the whole operation is relatively low cost 
and maintenance free. In most cases, existing salting vehicles fitted for traditional dry techniques 
can be retrofitted with brine tanks, etc., to enable them to conduct prewetted operations. 
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FIGURE 1  A typical prewetted salt vehicle used in the UK. 

 
 
PERFORMANCE TRIALS 
 
The main objectives of the performance trials on the TRL research track were 
 

• To undertake trials in controlled conditions to confirm the spread rate and spread 
patterns of dry salting and prewetted salting; 

• To make comparisons between dry salt spreaders and prewetted salt spreaders in 
delivering to required standards in terms of coverage across the carriageway and the adjacent 
verges and in the uniformity in spread along the carriageway; 

• To develop and evaluate techniques for the measurement of residual salt levels; 
• To determine the optimum salt grade, purity, and moisture content for dry salting and 

prewetted applications; 
• To determine optimum spread rates for different salting techniques and spreader 

types; and 
• To identify the most cost-effective treatments and their benefits. 

 
Trials were carried out on a section of the TRL research track with no longitudinal 

gradient where the crossfall did not exceed 1 in 40 and thereby avoided possible bias in the 
results caused by the rolling action of larger salt grains across the track surface. 
 
Testing Requirements 
 
The test area consisted of three rectangular strips, labeled A, B, and C, which occupied a width 
of 15 m and were arranged as shown in Figure 2. The strips were laid out at 50-m intervals, 
parallel to each other, and were located transversely across the direction of travel of the spreader.  
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FIGURE 2  Schematic layout of the trial site on the track surface. 

 
 
A distance of 175 m was provided for the spreaders to attain the correct speed before entering 
the test area. Typical dimensions for each of the strips are shown in Figure 3 for a three-lane 
layout. Each lane is made up of two zones. Zones 1 to 4 and Zone 6 are 2-m wide, with Zone 5 
being 1.5-m wide. 

Asymmetric spreading is used when salt is delivered from Lane 1 to cover Lanes 1 and 2 
(and Lane 3 during a three-lane spread). Some spreaders also have the capability to use 
asymmetric spreading to cover the nearside hard shoulder, sidewalk, or lay-by.  

Symmetric spreading is typically used when salt is delivered from Lane 1 to cover the 
adjacent sidewalk or lay-by. Salt is spread from the boundary of Lanes 1 and 2 within a dual 
carriageway to cover both lanes, or salt is delivered from Lane 2 within a three-lane motorway to 
cover all three lanes. For the purposes of the trials, the driver was required to drive directly over 
the boundary between main Zones 3 and 4 as shown in Figure 2. 

Asymmetric spreading required that the left-hand side of the vehicle coincided with the 
left-hand edge of Zone 1 with a longitudinal line 300 mm inside the left-hand margin used as a 
marker.  
 
Methodology 
 
The methodology detailed in BS 1622 (5) required a total of eight runs to be carried out, 
depending on the speed of the spreader, the amount of salt in the hopper and the position of the 
spreader and the spread pattern. These permutations were modified by keeping the speed of 
spreading at 50 kph, the same as that used during field applications. Hence, spread rate was 
introduced as another parameter. The modified permutations are shown in Table 1. Before the 
road discharge performance trials could be carried out, a static discharge performance test was 
carried out on each spreader in accordance with BS 1622. For each of the test runs, the spreader 
driver was responsible for 
 

1. Ensuring that the hopper loads corresponding to Table 1 were satisfied, 
2. Ensuring that the spread rate provided in Table 1 was adhered to during each run, and  
3. Maintaining the vehicle in the appropriate alignment for symmetric and asymmetric 

distribution. 
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FIGURE 3  Schematic layout of the markings for a single strip for three-lane spreading.  

 
TABLE 1  Permutations for Salt Spreading 

Run Number Spreader Configuration 

 Spread Rate (g/m2) Load Distribution 
1 10 Full Asymmetric 
2 20 Full Asymmetric 
3 10 Full Symmetric 
4 20 Full Symmetric 
5 10 10% Asymmetric 
6 20 10% Asymmetric 
7 10 10% Symmetric 
8 20 10% Symmetric 

 
 
The tasks required to complete each run were the same: 

 
1. Prepare the test area, 
2. Distribute salt by using the spreader, and 
3. Collect the distributed salt within the various regions of the test strips. 

 
The spreader was weighed initially and on completion of four and eight runs (i.e., on 

completion of full-load and 10% load tests) with calibrated weigh pads to obtain an approximate 
amount of total salt used during the trials.  

The trials were designed to show whether the quantity of salt in the hopper had any effect  
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on the amount of salt that was delivered from the spreaders. Possible tunneling or clumping of 
the salt might have developed within the hopper as salt was discharged and hence might have 
affected the quantity delivered to the road surface. This was investigated by comparing the 
spread pattern between Test Runs 1 to 4 with those of 5 to 8, respectively.  
 
Salt Recovery 
 
Each area (zone) was divided into 1-m2 quadrates. Because of the concerns regarding the 
inaccuracy of collecting the applied prewetted salt and brine by a hand-brush method, a new 
technique using a wet vacuum cleaner was developed and adopted for collecting the residual salt. 
It involved washing the surface of the 1-m2 quadrates twice (running the vacuum cleaner up and 
down and then left to right) in 200-mm wide strips (i.e., the width of the vacuum cleaner’s 
nozzle in contact with the pavement surface). The sequence of this operation is shown in Figure 
4. The chloride content and hence the salt content of the collected samples were determined by 
weight and chemical analysis and were considered appropriate for testing both dry and prewetted 
salt samples. 
 
 

 

 
FIGURE 4  Wet washing of the test surfaces and transfer  

of the salt solution into a container. 
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Distribution of Salt on the Surface 
 
To investigate the different patterns that develop when various-sized salt grains are scattered 
across the surface, a series of test panels, shown in Figure 5, were marked on the surface of the 
TRL track. Dry salt was spread at a rate of 20 g/m2 in asymmetric mode, with the lane 
configuration similar to the main trial layout. The vehicle traveled over the panels several times 
to provide sufficient quantity of salt within each test panel for a grading analysis of the salt. The 
salt was then swept up from the individual panels, oven dried and graded according to BS 
1377:Part 2 (6). This provided a measure of how different salt grains traveled across the width of 
the surface during spreading. The grading curves from each panel were then compared to the 
grading of the virgin salt. Under ideal conditions, as salt is spread outward from Lane 1 toward 
Lane 2, the proportion of larger grains is expected to increase further away from the spreader.  
 
 
RESULTS 
 
Overall Salt Discharge Rate 
 
In order to check the static calibration of these spreaders against their dynamic calibration, the 
total amount of salt leaving the spreader has been calculated against the target rate as set on the 
spreader control box. For this purpose, the quantity of salt discharged over the 15-m width of the 
test panels (e.g., for a two-lane layout including a 3.5-m width of verge and margin to the side of 
the 2-m x 4-m lanes) was compared with the target rate set on the spreader box. The results are 
tabulated in Table 2 for both asymmetric and symmetric spreading for two quantities of salt (full 
and 10% full) in the hopper: This calculation ignores any discharged salt that landed outside the 
lanes but assumes that no salt is delivered beyond the 15-m test area (in two-lane and three-lane 
layouts). This is an approximation made during these tests because no further test panels were 
included beyond the 15-m width. 
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FIGURE 5  Test panels to estimate the distribution of salt grains. 
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TABLE 2  Overall Delivered Salt Against the Target Spread Rate 
Quantity of Salt Leaving the Spreader as Percentage of Target 

Quantity to Cover the Specified Width (%) 
Full Hopper 10% Full Hopper 

 
 

Test 
No. 

 
 

Spreader 
No. 

 
Type of 
Salting 

Operation Asymmetric Symmetric Asymmetric Symmetric  
Overall 
Average 

1 1 Dry 63 67 70 51 63 
2 2 Dry 58 71 75 80 71 
3 3 Prewetted 60 94 76 122 88 
4 3 Dry 83 91 93 82 87 
5 4 Dry 99 100 104 100 101 
6 4 Prewetted 83 125 93 111 103 

 
 

The results, shown in Table 2, indicate different discharge rates for each spreader, 
depending on the symmetry of spread as well as the salt load in the hopper. The results showed 
that three of the four spreaders tested were not able to discharge sufficient salt to match the 
target spread rate for the intended lane coverage. The undersalting ranged from 37% to 12%.  
 
Achieved Spread Rates  
 
The amount of salt spread on each lane has been compared to the target spread rate for each test 
and is discussed separately for asymmetric and symmetric operations and for full hopper and 
10% full hopper loads. 
 
Asymmetric Spreading 
 
The percentage of target spread rate achieved within each lane is given in Table 3. The data are 
based on the two salt spread rates, i.e., 10 and 20 g/m2 for dry salting and 7.7 and 15.4 g/m2 for 
prewetted salting. The specified 10 g/m2 spread rate during the prewetted salt spreading is 
equivalent to 7.7 g/m2 of salt, which is obtained from a 70:30 combination of salt to brine (with a 
23.5% concentration).  

Of the six tests carried out, three tests were carried out on a three-lane motorway layout, 
and the other three were carried out on a two-lane carriageway layout. 
 
Symmetric Spreading 
 
During symmetric spreading on a two-lane layout, the spreader was set to travel in between 
Lanes 1 and 2 to cover both lanes. For a three-lane layout, depending on whether any salt was to 
be spread to the hard shoulder the spreader was set to travel either at the boundary of Lanes 1 
and 2 or inside Lane 2.  

The percentage of target spread rate achieved within each lane is given in Table 4. The 
data are based on two salt spread rates (i.e., 10 and 20 g/m2 for dry salting and 7.7 and 15.4 g/m2 
for prewetted salting). Of the six tests carried out, three tests were on a three-lane motorway and 
three tests were on a two-lane carriageway.  
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TABLE 3  Percentage of Target Spread Rate Achieved in  
Different Lanes for Asymmetric Spreading 

Percentage of Target Spread Rate (%) 
Full Hopper 10% Full Hopper  

Test 
No. 

 
Spreader 

No. 

Type of 
Salting 

Operation Hard  
Shoulder 

Lane
1 

Lane 
2 

Lane 
3* 

Hard  
Shoulder 

Lane 
1 

Lane  
2 

Lane 
3* 

Average 
of All 
Lanes 

1 1 Dry  68 47   54 77  61 
2 2 Dry  91 11   95 30  57 
3 3 Prewetted  76 74 10  75 117 9 60 
4 3 Dry  102 57   124 54  84 
5 4 Dry 64 97 63 18 71 88 67 19 61** 
6 4 Prewetted 38 94 113 44 39 107 120 53 76** 

* shaded areas indicate that the areas were not covered by the target spread width 
** including hard shoulder  
 

TABLE 4  Percentage of Target Spread Rate Achieved in  
Different Lanes During Symmetric Spreading 

Percentage of Target Spread Rate 

Full Hopper 10% Full Hopper Test 
No. 

Spreader 
No. 

Type of 
Salting 

Operation Hard  
Shoulder 

Lane 
1 

Lane 
2 

Lane 
3* 

Hard  
Shoulder 

Lane
1 

Lane 
2 

Lane 
3* 

Averag
e of All 
Lanes 

1 1 Dry  26 93   15 72  51 
2 2 Dry  27 95   94 29  61 

3 3 Prewette
d  86 82 22  127 92 25 72 

4 3 Dry  101 55   67 68  73 
5 4 Dry 58 84 85 7 42 80 78 20 57** 

6 4 Prewette
d 66 115 193 68 80 133 127 71 107** 

* shaded areas indicate that the areas were not covered by the target spread width 
** including hard shoulder  
 
 
Summary of the Results 
 
During asymmetric spreading, none of the dry salt spreaders were able to achieve the target 
spread rate but achieved between 57% and 84% of the target spread rate to the main areas, on 
average (see Table 3). The performance of the spreaders during symmetric spreading was 
generally similar to that found during asymmetric spreading (see Table 4). Overall, the under-
salting of the main areas was as much as 49%. The best performance was obtained from 
Spreader 4 during the prewetted operation when the hopper was only 10% full. For the 
asymmetric prewetted salt spreading, about 76% of the target spread rate was achieved between 
the three lanes (including the hard shoulder) despite the low delivery onto Lane 3 (see Table 3). 
For the symmetric prewetted salting, Spreader 4 exceeded the average target spread rate (107%) 
despite the three-lane spread width, which also included the hard shoulder (see Table 4).  
 
Wastage to the Roadside Shoulders 
 
Salt wastage to both left-hand and right-hand shoulders and margins during asymmetric and 
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symmetric spreading was investigated for both full and 10% full hopper loads of salt. 
 
Asymmetric Spreading 
 
Salt wastage outside the target spread width during asymmetric spreading is shown in Table 5 
for each test. The effect of the salt quantity in the hopper on the wastage to the nearside (N/S) 
and offside (O/S) shoulders and margins has been determined. 
 
Symmetric Spreading 
 
The salt wastage outside the main target spread width during symmetric spreading is shown in 
Table 6 for each test. The salt wastage to the N/S and O/S verges and margins has been 
categorized for the full and the 10% full hopper. 

 
TABLE 5  Quantity of Salt Deposited Outside Lanes 1 and 2  

During Asymmetric Spreading 

Amount of Salt Deposited Outside Lanes 1 and 2 
(% by weight of overall spread) Test  

No. 
Spreader 

No. 

Type of 
Salting 

Operation Full Hopper 10% Full Hopper 

   N/S Verge 
and Margin 

O/S Verge 
and Margin 

N/S Verge 
and Margin 

O/S Verge 
and Margin 

1 1 Dry 7.3 3.4 4.7 3.4 
2 2 Dry 13.4 1.2 15.0 4.4 
3 3 Prewetted 13.8 Not tested 10.0 Not tested 
4 3 Dry 2.8 1.5 4.2 1.3 
5 4 Dry 6.6* Not tested 10.5* Not tested 
6 4 Prewetted 6.4* Not tested 9.6* Not tested 

* Wastage to 2 m of N/S verges and beyond the 1.5-m hard shoulders which were treated in addition to the two lanes. 
 

TABLE 6  Quantity of Salt Deposited Outside Lanes 1 and 2  
During Symmetric Spreading 

Test  
No 

Spreader  
No. 

Type of 
Salting 

Operation 

Amount of Salt Deposited Outside Lanes 1 and 2 
(% by weight of overall spread) 

Full Hopper 10% Full Hopper 
.   N/S Verge 

and Margin 
O/S Verge 

and Margin 
N/S Verge 

and Margin 
O/S Verge 

and Margin 
1 1 Dry 3.9 9.0 3.4 13.2 
2 2 Dry 4.6 12.5 21.6 4.1 
3 3 Prewetted 34.6 Not tested 34.2 Not tested 
4 3 Dry 13.7 2.9 17.2 2.8 
5 4 Dry 8.2* Not tested 11.6* Not tested 
6 4 Prewetted 11.3* Not tested 10.8* Not tested 

* Wastage to 2 m of N/S verges and beyond the 1.5-m hard shoulders which were treated in addition to the two lanes. 
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Summary of Results 
 
The overall results for asymmetrical and symmetric spreading modes indicated that salt was 
being lost to the verges and was dependent on the combination of salt and spreader type. The 
quantity of dry salt lost ranged between 4.3% and 19.4% during asymmetric spreading (see 
Table 5) and between 12.9% and 25.7% during symmetric spreading (see Table 6). The quantity 
of prewetted salt loss ranged between 6.4% and 13.8% during asymmetric spreading (see Table 
5) and between 10.8% and 34.6% during symmetric spreading (see Table 6). However, in the 
case of prewetted salt, the salt deposited on the O/S verge and margin was not measured; these 
figures might have been lower than the salt actually deposited. 
 
Snaking Effect 
 
A qualitative comparison between the distributions of the salt spread across the test width of 
different strips along the trial site was made to provide some indication of the longitudinal 
snaking effects of the spreader. Selected salt distributions across the width of each test strip were 
assessed for six trials carried out with four spreaders. These covered the 10 g/m2 spread rates 
during asymmetric and symmetric spreading with a full hopper load.  

Longitudinal snaking appeared to be associated with both spreading modes during the dry 
salting operation. Two examples are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7 for dry salt spreading and 
prewetted salt spreading, respectively. The results show that longitudinal snaking was more 
pronounced for dry salt than for prewetted salt. This may have been a function of the mechanics 
of the spreader, the salt particle size, or a combination of both. Further testing is needed to 
confirm which factor contributes most to the snaking effect.  
 
 
 

 
Hopper Full 

FIGURE 6  Example of symmetric dry salt spreading. 
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Hopper Full 

FIGURE 7  Example of asymmetric prewetted salt spreading. 
 
 
Effect of Grain Size on Salt Distribution 
 
After the collection of dry salt from individual test panels, each sample was oven dried and 
graded. The grading curves from the individual test panels and the salt samples from the 
spreaders were plotted and showed that there was no consistent distribution pattern for each 
grain size with distance from the spreader. However, in certain circumstances, there were 
adverse effects in reducing the size of salt grains; the smaller grains could not be thrown as far as 
larger grains from conventional spinners, and they were more susceptible to the effects of wind. 
This was particularly significant for effective salting operations on multilane carriageways. It is 
also important to note that by reducing the size of salt grains used in traditional dry salting 
applications, some of the benefits of a shorter time lag might be realized. To date, almost all of 
the winter maintenance trials undertaken have found that the grading of deicing salt is one of the 
key issues affecting the effectiveness of both prewetted and traditional dry salting techniques. 
Any change in the salt grain size affects the amount of salt reaching the road surface—the 
heavier the salt grain, the further it travels. Moisture content has an effect on a salt grain by 
increasing the weight before distribution from the spinner. The ideal grain-size distribution for a 
particular salt grading requires further investigation for both dry and wetted salt applications. 
 
 
ROAD TRIALS 
 
Highways Agency Trial 
 
The Highways Agency road trial took place on the northbound carriageway of the M6 motorway, 
located between Junctions 15 and 16, over two consecutive nights for each salting operation. The 
general weather conditions were broadly similar on both nights so that the dry and prewetted 
salting operations were undertaken in comparable conditions. The trial site was two sections: a 
500-m section of hot-rolled asphalt (HRA) followed by a thin surfacing, Masterpave with a 
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relatively high void content, which had been laid 2 years previously. The site plan is shown in Figure 
8. On each night, two teams of three working in parallel undertook the activities and measurements 
on the two trial sections. Similar salt recovery procedures were adopted to those used for the 
performance trials on the TRL track. The layout of the panels for salt recovery are shown in Figures 
8 and 9 for the stages of salt recovery pre- and post-trafficking. 

Both the dry salt spreader and the prewetted salt spreader traveled in Lane 1, and salt was 
spread in an asymmetric mode from this lane to cover Lanes 2 and 3. The staggered panels were 
used to determine whether there were real differences in salt deposits across Lane 2 over a length of 
200 m.  
 
Results for Dry Salting 
 
No information on the spread pattern within Lanes 1 and 3 or the 1.2-m safety area within Lane 2 
was available, so the spreader performance was based on the dry salt spread in the 2.5-m width of 
Lane 2. It was assumed that the residual salt after spreading remained constant in the longitudinal 
direction. This enabled the transverse residual salt level before trafficking to be compared with the 
post-trafficking data from the staggered measurements, spaced longitudinally every 50 m (Figure 
10).  

Figures 11 and 12 show the average spread for each surfacing material over the 2 nights. 
There was a good degree of consistency for both pre- and post-trafficking although the quantity of 
salt discharged from the spreader onto the Masterpave surfacing was more than twice that on 

 
2 5 2 /9  E n d  o f  l ig h tin g  a n d  C o n e s

2 5 2 /8  E n d  o f  M a s te rp a v e
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2 5 1 /5  E n d  o f  s lip  ro a d  fro m  K e e le  s e rv ic e s

2 5 0 /3  E n d  o f  H R A  a n d  s lip

2 5 0 /0  E n d  o f  S IT E 1

2 4 9 /5  H R A  S IT E  1

2 4 9 /3  T a p e r E n d

2 4 9 /0  T a p e r S ta r t

2 4 8 /8  L ig h ts  s ta r t a n d  s p re a d in g  s ta r ts

E x it to  K e e le  s e rv ic e s

J u n c t io n  1 5

8 0 0  m  p a s t m e rg e d
tra ff ic  fro m  s e rv ic e s

 
FIGURE 8  Schematic plan of M6 northbound carriageway between Junctions 15 and 16. 
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FIGURE 9  Stages of salt recovery from Lanes 1 and 2 pretrafficking. 

 
 
the HRA surfacing. The trend in the pretrafficked residual salt distributions between the 
Masterpave surfacing and the HRA surfacing appeared to be related to the textural 
characteristics of the two surface types in retaining the salt in that the negative texture of 
Masterpave appeared to retain some of the smaller grains of the salt within the surface voids. 
This resulted in higher concentrations of the salt pretrafficking. The trafficking, however, played 
an important role in “pumping” the salt out of the voids and redispersing it to other lanes and in 
reducing residual salt level posttrafficking. Trafficking produced an increase in the residual salt 
level on the HRA surfacing of 75% (24% higher than the target level), while a reduction of 
residual salt level of 45% occurred on the Masterpave surfacing (just below the target level).  
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FIGURE 10  Salt recovery from Lane 2 after trafficking. 
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FIGURE 11  Average dry salt spread (over two nights) on  

both surfacing types pretrafficking.  
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FIGURE 12  Average residual salt level (over two nights) on  

both surfacing types posttrafficking. 
 
Results for Prewetted Salting 
 
The prewetted salt methodology was extended to provide additional data on the post-trafficking 
residual salt levels across the carriageway. In the original methodology, the post-trafficking data 
came from the staggered panels on the assumption that there was no longitudinal variability on 
the residual salt level on any of the surface types. The addition of a transverse panel allowed the 
residual level across the carriageway pretrafficking to be compared with the post-trafficking 
level as well as the staggered measurements.  

The overall prewetted salt spread rate was 5.11 g/m2 compared with the target spread rate 
of 7.7 g/m2 so that, on average, the spreader was underspreading across the three lanes by more 
than 60%. Trafficking reduced the residual salt level by 38%, measured both in the transverse 
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and the longitudinally staggered panels. As shown in Figure 13, a close correlation was found for 
the HRA surfacing between the spread patterns in the transverse panels and the longitudinally 
staggered panels with average values of 2.5 and 2.7 g/m2, respectively. The distribution of 
residual salt in Lane 3 pre- and post-trafficking reduced from 4.6 to 1.7 g/m2. 

On the Masterpave surfacing the spread rate exceeded the target spread rate by about 
15%. The results in Figure 14 show that the salt concentration on the longitudinally staggered 
panels was greater than that on the transverse panels. Post-trafficking, the salt concentration on 
the staggered panels decreased to less than 50% of the pretrafficking values. The salt 
concentration on the transverse panels showed an average concentration of around one-third of 
the target spread rate. It was possible that the difference might have been because of 
experimental variations. Further testing would be required to validate this.  
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FIGURE 13  Residual salt on the HRA surfacing pre- and post-trafficking  

from the application of prewetted salt. 
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FIGURE 14  Residual salt on the Masterpave surfacing pre- and post-trafficking  

from the application of prewetted salt. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
The following conclusions can be drawn from the trials: 
 

• Prewetted salt is retained on dry roads better than dry salt because there is a tendency 
for most of the small salt grains to be dissolved before they are blown off the road.  

• The results showed that prewetted salt spreading was better at targeting the target 
spread width with less overall wastage to the verges than dry salt spreading. 

• The pretrafficked dry salt profiles on the Masterpave surfacing and the HRA 
surfacing appear to be related to the difference in the texture characteristics of the two surface 
types in retaining or dispersing the salt. The negative texture of Masterpave retains some of the 
smaller grains of the salt within the surface voids and results in higher concentrations of the salt 
pre-trafficking.  

• For prewetted salting, the overall spread rate was 5.11 g/m2 compared with the target 
spread rate of 7.7 g/m2 so that underspreading exceeded 60% across the three test lanes. 
Trafficking reduced the residual salt level by 38% measured both in the transverse and the 
longitudinally staggered panels. 
 

Other conclusions follow: 
 

• European practitioners suggest that a salt saving of up to 25% is achievable through 
the introduction of prewetted technologies (7). Some local authorities have suggested that closer 
control of dry salting operations and increased attention to vehicle calibration could well yield 
savings similar to the estimated 25% from the use of prewetting. Prewetted salting might not be 
applicable in all adverse winter weather conditions.  

• Reliable spreading equipment, designed and calibrated for the specific salt grade, is 
required to achieve an optimum distribution pattern. It is widely accepted by winter maintenance 
practitioners that salt-spreading equipment requires careful attention to achieve consistent 
calibration and hence accurate spreading. 
 
 
POTENTIAL ADVANTAGES OF PREWETTED SALT 
 
It has been claimed that the action of prewetting salt before it is spread can lead to advantages 
over conventional dry salting methods. These include the following: 
 

1. The deicing effect of the salt spread onto the highway surface is achieved more 
quickly, with time lag significantly reduced. 

2. A significant proportion of the salt spread by dry spreading techniques ends up in the 
channels of the highway or on the highway shoulder because of particle bounce and the action of 
traffic. This is particularly prevalent where 10-mm salt grains are spread. Prewetting techniques 
employ smaller dry salt particle sizes that can lead to more salt adhering to the road surface. It is 
also claimed that this may well increase the longevity of the salt action on the highway surface, 
with a direct result of possible reductions in salting frequency. 

3. It is claimed that significant reductions (on average 25% but up to 33%) in the overall 
amount of salt usage can be realized. This may also have the effect of allowing salting vehicles 
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to run longer routes and thus have the potential to reduce the number of vehicles required. 
However, care is needed when calculating the cost savings because different salt types can be 
used for the base salt and wetting agent, as well as different proportions of dry salt to wetting 
agent, and these will change the costs and benefits. 

4. As less salt can be used and more of it stays on the road surface, prewetting 
techniques can lead to significant environmental benefits compared with traditional dry salting 
techniques.  

5. Damage to reinforced concrete structures is likely to lessen with high-purity 
prewetted salt although a calcium chloride wetting agent may cause more damage than a sodium 
chloride one. 
 
 
POTENTIAL DISADVANTAGES OF PREWETTED SAND 
 
The main disadvantages follow: 
 

1. The spread width of prewetted salt may be reduced compared with that of dry salt 
because of the smaller particle sizes used.  

2. High capital costs and installations costs will be incurred with the introduction of 
prewetted salt technologies. 

3. The life expectancy of prewetted salt vehicles is shorter than that for dry salting 
vehicles. 

4. In mild winters the use of prewetted salt may offer no additional benefits.  
 
 
FUTURE TRIALS 
 
Many of the claims made about the benefits and savings afforded by the use of prewetted 
technology have yet to be fully substantiated with data from road trials. Three trials are planned 
for the 2004–2005 winter on UK roads to determine the efficacy of prewetted salt compared with 
that of dry rock salt.  

A number of factors will be considered in the trials: calibration of the spreaders with 
different salts, spread rates, width and pattern of spread, residual salt on the road surface after 
spreading, frequency of application, and wind, humidity, and temperature effects. 

Until these trials have been completed, it is difficult to confirm the viability of adopting 
prewetted technologies across the UK. 
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rewetting road salt with liquid deicing chemicals has been suggested as a way to improve the 
melting performance of the salt and potentially reduce the amount of salt required to clear a 

roadway. Forensic Dynamics Inc. undertook this research to explore these possibilities.  
A protocol for manufacturing repeatable compact snow and for trafficking this snow to 

simulate rolling tire compaction was developed following a literature review and 
experimentation. ASTM Standard D632-83 rock salt was prewetted with a liquid deicing 
chemical and applied to compact snow. The friction of a rubber tire on this sample was measured 
and provided friction versus time curves for dry rock salt and each of six prewetted salt mixtures. 
Tests were conducted at 4, 8, and 12 gal of liquid chemical per ton of rock salt, and at –1°C,        
–5°C, and –10°C. Three application rates were tested for most chemicals. 

Prewetting salt slightly decreased its performance at –1°C and –5°C. However, all of the 
prewetted mixtures were effective at –10°C, unlike the dry rock salt. Melting was improved by 
increasing the ratio of liquid deicer to rock salt. Some mixtures had considerable variation in 
melting performance with temperature, but others remained quite consistent. 

Attempts to use reduced amounts of prewetted salts to achieve the same performance as a 
greater amount of dry rock salt gave unexpected results. Specifically some mixtures performed 
better when less of them were applied at –1°C and –5°C. No explanation for this was found. 
 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
A thorough literature review was undertaken. The first objective was to obtain friction and 
density values for various snow conditions. A study by Perchanok et al. (1) of highway deicers 
reported density values for various types of snow as follows (g/cm3): 
 
New snow  0.10 
Powder snow  0.27–0.41 
Granular snow 0.28–0.5 
Packed snow 0.45–0.75 
Ice crust 0.75 and up 
Slush 0.80–0.95 

 
This paper further suggested automotive tire-to-road friction values for various conditions 

of ice and snow as follows: 
 

P 
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Ice 0.10–0.20 
New snow 0.20–0.25 
Old snow 0.25–0.30 
Refrozen snow 0.30–0.40 

 
These friction values were confirmed by another Perchanok study (2). This paper also 

suggested that 25 vehicle passes were required to stabilize the friction value of packed snow. By 
this, it was meant that the friction value of packed snow was higher until it is worn in by traffic 
passing over top of it. 

Typical salt application rates were then examined. Comfort provided the salt application 
rate used by the Ministry of Transportation Ontario as 130 kg per two-lane km (3). He further 
suggested at least 15% of the snow–ice layer’s thickness should be melted to prevent the salt–
snow mixture from refreezing and forming an icy slush before which may have lower friction 
than prior to the application of salt. 

Further research was reviewed with regard to the melting mechanism and expected 
performance of salt. Comfort suggested the mechanisms of salt and deicing fluids (4). The 
suggested mechanism involved initial surface roughening due to the burning in action of the salt. 
Gravity pulls the salt particles into the surface as the snow is melted beneath the particles. This 
action leads to the salt–snow brine mixture becoming deposited on the underlying asphalt or 
concrete. The brine then breaks the snow–ice-to-road bond. The effectiveness of salt is a direct 
result of this break in bond.  

These studies showed clearly that traffic must be applied to the surface to remove the 
salt–snow mixture as melting progresses. This physical working of the melting layer helps break 
it up and moves the debris off the road as the road-to-snow bond is broken. It was decided to 
incorporate a means of trafficking the snow surface in order to recreate this action.  

The literature also suggested that the reapplication or repeated applications of salt to 
compacted snow inhibited the bond of subsequent layers of snow pack (2). By this, it is meant 
that any further snowfall will not bond properly to the pavement layer or to the snow layer on top 
of the pavement if salt is already present. 
 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
Environmental Chamber and Friction Sensor 
 
The tests were conducted in Forensic Dynamics Inc.’s environmental chamber, which was 
capable of maintaining temperatures in the test range. Cooling was accomplished with a concrete 
slab with embedded cooling coils at the bottom of the chamber and a ceiling-mounted, 
evaporative style condensing section capable of air-cooling. The chamber had opening front 
glass windows that were fitted with through-wall gloves, permitting hands-on manipulation. The 
chamber was brought to temperature at least 2 h before each experiment to allow the test 
apparatus and sample plates to stabilize at the desired experiment temperature. 

This research required measurements of the compacted snow surface at regular intervals 
to document the performance of each salt. Because of the limited size of the test chamber, it was  
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not practical to make large samples of compacted snow for use with a full-size vehicle tire or 
similar apparatus. A friction sensor currently being developed by Traction Technologies Inc. for 
InTransTech was provided for our use. This friction sensor consisted of a rubber wheel that was 
rotated across a sample plate area. A resisting spring torque was applied to the wheel until the 
wheel-to-sample friction could not overcome the resistance and the wheel stopped rotating. 
Potentiometer readings from the wheel rotation were then correlated to friction values and 
provided a wheel-to-sample friction for the test surface.  

The friction sensor raised the sample plate to a limit switch-controlled height, ensuring 
that the top of the test surface was at the same elevation regardless of the amount of snow 
remaining on the plate. This ensured the sensor wheel was at the same horizontal angle for all 
tests. 

For the purpose of this experiment, five sensor wheel passes were averaged to obtain one 
data point reading. During the course of this experiment, the friction sensor values were quite 
repeatable and varied less than 10% for each individual pass. 
 
Snow-Making Protocol 
 
A major challenge was identified as the production of consistent snow on each sample plate. 
Comfort’s research suggested repeatable snow could be obtained by carefully monitoring the 
density of the final product (5). Comfort added liquid to harvested natural snow before 
compressing it to obtain the final desired density. The reported desired density was 0.6 to 0.7 
g/cm3 (37 to 44 lb/ft3). 

A snowstorm on January 4, 2003, resulted in compact snow forming on roads near our 
Kamloops, British Columbia, office. Samples were gathered from three locations (one major 
highway and two rural roads where they adjoined the highway). This snow was gathered 28 h 
after the storm began and had a uniform thickness of 8 mm (0.31 in.) and consistent average 
density of 0.71g/cm3 (44 lb/ft3). 

Through experimentation it was found that adding additional liquid was not workable for 
the sample size dictated by the friction sensor and resulted in compacted ice crystals rather than 
snow. After various attempts the final protocol was to obtain 80 g (2.8 oz) of snow and compact 
it with a hydraulic press to a thickness of 6 mm (0.23 in.) onto the 141 cm2 (21.9 in.3) surface 
area of the concrete test samples. Compaction for each sample was done individually in a 
custom-fabricated press that ensured consistent snow thickness. Following compaction, some 
snow would overhang the concrete sample, and it was trimmed. Accounting for this reduced 
mass of snow gave a final, repeatable sample density of about 0.7 g/cm3 (44 lb/ft3). 

The source of snow also was considered. Natural snow and Zamboni snow were 
compared; both were compacted in accordance with the above protocol. The Zamboni snow was 
essentially ice shaved from local hockey rinks in the course of routine maintenance. Although 
the mechanisms involved in the creation of natural snow and Zamboni snow are completely 
different, the end result after compaction appeared to be similar. Through repeated tests, the 
friction qualities and melting times of the Zamboni snow and natural snow were virtually 
identical. For this reason, and because the Zamboni snow had more consistent properties and was 
available year round, it was decided to use the Zamboni snow for the entire experiment. 
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There was concern that the Zamboni snow may have undesirable chemical properties and 
interactions with the tested salts, since it was made with treated city of Kamloops drinking water. 
However, as stated earlier, the Zamboni snow and natural snow exhibited similar melting and 
friction characteristics. This manufactured snow also was similar visually to the harvested storm 
compact snow. 
 
Sample Trafficking 
 
The procedure and methodology behind the traffic simulation of each sample was to simulate the 
actual road conditions. Comfort reported the friction of a compacted snow surface does not 
stabilize until it has been subjected to 25 tire passes (5). A small unit was fabricated with a trailer 
tire, which had a contact patch covering the sample and would fit inside the environmental 
chamber to simulate traffic on the snow samples. The Comfort study suggested that 3336 N (750 
lb) of down force was required with a full-size vehicle tire to produce reliable results. Because of 
the smaller size and contact patch or the tire, the down force was reduced to 1134 N (255 lb) to 
replicate the same surface pressure. 

Early experimentation confirmed 25 passes were required for the snow surface to 
stabilize at a consistent friction value. The traffic simulation action caused the snow surface to 
become polished and the friction to drop 10% to 15% from its starting value to the final stable 
value. For the 422 samples made for study, the friction of compact snow after 25 traffic passes 
averaged 0.310 with a standard deviation of 0.037. 
 
Salt Application and Testing Protocol 
 
The salt for each sample was shaken carefully onto each surface in an even distribution pattern. 
Four sample plates were used for each test salt and condition. Once the salt was applied to the 
compacted snow surface, it was allowed to sit for 5 min, enabling it to penetrate the surface. The 
sample was then submitted to an additional 25 trafficking tire passes.  

Friction measurements were conducted at 20-min intervals. Samples were trafficked 20 
times after each friction test. Each experiment was conducted until all four sample plates were 
within 10% of their starting wet friction value. The average time for each chemical to return the 
samples to a friction of 0.55 was used arbitrarily for performance comparisons. This was referred 
to as the friction recovery time. 
 
Test Matrix 
 
Testing was conducted in two phases. Phase 1 compared the melting performance of prewetted 
salts with the same 2 g (0.07 oz) mass of baseline rock salt (BRS). Phase 2 examined how 25% 
to 50% reduced amounts of prewetted salt could be used to match the melting performance of 
BRS.  

ASTM D632 salt as supplied by the city of Kamloops was tested as the BRS. Prewetted 
salt was supplied by some manufacturers and otherwise was produced in our laboratory. Liquid 
deicer was added to the desired ratio, and then 2 g of the resulting mixture was used for testing. 
The test matrix is shown in Table 1. 
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TABLE 1  Test Matrix 
 

Mixture 
Temperature 

(°C) 
Prewet Ratio 

(gal/ton) 
Mass of Mixture 

Applied (g) 
Dry BRS –1 –5 –10 4 8 12 1.0 1.5 2.0 
Distilled Water and BRS –1 –5 –10 4 8 12 1.0 1.5 2.0 
32% CaCl and BRS –1 –5 –10 4 8 12 1.0 1.5 2.0 
Ice Ban Performance  
Plus M and BRS 

 
–1 

 
–5 

 
–10 

 
4 

 
8 

 
12 

 
1.0 

 
1.5 

 
2.0 

Ice Ban Ultra M and BRS –1 –5 –10 4 8 12 1.0 1.5 2.0 
Liquid Corn Salt1 –1 –5 –10 — 8 — — 1.5 — 
Caliber M2000 LSW1 –1 –5 –10 — 8 — — 1.5 — 
Mineral Melt Elite1 –1 –5 –10 — 8 — — 1.5 — 

1 Supplied by manufacturers as solid pretreated with deicing agent at a ratio of 8 gal/ton. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
General Findings 
 
The melting mechanisms suggested in the literature were confirmed in this study. The crystals of 
salt sat on the snow surface for 30 to 60 s, by which time the melting action enabled the crystals to 
penetrate into the surface. The salt was drawn down, and the melting action moved the melted 
snow out of the way. Once the salt reached the roadway and snow interface, it spread and broke the 
snow-to-road bond. 

Downward pressure on the snow as a result of traffic was required to remove the melted 
snow. Plates that were trafficked compared with plates that were not trafficked at the same salt 
application rate produced very different results. The plates that were not traffic simulated would 
develop a thick slush layer on top of the compact snow. The melting action of nontrafficked 
samples probably would not properly reflect the real world, since road traffic likely does help 
remove the melted snow. Subjecting snow samples to a complete test cycle without any salt 
applied revealed no change in the friction despite the repeated trafficking. Therefore the action of 
the salt and the traffic was required for effective melting. 

Typically, the friction of the trafficked and salted samples initially increased and then 
substantially decreased below the original value for 2 to 3 tests (40 to 60 min); the friction then 
would rise as melting progressed. It is believed that the initial increase in friction was due primarily 
to the immediate melting of the salt, which caused a roughened, small-scale cratered surface. The 
subsequent decrease in surface friction is believed to have been caused by lubrication from a 
melted water film on the top of the compacted snow. After these surface effects subsided, the 
melting then continued deeper in the snow with a resulting generally steady friction increase over 
time. 
 
Phase 1: Using Same Mass of Prewetted Deicer 
 
The dry BRS was found to have little effect improving the friction at –10°C (14°F). Figure 1 
compares the data for dry BRS. As is shown, there was little or no effect at the lowest tested 
temperature. Despite having little effect at –10°C, BRS performed well at the higher two 
temperatures. In fact BRS was in the top half of the field and had a recovery time well faster than 
that of the median at –1°C (30°F) and had the fastest friction recovery time at –5°C (23°F). 
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FIGURE 1  Baseline road salt (BRS) friction versus time. 
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Therefore the addition of a liquid deicer as a prewetting agent was much more effective at improving 
melting performance at lower temperatures than at warmer temperatures. For all temperatures, the 
friction initially increased faster for the prewetted salts than for dry BRS. This is consistent with other 
researchers’ findings that prewetting enhances the salt’s ability to burn into the snow layer. 

The possibility that simply adding moisture improved the BRS performance by enabling it to 
dissolve more quickly was examined by prewetting BRS with distilled water at ratios of 4, 8, and 12 
gal/ton (0.017, 0.033, and 0.050 l/kg). As shown in Figure 2, the water inhibited the salts’ performance 
because of dilution. Therefore, any improvement in melting performance by using liquid deicer as a 
prewetting agent likely would not be due simply to the presence of more moisture.  

Melting was improved by increasing the ratio of liquid deicer to rock salt. For each tested 
prewetting agent and temperature, the mixture at a ratio of 12 gal/ton provided the fastest melting, 
whereas that at 4 gal/ton provided the slowest. The only exception in which this trend was reversed was 
the mixture of Ice Ban Performance Plus M and BRS at –5°C. However, the 15% difference in friction 
recovery time indicated the performance was essentially the same. 

The products that were supplied as pretreated solids had been treated at 8 gal/ton. The provided 
liquid deicers were therefore added to BRS at that same ratio for direct melting performance 
comparisons between the agents. The time for each chemical to return the sample to a friction of 0.55 is 
presented in Table 2. 

The pretreated solids (Liquid Corn Salt, Caliber M2000 LSW, and Mineral Melt Elite) had 
consistent melting performance over the tested range of temperatures. This is shown in Figure 3. 
Overall the recovery time for these chemicals increased 7% to 28% from –1°C to –10°C. In contrast, 
the supplied liquid deicers added to BRS experienced a 38% to 182% increase in recovery time, as 
shown in Figure 4. 

There was no single deicer and salt mixture that performed best at all temperatures. For 
instance, Ice Ban Performance Plus M performed best at –1°C and –5°C but was in the middle of the 
range at the lowest temperature. The 32% CaCl deicer was in the top two prewet mixtures at all tested 
temperatures, which may be because it was the only product without a rust inhibitor or because it was 
the only product mixture that was not based on MgCl, or both. 
 
Phase 2: Using Reduced Mass of Prewetted Deicer 
 
Reduced amounts of all 8 gal/ton prewet mixtures were compared to the melting performance of dry 
BRS at –1°C and –5°C. There were some unexpected results. Specifically, only 32% CaCl and Ice Ban 
Performance Plus M exhibited the expected behaviour by having slower recovery times when a smaller 
mass of mixture was used. Recovery time for these two products was substantially longer when 25% 
and 50% less mass of deicer and BRS mixture was applied. Only the complete 2-g application provided 
a melting performance better or similar to dry BRS. 

The most unexpected results were that all three of the pretreated mixtures showed improved 
performance with a smaller application. All three had the best melting performance when 25% less was 
used (please see Figures 5, 6, and 7). That is, they achieved faster friction recovery times with a 1.5-g 
(0.05-oz.) application than with a 2.0-g application. In fact, although none of them outperformed dry 
BRS at -1°C or -5°C with a 2.0-g application, most bettered dry BRS with a 1.5-g application. The only 
exception was 1.5 g of Mineral Melt Elite at –5°C, which matched the dry BRS friction recovery until 
0.52; then it paused briefly for one data point before increasing to full recovery. Therefore reduced 
amounts of all of the solid pretreated mixtures performed similar to, or better than, BRS and their own 
full mass results. 



 

 

 
 

FIGURE 2  Water prewet BRS and dry BRS friction versus time. 
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TABLE 2  Friction Recovery Times for 2 g of Mixture 
Temperature –1°C –5°C –10°C 

Mixture Ratio 
(gal/ton) 

Time 
(min) 

Time 
(min) 

Time 
(min) 

BRS 0 147 169 No Improvement 
BRS with Distilled Water 4 160 247 No Improvement 
 8 170 200 No Improvement 
 12 165 240 No Improvement 
32% CaCl 4 165 198 230 
 8 107 180 208 
 12 100 157 171 
Ice Ban Performance Plus M 4 96 193 293 
 8 95 173 268 
 12 93 205 236 
Ice Ban Ultra M 4 193 228 264 
 8 180 245 249 
 12 170 192 229 
Liquid Corn Salt 8 220 190 235 
Caliber M2000 LSW 8 196 200 250 
Mineral Melt Elite 8 190 200 217 
 

No explanation for this result was found. There was only one test chamber temperature 
variation of more than 0.34°C (0.61°F) from the target value, and the mean temperatures were 
within 0.22°C (0.40°F) of the matching test’s value. Relative humidity values showed no 
discernable pattern; some values were the same for the 2.0-g tests as for the reduced mass tests, 
some values were about 10% lower for the 2.0-g tests, and some values were about 10% higher. 

Tests at –10°C demonstrated that the effective melting action, which all six prewetted 
mixtures exhibited, was only possible using the 2-g application. In Figure 8, all of the 2-g tests 
displayed friction rising to 0.55, whereas no test with less than 2 g reached this level. The 
reduced salt amounts also caused a significant initial drop in friction (to levels below 0.2 in some 
cases), whereas none of the 2-g tests had this characteristic. This was likely due to an incomplete 
initial melting effect similar to that noted by Comfort (3). 
 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
This study was designed to measure the melting capacity of prewetted salts. That is why the 
performance of a 2.0-g mass of prewetted salt was compared with that of a 2.0-g mass of dry 
salt. It is this comparison that indicates the melting action of prewetted salt may be slightly less 
than that of dry salt for some prewetted salt mixtures. The authors recognize this disagrees with 
common practice, in which prewetting has been shown to be more effective in highway 
maintenance than not prewetting. There are several factors that could explain this apparent 
discrepancy. 

For instance, in real-world maintenance tasks the prewetting agent is applied to the road 
in addition to the full amount of dry salt. For example, if a ton of dry salt would be used on a 



 

 

 
 
 

FIGURE 3  Pretreated solids friction versus time. 
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FIGURE 4  Eight gal/ton liquid chemical prewetted BRS friction versus time. 
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FIGURE 5  Caliber M2000 LSW friction versus time at –1°C and –5°C. 
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section of road, then a prewet application would involve the same ton of dry salt in addition to a 
further mass of prewetting liquid. Therefore more mass of salt overall (dry and liquid) would be 
placed on the road when used prewetted as opposed to a dry salt application alone. The possible 
reduced melting action of some of the prewet agent and BRS mixtures, compared with dry BRS, 
in this study may be due to these mixtures containing less total salt. By comparing the melting 
efficiency of 2.0 g of prewetted salt with 2.0 g of dry salt, the prewetted samples actually would 
contain less overall salt. That is, the prewetted salt would contain three basic ingredients: BRS, 
liquid salt (MgCl), and a rust inhibitor. The inhibitor likely would not be an effective melting 
agent, and therefore the portion of the 2.0 g taken by the inhibitor would not improve the melting 
action. There also could be a chemical interaction between the inhibitor and the other salts, 
which degrades performance to a small degree. In any event, the real world practice of adding 
the prewetting agent to the full amount of BRS would avoid this problem of effectively reducing 
the mass of salt.  

Use of prewetting in the field has been shown to enable a reduction in the amount of dry 
salt required to achieve the same melting action. This is likely due to the well-documented 
improvement in the amount of salt that is retained on the traveled portion of the road when a 
prewetting agent is used (6). In other words, the real-world improvement gained by prewetting at 
warmer temperatures may be due largely to having most of the salt stay on the roadway. The 
same reference echoed this study’s findings that prewetted salt had a definite melting 
performance improvement below -6°C (20°F), whereas there was minimal improvement above  
–3°C (27°F). 

The finding that using a higher ratio of liquid deicing agent to dry BRS gives better 
melting performance may indicate a beneficial chemical interaction between the liquid and dry 
salts. With the higher ratios there likely would be a greater influence from this interaction. That 
would explain the results of having slightly worse melting for some mixtures at 4 gal/ton than for 
dry salt but better melting than 4 gal/ton when 8 and 12 gal/ton was used. For the mixtures with 
melting performance that was worse than dry BRS at warmer temperatures, there appear to be 
two opposing forces at work. A reduction in mass decreasing performance that may be partially 
offset by an inherent chemical benefit to using more prewetting agent is a potential explanation 
for this phenomenon. 

In summary, the melting performance of dry salt appears to be improved by prewetting 
more at colder temperatures than at warmer ones. The actual melting performance of the same 
mass of prewetted salt may be slightly less than dry salt for some mixtures; however, this is 
likely more than compensated for by the improved retention of prewetted compared with dry salt 
in real-world driving environments. This study confirms a significant benefit in lowering the 
effective operating temperature of salt when prewetted with a liquid deicing chemical. 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The current study confirmed earlier literature regarding the need to traffic snow samples. This 
replicates the action of passing vehicles in removing excess melted snow and stabilizes the 
underlying compact snow. 

Tests comparing prewetting with liquid deicer and prewetting with distilled water 
indicated any melting performance benefit of prewetting likely is not due to the simple presence 
of additional moisture. 



 

 

 
 

FIGURE 6  Liquid corn salt friction versus time at –1°C and –5°C. 
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FIGURE 7  Mineral melt elite friction versus time at –1°C and –5°C. 
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FIGURE 8  Eight gal/ton friction versus time summary at –10°C. 
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Prewetting was found to decrease slightly the melting performance of salt at relatively warm 
temperatures (–1°C and –5°C) for some prewetted mixtures and somewhat improve melting 
performance for other mixtures. All of the liquid deicer prewetted mixtures were effective at –10°C, 
whereas the BRS was not. The prewetted salts ceased to be effective at this temperature when a 
reduced mass of mixture was used. 

Melting was improved by increasing the ratio of liquid deicer to rock salt. The products 
supplied for testing as pretreated solids had consistent melting performance across the tested 
temperatures. In contrast, the mixtures of liquid deicer and BRS made in the course of this study had 
their melting times increase substantially at lower temperatures. 

Attempts to use reduced amounts of prewetted salts to achieve the same performance as a 
greater amount of BRS at –1°C and –5°C gave unexpected results. The supplied pre-treated solids 
matched or bettered the performance of dry BRS when applied at 1.5 g, although they did not 
perform as well when 2.0 g was applied. No explanation for this was found. The liquid deicer and 
BRS mixtures had more expected results, but none performed at 25% or 50% reduced applications 
sufficient to match the full application of dry BRS. 

Overall, the melting performance of dry salt appears to be improved by prewetting more at 
colder temperatures than warmer ones. The actual melting performance of the same mass of 
prewetted salt may be slightly less than dry salt for some mixtures. However this likely is more than 
compensated for by the improved retention of prewetted compared with dry salt in real-world driving 
environments. This study confirms a significant benefit in lowering the effective operating 
temperature of salt when prewetted with a liquid deicing chemical. 
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 field study was performed in order to investigate the patterns of residual salt on a road surface 
and the mechanisms involved in transporting the salt off the road into the roadside. The residual 

salt was measured in nine segments across a road and repeated in 2- to 24-h intervals, depending on 
the road surface conditions. The Swedish National Road and Transport Research Institute will 
implement the results in a winter maintenance management model under development. The results 
showed clearly that the vehicles were important for redistribution of the salt from wheel paths. A 
light snowfall increased the salt content in the roadway probably because of redistribution of salt 
from outside-the-road borderlines by passing vehicles because of increased wetness. The amount of 
residual salt in the wheel paths could be modeled rather well with an exponential function so that the 
amount of salt was depending on the accumulated number of vehicles after each salting occasion. A 
model constant was suggested to be related to the road surface conditions. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Winter Maintenance Management System 
 
Salt (mainly sodium chloride) is widely used in winter maintenance for deicing and anti-icing 
purposes. Because of the well-known environmental drawbacks of salt exposure to roadside 
vegetation and groundwater, the road keepers constantly strive to minimize the amount of salt used 
during the winters. In that context, knowledge of the content of residual salt remaining on the road 
surface is of great importance for the tactical decisions of whether another salting action is needed. 
The salt remaining on the road surface also will be transported sooner or later off the road by 
different means and, hence, expose the roadside to different amounts of salt. At the Swedish National 
Road and Transport Research Institute (VTI) a winter maintenance management system (WMMS or 
the winter model) is under development. The winter model consists of submodels for assessing the 
state of the road, its effects, and their appraisement [see State-of-the-Art Fixed Automated Spray 
Technology (FAST) by Jerry R. Waldman on pp. 379–390 in this circular]. One of the submodels 
describes the environmental effects by modeling the roadside exposure to salt (see Modeling the 
Exposure of Roadside Environment to Airborne Salt: Case Study on pp. 296–306 by Gustafsson and 
Blomqvist in this circular). In order to model the roadside exposure to salt, knowledge of the amount 
of residual salt available on the road surface is a prerequisite. The purpose of the field studies 
described in this paper is to gather field data of the residual salt pattern on the road surface together 
with information on the factors influencing the transport of the salt off the road. In this paper these 
patterns and relationships are discussed in relation to how this knowledge should be used within the 
winter model. Also, a modeling approach to describe the decline of residual salt is made.

A 
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Residual Salt 
 
Although there are numerous investigations performed on the environmental effects of deicing 
salt exposure to the roadsides, investigations of the mechanisms responsible for the transport of 
salt from the roads to the surroundings are rare. 

In a Danish investigation, the amount of residual salt after a salting occasion was shown 
to be related linearly to the number of vehicle passages after the salting, at least when the traffic 
intensity was between 2,500 to 3,500 vehicles per day (1). The traffic intensity explained in the 
best cases 17% to 18% of the variation. On two of the four roads that were investigated the same 
relation between the residual salt and the traffic intensity could not be found. This was explained 
by the relationship maybe not being linear (1).  

In a Swedish investigation, the residual salt decline showed to be related exponentially to 
time (2). A model was designed with the presumption that the salt will leave the road surface 
only by the transportation of liquids off the road. Another presumption was that the total amount 
of salt across the road surface can stay only at a constant level or decline by time (unless another 
salting action is taken). Locally, however, the residual salt may increase initially during 
precipitation because of salt relocation from the road center and other less trafficked areas. 
 
 
FIELD WORK 
 
The residual salt was measured by a chlorine meter (SOBO20, see Figure 1). This instrument 
worked by splashing a precise volume of measuring liquid (85% acetone) on an exact delimited 
road surface area. The electric conductivity and temperature were measured in the liquid, and 
thereby the amount of sodium chloride per square mile could be calculated. The measurements 
were separated by transect sections. The road was divided into nine segments from one edge of 
the road to the other: road edge (outside the white line), in the right wheel path, in between the 
wheel paths, in the left wheel path, at the road center, in the left wheel path, in between the 
wheel paths, in the right wheel path, and, finally, at the other road edge. Each measurement in 
the study was the mean value of three individual measurements, next to each other (see Figure 
1). For each new measurement the three points were chosen next to the earlier measurement but 
shifted slightly toward the direction from where traffic came in order to avoid influence from the 
acetone solution already flushed out on the road surface. A similar procedure was taken in a 
Danish investigation with the same measuring equipment (1).  

Two field sites were used to collect the data needed. At the first place, Vimmerby, an 
existing standard road weather information system was used hourly to gather data on the traffic 
amount and type. The traffic counter was installed in the pavement, and the traffic data were 
collected by magnetic induction. At the other field site, Klockrike, the traffic data were collected 
by a rubber tube, which needed to be disconnected when the plowing truck was passing the field 
site. The traffic data, salting occasions, and mean values of the residual salt in the left wheel 
tracks are presented in Figure 2. The traffic data are calculated as the sum of the number of 
private cars, heavy trucks times 5, buses times 5, and heavy trucks with trailers times 7. The 
coefficients of 5 and 7 are not evaluated in this paper. The posted speed limits were 90 km/h-1 at 
both field sites. 
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FIGURE 1  Measuring the residual salt on the road surface—note how the road  
surface is divided into segments: (a) road edge, (b) wheel track, (c) in between  
wheel tracks, (d) wheel track, and (e) road center. The measurements continue  

on the other half of the road. 
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FIGURE 2  Residual salt in the wheel tracks, deicing actions, and traffic data. Traffic data 
are missing for the first 9 days. For that period the data used (dashed line) are compiled by 

the mean hourly data for the 2 consecutive weeks. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The residual salt transects of the first 288 h of measurements at Klockrike field site are compiled 
in Figure 3, where the mean value of the residual salt amount in each segment of the road 
transect is presented along the vertical axis. The different repeated measurements are shifted 
along the horizontal time-axis. The space–time graph then is produced by linear triangulation of 
the data points. The amount of salt on the roadway, on the pavement inside the white lines of the 
road edges, is low for the first couple of days, but there seem to be high amounts of salt gathered 
on the road surface outside the white lines. For the first 18 h there also seems to be some salt 
remaining on the road surface from the salting occasion that took place in the morning of 
February 8 (72 h earlier). Usually the decline of the amount of residual salt on the road surface 
works faster than this, but one should bear in mind that the road surface conditions were dry to 
moist (with very low degree of wetness). These rather dry road conditions prevailed during the 
larger part of the investigation period that is illustrated in Figure 3.  

There are two exceptions when the road surface got wetter because of a light snowfall. 
The first period was on February 13 and the second was on February 15. A small snowflake 
marks these snowfalls at each time of their observation in Figure 3. What can be seen as an effect  
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 3  The development of residual salt pattern by time. X-axis is a timescale with the 
number of hours from start denoted on the lower axis and the dates on the top axis.  
The Y-axis is a transect across the road with each measurement in time and space  

marked as a black dot. Two periods of very light snowfall are marked by small  
snowflakes on the top axis. 
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of the higher degree of wetness of the road surface is an increase of residual salt starting in hour 
66 and peaking in hour 72, especially in between the wheel paths in each direction of the road 
(see Figure 3). This is explained by redistribution of salt accumulated on the pavement outside 
the roadway into the driving lanes by passing vehicles. Similar effects have been discussed by 
Ericsson and Gustavsson (2). The first salting action after February 8 was taken on the morning 
of February 15 and can be seen as a major increase in the amount of residual salt. The salting 
was repeated in the morning of February 17. 

During the latter half of the period illustrated in Figure 3, it became evident that the salt 
was gathering between the wheel tracks and in between the road halves. The standard deviation 
of a transect across the road was approximately twice as high (on February 20) as compared with 
the standard deviation of a 24-h time window during the same period (see Figure 4). The 
usefulness of residual salt measurements sometimes has been questioned. This study, however, 
showed that as long as one really was doing the repeated measurements within the same segment 
of the road, it was more likely to get a similar value several hours later than if moving to another 
segment of the road right after the first measurement.  

For the modeling purposes in this study, the two inner wheel tracks (closest to the road 
center) were chosen to represent the amount of residual salt on the road surface available to 
roadside exposure. The reason for using the two inner wheel tracks in this first phase of 
modeling was that it was thought that this was the track that both private cars and larger heavy 
vehicles most often share and that the other two wheel tracks are more scattered in space. The 
mean value of the residual salt measurements in the two inner tracks is presented in Figure 2. In 
order to find out the rate at which the salt was leaving the road (or redistributed on the road), and 
since the pattern of salt distribution on the road seemed to be correlated strongly to the traffic, a 
model (function 1) was tested; it used the salt application as a start value and the accumulated 
traffic after the salt application as the factor influencing the rate at which the salt was leaving the 
wheel tracks. Testing equation 1, in which k is the rate by which the salt left the wheel track, 
used field data collected in Klockrike from the salting occasion in February 19 to the salting 
occasion in February 22, and gave the result that can be seen in Figure 5. 
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FIGURE 4  The standard deviation of the residual salt measurements in the  
transect across the road and in a time window of 24 h in each type  

segment: road edges, wheel tracks, between the wheels, and in the road center. 
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FIGURE 5  The relation between traffic and amount of residual salt in the  

wheel tracks in the two field sites, Vimmerby and Klockrike. 
 
 

eqaccPCSRS ⋅−⋅= ke  (1) 
 
where 
 

RS   = residual salt 
S   = salt use 
PCeqacc  = accumulated private cars equivalents 

 
This model suggests that the salt amount after the salting action in the morning of 

February 19 is 12.689 gm–2 and that the coefficient k describing the decrease is –0.2027. Letting 
k, calculated from 3 consecutive days during the field experiment, represent the conditions 
during the entire 25-day-long field period gave the modeling results that can be seen in Figure 6. 
With exception of the two occasions when the light snowfall caused a suggested redistribution of 
the salt on the road (February 13 and 15), the model describes the residual salt surprisingly well 
until February 27. A reason for the good fit of the model to the measured data may be the fact 
that the weather situation during the investigation period was rather stable.  

A value of the coefficient k was also calculated from the field data collected in the 
Vimmerby site (also seen in Figure 5). The Vimmerby k-value differs somewhat from the 
Klockrike k-value implies a somewhat slower rate of residual salt decrease in Vimmerby. 
However, whether this is a result of different wetness of the road surface during that time period, 
different road surface characteristics, a different composition of the traffic, or the use of another 
winter maintenance equipment in Vimmerby is not yet known. 

y = 13.854e–0.153x 
R2 = 0.7819 
y = 12,689e–0.2027x 
R2 = 0.8729 
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FIGURE 6  Modeling results as compared with the field measurements  

of the residual salt and the deicing actions. 
 
 

Implementation in the winter model requires calibration of the model using data from 
field investigations under various conditions regarding the weather, traffic, and salting. Also, in 
order to be able to create a more generic model, different sites should be used to represent 
different pavements and different traffic compositions. 

Issues that need to be addressed during the field investigations during the 2003–2004 and 
2004–2005 winter seasons are 
 

• What is the correct relation between a private car, a bus, a truck, and a truck with 
trailer regarding their potential to force the salt solution and salt-laden slush off the road surface 
into the surroundings? 

• What is the influence of the different road surface states on the ability of the vehicles 
to force the salt off the road? 

• How do climatic factors such as local wind speed and precipitation influence the 
decline of residual salt? 

• How shall salt redistribution on the road surface be modeled? 
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ighway anti-icing programs strive to prevent the ice–pavement bond by preapplication of 
chemicals. An effective anti-icing program must estimate the time–traffic decay of the 

chemical residual on the highway surface. Sodium chloride solution (brine) is the most widely 
used chemical for anti-icing. Application rates for brine vary from state to state. The Ohio 
Department of Transportation (DOT) generally applies 23% sodium chloride brine at the rate of 
40 gal per lane mile.  

An extensive study of brine residual decay over time and traffic was completed on 
portland cement concrete (PCC), Nova-Chip asphalt cement (NCAC), Micro-Seal asphalt cement 
(MSAC), and open-grade asphalt cement (OGAC) pavements. During five sampling events in 
October and November 2002, brine residual, pavement temperature, traffic counts, and 
atmospheric conditions were monitored for up to 3 days after initial anti-icing on U.S. Routes 33, 
23, and 50 in Ohio. All test sites were delineated into four test stations that were located on level, 
tangent sections of four-lane divided highways within the driving lane.  

Ohio DOT units applied the brine from ten evenly spaced nozzles, producing brine lines 
longitudinally along the pavement surface. Samples of brine, obtained before application at each 
site, were consistently near 23% concentration. Two field measurement procedures designated as 
diagonal and nozzle tests were developed. The diagonal method allowed for a lane cross-section 
profile determination of salt residual over time. The nozzle procedure provided residual decay 
over time of a given brine line. Quality assurance and control were accomplished by obtaining 
duplicate and blank measurements at 25% and 5% frequency, respectively. A Boschung 
Megatronic instrument model SOBO-20 that measured the surface pavement concentration of 
sodium chloride by conductivity was utilized in field and laboratory residual tests. Laboratory 
tests on pavement specimens with various known brine concentrations provided SOBO 
adjustment factors for field data. 

The pavement surface affected initial brine concentration from site to site with NCAC, 
PCC, and MSAC readings being the lowest, midrange, and highest, respectively. Initial 
concentrations on OGAC were highly variable. Decay occurred at nearly the same exponential 
rate for each pavement surface; however, decay rates for OGAC could not be determined 
because of data variability. Time and traffic depleted residuals during nonprecipitation periods 
could not be differentiated. NCAC was found to have negligible brine residual after about 10 h 
and 1,500 vehicles. Residuals on PCC were depleted within 25 h and 7,500 vehicles. MSAC 
provided the longest-lasting residual with a projected persistence to 750 h and 170,000 vehicles.  
 
 

H 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
State highway agencies, focusing on traditional winter road strategies such as plowing, salting, 
and gritting, spend about $1.5 billion each year roads for winter maintenance (1). Recently 
emphasis has shifted toward prevention of hazardous conditions with anti-icing pretreatment 
along with weather forecasting, remote sensing, and thermal mapping. Anti-icing is a proactive 
winter road maintenance strategy in which chemicals are utilized to prevent the bond between ice 
or snow and the pavement surface from forming.  

Field tests of anti-icing operations have indicated that anti-icing can reduce the amount of 
chemicals needed while effectively preventing black ice on bridge decks with periodic 
application and requiring less effort to return the pavement to its original condition after a storm 
(2, 3). Effective and efficient anti-icing operations require accurate weather forecasting, adequate 
pavement condition monitoring, and the ability to predict the persistence of pretreatment 
materials applied to the pavement. 
 
Black Ice and Anti-Icing 
 
Black ice can form from various types of precipitation events such as rain, freezing rain, drizzle, 
sleet, and snow when it comes in contact with a cold or cooling pavement. Dew, frost, mist, fog, 
or super-cooled water vapor (unfrozen in air down to -40°C) also can lead to the formation of 
black ice on surfaces (4, 5). The strategy of deicing involves the use of freezing point depressant 
chemicals to break the bond that forms between snow or ice and the pavement. The function of 
deicing products is to lower the freezing point temperature of liquid, expressed as the eutectic 
temperature. The freezing-point depression is dependent on the chemical concentration of the 
solution. The behavior of sodium chloride-water solutions at varying concentrations is described 
by the well-known eutectic diagram as presented in several texts [e.g. Kaufmann (6)].  

In response to the need of agencies to control costs while enhancing snow and ice control, 
anti-icing technologies were investigated in the Strategic Highway Research Program project 
Development of Anti-Icing Technology (7). This study indicated that anti-icing could provide a 
higher level of service using the same or less material when predictive methods are used in the 
decision process. The project also recommended further study of weather, traffic, and other 
conditions with anti-icing. 

In order to prevent black ice or frost, the Manual of Practice for an Effective Anti-Icing 
Program (8) recommends that the chemical should be applied in advance of the expected time of 
ice formation so that the water component of the brine will evaporate or be removed by traffic 
action. This will leave only the residual chemical on the road surface and thus result in the 
greatest concentration when frost or black ice conditions occur.  
 
Anti-Icing Application 
 
The most widely used chemical for anti-icing is sodium chloride (NaCl), either as salt brine, pre-
wetted road salt, or dry road salt. Application rates for brine vary by agency  but generally range 
from 94 to 117 L per lane kilometer (40 to 50 gal per lane mile) of 23% solution by weight (9).  

The Ohio Department of Transportation (DOT) has used extensively salt or brine in its 
winter management strategy. Currently, Ohio DOT is applying brine at the approximate rate of 
about 40 gal per lane mile. A new winter maintenance directive specifies biweekly application of 
brine for anti-icing pretreatment when conditions warrant (10).  
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Residual Decay 
 
Following the application of brine, factors affecting persistence are reported to be traffic 
volumes, speed, vehicle types, length of time since application, dispensing rate, road conditions, 
and weather as well as whether the salt has dried out and could have been trafficked or blown 
away (8). 

A review of the literature did not indicate availability of predictive decay models for 
brine residual persistence on highways under field conditions. However, one study in Funen 
County, Denmark, during the 1998–1999 winter measured residual salt from the spreading of 
20% saturated brine and prewet salt at 0.5 m, 1.5 m, and 2.5 m from the centerline of the road for 
a total of about 1,800 measurements using a conductivity device [SOBO-20 by Boschung 
Megatronic AG, Switzerland (11)]. Fonnesbech (2) reported salt residual from brine was active 
on the roadway during a precipitation event and degradation of residual salt is affected crucially 
by high traffic intensity.  

The objective of this study was to develop a predictive model of brine residual decay as a 
function of time and traffic on various pavements.  

 
 

METHODOLOGY 
 
Laboratory Procedure 
 
Surface Brine Residual 
 
Surface brine residual was determined by utilizing a Boschung Megatronic instrument model 
SOBO-20, which measured the mass per unit area of salt on the road surface based on 
temperature-compensated conductivity measurements (11). A solution of acetone and water is 
sprayed from the instrument that dissolved the salt on a sealed-off portion of the highway 
surface. Conductivity in the pooled solution increased in proportion to the density of NaCl 
available on and dissolved from the surface. This instrument was utilized on portland cement 
concrete (PCC) and open-grade asphalt concrete (OGAC) samples within the laboratory, as well 
as in the field. More than 100 laboratory measurements were made for various brine 
concentrations throughout the analysis capability range of the SOBO (0–45 g/m2) on each 
surface. The results provided SOBO adjustment factors for field data. Another researcher found 
significant variability (15% to 50%) in individual SOBO measurements indicating verification of 
SOBO measurements was essential (2).  

 
Brine Samples 
 
Brine samples were collected at each highway application, and the percent NaCl by weight was 
determined directly or indirectly by total dissolved solids, atomic adsorption spectrophotometry 
(Na+), ion chromatography (Cl-), and salinometer. These methods also were used to validate 
prepared brine samples for laboratory investigations. Standard Methods (12) were followed 
except standard protocol was used with temperature correction for the salinometer.  
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Field Procedure 
 
An extensive study of brine (NaCl) residual decay over time and traffic was completed on test 
sections of PCC, Nova-Chip asphalt cement (NCAC), Micro-Seal asphalt cement (MSAC), and 
OGAC (see Table 1 for characteristics of the test sections). Selection was based on the diversity 
of pavement type and proximity of weather stations. During five testing sessions in October and 
November 2002, brine residual, pavement temperature, traffic counts, and atmospheric 
conditions were monitored for up to 3 days after brine application on U.S. Routes 33 (US-33), 
23, and 50 in central and southeast Ohio. Driving lane traffic counts were obtained by using 
standard pneumatic traffic counters placed one-third and two-thirds the distance through the test 
section for most sites. Traffic was routed around the test sections while brine was applied. Bare 
surface pavement readings were taken before application of brine. All were zero.  

Ohio DOT units applied 40 gal per lane mile, proportioned with speed by using automatic 
flow control of 23.3%, by weight, NaCl solution from 10 evenly spaced nozzles, producing brine 
lines longitudinally along the pavement surface. All test sites were on level, tangent sections of 
four-lane divided highways within the driving lane. Four evenly spaced test stations were 
demarcated within each highway section, and then readings were made. This provided four sets 
of data over time and traffic for analysis. Immediately after application, the brine line widths 
were measured at each of the four test stations at each field site. Samples of the brine were taken 
from the distributor at each site for laboratory assessment of salt concentration.  

For each site, baseline SOBO readings were made to verify that the pavement was free of 
any conducting residual before Ohio DOT applied brine. Residual measurements were made on 
all stations in a test section at approximately 2-h intervals, while traffic was diverted to the 
passing lane. About 1 h was needed to complete each set of interval measurements; then the lane 
was re-opened to traffic for 1 h. Measurement usually ceased at the time of the afternoon traffic 
peak and then resumed the next day.  

A field protocol was developed with two measurement techniques—the diagonal method 
and the nozzle method (see Figure 1). The nozzle method was used specifically to determine 
concentrations within the line, whereas the diagonal method determined brine concentration 

 
 

TABLE 1 Characteristics of Field Sites 
Test Site 

(direction) 
Approx. 

SLM Pavement Dates  
(2002) ADT Exposure 

(# veh.) 
Exposure 

(traffic hours) 
ATH-50 

(EB) 19.88 PCC 
grooved Oct. 8–9 8560 3082 22:28 

DEL-23 
(SB) 13.86 AC 

open graded Oct. 30–31 26820 6368 17:09 

DEL-23 
(NB) 13.86 PCC 

grooved 
Oct. 31–Nov. 

1 26820 6361 16:40 

ATH-33 
(EB) 5.18 AC 

Micro-Seal Nov. 13–15 16730 11214 33:55 

ATH-50 
(EB) 24.94 AC 

Nova-Chip Nov. 25–26 7500 3855 7:53 

AC = asphalt concrete; SLM = Straight line mileage; ADT = Average daily traffic (all classes). 
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along the pavement diagonal, which provided a representation of concentration along the whole 
width of the pavement section. These two data sets (diagonal and nozzle data) were then 
combined to develop the durability functions for brine. The following provides a description of 
each measurement technique. 
 
Diagonal Method 
 
The SOBO instrument could make adjacent measurements spaced less than 7 cm apart, edge to 
edge. The diagonal method (see Figure 1) was introduced to remove this handicap and permit 
salt-density assessment of the entire lane width with no gaps in coverage, and thereby account 
for all the applied salt. Closely spaced measurements along a 20- or 30-ft diagonal line beginning 
at the edge of the lane and ending at the centerline formed an almost continuous profile of the 
concentration of salt across the whole lane when projected onto a line perpendicular to the 
centerline. Figure 1 shows personnel completing measurements along a diagonal. Lines mark 
previous diagonal measurements. Measurements were made on the farthest downstream test 
section first and proceeded upstream against the traffic flow each time period, in order to 
minimize contamination due to tracking of SOBO test fluid residue.  
 
Nozzle Method 
 
The nozzle method entailed determination of salt residual on each of the 10 brine lines. 
Measurements were completed on each visually observed brine line during each time–traffic 
 
 
 

 
FIGURE 1  Brine residual measurements along the pavement  

diagonal and on the brine lines. 
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interval. Figure 1 indicates nozzle readings by dots. As can be seen on the center brine line, a 
duplicate was performed by stepping down traffic of the original nozzle reading. Care was taken 
not to allow spent SOBO test solution to destroy the integrity of the lines by working from the 
berm to the centerline of the road. This technique allowed test solution to flow toward the 
previously analyzed lines. 
 
 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
 
For each site, all baseline diagonal and nozzle values before brine application were zero. To 
simplify comparisons of profile (diagonal) data, the highest 10 readings from each profile were 
selected for evaluation. These 10 readings were considered to be the peak concentrations 
representing the true brine lines concentrations. When the top 10 diagonal readings were 
compared to nozzle data, the results were similar. Mean top 10 diagonal data and nozzle data for 
each site were chosen for overall data analysis. 
 
SOBO Correction 
 
SOBO readings were found to underrepresent the g/m2 of surface salt at concentrations greater 
than 4 g/m2. Correlation functions to correct for the underestimation were developed for PCC 
and asphalt concrete (AC). Conversion of field SOBO readings to projected actual 
concentrations was accomplished using Figure 2. This graph was developed from regression 
analysis of laboratory data. The limitations of the SOBO instrumentation would not allow 
acquiring data above 45 g/m2. Therefore, the use of the graphs above 45 g/m2 is not substantiated  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
FIGURE 2  Regression lines to convert SOBO field data to applied NaCl concentrations. 
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by data. In addition, it should be noted that three different AC pavements were investigated in 
the field study; however, one AC pavement core that appeared less porous than OGAC and more 
porous than MSAC was utilized to develop the correction function.  
 
Factors Affecting Residual Concentrations  
 
Initial brine concentration on the pavement surface was found to be affected significantly by 
application method, pavement porosity, and surface roughness.  
 
Application Method Affecting Brine Line Widths 
 
In addition to the variability in pavement materials and brine concentrations, application 
equipment produced some variability in brine line widths. At each site, brine line widths were 
measured just after the initial brine application. Mean brine line widths at each site were not 
consistent. This variability could be attributed to the differing application equipment with 
changes in drip line hose lengths and speed of application, as well as environmental factors such 
as wind speed and direction. 

For a given application rate (gallon per lane mile) and NaCl concentration (%), the 
pavement surface salt density in g/m2 is a function of the brine line widths. As the sum of the 
widths of the ten lines increases, the peak density of NaCl residual in the brine lines decreases.  
 
Pavement Variability 
 
Porosity of pavement was a significant factor in initial brine losses. Pavements with highly 
porous surfaces such as OGAC had low initial residual concentrations, whereas low porosity 
pavements such as PCC and MSAC had high initial residuals. The contrasts in the initial brine 
concentrations at the five sites indicated the significance of porosity and roughness of the 
pavement material.  

Both DEL-23 PCC and ATH-33 MSAC had initial average brine concentrations of about 
16 to 18 g/m2. The ATH-50 PCC, followed by the ATH-50 NCAC, was next in order of 
concentration magnitude. These values of initial brine on the pavement were about half that 
found on the ATH-33 MSAC and DEL-23 PCC. The lowest initial residual brine concentration 
was measured on the DEL-23 OGAC. The porosity of the asphalt attributed to variability in the 
readings of the brine concentration, particularly for the OGAC.  
 
Environmental Conditions 
 
In an effort to detect any effects due to ambient conditions such as temperature and humidity on 
the decay of salt pavement concentration, environmental data for two test sites (DEL-23 PCC 
and ATH-33 MSAC) were evaluated with residual concentration data.  

Figures 3 and 4 provide a graphical representation of the mean nozzle and the top 10 
diagonal readings in g/m2 versus hours of exposure for DEL-23 PCC and ATH-33 MSAC, 
respectively. Environmental conditions are plotted along with the residuals. Humidity was 
invariant for DEL-23 PCC and not plotted; however, it is illustrated for ATH-33 MSAC. The 
ambient data for DEL-23 were collected on site, but data for ATH-33, with the exception of the 
pavement temperature, were retrieved from a weather station approximately 10 mi from the 
application site. 
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FIGURE 3  SOBO readings versus hours exposure with  

ambient conditions for DEL-23 PCC. 
 

 
FIGURE 4  SOBO readings versus hours exposure with  

ambient conditions for ATH-33 MSAC. 
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Increases in brine concentrations or SOBO readings (at about the 7th h at DEL-23 PCC 
and at about the 3rd and 27th h at ATH-33 MSAC) accompanied by increases in pavement 
temperature, followed after some delay by an increase in air temperature. At DEL-23 PCC the 
rise in pavement temperature was about 5°C; at ATH-33 MSAC the amplitude was about 12°C. 
At DEL-23 the pavement temperature change followed promptly the change in solar radiation. 
The air temperature lagged behind. Wind speed increased steadily over the time of exposure. 
Overall, no apparent correlation to environmental conditions and residual decay existed during 
the nonprecipitation timeframe of the decay studies. Since the field investigations were 
conducted primarily during the fall season, the implications of the winter environmental 
conditions were undetermined. 

  
Persistence of Residual on Pavements 
 
The mean salt concentration data for all the stations at each pavement site were determined and 
plotted as a function of cumulative traffic and time. For DEL-23 PCC, Figures 5 and 6 present 
the equations of best fit for the means of the top 10 diagonal and nozzle concentrations as a 
function of time and traffic, respectively. Since the resulting exponential equations of best fit are 
similar for the diagonals and the nozzle lines, the two sets of data are combined and result in a 
more comprehensive data set and subsequent decay function with respect to time and traffic. A 
rapid decline in brine concentration occurs after about 7 h of traffic and corresponding 
accumulative traffic of about 1,500 vehicles.  
 

 
 

FIGURE 5  DEL-23 PCC decay of mean top 10 diagonal and  
brine line concentrations as a function of time. 
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FIGURE 6  DEL-23 PCC decay of mean top 10 diagonal and  
brine line concentrations as a function of cumulative traffic. 

 
 

The various asphalt surfaces produced significantly different results. The characteristics 
attributed to DEL-23 OGAC pavement (high porosity) caused extreme variability in brine 
concentration readings. Consequently, the combination of the station data for DEL-23 OGAC 
contained too much variability to be useful functionally. The results for ATH-50 NCAC are 
shown in Figure 7 for time decay. The mean brine concentrations for all stations measured from 
the diagonal and nozzle methods as a function of time and traffic declined rapidly and 
approached 1 g/m2 in a few hours and after a small volume of traffic. The mean of all stations 
and methods for ATH-33 MSAC, shown in Figure 8 for traffic decay, also declined rapidly but 
remained above approximately 6 g/m2 for up to 52 h and 11,000 vehicles.  

Decay of brine concentrations for each site is represented in Table 2 with functions 
developed from regressions of decay plots obtained from all the field data. Correlation 
coefficients for regressions are included in this table. The equations provide calculations of 
expected residual concentrations after a given time or traffic. Exponential regression functions 
were determined with mathematical analysis software (13). An initial concentration ratio of the 
applied value to the studied application rate of 98 g/m2 is included in the equation to compensate 
for the potential variability of initial loss. SOBO readings as well as actual concentrations 
(corrected by use of Figure 2) are provided for ease of use. 
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FIGURE 7  ATH-50 AC decay of mean top 10 diagonal and  
brine line concentrations as a function of time. 
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FIGURE 8  ATH-33 AC decay of mean top 10 diagonal and  
brine line concentrations as a function of cumulative traffic. 
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TABLE 2  Anti-Icing NaCl Residual Decay Functions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: Ct = Brine concentration at time t 

Co = Brine initial concentration 
Rt = SOBO reading at time t 
Ro = SOBO reading at time zero 

 
 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
The purpose of this study was to determine the field persistence of anti-icing brine residuals on 
various pavement surfaces. A series of field tests, along with numerous laboratory tests, were 
conducted on brine residuals on various pavements. Influencing factors for decay such as time, 
traffic, and temperature were monitored in the study.  

Three AC and two PCC pavements were investigated in the field. Initial residual 
concentrations seemed to be dependent significantly on porosity and roughness of the surface 
pavement as well as brine line widths. No correlation of environmental conditions and initial 
concentration reductions from site to site could be determined from data analysis.  

The field studies yielded residual decay equations that provide an estimate of brine 
residual as a function of time or traffic for the various pavements investigated in the study. Only 
three of the pavements, MSAC, NCAC, and one transversely grooved PCC, provided sufficient 
data useful in developing decay equations. The porous OGAC attributed to highly variable data, 
limiting determination of decay. No differentiation between time and traffic as the major decay 
factor for any of the pavements could be determined from the data collected since traffic was 
highly dependent on exposure time. 

Future work is needed to expand the study to obtain more data under a wider range of 
pavement types and winter field conditions. Further development and validation of the empirical 
relationships developed in this work should be completed. It would be desirable to incorporate 
surface roughness and porosity of the pavement material in the field persistence equations.  
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he snowdrift transport model SnowTran-3D has been modified to work integrally with 
geographic information system (GIS) software. This allows use of the model with standard 

GIS tools and layers enabling direct display and analysis of drifts on roads and other features of 
interest. This is currently being developed as a planning tool for state and local departments of 
transportation and the U.S. Army for deployment of road maintenance equipment. Additionally it 
can be used as a forecasting tool for the maintenance decision support system and can work in 
conjunction with real-time meteorological forecasting, to allow posting of 48-h forecasts of drift 
formation on roads. Preliminary model validation data shows that SnowTran-3D is capable of 
correctly predicting drift location and volume for drifts deposited in the lee of a road or berm.  
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Though snowfall in its own right degrades mobility on roads and traveled ways, drifting snow 
further exacerbates the problem. Drifting often continues well beyond the conclusion of the 
storm and poses a continued maintenance issue for days after the initial snowfall has been 
cleared. Furthermore, when roads are built or modified or roadside vegetation changes because 
of fires, logging, or plantings, the effects of drifting are seldom considered in advance, though 
their effects on drifting can be profound. Military operations can be negatively impacted by 
drifting snow when it accumulates on existing or planned routes, yet these missions are often 
carried out in areas where little is known about drifting history. Understanding the spatial and 
temporal variation in snow cover due to drifting enables effective route planning and design for 
new roads and allocation of maintenance equipment for existing roadways. 

In many locales, long-time residents and seasoned highway crews know the key areas 
where drifting chronically degrades road conditions and requires continual maintenance. Though 
this information is invaluable, it is not useful for new construction and may not be available 
when deploying armed forces into new theaters of operation. SnowTran-3D is a computer model 
developed by Liston and Sturm (1) to compute the transport and deposition of snow on a gridded 
topographic domain. This model has been modified to work within a geographic information 
system (GIS) framework so that its output can be used in standard GIS software as a tool for 
route planning and maintenance decision support for state departments of transportation (DOTs) 
and the U.S. Army. This report outlines the model approach and presents model results and 
validation for use on roadways and other manmade features. Recommendations for future model 
improvements are given. 

T 
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TRANSPORT MODEL 
 
Once snow falls, it is often redistributed by wind; snow is scoured off highlands and windward 
slopes and deposited in low-velocity zones and wake regions. The dominant transport 
mechanisms are saltation and turbulent suspension. Their relative contribution to the overall 
transport is a function of the wind speed (2). The wind applies a shear force to the snow surface, 
and once the shear exceeds a threshold value, the snow begins to move. Initially particles roll 
over each other or creep across the snow surface. With increased surface shear, the particles hop 
off the surface and are carried by the wind for a short distance before splashing back into the 
snow surface, knocking other particles loose, perpetuating the process. This latter mechanism, 
know as saltation, is confined to a few centimeters above the snow surface (3). As the wind 
speed increases, snow particles are carried aloft from the saltation layer via turbulent diffusion. 
These particles are lifted several meters into the air and can travel many meters with the wind 
before they are lost due to sublimation or redeposited on the snow surface. 

The change in snow depth, ζ, with respect to time depends on the water-equivalent snow 
precipitation, P, the sublimation flux, qv, and changes in the horizontal saltation and suspension 
mass transport rates, Qs and Qt, respectively (1); 
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where t is time and x* is the coordinate direction defined by the wind vector. Equation 1 is solved 
for each grid cell in the domain and is coupled to the adjacent cells through the spatial 
derivatives. Liston and Sturm (1) give detailed discussion of the solution of Equation 1. 

Due to variation in topography the wind direction and magnitude typically vary over a 
domain. Since measured wind information is typically reported on a spatial resolution of 
hundreds of kilometers, there needs to be a way to interpolate the available wind data to each 
grid cell in the domain. Though this can be done with regional atmospheric models, the 
computational overhead associated with the solution of the relevant momentum and continuity 
equations would yield model runs that are slower than real time. To simplify the interpolation of 
the observed wind speed, W, to the model grid, it is modified locally by multiplying it by a 
weighting factor, Wc: 
 

ccsscW Ωγ+Ωγ+=1  (2a) 
 
where Ωs and Ωc are the topographic slope and curvature, respectively, and γs and γc are 
constants that weight the relative influence of slope and curvature on modifying the wind speed 
(1, 4). The convention used is that lee and concave slopes produce negative values of Ωs and Ωc 
and thereby reduce the wind speed; windward and convex slopes increase the wind speed. Thus, 
the terrain modified wind speed, Wt, is 
 

t cW W W=  (2b) 
 

The wind direction, θ, is modified by a diverting factor, θd, according to Ryan (5); 
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θd = –½ Ω, sin [2(ξ – θ)]  (3a) 
 
where ξ, the terrain slope azimuth, is defined as  
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with north having zero azimuth. This diverting factor is added to the wind direction to yield the 
terrain modified wind direction, θt  
 
θt = θ + θd (3c) 
 

Because of problems interpolating over the 360/0 direction line, the terrain modified 
wind speed and direction are converted to zonal, u, and meridional, v, components with 

 
u = –Wt sin (θt)  (4a) 
 
v = –Wt cos (θt) (4b) 
 
and are used to drive SnowTran-3D. 

The wind-shear velocity, u*, at the surface is then computed from the local wind velocity; 
ur, at elevation, zr, assuming a logarithmic variation of wind speed with height: 
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where zo is the aerodynamic roughness height of the surface and k is von Kármán’s constant. 

Vegetation plays an important role in this transport process. It not only acts as a roughness 
element (thereby affecting surface shear) but also can provide sheltering from the wind. To account 
for this latter effect, Liston and Sturm (1) define a vegetation snow-holding capacity, Cv, which is 
the depth of snow the vegetation holds or can shelter from the wind. Once the accumulated snow 
depth exceeds the snow-holding capacity for a particular vegetation type, any additional snow is 
available to be transported by the wind. Since the vegetation roughness height decreases as the 
snow depth increases, the aerodynamic roughness height is approximated by 
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where veg and snow refer to initial values for the vegetation and snow cover, respectively. When 
the snow depth exceeds the holding capacity of the vegetation, and the wind speed is greater than 
the threshold velocity for the snow, saltation begins. The saltation layer’s effect on wind shear is 
accounted for considering 
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where g is the gravitational constant (1). 

Standard raster GIS data layers for topography and vegetation are used as model input 
(Figure 1). Additionally, information about the vegetation aerodynamic roughness height and 
snow capture depth needs to be provided. The required meteorological data are wind speed, wind 
direction, average air temperature, humidity, and precipitation (snow water-equivalent). This 
may be climatological or forecasted data specified at time intervals of hourly to daily. 
 
 
MODEL VALIDATION 
 
SnowTran-3D was originally developed to model the redistribution of snow due to drifting on 
the Arctic Tundra (1). The principle application there is estimation of seasonal snowpack water 
content for water resource management. In this work we have adapted the model to predict 
snowdrift accumulation on roads. Furthermore, the model has been updated to facilitate 
interfacing it with ESRI’s ArcINFO, ArcView GIS software via an ASCII grid file (used for both 
model input and snow depth output). This allowed the model input to be prepared and the model 
output analyzed with off-the-shelf (OTS) GIS data layers and standard GIS tools already in 
 
 
 

     
FIGURE 1  Topographic (left) and vegetation (right) data layers for the region 

surrounding Cove Fort, Utah (10-m grid resolution). 
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widespread use by the military and DOTs. Figure 1 shows topography and vegetation data 
obtained from the U.S. Geological Survey for Cove Fort, Utah. The Utah State DOT furnished the 
interstate data layer. Though OTS data such as these are preferred, they are not always available. 

Figure 2 shows synthesized topographic data of a firing range located at Ft. Drum, New 
York, where we are validating the SnowTran-3D model for use on a road network. In this case 
the available topographic data predated the addition of the road network. Using the original 
topography and the electronic road design drawings, we generated an as-built topography of the 
domain in the GIS environment. The elevated roadbeds are readily identified in contrast to the 
surrounding topography in Figure 2.  

The Ft. Drum site was chosen for validating the model because high-resolution digital 
elevation data were readily available, and they contained a road network that was not used during 
winter months facilitated measurement of snow accumulation without having traffic on the roads 
while measurements were being made. Meteorological equipment was installed at the site to 
measure wind speed and direction, snow depth, air temperature, and humidity. Additionally a 
networked video camera was set up at the site to monitor the snow conditions throughout the 
winter months. 

After a substantial snowfall (at least 20 to 30 cm) and a subsequent drifting event, 
measurements of snow depth were taken throughout the study area. During the two winters 
spanning 1999 and 2001, we made three field measurements documenting the drift accumulation 
at the site. For two of these documented events, February 2, 2000, and December 31, 2000, the 
antecedent condition was bare ground. In this work we present some of the data for the  
 

 
FIGURE 2  Synthesized topography of a firing range at Ft. Drum  

Military Reservation, New York (2-m grid resolution). Dots indicate the snow  
depth survey locations taken on January 4, 2001. 
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December 2000 event. In this event the snow ended on December 25, yet the snow continued 
drifting until the December 31. The measurements were made on January 4, 2001. The black 
circles in Figure 2 indicate where snow depth measurements were taken on January 4. The 
location of the snow depth measurements was surveyed by using a survey station (1-s 
theodolite). The snow depths were made with a MagnaProbe snow depth probe (6). The X 
pattern was chosen to capture the spatial variation in snow depth throughout the domain. The 
closely spaced measurements in the upper right of Figure 2 were cross sections taken through 
predominately 2-D topographic features. 

Figure 3 shows the results of a model run simulating the documented event ending on 
December 31, 2000. In this figure the black indicates places where snow was scoured, and white 
indicates deposition. The remainder of the domain has a snow depth unchanged from the average 
precipitation depth (28 to 32 cm). The wind direction during this event was predominately out of 
the west–southwest. 
 
 

 
FIGURE 3  Simulated drifting on the firing range at Ft. Drum Military Reservation,  

New York. Average accumulated snow depth was 30 cm. White areas indicate deposition  
of the snow due to drifting, while black areas indicate wind-driven scour. 
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The drifting predicted by the model clearly outlines the roadbeds in the domain (Figure 3) 
with scour evident on the upwind side of the road and deposition on the lee. Figures 4 and 5 give 
a comparison of the measured and predicted snow depth over two of the 2-D cross sections taken 
in the field. The location of both of these features is indicated in Figure 3. The first is an elevated 
roadbed (road, Figure 3), and the second is a berm for a moving target (mover, Figure 3). In both 
Figures 4 and 5 we compare the actual topography and the representation of the topography 
given by the digital elevation model (DEM). 

In Figure 4 both the measured and DEM representation of the topography for the roadbed 
are close. Differences at the road surface indicated that the surveyed points should have been 
closer together to properly capture the topography in that region. In general the predicted drift 
location agreed well with the field, though the shape of the drift differed. In the field and model 
the windward slope was scoured to the vegetation capture depth. On the leeward slope the field 
drift gradually tapered away from the crest of the road at first, and then there was a steep slip 
face and the snow surface fell away quickly. At the base of the slip face the snow depth was 
roughly equal to the precipitation depth. The predicted lee drift put essentially all of the snow in 
the first grid cell beyond the edge of the road even left the drift somewhat above the adjacent 
road topography. This “overshooting” of the drift depth was a result of the simplification in the 
surface wind model. Equation 2 adjusts the wind based on the slope and curvature of the local 
topography. Since the wind field is computed with the snow surface topography, and the leeward 
intersection of the road and the drift is concave, Equation 2 treats this as an area of reduced 
velocity, and the snow is not transported out of the grid cell as expected. A large overshoot in 
drift depth would increase the windward slope significantly and tip the scale in the other 
direction so that that grid cell would be given a higher velocity and the snow would be scoured 
off that cell and deposited in the adjacent cell. 
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FIGURE 4  Comparison of field measurements and  

model results for an elevated road cross section. 
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FIGURE 5  Comparison of field measurements and model results for a  
berm in front of a moving artillery target. 

 
 

This is not the only limitation of the current wind model. Since Equation 2 merely adjusts 
the wind speed based on a contraction or divergence of the topography, separation zones are not 
identified at all in the current model. Though Equation 2 will do a reasonable job of depositing 
snow behind a leeward-facing stepped feature, such as the lee of the elevated road bed in Figure 
4, it cannot predict a windward separation zone on a bluff face, for example, and the associated 
triangular drift that is deposited there. This deficiency is being addressed in ongoing model 
development. Regardless, at present the model does a fair job predicting drift location with a 
simple wind model. 

Furthermore, a comparison of the drift area between the field and model reveals that the 
model does a good job of getting the right amount of snow deposited on the lee of the road. We 
computed the drift area between x = 9.4 m and x = 26 m (where x is the distance plotted in Figure 
4). This integration distance is shown in Figure 4. Table 1 compares the drift area for the field 
and model. Despite the slight mismatch in the drift geometry we are encouraged by how well the 
model predicted the drift area. 

In Figure 5, we compare the results for the mover. What is readily apparent is that the 
DEM does not accurately reproduce the actual topography we measured in the field. Though the 
overall shape is preserved, the DEM shows the height of the berm as being too small, and the 
leeward side of the berm is depicted as sloped, when in actuality it is a vertical face. This points 
out an important fact when working with DEM data: the ability to accurately predict the drift 
location and extent depends on the accuracy of the digital topography available. Despite the 
effort to integrate the design information into the existing DEM to produce an “as-built” DEM, 
there are clearly areas where our synthesized DEM doesn’t match the actual topography. For the  
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TABLE 1  Comparison of Drift Area Between Measured Field Data and Model Results 
 Drift Area (m2) 
 Road Mover 
Field 8.5 5.7 
Model 9.5 4.6 

 
 
road cross section in Figure 4, our effort produced a good match but not so with this mover. 
Nevertheless, the drift location and depth seem reasonable for the actual geometry used by the 
model. Furthermore, the drift is similar to that measured in the field. Since the modeled mover is 
about two-thirds the height of the actual mover, we would expect the model to underpredict the 
leeward drift area. A comparison of the drift area given in Table 1 shows this is indeed the case; 
regardless, the agreement is much better than expected. We also note that the actual snow 
capture depth on the upwind slope of the mover appears to be about four times that used in the 
model (Figure 5). Again, this illustrates the need for accurate input data to the model. 

In the foregoing we have discussed the need for accurate DEM and vegetation data to 
generate accurate model predictions. Another important consideration is the spacial resolution of 
the grid and its impact on model accuracy. The model is capable of handling a wide range of grid 
increments (e.g., 10 cm to 5 km), and there is nothing in the physics of the model that is limited 
by spacial resolution per se. However, the grid resolution has to be chosen carefully to match the 
drift features of interest. For example, if the application is to predict snow distribution for 
snowmelt run-off predictions in a river basin, a 100-m or 1-km grid resolution may be 
appropriate for capturing the general location and extent of the large-scale drifts of interest. 
However, such a coarse grid would not be appropriate for predicting drift formation on a road 
network where the topography for the features of interest (e.g., a road cut) varies rapidly over 
short distances. In this later case we have found that a grid resolution on the order of 10 to 30 m 
or less is needed to sufficiently resolve the road network topography and thereby give a 
reasonable prediction of drift location and extent.  
 
 
FIELD APPLICATIONS 
 
In cooperation with FHWA, we adapted this model for forecasting snowdrift accumulation on 
roads. For this we use 48-h forecast data generated by the DICAST forecast model for meteorology 
input to the snow transport model (Bill Myers, Personal Communication, Jan. 2001, National 
Center of Atmospheric Research, Boulder, Colorado). This gives forecast points every 3 h out to 
48 h. The Cove Fort region shown in Figure 1 is one of the sites at which this model was 
demonstrated. For this simulation, the forecast is for a regional snowstorm that starts 18 h into the 
forecast and ends at hour 30. The wind persists to hour 33. Figure 6 shows the forecasted drift-
affected snow depth on the road for hour 20 and 24. The black double lines indicate the major 
roads through this region. The snow depth is coded in 3 bands to indicate a level of service for the 
road. White indicates snow depths greater than 15 cm, black is for snow depth between 7 and 15 
cm, and clear (i.e., the underlying topography is visible) is for snow depths less than 7 cm. 

From Figure 6a we see that at hour 20 (2 h after the snow starts accumulating) the 
forecasted snow depth throughout the domain is less than 7 cm, yet the black patches indicate  
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(a) (b) 

 
FIGURE 6  Predicted drift affected snow depth, Cove Fort, Utah,  

for (a) forecasted hour 20 and (b) forecasted hour 24. 
 
 
that drifting along the road has increased the snow depth locally to greater than 7 cm. By hour 24 
the prevailing snow depth throughout the domain is over 15cm (as indicated by the domain being 
almost completely white, Figure 6b.) However, on some road sections drifting has actually 
reduced the forecasted snow depth by scouring the snow off the road, as evident by the black 
patches on the roadway in Figure 6b. 

Road maintenance personnel can use this information to plan when roads need to be 
plowed, and where road conditions are going to be the worst. Figure 6a shows that because of 
drifting, the snow is deeper on sections of the road than the forecasted precipitation would 
suggest and warrants increased maintenance in those areas. This model can be used, in 
conjunction with algorithms to predict road surface friction and applying standard rules of 
practice for road maintenance, to provide a forecast tool to support winter road maintenance 
decisions. 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Comparison of field measurements with model results of snow drifts on a road network at Fort 
Drum, New York, suggest that SnowTran-3D shows promise as a tool for predicting drifting on 
roads and other similar manmade features. Preliminary validation results suggest it is capable of 
capturing the approximate drift location and volume, yet it may not accurately predict drift 
shape. This later deficiency can be important when there is some question as to whether the 
spatial extent of the drift will overlap a road. In this case a difference of 10 m in location of the 
drift can mean the difference between having to plow or not. Nevertheless, the current model 
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shows promise in its capability to predict drift severity along road sections and identify areas 
where increased maintenance may be warranted. 

Ongoing revisions to the SnowTran-3D are addressing the deficiencies in the current 
model. In particular, focus is being placed on developing an efficient method for improving the 
accuracy of predicting the location and extent of snow drift formations on small-scale 
topographic features such as roadways. As part of this work, more detailed model validation will 
be carried out over the entire modeled domain to confirm that the model can adequately predict 
drift formation over a varied topography.  
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he blower snow fence is equipped with lateral fins attached obliquely to the vertical support 
so as to redirect incident winds downward. The redirected wind blows snow off of the road 

surface and secures visibility at the driver’s sight level. The blower snow fence is most effective 
when the wind strikes perpendicularly and is known to be less effective against oblique winds. 
The authors are developing an improved blower snow fence that is effective in oblique winds. 
The new structure features modified fins that incorporate wind-straightening vanes. The 
improved structure can redirect oblique winds more effectively. Wind tunnel model experiments 
were conducted with wind-straightening vanes of different heights and intervals. The proposed 
blower snow fence proved about 10% more effective than the conventional blower snow fence. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Drifting and blowing snow–induced poor visibility and snowdrift are major road traffic hazards 
in Japan’s cold, snowy regions. The snowbreak fence is a countermeasure to these phenomena. 

The blower snow fence is placed near the road on its windward side. Strong winds 
passing through the bottom gap of the fence blow snow off the road. The fence has been installed 
in Hokkaido and other cold, snowy regions, mainly to prevent poor visibility (Figure 1). 

The blower snow fence is effective against perpendicular winds, but it has proved 
ineffective against oblique winds. Roads have curves, so blower snow fences along roads cannot 
always be at a right angle to incident winds. The snowbreak effects are low in some instances. 
The authors launched development of a blower snow fence effective against oblique winds. We 
discuss the experimental results. 
 
 

T 
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FIGURE 1  Blower snow fence equipped with angled fins that redirect wind  

downward to prevent snow from suspending the driver’s line of sight. 
 
 
WIND TUNNEL EXPERIMENT ON EFFECTIVENESS OF  
CONVENTIONAL BLOWER SNOW FENCE AGAINST OBLIQUE WIND  
 
Objectives  
 
Quantitative indexes are needed to measure the effectiveness of the conventional blower snow 
fence against oblique wind. A wind tunnel experiment was performed to identify the snowbreak 
effect of the conventional blower snow fence. 
 
Tests  
 
Test Outline  
 
In the wind tunnel, the wind velocity on the downwind side of the model snowbreak fence was 
measured by thermal-type anemometer to assess the blowing performance. 

We used a large meteorological wind tunnel of the Hokkaido Northern Regional Building 
Research Institute (tunnel cross section: 1.8 m × 1.8 m). 

The model blower snow fence was built on a scale of 1/30 (Figure 2). The wind angle of 
incidence was changed in increments of 5° from 0° to 25°. The blowing effect was tested at each 
angle. 

The model snowbreak fence specifications were 
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FIGURE 2  Model blower snow fence (11 cm high). 

 
 

• Scale: 1/30; 
• Fence height: approximately 11 cm (equivalent to 3.3-m-high fence); 
• Support interval: approximately 11.5 cm (equivalent to 3.5-m span); 
• Fin shape: 2-cm-wide smooth plate (equivalent to 650-mm-wide fin); 
• Fin angle: approximately 30°; and  
• Bottom gap: approximately 3.3 cm (equivalent to 1 m for the real fence). 

 
Measurement Method  
 
Figure 3 shows a cross section of the test model. Markings were made on the floor at intervals of 
0.5 H (H denotes the fence height, which is 11 cm) from the center of the fence toward the 
downwind direction. The wind velocity was measured 10 mm above each marked point. The 
measurement procedure was as follows: 
 

1. Install the test model. 
2. Start operating the wind tunnel (wind velocity becomes constant after about 20 s). 
3. Adjust the wind angle of incidence (rotational angle adjusted by turntable). 
4. Measure the average wind velocity for 15 s at the measurement points at 0.5 H to 3.0 

H (Figure 3). 
5. Change the wind’s angle of incidence in increments of 5° (0°to 25°) and repeat Steps 

3 and 4. 
 
Results 
 
The wind velocity with fence is divided by the wind velocity without fence (the reference wind 
velocity), to calculate the wind velocity ratio (Equation 1). The area where the wind velocity 
ratio is 1.0 or greater is the wind-accelerated area. The blowing performance of the blower snow 
fence is considered to be satisfactory there. 

The distance from the fence to the point where the wind velocity ratio no longer exceeds 
1.0 is defined as the blowing distance. 
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FIGURE 3  Blower snow fence and wind velocity measurement points. 
 
 

Relationship between wind angle of incidence and blowing distance
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FIGURE 4  Wind angle of incidence and blowing distance. 

 
 
Wind velocity ratio = measured wind velocity / average reference wind velocity. (1) 
 

Figure 4 shows the distance from the fence (blowing distance) where the wind velocity 
ratio exceeds 1.0. The effect of the conventional blower snow fence gradually decreases as the 
angle of incidence increases from 0° to 20°. After the angle exceeds 20°, the effect sharply 
decreases. 
 
Analysis 
 
Wind turbulence near the fins is responsible for the blower snow fence’s ineffectiveness against 
oblique winds. This turbulence prevents the fence from sufficiently controlling wind passing 
through the bottom gap. We devised partitions on fins (wind-straightening vanes) to reduce 
turbulence and smooth the wind passing through the fence (Figure 5). 
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FIGURE 5  Proposed snowbreak fence with wind-straightening vanes. 
 
 
Development Objectives  
 
Before a new blower snow fence is developed, objectives should be set for its effect. The 
experiments thus far have demonstrated that the effect of the conventional blower snow fence 
dramatically decreases after the wind angle of incidence exceeds 20°. Wind direction surveys in 
winter suggest that if a fence can efficiently redirect oblique wind that is ±25°oblique to the 
prevailing wind incident angle, the snowbreak effect is expected to improve greatly. The 
objective was to develop a new blower snow fence that loses no more than 10% of its snow-
blowing effect in winds more acute than 25°. 
 
 
WIND TUNNEL EXPERIMENT ON IMPROVED MODEL SNOWBREAK FENCE  
 
Objectives  
 
One way to maximize the effectiveness of the blower snow fence in oblique winds is to add 
wind-straightening vanes on the underside of the fins. Although a full-scale test fence needs to be 
made to conduct field tests, a wind tunnel experiment was conducted in advance to determine the 
basic shape of the new blower snow fence. 
 
Test  
 
Test Outline  
 
The wind velocity inside the wind tunnel was measured on the downwind side of the model  
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snowbreak fence. From these measurements, the blowing distance was calculated for a 
comparison of snow-blowing effect. 

Wind-straightening vanes were attached to the underside of the fins at an orientation 
perpendicular to the fence. The interval, height, and design (with or without holes) of the vanes 
were adjusted to measure changes in the blowing distance in order to find the optimum design 
(Figure 6). Table 1 shows the test series for model fences including that without wind-
straightening vanes. 

The wind-straightening vanes described above were mounted on the model snowbreak 
fence for wind tunnel tests. The model fence specifications are these: 
 

• Scale: 1/10; 
• Height: 33 cm; 
• Support interval: approximately 150 cm; 
• Fins: four 2-cm-wide plates at 60° from vertical; and 
• Bottom gap: 4 cm. 

 
Measurement Method  
 
Markings were made at intervals of 0.5 H (H denotes fence height, which is 33 cm) from the 
center of the fence toward the downwind direction. Wind velocity was measured at points 30 mm 
above the markings (Figure 7). The measurement procedure was as follows: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (a) (b) 

 
FIGURE 6  Components of the model snowbreak fence with  
(a) wind-straightening vanes and (b) fence model of Type 4. 
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TABLE 1  Wind Tunnel Test Series 

Type Interval of Wind-
Straightening Vanes 

Wind-Straightening  
Vane Height 

Wind-Straightening  
Vane Design 

0 N/A N/A Without holes 
1 80 mm 12 mm Without holes 
2 80 mm 25 mm Without holes 
3 40 mm 12 mm Without holes 
4 40 mm 25 mm Without holes 
5 80 mm 12 mm With holes 
6 80 mm 25 mm With holes 
7 40 mm 12 mm With holes 
8 40 mm 25 mm With holes 

 
 

 
 

 
 

FIGURE 7  Snowbreak fence and wind velocity measurement points. 
 
 

1. Install the test model. 
2. Start operation of the wind tunnel (wind velocity becomes constant after about 20 s). 
3. Adjust the wind angle of incidence (rotational angle adjusted at the turntable) 
4. Measure the average wind velocity for 15 s at the measurement points (0.5 H to 3.0 

H) (Figure 7). 
5. Change the wind angle of incidence in increments of 10° (0° to 20°) and 5° (20° to 

30°), and repeat Steps 3 and 4. 
6. Repeat Steps 1 to 5 for each model. 

 
Test Results  
 
Figure 8 shows the blowing distance for Types 1, 2, 3, and 4. It reveals that the greater the height  
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of the vane, the greater the blowing distance, and the narrower the interval of vanes, the greater 
the blowing distance. 

Figure 9 shows the blowing distance for Types 2, 4, 6, and 8. It reveals that the wind-
straightening vane without holes affords a greater blowing distance. 

Figure 10 shows the blowing distance for each type of snowbreak fence. The results of 
Type 4 are relatively good. Compared with the traditional fence (Type 0), the blowing distance 
for the new fence is 10% greater and the blowing effect is sustained until the angle of incidence 
exceeds 25°. The interval of wind-straightening vanes of Type 4 is small (40 mm), and the vane 
is tall (25 mm) and does not have holes. 

 
 

Comparison of blowing distance
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FIGURE 8  Comparison of blowing distance by interval and  

height of wind-straightening vane. 
 
 

Comparison of blowing distance
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FIGURE 9  Comparison of blowing distance by wind-straightening vane design. 
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FIGURE 10  Comparison of blowing distance by model snowbreak fence type. 

 
 
CONCLUSIONS  
 
The wind tunnel test has yielded the following results: 
 

1. The blowing distance tends to be the greatest when the wind angle of incidence is 
around 10°. 

2. The blowing distance decreases with increases in wind angle of incidence beyond 10°. 
3. The greater the height of the wind-straightening vane, the greater the blowing distance. 
4. The narrower the interval of wind-straightening vanes, the greater the blowing distance. 
5. The wind-straightening vane without holes affords a greater blowing distance. 
6. Wind-straightening vanes of Type 4 achieve the greatest effect. Their blowing distance 

is 10% greater than for conventional blower fence. 
7. Type 4 is effective for wind with incidence angle of 0° to 25°. 

 
 
FUTURE DIRECTIONS  
 
We conducted a wind tunnel experiment to examine improvement of the blower snow fence, which 
is known to be ineffective against oblique wind, by adding wind-straightening vanes. The 
experiment has confirmed that the addition of the vanes achieves a blowing distance greater than 
that of conventional snow fence. In the winter of 2003–2004, a full-scale blower snow fence will 
be installed for field experiments that compare it with the conventional fence. To develop a 
practicable blower snow fence, we will study how to reduce the costs incurred in adding wind-
straightening vanes. 
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now sails are a form of passive avalanche-starting zone defense. A deployment of snow sails 
will disrupt the snowpack in an avalanche-starting zone and inhibit the formation of 

coherent, continuous avalanche wind-slabs. Snow sails where first constructed from on-hand 
materials and deployed in the European Alps in the late 1940s through the 1950s. They were 
known in German as kolktalfen, which translates literally as (airflow) eddy (generating) tables. 
Snow sails are only applicable to certain specific avalanche environments, including sites where 
the dominant avalanche mechanism is through the formation of wind slabs. The objective of the 
Milepost 151 avalanche project was to assess, test, and install an operational deployment of 
approximately 50 snow sails in the avalanche-starting zone as a means of cost-effectively 
reducing the avalanche hazard, due primarily to wind-slab avalanching, for motorists and 
Wyoming Department of Transportation maintainers on US-89/191. The 151 avalanche is located 
adjacent to a populated residential area of Jackson, Wyoming, and is also a critical, managed big 
game winter habitat. After 4 years of pilot-phase trials and technology demonstrations, a 
complement of 60 snow sails was fabricated, transported, and installed during the autumn of 2002. 
The final sail design was similar to the initial trial design. Helicopter-supported logistics were used 
to transport 50 of the preassembled snow sails, earth pin anchors, and cabling from the Jackson 
valley floor to the 151 avalanche site. Unlike other forms of constructed, passive avalanche-starting 
zone defense facilities, snow sails may be removed annually in the spring and reinstalled in the 
autumn. This minimizes their year-round visual impact. The 151 avalanche snow-sail deployment 
has undergone a requisite U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Service/National Environmental 
Policy Act Environmental Assessment. The finding was one of no significant impact. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Snow sails are a form of passive avalanche-starting zone defense, designed to use the inherent 
energy of the wind to disrupt and modify snow deposition patterns and result in a reduced 
occurrence of wind-slab avalanching. A deployment of snow sails will disrupt the snowpack in an 
avalanche-starting zone and inhibit the formation of coherent, continuous avalanche wind slabs.  

S 
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To be effective in scouring and disrupting the snow depositional pattern, a given snow sail is 
deployed so that the wind must flow perpendicular, against, and under the broad face of the sail. A 
single snow sail is installed on a 14-ft mast. It has a broad trapezoidal fabric sail panel, 10-ft tall, 
mounted on two booms—10 ft at the top, 8 ft at the bottom—with a 4-ft gap between the ground 
surface and the lower edge of the sail. A given unit has an appearance similar to the sail of a Viking 
ship, hence the name: snow sails. The resulting complex, highly turbulent airflow erodes and 
disturbs the snow depositional pattern on the ground. The zone of disrupted snowpack is typically 
an ellipse 30 to 40 ft in diameter, with the shallowest snowpack being near or immediately under the 
snow sail itself. 
 
Background 
 
Snow sails where first constructed from on-hand materials and deployed in the European Alps in 
the late 1940s through the 1950s, when military garrisons (and hence, labor) were plentiful in the 
international passes. They were known in German as kolktalfen, which translates literally as 
(airflow) eddy (generating) tables. Figure 1 shows suggested configurations for these original 
kolktalfen (1). 

 

 
 

FIGURE 1  A schematic depiction of European kolktalfen circa 1960 (1). 
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Based on European guidelines, for snow sails to be effective in reducing wind-slab 
avalanches, the sails must be deployed so that the distance between any two adjacent sails is 1.0 to 
1.5 times the sail top width (10 ft). Snow sails are only applicable to certain specific avalanche 
environments, including sites where the dominant avalanche mechanism is through the formation 
of wind slabs and the total snowpack depth does not become large (> 6 ft). For these reasons, 
snow sail use in Europe was superceded by the use of more effective (and more costly) snow-
supporting structures in the avalanche-starting zone and avalanche sheds (tunnels) at the 
roadway. 

However, for reasons of cost-effectiveness, European avalanche hazard specialist are 
once again experimenting with kolktalfen. Figure 2 shows a modern trial deployment of omni- 
(wind) directional kolktalfen in the Austrian Alps.  

 
151 Snow-Sail Project Objectives 
 
The objective the milepost 151 avalanche project was to assess, test, and install an operational 
deployment of ~50 snow sails in the avalanche-starting zone as a means of cost-effectively 
reducing the avalanche hazard, due primarily to wind-slab avalanching, for motorists and 
Wyoming Department of Transportation (WYDOT) maintainers on US-89/191. This site is about 
3 mi south of the community of Jackson, Wyoming. US-89/191 is the primary route in and out of 
this valley from the south. The location of this site is shown in Figure 3.  

The 151 avalanche is predominantly a wind-slab avalanche. During periods of heavy snow, 
coupled with strong southwesterly winds, snow is transported into the 151 avalanche-starting zone. 
When the resulting wind slabs become unstable, they may avalanche onto the US-89/191 roadway, 
which is located at the valley floor, approximately 1,000 vertical ft below. 
 

 
FIGURE 2  Modern European technology trails with omni (wind)  

directional kolktalfen in the Austrian Alps. 
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FIGURE 3  Location of the 151 avalanche with respect to the  
community of Jackson, Wyoming. 
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Potential alternative techniques for avalanche hazard reduction at the 151 avalanche site 
include the use of avalanche hazard forecasting and explosive control or other forms of constructed, 
passive defense measures, such as snow-supporting structures in the starting zone or a snow shed at 
the road. The 151 avalanche is located adjacent to a populated residential area and is also a critical, 
managed big game winter habitat. This precludes the regular use of explosives for avalanche 
control. Additionally, cost estimates for snow-supporting structures in the 151 avalanche-starting 
zone indicates that this form of passive avalanche defense at this site would cost ~$1.4 million, 
installed. A snow shed at the roadway has been previously estimated at ~$12.7 million for this site 
for a two-lane roadway. US-89/191 is now an upgraded four-lane highway. 
 
 
151 SNOW-SAIL DEPLOYMENT SPECIFICATIONS 
 
The net cost to fabricate, transport, and install the operational deployment of 50 snow sails on the 
151 avalanche and leave 10 preassembled sails in reserve at the WYDOT maintenance facility in 
Jackson was about $90,000. This cost was originally estimated at $96,600. In addition, there were 
one-time prototype development and testing costs of $82,000 during the pilot-phase testing during 
the winter seasons before 2002–2003. The final snow-sail design is fabricated from aircraft-grade 
aluminum and uses a vinyl commercial truck tarpaulin material for the sail. It is cable stayed with 
earth-anchoring pins, each driven about 3 ft deep. The static design wind load is 1,200 lbf lateral, 
which would be produced by a design wind of 90 mph. There is an ongoing, automated wind study 
being conducted on site. 

During the summer and autumn of 2002 a complement of 60 snow sails was fabricated and 
transported from Salt Lake City, Utah, to the Jackson, Wyoming, area. The final sail design was 
similar to the initial trial design with little or no modification and the simplest (stitched) connection 
for the cloth sail panel to the aluminum frame. The original prototype of this sail is still in service on 
the 151 site. It has now been in continuous service since the summer of 1999. Helicopter-supported 
logistics were used to transport the preassembled snow sails, earth pin anchors, and cabling from the 
Jackson valley floor to the 151 avalanche site. 
 
 
NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT REQUIREMENTS 
 
The 151 avalanche-starting zone is managed by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Forest 
Service as a “critical big game” habitat. It also has high-quality visual attributes. Hence, during the 
autumn and winter of 1999–2000, Carter & Burgess, a Denver-based contractor, and WYDOT 
headquarters personnel pursued and developed the requisite National Environmental Policy Act of 
1969 (NEPA) environmental assessment (EA) for the 151 snow-sail project. 

The findings of the draft EA supported continued progress toward the full, operational 
deployment of about 50 snow sails on 151 as a preferred method of avalanche hazard reduction 
at this site. The visual impact of the approximately 50 sails remained the most pressing public 
and USDA Forest Service concern. The primary mitigation technique for visual impact includes 
the provision to remove the sails annually in the spring and reinstall them in the autumn. In 
addition, the winter 1999–2000 pilot project addressed the issue of sailcloth color and the visual 
impact of the sails when they were installed in the 151 avalanche-starting zone. The prairie 
brown color blended well visually. The white sails blended well with the snow and sky but stood 
out starkly when seen against the mountainside. 
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The 151 avalanche snow-sail deployment NEPA EA resulted in a finding of no significant 
impact (2). This was due in large part to the fact that, unlike other forms of constructed, passive 
avalanche-starting zone defense, snow sails may be removed annually in the spring and reinstalled 
in the autumn. This minimizes their year-round visual impact. Annual removal and redeployment 
and maintenance costs for the 151 avalanche snow-sail system has been estimated at $21,000. 
Figure 4 shows personnel reinstalling one of the final complement of 50 snow sails in the full 
deployment at the beginning of the 2003–2004 winter season. 

An additional element of the EA included a recommendation that forest species planting 
(or replanting) be assessed and, if found feasible, conducted on the 151 avalanche-starting zone. 
The premise is that mature conifer stands on the 151 avalanche-starting zone, if in sufficient 
numbers and size, could serve the same purpose as the snow sails in disrupting snow depositional 
patterns and, hence, reducing avalanche hazard. There is some evidence (a few large, old downed 
timber trunks) in the upper reaches of the 151 avalanche-starting zone to suggest that there was 
once a stand of timber on this site during prehistory. Perhaps it was burned. Subsequently, it is 
possible that the barren nature of the site, with its attendant high winds, avalanching, and snow 
creep and glide, would not allow the site to reseed naturally. 
 

  
FIGURE 4  Personnel reinstalling one of the 50 sails in the  

151 avalanche full snow-sail deployment. 
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151 SNOW-SAIL PILOT STUDY AND FOLLOW-ON FULL DEPLOYMENT 
 
The 151 avalanche snow-sail project was limited to the five initial pilot phase tasks as a technology 
path-finding and demonstration exercise prior to installing the full deployment of ~50 sails at the 
151 avalanche site. These five pilot phase tasks included the following: 
 

• Task 1 
– Preliminary unit design of a snow sail that is reliable, is cost-effective, and may 

be set up and removed seasonally. These snow sails are constructed of modern, 
lightweight materials (aluminum and vinylized nylon fabric). 

・ Task 1 completed: June 1999. 
・ Task 1 deliverables: preliminary design and unit cost for snow sails. 

• Task 2 
– Deploy wind speed and direction instrumentation in the snow-sail deployment 

area of the 151 avalanche-starting zone. 
– Review available wind climate data from other local sites, including anemometers 

at the top of Snow King Mountain (about 2 mi to the northeast). Review wind regional 
wind climate data from National Weather Service, National Oceanic Atmospheric 
Administration, and other agencies. 

・ Task 2 (wind instrumentation): May 1999. 
・ Task 2 completion: May 2000. 
・ Task 2 deliverables: wind climate assessment at the 151 snow-sail deployment 

site. 
• Task 3 

– Install, as per the preliminary design efforts of Task 1, four full-size test snow sails 
in the 151 avalanche-starting zone. 

・ Task 3 completion date: September 1999. 
・ Task 3 deliverables: a field installed snow-sail test deployment at the 151 

avalanche site. 
• Task 4 

– Evaluate the reliability of the preliminary snow-sail design based on the 
performance of the test snow sails deployed at the 151 avalanche site. 

– Evaluate the effectiveness of the test snow sails in disrupting the snow 
depositional patterns in the 151 avalanche-starting zone and hence their potential, if 
deployed in sufficient numbers, to reduce or mitigate the formations of avalanche wind-
slabs in the 151 avalanche-starting zone. 

・ Task 4 completion date: May 2000. 
・ Task 4 deliverables: an evaluation of snow-sail performance at the 151 

avalanche site. 
• Task 5 

– Based on the results of Tasks 2 and 4, develop a final design for snow sails at the 
151 avalanche-starting zone. 

– Determine the number and location of snow sails required for effective avalanche 
hazard reduction at the 151 avalanche site. 

・ Task 5 completion date: May 2000. 
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・ Task 5 deliverables: evaluation of test snow-sail performance and wind climate 
assessment of the potential for a full deployment of snow sails to reduce avalanche 
occurrence at the 151 avalanche; final design for a full deployment of snow sails at 
the 151 avalanche. 

 
The subsequent two tasks associated with the full deployment of 50 snow sails included 

 
• Task 6 

– Based on the results of Tasks 1 through 5, deploy about 50 snow sails at the 151 
avalanche-starting zone. 

・ Task 6 completion date: October 2002. 
・ Task 6 deliverables: a full deployment of snow sails at the 151 avalanche site. 

• Task 7 
– Evaluate, based on the modification to the snowpack, among other parameters, the 

effectiveness of the full 50-sail deployment at inhibiting the formation of wind-slab 
avalanche conditions at the 151 avalanche site. 

・ Task 7 completion date for interim results: May 2003; final, May 2005. 
・ Task 7 deliverable: assessment and evaluation of the full deployment of snow 

sails at the 151 avalanche site. 
 
151 Avalanche-Starting Zone Wind Climate 
 
The 151 avalanche-starting zone wind climate was assessed using wind speed and direction 
instrumentation (anemometer) that had been operational since June 1999. It remains in operation. 
Peak hourly sustained winds exceeding ~25 mph, predominantly from the south or southwest, 
occur on about 5 separate occasions in any given winter. The maximum peak hourly sustained 
winds of approximately 30 mph from the west–southwest occurred September 24, 1999. Peak 3 
second gusts exceeding 45 mph occur about 8 in any given winter. Their direction was more 
varied and came from the east–southeast through the west–northwest. The maximum 3-s gust 
was slightly over 60mph, occurring on December 14, 1999. The snow-sail structural design wind 
speed is 90 mph. 
 
151 Snow Sail: Snowpack Disruption and Redistribution Assessment 
 
A key element of the pilot-phase portion of the snow-sail investigation was to determine if an 
individual snow sail in the 151 avalanche-starting zone would disrupt the snow depositional pattern 
sufficiently such that, if deployed in large enough numbers ( about 50), snow sails could effectively 
reduce the hazard due to wind-slab avalanche conditions at this site. 

During the winter of 1999–2000 three methods were used to assess if the pilot project’s trial 
snow sails were successful in disrupting the snow depositional patterns in the 151 avalanche-starting 
zone: observations from the valley floor; an on-site, detailed snowpack distribution study on 
January 21, 2000; and an aerial survey on February 18, 2000. Access for the on-site snowpack 
distribution study was authorized by the USDA Forest Service, following an assessment of big 
game use on the 151 site on that specific day. 
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Four valley floor observation data sheets were prepared during the winter of 1999–2000. 
The results of these observations indicated that over the course of the winter the trial snow sails 
were effectively redistributing the snow immediately under and downwind (leeward, to the north) of 
the sails. It was observed that this snowpack redistribution was occurring during periods of snow 
and wind, as well as during windy periods without significant snowfall.  

During the on-site snowpack redistribution study, personnel climbed to the 151 avalanche-
starting zone and measured snowpack depths and densities at various stations around the trial snow 
sails. Specifically, snowpack depth was measured along three traverses downwind (leeward) and 
parallel to the line of trial sails. These three traverses were performed at 5, 17, and 40 ft downwind 
of the line of sails. The sails had successfully redistributed a snowpack with a nominal depth of 
about 10 in. to a high disrupted snowpack, with depth variations between 0 and 20 in. The last 
traverse, at 40 ft leeward of the sail line, was the downwind extent of the sail’s snowpack disruption 
zone. As anticipated, there was a large area of snowpack scour immediately under each sail. 

In addition, the presence of the snow sails led to elongated regions of increased snowpack 
density. The nominal snowpack density was 20% (note, the ratio of ice to air—a common, non-
dimensional metric of snow density—solid ice is 100%). The densified regions were at 25% 
density. 

The snowpack depositional pattern from this overflight aerial survey of the site on February 
18, 2000, is shown in Figure 5. The elongated regions correlate with the areas of increased 
snowpack density. 
 
 
 
 

 
FIGURE 5  Aerial view of the pilot-phase technology-trial snow sails. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
It was postulated that the extent of snowpack disruption and redistribution caused by the trial snow 
sails during the pilot phase of this project was sufficiently significant to extrapolate the following: if 
about 50 snow sails were to be deployed in the 151 avalanche-starting zone, the region of snowpack 
disruption and redistribution would be sufficient to reduce and inhibit the development of wind-slabs 
and the potential for wind-slab avalanching from this site. 

This postulate remains the focus of ongoing full-deployment assessment and evaluation 
activities associated with the 151 avalanche snow-sail project. The full deployment of 50 sails on the 
151 avalanche can be seen in Figure 6. Figure 7 show the full deployment from a closer angle. 
 

  
FIGURE 6  A view from the valley floor of the full 50-sail deployment of  

snow sails on the 151 avalanche. 
 

 
FIGURE 7  A view of a portion of the full snow-sail deployment of the 151 avalanche. 
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